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REVENUE ACT OF 1963

MONDAY, OCTOBER 28, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMrrrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd (presiding), Douglas, Talmadge, Bennett,
and Dirksen.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Donald C. Slichter of the American Life

Convention, Life Insurers Conference.
Please proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF DONALD C. SLICHTER, PRESIDENT, THE NORTH-
WESTERN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO., MILWAUKEE, WIS., ON
BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN LIFE CONVENTION, THE LIFE IN-
SURERS CONFERENCE, AND THE LIFE INSURANCE ASSOCIATION
OF AMERICA

Mr. SLICHTER. Mr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance
Committee, I am Donald C. Slichter, president of the Northwestern
Mutual Life Insurance Co., Milwaukee, Wis. My testimony is in be-
half of the American Life Convention the Life Insurers Conference,
and the Life Insurance Association of America, three associations with
a joint membership of 359 life insurance companies which have 98
percent of the total assets of all U.S. legal reserve companies. I am
chairman of the Joint Economic Policy Committee of the American
Life Convention and the Life Insurance Association of America.

In brief, our position regarding the rate reduction provisions of
H.R. 8363 is as follows:

(1) We favor such provisions in principle, subject to three qualifica-
tions I shall describe later.

(2) We favor the net tax reduction provided in the bill of approxi-
mately $11 billion to be phased over a 2-year period.

(3) We favor a tax rate revision of this magnitude to lay the foun-
dation for vigorous and sustained economic growth over an extended
period, not as a cyclical measure to give the national economy "a shot
in the arm" to accelerate business recovery.

We have reached these conclusions because we are convinced that
our Federal tax system-both the high level of taxation and the struc-

/ 951



952 REVENUE ACT OF 1963

ture of the tax rates--reduces incentives to work arder, to save and
invest, to innovate and to assume risks.

The impairment of these incentives seriously r tricts the ability of
our economic system to achieve high employment a id faster growth on
a sustained basis.

Since the trough of the last recession in early 961 we have had a
favorable expansion of business activity but our ec nomy is still char-
acterized by excessive unempliyhi6it and slack in tl e use of productive
facilities.

We are convinced that one of the underlying cai ses for the failure
of or economy to achieve its potential is our current tax system, with
its steeply graduated personal income tax rates and high corporate
income tax rates.

However appropriate such rates may have been under the wartime
conditions in which they were enacted, they are poorly suited to our
country's current economic need to stimulate enterprise, innovation,
risk taking and capital spending.

We made our decision to support a tax rate reduction program only
after lengthy study and consideration of the risks involved. We
realize, of course,.that unless proper precautions are observed a tax
cut of the magnitude provided in H.R. 8363, at a time when a large
Federal deficit is already in prospect, might revive inflationary pres-
sures and undermine confidence in the value of the dollar both at
home and abroad.

Such a result would be highly damaging to our economy and would
be particularly unfortunate from the standpoint of life insurance
policyholders who rely on our fixed-dollar commitments. Conse-
quently our support of tax reduction at this particular time is sub-
ject to several qualifications.

First, determined action must be taken by the administration and
the Congress to avoid further rise in aggregate Federal spending, and
the budget must be carefully scrutinized to reduce spending wherever
possible. We urge that such steps be taken promptly. A rigorous
control of expenditures is imperative at this point in the Nation's
economic development. A halt to continual increases in Government
spending is essential in itself. If taxes are reduced expenditure con-
trol becomes doubly necessary.

Second, the Government must be prepared to use monetary, debt
management, and other policy measures to avoid building up infla-
tionary pressures and to protect the international value of the dollar.

The continued slack in our economy and the discipline of foreign
competition provide assurance that a marked rise in the general price
level is not at present a serious threat.

At the same time we cannot ignore the price increases of individual
products which are cropping up in the news with greater frequency.
For this reason we believe that if a tax reduction bill is enacted, the
monetary authorities must, if conditions require, curb excessive liquid-
ity in the economy.

It also means that the Treasury must redouble its efforts to finance
the deficit in a noninflationary manner.

Finally, it is our position that the individual income tax rate re-
ductions contained in the bill should be revised to give more equitable
treatment to middle-income taxpayers.
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And, while we support the corporate rate reduction in the bill, we
favor a further reduction in this rate to 42 percent as soon as budgetary
conditions permit.

The new individual income tax rates should be directed to achieving
a balance between stimulating consumption, on the one hand, and
providing stronger incentives to work, save, invest, innovate, and as-
sume risks, on the other.

The tax rate reductions in H.R. 8363 do not, in our opinion, achieve
this balance. They are directed too strongly toward stimulating con-
sumer spending and not far enough toward the other objectives I have
mentioned.

Relatively small reductions are granted to the middle-income
brackets. As a result, although all income levels would receive some
tax reduction, the program in H.R. 8363 would actually make gradu-
ation in the middle ranges of the rate structure relatively steeper than
it is now. Thus it falls short of achieving the beneficial effects on
incentives that would be possible under a tax program that spreads the
relief more evenly among taxpayers at all income levels. We there-
fore urge that the individual income tax schedule in H.R. 8363 be
amended to provide more equitable terms to the middle-income groups.

The reason why we urge more equitable treatment for the middle-
income brackets is that these are the brackets in which there is an
especially great potential for stimulating the incentive to save and
invest.

The savings dollars of these individuals are not put into a sock,
as seems to be assumed sometimes.

Rather most of them go into savings institutions and are made
available immediately for the building of homes, farm structures, in-
dustrial plant and equipment, public utilities, and many other capital
goods.

As they flow into investment spending they expand job opportuii-
ties, wages, and consumer expenditures. They contribute directly
to the growth of our economy.

The weak link in our overall economic expansion since early 1961
has been a lagging rate of capital spending by business and industry.
A few figures will illustrate this.

In the third quarter of 1963.the GNP was running at an annual rate
of $588.5 billion. or 33 percent higher than in 1957.

Despite thisrise in GNP, and despite a doubling in privately fi-
innced industrial research and development expenditures in the past
decade; the annual rate of business expenditures for plarit and equip-
ment in the third quarter of this year was only 8 percent higher than
the level in 1957.

Annual investment in fixed capital in trlation to GNP has fallen
from an average of 10-11 percent in the 1949-57 period-and from
12 percent in 1947-48-to an average of only 9.percent in the past 5
years.

Because we believe that, direct encouragement to 6 pital spending
is so important for high. employment and faster gowth on a sis-
tained bisis; we strongly. appro e' the tax relief to corporations in
H.R. 8363, and.we urge that the corporate rate be further reduced
as budgetary conditions permit. , '
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It is precisely for this reason also that we urge larger tax reduc-
tions for individuals in the middle-income brackets.

The direct encouragement this would give to saving and invest-
ment, to the willingness to assume risks and to innovate, and to the
spirit of enterprise would also aid to stimulate a higher rate of capi-
tal spending, particularly by comparatively small unincorporated
business concerns.

In summary then, we favor the rate reduction principles of H.R.
8363. Our support for these principles, however, is subject to several
qualifications.

We believe that there would be a determined effort by the admin-
istration and Congress to avoid further rise in aggregate Federal
spending.

We think the Government must be prepared to use its monetary
and debt management powers to avoid inflation and to protect the
value of the dollar.

Finally, we are of the opinion that the individual income tax rate
schedule in the bill should be amended to afford more equitable treat-
ment to the middle-income brackets, and that the corporate rate should
be further reduced as soon as budgetary conditions permit.

My testimony has been confined to the rate reduction principles of
the bill. Another witness will appear at a later date to testify on
behalf of the life insurance associations with regard to certain
structural changes proposed in the bill.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Slichter. Senator
Douglas?

Senator DouoLAs. No question, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAnuIRMA Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNET. Mr. Slichter, earlier in the testimony we have

had some interesting remarks about the Harris poll, and it is interest-
ing that in this morning's Post there is a Harris poll report which
show that only 30 percent of the American people feel that the ad-
ministration has done a good job in keeping spending in line.

This is a very interesting, and as far as the Senator from Utah is
concerned, an unexpected revelation of a point of view which he has
suspected for a long time.

You testify in your statement that one of the conditions you make
with respect to your support of the tax bill is that there be a detemined
effort by the administration and Congress to avoid further rise in the
aggregate Federal spending.

Would you regard this report of the Harris survey as having sig-
nificance in view of your position

Mr. SLcCTER. Well I assume it has some significance but I would
not be able to appraise it completely.

I think that progress has been made to some extent in the reduction
of expenditures, but I would expect and hope for very substantial
further progress, particularly as we run into the year 1964.

Senator BBrr. Well, we have been led to believe that we must
have the tax reduction now, and many business groups whom we ex-
pected to make the same kind of qualifications you have made, have
more or less retreated from these qualifications.

Some witnesses have said, "Well, this isn't the President's responsi-
bility. This is the responsibility of the Congress." It is interesting
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that this survey is a survey of support of the President's policies, a
survey aimed at the popularity or the support of the President, not
the Congress, and apparently the feeling is greater that he has failed
in keeping spending in line than that he has failed in any other respect
about which the Harris survey asked the people whom it interviewed.

So, I hope this will give groups like yours more courage to come
up and tell the committee that we want a tax bill, as you have done,
but we should only have a tax bill if we do a better job of keeping
spending in line.

Maybe it isn't fair to ask you, would you prefer to have a tax bill
passed if there were no reduction in spending or would you prefer to
have it deferred until we can get some evidence of a determination to
reduce spending?

Mr. SuLIHTER. I would prefer to have a tax bill passed and progress
made in correcting some of the inequities in the tax structure, so we
can induce further growth in this economy and at the same time move
along and get reduction in expenditures.

I believe it is highly important, as I pointed out in this testimony,
that we stimulate, particularly business investment expenditures,
which is the area that creates jobs and expands markets, and makes,
and always has made, this economy more vigorous and productive and
efficient; that we get on with a tax structure that gives this country
the opportunity to make that progress and get off this slow rate we have
been growing at.

Senator BENNTrr. But you said in your answer, "at the same time."
Do you mean at the same time or do you want the tax cut now and you
will take your chances on reduction or control of Federal expendi-
tures? That is one of the basic problems we in this committee must
face.

Mr. SLcHTiER. I would certainly expect Congress to scrutinize with
great conscience and care and assign high priorirty to carefully ex-
amining the expenditure requests that come in.

But I would not expect this tax bill to be held up until that is
accomplished.

Senator BENNErr. I have no further questions, ir. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Douglas?
Senator DouoLAs. May I enter the lists, Mr. Chairman ?
The CHAIRMAN. Yes.
Senator DouoLs. I hadn't intended to make any comments but

since my friend from Utah has introduced the Harris poll which ap-
pears in this morning's Post, I think it should be noted that 76 per-
cent of those polled approved the President's policy in keeping our
military defense strong.

Sixty-nine percent approved the space program. I am not person-
ally too keen about that, but that shows public opinion.

Now, the increase in the governmental budget has been primarily
due to the increase in defense expenditures, and to the space program.
Both are costly affairs. I believe the expenditures on national defense
have increased by approximately $10 billion, space expenditures have
been increased $4 or $5 billion. That accounts for almost the entire
increase in the budget.

Senator BENNET'. Mr. Chairman, will the Senator yield
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S, Senator DodLoAs. I will finish the sentence and then I will be glad
to yield to youi but I would like to finish'the sentence.

At the same time, 30 percent approve of the President's policy in
:keeping spending in line, presumably 70 percent do not approve of
the President's policy. This is a common tendency of mankind to
favor specific programs which create great expenditures, and then
to quarrel about the totals and the taxes required to maintain them;
and personally, as there is an inconsistency in the public attitude in
this matter, and as long as the public approves of keeping military
defense strong, and approves of the space program about which I have
my own reservations, I don't think that the Senator from Utah can
say this is convincing proof that expenditures have risen further than
public opinion justifies.

Now, I will be glad to yield.
Senator BENNENTr. I was asking you to yield so that I could ask the

SChairman permission to put into the record figures which will show
that the administration has actually spent as much or more outside
of the defense-that the cost of Government under this administra-
tion has been increased by spending which is as great or greater out-
side of defense and space than it is inside of those two very important
areas.

It is a common offense to focus attention immediately on defense
and space, and we ignore the fact that there has been a tremendous
increase in Government spending in other areas, and I ask permis-
sion, Mr. Chairman, I don't have those figures with me.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The figures referred to follow:)

Ezpenditures by fiscal year

(In mlUons)

1961 1962 1963 Change, 1961-43

Nondefense: Prcent
International affair............ ........ $200 $2,817 $2,874 +3374 14.9
Ap 'ulture................. ........ .5M 6.896 .731 +1.68 30.1
Natural resources... ... 2.147 2.380 +374 .,-18.6
Commerce transportation ............. 2.573 .2774 3.3 + 762 -26.3
Housing and community development. 320 349 6256 05 0
Health, labor, and welfare............. 4244 4,624 4,915 71 8
Education ................. ........... 34 1.076 1,361 -427 -4 7
General government.................. 1.709 ,1,876 2,041 332 -10.4
Interest.......................... 050 9.198 9,783 +732 +8.0
Veterans beneflts..................... 414 6.403 5,646 +131 +24

Nondefense total.................. 33923 ............ 39,479 +5666 +1& 9

De e......... ............ .. 47,494 1,103 004 +5 10 +11.6
s............................. 744 1,257 2,400 +l,65W +222.6

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Chairman, I also ask'permission to present
an analysis of the budget figures.

(The following was later received for the record:)

EXPENDITURES UNDER KENNEDY ADmINISTRATIoN LE8s FOR FUNCTIONS OTHER
THAN DEFENSE, SPACE, AND INTEREST IN FIRST 3 YEARS THAN LAST 3 YEARS OT
EISENHOWEB ADMINISTRATION

While total budget expenditures will increase more during the first 8 years
of the Kennedy administration than they did during the last 8 years of the
Elsenhower administration, the difference is more than accounted for by
increases in expenditures for defense, space, and interest.
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SAQ shown in the attached ,table, budget iependiures for, program. other
than defense, space, ,and. interest 'ncetsq4 ni tiLhe 8 yearsthe Elsenhower administration (nilrly5 b llin ititey d e rS
3 years of the Kennedy administration (less.tiA4 blllfton);" ' ' '1b :

Moreover, during the two periods of compatwin,ithe pioportion ot buietary
Increases golpg for defense, interest, and pace .rpBrani compare, with. alother program will be much higher In the first 3 years of the Kenedy ad-
ministration (74 percent) than IQ the last 8 years o the Eisenower a in.
istratiOn (52 pernt). : "
. .la demonstrates beyond any 'question that the program' of expenditure
restralpt which has been followed by the K nnedy administration has achievedssnificantly .greater economy than was a4chieed by te Eisenhower administr-
tioh in expenditures for programs not related directly to the national defense,
the space effort, and the fixed charges in the public debt, L

Chan a R in administrative budget ejsp.nmditre, fesoal yeqrs 1958-6 and 1904-
S " .. " (Ina million 6fdollas) . :: ;;

* Budget expen4itures M Increases (+) or eeases (-)

National defense..... ...
Space research and technology.

Subtotal...........
Interest........................

Subtotal................

All other functions:
International affairs and

finance.................
Agriculture and sagrlcul.

tural resources .........
Natural resources.
Commerce and transport.

development .............
HIealth, labor, and welfare.
Education...............;.
Veterans' benefits and serv-

ices.............
General government......

Subtotal, all other func-
tions...................

Allowances undistributed;
Comparability pay ad lost.

met...........
Contingencies........

Interfund transactions (-).....

Total, administrative
budget expenditures...

1958

44,234
.89

47,494
744

196 -44:

Amot Pecent n ercet-mrh .. •j ., - . %,,

44,823 4.238 64793 3,15 8 0.U 21.97,689 9.050 10,683 1, 31 177 1,3 1&9
62,012 67,288 .9,376 5,276 10.1 1.088 21.1

62 .2«74

2,231 2, 00 (1) 269 ........ (I) ..........
4.419 6,173 1i) 754 .1,544 2,006 4 . ........ .

1,631 2,573 (1) 942.......... ()
30 320 0) 290.

3.059 4,244 ...:

1 3 402 ...... i " .. :...::

6,184 5,414 () 230 . 0
1,284 1,709 426 .. .....

19.923 24.882 28,728 4,959 24.9 3,84. ~ l.

71,809

.... ......... 200 ..
."" 8 ' .. . " -o7 :..'173

81,615 97,801 'l10,14

SNot available. - --
*Percentage of total budget expenditure (ncreae.
NdOrT-Vi ure may not idd to todisod , round : lo - '..
Source: Office of the Secretary of the Treasury, Office of Debt Analysis. Oct. 28,1963.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge? - .; . . .
Senator TALMADGB. No questions. . : .', , .:
The CHAIRMAN. There has been one conflict so'fai this year, direct

conflict between the Congress and the President. The House reduced
the foreign aid about ahalf a billion dollar,, I think ' :

'I:' !: '~ -

.... I -

I. I

n n i I , I- ---------- - - - ^ 1 ---

.' .....

.2: r',20.0
II I

3,260 ..........
-a" .- ,..

. .. . ... s :. oo......... i.3 2 1*4
:.......^ '25

1 '14

"14.23'1 . 10'29
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* Th6,eouse was then denounced by the President as committing an
irtpoible'ac, an outrageous act, and generally was given a good
dressing down by the President.
;Which side would you take .

DO you think the House did the right thing or that the President
did th ig ht thing

Mr. SizrHTER. Well, I must adiit that I am not an expert on the
,foreign aid budget and the expenditures included in the foreign aid.
But I would alo say that the foreign aid budget like all other budgets
sHliauld be daiefully scrutinized and perhaps the conclusion of the
House was right.

I also agree with Senator Douglas, that the space program, it is an
immense program, a difficult program to administer, $5 billion and
over, that is an amazingly large research program to administer, and
we must understand that there are great difficulties in handling
amounts that large and deriving efficient and excellent results par-
ticularly when you have a problem of reaching an area that you don't
know anything about; that is the moon.

The CnaIawN. I simply say that is one of the difficulties confront-
ing the Nation at this tune, of having the executive and legislative
branch agree.

I think the legislative branch was absolutely right in cutting the
foreign aid. I tKink it is infiltrated with waste and extravagance all
up and down the line. I am a little surprised that you haven't taken
the side of C6ngress in unequivocal language because you base the
tax cut upon cuttingexpenditures.

Mr. SwolIrrp Well, I recognize, Senator, that Congress, both the
House and the Senate, have the complete power and the responsibility
and they have been delegated that power, through the electorate, and
we rest our expectations on the ability of Congress to make discerning
judgments on the proper, desirable priority expenditures.

Obviously, first things must come first.
The COramIAN. The President has the power to veto, you know,

if he chooses to use it.
Thank you very much, Mr. Slichter.
I will now ask the Senator from Georgia to present the next

witness.
Senator TALmADO. Mr. Chairman, it is a privilege indeed for me

to welcome to the committee one of my State's most distinguished
citizens, Floyd Newton, who has been a warm personal friend for
many, many years.

Mr. Newton, will you come around, please and proceed?

STATEMENT OF FLOYD C. NEWTON, TR., CHAIRMAN, TAX COM-
MITTEE, AMERICAN TEXTILE NANUFAOTURS INSTITUTE,
INO.

Mr. NzwTON. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I wish to thank you
for the privilege of appearing before this committee to present the
views pf the textile industry on HiR. 8863, the proposed Revenue Act
of 1963. .

My name is Floyd C. Newton Jr., and I am vice president and
treasurer of Dundee Mills, Inc., o Griffin, Ga. I am: appearing today
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as chairman of the Tax Qommittee of the American Textile Manu-
facturers Institute, Inc.

American Textile Manufacturers Institute, Inc., is a national trade
association which represents approximately 85 percent of the mills in
this country that spin and weave textiles from cotton, manmade fibers,
and silk.

The textile industry is basically a complex of small, intensely c6m-
petitive plante-with no single company representing more than ap-
proximately 5 percent of the total textile production. The aggregate
magnitude of the industry is large, however, consisting of more than
8,000 plants employing approximately 1 million workers.

The Tax Committee of the American Textile Manufacturers Insti-
tute, Inc., has made an intensive reviewof HR. 8368 during the short
time since it was passed by the House Ways and Means Committee.
The views which I shall present to you represent those positions de-
termined after full discussion by our tax committee. - ' -

At this point, I would like't6 present for your information the basic
policy recommendation of our tax committee which has been approved
by the board of directors of the American Textile Manufacturers In-
stitute, Tllio.

The tax committee unanimously recommends that the textile industry support
a balanced and fair reduction in the rate structure across the board f6r both
individuals and corporations, This should be accompanied by a reduction in
Government expenditures, or at. the very least by a holding of the line on further
increases, with the goal being balanced budget'and a reduction of our national
debt.' This committee believes that by a substantial reduction ii corpFoate Apd
Individual tax rated'the economy of our country will be stimulated' nd will this
provide increased tax revenue.

This policy declaration was just recently reaffirmed at a 2-day
meeting of our tax committee which was called for the specific pur-
pose of considering H.R. 8863.

The"'tetile' industry feel that the Federal tax program' hais a
highly significant effect on the economic life of our country. We feel
that the existing tax system has reached such proportions that it is a
definite hindrance to economic growth and well-being.

The excessive progression of rates of individual income taxes and
the present high rates of individual and corporate income taxes are
serious deterrents to initiative, savings, and risk taking. This results
in the.stifling of investment in plant renewal and expansion, botl of
which are so necessa for a healthy econoniid growth and for 'the
maintenance of a high level of business activity.

Under this situation, several basic courses of action present them-
selves:

1. Do nothing and face a declining economic situation and continu-
ally mounting Government deficits.

2. Stimulate the ecoromy through increased massive Governmient
spending a'rd'further extension of Government controls.

3. Stimulate the economy by encouraging private initiative and.en-
couragng business growth andexpanion.'

We feel very strongly that the third alternative presents the only
reasonable approach to ' a tsfactory solutioni of our present problem.

Any prografi"ft action to accomplish this objective must meet 'er-
taifi standards or criteria, 'and 'th, foll0ring standairs aire those
by which we have tried to measure eah'of our recommendations.

24-82-68-pt. 8----2
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SAny rpo m o a ,o ion'i accmp tohif, albjitin.t alqe et

certain standards or critic d the ol a i

hlbywiicl k we oave tried to maree. . i Oi
:-Whll- it increase: ndiyid l tatye ind permit reonble

t t modiflatis aa by thetHo 
*.s -*and

. Will it encourage business investment for pliit rnswal and
.ex ansionl . , rouh i

:; Vill.t;provide increased preichagingp oetil g o lioge, .a,
burdens and trough higler employmeLtilt': - i; . tW.

:I: woild.like:to comment here parent ,ed6 L -e"nl A 'di":i-

creased purchasing power alone reultjpgfrO°mf-red. O 01Cd p 1 nV-
iuli Accmo t es will no provide sumclent timulus to theeconomy

to raise revenusequal to tlhe present level oi therecd rates within

.any reasonable perodof time. , i.
t is'essential that change in the-tax program he' handled in such

a way that business enterprise and activity will be effectively stimu-

L yThe purchasing wer plowed back into, our; economy from

reduced taxes alone would be very small as compared to the total pur-

chasing power which would result from fuller employment aind from

the payment of salaries, wages, and so forth, resulting from theexpan-

sioni.9f business activity to a level appreciably higher than that at

It is our view that the modifications made by the House Ways an d

'Means .Committee tind adopted by the House of Representatives go a

long way toward achieving the ends which we have just outlined.

But we feel the bill contains certain self-defeating provisions and cer-

tain inequities which require further revisions.. -"

.,The most important of these are the proposed acceleration of

corporate tax payments over a 7-year period an the proposed rate re-

visions for individuals which, we submit, give excessive reductions

to. taxpayers in the hig est and lowest brackets and not enough in be-

tween--especialy when considered in conjunction with ,certain of

the so-called structural changes. I

We believe that both of these provisions will serve to defeat the

basic purposes of the income tax reducion and, unless revised, may

nullify to a large extent, the stimulative effect of tax reduction on

Should lie,ke. now to review in more detail the position of our

industry on these. lnd otherspecific provisions of the pending l.

'The textile industry feels that corporate rte reduction is an

Appropriate method of, Stimulating investme t, consumption, and

incentive.
.Accordingly, we are. in favor of the reduction in the corporate rate

to 50 percent on January 1, 1964, and to 48 percent on January 1, 1965.

. In addition, we favor the reversal of the, porfnal and surtaxx rates

and the elimination of the 2-percent penalty, tax on consolidated

returns.
Although not a part of the present bil 'we would recommend that

further consideration be given to the elimination of the intercorporate

dividend tax on dividends from control l subidiari6s. , .

"'Ifhs change' ih made and the comnmitteO approves the, reversal

o.f the normal and stax i tes, -lsn 'ding cha-nge limiting rat

exemptions and other tax benefit in te case of related coror ti

may be necessary,.
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S- On this basis, ATM.Iwould have no objection toithe multiple stiftax
.exemption propo included in the Housepassed bill.: . -
, The textile industry strongly supports thi repeal of the provision
in the present law requiring that the depreciation base ioropropeTty
eligible for the investment credit must be reduced by the amount of the
credit Simplification of the .investment .credit is of pressing
importance. : ,

In our judgment, the one change that'would help the most would be
the repeal of the basis adjustment provision [which, while logically
sound, adds enormously, to the' burdensome' recordkeeping .requiire
ments of the new investment credit law,

Let me add -that the application of the basic adjustment rules, :when
taken in conjunction with the rules relating to recapture of the credit
on early disposition of an asset and to.tle selebtiod of used property, -
frequently give rise to almost impossible accounting problems. "1 Be-
cause of its complexities, we would urge the elimination'or modifica-
tiontof the used property, provision-particularly in the area of affil-
iated corporations-as well as a sharp curtailment of:the area of
application of the mandatory recapture rules,.

The textile industry favors the proposed clarification of the eligi-
bility for the credit of elevators and escalators and the two changes
in the bill which pertain to the lessor-lessee election.

ATMI is strongly opposed to the Presiderit's proposal to accelerate
the payment of corporation taxes. Our study of the problem indi-
cates that the acceleration of "pay as you go" over a 7-year period end-
ing with 1970 for corporations having estimated tax ability in excess
of $100,000, largely eliminates any benefit from rate reduction that
might otherwise go to such corporations for a period of approximately
5 years.

The obvious result of this proposal, if enacted, will be to reduce the
cash flow of many members of our industry. The expansion arid
modernization of industrial plant and equipment are major objectives
of the proposed tax rate reduction this year and of the investment
credit and depreciation revisions made effective last year.

In our opinion, acceleration of the payment of corporate taxes will
not only go a long way toward defeating these objectives, but will also
largely eliminate the stimulus to industry which is necessary to in-
crease long-term revenues, and will hamper the ability of our domestic
industry in preparing to meet increasing foreign competition. -

If I might digress for a moment, the shorter depreciation lives an-
nounced by the Treasury in late 1961 for the textile industry and in
July of 1962 for industry generally have, in our opinion, been quite
helpful to the economy of our country.

1t'is unfortunate, however, that these new lives will apply as a matter
of right for only 3 years and that at the end of such period the com-
plicated reserve ratio test developed by the Treasury economists will
come into operation.

While this matter may not be germane to the present hearings, we
would urge that your committee and its staff, during the next few
months examine closely the justification for the reserve ratio. :

The feeling of the textile industry is that the reserve ratio tests are
overly complex arid seriously discriminate against 4Ammrican industry
in comparison to f6reigh omptition.'; ' ' "
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We would recommend that the Congress enact legislation which will
permit taxpayers as a matter of right to use the useful lives and guide-
line classes specified in the Treasury's depreciation guidelines, without
regard to whether the reserve ratio tests are satisfied. The reserve
ratio tests should then be permitted as a basis of justification for the
use of even shorter lines by those concerns whose replacement practices
actually provide such a basis.

Since the preparation of this testimony we have learned that Senator
Hartke has introduced Senate bill 2231 which would accomplish this,
and needless to say, this bill has our wholehearted support.

Under individual income tax rates and related matters, ATMI rec-
ommends that the Congress approve an approximate 15-percent across-
the-board reduction in individual rates over a period of 2 years with
the lowest income bracket split.
, In effect we favor a rate structure revision for the calendar years

1964 and 1965 in line with the first two columns of table 2 attached
t0 Secretary, Dillon's statement before the House Ways and Means
Committee to be found on page 61 of the committee hearings of Feb-
ruary 6, 1963. Our recommendations would thus call for rates rang-
ing from 18.5 to 84.5 percent in 1964 and from 15.5 to 71.5 percent
beginning with 1965.

Our recommendedtax table differs from that in the pending bill in
that we would cut back by 1.5 percentage points the tax cuts given in
the bill for both the bottom and top brackets.

In general, we believe that the package of tax cuts for individuals
in the bill is weighted too much in favor of the very low bracket and
the very high bracket taxpayer, and that not enough attention is being
paid to the middle income brackets.

This is particularly true because certain of the so-called structural
changes proposed would deny deductions and add heavier tax loads
to those same individuals who are given the least! percentage rate
reductions.

It is our firm conclusion that fiscal responsibility requires a some-
what smaller reduction in rates than the President has recommended,
and that the appropriate area for adjustment would be in the bottom
and top brackets where proposed cuts are somewhat out of line with
the across-the-board rate reduction that we feel to be the fairest and
most equitable,

With some misgiving, ATMI is willing to support the provision in
the bill denying a deduction for certain State and local taxes other
than property, income, and general sales taxes.
i We dislike cutting back on long-established deductions, but because

of the need for raising revenues and because of the complexities in-
volved in administering the deduction for the taxes in question, ATMI
has reluctantly concluded that the giving up of this deduction is a
reasonable price to pay if our suggested rate table is adopted.

We would urge that the committee reject the proposed minimum
standard deduction, because of its revenue cost, because it runs con-
trary to the recommended across-the-board approach to tax reduction,
and because it represents an inequitable allowancein cases where in-
come has not been expended for deductible purposes. "

We feel that only those Income eariners and producers who expend
their income for deductible purposes should be allowed to toke such
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deductions and we disagree with the principal of eliminating a large
number of small taxpayers from the effects of the Federal income tax
It is our strong belief that the vast majority of our citizens who benefit
from the operation of our Government should participate on a fair
basis in the payment of its cost.

The textile industry continues to oppose the elimination of the 4-
percent credit for dividends received by individuals. The compromise
proposal included in the House-passed bill which would repeal the
credit over a 2-year period and increase the $50-dividend exclusion to
$100 fails to meet the problem of double taxation of corporate earn-
ingsexcept to a very limited degree.

ATMI recommends an increase in the credit rather than its repeal,
or, in the alternative, the substitution of a "gross up" provision similar
to that in effect in Great Britain.

ATMI is opposed to the provision requiring employees to include
in income for tax purposes, the premiums paidby their employer with
respect to group term life insurance furnished to the employee to the
extent the insurance coverage exceeds $30,000.

Such a proposal will make broad based group insurance plans less
attractive, not only to employees, but to their employers as well.

We are particularly concerned about the costs of administering the
proposal, and fear that such costs may well equal or even exceed the
taxes likely to be collected.

In this regard, it should be noted that the Treasury itself estimates
that the group term insurance proposal will pick up only $5 million
of revenue annually.

ATMI favors restricting the sick pay exclusion as provided in the
bill to employees who are out of work for more than 30 days. We feel
that the present law put undue emphasis upon the requirement of
hospitalization and also tends to make it more profitable for a worker
to be sick than on the job. The longer waiting period should solve
these problems and yet still provide adequately for the true hardship
case.

The textile industry favors the employee moving expense proposal
included in the bill. However, the provisions are limited to new em-
ployees, and those not reimbursed for their move.

We would strongly urge that the committee give consideration to
the problem of the old employee who is reimbursed for moving ex.
pense items in categories not covered in the bill.

The President's moving expense proposal, which is incorporated in
the House bill, would treat as moving expenses only the bare bones
cost of transporting an employee, his family, and his household and
personal belongings to the new job locations.

As you are aware, a move dictated by the necessities of business fre-
quently involves a much more drastic expenditure than simply the cost
of moving an individual, his family, and his goods.

Such items as "Forced sale losses on the disposal of the employee's
old home," "Selling commissions connected with the sale," "Living
expenses at the new location while seeking a new home"--all are direct-
ly attributable to the move. Under the House-passed bill, items of this
sort are left in a state of confusion, with old employees who are reim-
bused facing the unhappy prospect of prolonged litigation as to the
consequences of such reimbursed items.
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In order to stimulate the mobility of the labor force; and to make
employees whole without adverse tax consequences,. we would rec-
ommend that the definition of moving expenses in the bill be liberal-
ized to include items of the type suggested above.

We would like to register our opposition to the revisions in the
House bill relating to employee stock options and purchase plans. We
feel some changes may be needed to correct certain existing abuses, but
the proposed changes go entirely too far. It is highly desirable that
a reasonable degree of flexibility be left in this area so as t niieet the
needs of corporations in acquiring and retaining topflight executives.

We support the proposal to include only 4 0 percent of long-term
capital gains realized on certain capital assets held for more than 2
years. We belieee that this change will. encourage taxpayers to turn
over their capital assets and thus provide a freer flow of investment
funds.

We also support the proposal for an indefinite carryover of capital
losses incurred by an individual.

Our experience has shown that individuals in the past frequently
have been forced to forfeit tax reductions from such losses because of
their inability to offset the losses against capital gains within the 5-
year period now specified in the code.

We support the proposal to tax gains from the sale of real estate in
certain cases as ordinary income to the extent of depreciation taken
in excess of that allowable, under the straightline method.

We feel that this is a reasonable compromise of a.difficult problem
area. We are particularly gratified to note that a building held as
long as 10 years will not. be subject to the recapture rules.

If the depreciation recapture provision for real estate is enacted,
consideration should be given to making buildings and their struc-
tural components eligible for the investment credit.

In this regard, let me say that, whatever the reasons may have been
for excluding buildings and structural components, this decision has
given rise to a whole host of definitional problems that may take years
of litigation to resolve.

Coi§sequentlyi we believe that the Conress should consider elimi-
nating the troublesome line-drawing problem, which exists under the
present statute, by extending the credit to investment in buildings and
their structural components.

ATMI supports the tpronosal for the averaging of fluctuating:in-
comes as a step in the right director. However, we believe that the
present relief provisions of sections 1801-1307 also should be retained
in the law in order to prevent serious inequities from arising.

We support the casualty loss proposal in the bill. It closely corre-
sponds to the recommendation ihich we made in this area before tile
House Wavs and MeaniiCommittee.

We support, the chaines involving charitable .contributions., In
particular, we are gratified to see the. extension to 5 years of the
pre ent 2-year carro6ver period for excess charitable contributions.

HoWever, we would recommend thaIt Ihe effective date of this.pro-
pisal be cha'nd as to apply to giffs made in taxable years beginning
aft r December 1,10fl. ' i '' .
SIn'6thPr wbrds, the carry6Ver perib should beextended in the case

of any gift where the existing 2-year crirryover period has' iiot yet
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expired. Such a change would bring the effective date ri'this aea into
line with that provided in the bill for unlimited loss cartyovers in tile
case of capital losses. ; : i

In addition to our comments on .the specific provisions of HIR.8368s
we would like the committee to know of 6ur .strong suiitprtfo' the
Senate bill 2068, which is the Liig amendment to sectioti 974 relating
to travel and entertainment expenses deductions. This amendment
will go a long way toward relieving the harshness and uncertainty
found in section 274 as it is presently worded, '

In conclusion, I would like to reemphasi z the iimportance which
the textile industry places on rate reduction applied in such a way as
to stimulate consumption and investment..

As noted earlier, we' believe that rate reduction should be ac-
companied by a reduction in' Government spending or at the very lest
by a holding of the irion further increases.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Newton.
Senator Dougla's ' ' .
Senator DOUGLAS. I have no questions.
The CIAIRMAN.. Senator Bennett
Senator BENNEIT. 'If noi6eof your amendments ar6 adopted, would

you suggest that the committee approve or reject the House bill? .
I Mr..NEWTON. Fra'ikly, Senator, we would like to see some of our

suggestions adopted.
SSenttor BiN'Irr. *I iam sure you would,'and so would I,,but suppose

none of them are adopted? r,
Mr. NEWTON. If we were forced to make a decision on a -yes or no

basis, I think we would prefer the tax bill.
Senator BENNET.. You prefer the tax bill without the amend-

ments? -. . -.

Mr. NEWTON. We would prefer it with the amendments but if we
couldn't get it with the amendments we would prefer:to have it with-
out the amendments rather than not.to have it at all.
. Senator BENNErr. Thank you. .

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Tamiadget
Senator TALMADE. Mr. Newton, I want to congratulate you on

your statement. It is.completely germane, forthright, brief, and I
think you have made a very fine statement, and rendred a service to
the group you represent here today.

-Thank you very much. I have no questions.
The CAIRLiAN. Senator Dirksen ?
Senator DIRKSEN. I have no questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Newton.
Mr. NEWTON. Thank you, sir.

SThe CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Charles W. Stewart, of
the Machinery & Allied Products Institute.

Mr. Stewart, 'take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF CHARLES W. STEWART, PRESIDENT, MACHINERY
& ALUID fROb CTS INSTITUTE

Mr. SWARTr. Mr. Chairman ,and distinguished members of the
committee, I.am joined at the witness tfible by our legal associate hnd
ftaff counsel, Willinn Healy, hicd 'Geoge Terborgh, MAPI research
director.
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I should like to ask, if the committee pleases, that the full text of
our statement including the appendix be placed in the record and I
shall attempt to hit some high spots without reading the entire
document.

The CHAuRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. SzwAw. In brief, our position on H.R. 8363 is as follows:

Tax reduction, and indeed, restructuring of the U.S. tax system, are
both urgent business.

We favor the tax cut proposed by H.R. 8363 although we feel the
overall bill can and should be greatly, improved.. It is our judgment,
however, that any decision to cut taxes must be accompanied by a
firm congressional determination to.limit future Federal spending
and, further, must include some means to carry out that determination.

Our statement develops this position in some detail and offers spe-
cific and, we trust, constructive suggestions for modification of the
bill.

I should like to turn now to a few points which in our judgment
deserve underlining.

First, a few background observations.
We have been somewhat concerned about certain portions of the

argumentation being made directly or indirectly in connection with
this bill. It has been suggested,.for example, by the administration
that this bill represents and reflects adoption of the economic tool
of tax reduction to stimulate the economy as a preferred mechanism
over increased spending.

The corollary that is at least implied and has been perhaps more
directly suggested is that if a tax reduction bill is not enacted prompt-
ly then we will be compelled as a government to resort to greatly in-
creased spending for antirecession or countercyclical purposes.

A current editorial in the press refers to this as the device or the
reasoning of "false alternatives," perhaps inappropriate alternatives
would be a better description.

I have never been enamored of labels but I must confess I don't
like this argumentative device and I don't believe the technique is good
public policy or sound government. ..

I should like to suggest further that the argumentative technique
has been employed before in this area of tax policy.

For example, I can recall that when the administration .first pro-
posed radical surgery with regard to taxation of foreignearnings it
was then suggested if the patient did not accept this surgery the only
alternative would be the more extreme device of direct foreign invest-
ment controls.

Another illustration: The Secretary of the Treasury recently has
testified with regard to another bill, H.R,8009, the proposed Interest
Equalization Tax Act of 1963, to the effect:that unless this measure is
adopted more direct investment controls must be employed.

It is my feeling that this type of argumentation or persuasion does
not go to the merits of the particular proposal that is being offered. -In
one case that I have referred to the real quetio i whether the change
in the taxation of foreign earnings is sound tax, economic, and com-
mercial policy for the United States to embrace.

In the other case the question is whether or not the national interest
will be served and whether the announced objectives will be accom-
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plished by the enactnierit of the proposed Interest Equalization Tax
Act of 1963.;

The current question before this committee, as we see it, t1 whether
a tax reductifi in all of its aspects is a sound move for' the United
States to undertake at this time.

We think it is. But we feel it should and must be accompanied by
expenditure control. But our judgment on the merits is not ifil
fluenced and in our view should not be influenced by, the suggestion
that if we do not accommodate ourselves to the thinking oh tax reduc-
tion in the current eciomic framework that has been offered in sup-
port of this bill then the 6nly alternative for the Government to con-
sider is increased deficit spending.

In brief, we feel that tax reduction is urgent, irrespective of afiy
current dountercyclf6al objective. Our tax system and high rates al-
most seem to have been contrived to blunt incentive..

In the corporate rate area, for example, the high rates, as Mr. Ter-
borgh has demonstrated on a number of occasions, hold what we call an
umbrella over obsolete equipment.

If you-will turn to 6ir statement without my taking the time to read
it in detail, you will note an extensive quotation from a pamphlet
which we published in 19.9 entitled "The Effect of the Corpoite
Income Tax on Investme,.," and there the peculiarly deadly effectof
high corporate rates on investment decisions is illustrated and spelled
out.

May I say another word about urgency of tax reduction'. We'are
now, experiencing, apropos the area that Senator Douglas referred to
earlier, a leveling off ofdefense expenditures and as I read Secertary
McNAiara's forecast for the next 5 years, even if the moon program
is carried forward, it would appear that at worst there will bi a evel-
ing dff aid at best some reduction in defense expenditures.'

Sone consideration has been given in high policy cirles to, he
possible impact of 'somoeform of limited disarmament. 'Sbme' eon-
sideyition is now being given very directly on related 'poits as inidi-
catd by Under Secretary of Defense Gilpatric's recent important
po iy presentation, .'

We ned to think now, I believe, as a government, as industry, and
as libor, in terms of what needs to be done to cushionf the econoipic
effet of a levelin off6 o reduction in defense' expenditui.s

pw, it's 'ou 'jdgi ent that tax reduction is a'imajor tbol for this
p sur and should b brought to bear now for this r son, among

We don't need another Goveinmeint bureau"for the pu tpose of plain-
ning in this area, but we do need to remove the roadblocks to inidus-
trial flexibility in tsx and other areas, so that business may carry with
out subsidy the major load of adjustment to any economic impact
which inm flow from reduced' expenditures for defense,

This brings me to' nother part of the perspective or framework
relative to.consideration of thisbill.

We havo mad it cleir in odr stateiiient in detail that we favor cbm-
bining expenditure control With' urreit tax reduction. Moreover, we
not only esp house this 'iew ,ih 'keneralied terms but we encourage
implementation of it by the streigtening of section 1 of the bill, if at
all possible.
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* The economic issue as to whether or not tax reduction, assuming
it is sound, should be accompanied by expenditure restraint or reduc-
tion, in our view, is a fundamental economic question. ,

SWe 'should not run away from the, issue as a Cngress or as a
country: We should face up to it as individuals in our own personal
lives. ",We, should not "sweep'it under the rug,)' pving h.serjvce
to certain expressionsof restraint:but witliut accepting the discipline
of some means, soundly concealed, of implementing that expression.

Moving from that proposition to the more direct comments that we

make in our detailed statement on expenditure control, you will note

that o~. suggestions run from page 2.to 11. I am not goingto try
to cover it m complete fashion, but merely suggest that we point out,
first, that in purview the responsibility for effective expenditure gCn-
tri cannot be properly.placed on either the Executive or the Congress
alone. * ' " " • : -' ,

SIt is a responsibility that must be shared.,
, Indeed, it isthe responsibility.of all of us as individual:citizens, in

terms of the views that we express to our Congressmen. and, our
Senators, and the public, positions which priiat9 institutions take on
subjects such as the ones which have been addressed by questions this

mnoring !; ... - I
In terms of a specific means of implementing the generalized ex-

pressions of interest in expenditure control we have suggested.:a
double-barreled approach.

As-discussed.in our statement we call attention to Chairman Byrd's
suggestion with. regard to unexpended balances of appropriations
yhicl amount to more than $87 billion as of the beginnig.pf the fiscal
year 1964 and those same departments and agencies requested-new
obligational authority of about $107.9 billion in the current-fiscal year.

IMr. Byrd has suggested in another context that some of these bal-
ances could, and should be, rescinded. . . i.

SWethink this approach should be thoroughly explored. ,
:Secondly, we suggest that section 1of . ... 8363:can bemadelore

definitive. For example, the section, might conceivably be strength,
ened by direction that future annual appropriations.are not to exceed
the sum appropriated in fiscal year, 1963 until Federal revenue have
equaled the amoiut collected in that fiscal year. , , .

Now, we are aware of the extensive debatewhich took place in the

House on the proposed amendment' of: Conressman Byrpes. 1,We
felt. that there .was merit to some of the. criticismsof the parti~lar
mechanical devce that was suggested to implement and makenmor
definitive the broad statement contained in section 1. .
SWe-o fel, however, if I may say so, that it may be the responsibil-

ity o.f this committee, and of the Senate, to attempt to put some meat
on the bones as far as section 1 is concerned, ard through some means,
by applying brains much more experienced than ours, to develop a
formula, a technique, of making that section i talk with more firmness
than in our view it does at the present time , .:

As.a matter of fact -it would appear, if ,we read the President's
statements, if we read the statement of Congressman Mills on the floor,
if we read the House committee report, this bill reaches this committee
with a commitment oh the irt. ofthe House of Representatives that
expenditure control shall accompany tax reduction. ,
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SThe question is how-to implement that commitment: , .
SOne further observation on expenditure control, which is not whioly

germane to tax policy but one which I feel constrained as a citizen to
make : I feel that-there is another reason for.urging ffurther exercise
of expenditure control. :, , ,

With constantly increasing Government expenditures it has always
beeh tny 'feeling that: we have increased Government control ahd: in-
tervention and I think we need to turn four. minds' o. this subject to
the question of whether or not private rights and individual freedom
are being encroached:upon, * . -' .. . V:

As previously indicated we support tax reduction at this time with
coincident expenditure control. We do feel, hoWever, that, it is imr
portant to be a little cautious about economic foi-ecasts based on the
rate reductions which have been offered in the current bill.

Particularly is this the case with regard to the corporate rate re-
duction schedule.

The committee will recall, of course, that the tax bill ih' its ptesent
form involves .a two-staged, foui'point' corporate rate reduction, ac-
companied by acceleration of corporate tax payments.

As indicated in the Treasury's own tables and as spelled out in our
statement, analysis shows that in terms of cash.flow for 7 years after
enactment of this bill there will be no benefit to corporations earning
in excess of $100,000 of income annually. Beyond the restriction that
this places on the economic potency of the tax cut under consideration,
there are certain 'technical deficiencies in the acceleration schedule
which we discuss beginning at page 15 of our statement.

I should make it clear, however, that we'do not oppose acceleration
in principle. We think that in principle acceleration is appropriate.
It is a question of how to bring it about without blunting the stimula-
tive and healthy effect of a tax reduction, and without engaging some
of the;technical difficulties that are discussed in detail in our state-
ment.,

Further as the committee has observed$ in rationalizing the tax
package, the administration lumps the proposed four-point reduction
in thb corporate rate with benefits previously addressed to the cor-
porate sector through the investment credit provisions of the 1962 Rev-
enue.Act and the advantages flowing from the new depreciation guide-
lines. First I should like to make it clear we supported the investment
credit.in the first instance. Also, we have had the privilege of at-
tempting to be of assistance to the Treasury Department and Internal
Revenue Service on the depreciation uiidelines and we commend Gov-
vernment for the proposal and finalization of both of these- efforts
toward strengthening capital investment in theUnited States.

However, if the reasoning of the administration in lumping the tax
cut with;these other two changes, of which the corporate sector is the
beneficiary, is carried to its logical extension, if there are major de-
ficiencies existent with regard to the investment credit and/or the
depreciation guidelines, then those deficiencies should be dealt with
and corrected promptly.

Now, the'bill before the committee undertake to deal with a central
deficiency in the 'case of the investment credit namely, the reduction
in basis amendment. It also broadens "eligible property' to iinlude
elevators and escalators and we suggest further therb might be broad-
ening to cover central air-conditioning equipment.as eligible-property.
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Indeed, the prior witness suggested a cleaner answer which would
make realty and structures and components thereof eligible for the
credit.

No proposal, however, is contained in this bill as to the depreciation
guidelines and we would like to suggest, as did the previous witness,
that the guideline lives as promulgated by the Treasury Department
in their Treasury regulation, be offered taxpayers as a matter of right
without resort to the so-called reserve ratio test.

The Institute has dealt with his so-called reserve radio test in more
detail in a critique identified in our statement prepared by Mr.
Terborgh. It is available to the staff of the committee if it would
like to have the study.

At this juncture I would like to enter what I consider to be a ter-
ribly important suggestion which needs to be weighed in action on this
bill. There is, with the exception of the question of expenditure con-
trol that has been dealt with directly and I think appropriately so by
questions this morning, extraordinary agreement among Government,
business, labor, and the general public that tax reduction is necessary in
the national interest.

As part of this concurrence of view there has developed, at least in
the business community, a certain tone of expectation, and this expecta-
tion has come to accept, at least for purposes of business planning, not
only a tax cut of some magnitude but also a tax cut that would be
effective January 1,1964.

The January 1 date is built into the bill which is before this com-
mittee particularly when related to the psychological aspect of busi-
ness planning, including business planning for capital expenditures.

In this connection, therefore, a particular effective date takes on
great importance, and we should like to suggest that in view of the
heavy element of psychology, the heavy element of the ieed for busi-
ness planning on a long-range basis, particularly when you are talking
about the subject of capital formation, that the importance of a par-
ticular date is even more to be underlined.

This is not to'suggest, however, that; we recommend that this com-
mittee not give all of the portions of this bill the great care and
scrutiny which they deserve.

There is brief coverage 'on page 11 "of our statement of a subject
which we call contingency tax planning.

Two points are made, which can be restated briefly' because I think
they deserve reemphasis to the Committee. We feel that the bill is
meritorious in terms of direction of tax reduction, even though, as in
the case of the corporaIte rate cut, it barely scratches the surface for
a 7-year period as we have indicated-that is, in light of the accom-
panying acceleration of tax payments. '

The bill does not undertake,, therefore, the complex job which really
faces this country in the long run, namely restructuring of our tax
system.

We feel this task is urgent and that task should be underlined and
recognized by the committee.

Second, in a limited degree the bill does, however, deal with some
discriminatory matters ihcludinjg extreme rates on high bracket psr-
sonal income. This is restructuring to a degree;

I think it would be a salutary action on the part of the committee,
assuming it reports out a bill, to report its view that to the extent this
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bill moves a small way in the direction of restructuring andreform,
that in the event we should confront in the near future either because
of an emergency or, because of a failur of ceatiri eei.~6i f'o sts
to jell, a need for additional revenue, tit' we shoulti o ,tirih t',the
broader job of attempting tofind new sources rather than merely tack-
ing on where we have taken off. .

1 should like to clse with a brief cbimmeiit or twb about tthe i -io-
tance of tihe investment credit, an htlheiinppratinc ' f ti e'prpsed
amendment to the investment credit which, is contained in this bill.

Our testimony underlines what: we' consider to be the very- im-
portant stiniilating and dynami ffet&,'*hich th6 invStotent oCdit
provis3o of the revenue Act of 1968 hav6:1y br ht i i t efel
that it is important to recognize that, in the area of plant and equip-
ment dedisionmaking, the investment credit is a very skilled tool which
moves directly on target and d6oe. notfa out completely 4 Airos the
tax system. ' p . . . ..: , .. .

we think that in many instances, both marginal proiecty ad proj-
ects which are considerably below what normally would be the signal
to spend in the corporate sector, de isi6ns have been inmovd it the
capital spending area as a result of the enactment by the Congress,
with this committee's approval, of the investment credit.

We bring to you in terms of an organization which specializes
in capital investment and represents the capitall gods industries of
the country, a complete concurrence with:the strong affirmations by
the administration with regard to the benefits that hate flowed from
the investment credit. .

At.the same time, it is appropriate to say that by removall of the
reduction-in-basis amendment, those benefits can be further enhanced
and we strongly endorse that provision of the bill .

In brief, gentlemen, and in conclusion, we do feel that to make tax
reduction economically successful in our ec6ioyi and economically
effective we do need accompanying expenditure control. ,

We feel that the responsibility for achieving that is a joint one
between the Congress and the executive department, and we would
hop( -that somethmg more definitive and specific can be worked out
in section i of the bill, . .

We have suggested, throughout our statement, a number of points
on which we think'the bill can be improved. I would b, obliged to
say, hoeioe;V as I listened to Senator DIuglas'9n radio or telyrision
the oi-r night, that in our judgment, with tho exception of this one
critical factor of expenditure control, there is a good deal more good
in the bill than there is bad.

It has been a pleasure to be before the committee, sir.
(The prepared statement of Mr, Stewart follows:) ,

STATgEENT OF THE MAORHNESY & ALLTUD PBaDUOTS,'I UTE PEeUNTED BY
S , : OHAiBLE W. STWART, PB~EID8NT . i....

Mr. Chairman and gentlemen ithe Machinery & Alled Products Institute
appreciates the opportunity to offer testimony, on the proposed Revenue Act of
1963, H.R, 8363. In, the course of our testimony we wish to comment on a number
of the bill's specific provisions, including some proposals for amendment, but
before proceeding to such commentswe think it necessary first to consider the
principal question of whether or not a tax cut should be enacted by the Congrees.

We favor the tax cut proposed by H.R, 8868 although we feel that the overall
ii, . ,, , . ' , ' : . ; : ; l " * . l : , '. .! " , • , l -i
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This projection of current increases in Federal spending becomes especially
significant when we consider the present growth trend of our economy .an the
increases In Federal revenue that may reasonably, be expected at the proposed
rates. Our present secular growth trend is approximately 5 percent unually,
representing in absolute terms an increase of about $30 billion per year. At tax
rates proposed In H.R, 833, this increase In gross national product would yield
some $5 bllon to $6 billion In additional revenues or anampunt barely suclent
to cover those increases in Federal expenditures which we have projected above.
Meanwhile .the,existing deficit in our budget-aq enlarged by the taX cut here
proposed- would presumably remain as a gap between income and outgo.. More-
over, the theory that revenues will shortly: increase as a result .f the tax cut
necessarily, assumes reasonable luck in our economic future, Any serious turn-
down in the economy would be likely to enlarge the total deficit still, more, sihce
it would reduce substantially the yield of tax revenues an at th . same time prob-
ably call forth countercyclical Government spending.

Proposed new spending programs.-We have still to consider the potentialities
of spending programs already proposed. A most illuminating colloquy occurred
in the course of these hearings between Senator Williams and Secretary Dillon
on the subject of Mr. Blatnik's proposal for an increase of $900 million in our
current spending on public works (H.R. 7351)., The fact that this proposal was
advanced by a Member of the Congress rather than the administration underlines
the duality of responsibility for restraints on Federal spending.

As for those new programs "sponsored and supported by the Kennedy ad-
ministration in this year of 1963" they amount, to "at least $7,441,670,000," ac-
cording to Congressman Brown of Ohio in his statement at the outset of House
debate on the tax bill (see p. 16980 and following, Congressional Record for
Sept. 24). Congressman Brown's astonishing total of over $7.4 billion, "in ad-
dition to or above the total of other costs of operating the Federal Government,"
includes the cost of carrying certain of the programs noted above into the future.
A lesser beginning figure but even more startling long-term total is given in the
observations of Congreeesman Smith of Virginia during the debate (see pp. 17182-
17133, Congressional Record for Sept. 25). According to Congressman Smith,
major new Federal expenditure programs proposed by the executive department
for inception in the current fiscal year call for 1964 ,appropriation requests of
slightly more than $3 billion, but would require over the next 5 years more than
$17 billion in total appropriations. Recognizing the difficulty of achieving pre-
cision in "costing out" continuing legislative programs, the remarks of Congress-
man Brown and Congressman Smith remind us that these proposals, individually
and collectively, represent in the aggregate an immense upward force against any
lid that may be imposed upon spending.

Considered against this background it seems fair to ask if something more
than a recital of good intentions is necessary for effective control of Federal
expenditures.

We think something more is needed .
Effective expenditure control.-Obviously, the responsibility for expenditure

control is shared equally by the President and the Congress. In a larger sense
the responsibility rests with all of us.

The level of Government .expenditures is only partially-and indirectly-
under congressional control. Control of the appropriatin of public funds is
wholly and directly under its control. If the Congress agrees that some device
more efficent.than pious hope is essential to the control of Federal expendi-
tures, then :we suggest that it consider a double-barreled approach to such
control.

First of all, the executive department and agejtibeA of Government possessed
unexpended balances of appropriations amountingto more than $87 billion
as of the beginning of thefiscal year 1964, and those same departments and
agencies requested new obligational authority of $107.9. billion in the current
fiscal year. Within this total of unexpended balances there is an item of $21.3
billion for foreign aid and $30.8 billion for the military functions of the Depart-
ment of Defense.. The distinguished chairman of this committee, who is also
chairman of the Joint Committee on Reduction of Non-Essential Federal Ex-
penditures, has said, "Some of these balances could and should be rescinded.
The firmness of obligations shown against many of them cannot be taken for

SStatement by Senator Harry P. Byrd, Democrat, of Virginia, Friday, Mar. 29, 1098.
* Ibd. -
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granted. This is particularly true in accounts like those for foreign aid finds
appropriated to the President" Obviously, so 16ng as the sum of approprlated
but unexpended funds represents s~ch a formidable total, direct control fd
the expenditure level by the Congress becomes difclt if nt impossible,'

In the process of appropriating public funds, howeier,'the Conges sess
direct control,. Although a step in that direction has already been taken In the
form of section 1 in HI~ R8303, we think more should and must be d6n* if
Congress iq to carry out its full responsibility in this regard. We do not favor
the so-called Byrnes amendment which some feel would have constiuted an
abdication of legislative responsibility by. transferring to the Preldent sole
authority and responsibility with respect both to spending limitations and the
tax cut itself, and would have rendered the proposed tax cut wholly nuertain
at either of the scheduled stages. ,Nevertheless, we agre with the point of view
which gave rise to this proposal Further, It does seem to us that the declara-
tion of the sense of Congress, now appearing as Sectio 1 6f H. 8363,' might
be substantially strengthened by an assertion of intent that future annual aji
propriations are not to exceed the sum appropriated in fiscal year' 1963 until
Federal revenues have equaled the amount collected in that fiscal year. 'Phis
is obviously no more than a suggestion and we have no doubt that legislative
draftsmen in the Congress can devise some suitable formula. Above all, we
believe that any such declaration of the sense of Congress must be particular-
Ized-it must be tied to some fixed standard suchas that suggested above.

Contingency ftm planning
It may be that an international emergency will arise or that the planned eco-

nomic impact of the tax cut proposal will not be fully realized. If, in spite of
some increases in revenue and strict control of governmental expendittues, Fed-
eral income is still not sufficient in taxes to meet the needs of our Government,
future increases in revenue may be needed. In that eventuality it seems to us
that Congress might properly consider at least a partial restructuring of our tax
system by resort to new revenue sources and with a corresponding reduction in
our overwhelming reliance on the income tax. We are convinced that the ques-
tion of restructuring must be considered at some time in the future; the possi-
bility to which we call attention here suggests that it might be given some
advance consideration.

Moreover, to the extent that the present bill attempts to reduce the discrimina-
tion against high bracket personal income and to lessen the reliance for revenue
on the corporate income tax, there is an element of restructuring in I.R. 8363.
We would urge that the Congress consider an appropriate expression of its'wish
that, if new tax revenues must be sought in the future, the tax rate reforms here
accomplished not be nullified by automatic reenactment of the present rate
structure.

The corporate ta rate
The Ways and Means Committee's report on H.,B 8363 emphasizes the sig-

nificance of corporate rate reduction as an incentive for business investment.
We certainly endorse corporate rate reduction. As a matter of fact, we think it
should be lowered to at least 47 percent, the figure originally suggested by the
President The proposal for acceleration of corporate payments makes it im-
possible for the full impact of the rate reduction to be felt by many companies
for some years in the future.

Since the pertinent provisions of H.R. 8368 would defer the full effect of a
tax reduction-in terms of cash flow-for corporations with a taxable income of
$100,000 or more until 1971, we suggest a farther corporate rate reduction to at
least 47 percent is particularly important under the circumstances. Since the
whole purpose of the tax cut is to stimulate the economy, this would have the
advantage of conferring at least a small immediate benefit on corporations dur-
ing the long transitional period which would otherwise elapse before they can
realize any cash flow benefit from the proposed tax cut. An elaboration of the
cash flow problems created by the acceleration D.)posal appear below.

It seems to us important to reemphasize the advantages to the economy of a
corporate rate reduction. Unlike tax relief for cosumers, which increases their
disposable income without affecting the appeal of the object of expenditure, a
reduction of the corporate rate has a dual effect: it increases the supply of funds
and at the same time enhances the attractiveness of investment projects avail-
able for their use. By lowering the investment threshold, it enlarges the volume
of eligible projects.

24-532-63-pt. 8--8
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PThs point is discussed In an institute publication, "Effect of the Corporate
tdincae Tak on Iivestment" (March 1959), from which we should like to quote

"The process f capifAl tlvetimenet may be described as'the incurment of capi-
tal charges in ode tb obt'rit a operating advantage, that is.to say, a favorable
changein theorelation of reverie to operating costs. The corporate income tax
falls on the earnings ofequiity Iiivestinent. This means that to justify snch
Investment a p koject ntit promise to"yield a pretax-return that will leave an
atiactiy aftertax return when the tax is iaid. Stated otherwise, it must prom-
ise iot onli an attractive aftertax return but the tax as well.

"The present eporate' ley of 62 percent on taxable income is equivalent to a
rate of 10O'eiercet on' the aftertax return required to justify investment. If
that rettirn It 10 percent; for example, the tax is 10.8 percent of investment, the
combined rate b.ing therefore 20.8 percent. What the tax does, in effect, is to
rise the required pretai return to this rate. This alters the 'terms of trade'
between capital barge apd operating advantage to the detriment of the former.

'the increase in the requited'pretax return automatically excludes a whole
range of investment projes that would be eligible in the absence of the tax, or
at a lower tax rate. It limits eligibility, in other 'words, to projects of great
tirpency. The result is the deferment of both new business ventures and invest-
ment in the improvement of existing operations until their expected pretax return
rises to the higher requirement.

"The main effect of such a high corporate investment threshold is to hold an
umbrella over existing productive facilities. For it defers the introduction of
new capacity competitive therewith. Old facilities must become more decrepit
and Ineffciet before they are replaceable. Their ervice lives are extended.
The economy drags along In consequence with a productive mechanism of higher
average age, and with more accumulated deterioration and obsolescence, than
would obtain in the absence of the tax."

Distribution of .personal income taso reductions.-Before proceeding to a con-
sider4tion of certain of the specific provisions of H.R. 8363, we think it not amiss
to comment briefly on the distribution of personal income tax cuts proposed in
this bill. Although not quite so bad as the President's original proposal, the
House bill still provides by far the greater share of tax relief to lower income
taxpayers. The result is to increase-indirectly- the steep progressivity of
the:existing personal income tax structure. For example, it has been calculated
as conafrmed by the report of the Ways and Means Committee that under H.R.
8363.taxpayers in the $50,000-per-year-and-up-bracket will receive less than one-
third of the relative tax relief afforded taxpayers in the lowest bracket.

Since this action cannot be justified In terms of the revenue produced from the
taxation of upper bracket incomes, it must presumably be rationalized on other
grounds of public policy. One may infer that the further distortions in the
personal income tax structure envisioned by this proposal rest finally upon
some hazy moral base. Without attempting to argue this rationalization, It
clearly'is bad economics to enlarge the existing discrimination against the most
productive and energetic members of society. We urge therefore that the dis-
tribution of personal income tax reductions be restudied and we do not believe
that corrective action should involve unacceptable legislative delays.

COMIf ETB ON SPEOIFIO PROVISIONS OF I.B. 8803

Having considered the general thrust of this proposal we turn now to specific
comments on those provisions of the bill of particular interest to capital goods
and allied industrial equipment producers.
46celeratio4 of corporate tax payments (seo. 122)

The bill would amend sections 6074 'and 6154 of te Internal Revenue Code
tq change the currently proscribed schedule for payment of income tax by
corporations. At the present time, corporate tax liability in excess of $100,000
for calendar year corporations must be paid in accordance with the following
schedule:

(1) .25 percent by. aptenber 15;
(2) 25 by December 15;
(2) 2 percent by.December 15;
(8) ,2, percept by Marchi 15 of thefollowing year; nrid
4) , the remaining 25 percent by 4une 15 of the following year.

Similar requirements are imposed for ion-calendar-year corporations.
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Under the bill as passed by the House this schedule would be changed gradually
over a period of 7 years to a system under which for calendar year corporations,
the first Installment of 25 percent would be due on April 15 of the current taxa-
ble year, and the remaining installments would be due on June 15, September 15,
and December 15 of that year. , , . .,

This provision entails a number of problems. For one thing, It.will ilrastcally
delay the full investment incentive Impact of the qchedu]ed rate ieduc; on' to 4
percent for the average corporation. That this is the case is graphically shown
in table 2 to exhibit 2 submitted to the Committee. by ecretary Dlllon in hs.
appearance on October 15. This table illustrates that the taxpayment by a
corporation will remain close to 52 percent of taxable Income.until 1071.

The proposed "acceleration" appears to be justified principally on the ground
that if individuals must pay, their income tax liability currently (through
withholding and quarterly estimates), there is no reason for corporations not
being compelled to do the same. It seems to us that this reasoning is incomplete,
Most corporations have established their tax accounting on an accrual basis.
Thus, they record income prior to Its receipt. Consequently cash is not neces-
sarily available to pay tax on income as that income is "earned." The problem
thus presented is of great importance for smaller corporations whose cash flow
position is such that they will be required to borrow funds to pay current tax
liabilities. In many cases, because of the size of the corporation and the indus-
try in which it is operating, borrowing may be possible only on the most
unfavorable terms.

In capital goods industries which are particularly susceptible to severe cyclical
swings in sales, it seems undesirable to require firm estimates of current income
as early as April 15 of the taxable year. If Congress decides that some accelera-
tion Is necessary, it would seem desirable to require the first quarterly payment
no earlier than June 15. Of even greater importance, it would be much better
to delay the due date for the final quarterly payment to January 15 of the
following year, thus avoiding the problems implicit in requiring the final quarterly
payment prior to the yearend closing of corporate books.

We think it would be desirable to liberalize the present penalties which apply
to underestimation of tax liability by corporations. For example, the 6-percent
interest penalty should not apply if the estimate amounts to 60 percent of the
actual tax liability shown on the final return. The current, requirement of 70
percent in this regard seems too high. Finally, it would be helpful if the 6-percent
interest penalty were accorded tax-deductible status. We are not suggesting that
no penalty attach in cases of underestimation-rather, we think that the perfalty
provisions should be so drafted that they will not work a special hardship on
those corporations whose underestimation is due largely to factors beyond their
control.

Employee stock options (sec. 214)
Under section 421 of the Internal Revenue Code, no Federal income tax Is

imposed on what are termed "restricted" employee stock options until such
time as the optioned stock is sold. If the option price was at least 95.perc~nt
of the market price of the stock at the time of grant, then the entire amount of
gain on the sale of the stock is treated as a capital gain. Where the option price
Is between 85 and 95 percent of the market price, this difference is normally taxd
as ordinary income at the time the stock is sold. Any additional gain is taxed
at capital gains rates.

The administration originally proposed that the restricted stock option pro-
visions of the code be repealed. The House rejected this recommendation, de-
ciding instead that additional limitations be added to these provisions. Under
the House bill, all stock options granted to any executives after Juue 11, 1063,
must meet the following special requirements pertaining to what Is termed
"qualified stock options:"

1. The period during which the optioned stock must be held has been
increased from 6 months to 3 years.

2. The maximum period during which the option may be outstanding has
been reduced from 10 to 5 years.. .

3. Options must generally be issued at 100 percent of the market price
rather than &i percent.

4. In general, new options may not be exercised where old options previ-
ously Issued remain unexerelsed. : !
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5. The stock option plan must be approved by the stockholders within
12 months before or after the plan is adopted.

6. Stock options are not to be available to employees who hold more than
5 percent of the voting power or value of all classes of stock of the employer
corporation or its parent or subsidiary.

In addition to these provisions concerning qualified stock options, restricted
stock option treatment would be available for employee stock purchase plans
providing that the plan does not discriminate among employees and that it has
been approved by the stockholders.

SAs we stated to this committee during its 1961 hearings on Senator Gore's
bill to repeal the "restricted" stock option provisions and to the Ways and
Means Committee in its hearings on the current administration tax recommenda.
tons last spring, we are opposed to such proposals. We think that it has been
clearly demonstrated during the hearings on this subject-and the Ways and
Means Committee specifically so found-that stock options for key executives
benefit the economy because they provide a specific incentive for such executives
to acquire a proprietary interest in the corporation for which they work.

The great majority of business executives are not men of accumulated wealth.
Although most would like to acquire a proprietary interest in the corporations
which employ them, generally they lack the capital necessary to purchase more
than a nominal amount of the corporation's stock. The problem therefore has
been to provide these executives with a means by which they might acquire such
a proprietary interest, and the restricted stock option has proven to be suited
for this purpose. Moreover, there is testimony to the effect that the provision
in the law has been particularly helpful to small companies.

We concede that some parts of the existing provisions may have been suscep-
tible of abuse, and we concede that the Ways and Means Committee proposals
generally appear well adapted to preclude the continuance of such abuses. The
new limitations on pricing, on the exercise of new options when old options are
still in existence, and the 3-year holding period requirement for optioned stock
may well be desirable changes. The provision for stockholder approval, though
it may be desirable, seems a matter more appropriately included in Federal stat-
utes concerning securities regulations. Decreasing the maximum period of time
in which an option may be exercised from 10 to 5 years is undesirable in our
view. We think it unnecessary to preclude abuse situations, and that it may
tend to induce corporate executives to "overstrain" themselves financially in
some cases to take advantage of stock options. We urge that the present period
of 10 years be retained.

Finally, we urge a change in the proposed effective date of June 11, 1963, for
full application of the new restrictions. This date is significant, as we under-
stand it, only because it is the date on which the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee took certain tentative action with regard to stock options during the period
it was considering the administration's current tax recommendations. We suggest
that the pertinent date on which any new restrictions might be put into effect
should be the general effective date of most other sections of the bill-January 1,
1964. As a minimum, this effective date should be no earlier than the date on
which the House approved the bill-September 25, 963.

Amendments to the investment credit (seo. 2S)
The Revenue Act of 1962 added a series of new provisions to the Internal Rev-

enue Code which allow a credit against tax liability of 7 percent of the amount
of Investment in machinery and equipment. The credit may be used to offset
tax liability in full up to $25,000 and up to one-quarter of tax liability in excess
of this amount. The equipment must have an estimated useful life of at least
8 years to be eligible for the full credit, with a scaledown of two-thirds of the
credit available for equipment having a useful life of at least 6 years and one-
third for equipment having a useful life of at least 4 years.

The investment credit, together with the new depreciation guidelines, has
already demonstrated its worth in the encouragement of new cost-cutting and
job-creatig capital investment. According to a study of the Department of
Commerce the combination of the investment credit and revised depreciation
allowances has had the effect of reducing corporate taxation, and increasing
corporate cash flow, by some $2.8 billion in 1962. It is also significant that
quarterly plant and equipment expenditure studies of the U.S. Department of

4 Survey of Current Business, July 1988, TU.S. Department.of Commerce.
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Commerce-Securities and Exchange Commission reveal ts strong upsurge In
capital expenditures during the past year, rising from ah estimated $8.4 billion
at seasonally adjusted annual rates in the first half of 196k to a sesoaly ad-
justed annual rate of $40 billion in the third quarter of 1963, with an ntilcipated
further increase to a seasonally djusted annual rate of $41 billion n,the fourth
quarter of this year. It would, of course, be improper to ascribe al credit for
this increase in capital expenditure to the benefits generated by the investment
credit and the depreciation reform; nevertheless, the enhanced cash flow of $2.
billion a year resulting from these two actions has obviously played a substantil
role in encouraging and sustaining this trend. Moreover, it should be underlined
that this is job-creating investment.

In proposing the tax cut now embodied in H,R. 8363, the administration has
properly taken credit for its action in proposing the investment credit and in
accomplishing the reform of depreciation through publication of the depreciation
guidelines in July 1962 and urges they be considered in evaluating tax relief
to corporations under the present bill, It is pointed out that two-thirds of the
income taxes collected by the U.S. Government are paid by individuals and about
one-third by corporations.' Consistent with this division of collections it is
pointed out that corporate tax reductions proposed in the bill now.before the
committee plus the reductions already accomplished by the investment credit
and the depreciation guidelines, will total about $4.5 billion as compared to the
$9 billion reduction in individual Income taxes which this bill would accomplish.
Thus, preservation of the investment credit seems linked inextricably to the
administration's proposal for an overall tax cut. If now, as reportedly proposed,
the investment credit were to be repealed, then the structure of equity between
individual and corporate taxpayers which has been advanced in the administra-
tion's rationalization of this proposal would be destroyed and, presumably, some
compensating benefit in the form of a further corporate rate reduction would
have to be considered. A dollar equivalence could be achieved only by a further--
and immediate-rate reduction of at least three points. It is estimated that the
investment credit will produce a tax saving of $1.2 billion in calendar year
1963. Given the present trend of capital expenditures it seems clear that the
tax saving in calendar year 1964 cannot be less than $1.5 billion. Thus, in purely
arithmetical terms a tax reduction of not less than three percentage points would
be required to provide an equivalent tax saving.

In another sense, however, no real ecquivalence is possible in terms of the tax
cut proposal's broader objectives of dtmulating the economy, reducing unem-
ployment, an enhancing the competitive position of the United States in world
markets. Because the investment credit is concentrated upon the crucial area
of capital investment, a dollir of tax saved by this route provides a much more
substantial incentive to new investment than would a dollar of tax saved through
the general rate reduction approach.

The basis-ad jutmS t om&ndment.-Unfortunately, the investment credit pro-
visions of the Revenue Act of 1962 were amended in the latter stages of legisla-
tive consideration to require that the depreciable basis of property be reduced
by the amount of credit for which it Is eligible. Before the adoption of the in-
vestment credit the institute published the pamphlet "Incentives to Capital In-
vestment-Two Approaches Compared,'" in which we concluded that the 8-per-
cent investment credit (the amount suggested by the Administration) was of
such benefit as to require a 40-percent initial writeoff of depreciation to match
the credit in overall terms.

After the investment credit had been adopted by the Congress with the basis
reduction amendment added, the institute published the pamphlet "New Invest-
ment Incentives-The Investment Credit and the New Depreciation System.'
in which it reported on the benefits of the Investment credit as finally enacted.

In addition to the reduction of the ben~cial effect of the investment credit by
more than one-third during the period of its existence, the reduction-in-basi
amendment has created very serious problems of corporate accounting, in the
ratemaking processes of regulated industries, and in the costing of defense
contracts.

SThere is an additional special reason for repeal of the basis reduction amend-
ment at this juncture. By now, as indicated in MAPI "Capital Goods Review

* Statement of the Secretary of the Treasury on H.R. 8868 before the Senate Finance
Committee on Oct. 15 1968 p. 14.

* Machinery and Allied products Institute November 1961.
Machinery and Allied Products institute, October 1962.
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No. 54, Accelerated Depreciation-A Wasting Benefit,' the benefits of the depre-
elation reform enActed in 1954-In terms of that reform's contribution to business
investment funds-are now beginning to decline rapidly. Similarly, the new de-
preciation guidelines can bd expected to yield declining relative benefits from
here on out. The substantial addition to capital investment funds resulting from
repeal of this amendment would do much to take up the slack.
'The Ways and Means Committee acted favorably upon the recommendation

for repeal of the basis-adjustment requirement and the House bill so provides.
We of course conipletely support the action of the House in this regard. We only
suggest that, in order to avoid certain technical problems, the repeal of the re-
quirement be made completely retroactive; i.e., to property installations after
December 31, 1961, the general date on which the investment credit was first
available. As a minimum, it would be desirable to permit the repeal to'take
effect in taxable years beginning after January 1, 1963.

Broadening of credit etlgibility.-The investment credit provisions of the code
state that buildings and their structural components are not eligible for the
credit. The reports of this committee and of the Ways and Means Committee
indicate that the term "structural components" of a building is meant to Iiclude
such items as central air-conditioning and heating systems, plumbing, and elec-
trical wiring and lighting fixtures, relating to the operation and maintenance of
the building. Proposed regulations on the investment credit issued by the Treas-
ury include escalators and elevators within the term "structural components"
and thus make such assets ineligible for the credit.

The House bill wotld change'this rule with respect to new elevators and
escalators installed after June 30, 1963, and modernization of existing elevators
after that date. This action is taken on the ground that elevators and escalators
"are closely akin to assets accessory to the operation of a business which pres-
entl.' are available for the investment credit"-such as machinery, printing
presses, transportation or office equipment, refrigerators, Individual air-condi-
tioning units, etc.

'We support this action by the Ways and Means Committee. However, we
think that, for these same general reasons, credit eligibility should be extended
to central air-conditioning equipment as well as individual air-conditioning units.
at least when such equipment Is used for industrial purposes.

Treatment of investment credit by Federal regulatory agencies.-We endorse
the provision of the House bill which would state that it is the intent of Con-
gress that the taxpayer not be required, in the case of "public utility prolprty"
or other situations subject to Federal regulatory agencies, to "flow through" the
benefits of the credit to his customers. This seems to l/e ah entirely sound
position in the light of the purpose of the credit to provide an incentive for'the
modernization mid growth of private industry. We earnestly suggest that this
same principle be applied when the Federal Oovernment is the customer In ques-
tion, so that the DefenSe Department and the Renegotiation Board may not in
effect require a "flow through" even though Congress decades to repeal the basis-
adjustmert requirement to the credit.

Employee group-term life insurance (sec. 203)
The administration originally proposed that the cost of employee group-term

life Insurance provided by employers be taxed as Income to the employees, to the
extent that such coverage exceeded $5,000. The institute and other witnesses be-
fore the House Ways and Means Committee opposed this provision on the ground
that It would, among other things. discourage the continued use of insurance,
greatly increase the complexity of employer-administration of such insurance,
and work considerable hardship for older employees because of the sharp rise
in premiums on such insurance in relation to age. The Ways and Means Com-
mittee modified the original proposal to provide an exclusion of $30,000. Thus.
Under the House bill, the cost of purchasing such insUrande as exceeds $30.000
Would be computed as income to the employee.
- II our view, the House provision is clearly superior to the original Treasury
recommendation. However, we must confess that we see no reason for this pro-
vision in the first place. The revenue consequences are comparatively negli-
gible-the Ways and Means Committee reports that enactment of the provision
will increase tax revenues by only $5 million a year. Moreover, the provision
does not deal with what are really abuse situations-at least, the so-called
"jumbo" insurance coverage to which Secretary Dillon referred. In our view,
the Treasury should not be concerned about such insurance so long qs there is
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no differentiation among employees as to the amount of insurance coverage
except that based upon level of earnings and length of service., -

If, nevertheless, the Congress decides to adopt this type of proylisjon, we sug-
gest that there be an exclusion from taxability so long as the insurance benefits
are based upon some reasonable multipl(-for example, 2% time---of an annual
salary, with perhaps a maximum dollar liiultation of $200,000 . :

The cost of such insurance increases inot onlyias.thetcoverage Increases but
also as the age of.the insured increases. This ,means, that there will be a
considerable amount of paperwork connected with comrpptipg the annual cost,
taxable to the employee, on any Insurance coverage above the exclusio, Sec-
ondly, and of much greater importance, the fact that the premium cost, rise
rapidly as the employee reaches his middle and late forties will result In .im-
posing a very substantial tax burden on older employees within a given company.
It seems to us that this result is directly contradictory to what reallyly is the
Government's policy of encouraging employers to provide greater financial
security for their employees, . : .

Finally, we think that the difficulty In administering, the proposed require-
ment would be compounded by subjecting the payments;to tax, withholding. .

Repeal of the divided credit ( o.SO) -f ' '
Under the existing provisions of the c'de, Indivldual' are allowed to exclude

from taxable income the first $50 f dividend income. In addition, with r'srpt
to dividend Income in excess of that amount, a creditof 4 percent of that amOunt
is allowed against tax. The President recommended repeal of both. the 50
exclusion and the 4-percent credit .ip' is 1963 tax message to congresss. ow-
ever, the House bill modified the Presidentwal prowsal-th~ ecrd.it would be
reduced to 2 percent in 1964 and completely eliminaed the' fitowlig year, but
the dividend exclusion would be increased to $100. , .

Although the House provision is, of "ourse, preferable to tie origia1 Pre,-
dential recommendation in this area, we oppose, in principle, t i',el~itiiation
of the 4-percent dividend credit One of the reasons foir ,irt provdl4g the
credit in 1954 was that it might tend to encourage equity as Opposed, todebt
financing on the part of American corporations. The Treasury complains thst
this result has hot come about in the intervening period ,,f tipe, but it seems to
us that the principal reason for this (i that the credit,thib.ugh, helpful, Is of such
a limited nature thit it cai 'hardly be blamed forfailing to be i decisive factor in
encouraging a notable upswing In equity financing.

More important, we think, is the fact that the credit does, even though if Is
limited to only 4 percent, relieve some of the effects of double taxation of cor-
porate income. The allegation has been made by the Treasury that the credit
is preferential to upper income groups. We fall to understand this reasoning.
In the first place, the credit provides a uniform percentage tax relief of 4
percent of dividends received for all taxpayers. Obviously, on a given.amount of
dividends, the percentage by which the tax liability of lower income groups will
be cut exceeds the percentage of the reduction In tax liability for upper income
groups. The Treasury, as we understand it, does not.dispute this point, but it
contends that the percentage relief provided by the credit for upper income
taxpayers from the special burden of double taxation is much greater than the
similar relief for lower income taxpayers. This is true only because the special
burden of double taxation on a given amount of corporate Income with respect
to lower income taxpayers Is much greater than the similar double tax burden
for higher income taxpayers. This follows because any distribution of cor-
porate earnings directly to taxpayers would be taxed at the rate applicable to
the top bracket in which the particular taxpayer happens to fall. Accordingly,
the fact that such earnings are subject In addition to the corporate tax does
not create as much of an extra burden of double taxation for high-bracket as it
does for low-bracket taxpayers. In this sense, any uniform percentage reduc-
tion in tax liability attributable to a giten amount of dividends will provide
greater proportionate relief for the upper income groups. But this misses the
basic point If the credit Is inadequate to achieve the desired relief from the
double taxation of corporate income, the remedy would'obviously seem to be
to modify or -Icrease the credit, rather than to simply repeal it and ignore the
problem. For present or future consideration we, repeat the recommendation
that we made in connection with congressional consideration of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954. A dividend credit of 10 percent will, in our judgment,
go far toward dealing adequately with the double taxation problem.
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Capital gatns and losses (eeo. 219)
The administration recommended considerable changes in the present treat.

ment of capital gains and losses. With respect to individuals, it would have
decreased the amount of capital gains includible in gross income from 50 to 80
percent, lowered the maximum tax rate from 25 to 19.5 percent, and from 25 to
22 percent in the case of corporations. The holding period would have been
increased from 6 months to 1 year. An indefinite capital loss carryforward
provision would have been provided for individuals. Finally, there would have
been a change in the tax treatment of certain transactions which are currently
taxed as capital gains-e.g., ordinary income treatment would have been required
in the case of lump-sum distributions from pension or profit trusts, sale of
patents, etc.

The Ways and Means Committee modified these recommendations to a con-
siderable extent. While there would be no change in the current treatment of
corporate capital gains, individuals would be required to include only 40 percent
of net long-term capital gains in ordinary income subject to a maximum rate
of 21 percent. This treatment would be afforded only when the capital assets
in question have been held for more than 2 years, the gains in such cases to be
referred to as "class A capital gains." In the case of gain from assets held for
more than 6 months but not more than 2 years, existing capital gains tax
treatment-the 50-percent inclusion factor and the 25-percent maximum rate-
would be continued, gains in this situation to be referred to as "class B capital
gains." Moreover, gain from the special types of transaction, such as lump-sum
distributions from pensions and profit trusts and gain on the sale of patents
which would have been treated as ordinary income under the administration
recommendations) would also be considered "class B capital gains" and would
continue to receive the current tax treatment. Capital losses for individuals
would be treated as at present but the loss carryforward would become an
indefinite one.

In general, we approve the modifications in the treatment of capital gains and
losses that would be made under the House bill, and we oppose Secretary Dillon's
recommendation that this provision of H.R. 8363 not be enacted. We have the
further suggestion in this area that the capital loss carryforward which would
be made indefinite for individuals should also be made indefinite for corporations.
The same basic consideration-encouraging greater risk taking-applies in both
instances, and the revenue losses entailed in either instance are relatively minor.

Sick pay exclusion (seo. 205)
The Internal Revenue Code presently provides an exclusion from income of up

to $100 a week for payments made by an employer to his employee to continue
the latter's wage payments when he is absent from work because of sickness or
injury. In the case of absence from work because of injury, the exclusion is
available immediately; when the absence is due because of sickness, however,
the exclusion is available only after the first 7 days of absence unless the
employee was hospitalized for at least 1 day during this period.

The administration proposed a repeal of this "sick pay" exclusion. The Ways
and Means Committee rejected this proposal but would impose, as a substitute,
more stringent limitations on the availability of the sick pay exclusion. In
general, under the House bill, the sick pay exclusion will no longer be available
during the first 30 days of absence regardless of whether personal injury or
sickness is the cause of the absence.

We endorse this provision in the House bill. We agree that the sick pay
exclusion, as presently worded, is susceptible of some abuse, and that it did in
some instances have the unfortunate effect of encouraging absenteeism and
maligering. It seems to us that the new limitations imposed by the House bill
should be "sufficient to deal with these existing abuses.

Employee moving expenses (see. 212)
Under present law, certain moving expenses incurred by an existing employee,

if reimbursed by his employer, may be excluded from the employee's taxable
income. Generally, the Internal Revenue Service has ruled that the exclusion
applies to: (1) Transportation expenses for moving the employee and his
family; (2) transportation and related costs for moving the personal and house-
hold effects of the employee and his family; and (3) expenses incurred for meals

So i r
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and lodging for the employee ai~d his family while they are en route to their
new location. '

The House bill has approved' a administration recommendation 'that a new
deduction for such moving expenses be provided in the case of employees who
receive no reimbursements from their employers and new employees whose re-
imbursements are considered taxable income. The new deduction would be
available only if the taxpayer's new place of work iS at least 20 miles farther
from his former residence than was his former place of work. In addition,'he
may be required to include the amount of any such deduction in his taxable
income for the following year if, during the 12-month period following the
Individual's arrival at the new place of work, he does not remain a full-time
employee in that general location for at least 89 weeks.

In general, we approve'of this recommendation concerning moving expenses,
with a major reservation. The "Technical Explanationi" from the Ways and
Means Committee report indicates that' the term "moving expenses" in (this
connection is not to Include a good many necessary expenses related to moving.
For example, it would not include (1) the cost of meals and lodging of:the
employee and his family after they arrive at a new location, if they are in a
temporary lodging looking for a permanent i'resdefte; (2) the expense of house
hunting at the new location; and (3) the expense of selling a house at the old
location-including any loss on the sale, brokerage fees,/ etc.--or the expense
of breaking a lease at the old location. We urge that the bill be amended to
include these items within 'the concept of "moving expenses." In addition,
appropriate explanatory language should be included in the report of the Finance
Committee.

Multiple urtaa exemptions and consolidated returns (8ecs. 22 and 283)
The House bill, accepting in modified form an administration proposal, provides

for the repeal of the present 2-percent additional tax for the filing of a consoli-
dated return by a group of. affiliated corporations. At the same time, the bill
would limit to a single $25,000 surtax exemption the multiple exemptions cur-
rently available to the members of an affiliated corporate group.

We support the removal of the additional tax on the filing of consolidated
returns. However, we have noted that the effective dates of these two provi-
sions, which apparently are designed to complement one another, differ. The
repeal 'of the 2-percent additional tax would apply to taxable years beginning
after December 31, 1963, while the proposed limitation on surtax exemptions
would apply to taxable years ending after December 31, 1963. We can see no
logical reason for this difference in effective dates, and we urge that it be
eliminated.

In addition, we think that the policy of encouraging the filing of consolidated
returns-indicated by the proposed repeal of the additional 2-percent tax-
should be furthered by a repeal of the existing tax on intercorporate dividend
payments which results from the fact that the applicable credit Is limited to only
85 percent.

With respect to the proposed limitation on surtax exemptions, the House bill
provides that the members of an affiliated group may elect to claim multiple
surtax exemptions limited, In the aggregate, to $25,000. However, once such
an election is terminated it may not be renewed until the expiration of 5 years.
We can see no reason for such a limitation on the renewal of the election, and
we urge that it be deleted.
Travel and entertainment expenses

Senator Long of Louisiana, one of the members of the Finance Committee,
joined by a number of other Senators Including Senators Carls9n, Ourtis, Mc-
Carthy, and Ribicoff, has introduced S. 2068, which would amend section 274
of the Internal Revenue Code to change the general requirements as to travel and
entertainment expenses added last year under the Revenue Act of 1962. Under
section 274 as it now stands, travel and entertainment expenses for business
purposes, in order to be tax deductible, must meet not only the longstanding"ordinary and necessary" test but also new tests under which it would have
to be shown that such expenses were either "directly related to" or "associated
with" the active conduct of a trade or business. In addition, all such expenses
must be documented in considerable detail with respect to amount, time 'place
business purpose, and business relationship of persons entertained. 8, 2068
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would delete the "directly related" and "associated with" tests and substitute
certain new requirements-the entertainment expenses would:

1. Have to be "reasonably designed to further the taxpayer's trade or
business;" and

2. "Not primarily for the purpose of satisfying the personal, family and
living expenses of the taxpayer or his representative or the recipient of the
entertainment, amusement, and recreation."

This same general test would be applicable to both entertainment activities
and entertainment facilities. Finally, the substantiation requirements under
section 274 of the code would be deleted in favor of permitting the Internal
Revenue Service greater flexibility to permit the requirement to be satisfied in
the case of an employee by suitable accounting to his employer.

We believe that there are a considerable number of difficulties with respect
to the present application of the requirements imposed by section 274. We are
particularly concerned with the problems created by the "primary use" test
as applied to the deductibility of club dues and with what appear to be overly
narrow limitations on the deductibility of goodwill entertaining for business
purposes. We are also troubled by what we consider to be the overly narrow
requirements of revenue ruling 63-13 which sets out new requirements for per
diem and mileage allowances under the general policies of section 274 and the
regulations thereunder.

We think that S. 2068 might be desirable because it would liberalize the
existing documentation requirements of section 274. To the extent that the
bill would also make it easier to deduct the cost of good will entertaining and
,club dues for business purposes, we commend it.' We disapprove of the
existing "directly related" and "associated with" tests added by last year's
legislation because we think the original "ordinary and necessary" test was
sufficient to determine tax deductibility. That being the case, we are not favor-
ably disposed to adding the new substitute tests that would be provided by
S. 2068. In any event, we think it would be desirable for the Congress to con-
sider S. 2068 at an early date-but we think it would be better at the present time
to separate this problem from the current consideration of the proposed Revenue
Act of 1963.

Current U.S. taxation of the earnings of foreign subsidiaries
In 1961 the administration recommended generally that the income of foreign

subsidiaries of American corporations be subject to full U.S. taxation prior to
the distribution of such earnings to the American corporations in question,
except where the subsidiary is located in a "less developed" country. After
prolonged consideration of this recommendation, the Congress decided on the
adoption of the new subpart F of the code relating to what are termed "con-
trolled foreign corporations." In general, under these provisions, current U.S.
taxation is imposed upon what is termed "foreign personal holding company
income," "foreign base company sales income," and "foreign base company
services income" of controlled foreign corporations. These terms encompass
sales income and services income related to transactions, for the most part.
involving related parties. Exceptions to this special taxation on foreign base
company income are provided when there are "minimum distributions" by the
controlled foreign corporation to its American parent corporation, or when
that income qualifies as "export trade corporation income."

We do not 'approve of the provisions of the new subpart F-candidly, we
think that in many respects they are undesirable. Moreover, since most of the
final income tax regulations on these new provisions have yet to be published
by the Treasury, it is difficult to determine at this time the full implication of
these complex new provisions. However, we do feel sure of one thing-the
provisions of subpart F are preferable to the direct taxation of foreign sub-
sidiary earnings originally espoused by the administration and currently pro-
posed by Senator Gore, a member of this committee. We urge the Finance
Committee to postpone further consideration of this complicated subject until
such time as the Congress can give the problem of taxation of foreign sub-
sidiary earnings the complete ant undivided attention that it really deserves.

The depreciation guidelines and the reserve-ratio test
As in the case of the investment credit, the institute acknowledges the com-

mendation due the Treasury Department for its administrative reform of tax
depreciation embodied in the new "guideline class" depreciation system pro-
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mulgated by Revenue procedure 62-21. However, included in this system isthe reserve-ratio test which is represented as an "objective test" for determiningwhether or not a taxpayer qualifies for the lower guideline lives authorized in
Revenue procedure 62-21. As indicated previously, the administration hasincluded the benefits of this depreciation reform and the investm~ at creditin its evaluation of proper corporate rate reduction. Without agreeing withthe administration's position on corporate rates, we suggest that the claimedbenefits of the depreciation guidelines can only be fully established by abolition
of the reserve-ratio test. The MAPI study, "The Ieserve-Ratio Test of Tax De-preciation Lives,"' analyzes the application of this "objective test" and concludesthat the test is unsuitable in so many cases that an attempt to apply. It acrossthe board-as contemplated by the new revenue procedure-can only cornpoundthe confusion it was designed to cure.

It is our conclusion that for taxpayers to realize the full benefit of the newdepreciation guidelines-and for the Nation to realize its full benefit hi themodernization of productive plants-the guideline lives should be made avail-able as of right and taxpayers should be permitted to negotiate shorter lives.with the revenue agent where they can be justified by "all facts and circutn-stances." If the Treasury insists that legislation Is necessary to accomplishthis objective, then we recommend that appropriate action be taken by theCongress.
In this connection we earnestly urge that there be a liberalization of thedepreciation treatment accorded real property. The discrimination with re-spect to such property-lneligibility for the investment credit and a refusal toshorten the old bulletin F useful lives in the new deprciati6n guideline-seems

particularly inappropriate in view of the provision in the current bill whichwould impose ordinary income treatment to some extent on the gain realizedon the sale of real property.
This concludes our statement on the proposed Revenue Act of 1963 (HI.R.8363). We desire again to express our appreciation for this opportunity ofoffering the Institute's views on this most important legislation.

[From Capital Goods Review, Washington, D.C., March 1963]
FISCAL POLICY AND ECONOMIC EXPANSION: A CRITIQUE OF THE ECONOMICS OF THE

ADMINISTRATION'S 1963-65 TAX PROGRAM

In response to an invitation.from the Joint Economic Committee
of Congress to comment on'the President's Economic Report ofJanuary 1963, the Institute submitted a statement (on February 13)
that we believe will be of interest to readers of this Review.
Accordingly, it is reproduced below.-George Terborgh, editor.

Since the central issue in the 1963 Economic Report of the President and theannual Report of the Council of Economic Advisers is the administration'stax program, and since it promises to be a principal preoccupation of the Con-gress at this session, we have chosen to limit our observations to this issue.We want particularly to explore some of the basic economic assumptionsunderlying the program.

I. OVERSIMPLIFICATION IN OFFICIAL PRESENTATIONS

We should like to begin with a few comments on the oversimpliflcntion ofthe Issues in official presentations.
Federal tax reduction at this time involves a deliberate increase in an alreadysubstantial deficit. Since this runs counter to traditional concepts of fiscalprobity, and strikes many people as dangerous and irresponsible, It is obviousthat the administration confronts a major "selling" effort. Obviously also, thetime for this effort is short If action is to be had at this session of Congress.Under the circumstances, it is understAndable that In its effort to expoundsophisticatedd" doctrines on matters beyond the knowledge of the layman, the,administration should present its thesis in white and black. In the EconomicReport, as in other state papers submitted to Congress recently-the state ofthe Union message, the special message on tax reduction and reform, etc.-theimpression is created that there is more certainty that in fact exists both as tothe diagnosis of our economic ills and as to remedies. Disputed and contro-versial propositions appear with the aura of established truth.

'Machinery and Allied Products Institute. february 1963.
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Reason for recent slealness
One oversimplification has to do with the reasons for the unsatisfactory per-

formance of the economy since 1957. The administration attributes this pri-
marily to the repressive effect of heavy. Federal taxes. This is one theory, but
there ar' others: Indeed there is a whole list of factors given varying weight and
emphasis by different economists. Some have to do with developments prior to
the period of slackness, others to events occurring within it.

One of the antecedent developments was the exhaustion by 1967 of the special
stimuli to demand carried over from World War II and the great depression.
Another was the overexuberance of the 1955-57 capital goods boom, which left
a good many industries with excess capacity. Among the events within the pe-
riod, there was the setback to the 1958-69 recovery by a 4-month steel strike
and a highly restrictive monetary and credit policy. During the recovery now
uliderway, we have had the steel price episode, a stock market shakeout, a
sluggish growth of the money supply, a profit squeeze, etc. Individual analysts
will expand the list to suit their taste. The point is that there are plenty of
explanations around other than the weight of the Federal tax load.

We should be the last to minimize the burden of Federal taxes on the economy,
which is certainly onerous, not only because of its magnitude, but because of its
distribution. We have a tax structure that bears heavily on enterprise, risk.
taking, and productive investment It exerts a continuous drag on economic
progress. It does not follow, however, that this is the principal reason for the
failure of the 1958-59 recovery to reach completion, or for the sluggishness of
the current recovery. We may point out that the Federal tax structure and rates
in both of these recoveries were practically the same as in the recovery of 1964-
55, which was an exceptionally vigorous one. Something else must have changed
in the meantime.

Adverse towngs in budget position
The administration makes much of the drag on the current recovery and the

preceding one from adverse shifts in the Federal budget position. The wide
swings from deficit to surplus as the economy expands are deemed too repressive.
They are said to choke off recovery before completion.

This theory must reckon with the rather disconcerting fact that adverse
budget swings have been relatively smaller in the two most recent recoveries
than in earlier ones that carried through to completion. If we take the total
swing (decrease of deficit plus increase of surplus) during each of the postwar
recoveries as a percentage of the increase in the gross national product over the
interval, we get the picture in the following table:

Adverse budget swing as percentage of gross national product growth

(From quarterly figures]

During the During the
12-month 18month
period of period of

Recovery greatest greatest
awing swing I

(A) (B)

1949-50..................................... ............................... 8
1964-4...................................................................... 47 48
o19Wa -.................................................................... 26 84
1961- ............................................................... .. .. 9 10

I 194-m to 196-I) 1064-1 to 1966-I 198-I to IS9n-I 1961-I to 198-1.
S1949-m to 1951-I; 193-IV to 195-I; 19W8-U to 10o-I; 1961-1 to 190e-

Certainly the adverse budget swing is a dubious explanation for the sluggish-
ness of the present recovery. It has been by far the smallest of the lot; indeed
during 1962, when the recovery slowed up, there was no adverse swing at all.

* The swing is measured in terms of the so-called national-account# budget, now favored
by the administration nl disu-ssions of this subject.
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\ urplus at the end of the swing
If we turn from the total swing to the size of the Federal surplus attained at

the top of the swing, we also get nowhere. The current recovery is the only one
in the postwar period that has not developed a surplus. The budget position has
remained in deficit, and promises to do so for some time.

Peak surplus a percent of gross national product
Quarterly

Recovery: figure
1949-50 -------------------------------------------- 6. 4
1954-55 ------------------------------------ 1.6
1958-59..------.-----.. ------ -------------- 1.6
1961-62 -- -----------.--.-------. --. 1

'1951-I, 1956-I 162-11.
SMinimum deficit.
If neither the total adverse swing in the budget position nor the surplus

reached at the end of it appear to have much explanatory value in the present
situation, it is obvious that other diagnoses are in order.

We recite these facts, not to advance a position of our own, but to emphasize
the oversimplification of the official presentation. We suggest that it deserves
the critical scrutiny of the committee before the proposed remedy is adopted.

II. POSTWAR BURPLUSES AND DEFICITS IN RELATION TO EOONOMIO TRENDS

There is danger that the administration's educational campaign will lead to
a naive, even mystical, exaggeration of the potency of Federal deficits as an
economic stimulant. History does not warrant such enthusiasm. We need only
cite the fact that in the thirties the Federal Government ran deficits for 10 years
in a row, at an average rate exceeding 8 percent of the gross national product,
and that the economy finished the period still depressed. (A comparable deficit
today would be $17 billion a year.) To take a more recent example, the economy
has run slack since 1957 notwithstanding an accumulated deficit of $20 billion
over the interval. Whatever may be said of deficits (and we do not prejudge the
question at this point), there is clearly no magic in them.

This conclusion is confirmed by postwar history. Chart I which follows com-
pares the change in the gross national product from the preceding quarter with
the position of the Federal budget in the current quarter.



Change in the Cross National Product From the Preceding Quarter, Compared With th Position
of the Federal Budget in the Current Quarter

(seasonally adjusted annual rates)

* . a

3
z1

B

3-

1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 I1
Source: Department of Commerce, The budget position is reported on the national-accounts basis.
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If. Federal defleitit are stlmulatite of the ec6 n.mya-$ g p. ii 4'4 p. ,i'y_..,

falls to show any t ra j pattern. oit tIttIchdat .' , i"f reatc n', et he'
the budget pooitoo and economic trend hs been vlig iarrabl61 A d irre l IThere 'have been extended periods. (a y ar 'n 6r ) vtlth iis I .' ht' anbudget surpluses,' others 'with rising NP and ded ' T ' iae 've bken'periods with falling ONP and deficits,' others (a short one) with falling

(28) were associated with a Federal, urplus,, a de it, hie13 quarters with declining GNP, nearly al l (!2) w.ere.s'ocllated lot a t
It may be objected tlatthere is a lag between the budget , p

n
yb riton a;~ibresponse of the economy, hence that we should "lead" the former, by a reasonableperiod. I- f we lead it by 6 months, the pIcture.is notreatly altered. OCt1quarters with rising ONP, 24 show budget surplss in th second quarter' re-ceding, 27 deficits. Of 13 with falling GNP, 7 show surpluses. 6 de it; IFor those preferring a more formal analysis,, the. coefifent of. correlatIon '

between the budget position In the current quarter. and. the GNP chhn e .fmmthe preceding quarter is +0.390.. In other words, there i 'f slight positivecorrelation between surpluses and rising ONP (or de'fiIta and declining GNP).
When we lead the budget position by 6 monthsthe correlation is -. 04.' Thishas no statistical significance.
PoMssble eplanatonscae, 1960 V.

The absence of any significant correlation for the postwar period betweenthe Federal budget position and economic trends raises the interesting questionof why the alleged effect of the:budget position has failed to:'reglste. :Theremay be two reasons: (1) Its impact may be submerged by other factors; (2))It may not have the Impact alleged.
If we were dealing with simple one-way causation--4f econom6icmovements'were controlled exclusively by the Federal budget pbsltion-we would expect byconventional theory to find expanson asSociated with deficits and contactingwith surpluses. But the causation Is riot one way' : The budget position is itselfinfluenced by the movement and level of economic activity, What we have Is acomplex interaction In: which the influence of the budget may be submerged bymore powerful forces, hence may not be separately identifiable. ,It must be recognized that even sizable surplusesor deficits are small in rela-tion to the ONP ($10 billion-is less than 2 percent, for example), and that evenif their influence is in' the theoretical direction it can be submerged for extendedperiods of time by counltertrends in the economy. It can be argued for thisreason that the absence of the expected statistical correlation for the postwarlperlod is due to the smothering of the budget impact by such countertrends.We regard this contention as exceedingly dubious. In our opinion, the key tothe mystery lies elsewhere. The budget position has not had the Impactattributed to it by the adniiilstrtion. Vlth '66br Indilgence, V'e should liketo develop the point brle~y, ' ' . - ..

I. -TEOBYOF0 P-O40F A'
It is sometimes assumed that' Federal deficits re always and inheOrently'stimulative to the ec6omy and that surpluses are on -the contrary always and'inherently repressive. T his Is a gross oversmpifleatton

.  : :If we rightly understand the positionn of! the' adWistt tio,l'It rest oh theassumption that an increase in the Federal deficit through tax reduction' 61111yield a net addition to private spending. At first glance, this seems-to.followinevitably from the fact that the beneficiaries of the reduction will-have moreafter tax Income to spend. "'But there Is another aide of the shield, Uane, i theadded deficit is monetizedd," that is to say, unless it ii financed by the ceat4on'of new. money, It must be financed from private savings ,, . . ,If It is so financed, it places the Treasury in competition with all other usersof capital-corporations, unincorporated businesses, State and local governments,
'1047-48, 1950-I to 1951-11, and 1955-I to 1957-II.1952-I1 to 1054-I, 1058-I to 1059-J, and 1981-II to 1962-IV:1949, and 1953-111 o 1954-II.5 Only 2 quarters in this ease, 1960-I aud IV.
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home mortgage borrowers, etc.-for these savings. This competition cute down
th t .of s yilable to these user. If the added Federal deficit is

tt e fet aPitail maket is' "reffecte' in highest bond yields,
higher nrtgage loan teS, and lover credit avallablty than would Otherwise

of, te Tresury, T sthe ig by the bneficaries of the tax
reduction may b partially or wb llyoffset b the decrease In private (and State
and local) Investment fined thro gh the cAital ~iarkt,

Variable effect '.
Whether the offset -i prtial or complete depends on circumstances. During

economic recessions, when the private demand for funds is declining and the
capital market is sloppy, it is possible foe the Treasury to increase its absorption
of savings without a concurrent reduction of comparable amount in non-Federal
investment. If this increased absorption stimulates the economy, it is even
possible that there may be no net' reduction at all; But when the Treasury
absorbs savings in more normal markets, the offsetting curtailment of non-
Federal investment is both more prompt and more complete. The stimulative
effect 16 corresiondingly diminished.

Here, certainly, is one'reason for the failure of Federal deficits of the postwar
period to show the stimulative magic assumed by the official theory. The
Treasury has run deficits,'not Just during recession, but more than half of the
time' (85 quarters out of 64)., Since they have' been:finlanced largely out of
savings, they have exerted a drag on private (and State and local) investment
that has gone far to offset their stimulus.

Proftitfuaton . ,
At the present time, the economy is not in recession, but has been expanding

continuously for 2 years It is, by various estimates, within 5 or 6 percent of its
current potential and it may be closer than that. ,The capital market is in
equilibrium. There is no hoard or pool of Idle funds that the Treasury can absorb
without determent to other borrowers . Under these conditions, it is by no means
certain that an added Federal deficit financed from savings would be significantly
stimulative. In all probability, it would be substantially, if not largely, offset by
the displacement of non-Federal investment,

Obviously, such displacement is precisely what the economy does not need,
Thanks in part to a tax structure weighted against saving and investment, we
already have a high-consumption, low-investment economy. For the decade of
the fifties, total fixed investment in the United States was a smaller percentage
of GNP than in 8 of 12 Western industrial countries. In terms of Investment in
productive equipment, we were at the bottom of a list of 10 such countries. Not
surprisingly, our economic growth rate over the decade was second from the
bottom.

-: IV. F1NANOION DMFOITS.

These observations are not intended to exclude the possibility of an increase
in the Federal deficit through tax reduction, but they do raise the question of
how such an increase (if there is one) should be financed.

The administration has been rather vague on this question, in part, no doubt,
because it involves Federal Resirve policy over which it has no direct control.
In its 1968 report, the Council of Economic Adivsers conveys the impression that
it would welcome a considerable degree of monetisation,* but recent statements
of the Chairman of the Federal Reeerve Board suggest extreme reluctance to do
more than the unavoidable.minimum.' The whole question is very much up
in the ar, .. :;r, .

* National account bat. .
S"Capital Investment and Economic Progresu n Leading Industrial Countries, 1950-60,"

Capital Goods Review No. 48 (January 196).
Pn. 58-45.
William McChesney Martin, statement to the Joint Economic Committee, Feb. 1, 1963.

I j * *
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The inflation angle
There is a widespread belief that a deficit financed from savings Is less infla-

tionary than one financed by an increase of bank credit (one that Is monetized).
If this is so, it is only because it s less effective. It takes more of it to produce
a given result. But if it is carried too far (assuming it is in fact expansionary),
it becomes as Inflationary as a monetized deficit carried too far. The main
difference is in the appropriate dosage.

The notion that a monetized deficit is necessarily and inherently inflationary
apart from circumstances and the extent of its use is a popular fallacy. Pro-
vided it does not expand the Nation's money supply beyond its legitimate require-
ments, it can be expansionary without being inflationary. Moreover, as we have
just noted, it can achieve a given expansion with a fraction of the defilcteering
required by the other approach.

The real question at present is whether the money supply can properly be
enlarged by further monetization of the Federal deficit. We should like to
address this question for a moment.

Position of the money supply
The Federal Reserve System has followed for years an extremely restrictive

monetary policy.1 Over the decade 1952-62, for example, the money supply
(demand deposits and currency) has been permitted to grow at an average rate
Just over 1.5 percent a year (compounded). This compares with an average
annual growth of 4.8 percent in the gross national product It has been possible
to have this GNP growth because of constantly rising money turnover rates,
starting from the abnormally low level obtaining at the end of the war. This
process of acceleration cannot go on forever. The ratio of money supply to
GNP has already worked its way down to a very low level by historical
standards, as can be seen from chart 2.

o1 We nse this term to denote money-supply policy, as distinguished from credit policy.
These are not the same, and do not always move in harmony.
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While no one cay say with assurance what the turnover potential of -the
money supply is these days (so many changes having occurred since earlier
experience with current rates), we strongly suspect that the economy has for
some time encountered resistance to further acceleration. This suspicion is
strengthened by it behavior over the past 5 years. .It. hal suffered less from
specific maladjustments than from a kind'of general debilit,: It has lacked
energy. Not once i' this interval has it achieved "i level of agktegate'demand
sufcient for full prosperity. These symptoms are precisely what, ' would
expect from an inadequate money supply. Here, in our opinion, is a, more
plausible explanation of the sluggishness of the system than an risifflcient
Federal deficit.

Monetary growth requirements .,
While we repeat that no one (including the Federal Reserve Board) can say

for sure how much additional acceleration of money turnover is in the'cards,
It is interesting to see how much expansion of the money supply would be
required if the rate were to level off where it now is. To get the ONP uip to
the $600 billion a year level said to be its current potential would require an
addition of $10 billion. If the GNP were to grow thereafter only at the
average rate of the fifties (4.8 percent annually in current dollars), it would
require a yearly increase in the money supply of $7 billion. This is more than
it has grown over the past 4 years.

Even if turnover acceleration continues some time longer at a reduced rate,
there will still be a need for more rapid monetary growth than we have been
having. We believe that a properly controlled monetization of the Federal
deficit is both desirable and safe.

V. OUTLINE OF POLICY

What we have had over the past few years is a fiscal policy at least Intended
to stimulate the economy, and a monetary policy calculated to restrain It.

Until recently, it was possible to attribute this restrictive policy to the con-
straints imposed by our gold and balance-of-payments position. But it is now
clear, at least so far as the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Board is con-
cerned, that it is justified on other grounds as well. Witness the following
statement:

"My present feeling is that the domestic liquidity of our banks is now so
high that still further monetary stimulus would, do little if any good--and might
do harm--even if we did not have to consider our payments situation at all.
This means that if any additional Government action is needed in the financial
field in order to give fresh expansive impulse to the economy, it would probably
have to come from the fiscal side." "

If this is the final position of our monetary authorities, it is of course bootless
to suggest even a modest monetization of the dedcit. We are going to assume,
however, that their cooperation would be forthcoming if Congress gave a strong
lead, and our policy recommendations are pitched accordingly.

General approach
Since monetary policy has .made very little contribution to economic expan-

sion in recent years, the stimulative efforts of the Federal Government have
been concehtrated almost entirely on fiscal policy. The result has been a bad
balance between the two-monetary policy unerworke , fiscal policy over-
worked. It follows that the basic approach to our present problem should be
the restoration of monetary policy to its proper place. Primary. emphasis should
be placed, on monetary expansion. The object should be the:monetization of
enough of the Federal deficit. t6 buid the money supply at the rate,desired,.

It is no means certain that this will require an addition to the deficit already
in prospect with the existing tax structure (some $$ or .$9,billioh ,for fiscal
1964). Conceivably,it.may be practicable, with the cooperatop 'of the Federal
Reserve System and the Treasury debt managers, to achieve the desired rate
of monetary expansion without further enlarging this deficit. If, however, this
Is not considered practicable because of the restraints imposed by our balance-

1 William McChesney Martin,. "Monetary Policy and International Payments." anaddre s to the American Economie Association and the Amerlea Finance Association,
Pitsburgh, Dec. 28. 1982. That at least one member of the Board takes some exception
to tlis view is indicated by the recent testimony of George W. Mitchell before the Joint
Economic Committee (Feb. 1, 1963). .
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of-payments position, any enlargement of the deficit should be held to the mini.
mum required for:monetary purposes. This should be a fairly modest amount

Prioreitee e o r reductim t
Aumng an licreae in the deficit is needed for monetary expansion, the

quiesIon arises as to piioritiee in tax reduction. We believe first priority should
be giep, to two long-over#ue reforms, a reduction in the corporate rate and a
scaeio-win o high-bracket personal rates. These reforms would not only
eliminate two of the more Indefensible sprvivals from wartime taxation; they
woeul, be 'a more potent economic stimulus, dollar for dollar, than tax relief
primarily for the ibnefit of consumption.

Unlike tax relief for consumers, which increases their disposable income
without affecting the appeal of the objects of expenditure, a reduction of the cor.
porate rate has a dual effect: it increases the supply of funds and at the same
timeenhances the attractiveness of investment projects available for, their use.
By lowering the investment threshold, it enlarges the volume of eligible projects.

SThis point is discussed in an institute publication, Effect of the Corporate
Income Tax on Investment (March 1959), from which we should like to quote
briefly:
.'"The process of capital Investment may be described as the incurment of

capital charges in order to obtain an operating advantage; that is to say, a
favorable change in the relation of revenue to operating costs. The corporate
income tax falls on the earnings of equity investment. This means that to justify
such investment a project must promise to yield a pretax return that will
leave an attractive aftertax return when the tax is paid. Stated otherwise,
it must promise not only an attractive aftertax return but the tax as welL

"The present corporate levy of 52 percent on taxable income is equivalent
to a rate of 108 percent on the aftertax return required to justify investment.
If that return is 10 percent, for example, the tax is 10.8 percent of investment,
the combined rate being, therefore, 20.8 percent. What the tax does, in effect,
is to raise the required pretax return to this rate. This alters the 'terms of
trade' between capital charges and operating advantage to the detriment of
the former.

"The increase in the required pretax return automatically excludes a whole
range of investment projects that would be eligible in the absence of the tax, or at
a lower tax rate. It limits eligibility, in other words, to projects of great
urgency. The result is the deferment of both new business ventures and invest-
ments in the improvement of existing operations until their expected pretax
return rises to the higher requirement.

"The main effect of such a high corporate investment threshold Is to hold an
umbrella over existing productive facilities. For it defers the introduction of
new capacity competitive therewith. Old facilities must become more decrepit
and inefficient before they are replaceable. Their service lives are extended.
The economy drags in consequence with a productive mechanism of higher
average age, and with more accumulated deterioration and obsolescence, than
would obtain in the absence of the tax."

A reduction of the corporate rate by 5 points, from 52 to 47 percent, which we
recommend as an interim objective, would make eligible for investment a
whole range or tier of projects now excluded. Our calculations indicate many
billions of dollars worth. Both from a' long-range standpoint, and from the
standpoint of near-term economic stimulation, this reform deserves top priority.

As for the scaledown of the high-bracket rates on personal income, little need
be said. Those rates are generally recognized as indefenslble. Such a scale-
down, say to a top of 65 percent, would cost relatively little in revenue and would
be strongly stimulative. Here, as with corporate rate reduction, the effect is
twofold: the supply of disposable funds is enlarged, asd the attractiveness of
investment projects is simultaneously enhanced.

If these top-priority tax reductions fail to provide a sufficient increase in the
Federal deficit for the purpose of monetary expansion, other reductions will of
course be in order. As to these (in the event they are needed), we reserve our
recommendations for the fiscal committees of Congress.
Conclusion

We should like to make another point in closing. We have urged that cor-
porate and top-bracket rate reduction be given priority if it is found necessary
to enlarge the Federal deficit to achieve an appropriate rate of monetary
expansion.
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Actually, we go further. We believe that these two reforms are so urgent,

and so long overdue, that they should be enacted even it an enlargement of the
deficit is not deemed necessary. In that event, the loss of revenue (around $8
billion a year) should be compensated either by a reduction of Federal expendi-
tures, increases in other levies, or from new sources of revenue-such, for
example, as a broadened excise tax system. The elimination of these wartime
relics should not be longer delayed.

Finally, we should like to say a word on the importance of controlling the
expenditure side of the Federal budget No effort to relieve the economy of
repressive taxation can get far if the budget continues to expand at its recent
rate. This can only compound our fiscal difficulties over the long run. Restraint
on outgo is absolutely basic.

Ths CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stewart. :
Senator Douglas?
Senator Dc i AS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett?
Senator BENNETr. I appreciate the strong and forthright state-

ment with respect to expenditure control, and I have no further
questions.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen ?
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Stewart, tell me how broad gaged is the

Allied Machinery Institute in terms of members and in terms of the
country?

Mr. STEWART. Geographically, capital goods which, as you know
are the goods which produce other goods, are primarily concentrated
as far as production is concerned in certain sections of the country.

Although, generally speaking, we represent and work with com-
panies and associations across the country, there are concentration
points like Chicago, New York, Detroit, and so on. Capital goods
production has not yet blossomed in a heavy way out on the west
coast.

As far as industries are concerned we work with all of the capital
goods industries. Our work, which is heavily research, in economic
and tax areas and so on, brings us in touch with many companies
some of which are not formally affiliated with the institute.

We were originally set up as a federation of associations so that
through them we see a very substantial number of individual
companies.

Senator DIRKSEN. What does the institute do either by way of work
in the communities where the members are located or by way of ad-
vertising as an institute to urge people generally to be restrained in
their demand on the Government.

When we speak about expenditure appropriation so much of it, as
you know, is generated back home, and perhaps this is a good place
to ventilate an example. I received a letter, and I won't identify it
further than that, from the president of a large corporation just
scolding up and down over the freehanded way in which Congrees is
appropriating money.

A day or two later I received a letter from the vice president of
the same company really scolding for dear life over the action we had
taken in reducing rather substantially some items in a public works
bill when I was on the Appropriations Committee

I put the president's letter in an envelope without comment nd
sent it to the vice president, and I put the vice president's letter with-
out comment and sent it to the president. That happened some years
ago. I haven't heard from either since that time. [Laughter.]
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Senator BENNETT. Will the Senator yield I
Maybe there are both a new vice president and a new president?
Senator DIRKSEN. There probably are by now, but I keep thinking

about expenditure control, and appropriations control, and I am
searching and seeking diligently for some very specific things that will
make our job a little easier.

For when you measure it against the demand that: comes from back
home, it becomes quite a differentstory.

Have you any suggestions for the committee ?
Mr. STEWART. Well, first of all, as my statement indicates, I am in

complete agreement with the proposition that it is not fair for the
Congress to look solely to the Executive and it is not fair for the
Executive to look solely to the Congress for expenditure control. In-
deed as our statement says we feel that the matter of expenditure re-
straint traces to, as a matter of responsibility, all of us as individual
citizens.

Through the facilities of the institute, although we are not and have
not been an organization engaged in a popular appeal type program,
we attempt to bring home the very point that you have made. I
think it is extremely well taken. I think that the business community
has a very grave responsibility not to talk out of both sides of its
mouth on this subject and at every opportunity that I have, I tell this
not only to the people that I know in local communities, but I also
tell it to the business community. I think that you put your finger on
a central point with respect to discharge of responsibility by business,
and by individual citizens, and I couldn't be in more agreement with
you, sir.

We will attempt to do more.
Senator DIRKSEN. Well, you know that Mr. Neilan of the U.S.

Chamber of Commerce has been reproaching the Congress for a type
of fiscal irresponsibility. But something more, he speaks also of fiscal
immorality. But it is rather interesting to look at your desk of mail
in the morning and find some letters from affiliate chambers telling
what they want out of the Treasury for some projects back home.

Mr. STEWART. In connection with the point you are making, I was
obliged to make a little talk in the Boston area not long ago and I was
addressing the subject of business responsibility and business repre-
sentation. At that time, I recalled publication by the legislative staff
service of the Congress of a booklet some years ago on subsidies, direct
and indirect. I think that if one, as a citizen or a businessman or a
member of the labor group in this country, were to read that report
he would be. convinced that what you say is 100 percent correct.

Senator DRK6EN. Have you any language-to suggest by way of
amendment to section 1, and I quite agree with you that that section
Oufiht to be particularized; but have you any language to suggest ?

Mr. STEWART. We did not bring language to fou. We made a sug-
gestion of an approach. We will give the matter some attention and
if we develop something which we think would be useful, bring it to the
attention of the committee.

Senator DIRKSEN. Now, with respect to your other suggestions, have
you prepared language on those

Mr. STEWART. No. Some of them I don't believe require specific
language, but I will ask the Medical Assistance Division staff to re-
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examine our statement, and whbre we can make specific language sug-
gestions if the committee would like to have them.we will be pleased to
present them.

Senator DIRKSEN. I would be delighted hoIwevbr, if you would send
up some language on section 1. I would like to see what it is. : In
fact, I would like to suggest a little language myself at the right time,
but I would like to see the fruits of your language as well.

Mr. STEWART. We will endeavor to do something along those lines.
(The draft was not complete at time of printing of this record. It

will be subsequently submitted directly to Senator Dirksen by Mr.
Stewart.)

Senator DIRKSEN. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stewart, I would like to have any comment

you would further make in reference to unexpended balances, which
makes much more difficult the balancing of the budget.

You stated accurately that $87 billion of unexpended balances ae
of July 1 existed. I think you said that the administration is now
asking for $107 billion more, isn't that correct?

Mr. STEWART. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. It would seem to me in order to get any assurance

whatever that there can be a reduction of expenditures that these un-
expended balances should have the fullest consideration and that some
of them could and should be rescinded. Some of those balances, a
good many of them, a good part of them, are not obligated.

Mr. STEWART. That is correct, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Do you have any other thoughts ?
Mr. STEWART. Not beyond the statement and to confirm our feeling

that this is an area for very careful study and perhaps some means
can be worked out whereby, unless there is clear and demonstrable
proof that those unexpended balances are necessary and are in the
process of being committed, that whatever appropriate action is neces-
sary to release them might be taken.

Our comments in this area, I should emphasize, Senator Dirksen
and other members of the committee, are not intended to be captious
or to imply any lack of sincerity at all. It is merely our feeling that
the bill reaches the committee with an agreement on principle, that
expenditures should accompany tax reduction and I read statement
after statement after statement which agrees with that principle.
But when you get down to cases, there is not a well-disciplined means
by which the executive department and the Congress can implement
the principle agreed upon.

I dont know whether we are wise enough and experienced enough
to provide the words to carry out that objective, but it is our feeling
that some work should be done on the subject and we will try our
hand at it.

The CHAIRMAN. Thailk you very much.
Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUGLAS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much sir.
Mr. STEWART. It is a privilege to be with the committee.
The CAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Chester M. Edelmann of

the American Retail Federation.
Take a seat, Mr. Edelmann and proceed, please.
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STATEMENT OF CHESTER M. EDELMANN, ON BEHALF OP THE
AMERICAN RETAIL FEDERATION

Mr. EDELMANN. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is Chester M. Edelmann. I am tax counsel of the McCrory Corp.
with offices in New York City. My appearance here is on behalf of
the American Retail Federation with offices at 1616 H Street NW.,
Washington, D.C. I am chairman of the federation's committee on
taxation and fiscal policy. My association with tax problems of re-
tailing extends over a period of nearly 40 years.

The American Retail Federation is a federation of 31 national
retail associations and 43 statewide associations of retailers. The
function of ARF is to provide leadership and coordination for its
affiliates in Federal affairs and national legislation as they affect
retailing. The tax committee of the federation has studied in detail
the President's original tax proposals as well as the provisions of
the House-passed tax bill. I appeared before the Ways and Means
Committee of the House to present testimony on behalf of the federa-
tion on the President's tax proposals. The statement I am making
here today is in line with federation policy. Each of our affiliated
organizations has been advised of the points which I will cover in
this statement and has had an opportunity to give us the benefit of
their views.

At this point I should like to present a few facts to indicate the
size and importance of the retail industry in the American economy.
From the standpoint of numbers of firms in operation, the retail
industry is larger than any other industry group in the Nation.
There are approximately 2 million retail businesses in the United
States which represents about 45 percent of all types of business.
Total retail sales last year amounted to $234.5 billion, and next to
Government the retail industry is the largest employer in the country,
employing approximately 8% million persons.

We agree with the overall economic objective of the President's
original tax proposals and with the general purpose of this bill,
H.R. 8363, as summarized in the Ways and Means Committee report.

Present economic conditions and our short- and long-range eco-
nomic goals indicate that large-scale and immediate tax reductions
are a necessity. The wartime nature of our tax structure is long
overdue for revision. We believe the private sector of our free enter-
prise economy should be given a greater opportunity to generate the
higher rate of growth which our economy requires today. It can
and will do this through tax reductions which, if granted, should be
effective no later than January 1, 1964.

We recognize that the subject of tax revision is a highly complicated
matter and cannot be dealt with hastily nor in a cursory manner.
The Treasury Department spent a great deal of time in developing
its tax program and the Ways and Means Committee has given
intensive and extensive consideration to the President's tax proposals.
Considering the complexity of tax problems and the diversity of
opinions as to what is needed in the way of revisions in the tax
structure, the members of the Ways and Means Committee deserve
the highest commendation for the end result of their work. No one
could expect the perfect tax bill or that it would please everyone.
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We also recognize the need and desire of the members of the Senate
Finance Committee to give thorough consideration to the House-
passed tax bill and to the views of those who wish to be heard on the
bill.

In my statement before the Ways and Means Committee, I em-
phasized strongly the need for economy in Government and the exer-
cise of restraint so far as Government expenditures are concerned.
We believe the current debate over fiscal responsibility has had a salu-
tary effect by focUsing so much attention on a basic national problem.
It has indicated that there is widespread concern in all sectors of our
economy and Government over the level of Government spending.
Though there are differences of opinion as to how expenditures are
to be brought into line, we feel confident that a solution to the problem
will be found. Great as the problem is, we do not think it should
deter us from granting tax relief at this time.

We certainly hope and believe that there will be no diminution
in the attention being directed toward the problems of Government
spending and in eventually balancing the budget. The responsi-
bility rests with both the President and the Congress.' Chairman
Mills, when he introduced the tax bill in the House, made an eloquent
and reassuring statement of his views on "fiscal responsibility" and
the road which he believes the Government should follow to lead us
toward a larger, more prosperous economy. We subscribe to those
views.

As to the specifics of the bill, in the interest of the time of the
members of this committee, my statement will be brief and will
cover only those proposals in the tax bill which are of major interest
to the retail industry.

The granting of tax reductions for both individuals and corpora-
tions as proposed in this bill represents a good start toward providing
much needed tax relief. However, if reductions are granted, this
should not be considered the ultimate goal in reducing our tax burden.
As our economy advances as a result of this first step in tax reduction,
and as our budget position improves, the Congress should again con-
sider providing even further tax relief.

So far as the rate structure for individuals is concerned, we are
disturbed by one thing, and it is this: Whenever rates are increased,
they are always increased more for the middle and high income brack-
ets, and when they are decreased, they are decreased more for the
lower income groups, It would surely seem that changes of this kind
are creating rate distortions and causing greater imbalance in the
burden of taxation.

According to our policy, we believe that proportionality should be
maintained in the granting of rate reductions. As we view it, the
rate structure in the present bill would make the tax structure more
progressive because it grants the highest reduction to the lowest
bracket (38.3 percent), with further reductions on a descending scale
through the middle and upper brackets to a reduction of 12.6 percent
for incomes above $50,000. This seems inconsistent with the general
objective of removing the deterrents to incentive, initiative, savings
and risk taking.

It seems to us that some adjustment in the proposed rates for the
middle and upper brackets is called for and it could be done with little
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-reveinue loss, if any. It is well known that the bulk of our revenue
comes'from the tax rates at the lower end of the scale. Whatever reve-
nue losses are involved in such an adjustment for the middle and upper
brackets could be easily recouped by a relatively small compensating
adjustment of the rate at the bottom bracket,;:

Incidentally, I may pint out that the bracket which the American
Retail Federation recommended started t 15 percent, as against 14
percent recommended by the President.

As to current' payment of corporate tax liabilities, for concerns
whose liability exceeds $100,000, we do not olpose this proposal, buit
-we do urge that if it is adopted, that present safeguards now in the
'law be retained, specifically the use of the annualization method and
the 70iercent rule--so that no one pays taxes o' income before it
is earned. I point out the necessity for these safeguards becausdeof
the peculiar nature of retail operations. In general, most retailers
earn their entire year's profits in the last quarter of the year, often
referred to as the Christmas quarter. In some:cases, profits may be
earned in the third quarter, and only few retailers operate at a profit
in the first half of the year.

Though this bill provides tax relief through rate reductions to
taxpayers, it provides no tax relief to millions of our citizens with
very low income who do not earn enough to be required to file income
tax returns, or who file returns but pay no taxes.

Do you gentlemen realize that there are 49 million persons in this
country who would not benefit: even if the entire Federal income tax
wepr reealed.

The fact is that there are 13 million individuals who file returns
but whose incomes are smaller than their deductions and exemptions,
so that they do not. pay any taxes. These persons, together with their
dependents account for 86 million of our citizens.

In addition there is a substantial number of persons, especially our
senior citizens, whose incomes are lower than their personal exemp-
tions, and who are not required to file returns. This group, together
with their dependents, account for the remaining 13 million.

There is only one way that tax relief can bb granted to these 49
million, and that is by repeal of the discriminatory wartime excise
taxes that were imposed over 21 years ago on retail sales of toilet
preparations, jewelry, handbags, luggage, furs, as well as on manu-
facture's taxes consumer-end products.

President Kennedy, in his tax message, stated:
Our economy is checkreined today by a warborn tax system at a time when It

is far more in need of the spur than the bit.
Chairman Mills of the Ways and Means Committee asked:

Is it not about time that we got rid of wartime rates which have so long ago
outlived their purpose?

If one of the purposes of the revenue bill is to correct the warborn
tax system, then surely the elimination of these discrimintatory war-
time excise taxes should also be considered.

SIn 1954, Congress took the first step along these lines by reducing
the retail rate from 20 to 10 percent. We now ask that it take the
final step by removing the remaining 10 percent.
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For a number of years, the Treasury Department has been sypa-
thetic to the.repeal of these taxes, but would'not recbmmend such
action to Conress because of the revenue loss invblvedi. ,Surely if
the Treasury Department can recommend a revenue 1ss of $11 billion
at this time through rate reductions, then ,its only objection to the
repeal of these discriminatory wartime excise taxes'does not really
exist.

When these wartime excise taxes were imposed by the Congress in
1941, the objectives which Congress stated as reasons for such im-
position were (1) to create emergency revenue, (2) to coinserveman-
power, and (3) to restrict the use of critical materials. The conditions
which originally warranted these objectives o longer exist,. In fact,
so far as manpower and use of materials is concerned ) our objectives
are just the opposite of what they were then. Today we certainly do
not nied to conserve manpower. President Kennedy said in his
message that-

The most urgent task facing our Nation at hom' today is to end the terrific
waste of unemployment and unused resources * * *

The strongest reason for the enactment of wartime excise taxes was
that they were admittedly repressive and would put a brake on the
business affected. They were intentionally diversioniiary and punitive
in oider to:meet wartime necessities. Since' they continue to repress
and divert in peacetime, they ore 'discriminatory rid unfair. Con-
sumer spending, which we must increase to sustain higi-level 'employ-
ment, is decreased by these taxes, More people.and more businesses
are subjected to the repeated bite of these taxes than anyy other,' without
exception. Only complete repeal can lie effective. M ere reduction in
rates would be a serious mistake-the irritant would remain; the moral
commitment would be unfulfilled; the disci-imination and unfairfiess
would continue.

It is a matter of record that if the Korean war hadn't happened when
it did Congress would have fulfilled its moral obligation in i950 by
repealing the wartime excise taxes. On July 19, 1950, Robert I.
Doughton, then chairman of the Committee on Ways and Means,

It appeared that the decision could not easily have been other than to suspend
consideration of the bill until we know more about the foreign situation * * *
I realize the heavy burden of some of the present excise taxes and also I was
exceedingly anxious to do everything consistently possible to lighten this burden,
but now that we are faced with a condition and not an opinldn which will doubt-
less require considerable additional revenue, it will probably be some time
before any present taxes can be reduced or repealed * * *

In a letter dated July 20,1950, the late Walter F. George,' then chair-
man of the Senate Committee on Finance, wrote:

I greatly appreciate your offer of service and understanding of the situation
which prompted the committee to lay aside temporarily the tax revision bill."
[Italic added.]

Repeal of all wartime excise taxes would place approximately $1
billion of disposable income immediately in the hands of con-
somers. This would produce an increase in gross national product of
about $2.5 billion. The revenue feedback from the increase in GNP
would be approximately $750 million, leaving a net revenue loss of
only $250 million. /
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:sto structural changes, the dividend credit and exclusion under
the bill, the bill would reduce the 4-percent dividend credit to 2 per-
cent for 1964 arid repeal it entirely for subsequent years.
SThe $50 dividend exclusion is increased to $100 or $200 for married
couples. A longstanding policy of the federation supports elimina-
tion of double taxation . For these reasons we support proposals to
increase the dividends exclusion and I have suggested this be.done
in my testimony before the House Ways and Meana Committee.

We recommend retention of the present dividend credit as a partial
measure for relief against double taxation. :

SWhen this provision was enacted by Conress in 1954 it was recog-
nized that it was only a partial step toward the elimination of double
taxation of dividend income that other measures would have to
be taken to provide y. . t assed the Revenue Act
of 19,2, Con in reaf red the n for this partial relief
when it rejet e resident's 1961 recommend ion for repeal Up
to he pr time, this method artial li with the problem
has gam wide acce6tan in t of C0

Te retary of h advan certain nts in favor
of thepeal of divid d c it. o report o t Ways and
Mean 'Commit subsci to m of th argue . e do
'hot./The reasoilsd v rt of t s aldo ot, in our
op on, come to grips pro doem e taxati n

e proposal for re f c ied a reducti n in both
in vidual rpora a hatw is losti one will

b ed othe . to ti of double
t tion, dou o by e rel :of the

diidend c reg of tax rates may be.
spite ari en e re convinced at repeal

of e dividend c t i nw har o those
taxp ers who wholly or oely dependent n divi nd income
part early older, reti also eve th pe
takes, an iitpp nt nceive at ts in t creation of
equity ital. ,

We suprt thb provisions bill which would 1 the require-
ment that ; basis of property eligible for t investment credit
be reduced by e amount of the investment it. We agree with
the reason advian y the ways and M ommtti in reort.

We prticulrly su t f, ,tht qualifies
escalators and elevators as assets eligible for th sent credit.
The federation presented testimony efore this ttee last ea
at its hearings on the Investment Oredit Al of 1962. At that tne
we urged that the dfinition of "other tangible property" be broadened
to include retailing. We pointed out that, retailers purchase and
utilize certain items of built-in tangible prop rt, other than peronal,
which ,are, most definitely an inteal part of the retailing process
which should share the same eligibility as some specific items men.
tioned in the House committee report.
, Among the items we mentioned were show, windows-both th
actual, gas window front and the; wall :at .the, rear-store front
signs, efrigeratd, and low- rtprature install atins,.ued 'to keep
meat .and other perishables, escalators, and factlties used ii parking
lots such as fences and outdoor lihtng.
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The bill -limits the employee exclusion for premiums 'on group te
insurance furnished through the employer. to priuumspaid foif thd
first.$$0,00 of coverage. -;Thoyzgh this represents some *.proveein64
over te President's original proposal, we oppose this provision hii
principle. o

it is claimed that there are widebpred' abusesf this excluio-n
privilege that certain high-level executives obtain large amonite of
insurance coverage, while lower salaidemployeet receive limited:
amotints6. :We do not know the' 'natiie' find extet' of 'the* biwes
but we, believe that our Stats insurainice lawscan and sh6ld ibe ade-,
quate , to eliminate them. Many 'Stats laws provide a',maximoum limit.
forokip coverage.- ,

believe that employers group plan should be fair and eQui-
table viith respect t& employee s.and'tht the-amount bf covkage
should be proportional to the salary received: or piy other factor,
where proprti onality can be. maintained, such Mlength of evie&,
Where suchequtality and, proportionality exist, there should t even
be ' olr limit on the aiouxnt that may be carried r the benefit
of the employee tax free to him.

'We support theprovisiof of the bill that'would repeal the 2 percent,
penalty tax Uwhichmust presently be paid by corprations. for the
privile(e.$tfillnconslidated returned.

We believe'the repeal of the 2 percent penalty is o oedue a
faces up to the reiy of present-day economic sftuatioins. 'However
we do not agree with the Secretary of the Treasury when he urges that
this repeal -shouldbe contingent uy n th 'Adoption of the poosa's
concering multiple ux1rtax eei5pion 8 fol<6Zrnirojly controlled co
porations. Each of the se~ prpp6" shoud be consi ts own
merits' '.

Fr ob~~i rtidn her**-there' is fjcomonh 'control to, the ekteit of 80
percent br more, the' cor p ratio'S involved._ general limited to
one $25,000 surtar exemption 'for the roup or ltera tively reuired
to pay a special penalty tax of 6, percent on the list $2,0 'o their
incotL -- -*

Our organization isopposed to thisproviion of the t.&x bill. When
enact, dd r present laW I was designed to encouraIgoI nt inhibit; in-
centives dorexpansin" and rwth. Reognizi ng- that there might be
6ppoitutities fol etk avoidanc, C Tngres establihed 'crtin sfe-
gards in 'the: law. Those safeia have be~in 'iO a 'st illI are
effective.

Your hInotblcomminitte dealt with this' problnni in 1951 iii- -i-

sidring ,H'.'4473 wtohich'ontind v. provision that sb;ght ti redice
to one tho number of surtax exetiptions whih could be Raimii b a
group of 4* onoet , on s(rI"petfully refer you to the'rbrt
of the C~ initt6 ot Finae of'the U;S. Senate dated Spt. d18 eg-
islativediif1Se )9 1961 iad the section Otled "Srtat Exemptions
and MiniUmm Exce Profits Tax Credits of Relate4 Coror0tion")
* The oimmittee Olininted entiftly this'provision 'of the H%'9 b111.
It pointed 'ut that in certain cases1 ('failure to extend the f-1ll sb"-
exemPtion tto each coration could affect sriouslyi coui
petitive posmf1on with respect to 'thr' ,Otpratioftsof Ouialatr 4sze
carringon he, same type of ,busineesil. cause the provisions of

a pply- to ' oitrteiosthtrard'to6heBwkhth6
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were: formed, the committeefelt it would w6rk a particular hardship
on those related corporations which were:orgaiized in the past for
legitimate business reasons, and I may point out that a great many
of these corporations had been formed long before the subject of
multiple surtax exemption had been dreamed of.

It.further noted that the denial of the full surtax exemption can
result "in. a very substantial increase in tax liabilities, especially in
the case of small corporations."
. We believe the reasons which prompted the Senate Finance Com-
mittee in 1951 to reject a limitation to the multiple surtax exemption
are equally valid today.

However, in 1951, the Congress did enact legislation to prevent
splitups of existing corporations..- This provision was reenacted in
the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as section 1551. Because legisla-
tion to prevent splitups is now on the books, we cannot understand
why the Ways and Means Committee, in its report on H.R. 8363 said:

* * * this substantial tax reduction should not provide added 'inducement to
existing medium and large corporations to split up into multiple corporations.

At the time section 1551 was introduced into the law, Congress
made it perfectly clear that it did not intend to "prohibit or discourage
expansion of an existing business accompanied by the formation of
new corporations * * ' In contrast to the intent of Congress at
that time, the Ways and Means Committee now says, in its report on
H.R. 8363-
your committee does not intend to encourage the formation of these multiple
corporations and therefore proposes to apply higher tax rates to corporations
which are members of an affiliated group of corporations.

In our view, the existing statute is achieving its purpose; it has
contributed to economic expansion and is effective in preventing split-
ups. The condition and reasons which warranted enactment of our
present law are even more applicable today than they were vhen the
law was first enacted.

The Congress, the Ways and Means Committee, and the Treasury
Department recognize that there are good and valid business reasons
for the establishment of separate corporate entities, aside from tax
considerations. In other words, use of the multiple corporation struc-
ture is recognized as a legitimate means for expansion. But, the
effect of what is done by this provision of the bill seems to belie this
admitted recognition. The whole purpose of our tax program is to
remove the shackles to incentives for expansion and growth. Yet,
in this one area, we are told in effect "If you have expanded by this
means in the past, or plan to do so in the future, you mus pay a
penalty if you wish to use the multiple sfi'tax exemption."

We consider it a rather severe penalty, particularly for those who in
good faith were encouraged to expand by tse of the multiple cor-
porate structure under the terms of the present law..; Plans and
commitments made by existing corporations, based on the provisions of
our present tax laws, and the intent of Congress, will now be seriously
disrupted.

The Ways and Means Committee report states: /
* * * there are legitimate business reasons for the use' of separate corpora-

tions and, therefore, the separate corporations should generally be recognized
as separate taxpayers, retaining the use of multiple surtax exemptions. How-
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ever, your committee does not intend to encourage the formation .of these ilbl-
tiple corporations and therefore proposes to apply a higher tax rate to corpora-
tlons which are member of an afllated group of corporations.

(Tile committee has thus recognized that some benefiUs justified.
However, the 6-percent penalty tax, added to the intercorporate div-
idend tax, results in a total tax of over 11 percent which individual
corporations, or those filing a consolidated return, do not have to pay.
We believe the benefits, if any, are very slim).)

The action of the Ways and Means Committee,is not consistent
with its declared intention since the proposed 6-percent penalty ap-
plies not only to newly formed corporations but also to existing
corporations which have enjoyed the benefit of the multiple surtax
exemption in' accordance with Congress expressed approval.

The Treasury Department and the Ways and Means Committee
make it appear that the benefits of the multiple surtax exemption
inure mostly to the larger corporations. We have riot seen any
Treasury statistics indicating this nor are we aware of anything
that would lead to this conclusion.

Our own information is to the contrary. We believe that the great-
est benefits of the multiple surtax exemption inure to the smaller
groups of affiliated corporations, especially those consisting of from
two to five units. This conclusion is supported by the Treasury's
own statistics.

Mr. Dillon estimated that under the Treasury proposal of only
one surtax exemption for an affiliated group the revenue would be
increased by $120 million. Only about $12 million or 10 percent
would be derived from the large group leaving 90 percent to be
gathered from the small- and medium-sized groups.

Our computations also show that, under the House bill, of the
$35 million that the Treasury expects in increased revenue, only $3.5
million, or 10 percent, would come from so-called large affiliated
group taxpayers and 90 percent would come from the small, and
medium-sized groups.

The Ways and Means Committee claims that by limiting the bene-
fits of the tax rate reductions in the case of groups of multiple corpora-
tions, it has been able to grant a substantial tax reduction to small
business in reducing the normal rate, without granting the same
benefits to medium and large enterprises using the multiple corporate
form of organization. This may be true, but it overlooks the fact
that there are small enterprises using the multiple corporate form
of organizations who will be penalized along with the medium and
large enterprises. We think it would be advisable for the Treasury
to supply figures showing just how many small multiple corporate
enterprises would be affected by the provisions of this bill.

In conclusion, subject to the foregoing comments, we support H.R.
8363 as a first step in the direction of much needed revision in our
rate structure.

We believe that the dramatic reductions granted by the bill will
immediately spur our economy to greater heights because of more
disposable income and greater incentive to reduce costs and expand
existing business. These forces will soon result in substantially in-
creased revenues.

We also believe that the dramatic size of the reductions will be the
most useful deterrent against injudicious spending programs.
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We realize that H.R. 8863 is not the solution for all our economic
and social problems, but it is an important beginning, and nore im-
portantly it is a step ii the right direction.

Thank you,'gentlemen.
Senator DoUOrLA (presiding). Thank you very much.
Senator Bennett
Senator Dirksen
Thank you very much, Mr. Edelmann.
We will recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:)

MAssACHUSETTr MUTUAL Lra INSURANOR 00.,
Ban Jose, Calif., October 4, 1963.

Re H.R. 8363.
Hon. HASnY P. BYBD,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOB BYBD: When a man borrows from his life insurance policy he is
not "paying interest for the use of his own money." It is not his own money,
but a reserve set up on a scientific basis to meet all claims for that particular
type of policy. It is like a business owner who would pledge his property as
collateral for a loan at the bank. In neither case is he "selling out." Any
restrictions on the right to use a life insurance policy as collateral on a loan
will make it a second-rate security.

If H.B. 8363 becomes law the severe repercussions of this discrimination
against the Insurance industry and against the millions of Americans who have
planned for their family security through life insurance will be most damaging
to the American way of life and concept of private property ownership of life
insurance Life insurance is certainly a key aspect of the American system of
private enterprise and the tax proposals are so flagrantly aimed to kill this way
of life.

For what reason is it necessary to bind up and to control personal and busi-
ness life insurance programs to the extent that they cannot be borrowed against,
pledged as collateral and, in general, restricted to the extent that it cannot be
used in the same manner as other property and investments?

Surely there can be nothing more noble than for a 'nation to encourage its
individuals to provide for their own. If this most excellent vehicle is to be so
limited and restricted relative to its borrowing power-if the split-dollar pro-
grams of closely held businesses are so restricted in the development of retire-
ment benefits for loyal and devoted employees-if in any way the ability of
private citizens to provide for themselves with insurance is impaired, the dam.
aging effects will be most sad indeed.

For the citizens of this Nation not to speak up in protest, facing an obvious
attempt to absorb small businesses by large statelike enterprises and to force
state insurance and state welfare, would be most disgraceful and shocking.

The unfair proposals of taxation directed at insurance would greatly shake
the basic foundations of this Nation and what it stands for, if such becomes
law. It is hoped that these tax proposals with respect to insurance be soundly
defeated.

Respectfully, P . HL
PAXo L. HBvtx.

WEST VIBGINIA NUBisE ASsoCIATwIN, INo.
Oharleston, W. Va., Octobcr 29, 1963.

Hon. HARBY BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAB SENATOB BYBD: On behalf of the West Virginia Nurses Association, I
would like to urge your favorable consideration of the child care deductions as
included in H.R. 8363, and also the amendments recently offered by Senator
Maurine Neuberger to provide for mpre liberal deductions.

Our professional nursing association supported the American Nurses' Aso-
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elation position in 1953 when they presented testimony iii favoi of banpjging
the Internal Revenue Code that first allowed foir hild' cmre deduititort ! Sind
most of our professional'nurses are female, this tMi'relief served as incentive
in bringing inactive nurses back into active employment in West Virgilaia where
there was and remains f serious shortage. '' '

Today, almost 60 percent of our professional nurses in West Virginia are mar-
ried, and another 11 percent are widowed divorced, o eparated. Wfth in
average yearly salary of general duty staff nurses'in this State of onlyfi$800,
few of them can afford adequate child care which is fiither cmlicated by the
present limitations on deductions. " ' . '

Out of approximately 900 professional nurses who maintain af active license
to practice nursing in this State but are not currently doing so, about' 90 percent
of these are tnaried and another 2 % percent are widowed, divorced, or separated.
With our extreme shortage of professional nurses in West Virginia, we certainly
could use these prepared people. Many of them have indicated an interest to re-
turn to active nursing but find the cost of child care prohibitive.

We feel that if H.R. 8363 becomes law providing for liberalizations for deduc-
tions for dependents, more of our professional nurses Woulld feel it was financially
feasible to return to nursing. Along with the $900 or $1,000 deduction allowed
for two or more dependents of widows, widowers, and single women, we would
like to see included the same deductions for married women with children or
other dependents when they have to provide all of their support. Far too many
women are left to provide the living for their famiiles without any finatiieal
assistance from the husband. ".. '

The West Virginia Nurses Association requests that you consider favorably
the proposed revisions for liberalizing deductions when expenses are Indtirrid for
the care of children and dependents unable to care'for themselves. '

Sincerely yours,
JUULANN RITTER, R.N.,

Execu tive Director.

NoRwlior MILLS, INo.,
Norwoch, N.Y., October 29, 1968.

Senator HARRY F. BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SIR: We would appreciate your making a part of the committee record
our opposition to inclusion in the tax bll H.R. 8363, the portion reading
taxation of cost of group term life insurance. " '

We believe that this procedure is not worth in tax income what it will require
in recordkeeping and calculation by employers who are to be involved.' 'The
idea is not conducive to employers being able to usethis benefit as a part of
employee benefit programs.' It would certainly, in some instances, limit life
coverage.

We do believe in the necessity to attempt to furnish income to the Government
on an equitable basis when it is possible to do so. This is not equitable and to
repeat, not worth it.

Very truly yours, D.E. Treasurer.
D. E. SKIMNBB, Treasurer.

PROVIDENT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE Co. or PHILADELPHIA,
Philadelphia, Pa., October 80, 1968.

Revenue bill of 1963 H.R. 8363.
Hon. HARRY F. BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.

DEAB SENATOR BYBD: I should like to express my opposition to section 213 of
the revenue bill of 1963 as passed by the House of Representatives, wherein the
owners of life insurance policies would be deprived, under certain circumstances,
of claiming income tax deductions on account of interest paid on life insurance
policy loans.

It seems to me that this provision would result in harassment to thousands of
people who need to make loans on the security of their life Insurance police for
legitimate purposes, because whenever such a loan was necessary within the first
4 year after the policy was purchased, It would cast a' burden on the policy-
owner to explain and defend the purpose of the loan. It also seems to me that
this provision would present quite a formidable problem for the Internal Revenue

24-532-68-pt. 8--8
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Department in auditing returns where policy loan interest was involved. The
question of the legitimacy of the loan would depend not only upon objective tests
but quite a number of subjective tests that could lead to a multiplicity of
arguments.

We believe that for the average person it is desirable, and good for the economy,
that he carry proper amounts of permanent life insurance having loan and cash
surrender values. Even in the eyes of a person who has rno intention of making
a systematic practice of paying premiums through loans, this provision of the
law would tend to discourage the sale of such insurance.

In other words, it seems to me that if section 218 were enacted in its present
form, the cure would be worse than the disease.

Sincerely,
T. A. BBADSHAW.

NEBRASKA STATE LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE,
BROTHERHOOD OF RAILWAY &t STEAMSHIP CLERKS,

FREIGHT HANDLERS, EXPRESS & STATION EMPLOYEES,
Omaha. Nebr., October 28, 193.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: It is my understanding that the House Ways and Means Com.
mittee, after months of deliberation, reported out the tax bill by a vote of 17 to 8

This bill known as H.R. 8363 in our opinion is not perfect nor what we think
it ought to be, but it does represent at least a minimum of what must be enacted
now and for the following reasons:

(1) Taxes are extremely burdensome and some relief is long overdue. These
excessive taxes have already seriously retarded the proper development of our
economy and have therefore unnecessarily prolonged unemployment of millions.

(2) Reducation of income taxes, resulting in smaller revenues to the Govern.
ment might well pressure elimination of waste and fat in many departments
including even military defense and much more quickly than the clamor of
doubletalking politicians for dramatic but meaningless budget cuts. If in their
opinion such cuts were advisable then the taxpayer has the right to ask: "Why
have they not been acted upon by the Congress?"

(8) We respect the integrity of men like Javits and Douglas who have the
welfare of their constitutencies at heart and who are not illogically articulating
for reelection at any cost.

(4) Economists of any competence at all, overwhelmingly agree that a tax
reduction is beneficial and most urgently needed now.

The 4,500 railway clerks who I represent in Nebraska are soberly convinced
that an income tax is in the best national interest and that it will not adversely
affect national military defense. Under these circumstances what justification
can there be in representative government for some Congressmen to arbitrarily
and without good reason to ignore the mandate of the people?

This tax cut bill, if enacted, would provide almost $11 billion in new purchasing
power and new funds for business investment, which will, within a reasonable
period put millions of unemployed Americans back to work.

If we are truly sincere in our objective to reduce unemployment in other than
Government projects then let's act without further delay.

I would appreciate a reply.
Sincerely yours,

ANTON P. MUNCH.

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE ON PUBLIC WORKS,

October 1S. 1963.
Hon. HABRY FLOOD BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Offoe Building.
Washfinton, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: It has been called to my attention that a number of
taxpayers have suffered considerable personal loss as a result of confiscation
of (heir property by the Castro regine since 1961.

SThe Commissioner of Internal Revenue In reviewing rule 62-1t7 has held that
the loss of Cuban property if confiscated or seized is deductible if it is a business
asset, but it is not deductible if it is a nonbusiness asset.
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Congressman Boggs earlier this year introduced H.R. 855, copy attached, which
declared this confiscated property to be a casualty loss. I would like to suggest
at this time that the Senate Finance Committee give some consideration to
incorporating the provisions of this bill in H.R. 8363.

Very truly yours,
JAUsa B. Pzaasor,

U.8. Senator.

ARKANSAS STATE NURSES' ASSOCIATION,
Little Rock, Ark., October 28, 1963.

Hon. HARIY F. BYRD,
Chainman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MB. BYRD: The Arkansas State Nurses Association urges your favorable
consideration to the amendment which Senator Maurine Neuberger had intro-
duced to H.R. 8303 that would provide more liberal deductions when expenses are
incurred for the care of children and dependents unable to care for themselves.

The shortage of professional nurses is acute throughout our country and
salaries for nurses have not increased at a rapid rate. Even more important
than the viewpoint of the national economy and the public interest is the effect
that this tax relief can have in bringing inactive nurses back into the profession
to help alleviate the shortage. If expenses for children or other dependents
who are unable to care for themselves is necessary to produce income it should
be deducted.

The present law permits only a token deduction although the responsible
person is often faced with extraordinary expenses.

We sincerely request that you consider favorably the proposed provisions for
liberalizing deductions when expenses are incurred for the care of children and
dependents unable to care for themselves.

Truly yours,
(8) Hilda Scott,

Miss HILDA ScoTT, R.N.,
BEaeoutfe Director, ASNA.

MIOIHIGAN STATE NURSES ASS00IATION,
Lansing, Mich.

lIHo. HARRY BYRD,
('Jtairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

lJDA MR. BYRD: During the past few years we in the nursing profession have
become acutely aware of some of the problems of working women. We are
pa-rticularly aware of the difficulties of getting professional nurses to return
to the field of employment because of the economic situation-low salaries and
increasing costs of care of dependents.

We urge your committee to favorably consider those recommendations in the
President's special message on tax reduction and reform that would permit
working women a more liberal deduction for expenses incurred for the care of
children and of other dependents who are unable to care for themselves.

Michigan, as well as other States, has a serious shortage of professional nurses.
Economically, it is not feasible for inactive nurses to return to employment be-
cause a great portion of their income would be consumed in expenses for child
care. We believe tax relief for deductions for child care would enable many
nurses to return to their profession.

The President in his tax message recommended raising the amount that could
be deducted to $1,000 if there were three or more children to be cared for. A
working mother would be paying essentially the same amount for the care of one
or two children. We believe the deduction of $1,000 should be permitted regard-
less of the number of children in the home who are 12 years of age or under.

The Michigan Nurses Association requests your favorable consideration of the
proposed revisions for liberalizing deductions for expenses incurred for care of
children and dependents unable to care for themselves. Will yb6 also include this
letter in the record of the hearings?

We look forward to hearing from you.
Sincerely yours,

EIANOBi M. TaoUP, R.N.,
Beeoutive Seoretary.
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KELLEY, INMAN & FLYNN,
ATTOBNEYS AND COUNSELORS AT LAW,

Denver, Ooo., October 22, 1963.
Hon. PErE H. DoMINIK,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SeNATOR DOMINIOK: I believe that section 207 of the revenue bill of 1963
(H.R. 8363) presently under consideration will be disadvantageous to Colorado
and many of its municipalities. The thrust of this section is to disallow as
itemized deductions amounts paid to the .State of Colorado and/or its local
governments for gasoline taxes, alcoholic beverage taxes, tobacco taxes, and auto
and drivers licenses. Further, it is my personal opinion that because of the
wording of the bill, there is doubt whether the Colorado imposed motor vehicle
ownership tax will continue to be deductible. I have this doubt because of the
limitation of the deduction to "State and local personal property taxes" and the
peculiar history of the Colorado motor vehicle tax as being a tax in lieu of a tax
on personal property.

I consider the consensus of the Colorado delegation to be that, generally speak-
ing, it is wise to let the State and local government solve a problem if it can be
efficiently solved at that level. Differences of opinion exist as to when the
State and local government can solve the particular problem efficiently. My
point is that if the State and local government is to solve a given problem,
finances must be available for them. I consider the former law of allowing the
deductibility of the aforementioned taxes as one which creates an indirect
grant-in-aid to the local governm nts to solve their individual problems. An
indirect grant-in-aid, I may add, which does not require the necessity of sending
funds to Washington and through intervening bureaus and agencies redirecting
those fund p back to the State and local governments. If Section 207 is passed,
Congress will have removed a portion of these sources of local revenue. This
is so because of the economic and political realities of the situation. Local ad-
ministrations can more successfully defend local revenue exactions if the people
know that these exacttQns will reduce their Federal income tax liability and if
the people will not befrced to pay a Federal income tax on the very money
they are paying to the State and local governments.

In order to illustrate the potential harm to Colorado and its municipalities, let
us examine the effect of denying the deduction for tobacco taxes.

A. Colorado level.-Presently, Colorado imposes no cigarette tax even though
each and every State touching its border does. The tax per package of ciga-
rettes as of November 1, 1962, was Kansas, 4 cents;, Nebraska, 4 cents; New
Mexico, 8 cents; Oklahoma, 7 cents; Utah, 4 cents; Wyoming, 4 cents. Dr.
Reuben Zubrow in his 1959 analysis of Colorado finances estimated that Colorado
would receive approximately $9 million if it charged 4 cents per package of
cigarettes. Governor Love's 100-man commission studying State and local prob-
lems has frequently discussed the cigarette tax as a source of revenue and as an
alternative to increasing sales or property taxes. A great deal of the sting at-
tached to imposing such a tax at the State level would be minimized if this exac-
tion were deductible for Federal purposes.

B. Municipal level.-As of 1958, the following 33 municipalities imposed a
cigarette tax in addition to Denver, Pueblo, and Colorado Springs-Aurora,
Boulder, Englewood, Grand Junction, Trinidad, Alamosa, Durango, Cortez, Delta,
Gunnison, Los Animas, Montrose, Akron, Brush, Glenwood Springs, Holyoke,
Julesburg, I4mon, Meeker, Pagosa Springs, PaQnia, Rifle, Saguache, Steamboat
Springs, Telluride, Aspen, Bayfleld, Castle ROck, Naturlta, New Castle, Nucls.
Rico, and Walden.

It is the informal position of the local district director's office that the Internal
Revenue Sqrvice will not allow the present Denvr cigarette tax as a deduction
because the tax is imposed not on the consumer but instead on the distributor.
Denver could amend its ord1pance to provide that the tax is a tax on the con-
sumer and that the distributor is only collecting the tax for the convenience of
the consumer and the city and at the same time increase its tax 2 cents a package
thereby realizing approIimately $1 million in additional revenues, with relatively
little public hostility. The public hostility would be at a minimum if Denverites

oqld ,be able (o ,eduet the 4 cents per package whereas they can deduct no
portion of the 2-cent tax.

Not only are future State and local taxing programs jeopardized but the effect
of existing long-term revenue programs is also changed. The bill would preclude
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deduction' of ttat portion of Denver area real estate taxes attributable to the
Moffat Tunnel improvement .. . . . . ..

I am taking.the liberty of sending a similar letter to all members of 'Colrado's
Washington delegation.. It is my belief that section 207 wll-makn it even more
difficult for State and local.governments to realize necessary revenues to accom-
plish their problems. I sincerely request that you will use your efforts and in
fluence to strike section 207 from the revenue bill of 1963. , ...

Yours very truly,
SMErLvn A. COFFER.

NATIONAL -BANK OF DETROIT,
Detroit, Mich., October SO, 1963.

Hon. HAnRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance ommittee,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR Ms. CHAIBMAN: My purpose in writing you Is to bring to your attention
an area of confusion caused by certain changes in H.A. 836, thie Revenute Act of
1963, dealing with the deductibilty of State taxes.

Specifically, the tax involved is the Michigan intangibles tax and the point
of clarification desired is whether, under H.R. 8363, this tax will continue as a
deduction for Federal Income tax purposes.

Such a clarification is of interest not only to financial institutions and other
business concerns with obligations for State taxes on intangible property, but
also affects over 84,000 Individual taxpayers who paid this fax last year in
Michigan. In addition, if we assume that the situation in Michigan is representa-
tive of other States imposing a similar tax, then the question of clarifying the
continued deductibility of this kind of State tax becomes compelling.

I have set down below a brief summary of the Michigan intangibles tax law
and the possible effect of H.R. 8363. A suggested recommendation is also in-
cluded for your consideration.

DESCRIPTION OF MICHIGAN INTANGIBLES TAX

The Michigan intangible personal property tax is a specific tax on the privilege
of ownership of stocks, bonds, notes, money, and other Intangibles. The tax
varies depending upon certain conditions. Income-producing intangibles are
taxed at a rate different from nonincome-producing intangibles.

The tax is based on either the income or the value of the particular intangible,
Corporate stock or other evidence of corporate ownership having no par or face
value is declared to have a facp or par value of $1 per share or per unit of other
evidence of corporate ownership.

Under a special provision in the Michigan Intangibles Tax Act, National Bank
of Detroit and other banks in Michigan elected to pay the tax with respect to
nioney on deposit with it and the tax on bank shares without recovering such
tax from depositors and shareholders.

PROVISIONS OF II.B. 8803 AFFECTING DEDUCTIBILITY OF MICHIGAN INTANGIBLES TAX

Section 207 of H.R. 8363 provides, in part, as follows: "* * * the following
taxes shall be allowed as a deduction for the taxable year within which paid or
accrued:

"1. State and local, and foeigin, real property taxes.
"2. State and local personal property taxes.
"3. State and local, and foreign, income, war profits, and excess profits

taxes.
"4. State and local general sales taxes.

In addition, there shall be allowed as a deduction State and local, and foreign,
taxes not described in the preceding sentence which are paid or accrued within
the taxable year in carrying on a trade or business or an activity described in
section 212 (relating to expenses for production of income).

"(b) DEFINITIONS AND SPECIAL RULEs.-For purposes of this section-
"(1) PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES.-the term 'personal property tax' means

an ad valorem tax which is imposed on an annual basis in respect of personal
property * * *."
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DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM WITH RESPECT TO MICIIIGAN INTANGIBLES TAX

The Michigan intangible personal property tax does not fall squarely within
the definition of any one of the specifically deductible taxes enumerated in the
provision in H.R. 8363. It clearly is not a real property tax or sales tax. It
bears some of the characteristics of an income tax, but the Michigan courts
have held that it Is not an income tax. While it is a personal property tax, it
does not appear to qualify as an ad valorem tax.

Therefore, if the Michigan intangibles tax is to be a deductible tax under
the provisions of H.R. 8363, it must be classified as a tax paid or accrued in
carrying on a trade or business or an activity described in section 212 (relating
to expenses for production of income).

RECOMMENDATION TO COMMITTEE

While It is believed that the Michigan intangibles tax is of the type which
should be deductible under the present provisions of H.R. 8363, in order that
there will be no doubt as to its deductibility, it is recommended that the defini.
tion of personal property taxes be amended to read as follows:

"(1) PERSONAL PROPERTY TAXES.-The term "personal property tax" means
a tax which is Imposed on an annual basis in respect of tangible or intangible
personal property."
We believe that this amendment would make it clear that a tax on i.atangible
personal property such as that levied by the State of Michigan is deductible
as a personal property tax.

Sincerely yours,
HENRY T. BODMAN, Pre8cdent.

FOREMOST DAIRIES, INC.,
San Francisco, Calif., October 31, 1963.

Re H.R. 8363.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Commnn it tee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

SIR: It is respectfully requested that this letter be included in the records of
the Senate Finance Committee on hearings of the tax bill.

As insurance manager of a large corporation, I have serious misgivings about
the House version of this bill as it relates to group term life insurance.

No one can take exception to the principle of group life insurance. Since the
1920's, it has been a growing and valued practice of progressive employers.
Whether provided wholly at the employer's cost, or partly by employee con-
tribution, it has enabled millions of persons to give their families better insur-
ance protection than they otherwise could afford. Nor has it injured the life
insurance business; on the contrary, many observers believe that group insur-
ance has increased the average citizen's awareness of the value of Insurance
and has encouraged the purchase of added private insurance.

Almost without exception, group plans provide individual insurance in amounts
related to earnings or position, on a nondiscriminatory basis. To Interject an
arbitrary limit, like $30,000, beyond which the value is taxed, would be very
unfair and discriminatory.

There can be no sound economic reason for doing so. The tax gain would be
insignificant as compared to the disruption of established plans, the disloca-
tion of the insurance programs of the affected individuals and the greatly
Increased workload of the employers.

I. strongly recommend that the Senate Finatice Committee remove this un-
desirable and unfair provision from the bill.

Yours respectfully,
R. W. APHUOH,

Manager, Employee Benefits and Insurance.
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THE PHOzNIx INSUBAN C Co.,
Hartford, Conn., October 81,1963.

ion. HAmY F. BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEas SENATOB BYBD: .Undoubtedly you have been deluged with communila-
tions representing every conceivable point of view on the many controversial
features of the pending tax legislation. These observations on the proposed
changes affecting group life insurance are forwarded to you not in the thought
that they are new or different, but that we have no better forum through which
to register our protests than through the chairman of your very important com-
mittee. Our company is not in the life insurance business, but we do ,have a
group life plan for our own employees.

While the taxation of group life insurance premiums may not be a new'con-
cept so far as the experts are concerned, certainly it is to most of the many
thousands of individuals covered by such insurance. It is to be doubted that
the proposals are generally known to, or their significance understood by, these
people, and the imposition of such a tax could scarcely fail to result in mis,
understanding, impaired employer-employee relations, and ultimately protests in
a volume which, as of this time, one can only imagine. Thousands of people
have relied and are relying on these programs in their own financial planning,
entered into in good faith and without any consideration of the tax factor.
Undoubtedly many of these programs will be upset by the imposition of taxes
on premiums.

We wonder if the amount of revenue that may be raised, should this proposal
become effective, is significant enough to compensate for the problems that would
be created.

You are so well conversant with the arguments pro and con on this matter that
we are assured the subject has had and will continue to have the thoughtful
consideration of yourself and your committee, but perhaps you would be aided
in your consideration by knowing how others feel about it.

Sincerely yours,
J. D. TAYLOR, President.

THE TOOL STEEL GEAB & PINION Co.,
Oincinnatt, Ohio, November 1, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Senate Office Building,
Washngton, D.O.

DEAR SENATOB BYRD: As chairman of the Senate Finance Committee you have,
no doubt, received many letters of protest regarding the proposal that an em-
ployee would be required to include as taxable income the cost of his group term
life insurance over $30,000. We understand that this proposal is incorporated in
the new tax bill H.R. 8363.

As a company we protest strongly against this measure. For over 40 years
group term life insurance on a favorable tax basis has been a factor in the
establishment and maintenance of employee benefit programs. To change the
rule now would have a disrupting effect upon many long-established plans;

From an employer standpoint we think that the administration of this measure
would, at best, be difficult. It would certainly be costly and time consuming.
Further, we feel that this measure would produce little revenue for the Govern-
ment. It would certainly not produce enough revenue to justify all the difficul-
ties it would cause for the employer.

To our way of thinking the employer has already more than enough Govern-
ment records to keep. We businessmen wonder when and where it will all stop.
We certainly hope that the Senate Finance Committee will not add to the load by
approving the aforementioned feature of the new tax bill.

We thank you for any consideration you give this letter. We request that this
letter be made a part of the Senate Finance Committee's records.

Sincerely,
SaNrFnD M. BBOOxS, President.
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. FAULTLESS CASTER CORP.,
. .,Evansville, Ind., November 1, 1963.

Ho . HARRY F. BYRD,
Oharman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.C.

SDE~A4 S : Wowish .tooffer a number,of comments relative to one provision
of H.R. 83,,tee prPovIon taxing employees on the cost of group term life insur-
ance in pcess of $30,000 ...

We are opposedJo t this provision of this bill for the following reasons:
S,,We believethe number,of persons who would be subject to this provi-

sion would b. a relatively small group.
2. This type of coverage is normally the least expensive type available.
3. The accounting required to determine the taxable amounts would be

greatly disproportionate to the number of people involved and to the taxes
generated.. c.l.. . t

4. Thf total amount of tax collectible under this provision would he
comparatively small.

.5. It would be difficult, perhaps even impossible, to justify the additional
cheqling by the Internal Revenue Service, and the additional governmen-
tal records required. :

S6. This provision would serve as a deterrent to our economic advancement
i. that life insurance is perhaps the best vehicle for the average citizens to
provide an estate. The effect would be twofold, (1) a possible limitation on
investment capital and, (2) a ceiling on family protection.

7. Imposition of such provision would be discriminatory against those
persons who presently enjoy this insurance protection.

Thank you for your consideration in this matter.
Yours very truly,

WALTER W. NOELTINO,
Executive Vice President and Treasurer.

THE ATLANTIC NATIONAL BANK OF JACKSONVILLE,
Jacksonville, Fla., November 1, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: This is to register our sincere opposition to the group
term life section of H.R. 8363, under which employees must include in their
taxable income the cost of group life insurance over $30,000.

It seems to us that such a provision would impose a substantial and compli-
cated burden of accounting both on the employer and the employees affected,
without any commensurate increase in tax revenue.

For example, there is often a refund of preTpium on group insurance depend-
ing on experience; but this refund often is not paid until August, or later,
in the year after the premium is paid, which would be after the employees
have paid their income taxes.

We hope this complicating provision in H.R. 8363 will not be enacted.
Sincerely yours,

EDWARD W. LANE, Jr., President.

STANDARD Orn .COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA,
San Francisco, Calif., October 31, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DFAR SENATOR BYAD: The following statement is in opposition to the adoption
of section 203 of H.R. 8363, the revenue hill of 1963. I respectfully ask that
it be made a part of the record of the hearings on H.R. 8363.

Summary: No clder showing has been made by the proponents of section 203
of H.R. 8363 in support of a change in existing law which has been In effect
since 1920. Present law has encouraged the growth of group Insurance through
the private enterprise system throughout industry with the result that today
the beneficiaries of 39 million employees aro protected by group insurance, the
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total of which represents approximately one-third of all lif I fct
today. "

It is recommended that section 293 be deleted. The tstmoy fre te
Ways andMeahis Comniltted' was concerned 'with e Tresuy
propos l t tax'WreniAnns tsn insuranie Oi'ebxee o QQOA.

ytestiatoan 'va offendd di the cmnittek's tsoluti s rtH n selo
of tb 'bil1. 2 '' '' l

'It is 'submitted that the proposal would prodrue inequiti. It wquld hi
industrial relations programs 'ain dull epdly 1 Ie e I9 4
things whileproducing no revenue of slnfldncet ' ' '

Let us cohsidei"the' Impadt -of this' p soo on onw programni. this case
the company has two plans:

The first is a system of company-paid group Insurance for all employees
which was first started in 1014. Under this program, dependent only on lsgth
of service with the company, employee receive coverage at the end 6f 6
months of service equal to 3 months of earnings.. This is increased Until the
attainment of 10 years of service at which time an employe is (entitled to
insurance coverage equal to 2 full years' pay at the company'W exptnsa.

The second plan is a contributory group'life insurance plan which may be
taken out voluntarily by employees to the extent of approtimately':1* year's
pay. Premiums are $7.20 per'year per $1,000. Each' year"eiployees have te-
ceived a rebate through waiving of premiums for about' 2 m othsj' So the net
cost to the employees has been about$6 per year pet $1,000.-. ,:~ t: .:*n,

Both of these plans,'it should be- n6ted, are available to the highest paid
and the lowest paid in the company on a nondiscltminatory basis, beihg related
solely to compensation and yearsof service. .. ,"' .f ii ,i: , *'. : . : ,.

The Treasury proposed certain tax reforms to eliminate inequities and achieve
more revenue. Revenue would have been achieved hbd the Ways and Means
Committee decided" to go along with the recommendation to tix as income
to employees the cost of such insUrance in excess of $5,000 per year.: Raising
the exception to $30,000 reduces the revenue effect t6 such an Insignificant nium-
ber that it can be dismised'as a reason for making the change. .! '

Accordingly, the present proposal should be examined in terms of equity and
its effect on the industrial relations program and on employee incentive.

Equity: Our company has more than 4,000 employees whose pay is in excess
of $10,000 per year. Included are members of such unions as Masters, Mates
& Pilots, Petroleum Workers' Union, etc. These employees have in excess of
$30,000 of insifance and ate affected by the bill. A computer tape has been
run on these employee s assuming the bill, including the proposed 1965 tax
rates, had been in effect in 1962.

More than 1,500 employees in the middle-management area would receive
income tax credits under the bill-this means that these employees will id
effect be paying less per $1,000 coverage than'the lower paid employees they
supervise. About 1,000 employees would pay mo~e ta6. About 700 younger
employees would not be'affected.

This comes about because section 203 upsets the practice of decades in
charging a level premium for all age brackets and severely penalizes the older
employee. On the basis of public policy Congress consistently has used the
tax laws to encourage provision for families of deceased employees (Joint
returns for 2 years, head of household return, etc.), provision for retirement
(social security, section 401 annuity plans), and aid to older citizens (extra
exemption over 65, more generous medical deductions, etc.). This departure
from past practice would impair longstanding family security arrangements.

Industrial relations program: The company will have the additional ex-
pense (deductible for tax purposes) of computing in payroll offices the positive
and negative changes in income to employees under this proposal of with-
holding taxes, of reprinting its booklets for employee use (in this instance
the cost of booklet and postage was in excess of $10,000), of amending its
free life insurance plan so employees may have an option not to take the
full amount because of the change in tax status, and of trying to explain
to these affected employees why insurance of $30,000 or less receives different
treatment than insurance over $30,000. It will have to answer why the young
minddle-management employee receives a tax discount on his insurance not
available to the lower paid older employees under his supervision.
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So, in essence, the House proposal would be disturbing and damaging to the
morale f many thousands of employees.

Employee incentive: One objective of the Treasury's proposals was to In-
rease incentive. Under the change in H.R. 8363 many of the employees in

our company are ,to be told in effect that if this proposal becomes law each
merit raise, each promotion, each effort to do a better job and have the com-
pany grow and provide better jobs will result in a new tax penalty on the
added insurance resulting from their good work. It is particularly significant
that the process of aging will result in additional taxable income without ad.
ditional income with which to pay that tax.

If, in spite of the foregoing arguments, Congress believes some legislation
in this area is desirable, it is recommended that-

(1) The present law should be retained with the added requirement
.that group insurance plans covering employees be nondiscriminatory.

(2) If any limitation on such plans is made it should be in terms of
multiples of annual compensation rather than on the basis of an arbitrary
$80,000 ceiling.

(8) It under the solution to be adopted by Congress an employee is
to be taxed on the premiums paid by an employer on his behalf, it should
be based on the average cost basis regardless of age.

The latter, we believe, is the most important. It is most desirable to have any
legislation involving the taxation of premiums on group life insurance based
on the longstanding practice in group insurance plans of charging a level pre-
mium rate to all employees regardless of age. This has the virtue of maintaining
the practice employees have been using for years, of avoiding the complicated
bookkeeping under the H.R. 8368 proposal, and of eliminating from tax impact
any group insurance plan to which the employer makes no contribution.

In addition, the adoption of a level premium concept regardless of age of the
employees will eliminate the complex tax credit feature of H.R. 8368. Under
this bill Ln employee may receive a tax credit because he is young even though
he is in a higher tax bracket than the lower paid but older employees. This
feature represents regressive taxation, and is undesirable in any tax measure,
lel alone one which is designed to give relief to taxpayers.

Respectfully submitted.
H. L. SEVERANCE, Secretary.

LAW OFFICES, Ross, HARDIEE & O'KEEFE,
Ch tcagg, Ill., October 31, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Waehington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I am forwarding herewith five copies of a statement
submitted in behalf of the Chicago Association of Commerce & Industry relative
to H.R. 8363. We urge the prompt enactment of H.R. 8363.

It will be appreciated if this letter and the statement may be made a part of
the record.

Very truly yours.
WALKER WINTER.

STATEMENT BY WALKER WINTER, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL REVENUE AND EXPENDI-
TURES CoMMITTEE, CHICAGO ASSOCIATIoN or COMMFRCE & INDUSTRY

The Chicago Association of Commerce & Industry welcomes this opportunity
to present Its views with respect to the revenue bill of 1963. H.R. 8363, now
being considered by the Senate Finance Committee. /

The membership of the Chicago Association of Commerce & Industry consists
of approximately 6,000 business and professional organizations with active
participation by some 10,000 individuals from such organizations in the Chicago
metropolitan area.

The recommendations of the association with respect to H.R. 8363 were pre-
pared by the association's Federal revenue and expenditures committee con-
sisting of 30 members and have been approved by the association's 60-member
board of directors. The viewpoints presented broadly represent, therefore, those
engaged in business in the Chicago metropolitan area.
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FBOAIL RESPONSIBfLITY '

The association supports H.R. 8363 Wit th itolif atious liereliiitti sig-
gested and urges its enactment without delay It fully k6cgntes the dangers
and ill effects of deficit financing by Governmept and .urges'both 'the Piesident
and the Congress to make every effort to reduce spending io as to preclude
deficit financing except in cases of extreme emergency. - . ' '

The association is fully aware o the views of mapy that a, reduction in
tax rates should not be considered until there has bee'i substantial reduction
in Federal expenditures. We are in sympathy with these views. Nevertheless,
in our judgment the retention of the present oppressive rate structure carries
with it a greater danger of a substantial budget imbalance for the future than
does a reduction in those rates.. Business mqderniatiqIf an~ the expansion
of industrial plant can proceed at an accelerated pace if present tax 'rate
are reduced. We believe that the shortest route to a balanced budget is through
the enactment of the tax bill this year.

Stated from a different point of view, we believe the alternative to the
prompt enactment of H.R. 8363 while business confidence is high, is a new
surge in Federal spending programs., Once such programs are undertaken it
would, indeed, be many years before rate reduction could again be considered,

RECOMMENDATIONS WITH RESPECT TO H.. 8868 PROVISIONS

Many of the provisions in H.R. 8363 do not have major application to asso-
ciation members. Our comments, therefore, are limited to the sections in which
our members do have a particular Interest.
Reduction of income taw rates and related amendments

It is the position of the association that the rate reductions in H.R. 8363 have
not been fairly allocated to the various income groups. Specifically, we believe
that more of the reduction should have been allocated to the middle-income
brackets and less to the lower brackets. It has been our position consistently
that the reductions in the middle and upper brackets should be at least propor-
tional to the reductions in the lower brackets in order to provide investment
Incentives.

In this same connection, we do not believe there is justification for removing
many taxpayers from the tax rolls entirely through the enactment of a minimum
standard reduction. This may be politically advantageous. It does not, how-
ever, encourage citizenship responsibility.

With respect to corporate reductions, we believe the acceleration of the Install-
ment payments of estimated income tax is unfortunate since the effect is to
delay for many years the cash benefit of any tax reduction for corporations of
substantial size. This will defeat one of the announced objectives of the legis-
lation; namely, the expansion in the corporate sector.

Should this provision become law, however, a procedure should at least be
available to permit a quick refund to a corporate taxpayer which has substan-
tially overpaid its tax,

In the event rate reductions for corporations now provided for in the bill
should be reduced, a new schedule for the payment of estimated taxes will clearly
have to be worked out or many corporations will be in a cash deficit position.

STRUOTURAL CHANES--DIVIDENDS RECEIVED BY INDIVIDUALS

We oppose most strenuously the elimination of the credit for dividends received
by individuals. The credit now allowed, though small in percentage, has in part
reduced the prior complete double taxation of corporate earnings. We believe
the dividends received credit should be continued at its present rate and Increased
in the future.

INVESTMENT CREDIT AND ADJUSTMENT TO BASIS

We opposed the investment credit 1I'tlally because we thought it provided a
subsidy to one segment of business. ,.gress, however, in its wisdom, enacted
the investment credit but most unturn nately in a way which has made record-
keeping by taxpayers most difficult. In order to simplify the application of the
credit we support the elimination of the requirement that the investment credit
be subtracted from a taxpayer's basis for depreciation. We also expressly
support the provisions of section 202(e) of the bill relating to the treatment of
the investment credit by Federal regulatory agencies.
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We believe the 30,000 group term life insurance limitation inserted In the bill
by the Ways" a8 Mqans C0iom ttee is unrealistic in the light of general business
practicese~ith repe6 to group term insurance. It should be modified. We sug.
gest the $30000 limtation be increased to permit group term life insurance
coverage of twice the employqe's salary with a maximum ceiling of $100,000.
Employees minkl less (n $1,000 per year would, of course, continue to be
governed, by the 3q,009liltaton..

0Q .ABIT QNTRIBUTI8 AND GIFTSB

We supporA the increase, to 30 percent of charitable contributions as provided
forin section 209 tofthe bill. We also support the other provisions of section
200.

'MOVING EXPENSES

We support the provisions in the bill relating to the deductibility of moving
expenses of'new employees. We urge further that the committee explore the
possibility of codifying the rules with respect to the deductibility of moving ex-
penses of present employees.

STOCK OPTION PROVISIONS

The changes contemplated in section 214 concerning employee stock option
and purchase plans are overlabored and technical and should be simplified.

CAPITAL GAINS AND LOSSES

We support the enactment of section 219 of the bill relating to the taxation
of capital gains and losses although we deplore the complexity which is added
to the code by this section. Also, we seriously question that the proposed
change will unlock substantial capital investments which are now frozen.

We are unalterably opposed to the recommendation of the administration that
capital assets acquired at death retain the basis of the decedent in the hands of
the heir, legatee, or devisee.

INCOME AVERAGING

We favor the provisions in the bill relating to the averaging of income.
We urge their enactment.

CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

We support the elimination by section 222 of the bill of the 2-percent tax on
corporations filing consolidated returns.

STATEMENT BY PALMER W. IIANCOCK, VICE PRESIDENT AND TREASURER, OWENS-
ILLINOIS GLAss Co., IN REFERENCE TO SECTION 212 OF H.R. 8363: MovING
EXPENSES

Owens-Illinois Glass Co., in behalf of its employees, requests that H.R. 8363 be
revised to permit exclusion from employees' taxable income of employer re-
imbursements of certain household moving expenses incurred in transferring
employment location as requested by the employer.

Current provisions in H.R. 8363 limit exclusion from taxable income, of the
employee who moves his place of residence, to the transportation expenses of
the employee and his family, and the cost of moving his household goods and
personal belongings. Accordingly, the Internal Revenue Service considers as
taxable income to the employee reimbursement of any other expenses incurred
by the employee in connection with the moving of his household.

Among the other expenses an employee may incur under these circumstances
is a possible loss on the sale of his home in the location from which he is being
transferred by his employer. Frequently, the property to be sold must be nar-
keted too quickly to permit the employee to realize full value from it. Or, perhaps
it must be placed on the market at a time when residential prices are tempo-
rarily depressed because of excess of supply over demand in the community.
If, under any circumstances, the employee must asume a loss in' the disposal
of his home, he is doing so at the request of his 'mploye and the conditions that
make the sale at loss necessary are not of his own devising. If employer re-
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Imbulenienit of the lhouit of the ploydd 16kg 6 th'Milele'* if h b'othe Wadbt
such circumstances th'n6bt excliddd t6in the lbhploei's t'xable'fL 6me, it tep'e-
seits a tak liability Of the' b.tWb6 inciriscl i a i lttiatldh he did hobt teatt
and oVer which I1h hae little ~C'toL

We resIectfully suggest that the 'e*clusin 'from thhe e~bblyed6 tak~ble intbomn
of employer reimbirsemebt of any s the employee ihifrs in disposal 6f his
home tinder these conditions is fully justified. And, we reuest the Sehate
Finance Coniittee to give favorable consideration -to the addition bf- a stte-
ment to section 212 of H.R. 8368 'peificlally requiring that this kind of em-
ployer reimbursement be excluded from the employee's taxable iticomie.

There is another expense related to an employee's movement of his houlbbold
for which we believe employer reimbursement should not be considered taxable
income to the employee. This is the actual living expenses'for the employee and
his family in their new location for a reasonable period 6f time while he is in
the process of acquiring a new home or permanent residence in the new location.

Arrangements for disposal of a home in one location and the acquisition of
a home in another seldom can be scheduled with such precision that they can
be handled simultaneously by the employee. In almost every case, there is
a period during which the employee must house his family temporarily in a motel
or hotel while completing acquisition of his permanent residence in the new
location. Here again, the expense incurred by the employee results from cir-
cumstances he did not devise and for which he has had little or no opportunity
to minimize the expense involved.

Specific recognition in H.R. 8368 as nontaxable income tothe employee of
temporary living expenses for the employee and his family that are reimbursed
by the employer is, we believe, justified.

I would like to add a word about the employees most frequently involved in
job location transfers. The large majority of transferred 'employees ih otr
company are young men with young families. They are usually y6ung men
of some promise in our business and their job location transfers are frequently
arranged to widen their experience in their specific fields, to help them "grow"
in terms of their future value to our business. Only rarely is the transferred
employee one with an income sufficient to permit him to absorb some family
moving expenses without undue personal financial loss. For the most part,
our transferred employees have relatively modest annual incomes, and increased
tax liability resulting from >reimbursement of moving expenses could mean a
financial penalty for them when they can least afford it.

Employees with children established in school and with numerous community
ties, frequently encounter family resistance to moving to another location.
This is especially true when it is realized that the family may incur some finan-
cial loss in connection with the move. These circumstances represent an obstacle
to the employer in broadening the experience of young men of promise. They
represent a deterrent to "labor mobility," of which the President spoke in his
message to the Congress recommending that newly hired employees receive
the same exclusion from taxable income for reimbursed moving expenses that is
available to inservice employees.

In summary, we believe that recognition of employer reimbursements for loss
on the sale of a home and for family living expenses at the new location for a
reasonable period of time 'as 'excludable income Tfr income tax 'pidposes is
called for out of-

(a) The necessity of fair 'treatment of ttdnsfe ed employees by the
employer,

(b) The need of the employer to overcome family resistance'to employee
transfers, and

(o) The desire to promote and facilitate "labor mobility" and thus in-
sure one condition that can contribute to higher employment levels through.
out the country.

RoaM & HAAB Co.,
Philadelphia, Pa., Ootober 31, 1963.

Hen. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
Old Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I am writing to bring to your attention one aspect of
the income tax bill that was passed by the House of Representatives which is
of particular concern to us as an employer and to our employees, as well. Our
concern is with the provision that will require employees to pay income tax
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on group, term-life insurance premiums paid by the employer for insurance In
excess of $30,000. It has been said by soniq that this will close a loophole which
has favored top, highly paid executives.. This is hardly the case in our company,
for the proposed legislation will subject our foremen as well as those in higher
levels aof supervision to the tax on insurance premiums. In fact, If inflation
and wage levels continue to increasein the next 15 years as they have in the
past 15 years, our hourly wage personnel will become subject to the tax.
SThe Robm & Haas Co., as you may know, man ifactures chemicals, plastics,

and related products. We have manufacturing facilities and branch offices in
various locations. The total personnel complement of the company exceeds
9,000 persons.
- .For many years we have had noncontributory life insurance benefits for all
of our employees. We have taken pride in our ability to provide adequate
coverage to our people at no cost to them. The amount of insurance is geared
to the employee's earnings. -Under our plan, the employee's insurance coverage
passes the $30,000 mark at an income level of approximately $10,500 per year.
It can hardly be said, therefore, that the proposed legislation will affect only
a few highly paid executives. In fact, about 10 percent of the total number of
employees in our Louisville plant would be affected Immediately.

It appears probable that in years to come the tax would affect hourly wage
earners as well as supervisory personnel. This is likely for two reasons. The
first is the continuing increase in wage rates, which in about 15 years may bring
the hourly wages of our more highly skilled jobs to a level where the correspond.
ing insurance coverage will reach the $30,000 mark. Secondly, we cannot over-
look the probability that, once this source of income has been subjected to tax,
the exemption may be lowered from $30,000 to a lower figure. In the admin-
istration's original recommendation, President Kennedy proposed an exemption
of only $5,000. The average employee in our Louisville plant has approximately
$10,000 of insurance coverage paid entirely by the company. Our lowest hourly
base wage rate yields an insurance coverage of $11,000, so that even these
employees would be subject to the tax under the President's original proposal.

In reviewing insurance tables which the Internal Revenue Service has pre-
pared and may use as a basis for administering the proposed tax, we are struck
by the rate at which the tax burden on employees would increase as they ap-
proach the normal 65-year retirement age. By way of illustration, the follow-
ing tabulation shows the approximate taxable premium for our employees at
the $11,000 and $15,000 annual salary levels at various ages:

Premium subject to tax under Rohm d Haas insurance plan ($30,000 insurance
exemption)

Salary Age 45 Age 60 Age 63

t 000.......................................... ......... ..... $25 $175 $495
15,000........................................................ 20 520 915

In view of the close relationship between the Kentucky State income tax
structure and the Federal tax structure, we cannot help feeling that this might
become an additional State tax as well as a Federal tax, increasing still further
the already heavy tax burden of our employees in Kentucky.

The computation of each employee's additional taxable income for insurance
premiums paid by the employer will place a heavy administrative burden on
the employer, since this figure will have to be calculated individually for each
employee, according to his insurance coverage and age. The resulting increased
corporate expense is tax-deductible at corporate rates and will offset, in a large
measure, the revenue collected from Individuals.

We cannot help but look upon the proposal to tax group term life insurance-
whatever, the limit-as a breach of faith toward employees who are covered by
group term life insurance plans. For at least 43 years the tax rule has beet
that premiums paid by employers under such policies are not taxable Income to
the employees. To change such a long, historical practice will without doubt
create ill will on the part of employees and employers alike. It is not incon-
ceivable that the proposed legislation could put an end to many group term life
insurance programs.



We sincerely b~ld that the $nate PFinance Cmmiittee will reject the change In
the existing law' with respect to' taxation of employer-pai, group term !i;e
Insurance premiums., ,

Respectfully yours,
B. E, SAW, T Pta t tM aner.

OHIO STATE NVUaI~ ASSOCIATION,
Solumbus, Ohio, October 30, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Oommittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAB SENATOR BYRD: The Ohio State Nurses Association urges your favorable
consideration of those recommendations in the President's special message0on
tax reduction and reform that would permit working women a more liberal de-
duction for expenses incurred for the care of children and of other dependents
who are unable to care for themselves.

For those nurses who must work to raise the family standard of living or to
make an urgently needed contribution to the health and welfare of the citizens of
Ohio, the present deductions allowed for child care are quite inadequate. Many
nurses do not seek employment because of the unfavorable disproportion between
the cost of child care and prevailing salaries. At this time of critical nurse
shortage, a more realistic deduction for child care would encourage many inactive
nurses to return to the profession.

Another problem of great Importance is the cost of providing for dependents
unable to care for themselves. This group of Individuals includes elderly ill
persons and physically and mentally handicapped children. The present law
permits only token deductions in these cases of extraordinary expense, There-.
fore. we also support the President's proposed tax relief for these expenses.

The Ohio State Nurses Association requests favorable action on these vital
matters.

Sincerely,
DoROTHY A. oaBNeuz s, R.N.,

Executive Director.

OREGON NURSES AssoouATION, Inc.,
Portland, Oreg., October $0, 19S3.

Hon. HARRY F. BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The Oregon Nurses Association urges your favorable
consideration of Senator Maurine Neuberger's proposed amendment to H.R. 8363
that would permit workingwomen a more liberal deduction for expenses Incurred
in the care of children and of other dependents who are unable to care for
themselves.

Of the 5,848 nurses actively employed in Oregon during the past year, 4,117
are married. Of this number 44 percent are in the 19-to-40 age group. Of the
1,601 nonpracticing nurses, 1,426 are married. Of this latter number 51 percent
are in the 19-to-40 age group. Approximately one-third of all practicing nurses
accept employment on a part-time basis only.

In common with all States, Oregon has a critical shortage of professional
nurses. Our primary source of qualified uursing personnel may be found in
the ranks of the nonpracticing or partially practicing nurses. Many have stated
that they would return to practice if it were economically feasible for them
to do so.

There are others who are the sole support of their families and who must
employ individuals to care for dependents who are unable to care for them-
selves. These find the present limitations on deductions for child care entirely.
inadequate. The cost of competent, responsible household help consumes much of
their income.

Adequate numbers of qualified nurses are essential to the maintenance of the
health of the citizens of our country. We hope, therefore, that you and the
i-embers of your committee will give serious consideration to providing the
much-needed relief.

Sincerely.
/ BERTHA G. BYRNE

Mrs. Bertha 0. Byrne,
Executive Secretary.
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WASHINGTON STATR.N.l bA O , I <./,

Chairman, enate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Waspingtot, D,C.

DEAR SENATOR BYBD: The Washington State Nurses Association, a constituent
of the American Nurses' Association, urges your favorable consideration of the
amendment to H.P. 8363 proposed by Senator Maurine Neuberger to provide
more liberal deductions whbn expenses are incurred for the care of children
and dependents unable to care for themselves.

As a representative for some 4,000 registered nurses in the State of Wash.
ington, we feel that such liberalizing deductions are particularly important to
the nursing profession because of the prevailing low salaries paid to nurses.
Furthermore, this relief is desperately needed If we are to recruit married
mothers back into the profession. There. is at present, as you know, a serious
shortage of nurses working, not only in our State but throughout the Nation.

This summer in Seattle, for example, 8 leading hospitals were short 132
budgeted positions for registered nurses.

We would like to quote a real-life example of a married nurse who finally left
her profession because her take-home pay did not make it worthwhile for her to
continue. , ' ' ' ,

The general dutynurse received, from a salary of $410 a month, a net take-
home pay of $326, which averaged out to $14.80 per day. She had two preschool
children for whom she had to hire a nurse-housekeeper-$10 per day. Living in
the suburb, it- was necessary for her to own a car for transportation to the

hospital-$1.70 minimum per day for maintenance and costs; laundry on uni-

forms, 30 cents a day; lunch, 60 cents a day. She found herself with a total

of $2.20 per day profit, unless it happened that that day she got a run in her

white stockings, bought whitener for her nurses' shoes, or decided to have an extra

cup of coffee.
Perhaps this simple example will give you some of the reasons why we feel

many married nurses are not continuing to work, although they are badly
needed. Ahd most nurses, educated for a profession they chose, would like to

work within that profession if they could afford to do so.
We have chosen, for example, a general duty nurse. Yet we know the same

arguments prevail in another area where professional nurses are so badly
needed-in the 'ilId of nurse education.

Because we feel these liberalizing deductions will help to keep registered nurses

working within the profession and will also help to recruit married nurses back

into the profession, we ask you to give special consideration to the amendments
to H.R. 8363.

Sincerely yours,
Mrs. GERALDINE FLETOHER, R.N.,

EBeoutive Director.

DAYTON AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
S.. , , ... Dayton, Ohio, October 31, 1968.

Hon. HARBY RFLOD BYBD, ,
Chafman, Finean committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

SDEAR 'SENATOR BtRD : Recently the board of Directors of the Dayton Area
Chamber of Commerce at Dayton, Ohio, adopted a resolution urging Congress-

S(I) To defer consideration of any more technical changes In the Internal
Revenue Code pending further study by the Congress of needed basic tax
reforms;

(Ii) To enact the tax rate reductions now contained in the revenue bill of
1963 (H.R. 8363) as passed by the House of Representatives; and

(11) If additional provisions are to be included in the bill, to not only
increase the dividend exclusion but also the dividend credit (rather than
repeal the dividend credit as presently provided in the bill) to the end that
relief from double taxation of corporate earnings be extended, not contracted,
and the furnishig of risk capital to cioporate enterprise be made more at-
trActive, rather than less attractive.

A copy of this resolution is enclosed with a request that it be read at a
meeting of the Senate Finance Committee and he Spread upon the record of the
proceedings of the committee relating to the consideration of this bill.
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In closing, I would like to emphasize that the Dayton Area Chamber of Com-
merce in no way disagrees with, or supports those who disagree with, the proposi-
tion that the reduction of Federal expenditures and balancing the budget is
equally as important as tax relief. It is felt, however, that (i) reduction of the
excessive and confiscatory rates of income taxation is important in and of itself
and will give the economy a needed and welcome spur by helping to restore the
incentive to business enterprises, thereby producing more jobs and more capital
investments; (il) although the rates contained in the present bill are not low
enough, at least they are a step in the right direction; (ii) although a reduction
in Federal expenditures is extremely important and continued assurances from
Members of the Congress and the Executive for limiting expenditures should
constantly be sought, it is doubtful that a workable commitment to this end can
be incorporated into law, and even if possible, it would be unwise because an
automatic or discretionary trigger making tax rates higher or lower would be
too "iffy" and uncertain a basis upon which sound business decisions could be
made.

If you or the members of the committee desire any additional information or
expressions of opinion on this subject, I would appreciate your letting us know.

With best wishes.
Sincerely,

JULIAN DE BBUYN KoPS,
Ohairman, National Affairs Oommittee.

POSITION or THE DAYTON AREA CHAMBER OF COMMERCE RELATIVE TO FEDERAL
INCOME TAx BILL (H.R. 8363)

The National Affairs Committee of the Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce
acting upon the report and recommendation of the tax revision and spending
control subcommittee with respect to the 1963 Federal income tax bill (H.R.
8363), passed the following resolutions on the above date:

"Be is resolved, That the Board of Directors of the Dayton Area Chamber of
Commerce urges Congress-

"(I) To defer consideration of major technical changes in the Internal
Revenue Code until it can and does enact a program of basic reform in the
income tax structure;

"(2) To enact the rate reductions as contained in the revenue bill of
1963 (H.R. 8363) as passed by the House of Representatives; and,

"(3) If provisions other than rates are to remain in the bill, to remove
the provision in H.R. 8363, eliminating the 4-percent dividend credit. This
provision would be a most unfortunate repeal of the principle that relief
from double taxation is necessary if equity capital is to continue to be avail-
able to corporate enterprise. The increase in the dividend exclusion to $100,
of course, is a step in the right direction, but to remove the dividend credit
is most discriminatory and unfair. If anything, the exclusion and the credit
should be increased so as to eliminate as much as possible the unfair double
taxation of income from corporate activity.

"Be it further resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to the chairmen
of the Senate Finance Committee and the House of Representatives Committee
on Ways and Means, all members of these commitees, and the Senators and
Representatives from Ohio."

Adopted by the Board of Directors, Dayton Area Chamber of Commerce.
DAYTON, OHIO, October 15, 1968.

(Whereupon, at 12:10 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Tuesday, October 29,1963.)

24-582--63-pt. 3----6
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TUESDAY, OCTOBER 29, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
COM rITTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221, New

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd (presiding), Smathers, Douglas, Talmadge,

Hartke, Ribicoff, Bennett, Morton, and Dirksen.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The Chair offers for the record a statement from Eugene P. Foley,

Administrator of the Small Business Administration.
(The statement referred to follows:)

STATEMENT OF EUGENE P. FOLEY, ADMINISTRATOR, SMALL BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION

INTRODUCTION

The Small Business Administration welcomes this opportunity to present
its views to this committee on H.R. 8363.

The Small Business Administration is the Federal agency which Congress
has specifically directed to "aid, counsel, assist, and protect the interests of
small business * * *." Accordingly, it strongly urges, on behalf of the small
business community, the adoption of this tax bill.

The most urgent task confronting this session of the Congress is to revise
our income tax system to reduce taxes and to increase tax equity, a revision that
is long overdue. By no single action can this Congress contribute more to ex-

.pand. consumer demand, reduce unemployment, improve investment opportuni-
ties, increase productivity, and prolong the higher rate of growth and vigor
essential to the achievement of our national goals.

Our Federal income tax system is one of the most pervasive and important in-
fluences affecting our economic life. As presently constituted, it leaves salary
and wage earners too small a proportion of their earnings as take home pay,
thereby unduly restricting consumer purchasing power. It takes too large a
bite out of the incomes of the farmers, small businessmen, and other self-employed
enterprisers, thereby destroying the seedbeds and weakening the very founda-
tions of our private enterprise system. It penalizes the efficiency and profit-
ability of corporate endeavor, both large and small. It reduces savings and
the availability of capital, especially to small businesses and new enterprises.
It drives investments under protective cover and away from their most productive
uses in the economy. In brief, our present income tax structure restricts eco-
nomic activity and weakens our incentives to work and save. The purpose of
H.R. 8363 Is to lighten this tax drain and to relieve our economy of other
restrictive influences of the tax system.

THE POSITION OP THE SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION

The Small Business Administration is gratified that many of the provisions
of this tax bill are designed to give particular encouragement to small business.
The Small Business Administration does not take the attitude that the interests
of small business in matters of taxation differ In kind from those of large busi-

1025
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ness or that such interests are necessarily inconsistent or incompatible with
the interests of large business organizations. Rather, it takes the position
that there is definitely a difference in degree, though there may not be a differ-
ence in kind, in the relative impact of taxes on large and small businesses.
Accordingly, it congratulates the House for recognizing this difference in degree
and for the solicitude generally that it has shown'for the interests of the small
business community. The:Sm(llBisiness Adfnlhibtrtt on, however, does not
wish to appear as a special advocate pleading for differential tax measures
favoring small business that would not also be in the best interest of the total
economy.

The Small Business Administration strongly supports this tax bill. While
some of the provisions have special significance for small business, the effects
on small business of most of the provisions would be in the shadow of the
broader economic and fiscal consequences that the proposed tax reforms would
have on the economy generally. Small business would reap its share of these
general benefits.

SMALL BUSINESS AND EOONOMIO EXPANSION INDUCED BY TAX BEDUOTIONS

By far the greatest benefits that small business would derive from the
adoption of this tax bill would flow indirectly from participating in the general
expansion in the economy that would be induced by lowered taxes. Most small
businesses would immediately feel the thrust of the quickening of economic
activity that would flow from the substantial, broad-scale tax reductions that
would become effective early in 1964.

The stimulating effect on the economy of the personal income t&x reductions
would be immediate. These tax reductions would average about 20 percent of
the current tax liabilities of most taxpayers, two-thirds of which would become
effective in 1964. Historical spending practices of the people indicate that from
92 to 94 percent of'thee tax savings would be reflected in increased consumer
purchases. The remaining 6 to 8 percent would probably flow into increase
private savings and investments.

Small businesses would be among the first to feel the thrust of the increased
consumer demand. A very substantial proportion of small businesses would Le
affected immediately, as small businesses are heavily concentrated in the trade
and service industries. Throughout the South, the Central, and the Western
portions of the country the increased purchasing power of the farmers and theih
households would be reflected in increased sales by general merchandise stores.
hardware stores, home equipment suppliers, farm machinery and equipment
dealers, and other small businesses. Similarly, small scale trade and service
Industries in the industrial and commercial centers of the mid-Atlantic, North
Central, and other States would immediately feel the impact of the increased
after-tax take home pay of salary and wage earners.

Small businesses engaged in manufacturing, construction, and various other
activities would surely feel the impact of the general economic expansion that
would be inA reed by lower taxes. They would benefit from the increased demand
of wholesale . ' and retailers to replenish their inventories depleted by higher
personal consumption expenditures.

REDUCTION IN DIRECT TAX COSTS OF SMALL BUSINESSES

The second most important benefit that small businesses would derive from
the adoption of this tax bill would be the direct tax relief that they would be
afforded. The owners of a high percentage of the 4 million sole proprietorships
and partnerships, excluding the agricultural, forestry and fishery, and personal
service enterprises, would experience personal income tax reductions of over
$500 million in 1964 and an additional $250 million orinore in 1965.

Over one-half million small corporations with annual net profits of less than
.$100,000 would have their income taxes reduced by over $450 million in 1964.
These comprise over 95 percent of the Nation's taxpaying corporations. Col-
lectively, the 4.5 million enterprises comprising the small business community
constitute more than 95 percent of all American business firms and account for
about 40 percent of total business volume. Quite obviously, they, and the 30
million people for whom they provide gainful employment, have a stake in the
adoption of this tax bill.
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TAX REDUCTIONS AND SMAAI!, BUSINESS *TPAIS8E FINANCING

The proposed reductions In the direct lncome X csqqts of th 4 ainllion gpall
business enterprise, would Increase their after-ta* tIomea by alq,$1 bllpn
in 1964 and by almost $1.25 billion in 1965 and subsequent yQa In large. prt,
these increased after-tax earnings of small corporations, apnd of the owner of
sole proprietorship and partnership enterprise, vold ayap ah14p to them for
strengthening their basic financial positions, fqr er 4Ing t ir p ant, equp-
ment, and other physical facilities, and for continued gr pw and 'xpIpdn
generally..

The strengthened financial position anA incqragel te4r pr.fltqlI 9f
these small bilisnesses would, in turn, make them bett ,irlt raix iAi4d mre
attractive and profitable places for the investment of equity capital, both by
their present owners and by other investors. Finally, but not least, the increased
after-tax earnings potential of these small businesses would increase incentives
for their owners to plough back into these businesses the additional funds which
they would have at their disposal.

Reduced income tax rates would make investments In business enterprise
relatively more attractive as contrasted with alternative investments in tax
exempt State and local securities, real estate shelter# another tax avoidance
channels.

Briefly, the increased profitability and strengthened financial position of small
businesses would attract some of the additional supply of available capital into
new Investments in smal business enterprises. Also, the increased profit pos-
pects of small businesses would improve their borrowing power. Thus, this tax
bill would contribute materially toward relieving small businesses of their
perennial financing problem, a problem which provided one of the principal
motivating forces in Congress for establishing the Small Bdsiness Administra-
tion and for enacting the Small Business Investment Act

REVERSAL OF CORPORATE NORMAL AND SURTAX RATES

Appreciable tax relief would be afforded all corporations, large and small,
but the relief afforded small corporations would be relatively greater and much
more immediate than the relief afforded the larger corporations.

The reversal of the corporate normal and surtax rates would cut the tax on
corporations with taxable income not in excess of $25,006 by 26.7 percent. The
average effective rate paid by other small corporations, those with annual profits
in excess of $25,000, would be reduced from 26.7 percent down to around 12.4
percent for corporations with annual profits of $100,000. These reductions com-
pare with reductions ranging from 7.7 to 8.7 percent in the average effective
rates that would be paid by the large corporations.

The Small Business Administration concurs in the following views expressed
by the House Ways and Meanq Committee:

"* * * It is important to provide a greater rate reduction for small businesses
because of their importance in maintaining competitive prices in our economy,
and also because of the greater difficulty small businesses have in finding outside
funds to finance their expansion. As a result, they have traditionally found it
necessary to expand largely out of income remaining after tax."

These tax differentials favoring small corporations are needed to strengthen
their competitive position. The differentials would increase their relative ability
to retain Internally generated funds to meet capital requirements, for debt
amortization, and for growth and expansion.

REPEAL OF THE PENALTY TAX ON FILING CONSOLIDATED RETURN AND IMPOSITION OF
PENALTY 1AX ON MULTIUNIT COPOPORATIONS

The solicitude of the House for safeguarding the differential tax advantage
proposed for the smaller corporations Is evidenced by the precautions taken to
restrict large corporations from taking advantage of the differential that would
result from reversing the corporate normal and surtax rates. First, the bill
would repe '1 the 2-percent additional tax on filing consolidated returns. Sec-
ond, it wouil Impose an additional 0-percent tax, or a combined rate of 28 per-
cent (22 percent normal plus 0 percent additional) on the first $25,000 of net
profits of each unit of a multiunit corporation that elects to take multiple sur-
tax exemptions. These two measures would limit any new tax advantage that
large corporations might have for continuing or for electing to be taxed as multi-
unit corporate structures.
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DIVIDEND CREDITS AND EXCLUSIONS

The bill would repeal the present dividend credit provision and increase the
dividend exclusion from $50 to $100 (from $100 to $200 for married persons who
file jointly). Doubling the dividend exclusion would benefit primarily the small
investors and, in particular, the shareholders of most small, family held corpora-
tions. On the other hand, repealing the dividend credit would remove the cur-
rent tax premium on dividend Income in excess of the dividend exclusion level
as contrasted with Income from other types of. Investments, a premium which
currently goes mostly to large Investors. Whether the removal of this premium
would affect appreciably the availability of equity capital to small corporate
enterprises is speculative.

CAPITAL LOSSES

Individuals would be allowed an unlimited carryover, instead of the present
5-year limitation, of capital losses up to $1,000 annually. This provision would
enhance appreciably the attractiveness of investments in new enterprises, par-
ticularly in small, risky ventures. It would also help the smaller investors who
may not have the portfolio diversity to make it feasible for them to match capital
gains and losses in only a 5-year period.

GAINS ON DEPBECIABLE POPERTY

The difference in the treatment of capital gains realized on the sale of de-
preciable real property, that would be provided under the provisions of this bill,
would result in increased taxation of gains realized by most types of business
enterprises, both large and small, from the sale of all kinds of depreciable real
property used in their business operations where the properties are sold within
from 21 months to 10 years after their acquisition. While this change would
perhaps impose an additional tax on some small business enterprises, it may be
necessary to make this change in order for the Internal Revenue Service effec-
tively to curtail current abuse by some taxpayers of using real estate shelters
as a tax avoidance device.

INCOME AVERAGING

The limited income averaging provisions of the present law would be repealed
and a broad 5-year averaging provision would be provided. This change would
benefit all persons, with few exceptions, who receive, in a single year, unusually
large amounts of income as compared to their average income for the preceding
years. This change would lower the average tax burden on the proprietors of
many small business enterprises whose profits fluctuate widely from year to
year. It would be particularly helpful to the proprietors of small businesses
that are heavily influenced by cyclical factors or sudden changes in business
activity.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

The depreciable base of property eligible for the investment tax credit would
not, as at present, be reduced by the amount of the credit. This would enable
taxpayers to increase somewhat their deductions for depreciation. The present
requirement that the depreciation base be reduced by an amount equivalent to
the credit complicates compliance and reduces the value of the credit.

The compliance problem, under the present investment credit provision, is
particularly difficult for small business. Deduction of the credit for depreciation
purposes requires taxpayers to keep two sets of depreciation accounts, one for
tax compliance purposes and one for their own purposes of determining profits
and managing the businesses. This is not a serious problem for large corpora-
tions that have specialized accounting staffs, but itmaterially complicates the
accounting of small businesses.

The applicability of the investment tax credit would be broadened to include
escalators and elevators. Also, the present credit provisions would be amended
to insure that the distributors of leased property would receive treatment com-
parable to that of the manufacturers. These revisions would be particularly
helpful to certain small businesses and would insure more equitable application
of the investment tax credit.

SICK PAY EXCLUSIONS

The $100 per week sick pay exclusion that is currently available after a 7-day
waiting period (unless the employee is hospitalized or injured, in which case
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it is available immediately) confers unwarranted tax benefits, particularly on em-
ployees who have sustained only minor injuries. This provision is unjustifiable
in its present form, as it encourages malingering by putting a tax premium on
idleness and absenteeism. The present tax bill would correct this situation by
extending the 7-day waiting period to 30 days and would make the exclusion
available only for the time extending beyond the 80-day waiting period. This
waiting period would also apply whether or not the employee is hospitalized or
injured. Malingering and absenteeism by employees of small enterprises that
have only a few employees can seriously handicap their operations. The tax
premium on such conduct by employees should be removed.

OTHER TAX REFORMS

Numerous reforms would be provided with respect to the taxation of employee
group term life insurance, restricted stock options, depletion allowances on oil
and gas properties, and so forth, These revisions are extremely technical and
complex. Furthermore, they would have limited application to small busi-
nesses. While these provisions could possibly affect adversely a few small busi-
nesses, the number that would be affected in this way would be relatively small.
Generally, exception are made to take care of small business situations. Accord-
ingly the Small Business Administration takes the position that these reforms
are perhaps needed to curb present abuses of the income tax laws.

CONCLUSION

The most urgent task confronting this session of Congress is to revise our in-
come tax system to reduce taxes and to increase tax equity. Revision of our
income tax system is crucial and long overdue. In no other way can this session
of the Congress contribute so much to the solution of our current economic
problems.

Small business can prosper best in a rapidly growing economy. The principal
objective of this tax bill is to lighten the debilitating drain of taxes on our
economic life and thereby expand effective consumer demand, improve invest-
ment opportunities and incentives, increase productivity, and step up our rate
of economic growth and expansion. The greatest benefit that small business
would derive from the adoption of this tax bill would come from participating
in the revitalized economy. Increased income and profits from expanded busi-
ness and the many other advantages that small businesses would realize from
operating in the improved business environment would surely exceed the direct
benefits they would realize from tax savings.

The second most important benefit that small businesses would derive from the
adoption of this tax bill would be the direct tax relief that would be afforded.
This would be substantial. Appreciable relief would be afforded all businesses,
large and small, but the relief afforded sole proprietors, partnerships, and small
corporations would be relatively much greater and more immediate than the re-
lief that the larger businesses would obtain. The relief to small corporations.
in particular, that would result from the reversal of the corporate normal and
surtax rates would be relatively much greater and more immediate than the
relief that would be realized by the larger corporations.

In large part, the increased aftertax earnings of small businesses would be
available for strengthening their financial position, for modernizing their plant
and facilities, or for growth and expansion. In either event, they would be
strengthened as a competitive force in our economy. Furthermore, inadequate
financing is one of the most pervasive problems of small business. The substan-
tial tax reductions that small businesses would derive under the provisions of this
tax bill would mitigate appreciably this financing problem, as the increased after-
tax profitability of small businesses would make them better credit risks and
more profitable places for the investment of equity capital.

This tax bill contains many structural provisions that would result in in-
creased equity in the taxation of small business. Small business would also
benefit in a variety of other ways from these structural reforms. Some of these
reforms are general in character; others are designed especially for the benefit
of small businesses. With rare exceptions, small business would benefit gen-
erally from all of these reforms.

Those of us who are particularly interested in the welfare of small businesses
urge the adoption of this bill.
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The CHAiRMAN. The first witness is Mr. W. P. Gullander, president
of thie National Aionl s ion of Manufacturers.

Take a seat and proceed, sir.

STATEMENT OF W. P. GULLANDER, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
ASSOCIATION OFP IAUFAOTUREiS

Mr. GULLANDER. Thank you, Senator Byrd, and Senator Bennett.
We are grateful for the opportunity to appear before this committee
and express our views. Before reading my statement, however, I
would like to express to you gentlemen a thought that I got the day
before yesterday when I am happy to say I attended clhirch with my
wife, and Dr. Charles L. Copenhaven, who is our new minister at the
Reformed Church in Bronxville, made a small statement in one sen-
tence which immediately made me think of the problem you gentle-
men are faced with, and I want to read that six- or seven-word
sentence.

He said, "My God, instill in us the excitement of growth," and I
think the problem that faces you gentlemen in this tax reform is one
of the need for all of us to have a realization of the excitement of
growth, the growth of our economy.

Now my statement.
My name is W. P. Gullender. I am president of the National Asso-

ciation of Manufacturers.
Our association believes there should be significant improvements

in H.R. 8363 to permit this major tax reduction legislation to serve
more effectively the objectives of economic growth and job creation
and sound Government finance. In this testimony, I will place great
emphasis on reform of the personal tax rate structure, and also deal
briefly with the corporate rates and the dividend credit. We will
subsequently submit in these hearings statements in regard to various
structural reforms contained in the pending bill. '

The relation of tax reduction to fiscal responsibility is of the greatest
importance. In the past, businessmen generally have supported tax
reduction only within the framework 6f a balanced budget. It is,
therefore, in order for me to explain why we now favor some form
of tax reduction in the fact of the existing large Federal deficit. The
lag in economic growth and job creation over the past 6 years has
required a nt-v look at the relation of tax rates to economic progress,
and of economic progress to Government finance. We believe that
excessive tax rates have been and continue to be a serious impediment
to the achievement of a growth rate which will assure job opportuni-
ties for all who are willing and able to work. We also believe the
cause of fiscal integrity wilfnot be served by the continuation of such
tax rates.

The welfare of the entire American people is dependent upon the
dynamic performance of our private enterprise system.

When for any reason the system does not perform up to par, many
of our citizens suffer and our national strength is impaired. Under
these circumstances, pressures for Federal spending grow and the
tendency to look for centralized solutions to economic and social prob-
lems in: increaed. This results inevitably in reduction of the effective-
ness of the private enterprise system and of the self-reliance of our
State and local governments.
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These pressures develop to some degree even during a temporary eco-
nomic slowdown. They become much more pronounced when full
recovery is not achieved quickly.

In advdcatiig reduction in Federal income tax rates, we are not
asking f6r Government action.to stimulate the economy. We believe
the leaders of Government have the responsibility to remove aid
avoid Government created roadblocks that hamper the effectiveness of
the private enterprise system. Excessive income tax rates constitute
such a roadblock to the detriment of our entire national economy.

In urging relief from tax rates which limit the Nation's economic
progress, we do not in any sese downgrade the importance of fiscal
responsibility. Instead, we give the greatest emphasis to its im-
portance. Regardless of tax reduction, we believe that the level of
Federal spenidmg is too high, that the upward trend in spending on
many separate programs and in the total for all programs is avoidable
and that both the executive and legislative branches of the Federal
Government have an obligation to the American public to reverse this
trend. The power to control or limit Federal expriditures rests with
the House and the Senate just as much as the power to reduce tax rates.

Fiscal responsibility also requires attention to how revenues are
raised. In our opinion, uneconomic tax rates are a form of fiscal
irresponsibility.

TAX RATE ROADBLOCKS

We find widespread agreement that present tax rates place a severe
restraint on the growth of the American economy. Starting over a
year ago, administration spokesmen led by the President have re-
peatedly referred to the tax-rate drags on economic progress and job
creation. In his testimony before this committee on October 15,
Secretary Dillon used such words as "harsh tax rates," "our repressive
tax structure" and, at another point, "our repressive tax rates" and
the "stifling burden of excess taxes." This is what business has been
saying for years.

The tax rates which impose such a stifling burden on economic
progress and job creation are those applied to personal income and
to corporate income.

This association has long advocated a major reform of Federal
income tax rates which would be accomplished over a period of years.
This approach would provide the maximum release of incentives and
capital for economic growth with minimum effect on the Federal tax
receipts in any one year.

While such complete reform seems unattainable at this time a
major objective should be to mitigate, to the greatest degree possible
within the framework of H.R. 8363, the tax rate barriers to capital
formation, economic growth and job creation.

Administration spokesmen have repeatedly emphasized this objec-
tive. In a recent speech before the Business Council, Secretary Dillon
said II.R. 8363 will loosen the "repressive grip of high tax rates upon
investment incentives." The bill as now drafted would be a help,
but substantially more can be done without major effect on the tax
reduction total.

The principal reason for tax rate reduction at this time is not that
business has not been good this year. It is not that there are any
conclusive signs that we are faced with a new economic slowdown
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in the period immediately ahead. Instead, the reason is a long-term
one--the fact that the periods of economic recovery since the recession
of 1957 have never carried us back to the growth trend which would
provide enough new jobs for all Americans seeking and needing work.
The problem is compounded by the rapid buildup in our labor force
which will accelerate through tlie remainder of this decade.

We believe that H.R. 8363, if modified as we are here recommending,
will make a solid contribution toward permitting better long-term
performance by the private economy as measured in growth and new
job opportunities.

PERSONAL TAX RATES

The personal tax problem centers in the steeply graduated rates.
Tax discussions often center on what should be the bottom and top
rates, neglecting the steep climb of rates through the 22 brackets in
between. The top rate is but the culmination of the buildup in rates
below that level.

For years steep graduation has been advocated as a means for re-
distributing the wealth. However, the income tax applies to income--
not wealth. The buildup in rates prevents the accumulation of wealth
out of current income and thus reduces the amount of capital avail-
able for growth and job creation.

Wealth-which is simply accumulated capital-is not inimical to
the public welfare, but instead serves it. The communities and States
which have the greatest accumulations of wealth enjoy the highest
average wages, the highest living standards, the best public services.

Progress in these areas of general public concern will come most
rapidly in communities and States which add most rapidly to their
existing capital accumulations. These facts are recognized every-
where, but especially by the governments in our Southern States
which so aggressively seek new capital and new industries to enable
their citizens to catch up to the average living standards of other
sections of the Nation and, for this, we salute them. Whatever limits
the accumulation of new capital out of current income, operates as
a drag on this catchup process; and is a special disservice to the
unemployed and the underemployed wherever they may live.

Steeply graduated rates of income tax are a contradiction of the
principle of incentive which is a vital part of our system of compensa-
tion. Hard work, long hours, special contribution, and achievement
are essential to great progress and therefore are rewarded in compen-
sation, but unfortunately penalized severely by the countermovement
of tax rates.

H.R. 8363 tends to treat the taxpayer in the middle brackets as the
forgotten man. He is the man who starts in the low bracket and by
industry and great effort, advances in economic contribution and
leadership and, hence, in income. These men are the current and
potential risk takers-the venturers who will risk what they own to
proper. They are the job creators. In the Nation's self-interest the
middle brackets should be made to attract every man possible from
his position in the lower brackets. If this is the land of opportunity
for everyone, we need a tax rate structure that does not discourage
people from making th3 most of that opportunity. Our rate recom-
mendations concentrate on this need.
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H.R. 8363 splits the existing first bracket of $2,000 into four new
brackets of $500 each with rates of 14, 15, 16, and 17 percent,
respectively.

We propose a substitution of a three-way split of the first bracket
for the four-way split contained in the bill, specifically: two brackets
of $500 each, and then one bracket of $1,000. Reducing rates in
these brackets from the present 20 percent to 15, 16, and 17 percent,
rather than the range of 14 to 17 percent as provided in H.R. 8363,
would provide a revenue saving of approximately $1 billion, as com-
pared with the H.R. 8363 schedule, for use in reducing the steepness
of graduation.

Thus there would be 1 percentage poih. difference between each
of the first three brackets. We then propose an orderly pattern for
the rest of the schedule-an increase of a consistent 2 percentage
points between each of the next 16 brackets and 3 percentage points
between the remaining 7 brackets.

Gentlemen, attached to this document are a schedule and a table at
the back. If you will take the table and follow with me, I would like
to explain it in detail so that you get a full understanding of what
rate changes we propose in H.R. 8363.

We have, on the right-hand column, the income tax brackets from
the bottom to the top. Then we have three basic columns. On the
extreme left we have the present tax bill, the rates in the present tax
bill.

In the center we have the rate provided by H.R. 8363 and the one on
the right are the proposed rates.

If you will take a look first at the one on the left, the present rate,
you will observe that we show 20 percent with a bracket. This bracket
is the first four tax brackets.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Gullander, you speak of this as the present
rate; you mean the proposed rate?

Mr. GULLANDER. No, here is the present rate now in the bill..
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes, the extreme right.
Mr. GULLANDER. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. First on the left is the proposed one ?
Mir. GULLANDER. I am ,orry. because I am facing the wrong way,

I have them reversed to the right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. GULLANDER. Thank you, Senator.
Here this shows 20 percent from zero to $2,000 which as you well

know is the current rate for the first bracket.
In the center which is the H.R. 8363, this shows a breakup into four

brackets.
We show here in the first column which is on your left three brackets,

the first zero to $500 at 15 percent, next $500 to a $1,000 at 16 percent
and then $1,000 to $2,000, our third bracket, at 17 percent.

You will observe alongside of these rates there is another column
called rate buildup. This indicates the number of percentage points
between each of the steps. And in our proposal you will notice as I
say, there is one percentage point difference between the first three
brackets.

Then we go to a level increase of 2 percentage points until you get
up to the $60,000 to $70,000 thousand bracket.
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Then we jump to 3 percentage points for the rest of the way.
If you will observe the column on your extreme right under the

present tax law you will notice there is an uneven and illogical change
between each of the brackets.

You go from two to four to five to four, to three to four and finally
to three, two, and one, one, if you will look at the one in the center
which is H.R. 8363 you have to agree the same pattern.

There is not a logical pattern to it. What is the net effect to this?
You will notice here under tile subtotal on your righthand side, the
present law, a subtotal of 36 and then a total at the bottom of 71.

This 36 is sum total of the percentage points difference between the
brackets up to the level of $20,000 to $22,000.

The 71, of course, is the sum total of all the brackets because you
go from 20 to 91, a difference of 71. The thing I want to point out
here is the relationship of the buildup to the level of $20,000, $22,000 is
36 of the 71 points and this as you see, gentlemen, is 50 percent of the
climb up to the point of $20,000-$22,060.

Under H.R. 8363 you will notice the subtotal is 31 and the total
is 56.

The relationship here is 60 percent. This means that 60 percent
of the graduation occurs by the time you get to a level of $20,000 to
$22,000 so that H.R. 8363 has in effect steepened the rate of graduation.

Under our proposal you will observe that 22 are the total points
up to $20,000 to $22,000 out of a total of 55, or 40 percent.

This then demonstrates that in our proposal we have lessened the
rate of graduation in contrast to the present bill.

As you will see from this table the net effect of our proposal is to
improve the tax position of the middle brackets where incentive to
invest and employ-use venture capital and create jobs-will be
enhanced.

This obviously has the effect of providing somewhat less tax reduc-
tion than H.R. 8363 for people with smaller taxable income. How-
ever, in no instance would the tax savings be reduced by more than $15.
For a taxable income of $500 it would be only $5. I submit that a
growing prosperous economy will provide far more benefit for people
with smaller taxable incomes than additional annual tax savings of
$5 to $15.

The attached chart, which you also have in the back of the state-
ment. shows pictorially the data shown on the table. It brings out
vividly the critical problem of the steep climb of rates in the middle
brackets. It shows that its climb would still be quite severe under
the revised schedule which I have proposed to you.

The tax reduction from adopting our proposal would be $9.8 billion
compared with $9.5 billion under H.R. 8363 but would represent at
least a strong beginning in promoting the capital formation we need
for greater growth.

CORPORATE TAX RATES

The tax rates imposed on corporate income not only stifle capital
formation but also discourage expansion of present facilities and
launching of new venture. The present combined top rate of corpo-
rate tax. 52 percent, is 14 percentage points higher than the 38-percent
rate in effect between World War II and the Korean war. For 9
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years, the tax law has contained the annual promise of termination of
the final 5 percentage point increase of the Korean period, and it
is time that this promise was fulfilled.

STRUCTURAL REFORM IN II.R. 8303

I urge that the structural reforms in H.R. 8863 be reviewed in regard
to their merits and demerits and not be considered as a trade for re-
ducing tax rates which should not have been imposed in the first in-
stance. I do not believe that people with higher incomes, any more
than people with lower incomes, should be expected, as the price, of
rate reform and reduction, to give up any tax provision which has an
equitable or other reasonable basis for its existence.

Our association's taxation committee is preparing and will submit
in these hearings statements in regard to a number of structural
changes in H.R. 8363. At this stage, I would like to confine our views
on these reforms to brief comments on the proposed repeal of the
dividend credit.

DIVIDEND CREDIT

The administration has requested repeal of the 4-percent dividend
credit, The bill before you, in section 201, would repeal the credit
but increase the exclusion from $50 to $100. Our strong recommen-
dation is that the credit and present exclusion be retained. This would
be accomplished simply by eliminating section 201 from the bill.

The present dividend credit is a token recognition of the existence
of double taxation in our tax structure and as such gives a small
measure of relief from this burden. The change proposed in H.R.
8363 would have the effect of reducing the amount of after-tax income
available for capital investment and would thus be contrary to the
basic purpose of H.R. 8363, that of encouraging a more rapid rate
of economic growth. This change of course would be a disadvantage
to shareholders but, equally important, it could be a serious blow to
those people who will be denied employment because of the curtail-
ment of funds available for capital to provide such employment.

CONCLUSION

During the course of discussion on tax reduction this year, a con-
sensus has developed to the effect that we should seek greater growth
and job creation through expansion of the private economy rather
than expansion of Government. This is a most heartening develop-
ment. I have no doubt you will lend your endorsement to the con-
sensus. I believe, however, we must recognize that the consensus be-
comes fuzzy in regard to the nature of the tax reduction which will
induce the greatest expansion of the private economy over the long
pull.

Concentration of tax reduction dollars at the lowest income level
may provide an immediate stimulus to the economy and, thus, put a
number of people to work in the very short range. Also, such a short-
term stimulus may generate some economic activity which will carry
through to later years. However, whatever the continuing effects of
demand-type tax reductions, they must be negligible over the long run
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as compared with the revitalizing effect of substantial relief from
tax rates which directly and adversely affect incentives and limit
capital for growth.

If the economy should respond temporarily to the fact of tax reduc-
tion, per se, and then settle back into a new period of inadequate
growth, the voice of the vocal minority who believe that Government
growth should have priority over private economic growth would

ecome more audible. None of us wants this to happen. The danger
of its happening will be minimized if H.R. 8363 is revised as we have
proposed.

There is one thing we know for certain. If we could get back to
and sustain in this decade an average growth rate which would pro-
vide jobs for those who need work and want to work we would both
greatly strengthen the base for Federal revenues and provide a con-
tinuing platform from which to fight the Federal spending battle
every step of the way.

Thank you, gentlemen.
(The attachments referred to follow:)

Indiridial Income tax-Proposed rate structure compared with present and
H.R. 9363 rates

Proposed (tax savings, II.R. 83,3 (tax savings, Present law (revenue
T9.8 billion) $9.6 billion) yield, $47.9 billion)

Taxable income bracket_____________ ____________________
(thousands)

Rate Rate Rate
Rates, A-1 buildup,' Rates, B-1 buildup,' Rates, C-1 buildup,'

A-2 B-2 C-2

Ptrert Pceett
0to CS....................... Is ..... ...... 14 ............
$0.5to $1.5......... ....... . 1 1 I
$.0 to $1.5 ---------------------- 19 2 9 22$1.5 to 2.0 ................ ... ! I 17 I

$2 to $ ...................... 19 2 19 2 22
$ to $6 ..................... 21 2 22 3 2( 4
$6 to $....................... 23 2 25 3 32 4
$8 to $0 ..................... 25 2 28 3 34 4
$10 to $12..................... 27 2 32 4 3S 4
$12 to $14 ...........---- .......... 9 2 36 4 4 5
$14 to $16 -------.-------------- 31 2 39 3 47 4
$16 to $18 ...----............ - 33 2 42 3 50 3
t8 to $20................ .. 35 2 45 3 53 3
$20 to 22.................... . 37 2 48 3 5 3

Subtotal............. .. ..........-.. 2 -.......... ........... 3

$22 to $26..................... 39 2 50 2 59 3
$26 to $32. ................... 41 2 53 3 62 3

32 to $38 ........................ 43 2 55 2 65 3
$38 to $44....- -.......--....-- 4 2 58 3 69 4
$44 to $50.......-............ 47 2 60 2 72 3
5 to $60...................... 49 2 62 2 75 3
60 to $70.........-- ...-.. .--- 52 3 6 2 78 3
$70 to $-.......-...---.--.--. . 55 3 66 2 81 3
$80 to $90--.....--....---.. ... S 3 63 2 84 3
$90 to $100.--.....-....... ---. 61 3 69 1 87 3
$100 to $150...----............ 64 3 70 1 89 2
$10 to $200 .................. 07 3 ............ ......... 90 1
$S10 anl ovr................. 70 3 ............ ............ 91 1

Total................ .. ......... 55 ............ 56 ... ....... 71

T Prccntage points between brackets.3 Percentage points between brackets.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Gullander.
Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUGLAS. Afr. Gullander, may I ask you some questions on

the recommended schedules which you have in your table?
Mr. GULLANDER. Yes, sir.
Senator DoouLAs. Is this correct, that on the first $2 000 of taxable

income your schedules are 1 percentage point for each bracket higher
than they would be under H.R. 8363 ?

Mr. GULLANDER. No, Senator.
In the bracket from zero to $500 it would be 1 percentage point

higher. In the bracket from $500 to $1,000 it would be 1 percentage
point higher. In the bracket $1,500 to $2,000 it would be the same.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
On the first, three brackets you would collect approximately-you

would collect $1 billion more in taxes than under HR. 8363?
Mr. GULLANDER. From all taxpayers, yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. I understand. But on that bracket?
Mr. GULLANDER. Yes, but not more than $15 more from any one.
Senator DOUGLAS. Butthere are a good many families in that group

so the total collection would be large.
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Mr. GULLANDER. Yes, they are almost all in that group, as a matter
of fact.

Senator DoUrLAs. Yes.
Now, you have equality then for the group from $1,500 to $2,000

of taxable income, and equality with those from $2,000 to $4,000 of
taxable income?

Mr. GULLANDER. This is correct.
Senator DOUGLAS. And the total tax reductions are $300 million

more than in H.R. 8363
Mr. GULLANDER. This is correct.
Senator DOUGLAs. So the full billion three hundred million would

be given to those with taxable incomes in excess of $4,000?
Mr. GULLANDER. The billion three, this is correct, Senator. This

is correct.
Senator DOUGLAs. And since we take the standard family as a man,

wife, and two children, this would be the total tax reductions given
to families with incomes of over $6,400, roughly, that is assuming
this to be the standard family, $2,400 exemption plus $4,000 of taxable
income, isn't that right?

I am just trying to follow the mathematics of this through.
Mr. GULLANDER. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAs. Now then, at the $6,000 to $8,000 and at the

$4,000 to $6,000 level, and we are speaking of taxable income all the
time, your rate is 1 percent lower-

Mr. GULLANDER. This is correct.
Senator DGLrAs (continuing). Than H.R. 8363.
At the $8,000 to $10,000 group it is 2 percentage points lower.
Mr. GULLANDER. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Then at the $10,000 to $12,000 group it is 5 per-

centage points lower, that is 27 percent rather than 32 percent.
Mr. GULLANDER. Right.
Senator DoroLAs. At the $12,000 to $14,000 group of taxable income

it is 7 percentage point lower.
At $14.000 to $16,000, 8 percentage points lower.
$16,000 to $18.000,9 percentage points lower.
$18,000 to $20,000, 10 percentage points lower.
$20,000 to $22,000, 11 percentage points lower, and this is true ap-

parently in the $22,000 to $26,000 group.
$26,000 to $32,000 group it is 12 percentage points lower.
Twelve percentage points lower at $32,000 to $38,000; 13 percentage

points lower from $38,000 to $44,000, and that goes through the $50,000
to $60,000 group.

Then the difference diminishes slightly-
Mr. GULTANDxER. That is correct.
Senator DoUGLAs. From then on, but it is still 8 percentage points

lower from the $90.000 to $100,000 group, and you do not reach the
maximum of 70 percent until you reach the $200,000 mark, whereas
Ilnder II.R. 8363 you reach the maximum of 70,percent at tl e $100,000
mark.

Mr'. GULLANDER. This is correct.
Senator DOUGLAs. Well now, what this means, in effect, I think, and

I would like to see the distribution by income classes, but what this
means in eiTect is that you have diminished the tax reductions of those
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under $1,500 of taxableincome and have thrown that billion dollars,
plus the $300 milliohimore, to the groups with taxable incomes above
$4,000 and especially to the groups over $10,000 and possiblyyou may
find that if we could get this split up by income groups, especially to
the groups over $20,000. . ....

Now, of course, this raises a very'serious questionasto equityj and
justice, and on this point perhaps our ideas differ aid I shall not argue
this at length at this time, because your time and the. timeof the com-
mittee is limited, except to say that I:do not,think-. Iwill.just register
my own opinion-I do not think this is good public policy., :,

Mr. GULLANDER.. Senator, you have hit the very meat of the problem.
Senator DouoAs., Pardon t. I. ':.. ,. . .
Mr. GULLANDER. I Say, you. have hit the very meat of the. problem

and I would like to talk about that specifically if may. *
Senator DovoLAs. Certainly; , . .
Mr. GULLANDFR. As,we have indicated by the chart and as the table

indicates what we are trying to do is to change the steepness of the
graduation, the only way to do this is where there has been abuse in
the past, high rates. .

Let me get a bit philosophical. , , . . ,
This Nation, Russia, Germany, France, any country musthave capi-

tal to grow and prosper. It must have increasing amounts of capital.
How does Russia get its capital It gets its capital by restricting

the consumer goods which the people can consume and devoting that
energy toward building capital goods, and the state controls this and
the state owns the capital.

In our philosophy of government in this country, fortunately, in my
opinion, we believe that capital ought to be owned by the people, and
not by the state.

Now, that means that the country as a whole still must have greater
and greater amounts of capital in order to expand, to absorb the grow-
ing working population, to be competitive in our world and tb have
enough capital dollars behind each man who is willing and able to
work.

If we need this capital we must facilitate the people who generate
capital, to so generate capital, and it is the man who has the capacity
to earn an income above subsistence levels or above normal choices as
far as consumption is concerned who generates this capital and accu-
mulates it. We must in our country encourage those people who have
the capacity to generate this capital not for the benefit of themselves
but for the benefit of the entire Nation because the most important
thing about capital is not that it pays dividends to those whose names
appear on the stock certificate or whatever it may be that represents
ownership, but the man in the plant in being, and the people who are
working there, that add to our national wealth.

If we are going to have more capital formation in this country we
have got to make it possible for those members of our society who gen-
erate that capital to generate more.

One other point. You will not find any man in this country, cer-
tainly in this room, who is more dedicated to the proposition that any
man at the very bottom of the tax ladder or below where he doesn't
even pay any taxes should be encouraged to become one of those men
who can accumulate capital; and to do this we have to have induce-
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ments for him to work harder, to use his ingenuity, to grow, to reward
him for extra effort and get. up in the middle brackets where he has
more than just a subsistence level where he can generate capital.

So, it is two things. One, we must provide a system whereby greater
capital can be developed and, second, we have got to encourage more
people to become people to develop this capital and that is what our
objectiveis.

Senator DOUGLAS. I hadn't intended to enter into a discussion at this
poin' but since you have made this point I think I should make some
conrments.

I just found out yesterday that the minimum relief budget for a
single man in Chicago was approximately $1,200 a year or $24 a week,
roughly. Now, with only a $600 exemption, he would be taxed on
$600, if he had an income.

He is taxed on an amount necessary to bring him up to the minimum
level of subsistence, and that is a subsistence level and ,it is not a
liberal scale, I can assure you, Mr. Gullander, and the Bureau of Labor
Statistics has computed minimum living standards, that is standards
slightly above physical subsistence, but not lavish standards in any
respect, for families of four, in various cities of the country and I
shall ask permission, Mr. Chairman, to put those into the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The information referred to follows:)
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Estimated annual cost of goods and services I providing a modest but adequate standard of living for families of difering size, type, and age,
20 large cities and suburbs, autumn 1959

Husba and and wife, under Husband and wife, 35 to 55 years, with-
35 years

Single per- H____ usband and Single per-
City son under wife, retired, son. retired,

35 years 1 1 child be- 2 children, 3 children, 65 years 65 years
Without With 1 child tween 6 and oldest be- oldest be- and over * and over 4

children 2 under 16 years 2 tween 6 and tween 6 and
6 years 

2  
1 years 16 years 4

Caltforn
Los Angeles..........-------------------------------------....... $2.26 $3,355 $ ,87 $4,8633 $5.325 $6.390 $3.111 $1,835
San Francisco ..........--------------------------------------- 2,243 3,365 3.899 4,647 5.341 6.409 3,223 1.902

District of Columbia Washington............................. 2,184 3275 3.795 4.23 5,199 6,239 3.047 1,798
Georgia: Atlanta--....--...- --- --..... ..-----.---- ....---- 2-033 3,049 3,533 4,211 4840 5,808 2,720 1,05o
Illinois: Chicago. -- --------------------------------..... 2,355 3,532 4.093 4,878 5.607 6,728 3,366 1,986
Maryland: Baltimore .....................................----------------------------------. 2037 3,056 3.540 4.220 4.850 5.820 2.840 1,676
Massachusetts Boston..................-------... --..... ...... 2,240 3,360 3.894 4,641 5,334 6.401 3,304 1.949
Michigan: Detroit....--......-- .......----------....--..-- ...-- .... 2184 3,277 3,797 4,525 5.201 6,241 3.096 1,827
Minnesota: Minneapolis--..........- ...--.-----.....--...-- 2,169 3,254 3,770 4,494 5,165 6,198 3,135 1,850
Missouri:

Kansas City.................---------------..... ....... 2138 3,207 3,716 4.428 5,090 6.108 3,034 1,790
St. Louis.....-......................-......... ..... 2,214 3.321 3,848 4,586 5.271 6.325 3,099 1,828

New York: New YorkL................................... 2,120 3.180 3,685 4.392 5.048 6.058 3,044 . 795
Ohio:

Cincinnati.......-------..-------------................--.... 2.168 3,253 3,769 4,492 5,163 6.196 2.925 1.726
Cleveland................................................. 2,228 3,342 3,873 4.615 5,305 6.366 3. 244 1.914

Oregon: Portland............................................ 2176 3265 3,783 4.08 5.182 6.218 3049 1,799
Pennsylvania:

Philadelphia ....--..... --.. ------- .....-- ..-- ..-- 2,087 3,131 3,628 4, 324 4,970 5.964 2909 1,716
Pittsburgh........--------.............. ....- -.... 2, 211 3. 316 3,843 4.580 5.264 6 317 3,102 1,830
Scraton -------.. ----.... -------.......-----.. -----....- 2030 3 3045 3,29 4,206 4.834 5.801 2.681 1,582

Texas: Houston ..---.....----------------------------...... -------- 1,941 2,912 3,374 4,021 4,622 5,546 2,641 1,558
Washington: Seattle........-------------------------.... 2,353 3,529 4,089 4,874 5,602 6722 3252 1.919

SExcludes personal taxes, social security deductions, etc, which vary by family size
and cannot be estimated by an equivalent inoame scale

* Estimatesare based on the applcatko of equivalent income scales to the costa of goods
and services In the "City Worker's Family Budget" (see footnote 3). For a description
of the saes, see "Estimating Equivant Inomes or Budget Costs by Family Types."
reprint No. 237, from the Monthly labor Review. November 1960

SEstimates from "The Interim City Worker's Family Budget." reprint No. 2346. from
the Monthly Labor Review, August 1960.

SEstimates from "The BL8 Interim Budget for a Retired Couple," reprint No. 2354,
from the Monthly Labor Review, November 1960.

* Estimates are based on the application of equivalent income scales (see source cited
In footnote 2) to the costs of goods and services In the "Budget for a Retired Couple"
(see footnote 4).

Source: US. Department of Labor, Bureau o Labor Statistics, Omfce of Prices and
Living Conditions, Washington, D.C.. Sept. 16,1963.



Median family incomes bdget.costs for a city worker's family of 4 (CWFB), and gross average weekly earnings in 1969,1 for geographical areas,
by State

Geographical area

Income, budget costs, and weekly earnings in 1959 1
The State Urban Rural non- Rural farm Selected standard metropolitan

farm statistical areas

Alabama:
Census median family income:

All families................ ....................................
4-prson families..----------.........................................

CWFB total annual costs.......---- ............................
BL$gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing.................

Alaska; .
Ceosus,median family income:

All families....--....................................................
4-person families--......... ......................

CWFB total annual costs ................ .......................
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing...---.............

'Arizon: .
' Census median family income:

All families..- ..... ------------.......................................
4-person families...................................................

* CWFB total annual costs ........................................
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing. ........-........

Arkansas:
Census median family income:

Al families.................... ...................................
4-person families...............................................

CWFB total annual costs ...-..----. .....-....................
BLS gross average w-eekly earnings in manufacturing ....................

California:
Census median family income:

All families .......................................................
4-person families --.............................................

CWFB total annual costs................................................
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing.........--.......

Colorado:
Census median family income:

SAh .MiUlles....----..------.....-.................................
4-person families..... .....---------------------------------------...................

CWFB total annual costs .....--. ...................................
BLS gross average weekly earnings In manufacturing -........-....--...

$3,937.00
4,893.00

74.21

7,326.00
7,336.00

----------------------- ----------

5,568.00
6,167. 00

98.09

3,184.00
4,170.00

62.02

6,726.00
7,457.00

101.71

$4,853
5,664

8,424
8,281

5,872
6,442

4,287
5,205

6,880
7,638

:::.::::.:::::

$3,177
4,085--------------

6,485
6.663

4,586
5,203

2.606
3,620

5,718
6,371

:::::::::::.::

$2,008
2,737

7,991
---------
--------------
..............

3,384
4,019

2,075
2,711

5,161
5,628

::::::::W

5,780.00 6,187 4,860 4,075
6,306.00 6,681 5,485 4,292

..- .---..I--- .......... .............
95.71~__~_____~_____~I,___

Los Angele
$7,078.00
7,930.00
6,285.00

101.66

San Francisco
$7,110.00

7,765.00
6,304.00

105.59

"-".----- -------------- ----------
-------------- ~------------I-- -----------

........ c-.. ...........---- ,,

-------------- -----.------- 1--- -----------
.............. .............. ..............

.......... 1- I~-- l-l- .... --- I .... .,.

------- -------------- --------------.............. .............. ..............

........... -l- -i .......... . .---i . . .. . . .

------------ I--- --------- l----- ----------

....... ......I .....--r .- .. ... I .. ... .. -

. .----------- --- -------............

------------- l--------------- --------------- --------------
-------- -- I ----------- - -- --- ------- -- -



CA. IB total annual costs.. ---..............-............................. ..... .:......:
BL gross average weekly earnings In manufacturing .-........-........ .71 ............... . ..........................

_

Connecticut;
Census median famly income:

All families.----..............------------------------------------ --
4-peraon familes.... ---- ---... --------.------

CWFB total annual ost.....---.......----- --... --------
BL8 gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing -......-------.. .--

Delaware:
Census mdian family income:

A families........................................................
4-person families ........----- ...--------..............

CWFB total nnosts...........................................----------------------
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing.....................

District of Columbia:
Census median family income:

Al families --...............--..---.--- -.---- ----------
4-person families ..-..--- ------.------------

CWFB total annual costs.................------- ...........
SBLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing.....................

Florida:
Census median family income:

Af families ............-............................................
4-persop families.... ---.........----------------.........-

CWFB total annual costs-...-.....--...-----------.-------------------
BL8 gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing................---

Geonsus median family income:
AL families.----..............-- -- ---- .------------ ----------
4-person families...----------- ----------------------------

CWFB total annual costs. ...---------------------------------
.BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing...............-----

Hawaii;
Census median-family Income:

All families.....................--------...-----------.-------
4-person families........--------..........----------.--------

CWFB total annual costs ..................----------------------
BLSgross average weekly earnings in manufacturing...--------------

Idaho:
Census median family income:

All families...........................................................
4-person families.......---------------------------------------

CWFB totalannal costs..............................-- -------- -------
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing.---------.... ----

Illinois:
Census median family income:

All family. ---.........................................................
4-person families. ........................................----

C WFB total annual costs ....------.------------ . ---------...
BL8.gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing..--.............----

See footnotes at end of table.

6,887.00
7,297.00

--------------
93.11

6,197.00
6,777.00

--- 89.82
89.s82

6,834
7.255

--------------

6,765
7,372

--------------
------------..

7,193
7.488

--------------

5,295
5,829

------------

5,572
6,134

--------------

4,248
4,745

-------- -----

5,993.00 .... .............. ..............
6,398.00 ........................................

4.722.00
5,654 00

--------------
73.51

4.208.00
5.123 .,

--------------
64.88

6,366.00
6,587.00

--------------
(2)

5,259.00
5,726.00

--.----------
90.01

6,566.00
7,165,00

9-.- 6. 66

4,956 4,119
5,925 4,897

-- -- ------ ------ -

--------------
3,371
4,120

--------------

4,930 3,659 2,314
5,784 4,508 2,966

------------- ------------, ------------..

6,769,
6,965

------------
-----.---------

5,804
6,314

6,935
7,600

5,011
5,306

------------..............
5,018
5,402

--------------

5,479
6,020

.------------.
..............

5.329
5,058

..............

4.293
4,546

3,815
4,241

Washington
7,640.00
8.224.00
6,147.00

95.36

Atlanta
5,758.00
6.482.00
5,642.00

80.20

Chicago
7,404.00
8, 00 600
6,567.00

98.12

.............. I - ----- - -- 

.............. . . . , ...........------------ '- -_------- ----------
--------- --- --

--------------

..............

--------------

------------

..............--------------

.. .. . . . . .. . . . .

.............. ..............

.............. :..............

..........

liiii~iii~i ----------ii
..............~iii~iii



Median family incomes, budget costs for a city worker's family of 4 (CWFB), and ros average weekly earnings in 1959,' for geographical areas,
by State-Continued

Income, budget costs, and weekly earnings in 199
The State

Indiana:
Census median family income:

All famles.......................................................... $5,70800
-p on m e ..................................... ........ 6,36200

CWFB total annual costs.................................. .......... .............. -
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturng .................---- 100.35

Iowa:
Census median family Income:

All hfm liesa..................................... .. ... 5,06.00
4-pern l s.................................. ........ .... 6, 648.00

CWFB total annual costs......................................--.......... ..............
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturig.....--.......-.---.. 93.22

Kansas:
Census median family income:

All famlllUes ............... ........................ ,29&500
-pson mlles ........................... 5,863.00

CWFB total annual cost................................................ .............
BL8 gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing-....--............-. 9.72

Kentucky: .
Census median family Income:

A familes.......................................................... 4,051.00
4-person lamles................... ........ ...... ....... 4,80200

CWFB total annual costs............................................. --
BLS gross average weekly earn ng In manufacturingt................... 83.02

Loullan a
Census median family Income:

AllamIes .......................................................... 4,272.00
4-persn famiInes...................................................... 6,178.00

CWFB total annual costs..............................................................
BL8 gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing-................. 85.08

Maine:
Census median family income:

All famle-----------------------...........................-..-----------------.............. 4.873.00
r amil ........................---.......................... 5 .00

CWFW toW al np:al costs --------------------........ ...............
- l-'. aB .oMarverae weekly earnng In manufacturng-..................... Q.19

Geographical ara

Urban Rural non- Rural farm Selected standard metropolitan
farm statistical areas

$6,117
6,664

6,402

5,856
6,414

5,285

4,915
,639

..............

..............

5,327

61M.. 15S.9
--------------

$5,577
6,002

4,626
5.391

4,756
5,385

$4.317
5,105

3,352
3,501

3,681
3,944

3,285 2,467 ............. ..............
4,063 2.948 ........... ............. ..............

3,330
4.358

4,466
4,835

2,146
2,823

..............

3,569 ............
3,938 -------

.:.....:.....:::............. ..............

.... .......... .............. ,................... :........ ........ :..... ............ :.

.............. .............. ............. .

.............. i.............. i.............-.............. .............. ..............---------.---- -------------- -----------.

---- --- --- --- --- --- .. . . . . :. --------------
.------------- -----------.. - . . . .. .

.............. .............. ..............-------------- -------------- --------------

. ----------- I .------- .----- .------- .-- .--



Marland:
Census median family Income:

All families...........................................................
4-pero families ...............................................-......

CWFB total annual costs................................................
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing..-----------...............

Masacbusett
Census median family income:

Allfamilies.. ......-.................................... ...
4-person family e....... .....................................

CWFB total anutosts......--...........---..........--...----------............---......
BL8 gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing ............---- .

Census median family Income:
All l ... ......................................... ...........
4-person families ..............-....................................

CWFB total annual cots...........................................
BLS gross average weekly earnings In manufacturing............--. .....

Minnesota:
Census median family Income:

All f ailes--.....................- ... -..... ...........
4-pson mlles--.....--......-...-.......................................

CWFB total snn l costs...........................-.............
BLS gross average weekly earnings In manuacturing-.................-..

MisslaippiD:
Cenus median family Income:
- All mles ......................................................

4-eron amles.................... - ..................................
CWFB total annual costs ...................--- -- .................
BLS groe average weekly earnings in manufcturing.....................

Missort:
Cesus median iamlly income:

All famtme-............- ..-.....-..................... .........
4-perao famlies.......-..-.-...-- .-............. ..............---

C WFB total annual costs.--...--.--......................................
BL gross average weekly earnings In manufacturing------- .....-....

Montana:
Census median family income:

All tamies-. ..............................................-- ....
4-er on llles......................................................

CWFB total a ul costs ................................................
BLS gro average weekly earnings In manufacturing....................

Nebraska:
Census median tfmily Inoomo:

Al families -........... ........................................
4-peron family . ..................................................

CWFB total annual cots---... .. ...................----- ..........
BL8 gres average weekly earnings in man a in ..................

See footnotes at and of tabe.

6,309.00
6,883.00

88.32

6,272.00
6, 713.00

80.93

6, 2. 00
6,785 00

108.71

5,573.00
6.064.00

92.02

2884.00
3,97300

..............

Se064

5,127.00
45822.00

18& 1

5.403.00
5,84& 00

4.86200
5,419.00

6,6657
7,268

..------.-.----

5.434
5,977

--------------

4,253
4,844

--------------

6.264 6.346 5,364
6.726 6,671 6.132

.............. -............. o,..............

6.100
7,138

6.468
6,881

---.-----------

5,615
6,003

------------..-

4,626
5,237

--------------
--------------

4,561
5,250

3.00
3,313

..............

Baltimore
, 199.00

6,739.00
5,718.00

92.89

Bodan
6,687.00
7, 19S.00
6,317.00

85.81

Detroit
6.82600
7,449.00
6,072.00

1Il 24

Minneapolis
6,84.00
7,30& 00
6,181.00

95.21

4.173 2622 1.63 ............................
5,185 3,628 2,.25 . .......

----- ... .. ------ . ... ------- . .. ------- . . .--- -- - - - .- -- ---. --- -- -- --
-.. . .. . . -. . . .. .-. -. . .. .------- ------- ---- --- --- -- --- --- ---

5,882
6,473

5,918
5.405

3,923
4,853

5,050
5,521

2,782
3,39

4,289
4,480

Kames CUie
6,317.00
6,810. 0t
,96. 00

95.06

St. Lori
6 271 00
6 781. 00
6, 2500

95.08

5.828 4,184 1 3243 .......................... . ....
6,319 4,952 3,311............... ...............
------ ---- ---

------------------

----------
--.-----.----- -------
-------------- -------------
-------------- ---- ---- ---

.------------- ,----,-,----I-,

.---.-----~c--

-~--------.---



Median family incomes, budget costsfor-a city worker's family of 4 (CWFB), and gross average weekly earnings in 1959,1 for geographical areas,
by State-Continued

Geographical area

Income, budget costs, and weekly earnings in 1959Aome budget ostsnd eey ea inThe State Urban Rural non- Rural farm Selected standard metropolitan
farm statistical areas

Nevada
NCensus median family Income:

All families . .--------- -.---... ... ----------------
4-erson families .....--------------------- ------ ---

CWEB,total annual cots.....--. .-------------------------------
BL8 gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing.....----------.... ---

New Hampshire:
Censs median family income;

Allamiles........---...--..--------- ----------------------...
4-person familles.--.........--....------------- -------------

CWFB total annual costs......-- .....------- --------------------
BL8 gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing-......--------------

New Jersey:
Census median family income:

All families .....--.--- - --------- - ------- ------- -------
4-peson families .----......-----.----------- ------

OWFB totalannual cost ...-----.---------........- ....--------------.
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturng.-----.---------

New Mexico:
Census median family Income:

All family es-..-----..---------------------------------
4-person families ..-------- ---...-------------...

CWFB total annual cots...--------- .............----------
BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing.................-----

New York:
Census median family income:

AUl famlles-..----------------- ----------------------------
CW otsiul- ----------- ------- -------- :-----CWFB total annual costa ......................

BLS gross average weekly earnings in manufacturing ...-------------- -.
North Carolina: ..

Census median family Income:
All families.--..------- ------------------------------
4-eron.familles--..--------------- ---------- -----------

CWFB to.atannal cost.---- -------------- --- --------
.. BLa roesaverage weekly eanngs In manufacturi---ng------------..

6,736.00$
7,322.00

1---0----7
107. 68

$7.200
7,895

----------

$5,825
6,164

--------------.

$4,857
4,819

-----------

5,636.00 5,817 5426, 4,625 ..-----..... ---............
6,012.00 6,243 5,770 4843 ....-- -------.............-....--
---6.6-------- --------- :: ------- - ------------------ - ---- -------69.26-------- .............. ----------------------------------------------------

6,786.00
7,323.00

92.45

6,869
7,432

6,177
6,652

4,794
5,135

5,371.00 6,003 3,92 3,780 ........----------... --------- ..----
6,002.00 6.535 4,655 4,371 ..----- .. .----- -- -------

82.43 ..............------------ ---- ------------------ ---------

6,371.00

----- --------- -
6,893.00

87.71

3,956. 00
4,709.00

6,474
6,988

4,843
5,571

"""' 1.20 L--J-----

5.924
6,415

3.828
4,466

4,504

--------------
--------------

5,029

2.247
2,840

New York.
$6,548.00

7.094.00
5,970.00

S83.04

.--::.--- :. --:: .. --------- I--:: -
..............l ....iiiijiiii..iii.ii.............. .............. ..............



North Dakota:
Census median family income:

All families ..... --......................................
-person fam e--.................---........................
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Senator DOUoLAS. But I can say they range from roughly $4,100
a year, as I remember it, to up around $4,700 a year, depending upon
the city.

Now, these are minimums. These families already are taxed under
the present law, and they would be taxed under H.R. 8363, though not
as much.

I personally do not believe we should levy taxes upon people who
are below the minimum level of subsistence.

You speak of giving them an encouragement to accumulate capital.
Their problem is not the chance of accumulating capital, their prob-
lem is to get enough to eat, to send their kids to school, and to meet
the ordinary physical demands of existence and it is a very rigid scale,
too.

Now, what you do is to take away some of the decreases which
8363 would give.

Mr. GULLANDER. On your illustration $3 a year.
Senator DOUGLAS. And that is only $5, you say that is only $5?
Mr. GULLANDER. It is only three in your illustration.
Senator DOUGLAS. On the first $500 to a single man. But that $5

may be medicine that he needs and it would be for a family, if he
is up in the $1,500 taxable bracket which would roughly be a $4,000
family, it would mean a $1,500 tax deduction that he would lose as
compared with H.R. 8363.

Mr. GULLANDER. It would mean $10.
Senator DOUGLAS. The person whose concern is the accumulation

of capital for his company and I am not blaming you at all, $15 a
family may seem to be relatively small but it is very important to
many families. That $15 is crucial. It may mean medicine for a
sick child, it may mean books for the child, a lot of things, and in
the aggregate it amounts to a lot of money.

Mr. GULLANDER. Senator, may I say I would much rather provide
a man with a better job and an opportunity to grow than I would
be to giving him $15. Because this is really making a better man of
him, making him self-supporting and making him able to increase
his income more than $15.

Senator DOUGLAS. But these fellows who are down in the $24-a-week
bracket from $24 up to $80 or even $85 a week, their problem is to get
by. Their problem is to get by, and they are fighting a pretty hard
battle to get by. Everyone tends to be concerned with the problems
which they face, and I don't blame you for stressing the idea of giving
stimulus to these people with incomes over $10,000 or $20,000 or $50,000
or $100,000 a year.

I am not blaming you at all, I am not picturing you as hardhearted
in any sense.

Mr. GULLANDER. Thank you, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. I simply say because of necessity this is where

your attention has been concentrated and we are supposed to represent
the people of the United States as a whole, and half the people of the
United States roughly have incomes of less than $5,000 a year, that is
for a family of four, family units, and probably somewhere between
20 and 25 percent have incomes less than $4,000, and yet they.are taxed
now and they would continue to be taxed, though to a lesser degree
under 8363. We are really disagreeing over a billion dollars as to
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whether it is to go to this group down at the bottom o whether it is to
go to the group up at the top.

That is the issue and we could debate this for a long time.
Mr. GULL 4DER, I would love to.
Senator DOUGLAS. It has been debated in this country for 150 years,

ever since the time of Andrew Jackson, and I suppose it will be de-
bated for some time to come. I simply indicate thatthe issue is there,
and then cease.

Mr. GULLANDER. May I make one nore commnton that?
Senator DovoAs. Certainly. You invite the 'aigei of retaliation.
Mr. GULLANDER, Fine, I enjoy it. [Laughter.]' :
Let me say first, again, that I have far greater sympathy and under-

standing for these people and more concern for then than I do for
the members of the NAM who are competent people to look after
themselves.

They don't need my help to look after themselves.
Senator DOUGLAS. You are doing a pretty good ]ob in taking are

of them.
Mr. GULLANDER. Thank you, sir.
Further, let me say I have' alb a very keen understanding of these

people's plight because, Senator, I have been through that plight my-
self. This is not any academic thing to me. This is complete and
absolute understanding, and th4 greatest thing that happened to me
was that this country gav6 me an opportunity to improve myself.

Senator DOUGLAS. Do you know what Edgar Lee Masters said in
his Spoon River Anthology: 'Beware of the man who rise to power
on one suspender."

Mr. GULLANDER. I don't wear suspenders and I as yet have no
power.

Senator DOUGLAS. I am through.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett?
Senator Smathers?
Senator SMATHERS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Ribicoff?
Senator RIBIcOFr. One comment, Mr. Gullander.
Let's say we go along with your thinking on the last paragraph on

page 6, we recognize that the middle brackets are not getting a suffi-
cient break in the tax bill.

Would you supply the committee with your suggestions for closing
up of loopholes to bring in enough income to do what you want to do
for the middle income brackets without touching the people in the
lower income brackets that Senator DQuglas talks about

Mr; GtWiAnbER. Let me answer that very specifically and bluntly,
no, sir.

Senator RxBIcoFr. You won't do that?
Mr. GULLANDER. Let me say this, I said advocate, I don't say submit.

Our probleii here is, let me reread it:
I urge the structural reforms nI H.I. 8363 be reviewed and with regard to

their erlts and demerits anid not be onsidered as a trade for reducing tax
rates which should not have ben imposed in the first instance.

I think, let me say this, a proper tax law if there isiuch a thing, is
one which gives recognition hto spific problems.

This the Congress has done over the years.' Whether it was done
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.well or poorly is a matter of individual judgment, but in each case
there were reasons why what you call loopholes and which we say may
be exceptions to the normal law were made for specific reasons.

* I think it is the responsibility of the Congress to examine into those
reasons.

In any case where those reasons are still valid they must be valid in
the interests of the entire economy and not for some selfish individual
and we shoull leave them alone and not change it merely to raise
revenues for this purpose.

Let me make another point: When we say this will be a billion
dollars less than H.R. 8363, to a degree, because this tax structure is a
creation of man, it is conceivable that out of the House would have
come a bill to you gentlemen that would have had the bottom rate of
15 and not 14 percent and it would have had billion dollars less in
there, then the question is, it looks like we are trying to take a billion
dollars away from some people.

All we are saying is we ought to give them relief which happens to
be a billion dollars less than a formula which come out of the House.

The House might well have brought in a formula very similar to
ours. So this is not a question of taking a billion dollars away. It
is a question of giving them somewhat less r ii f.

Actually of the total relief under our proposal, the amount that
goes to people with incomes of $12,000 or less is 91.5 percent of the
total reduction. I beg your pardon, 83 percent of the total reduction.

Senator DOUOLAS. What was that?
Mr. GULLANDER. Under H.R. 8363, of the-
Senator DOUGLAS. 63.
Mr. GUILLANDFR. H.R. 8363, the reduction for people making, in the

$12,000 or less tax bracket, 91 percent goes to them. Under our pro-
posal 83 percent still goes to them.

Senator RmircovF. But the point I make is this: I supported the
chairman in his desire, in his understanding, that this was a very
important measure and it had to be gone into very thoroughly. 1
disagreed with the Senator from Illinois who wanted to close these
hearings early to get a bill out early.

Therefore, if this committee is engaged in looking at this measure
thoroughly with a sense of fairness and a sense of equity, and since
this bill will probably close for many years to come any substantial
tax changes or tax reforms then there is a responsibility on the
shoulders of the chairman and the committee to study this in all its
implications.

Now, what I say to you is, I agree with you that this bill doesn't do
right by the people in the middle-income groups, but I do agree with
Senator Douglas, and I don't want to take care of the people of the
middle income brackets at the expense of the people in the lower in-
come brackets.

You make the argument that these people in the middle income
brackets are important for the growth of American society, and I
agree with that conclusion. But where do you pick up sufficient
income by closing loopholes or making reforms that affect people who
may not need all the relief the present tax bill provides in order to do
what you would like to do for the people in the middle income
brackets?

1052
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Since you come lere to testify and you represent a, large segment
of American society, I am curious to receive your recommenqOat.Qn as
to what structural chances you woul" prefer or you would like to see
in order to make possible a change in the tax structure to take care
of the middle income groups.

Mr. GULLANDER. Senator, I would not like to see any change made
for that purpose.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Let me ask this, would you be for closing the oil
depletion allowances?

Mr. GULLANDER. That is a subject that is highly technical and I
would say this, I would say over the years, the reason why that has
existed is to encourage the development-of the oil resources of this
countrV.

Without that tax provision we would not have today the oil re-
sources we have and I do not think it is in the economic interests of
the Nation as a whole, not people who own oil company stock, I don't
happen to own any incidentally, but for the Nation as a whole we
won t have the power those oil resources give us, and if you close this
you are changing the whole economic structure as relates to finding of
fuel.

Senator RIBICOFF. Let's say you had to make a choice: you could
either close up the oil depletion loophole or take care of the middle
income brackets. Which is more important to American society,
to close the oil loophole depletion or take care of these people?

Mr. GULLANDER. That is a good question, Senator. Let me beg the
question by saying this, I don't think this is the problem we are really
faced with because we don't really have to take that route in order
to accomplish this.

I would say this, it is more important for the economy as a whole
and, therefore, for the low income end, that we do what is right with
respect to the exceptions to the law if the tax law provides things
h lat are for the economic good of the entire country. .'

It is to the overall good that we benefit those in the middle and
upper brackets, it is because this is where capital formation occurs,
and this is more than anything else what will help the working
man.

I wish we had so much capital, we had so much labor opportunities,
that labor was as scarce in this country as in Europe. We have
pockets of unemployment in this country. You had pockets of un-
employment in Europe. What happened? They moved from south-
ern Italy all the way to Germany because there was a vacuum there
for, demand for, labor. There was enough activity and growth that
you needed these people, and this is what this country needs, economic
growth in the economic sphere.

Senator HAiKE. Will the Senator yield?
Do you contend the workers' status in Europe is comparable in any

way whatsoever to the status of working people in the United States t
Mr. GULLANDER. I am talking about the relative level of unemploy-

ment.
Senator HAwrKE. I understand that.
But the point is if. their wages were at the rates we .had in the

United States, do you think there would be that high rate of employ-
ment and there would not be pockets of unemployment I
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Mr. GULLANDER. There Would be tremendous pockets of unem-
ployment..

Senatr HArrKB. That is right.
Mr. GULLANDER. My poifit is it is the demand for labor that creates

the solution.
Senator IARTKE. But there is no point to believe that our people

retrogress to the working standards of the people in Europe in order
to achieve full employment.

Mr. GULLANDER. I don't propose that.
Senator HARTKE. Is it fair to talk about full employment in West-

ern Europe as compared to the United States when there is this wide
differentiation which probably creates this wide gap

Mr. GULLANDER. It is fair when you use it as an illustration of what
happens to the lhbor force when you have demand for labor regard-
less of what causes the demand for labor and I say we can have this
high demand for labor in this country if we have a rapid rate of
growth.

Senator HARTKE. I thank the Senator.
Senator DouoLAs. There is one further question I would like to

ask.
I hadn't realized you had made a distribution of 'reduction in takes

by income classes but you have at least'doii6 so, at, least partially.
Did I understand you to say that 93 percent of the dollar reductions

under H.R. 8363 went to those with incomes less than $12,000 a year?
Mir. GULILANDER. Those who fall in the tax brackets below $12,000,

I distinguished that, yes; 9.15 percent..
Senator DOUvLAS. Anld 83 percent under your-
Mr. GULANDER. Would fall into that group, that is correct.
Senator Douo;AS. So that under the administration plan 7 percent

went to the group above? ' .
Mr. GULLANDER. 1 /2jercent.
Senator DOUGLAs. I thought it was 93, I beg your pardon. Eight

and a half percent and under your plan 17 petb6nt.
Mr. GULLANDER. This is correct.
Senator DOUGLAs. So that roughly you have doubled the amount

of the tax savings going to people in this group ?
Mr. GtLLANDER. That is the only way you can change the curve of

graduation.
Senator DouoLAs. I understand.
I am just trying toget the factual basis:
Mr. GULLANDER. Thi~ s icoltret. " '
Senator DOUGLAS. Do you have an estimate as to the relative pro-

portions returned or saved for gtoup s ver $20,000 or the taxable
brackets over $20,000, under H.R. 8363 ink 'untidr your bill?

Mr. GULLANDER. Let me.read you six'figures which I thiik will give
you this.

Senator DOUGLAs. Yes.
Mr. GULLANDER. We have in this fashi6n in the baicket from 12

to 22, you will recall we talked of 12 and below, from the bracket 12
to 22, H.R. 8363 is 4.5 percent; in our 6foposal it is 9.3.

In the bracket 22 to 50, H.R. 8363 is 2.4 ahn'our proposal is 5.8.
In $50,000 hrid ove it is 1.6 cb~pared to 2.2.
If I remember coirectly whbn you get'to the Very top' there is no

difference. I believe this is correct.
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Senator DouGLAS. Yes.
I am glad to have those figures for the record.
Thank you.
Mr. GuLANDioE. Thank you,
The CHAniMAN. Thank yoi very much, Mr,-Gullatnder.
The next witness is Mr. Arthur T. Roth, Bankers Committee foi

Tax Equality.
Take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF ARTHUR T. ROTH, COCHAIBMAN, BANKERS
COMMITTEE FOR TAX EQUALITY

Mr. ROTH. My name is Arthur T. Roth. I am chairman of- the
board of the Franklin National Bank, Franklin Square, Long Island,
N.Y.

I might say that we think ofour bank as a country bank. We call
ourselves a country bank even though we have total resources of over
a billion dollars but it wasi't, too many years ago when our resources
were just a half million dollars.

I appear before you as cochairman of the Bankers Committee for
Tax Equality. May I say, Senator, that the thesis of my testimony
today has to do with tax equality as the name of our committee indi-
cates. I am going to speak on the subject of the inequity between the
tax treatment afforded commercial banks and their competitors the
savings and loan associations and savings banks. When this basic
injustice is corrected, it will add .some $250 million to our tax rolls
as income and maybe it will help to correct the situation the NAM
spokesmen referred to -a few minutes ago-the overtaxation of the
middle-income group. This may make it possible to reduce their tax
rates somewhat.

I also have a reference in my testimony to inequities that exist be-
tween commercial banks themselves. Certain banks are allowed great
tax-free bad-debt reserves and others get practically none. Those
that are allowed the very small tax-free reserves for bad debts are the
many thousands of small banks in the United States. Some 90 per-
cent of the banks, are thus treated unfairly compared to the large
banks that have a high tax-free reserve for bad debts.

The views I express here today are those of the 5,500 members of the
Bankers Committee for Tax Equality.

Our testimony today deals both with the balance between revenues
and expenditures in this tax bill and with the competitive situation
in the savings industry. We hope our views will be helpful to your
committee in its consideration of the facts leading up to the many
decisions you will be called upon to make during the next several
weeks . , ,

In many ways, the very special.relationship of a commercial bank
to his customers gives him a better opportunity to evaluate the opinions
of both individuals and business concerns as to taxes and other financial
matters than is generally afforded to economists, lawyers, and indug-
trialists.. . ,

Whether in a large or small city, the banker's advice is sought
constantly by thousands of borrowers desirous of.making use of the
bank's credit facilities and depositors seeking financial counseling.

2 1 82--63-pt. 8--8
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In our free society, the commercial banker has the opportunity-of
analyzing the heartbeat of our economic system.

When the President's tax proposals were announced, the Bankers
Committee for Tax Equality was anxious to'obtain an accurate cross-
section opinion of commercial bankers from hll dv6r theUnited States
both in regard to proposed tax reductions and in regard to possible
reforms in our corporate and individual income tax structure.

Accordingly, our committee's staff, with the aid of a competent
professional polling organization, prepared a questionnaire which
was sent early in February 1963, to the presidents of all the 13,771
commercial banks in the United States.

Mr. Chairman, I am submitting a copy of this questionnaire and the
results of the poll should you desire to place it in the record at this
point.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The information referred to follows:)

Ta. reduction survey

Percent Number of
banks

1. Under what conditions would you favor a reduction in Federal Income
taxes? (Check 1 answer only.)

(e) No strings attached, we need a tax reduction at once............ 6 285
(6) Tax reduction now only If a substantial part of the loss In revenues

is made up by tax reform Included In the same legislation...... 5 235
(c) Tax reduction now only if a substantial part of the loss n revenues

Is made up by tax reforms Included In the same legislation and
if there is a signlflcant reduction In Government spending...... 45 2,137

(d) Tax reduction now only If there is a substantial reduction in Gov.
ernment spending; I do not favor tax reforms at this time..... 36 1,609

(e) I do not favor tax reduction at this time under any circumstanos.. 5 220
No answer................................ ................... 3 123

2. If you favored a reduction In Federal income taxes, In question above, do
you believe the best interests of our economy will b served by:

(e) Using the larger portion of the tax reduction to lower the corporate
income tax rates?........................................... ...... 1 091

() Using the larger portion of the tax reduction to lower the income
tax rates on individualsb.................................... 15 69

(r) Following the President's recommendation, which would result
in approximately 20 percent of the tax reduction going to cor-
poratlons and 80 percent of the tax reduction goingtondlviduals?. 50 2,390

Other comments................................................. 22
No annr er... ..... ..... ...... 15 700

3. Do you favor retaining the $60 dividend exclusion and the 4-percent dlvlF
dend-recelved credit, as it is now In the tax law, even though this reten-
tion may result In sacriding some new tax cuts?

(a) Ifavor retaining these features.................................. 79 8,706
(b) I favor eliminating these features................................. 1 78

No answer................................ 4 209
4. Should the tax reform bill Include provisions for taxation of savings and

loan asocatons and mutual savings banks on the same basis as com-
mercial banks?

95 percent, 4,480, yes; 2 percent, 76, no; 1 percent, 6s, no opinion; 2
percent, 80, no answer.

Total questionnaires mailed................................. .... .1,n71
Total replies received to Mar. 5,1963 ........................... . . 84 4,99

Mr. RoriH. Some 4,699 (34 percent) of the questionnaires were re-
turned by March 5, 1968, and tabulated. We are informed by the
polling organization, Central Surveys, Inc., that this response is
much greater than is usually experienced from pollings by mail using
questionnaires of this degree of complexity.

They also told us that the number returned constituted an adequate
sampling andpredicted that the percentages would remain virtually
unchanged if all 13,771 replied.
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An analysis made, by Central Surveys,; Inc., based on, the 4,699
responses, states: , : . .. ;

Thexe is very little support by American bankers for an Imblediate "n 'ndtrings
attached" Federal income tax reduction. As shown by the answers to question
1, only 6 percent favor this, but about as many (5 percent) oppose .reduction
tnow "under any circumstances." . A majority, 81 percent, favor a tax reduction
only If accompanied by a reduction in Government spending. This 81 percent
includes 45 percent who want both tax reforms and reduced Government spend-
ing, and 86 percent who want reduced Government spending but oppose tax
reforms at this time. Another 5 percent believe the loss In revenue should
be offset by tak reform but do not refer to a reduction in spending.

The analysis continues:
There is a big margin in favor of giving most of the taxr cut to Individuals

rather than corporations. Exactly 50 percent of the bankers follow the Presi-
dent's recommendation of approximately. 20 percent of the tax reduction going
to corporations and 80 percent to individuals, and another 15 percent say that
"the larger portion of the tax reduction should be used to lower the income
tax rate on individuals." Only 15 percent prefer to use the larger portion of
any tax reduction to reduce corporation income tax rates.

Retention of the $50 dividend exclusion and the 4 percent dividend-received
credit is favored by most (70 percent) bankers. Only 17 percent would eliml-
nate these features from the present tax regulations.

Nearly all (95 percent) would tax savings and loan associations and mutual
savings banks on the same basis as commercial banks. Only 2 percent object
to such a provision.

I might say here again if these so-called mutual thrift institutions
were taxed on the same basis as commercial banks, it would add $250
million annually to the tax revenues or Treasury. We realize, of
course, that this survey was made about 7 months ago and it is possible
that events in the meantime may have changed the opinions 6f some
bankers.

We do not believe, however, that a survey made today would differ
substantially. The considered opinion of a banker based on a cold
appraisal of the economic facts is not subject to much change. The
facts have not changed, as this committee is well aware.

To me, the survey indicates that bankers are in accord with Presi-
dent Kennedy's promise that an immediate and substantial reduction
of Federal tax rates on individual and corporate incomes would both
increase employment and production and lead to an overall growth
of our domestic economy.

Their replies indicate they believe a substantial part of this reduc-
tion should go to. individuals to increase their consumption potential
and a lesser part to corporations as an incentive to capital investment.

The bankers' conclusion that there should be no tax reduction unless
there is a "significant reduction in Government expenditures" re-
flects their fear of the dangers inherent in uncontrolled deficit
financing.

I have discussed this point with many of them and believe that they
are trying to tell us that there must be positive indications of a return
to a balanced budget. This policy change is necessary 1or the estab-
lishment of a sound dollar both at home and abroad.

While our members view a tax cut as necessary to stimulate our
economy, the bankers agree it must not be of such magnitude as to
threaten possible inflation nor, on the other hand, should it be so small
as to be ineffective.
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As you gentlemen well appreciate, the bill before you calls for a loss
of revenues of $11.7 billion resulting from reductions in corporate
and individual tax rates.

It provides for a net recovery of $600 million from other struc-
tural changes and reforms. We feel, therefore, that the additional
$250mnillion which could be secured from fully taxing mutual savings
lanks and savings and loan associations is no insignificant amount,
particularly when compared to the $600 million the House recovered.

Looked at from another viewpoint, this $250 million in additional
revenue would make possible another one-half of 1 percent reduction
in the corporate rate or it might be used to make an important con-
tribution toward reducing the tax rate of the middle-income bracket
as suggested by Mr. Gullander, president of NAM, this morning.

As bankers, we support the principle , so ably enunciated m the
Presidential tax message, that th "revision of our Federal tax system
on an equitable basis is crucial" to the "growth and vigor of our na-
tional economy."

We agree that high Federal income taxes constitute an "unrealistic
drag" 'o "private purchasing power, initiative, andincentive."

,TIe measure before you tends to alleviate effects of'the high tax
burden and to correct some of the injustices that presently exist in
our tax structure. For this reason, we believe that the bill should be
passed. Nevertheless, its passage would still leave many inequitable
situations which affect adversely major segments of our economy.
,, One such situation concerns the partial freedom from taxes still
enjoyed by.mutual savings banks and savings and loan associations.
This unfair advantage permits them to pay higher returns for the
savings dollar than can be paid by fully taxed commercial banks.

This attraction -for the savings dollar has increased their loanable
funds to the point that they now seek newinvestment outlets outside
their specialized field of home financing.

Should they be allowed to expand their functions into new fields,
the tax base will be further eroded at the expense of commercial banks
and the Federal Treasury. Surely, correction of this inequitable situ-
ation falls within the scope of the President's tax message which
proposes:

Broadening of the base of the individual and corporate income taxes, to re-
move unwarranted special privileges, correct defects In the tax law, and provide
more equal treatment of taxpayers-thereby permitting a larger reduction In tax
rates than would otherwise be possible and making possible my proposals to
alleviate hardships and inequities.

Mr. Chairman, your committee has long been the champion of tax
equity. In. 151, it was the Senate Finance Committee, under the
chairmanship of Senator George, which'first proposed to tax these
so-called mutual financial ipstitutins on the same basis as commercial
banks. ,.The committee approved.provisions to subject their income
to the same corporate tax rates as commercial banks and to permit
them to make the same tax-free additions to bad-debt loss reserves.

Unfortunately, the bill was amended,on the floor of the Senate and
in theconference committee to provide a special,loss reserve.

In iHouse Report No., 1447,, 87th Congress, d session, 1962, the
House had this to say about these previous efforts:

In 1951, however, Congress repealed the exemption of these mutual savings
institutions, and subjected them to the regular corporate Income tax. At the
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same time, however, these institutions were allowed a special deduction for a4dl-
tions to bad-debt reserves which proved to b. sp large tPatthey have remained
virtually tax exempt since 1951.

As you will remember, the 1951 legislation provided that a mutual
savings bank or a savings and loan association, although subject to
regular corporate rates on taxable' income could, ake an addition to
a reserve for bad debts each year so long as-.

(1) The amount set aside did not exceed, the income return
for that year, and , , . I

(2) The amount was not, in,, of that necessary to bring
its total reserves and surplus. up ,tp,12 percent, f its deposits or
withdrawable accounts at the cloq e the year. , .

During the decade that follpwqd, from 4952 to 1961,,therassets of
these mutual savings banks and saqings and loanassociations grew
from $41 to $125 billion.

During the same 10 years, they paid Federal income taxes of less
than $70 million, while they retained $5,500 million tax-free as addi-
tions to reserves, surplus, and undivided profits. This represents the
payment of slightly over I percent in Federal income taxes. :

Taking note of this situation, the President, in his tax meSi a6 of
April 20 1961, called attention to the existing iiequity in the fTlow-
i: g words:

Some of the most Important types of private savings and lending Instutittios
in the country are accorded tax deductible reserve pi-ovisioniwhich substantially
reduce or eliminate their Federal tax liability..

He further states: .' '
These provisions should be reviewed with the aim of insuring nondiscrimina-

tory treatment. ,
Implementing the President's tax message, the Treasury submitted

its recommendations for taxation of mutual savings banks and sv-
ings and loan associations to. the Ways 4nd Means Co m ittee . ,

On Auigust 8,1961, the Treasury sugeed that these, mstititions-
be allowed to retain earingp tax free only In accordance with a bad-debt reset re
formula comparable to formula apled to com rercigl , ke; that is, their
bad-debt reserve ceiling would be.li itedto three times tr average annual
loss experience over the worst con6ecutlve 20.te periodd since ld.i '

The Treasury estimated that this' wold'piroduce an average ba4-
debt reserve ceiling of between 2 to 3 percent of uninsueid Joan, which
would be comparable to the average ceiling of 2.4 pernt pp),icable
to commercial banks,

In its tntativ: decision ' t a t taiese mutual financial instutituins
in a more effective manner, the Ways and seas Committee followed
substantially th'Treasury suggestions. The committee released of
January 80, 162, stated: : . . .:

.The, committee; tentatively decided ot a system for taxing, mutual savings
banks and saving and loan association. * When the new proyvlons become fully
effective (1906), 8uch organizations would 'be allowed a lss deduction, in lieu
of the present bad-debt reserve, equal to 38 percent of the net increase in all
loans made during the year. Where such.an organization can show, based
upon its past experience a need for a higher rate, under appropriate, formulas
to be developed by thL' easury Department, such higher rate could tb used.

A 3-year transition period was provided during which the so-called
mutual thrift institutions would have paid less than the full rate of
taxation.
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During the first year, they would have paid a tax equal to 60 percent
of the regular tax; during the second year, 66% percent; during the
third year, 831 percent; and in the fourth year they would have paid
full tax. New associations would have been permitted to build re-
serves up to the 3 -percent levels.

In subsequent deliberations on the Revenue Act of 1962, thl Ways
and Means Committee, departing from its tentative decision intro-
duced the concept of a transfer of tax-free income to a bad-debt re-
serve equal to 60 percent of taxable income annually with no limita-
tions on the amount to be accumulated.

In so doing, the House committee followed a most unorthodox tax
theory permitting the establishment of unlimited reserves bearing no
relation to experience or reality. In attempting to justify its action,
the Ways and Means Committee, stated, in its report (H. Rept.
No. 1447) :

Your committee's bill does not impose any overall ceiling on the amount which
may be accumulated by a mutual savings institution with respect to Its reserve
for losses on qualifying real property loans. However, your committee intends,
from time to time, to review the status of this reserve to be sure that the balances
maintained in these reserves remain reasonable in light of the overall require-
ments of the mutual savings institutions.

After we called this matter to the Senate Finance Committee's at-
tention in our presentation of April 11 1962, your committee re-
sponded by inserting a provision in the Revenue Act of 1962, which
limited these loss reserves on qualified real property loans to 6 percent
of these loans. In explanation, the committee stated (see S. Rept. No.
1881, 87th Cong., 2d sess. p. 41), that this amount:

* * * in your committee's estimation should provide an adequate protection
against losses. Therefore, the deduction of any amount in excess of this is
believed inappropriate.

While this limitation would be effective in subjecting nongrowing
institutions to full payment of Federal income tax, in the judgment
of bankers and others it would be wholly ineffective in limiting tax-
free transfers to loss reserves on the part of fast-growing institutions.

Such rapid growth may be anticipated since most housing experts
expect hotnebriilding to continue at its present high rate. Some
authorities anticipate even greater growth in the last half of this
decade.

When the representatives of the savings and loan industry appeared
before the Senate Finance Committee last year in an effort to preserve
their special tax privileges, they complained that passage of' the
Revenue Act of 1962 would force many of them out of business.

They testified that increased taxation would prevent them from
servicing the home construction business of America and would result
in the need for tremendous governmental aid to the housing industry.

In testifying before the Senate Finance Cofimittee, Henry A. Bubb,
legislative committee chairman, U.S. Savings & Loan League, said
that during the 1950's their assets grew on an average of about 15
percent a year. He continued:

Were this Congress to adopt a law for savings and loan associations remotely
resembling that recommended by the commercial banks, the need for various
types of governmental aid to housing would reach unprecedented levels * * *

Our mission in life is to assist American families in all walks of life to buy
homes. We earnestly hope that the congressional decision on the tax law will
not place any insurmountable obstacle to our performing this job.
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The next witness before your committee was Oscar R. Kreiitz,
legislative chairman, National League of Insured Savings Associa-
tions, who echoed the sentiments of Mr. Bubb, saying:

The impact of the House proposals will be severe and immediate upon all
institutions * * *. All associations, beginning in 1968, under the provisions
of the House bill, would face substantial increases in costs. Their ability to pay
a competitive return on savings would be correspondingly reduced, which In turn
would markedly reduce the flow of savings into the home, mortgage lending
field ** *

Gentlemen, all of these dire predictions concerning the consequences
of passing the 1962 Revenue Act have proved to be false, completely
false.

The-assets of the savings and loan associations recently passed the
$100 billion mark. They are continuing to.grow.at an ever-increasing
rate. In the first half:o this year alone, savings and loan associations
obtained $6 billion in new savings.

According to the Wall Street Journal of October 18, 1963, the U.S.
Savings & Loan League reported an.increase of $915 million in the
net savings in the Nation's savings and loan associations for the month
of September. The league also stated:

* * * The gain for the third quarter was about the same as for the like 1962
quarter, in contrast to increases of 19 percent in the first quarter and 51 percent
in the second quarter * * *

Savings ahd loan associations nationally added more than $2 billion to their
mortgage portfolios in September, boosting the total for the quarter to $6.0 bil-
lion, up 28 percent from the'year-earller quarter, the league said. The associa-
tions also had on their books on September 80 some $3 billion in commitments
to make futuoremortgages, up 25 percent from the year-earlier figure and "point-
ing to a continued high lending volume over the balance of the year," the trade
group said.

It would almost seem as if they have been too successful for their
own good. Instead of their dividend rates being reduced, 1963 has
seen a continuing rise in the dividend returns paid by mutual savings
banks and savings and loan associations despite the fact that the provi-
sions of the 1962 Revenue Act took. effect January 1, this year.

As ou gentlemen well know, tie widely heralded shortage of funds
to finance home mortgages has not materialized. Actually, there is
a surplus of sutch funds, so much so that with the continued increase in
savings placed with these.institutions.they.actively are seeking new
sources ofinvestment and. additional bankingpowers.

Just this month, the House Bankingand Currency Committee held
hearings on H.R. 8245, which, among other things, would permit
Federal chartered savings and loan. associations toinvest in State and
municipal bonds and to make loans on household furnishings and
equipment, to provide funds to finance college education, and to make
loans on mobile homes. They don't know what to do with all that
money.

At the same time the savings and loan, associations are seeking au-
thority to accept for deposit.public funds of the United States, funds,
of private pension and profit-sharing plans, and funds of small busi-
ness investment companies.

Representatives of mutual savings banks have also appeared before
the same committee, testifying on H.R. 258, asking for the establish-
ment of a national system of Federal mutual savings banks.
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We believe these actions of the mutuals seeking new outlets for the
investment of their surplus funds and new powers refute the major
arguments they themselves have advanced for tax favoritism over
their competitors, the commercial banks..

Equal taxatiqo can be accomplishedby removing the present pro-
visions in the Revenue Act which permit the socalled mutual thrift
institutions to divert either-

(1) Sixty percent of their annual income to the tax-free loss
reserve, or

(2) An amount necessary to increase the loss reserve to 3 per-
cent of qualified property loans at the close of the year.

Elimination of these provisions would permit the Treasury Depart-
ment to apply the same administrative rulings for the determination
of bad-debt allowances that novw apply to commercial banks.

As I pointed out earlier in my testimony, your committee originally
made this recommendation in 1951.': (See S. 4ept. 781, 82d Cong.
1st sess., pp. 25 to 28.) At that tinie thb Senate Finance Committee
summed up its action as follows:

At the present time, mutual savings banks are In active competition with
commercial banks and life insurance companies for the public savings, aid they
compete with many types of taxable Institutions in the security and real estate
markets. As a result your committee believes that the continuance of the tax-
free treatment now accorded mutual savings banks would be discriminatory.
So long as they are exempt from income tax, mutual savings banks enjoy,'the
advantage of being able to finance their growth out of earnings without in-
curring the tax liabilities paid by ordinary corporations when they. undertake
to expand through the use of their own reserves. The tax treatment.provided
by your committee would place mutual savings banks on a parity, with their
competitors.

In regard to savings and loan associations the committee i i1951
said:

The grounds oi which your committee's bill taxes savings and loan associa-
tions on their retained earnins, after making a reasonable allowance for
additions to reserves for bad debts, are the same as those on which mutual
savings banks are taxed under, the bill. Moreover,, saice savings and loan
associations are no longer self-contaied cooperative Institutions as they were
when originally organized there is relatively little difference between their
operations and those of other financial institutiotis' which accept deposits and
make real estate loans. *

In 1961, the Treasury advanced the same suggestion.
For a short period of time thi Hdifi6' Wayi'hd Means Committee

also proposed to giant the so-called inutul finanja; institutioiis a
loss reserve of only 3.5 percent of loans. ' '

SMr. Chairman, I have taken the valuable'time of ybur committee
to review this 'legisltive history in .oider to establish ohe extremely
important fact.. ' ' " '

At one time6'bthnther, your conimitteA, the House Committee n
Ways and Means, the Treasury, and the President have recoghiSed
the loss of revenue and the injustie inherent in' a double standard
of taxation applied fo commercial banks anid tie6r competitor . Since
everyone coiibeitd agrees that ~6methinig soldd be done, I respect-
fully submit, gentlemen, that this tax bill is'a good place to do it.

Not only would such actioih coistitute an' elezientary step for tax
reform and eliminate a glaring iiiequity, but based on' estimates
furnished last year by the joint staff to your committee'it would pro-
duce approximately $250 millioli a year in new revenue.
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Certainty ti tax re orm Mneet8 all, thl , 'tr Ii~~ iy t1$0
President. IL coiistitutes "removal of certain e' fi' id Lr

Tbigrefrm ~d 4t~nly"reM#6un~iainted -'9 iai privileges-
correct de'f&kc 'in the tax law' 'and 'prO'ile 1116re"64iuat tr~aflnietito
taxpayerss" r.~~ intino diinll'tewsb
permit "A 1ii'ei ieduct~ioiinfti'x rates ,6,~d'terisb tld w
ble,"as the PMe~dent Aig~d

MO.Whalman, t~ie Tang ine]essa -1 tQ gYec'ftli~ ref6iffn1 ad sec'~ ie
for' tlj T Tre"sry a qiiit .rter [of a bill6 l r evefiile s asimpe
change . All that is ricUayisfrt~i int~ oeinia~ e
593 of the ;Eterial Myvenup 'Code, of 1954' (as amended), Which, pro
vi~es the special, foijnula f rd armfnifpsh amot~ W'f income Whwhc
mutual savings. Ila-U-61 ajid savings FOjd loAnl associations can add 'to
bad-dbt. loss re§evqs &nl a a~rasis

The*Slimirq ilop f this's.0i6ii w'16iidMak6' thiese in-ti~it iq suibjf
to. section 6P 4O .)which1,g 'rant th68 %er~r iot tfi6 T"6easury cic
tiona ry powers to prescib hd-debt l'oss reserve treatmenti' ' he Seke~
retard has already iniae i ligest apple the samneuls

to mt~il's~yi I~ak~ad s~viigond ll atssobiatfots as now apply
to ~ ~ ~ 4 oore~a Iak iii'jr point" whi tli Thwnkers'

rClin'irlnan,' I~ now ina0
Oillmitteo. for TaxEqiiality -wished me to present to Your' committee

While I ani here- hW6'ek I -beliq~'yw, mi ht be, 'linterestd in, obr
groups. readtion i'o t'ht3 a"ijilicdibA"f'f thie bad1bt t6finilhWP~e~eitly
ilvd force Omntmrcial basis ' ;. t ', , "

The I rqsen't fori~nultifor'bstd-deb reserves isunworkatblenhd mijist
to he dit o' bin' ~ltnst'rrdic~iousasit applies'to commerciall

banks. I"-
"Replaohng thiA present, formula, -with, i uniform loss' ir'esosrve offers

another opportunity fur- yotir'c6miitiee 4b: eliminate another fnequity
in 6u~t ta'* St~tr.'

Wh'lat is thi4 pteseht formiia that I complain-about? '

tindr ~d~W~16(a) liy bil'iess, ean charge, off ac1tl 'ose
arl ing fror bad debts-.- &0ct16n-166(c) -providea an alternate formuit
by which, at, the discretion of the Secretary of the Treasury,. an prgani-,
zatiol' may dedfictumountu Which, representa reasonable additioilr to
a reserve for bad debts.,.: , ~. :

Many commercial,1jb~hki still ptefepi to usew the 'speific, chargeoff
ulethbd of Aeointi, 'iild others fiai shiifted to the-resetve method
in line with uhtio& -phlVNo.!r62o9, Iksued, December 8i::1947 (C.13,

'972 .26). ',Thig dniistitfive ruling provided -that, -in th;6 case
of commercial'banki, the n~lxmux lw hich call be deducted fr6m. tax-
able income, in any one year, shhll' bt an, amount equal to the average
annual loss for the most recent 20-.year p~eiod (ningwfv~rage).

Thiis amount eanlnqt bring thetotal balance'to more thani three times
such average annual loss. This ruling wa odified in' 1954 by a sup-
plemental mimeograph .54-55 (G.BY"1954-Li 66)! to',pelHMitthe use
of any consecutive 20-ya Period nftei: 1027, to determine the average
annual fftcetor. Tho ruling fqllWs ,'''

A bank~, In computi'arieason ablb additio' to its reserve for bad debts, may
use an average experience factor based dfi'ant '20 iconsectitive years df experience
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after 1927, In lieu of a moving average experience factor determined on a basis
of 20 years including the taxable year.

This ruling froze the depression experience into the formula but it
still failed to recognize that efficient banks needed such reserves as well
as the inefficient who experienced the worst losses in the early depres-
sion years.

The need today is uniformity in the establishment of loss reserves.
There can be no assurance that those banks who suffered in the late
1920's and early 1930's will be the ones who require assistance in any
recession ahead. The law of averages tends to rule out this possibility.

In talking to bankers throughout the country, I find them almost
unanimous in their opinion that a uniform method in the establish-
ment of reserves should be substituted for the present ridiculous
formula which attempts to measure future losses by the experience of
individual institutions during.the great depression.

An actual example of the extremes produced by this forniula is
recorded in the 95th Annual Report of the Comptroller of the Cur-
rency for 1957. Referring to a study which had lust been conducted
of "Reserve for Bad-Debt Losses on Loans," Comptroller Ray M.
Gidney stated, and I quote:

The reserve for bad-debt study revealed substantial inequities between com-
mercial banks having very high loan loss experience factors and those having
small factors. Simply to show the spread between the high and low loan loss
factors, a bank in Illinois is permitted under the present formula to establish
reserves for bad debts equal to 24 percent of its eligible loans. On the low side,
a bank in Pennsylvania having eligible loans of $1,400,000 has a loan loss factor
of only 0.002 percent entitling it to a present reserve ceiling of only $84.

In other words, the bank in Illinois is permitted to set up a tax-free
reserve of 24 cents out of every dollar while the bank in Pennsylvania
is permitted only six one-thousandths of a cent out of every dollar for
the same reserve.

On $1 million in eligible loans one bank is permitted a reserve of
$240,000 while another would be limited to only $60.

One bank has a tax-free advantage 4,000 times greater than the
other. It would not surprise me at all to discover that the loans in the
bank with the $60 loss reserve actually contain the greater risk. Un-
just ? Yes, it is also ridiculous and obviously unwarranted. It is just
plain stupid.

Here are some of the reasons why a uniform rate for bad-debt re-
serves, should be established, rather than using a rate based on an
individual bank's historical experiences of the 1980's;

1. Many banks with a high degree of risk loans have a smaller
loss ratio than others with a low degree of.risk loans.

2. The formula is largely based on the experience of the depression
yea rs of 1930 to 1936 which is no longer applicable because-

A. Banks are better supervised. .
B. Depressions should not again be as severe.
C. The Federal Reserve has broader lending powers to aid

banks than in 1930-36.
D. We have FDIO insurance.
E. Lending practices of banks are much improved.
F. The 1930-36 lending experience of a bank is no indication

of its future prospect for losses. Management, types of loans,
economic conditions all have changed.
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Consider especially the effect of the present formula on mall banks.
They need more protectionbecause of their location in' single industry
areas of little or no diversification. They grant iorel1oans tb mal
businesses where there is the greatest risk. They cannot afford to pay
adequate salaries for high-skilled credit officers. .

It may surprise you to learn that nearly 50 percent of -all om-
mercial banks-mostly small banks-eet up no tax-free bad-debt re-
serves under the present Treasury formula. . .

Why The formula is too complicated. Detailed re-ords dating
back 30-odd years are not readily available, especially in the small
banks.

Furthermore, the formula may produce a rate unworthy of the
effort.

The American Banker of May 27, 1963, effectively summarizes the
objections of the members of the bankers committee to. the formula
presently applied to commercial banks, and I quote what appeared in
the American Banker:

These ratios are based on a period In the past and often bear small resemblance
to a bank's loss experience In the current period. Obviously there are Inequities
In the formula, as the Comptroller's advisory committee suggested last summer,
not only between banks, but with respect to other financial institutions.

In seeking tax justice, we respectfully suggest that-
1. Al financial institutions should be subject to the same rules

in the establishment of bad-debt loss reserves that now apply to
commercial banks.

2. That consideration be given to altering the present Treasury
regulations to relate such reserves to risk assets instead of to actual
experience during a bygone period in our economic history.

Congress can either delegate the responsibility for changing the
formula to the Treasury setting forth the guideline to be followed, as
it has done in the past, or Congress can change the formula by law.

This concludes my testimony speaking for the Bankers Cnmmittee
for Tax Equality. I personally, have some thoughts on a formula
that I believe would meet with the favor of the Treasury as well as a
goodly number of bankers.

I must say however, this is my own view and does t represent the
position of the members of the bankers 'committee. The committee
has not yet taken an official stand on such a formula. W We are con-
sidering.submitting these views as well as the views of others to our
membership fora vote of approval.

In the meantime, gentlemen, I now propose a reform hioh will cost
my own institution, Franklin National Bank, $4 million in additional
taxes, in the interest of tax equality.

Frariklin National. Bank has-an unfair advantage over'the iaerage
commercial bank. We are permitted a tax.free.reserve for bad debts
which is 25 percent higher than the average commercial bank. This
reserve formula is based on the experience of cur bank in the thirties
when we were a half-million-dollar bank, and today we are a billion-
dollar bank.

How can you do those things? We don't need this kind of a reserve.
And more important, the average bid-debt reserve which applies
to all banks, is in my opinion also t"o high.
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Theret6re,(i pr iop thit this be corrected and as I said it Will cost
iS $4olnliin- addiftiftd i8 t ,et to our own institution if it is cor-
reicted.. My-ijosa1"ij) ~s.'do dVa with the' present ridiculous
foiiuh for bad-debtr'Veterves And replace it with on'e that is sound,
just and equitable to all. " ' '' :

ofAii - i tli- fori a A.i!c 1 ribse ieretoda y A reserve

A. Four ercen on the fit5 kiillioxA of eligible loan, and'
B. 'I'wo percent on eLgibI loins over $5 million.

'What effect 'w'ill this' proposed ormula have orn revenue to the
Treasury? The revised formula should produce a slight increase in
revenue to theO Tieiisiry.

Here is an estimate of the rates which would be available to, various
size banks utfider'the proposed formula,'as of December 31, 1961.

(The tAble followsI

Deposits Number 1 fReserve for bad debt formula
banks

LUst tban $,000,000..' 1,181 4 percent.
Sl,000t 000t.0 ................................. 2,481 Do.
$2,000,000 to$3,000,000............................... ... , Do.
$3,000,000 to ,000000. .................. 2,454 Do.
$5 OO000~ to 5*0,000....................... 2, 5P Do.
$16,600. to 23000o ........ .7 4tO-erent.

Sto 9,000,0............................52 toZ 3cent.
550 00.000 to *00.000000 .. .......... 22 3to rent.
FR0,ooo000,to 10000000... ....................... .24 2 percente.

M ,06:00 t -------- 39 2 p t.
Moof than 1,000,000,00% ...... . 7"' Do.

NoMe-Bsttrated eligible loans foF all banks range from 40 to 60 percent of deposits.

Here Ihave tabulkted th 'deposit; of these banks, And tl6 number
of banirk in eachcateg'1'l' Rid th'ieserve for bacl-d~bt for-ru a that
would apply to te boiks.. You w&iltsee that the 4-perc~ntreerve
would apply to fll banks ,*ithd bsitg of less than $10,milljoi.

'For banks with 'doits of bdtwee4 $10 and $25 million te. formula
'vodidd be some*heie bdtween'4 d d '3 percent,. Here wehavO'covered
92 percent of all the banks in the country and giv'them' , better
reserve, thn'ih 1i'Wtbdt.$t by' &r. We hlr provided .& taxree,
b'ad-det ~-q~e've fbti~~ mt of these i[rna banks thtfind it, impossible
to $ et the' flures tk0thet i to A t i'i a reerVe, uidor the rent ysem.
Ail[ testified pi'dvslhu thii ts s !ome 40.obdd perentof te mnaX ks
of the country. They will now enjoy ai, opp.Ortuiy Ito haveatjux-
ie ~s f ~i~t ad ;debts ~hb~h' fY.'t- . .. 'I

MOf dhse, the ta losses resultiiig from what we a e givin to'these
small banks is offset by reducingte ceta o 0rfree ryes
f 61 th" laer banks, like our own. have over 31ieent 'reserves
ard ive~iiid 1te rduc to 2 percnt'u~er this4hlan ''

'he bidkr banks, don't feid It as much hs the sml bahk.
Mr, Roni Tha'nk 6d 1 Mr. ChirmAn aud iinbers' of the Senhte

Finihce'Cmiftittefor th ,6pportuity t app'here tody.
The CMAIRMAN. Thank you.
SenatbrDMr6La. Mr. ]Rth,'I don't know with

l your proposAis on tax'itio ofnituWAl building and 1oaii 'asso6i -
tions and mutual savings bnks liuise of the element of ii tulity
which these organizations still have, and Which could be, in my
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opinion, and should be, futher developed, but I do want to pay tribute
to you for two things that I kniw about:

First, you .with your assoites, including my friend, Mr. Tark
of Chicago, and Mr. Stoddarld of Michigan, were theonly bafikers i
the country, so far as I know, last year to endorse ani advocate the
imposition of withholding the basic individual income tax n divi,
dends and interest just as this s withheld on wages and salaries and I
want to say you set a great, example of publiO spirit in doipg tis,

You were of tremendous help not only by your example, but i the
concrete suggestions you offered showing that the administrative
difficulties would be very slight'. , .

Now, unfortunately, we lost that battle and it will be some years or
some time before we can return to it but I want to tell you how grateful
I personally am for this.

Mr. RoTi. Thank you, Senator..
Since you bring it up, I might say I don't think we really lost the

battle. I think we gained a great 'al from it I still firmly believe
and many bankers now recognize the fact that this system of reporting
that we have today is far more costly than withholding would have
been. Of course, withholding would.have brought in a great more
revenue to the Treasury, too.

On the other hand, if this question of withholding had not come up
and if we had not discussed it fully, as we did, I don't think we would
have account numbers today as we do in the reporting system. To the
extent that the Congress was enabled to put through this numbering
system so today we have all these people reporting, their numbers to
the Treasury we have benefited,, It has surprised me. I think we
are going to get more in taxes than I anticipated because of the report-
ing. It may be far more than I anticipated.

Some day we may have withholding. When we do we will have
gained by securing this necesary information for Internal Revenue.
Withholding a by have been delayed for a few years but a lot of good
may have come out of all of the discussion.

Senator DouoGAs. In other words, that was a sacrifice fly which
brought the run from third base. [Laughter.]

Mr. Ro'r. Yes, all right, I will agree to hat.,
Senator DOUGLAS. Well now let me say there is a second reason why

I admire you, aid that is the fact you started with a very small bank
on Long Island, what used to be known as Long Island City.

Mr. ROTH. No, it was the Franklin Square National Bank in
Franklin Square. ' .

Senator DOUGLAS. You say your assets are now over billion
dollars? ' ' bi li

Mr. ROT. 'Over a billion dollars,; ,
Senator DouGts. -How much over .. .
Mr. RoTH. A billion one fifty million dollars . .
Senator DOUGLAS. Among the banks of th6 country what is your

relative.sizet .
Mr. Rori. 25th in size.
SniatoIti Db ' GLs. 25th. ' :" .
I iioticed yoiihave ati been stiucesd ful in fighting off' largely su'e

cesful 'in fighting o fftheffors t he gigantic New Ydrk banks to
movei oit6 iog Iland, aind 'to largely take over the business in' that
area, isn't that true
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Mr. ROTH. To a large extent we have. The years we fought them
we grew in size and now we areof the size where we can effectively
compete with them. Maybe if we had given in years ago they might
have taken us over, but there is no chance of that today.

Senator DOUoLAS. I want to congratulate you because I happen
to believe in a broad distribution of economic power and while I have
nothing against the gigantic New York banks, I don't think it is a
healthy thing to have a relatively small number of huge institutions
dominate the lending and the investment field in the country.

I want to say that I take a great deal of pride in seeing you success-
fully carry out what some of us believe the essence of the American
system is, namely, ethical and competitive capitalism rather than mo-
nopolistic capitalism.

Mr. ROTH. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DOUGoLA. Have you made an estimate as to how mush added

revenue the changes -which we- made last year in the taxation of
savings-building and loan associations and mutual savings banks
would bring to the Treasury I

Mr. ROTH. I am afraid the Treasury is going to collect considerably
less than we hoped they would collect under the changes made last
year. These institutions have found ways of avoiding the payment
of taxes. Their very growth has been one way of avoiding it. As
you can see from my testimony, the formula applied to these so-called
mutual thrift institutions is based upon size and the amount of their
loans. Of course, many have grown so fast that when you apply
the 60 percent of income formula whereby they are allowed to set up
a tax-free reserve based on their ever increasing loans, there is very
little on which they have to pay a Federal income tax.

I don't recall exactly what the figures were. I thought it was in
the neighborhood of $200 million we expected to be able to collect this
year in the form of taxes through the bill that was enacted last year.
I would say if we collected halfthat amount we *ould be fortunate.

Senator DOUGLAS. I wondered if the staff could get figures from the
Treasury as to what their estimates are on the added revenue.

The CHAIHMAN. Obtain that for the record.
(The figures referred to follow:)

TREASURY DEPARTMENT,
AsSISTANT SECRETARY,

Washington, October 31, 1968.
Mr. COLIN F. STAMP,
Joint Committee on Internal Revenue Taration,
House Offce Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR MR. STAM: I understand that you were asked to obtain a revised Treas-
ury estimate of the increase in tax imposed on mutual banks and savings and loan
associations under the Revenue Act of 1962.

The original estimate, a revenue gain (gross) of 9200 million, was based on
incomes estimated for calendar year 1963. The later data now available do not
indicate a need to revise that estimate.

Sincerely,
STANLEY 8. SUBRBY.

Mr. ROTH. When we continue to enact these compromise legislative
provisions dealing with the taxation of savings and loan associations
instead of something that is straightforward and which subjects them
to full Federal taxes we continue tax inequities. The Treasury should
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e permitted to set up a proper loan loss ratid that would be applied
to both savings banks and savings and loans and commercial banks,
equally.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
But shouldn't there be a higher rate of bad debts on real estate

loans than on ordinary commercial banking, ordinary loans ?
Isn't that a more risky business
Mr. RoTh. Under ordinary circumstances, with carefully made

loans I would say no. With the way some of the lending is being
handled in California and other areas of the country including your
State of Illinois I would say there is more risk, but unnecessarily so.
With the little authority that is given to the Federal Home Loan Bank
Board to properly supervise these institutions, I would say, yes. We
are starting at the wrong point when we say give them a higher re-
serve to compensate for poorly made loans. I say, see that they are
properly supervised first, the same as commercial banks are super-
vised.

The Federal Home Loan Bank Board has little or no authority over
the savings and loan associations to get them to adhere to good
banking practices.

That is your trouble, not the loss reserves.
Senator DouGiAs. May I say that, of course, you are aware, are

you not, that part of the trouble in Illinois, and there is trouble there,
has come because of a law which was passed, I believe, in the early
1950's under the aegis of a gentleman by the name of Orville Hodge,
which permitted the conversion of mutuals into stock, profitmaking
stock, companies.

Mr. ROTm. That is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. And that the difficulties have occurred almost

entirely among these institutions, isn't that true?
Mr. ROTH. That is true and that is what your difficulty is in the

State of California where Mr. McMurray has so much trouble. He
can't control the institutions in that State, and the ones he can't
control in the State of California are the stock savings and loan
associations.

Senator DoUGLAS. Well, I would simply like for the record to point
out that this occurred some years back when one of the most powerful
political figures in the State was Mr. Orville Hodge, who later went
to the penitentiary for embezzling approximately $21/ million to the
State.

He returned a million and a half of it and this was then said to
be an adequate return.

Mr. ROTr. I would like to repeat, yes, I say they may appear to
iieed higher reserves in many areas than the commercial banks because
of high-risk lending they are doing today. But the kind of lending
they are doing today is the fault of lack of supervision, and the lack
of supervision is apparently because Congress has not given the
Home Loan Bank Board the kind of authority it needs in order to
supervise these institutions properly.

Senator DoroiLAS. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator lfennett?
Senator BENNETr. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Morton
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,,,.Senator MoRTON. No questions.
The CiIAIRNAN. Than you..
The next witness is Mr. Carloll FP. ewis, the Manufacturers Asso-

ciation of the City of Bridgeport, Conn.

STATEMENT OP CARROLL F LEWIS, HONORARY CHAIRMAN, COM-
MITTEE ON TAXATI HE MANFAQTUtRERP ASSOCIATION OF

-THE CITY OP BRIDGEPORT,. CONN., INC.

Mr. iLws. Goppd morning, Seators.. .
IMy name is Carroll F, Lewis. Forthe past 20 years I have een

actively., egage in .Federal, State,and local taxation for a national
corporation . . . , . . , .

Until retiring, recently. I was the ,t ax accountant for a large. manu-
facturing concern located in the G(reate r )3rigeport area, I, appear
as honorary chairman ,of .the Committee .on Taaxation. p the Manu-
facturers Association of the City of Bridgeport, Conn., Inc.

This association's committee on taxation is comprised of 17 tax
executives of small, medium, and large member manufacturers. ,It
has been active on matters of Federal, State, and local taxation since
1950..

The Manufacturers Association of Bridgeport has a membership of
some 100 manufacturers in the Greater Bridgeport labor market area.

:We desire .to present briefly our observations on the Revenue Act
of 1968 (HR. 8863) as passed by the House of Representatives and its
practical effect upon manufacturers, manufacturing executives and
other employees..

Also we will review the general economic impactqf .the measure
particularly withrespect to the creation of job opportunities which
would provide increased employment by manufacturers
, Industry has long been throttled by high wartime and postwar tax

rates which choke off any real -opportunity to expand productive
facilities and provide employment opportunities for those presently
unemployed and for .our exploding youth, population which is just
beginning to flood into the labor market
.The Bridgeport Manufacturers Association: and its committee on

taxation: have, long espoused the need for tax rate reform on a. sound
economic and fiscal basis. . . .. :

SMajor changes in our .tax system are made at infrequent intervals.
It is imperative that a constructive tax rate reform program; be
adopted now to restore the healthful growth of our national economy.

It is equally important that in making urgently needed reforms n
the individual and, corporate segments of -our Federal tax structure
that we do not embrace new principles which might prove! harmful
to individuals or to our national financial stability in the future.-

The bill now before you.which its spons6rs predict will stimulate
economic activity by. manufacturers and other private enterprises falls
far short of accomplishing this purpose.

Instead, it would provide millons.of individual taxpayers with
relatively small tax savings which would aggregate some $2.5 billion
the first year and some $7 billion'in subsequent years, which is.poured
into the economic stream as consumer purchases is counted.upon to
accelerate business activity.
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ft actually does not provide dj. cporiia%,. relief whi Wii
free funds immediately for jobmaking direct vstmept.

Corporation cash will tbe syphone off Vy -'ie 1peeup,in 19 4 eid ftll rle will not be attind ,until 'long years haye
pa sd in 1971...

Because of the "speedup," mn y cprat*ons, due to lao of adequate
work g capital will have to continue to, row money to meet the

rtairily the ped " o co te si'wpuld oenurage
contiued Federal deficit spending' a it, argel offsets anyrier,
deficit which would result from immdiatt ax reli for corpor-
tions. .

Specifically, review of the House bil would lead t.the observation
that the manufacturing economy of thGreater Bidgeport area would
experience no immediate nor early stimulation due to the following

1. There would be insufficient oorpdrae savings to stimulate any
substantial purchase, b maniufacturer 'of machine tools and otlipr
production machinery and equipet. . ,

2. The cash' position of manufacturers would not be improve
appreciably due to the acceleratioi of corporation tax payments in
excess of $100 000 per year during the tnsion prio.

8. Any cash icr ulting m reduction wQ uld hiary
augment the working capital, ater the cash fl, reduce borrowing
to pay taxes, or increase dividend payments o a single accelerated
corporation despite the aggregate tax reucti4n forecast.

4. One great incongruty mi he Hote,s bill merits most serious con-
sideration. Those men of industry and commerce who bear the execu-
tive and administrative reponsibility or 'the success of Ainerican
enterprise are indeed the forgotten men in tax rate reforms PTrped
by the House. They are largely the taxpayers in the middle bucket
where taxes are t "graduated but, p from bracket to:brket.

5. Historically; the Fdeial Gqvernment as a matter of official policy
has declared group insurance and other employee benifito not to be
wages. The House bill's provisions to tax group life insurance pre-
miums on employer pai life' insurance eceeding $80,000 and all
employer paid accident and sickness wage continnuatin payments dur-
ing the first 80 days of illnss-iid theriefer'a) ov $100 per w ekr-
as "income" would' buy this nz'y p ce t sbje to tax4ation all po-
called fringe benefits as wages, that is, as. oroiry income. ,

6. In the Revenue Code of. 194 eel from Idble tqxation
of domestic dividends was at4low. d iviual tSipiyers.. ,The f ou
bill would revert in part to the 'rior practice and defeat in som
measure the principle.ofelim inatmg al forms of diible taxation.

7. Another basic pri pncijpl which a safegarded individual x-
payers is being attacked in the Housp bil which uld whittle away
at lawful deductions which have been 4lid virtually since the adop-
tion of theFederal income tax.' . ,

8. The principle of palr led I.i ge inscribed on, te tablets of fiA
cal responsibility av a rl . destroyed and Federal deficit
spending has beco tieq Id n Ca" which al America is suppoed
to WOrshi . .

1  
. . : ,

Under the proposed tax ieductionis some O"o4 coorations arnA,
ing $25,000 or less could have a mgximui tax saving of $9,000-actu

24-682-08-pt. 8-9
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ally the average would be only $500 according to House committee
table 9-which would provide little in the way of either cash, or for
new or even used equipment.

Somie 80,000 corportions earyling from $25,000 to $1001000 would.
hav- a maximuiln saving of $3,500 the firstyear and $5.000 in succeed-
ing years. .

Table 9 also indicates that some 54,000 corporations having taxable
incomes from $25,000 to $50,000 would have an average reductioii of
$2,300 and those from $50,000 to $100,000 would average $3,800.

Corporation having taxable incomes of $100,00 to $1 million would
experience an average reduction of $1,800 in 1965 as shown in the
extension of table 9 in exhibit A. Exhibit A is attached and as is indi-
cated here it is taken from the House committee report.

Since it is estimated that it takes an investment in plant and equip.
ment of $18,000 to create one new job these reductions might not in-
crease employment substantially.

While both the investment credit and depreciation rate reform
adopted last year in effect increased cash available for investment, tax
relief for all of the Nation's "speedup" corporations would not free
funds substantially for the next 7 years.

Although the "speedup" is more than covered by tax reduction, the
remainder available for corporate investment is relatively small when
compared to modernization and expansion presently needed to create
any number of new jobs.

The dearth of new cash under the House bill is dramatically illus-
trated in exhibit B which affords comparison of "nlet additional cash
available to corporations" having taxable income of $25,000, $200,000,
$300,000 $1 million, $5 inillion and $10 million.

I might add here that the figures for the $10 million are taken di-
rectly from that report.

Percentagewise or dollarwise, the year-to-year reductions available
to corporations after the "speedup" would hardly stimulate company-
by-company plant modernization or expansion or new equipment pui'-
chases of any major significance.

This fact is of immediate concern to bridgeport area manufacturers.
many of whom make machine tools, machinery, and components.

Although proposed corporate tax reductions which purport to stinun-
late job-creating capital goods purchases are of prime interest, the
proposed reductions in individual income taxes of employees are, also
of great concern to employers.

Presumably the Revenue Act of 1963 would provide significant tax
reductions for employees at all income levels but analysis hardly sup-.
ports this premise.

Interesting observations can be drawn froni the table contained in
the Ways and Means Committee report pe-taining to married taxpay-
ers with two dependents (exhibit C).

I refer you to that as a matter of interest and the average weekly.
savings extended out there seem relatively small.

Neither anuntal tax savings nor proportionate average weekly sav-
ings by individual taxpayers earning frotn $3000 t $20,000 annually
would provide' means for their initiating majoi purchase or invest-
ment undertakings which would.stimulate substantially increased em-
ployment, or economic growth. .
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The family breadwinner earning an adjusted gross income of $5,000
would find the tax reduction would put only $1.63 more in' his weekly
paycheck. After offsetting last year's increased cost ;of living,it
might provide a pack or twoof cigarettes.

A higher bracket wage earner or the salaried man who had achieved
an executive, administrative, or professional "exempt" status with a
salary of $7,500 a year would receive a tax reduction of $3;23 per week
which might improve his family's food, help out on the dime store
purchases, or aid in contributing to the church collection, plate.. f.

'Those earning from $10,000 to $20,000 per year might budget some
savings deposits, pay on existing debts, or make monthly payment
on some item of consumer household capital equipment.

Actually, typical taxpayers with a family, of four earning from
$5,000 to $15,00 per.year and having a taxable income of $1,Q0O to
$12,000 would take from 8 to 60 months to pay for a $300 washing
machine from their tax savings, that is illustrated on exhibit D.

But the crux of the situation is found in the income tax middle
brackets in which the executives and administrators who direct Ameri
can enterprise find their disproportionate tax burden.

They are expected to direct the actual operations, develop new prod-
ucts, find the customers, build and tool the plants, provide jobs for
millions of workers, invest their personal savings as risk capital, and
contribute generously to charitable causes and educational institutions.

Certainly they are entitled to an even break when tax rate cuts are
distributed.

However, those who shoulder their own responsibility find that,
under the House schedule, they would be penalized an additional 2 or 3
percent for each $2,000 of taxable income they may earn from $2,000 to
$22,000.

It might be observed that this is not a major sector of the voting
population, but proper financial incentives would encourage efforts
toward the creation of employment opportunities for the mass of
voters. , i.

Incidentally, it miight also be noted that a substantial number of
executive and administrative personnel in the Federal Government
fall into these same middle brackets.

It is important that adjustments in the tax rate be wholly equitable
if they are to be made at all. Even though some increase in the deficit
may be incurred, it would be about the surest way to guarantee future
economic advancement.

Apparently, tax bracket inequities do not suffice as penalties for
economic leadership-executives and administrators of American en-
terprise must also suffer "reforms."

We would like to emphasize the observations upon important basic
principles which were presented to the House Ways and Means
Committee.

For the past 30 years the sociological, political, and group organiza-
tional emphasis has been upon the necessity of the.employer or the
State providing complete security to every employee and Ins depend-
ents against all misfortunes which would befall them on or off the
job-during employment, )nemployment,4 or retirement--in health,
accident, sickness, or death. ,:::' i i,;'; :; *;
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Year.by year, the employer has been called upon to provide a length.
ening list of benefits providing employee security often referred to
unappreciatively as fringe benefits.; " .

During periods of war or emergency, in order to bypass wage stabi.
lizationregulations, the Federal Government officially determined that
benefits provided to employees on a group basis are not wages.

'The President propoed a new principle--diametrically opposed to
those established in the past-that certain benefits providing some
security-with respect to sickness and death are subject to taxation. ,

This introduces a most disturbing complication which forebodes the
ultimate taxation of all employees for all employer-provided benefit
programs-both with respec:to premium costs and benefits derived-i
as actual wages, that is as ordinary income.

The Ways and Means Committee included among the'"reforms"
taxation of premiums on employer-provided life insurance ii excess
of $30,000. .

This, in effect, would establish this one category of "fringe" bene-
fits-group life insurance premiums--as wages subject-to taxation.
This reversal of established principle should not be permitted under
any circumstances as it would threaten the whole concept of tax ex-
emption of employer-provided employee benefits.

Employers have generally accepted a formula of "two times annual
earnings" as an appropriate amount of group life insurance for those
bearing the burdens and risks of executive, administrative and pro-
fessional responsibilities.
SEvery employee earning over $15,000 whose employer followed this

formula in providing group life insurance coverage would be penalized
for his initiative:

Every employee whose employer provided coverage in excess of
"two times salary" would be penalized even more severely by this
"reform." ' .:.

Such "reform" penalty would increase the tax burden of those in
the middle brackets who bear the responsibility of America's economic
success. The older employee suffers an increasing inequity with pass-
ing years as'this "reform' ignlores the "group" concept ofsuch insur-
ance in which the insured enjoys a level premium regardless of'age.

Instead of releasing individual talents to undertake any:risks to
accomplish an individual's maximum contributionrto 'economic ad-
vancement this tax on group life coverage over $30,000 would serve as
a threat to his security with resulting avoidance of the threatened
dangers of ulcers, heart attacks; travel hazards, long hourii; Ick of
normal rest, and so forth, thus inhibiting the exercise of natural
talents. . . :.
* Both in principle and ratical effect this provision of the House
bill could cost the Natibri many times the pgltry $5 million which the
Appropriations Committee might cut out of the $100 billi~ti. budget
in any one of many places without aty appreciable or noticeabl effect
on the Nation's welfare.' i

-Provision of off-the-job sickness and accident benefits, inthe formi
of accident and health insurance for employees by employers is
mandatory in five States; that is, Kew Yoiri eW J-ersey, Pennsyl-
vana, Califorma, and Rhode Islan4.
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Though not mandatory in Connectiout, it is provided in on&'fotm
or another by the majority of Bridgeport area manufacturers:as pne
of the "fringe" benefit. i :.. ,. - i -; , :: I.

Somb companies have generously provided their own salary or wage
continuation plans which give unearned payments to employee-who
are absent, due to accident or sickness, equal to all or some portion of
their normal earnings. ' , .

Some plans supplement tax-free accident anid:health (si(mess) in-
surance payments which frequently approximate unemployment
benefits. i '

Many employers are so sinceely concerned for their employees'
well-being that they voluntarily provide benefit payments designed to
replace some portion of a wage earners take-home pay when he is
flat on his back and unable to engage in his normal income-producing
activity. '

Presently the tax law generally excludes all employer-paid sick-
ness and accident benefit payments in amounts up to $100.

Taxation of such income during the first 30 days, as proposed in
the House bill, would further reverse the principle properly enunciated
in the Revenue Code of 1954 that such fringe benefits are not wages
and positively identify them as ordinary income subject to taxation.

Actually, this might force employers to purchase commercial in-
surance rather than "self insure" and make direct payments to
employees.

As long as the employer pays the benefits directly, he can be sure
that the employee who wants to keep his job or get ahead will not
malinger, If the employee should malinger, the employer can dis-
continue payments and control the incident case.

However, if payments are provided through nontaxable insurance
benefits, it is possible for an employee to malinger as long as the in-
surance company adjuster does not pursue the case or the employee's
own personal physician will not provide specific information on the
exact nature of the illness or the condition of the employee's health.

It often takes longer than 80 days for the physician to cOmpldte
the insurance company's accident and sickness report forms provided
to the employee which leaves the employee without benefit of cash
income for well over 30 days.

Likewise, representatives of insurance carriers may not check into
an employee's condition until after 30 days have elapsed.

From a practical standpoint there is no valid reason for altering
the existing equitable exclusion of accident and sickness benefits which
humanely afford some measure of security to employed persons suffer-
ing off-the-job personal injury or illness.

For years prior to the adoption of the Revenue Code of 1954 there
had been a growing concern among taxpayers about the existing double
taxation of dividends. :

To offset in part the effects of double taxation individual taxpayers
were granted a $50 exclusion and a 4 percent credit of the remaining
dividends not to exceed 4 percent of the taxable income.

It would seem that any claim that reduction in the corporate rate
affords individual taxpayers relief from double taxation equal to the
present 4 percent dividend credit results from specious reasoning.
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, .Reduction of the corporation rate by 4 percentage points leaves total
corporate taxable income taxed at 48 percent at its source.

Any tax or dividends received by individual taxpayers from these
previously taxed corporate earnings constitute a second tax resulting in
double taxation.

Just because the corporate rate has been reduced a percentage
points doesn't mean that dividends from these same earnings have
been relieved df doilble taxation. Such relief at the source could
only result if the corporate tax were abolished or possibly if taxable
earning were computed after deducting dividends.
.It would be unfortunate indeed iftheprincipleoftproviding relief

from double taxation to the individual taxpayer be diminished by such
revenue-raising structural changes.

Certain State and local taxes have been deductible for Federal
income tax purposes historically due to the natural regard in which
oie taxing entity should hold another.

It seems unfortunate that, as the price of tax reduction, proposed
reforms would break through this long-established principle.

Undoubtedly it would afford taxpayers taking itemized deductions
with a simpler form of tax computation and at the same time simplify
Federal auditing procedures.

However, at the first sign of prospective reduction in tax revenues,
the Internal Revenue Service might ipso facto determine that it was
also impossible to estimate accurately sales taxes resulting from con.
sumer purchases.

Manufacturers in the Greater Bridgeport area are deeply concerned
about future growth of the Nation's productive capacity and produc-
tion levels which will create new job opportunities.

We are still, firmly convinced that a tax reduction program geared
to anticipated economic growth, together with prudent reduction of
Federal expenditures, which would stimulate capital formation and
investment in modern industrial expansion, is essential to our national
growth and progress.

The Revenue Code of 1963, presently before your committee, does
not fulfill this need but recognition of the principle of tax reduction
as essential to capital formation and economic growth is implicit in
the bill passed by the House.

Continued Federal deficit spending has consumed a disproport ionate
amount of the gross national product in recent years as illustrated by
the following comparison; these figures being taken by the way from
Department of Commerce figures, and you will note that the gross
national product and disposal has increased 1.8 times while Federal
Government expenditures have increased11/2 times.

In 1950, gross national product, $284.6 billion; Federal Government
expenditures, $41.027 billion; disposable personal income, $207.7 bil-
lion; corporate profits after taxes, $22.8 billion.

In 1961, gross national product, $518.7 billion, Federal Government
expenditures, $102.123 billion; disposable personal income, $363.6 bil.
lion; and corporate profits after taxes, $22.7 billion.

Times, gross national product, 1.8; Federal Goveirment expendi-
tures, 2.5; disposal personal income, 1.8; and corporate profits after
taxes,1.
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Obviously, although disposal personal income apparently kept pace
with the gross national product, Federal deficit expenditures left
corporations (and stockholders) little more to devote to capital in-
vestment,

If Federal expenditures had been kept in line with the gross na-
tional product, 1961 expenditures would have been only $74 billion
and $28 billion would have been available for capital growth.

If the end result of this income tax revision is primarily an increase
in purchases of consumer goods, it might create a shortage, which in
turn would inflate prices.

When coupled with continued inflationary Federal deficit spending,
such inflation could spark an inflationary spiral which might harm
rather than strengthen our national economy.

In addition some of the reforms might work against our national
economic progress.

For 30 years the advocates of free consumer spending, corporate
economic regulation and Federal deficit spending have proclaimed
these means to be the only true path to economic growth.

As tempered by the House Ways and Means Committee and passed
by the House, it may be well to adopt the Revenue Act of 1963 with
such judicious modifications as may be dictated by the wisdom of your
committee.

Only then will it be possible to judge the validity of the proponents'
philosophy. We can then hopefully look forward to another oppor-
tunity to return to Federal fiscal responsibility and sound economic
growth.

Before I read the last paragraph, may I suggest again to you, gen-
tlemeln, that you look carefully at these exhibits because I think they
give some very interesting answers.

We are deeply appreciative of this opportunity to place before your
committee these observations of our Committee on Taxation of the
Manufacturers Association of Bridgeport on behalf of manufacturers
of the Greater Bridgeport area.

Thank you.
(The attachments referred to follow:)

EXIAIBIT A

'istimatcd ea.cx available to corporations in 1965-Recapitulation of figure data
table 9-H. Rept. 749

Computed Average tax Average cash
Taiable net income N'mber of tax liability, Amount of reductionper available In

taxable prespntrates, reduction, in taxpayer 1i65 from tax
corporations in millions millions reduction I

$0 to $25,000................. 467, 500 $874 $233 $500 $500
$23,000 to $50.000 .............. t.000 636 126 2,300 2300
$50,000 to $10000 ................ 2,000 759 04 3800 3,800
$100.000 to $1,00000............. 2 500 3 427 299 11, 700 1.800
$1,000,000 and over.............. 4.000 18.66 1, 43 359, 500 61,000

Total.............. ........ 576000 24.360 2.190 .............. .........

I Using 1965 percent taken from tible 10-1House Rept. 749 on Revenue Act of 1963 (II.R. 8363). It should
be noted that the average ca.h avai!hble in the highest brackets above will not change materially until 1969.
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EXHIBIT B

Net additional cash aailabe to corporations

Calendar year 
Taxable income

Calendar er _______-______ -.-... __..._____ a J  
_ 

$25,000 Percent* $200,000 Percent $300,000 Percent $1,000,000 Percent $,0000,000 Percent 10,000,000 Pent

I--:
1 3. .... -- - ---------- --- -- - --- -- - - -- --- -- -- -- -- - - ----- -- - - -- -- - --

1964.................... -- $2-000" 8 $5,00 2.75' $2,i168i " 0.72 $2,168 0.21 $-2168 .04 $216S8 402
1955-...................... 2,000 8 9,000 4.50 7,957 2.65 12,297 1.2 37.52' .75 098 .-.68195(L........ -........... 2,000 8 9.000 . 4.50 10,188 3.40 12,988 1.30 29,063 .. 8 48,988 ,49
1967.......-.....---.- 2.000 8 9,000 4.50 10,187 340 12,987 30 29,002 .8 4,987 -. 49I16&..6--... ----.-.-- 2,000 8 9,000 4.50 10188 3.40 12,987 L30 29,063 .58 - 48,987 - .49
19.... .. '2000 8 9,000 4.50 11,312 377 24,192 2:42 97,837 L96 189.793 - 90970-....................... 12000 8 9.000 4.50 11,313 377 24,192 2.42 9,888 1.96 189,795 L90
1971....-............-- .. 2,000 8 9,000 4.50 13,000 4.33 41,000 4.10 201,000 4.02 - 40O10 4.01

1 Computed on same basis as table 10 in the House Rept. 749. SPercent of taxable Income.

. . ,,. -
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EXHIITC'0 : ' ' : . 1  ' 1 '" ' ' . '

Married tfapayer with b dependents (solory or wage. only).

Exemtions, , Tax Aera1Salary or Itemized Taxa e Anndal tax wkY
wages deductions tnoonW .Sinr l a

SExisting law H.t . 83

............ :. 8 , - - ,8 , - - 2 - - 8..

............ 4200 ,800 1,196 234 4.80

............ 4.950 : 3,4 2:1831 88 ' 7 A.
. 80070 00 41 2. 76 L.

'78 percent of all taxpayer fall within the braketslisted. ' '.

XHIBT ,

Tax-savings timetable for average taxpayer to purchase $800 washing. maokC e
(married couple lofth $children) jling jointly

Montbsre
Annual Averge qured to

Taxable Income savings a mothl purtba se 300
saints washin-

S.' chin e

............................................. ........ $0 00 0.0
00...... ................................................. 110 9.7 82.7

000....... .............................................. ... 10 1260 24.0
OD ......................................................... i80 , 00 1to
0 0................. ............ .. ....... .00 2&00 1.0
,000......................................... 400 88. 83 7.8

I Above urev data in Ofrt 2 colums take from table 7-A of House ept. 749.

The CHOIman N. Thank you, Mr: Lewis.
Any questions?
Senator DOULore. Just one question, and that relates to the ques-

tion of the deductibility of premiiuns on retirement pensions:
Would you remove any limit on the amount of premiums which

could be tax free or would you, apply the ratio of twice annual
earnings

Mr. LEWI. I think I would apply the ratio of twice annual earn-
ings. . . . ,

Senator DouoLAs. Of course, there are some very high salaries in
American industry. Take some people getting as much as $500,000
a year. Applying the twice the ratio you suggest that, would mean
you could deduct premiums on a million dollars of insurance, isn't
that right

Mr. LwzIs. That is right.
Senator DOouLs. Don't you think a person with ani income of

$500,000 a year salary can on the wliole provide for his own retire-
ment?

Mr. LEWS. He should be able to.
Senator Dodorgs. That is all.
Mr. LEWIs. May I make one comment, though?
Senator DouGL re. Sur ly
Mr. LEWIS. On this insurance proposition, the company that I

worked for gave mequite a sizable amount of money that diminishes
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until I become 75 years of age but the pension was rather small so
it takes quite a sizable hunk out of my money, the tax on it. That is
just the individual looking at it.

But on the whole, I think some limitation could be put on the higher
but I think twice annual earnings would be a good formula.

Senator BENNETT. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Edwin J. Rosenbaum.

STATEMENT OFEDWIN J. ROSENBAUM, ECONOMIST, KEW YORK, N.Y.

Mr. RosENnBAri. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, my name is Edwin
J. Rosenbaum, and I am an economist residing at the Hotel Park
Chambers, 68 West 58th Street, New York,

1. After imposition of State government taxes, the Federal Govern-
ment for 1962 exacts a tax on corporate earnings amounting to $26
billion. , .

2. The vital factor in corporation taxes lies in the economic fact
that unless corporations can pass on to the consumers the full tax
and reap a reasonable profit; that is, inflate the selling price, the
corporation taxes are capitalized and absorbed in a lower selling price
of tie investor's stock, a lower income and a lower liquidated buying
power of the investor.

3. Personal income taxes are not capitalized.
4. When buyers' resistance in domestic markets and lower competi-

tive prices in domestic and export markets effectively block the passing
of wage increases and high taxes, industry depression, unemployment,
stagnation, or final bankruptcy result. To develop dynamic business,
full employment, and balanced prosperity, corporation taxes must be
reduced to a maximum of 36 percent.

5. High stock market averages are a mileading index of rounded
national prosperity. Railroads, steels, coppers, store stocks, airlines,
textiles, and many other fundamental businesses pre depressed by un-
realistic, uneconomic, and unconscionable taxation. Variety stores
aid superima'kets show four-fifths of 1 percent down to losses on
their gross business. The Federal Government now mulcts investors
of 52 percent of these pitiable earnings and personal income taxes
are superimposed on the dividends.

6. An immediate 10 percent or $5,200 million reduction in corpora-
tion taxes, capitalized at 10 percent would generate $52 billion to
potential or actual spending power.

7. Wall Street's yardstick is 15 times earnings or a 6% percent capi-
talization. On this basis, a $5,200 million corporation tax reduction
could generate $78 billion of potential or actual spending power.

8. The initial reduction of 10 percent ini corporation taxes must be
followed by successive annual redicteons of approximately 2 percent
a year foi 3 years so that corporation taxes ar reduced to a maxiImum
of 36 percent. The Federal Government will reap income taxes and
profit taxes on most of $39 billion of generated spending power, one-
half the Wall Street norm of 15 times earnings. Taxes will be gar-
nered over the ensuing 3 years from $23.4 billion more of the further
generated spending power.

9. Whether New York Ce1tral stock sells at 247 as it did in 1929,
or at 22 now, it still has virtually the same number of shares and stock-
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holders. - The price now is percent of its 1920 pricebut due to dollar
depreciation, the liquidated buying power is just 41/2 percent of its
1929 value. This example applies more Or- less to other majbr busi-
nesses which I first, mentioned. Thus, our national income presents
a vast imbalance ini corporations' income, a vast imbalance in buyiffg
power of investors in American indusity.

10. Not all of this $8 billion will be passed on to the stockholders.
In prosperous corporations the potentially increased earnings will
create lower prices for the corporations' products, resulting iti'savings
for the consumer and strengthening corporations' competitive position
in export markets. For borderline corporations, increased earnings
will be capitalized and possibly paid to stockholders. In any event,
they will generate buying power. A capitalized potential or actual
buying power of $80 to $120 billion will be engendered, a healthy
economic climate created, and capital investment encouraged.

11. Seventy percent, 80 percent, and 91 percent of income taxes
block the flow of investment capital. Cuba and some South Ameri-
can governments expropriate American investments. High-bracket
taxes constitute expropriation by our Federal Government.

12. Economic facts disprove the necessity for tax reduction in the
lower brackets as demanded by labor leaders, estimated by them at
71/2 cents per hour. Such reduction would aggravate the vast imbal-
ance in buying power. American wage scales are 21/ times British
scales. They then ascend greatly in comparison with wages in all
other prosperous nations. Automobile and refrigerator buying re-
quires no stimulant. For labor to get full employment, buying power
must be generated in other sectors of our economy.

13. The entire 1962 tax for incomes up to $6,000 is $35.633 billion.
Consumer credit used primarily by lower income tax brackets
amounted to $63.45 billion on December 31, 1962. According to bank-
ing information two-thirds of this credit, will be paid off during 1963,
and be replaced by new consumer credit of $42.3 billion plus an ap-
proximate increase of $6.35 billion of new consumer credit buying, or
a total of $48.65 billion. This amounts to $3.34 billion more than
the entire Federal income tax collection for 1962.

14. According to Federal Reserve reports, 1,400,000 homes were
built in 1962 and home mortgages increased a net. of $16 billion. But
4 percent of $152 billion in home mortgages outstanding December 31,
1961, were amortized; so the actual volume of new mortgages was $22
billion, two-thirds of which or $14.67 billion was utilized by people in
lower income tax brackets. Add this $14.67 billion to the $18.65 billion
consumer credit and we get a total of $63.32 billion or 7.3 times the
proposed personal income tax reduction.

15. The new consumer credit created during 1963 is $3.34 billion
more than the entire income tax collections for 1962. Including home
buying it is $18 billion more than the entire 1962 income tax collection.

16. In 1962 savings alone increased $31.8 billion over 1961.
17. For employed labor there is ample buying power. For labor

to get full employment buying power must be generated in other sec-
tors of our economy. Here, the proposed tax bill fails.

18. According to National Association of Manufacturers' table of
percentage increases covering the period of 1947-50 to 1960-61, con-
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sumer incomes after taxes increased 88 percent; consumer expendi-
tures 85 percent.

19. Government expenditures increased 166 percent.
20. Business investment in new plants and equipment increased

70 percent.
21. Business profits increased just 19 percent.
22. Thus as business invested 70 percent more to get ahead, due to

mounting wages the profit margin fell behind.
23. The proposed corporation tax reduction to 48 percent or $2 bil-

lion is overwhelmed by the $900 million payroll tax increases; $1.4
billion State and local tax increase and tightened business taxes of
$600 million. (These figures are cited by U.S. News & World Report.)

24. Projecting the 1962 corporation tax of $26 billion into 1960 as
an example, the Government would demand in addition the final,
crushing $12 billion tax payments accelerated on an average of 11%
months. This blow could and would prove a major disaster for a
vast number of corporations now using these liquid funds in their
business.

25. A major bank informs me that up to 80 percent of corpora-
tions use these funds for payment of bills, discounts, and deferred
payments. This liquid capital, providing discounts, 2 percent 10
days up to 8 percent 10 days with 60 days dating, 4 up to 15 times a
year in some instances, provides the lifeblood of theirbusiness. For
them, tax acceleration blocks the aorta with resultant unemployment
and lower tax collections.

26. The vaunted, constructive effect of the proposed corporation tax
reduction is just a mirage.

27. In England, corporations are allowed 130 percent of the cost
of new plants and machinery as a basis for accelerated depreciation;
55 percent may be deducted the first year. Thus 61.5 percent of new
investment costs is almost immediately recaptured for corporate use.
The English also allow corporations variable tax reductions on their
exports.

28. It has been stated that our exports are increasing a negligible
2 percent in 1963. The English, though barred from the Common
Market, increased their exports 25 percent.

29. The Herald Tribune, on either July 24 or 25, 1963, showed our
exports in 1962 lost 2,410,000 tons against 1961 and our imports in-
creased 3,200,000; a total loss in our trade balance of 5,610,000 tons.

30. Our adverse balance of payments has been running over a $5
billion rate, 66% percent greater than last year; and nothing adequate
is done to remedy it.

31. Inflationary increased corporation taxes cited above plus tax
acceleration adversely affect our exports, our balance of payment.
How long can this endure? How long before dollar devaluation,
euphemism for national bankruptcy ?

32. About 4 months ago, Secretary of the Treasury, the Honorable
Douglas Dillon, stated that at present rate dollar devaluation would
occur within 1 year to 2 years at most. At bet, the Treasury De-
partment's borrowing from Europe effects a temnorary palliative,
merely plunging our Nation deeper into the quicks.. :d of adverse pay-
ments.
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33. I have read that a trillion dollars of indebtedness is outstand;
ing. Are creditors bondholders, mortgage owners, bank depositors,
fiduciary funds to lose 10 percent to a possible 50 percent of their
buying power $100 billion to a possible $500 billion of their savings
by an eventual 10 percent to a possible 50 percent dollar devaluation?
Once before futile devaluation was imposed on our people.

34. The profit motive for venture capital to invest in some of the
50,000 new patents granted last year must be developed. The need
to increase buying power and employment in marginal and nearly
380,000 nonprofitable American corporations in 1962 and moderniza-
tion of obsolete plants constitute the vital challenge to income and
corporation tax reduction. (These figures were cited by Mr. Roger
Blough of the United States Steel Corp.)

35. The English tax dividends just once, 88E generally paid by
the corporations. There is no double taxation on dividends.

36. A reduction of high personal income taxes to a final 42-percent,
level will spur venture capital, and reduction of corporation taxes to
a final 36-percent maximum will galvanize corporation capital and
overcome industrial stagnation in vast sectors of our economy with an
immediate impact on employment.

37. The tax reduction for prosperous corporations results in lower
price tax; that is, increased buying power for the consumer. From the
mine, farm, sea, and forest, 52 percent corporation taxes are now
escalated three, four, or five times to the finished retail product. A
reduction of 16 percentage points in each of the three four, or five
processes results in greatly reduced retail prices. At all levels of
processing it strengthens our competitive position in world markets.

38. The escalated reduction of 16 percentage points imposed on
practically every item of daily living would develop as great savings
for those m the lower tax brackets as the proposed 80-percent tax re-
duction; for the very low tax brackets this would save much more.
For social security recipients and other aged living on fixed incomes
in depreciated dollars, the corporation tax reduction would prove a
godsend.

39. We have approximately 17* million people aged 65 and over.
A 30-percent income tax reduction in the lower brackets with result-
ant increased inflation will further impoverish these people and the
young living on fixed incomes.

40. Government retrenchment constructive tax reduction, states-
manship will strengthen the dollar and strengthen our competitive
position in world markets. The $40 to $60 billion trip to the moon
has been characterized by eminent scientists as virtual boondoggling.
This Roman circus is a huge tax drain on personal and corporate
incomes which are capitalized.

41. Politicians have created a Washington bureaucracy paying three
times as many employees as actually needed. No nation can afford
such government disorganization.

42. Even today stockholders and workers are paying the costs of the
brutal steel strike with its enormous ramifications and its impact on
our economy. There is no end in sight, about 5 years ago United
States Steel sold at 105.

43. Labor better beware exacting a "pound of flesh" at the bargain-
ing table and beware the collectivist state with labor existing onlow-
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ered wages and government doles. In the late 1920's, labor extorted
too high wages, wages far above their intrinsic value. Labor is now
repeating that performance on a grand scale.

44. Labor has gone too far.
45. In England, Keynes' theories have been completely discredited

and repudiated. Our Government considers Keynes the economic
messiah, and appoints, personally discredited and rejected in Europe,
Mr. Walter Hellr, a Keynes high priest, as Chairman of the Presi-
dent's Council of Economic Advisers.

46. Mr. Gardner Ackley and Mr. John P. Lewis of the President's
Council of Economic Advisers, creating a Keynes socialist, collectivist
state, would direct and fix wages, hours, production costs, selling
prices, quantity, and profits. Mr. Lewis states that tariff cuts would
create "greater exposure of American industry to foreign competi-
tion." This hardly stimulates venture capital or employment.

47. After the steel industry's absorption of five wage increases, with
all due respect, the denunciation of miniscule steel price increases,
the sinister acceleration of corporation taxpayments in the tax bill,
and the avowed economic principles of Mr. Ackley and Mr. Lewis
constitute megaton blasts against free enterprise.

48. According to latest annual reports, a Keynes-collectivist-
socialist-welfare operation, the six British nationalized industries
reported losses equivalent to $343,372,400. Project this into six major
American industries, many times the size of the British. British wage
scales are 40 percent of ours.

49. Twin English imports, Keynes and the collectivist state, twin
festers, have proved inferior to free enterprise, which made our great
country.

50. The Chase Manhattan Bank's "Business in Brief" No. 52, sea-
sonally adjusted graph shows Federal Government spending at a rate
of $114 billion, and pointing upward. I submit that the unsound
taxation of higher bracket incomes and of corporations block balanced
prosperity and full employment. This tax bill creating greater deficits
hardly offers a pretense of a cure.

With your kind permission I submit addenda which pertains to our
huge foreign aid consequence taxes and balance of payments.

On Sundays I often turn on the radio to a Bible class. All members
of this august committee are familiar with the following lesson. The
teacher asks, "How many lepers did Jesus cure and how many went
afterward to thank him ?

The answer, "He cured 10, and 1 went afterward to thank him."
Our natural allies will remain our allies, but those we are trying

to buy, here the Bible speaks.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Rosenbaum.
The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(Whereupon, at 12:30 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a.m., Wednesday, October 30, 1963.)
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WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 30, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
COMMITTEE QN,, FINANCES,

Whdington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Douglas, Gore, Talmadge, Ribicoff, Wil-
liams, Carlson, Bennett, and Dirksen.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Andrew B. Young of the American Bar

Association.
Please proceed.

STATEMENT OF ANDREW B. YOUNG, ON BEHALF OF THE AMERICAN
BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. YOUNG. Mr. Chairman and menibers of the committee, my name
is Andrew B. Young. I appreciate this opportunity to appeal before
you to present this statement on behalf of the American Bar Associa-
tion, of which association's section of taxation it is my privilege to be
chairman. The American Bar Association is an organization of
114,000 lawyers, and the section of taxation numbers upward of 9,000
American Bar Association members who have a common interest in
the law of taxation.

The American Bar Association has, for many years, inquired into
means of more fairly imposing and collecting taxes for the support
of Federal, State, and local government. In tax matters it frequently
acts on the advice of and through its section of taxation. For several
years the section of taxation has been studying substantive tax re-
form. In May of this year the board of governors of the Association
directed the section of taxation to continue its study of the Federal
tax structure and this direction was affirmed by the house of delegates
in Chicago in August of this year. We were given the instructions in
the form of approval by the house of delegates of recommendations of
the section of taxation which read as follows:

Whereas the council of the section of taxation believes that the present Federal
Income tax structure does not provide for an equitable distribution of the tax
burden and for a sufficiently broad tax base; and

Whereas the council of the section of taxaiton believes.that the present Fed-
eral income tax structure stifles incentives for work and investment and is not
conducive to economic growth and stability; and
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Whereas various published data indicate that national personal income in
the United States is in excess of $450 billion, but because of an accumulation
of exceptions and special provisions caused by the impact of excessively high
income tax rates, something lees than one-half of this amount is subject to
income tax under present ruleo; and

Whereas the council of the section of taxation believes that the Federal
income tax structure is unnecessarily complex and should undergo substantial
revision in order to-- '

(1) Broaden the tax base,
(2) Reduce the income tax rates,
(8) Simplify the technical provisions,
(4) Simplify administration, and
(5) Ease the burden of compliance, '

Now, therefore, be it resolved, That the council of the section of taxation
recommends that the board of governors of the American Bar Association ap
prove-

(1) The continuance of inquiry and research by appropriate committees
of the section of taxation leading to the objectives of establishing a fair
and equitable tax system, broadening the tax base, and providing incentives
for work and investment,

(2) The consideration of specific measures designed to achieve the ob-
jectives in paragraph (1) which will have the effect of-

(o) Insuring that every person, able to do so, pay in taxes his fair
share of the cost of government;

(b) Including in gross income items not now included and curtailing
special benefits and personal nonbusiness deductions;

(o) Establishing with respect to individual incomes a graduated rate
structure with a maximum rate of approximately 40 percent;

(d) Establishing with respect to corporate incomes a rate structure
which would tax corporate incomes not in excess of the maximum rate
on individual incomes;

(e) Ameliorating or eliminating the double taxation of corporate
income; and

(f) Modifying the estate and gift tax structure hi the interest of
simplification, greater fairness and equity, and consistency with the
income tax.

I will refer to these instructions as the first ABA resolution.
The bar, genuinely interested in a sound and effective Federal reve-

nue system, has seen mounting evidence that substantial tax revision
is long overdue. The tax base has been steadily narrowed by special
benefits; increases in tax rates that occurred in response to national
emergencies have been frozen as expenditures continue to increase;
steady growth of the body of statutory tax law (overlaid with a mount-
ing structure of rule, regulation, and court decision) has resulted in
a complexity that staggers the imagination; an overburdened Internal
Revenue Service is struggling against a mountain of paper (more than
a hundred million returns were filed last fiscal year). Because of in-
creasing complexity of regulation and problems of interpretation, 51
million individual taxpayers and another 2 million partnerships and
corporations are confronted with a problem of compliance that strains
the fabric of the voluntary compliance system that is so essential to
the success of our system.

While our section has not yet reached specific conclusions as to what
it shall recommend to the house of delegates, the first ABA resolution
under which we are operating should not be taken as a suggestion that
tax reform be indefinitely postponed. A large number of highly com-
petent lawyers in the section have been busy for months on this project
and expect to develop a tentative statement of position before the end
of January., I have made a commitment to the section of taxation
that this inquiry and research will be brought to a conclusion by the
time of its annual convention in New York next August.
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Agai st the background of this stu dy the American Bar Associa-
tion adopted at the same time as.the h ABA resolution a second
resolution which contains its views on he national administration's
proposals. The section of taxation has been directed to urge these'
views before the proper committees of. the Congress. I will refer
to this resolution as the second ABA resolution.

The American .Bar Association has evaluated the scheme of rev-
enue revision which, iii broad outline, was before it in May of this
year and which is with many changes in form but not: in broad per-
spective, embodied in H.R. 8363. It has reached a decision which
is set forth in the first two numbered paragraphs of the second ABA
resolution as follows:

Be it resolved, That the American Bar Association after careful study recom-
nends to the Congress:

1. That the national administration's proposals for structural revision
of the Internal Revenue Code would not accomplish the type of basic reform
required, but are piecemeal in nature and add greater complexity; and

2. That the Congress should defer consideration of major structural
changes until it can enact a program of basic reform in the income tax
structure.

We would be the first to acknowledge the need from time to time
to make technical changes in the Internal Revenue Code (as has
been done on many occasions in the past) to eliminate unintended
benefits or to correct unforeseen hardships that have developed in the
administration or interpretation of the code. This is an inevitable
process and is not to be discarded because the side effect is further
proliferation of sections, subsections, paragraphs, and subparagraphs,
as this is a fair price for the adversary system of tax law admin-
istration that is part of our fiscal life. The proposed legislation has
provisions of this type (in the case of section 218 involving as much
as 30 pages of statutory verbiage-the very complexity of which could
raise justifiable question). However, without evaluating the merits
of specific proposals about which serious questions have been raised
by others, we would have no objection to the process of closing loop-
holes and relieving unforeseen hardship, so long as it does not deter
us in achieving our ultimate objective of basic substantive tax re-
form-and so long as it is not an excuse for going only a small part of
the way toward a generally agreed upon objective.

Let us anticipate the old observation that "half a loaf is better
than none." This is not quite true, as every change in the boundary
between tax advantage and tax disadvantage creates a new alinement
of taxpayers who justifiably adjust their affairs to a new set of ground
rules and are justifiably concerned about a fresh and second assault
on newly prepared positions. It is our considered judgment that a
step-by-step approach endangers the attainment of the real and ulti-
mate objective. Moreover, the policy of "little by little" lacks the
inherent candor that the taxpayer is entitled to expect from the tax
collector.

We believe that the pending legislation falls considerably short of
the reasonable objectives that the American Bar Association has
established as part of a program of establishing a fair and equitable
tax system and of broadening the tax base Referring back to the first
ABA resolution, H.R. 8368 goes only a grudging way toward "includ-
ing in gross income items not include and curtailing special benefits

24-~82-63-pt. 8--10
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and personal nonbusiness dIeductions.' Far from coming to grips
with the problem of ameliorating or eliminating the double taxation
of corporation income-which is basic in restoring tax neutrality as
between incorporated and unincorporated business competitors-the
proposed legislation is an unmistakable step in the opposite direction.
So far as the simplification of technical provisions is concerned, the
most casual perusal of H.R. 8363 will reveal 34 pages of statutory
language in section 214 to accomplish a result that is described as not
having any appreciable revenue effect (H. Rept. 749, p. 71). Section
219 devotes 39 pages of legislative language to provisions which will
have to be understood and applied by upward of 2 million taxpayers
with incomes of less than $10,000 a year. (See joint con ihittee print,
87th Cong., 1st sess., "Federal Revenue Facts and Figures," p. 235).

I believe it unnecessary to go into the small print to demonstrate the
validity of the first two paragraphs of the second ABA resolution.
Let us now consider the third paragraph of that resolution which
provides as follows:

Be it resolved, That the American Bar Association after careful study recom-
mends to the Congress:

* * * * * * *

3. That, if rate reductions are enacted in 1963-
(a) The Congress should enact at this time a measure which will

have the effect of reducing the present rates on individual incomes by
the same proportion in each bracket, except that, in the interest of
achieving fairness and equity and of encouraging work and stimulating
investment, the rates in the upper brackets after such reduction should
be further modified so that no rate will be higher than 65 percent, and

(b) The Congress, to the extent that any reductions in rates on
corporate incomes are deemed appropriate In addition to the adjust-
ments in individual rates referred to in subparagraph (a) above, should
enact at this time reductions in corporate income tax rates which apply
proportionately to large and small corporations alike; and, in this
connection, if the Congress should enact provisions for the further
acceleration of corporate tax payments, it should not thereby largely
remove the Immediate cash benefits accruing to a corporation from
rate reduction.

This recognizes the obvious right of the Congress to determine the
fiscal program of the Nation while at the same time deferring the
ultimate decision as to the ideal structure of the revenue system. This
ultimate decision should, in the words of the first ABA resolution,
insure that "every person able to do so pay in taxes his fair share of
the cost of government." We think any rate changes now in prospet
should be interim, with attention paid primarily to the health of the
economy; and, in our view, ultimate rates must'be reevaluated in the
light of the ultimate changes in structure and tax base.

Tested against this judgment, which is expressed in the third pan a-
graph of the second ABA resolution, H.R. 8363 is deficient in certain
respects that are evident from the most superficial analysis.

(a) The individual rates are not reduced the same proportion. The
taxes in the brackets between $2,000 and $90,000 are all reduced to a
lesser degree than the overall tax reduction of 20 percent (see staff
description of H.R. 8363 prepared for the Committee on Finance at
pp. 2,3). 

.

(b) The maximum rate is appreciably below the recommended max-
imum 65 percent set fortl in the scond ABA resolution.

(c) The corporate rate reduction, instead of being "applied pro-
portionately to large and small corporations alike," is being applied in .
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favor of the small corporation and here agaiih (cotraryto the'diree -

tion toward simplification) in section 223 are to be foundanother 31
pages of statutory text to make sure that the objectives will be ob-
tained.

(d) On the question of whether the benefits ofirate reductions are
"largely" removed by changes in the current tax payment program,
although we are informed that all corporations will receive some net
benefit, we find that some will receive less than one-twentieth of 1-per-
cent reduction in cash payments in 1964 and an'average annual reduc-
tion of less than 1 percent for the period 1064 though 1968 (if the
estimated payments are based on 75 percent of tax liability).

I think the committee will be interested to know that a great many
of our section members-as individuals giving advice on their own
responsibility-are making technical comments as to specific sections
of H.R. 8363. Their technical comments are being forwarded to the
joint committee staff and to the staff of your own committee in a sin-
cere effort to be helpful to you and them in your performance of the
legislative function.

The American Bar Association feels strongly its repsonsibility to
assist in the establishment of a Federal tax structure that will provide
an equitable distribution of the tax burden and an incentive to work
and investment conducive to economic growth and stability. Regard-
less of the decision your committee may make on matters covered by
the American Bar Association resolution, you may continue to rely on
the American Bar Association and its section of taxation to make their
members available to you in the public service in our common aim of
a fairer and more effective Internal Revenue Code.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Young, for a very
interesting statement.

As I understand it from your statement:
We think any rate changes now in prospect should be interim with attention

paid primarily to the health of the economy; and in our view ultimate rates
must be reevaluated in light of the ultimate changes in structure and tax
base-

That means I assume, if this tax is enacted at all it ought to be on a
temporary basis.

Mr. YovNG. I don't think that there is any question about that,
Senator.

Certainly none who have considered this matter think that this bill
is the achievement of what might be called the ultimate objective of
substantive tax reform. The fairness of any process of broadening
the base has to be evaluated in determining whether the rates that are
placed upon taxpayers are fair, so of necessity you will be faced, I
think, with a difficult decision if and when you take the next step of
determining whether some of these benefits that you are now extending
to some taxpayers will not have to be taken away from them.

I would think that would be a painful process.
The CHAIRMAN. I assume you have in mind that if this bill should

be enacted in a form which does not meet changing requirements of
the tax system it would postpone the all-inclusive legislation which
you think is necessary for a better distribution; is that one of your
fears?

Mr. YovUo. That is the correct standard..
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The. CAr A;N, Isn't it your fear that if this bill is enacted as
it now is, it will postpone better readjustments of the taxes and closing
of the loopholes and so forth I

Mr. YouoN. I think it will not only postpone it, Senator, I think
to substantial extentit may make it impossible.

What happens, as indicated in my statement, when you make new
alinements of the line between tax advantage and tax disadvantage
is that you establish a new frontier or battle line which will be de-
fended actively when there is a new assault made on the base itself
and at that time I think you will find you will have very little rate
adjustments left to extend as an incentive to adjust that base or re-
adjust that base.

The CHAmII N. You mentioned the fact that attention be paid
primarily to the health of the economy. What do you think is the
health of the economy now with respect to justifying a tax reduction
of this kind ?

Mr. YouaN. Well, you will note that the bar association very care-
fully avoided taking any position as to whether or not your com-
mittee in the exercise of your sound judgment, should make any rate
reduction in that direction.

Any views I would have obviously would have to be my own, my
personal viws.

The CHAnIAN. If you made it temporary what length of time
would you suggest

Mr. YOUNG. I would consider it temporary so long as they existed
up to the time when you were making a real honest-to-goodness re-
evaluation of the entire problem.

The CHAmR AN. I gather from your statement that there should
be an interim.

Mr. YOUNG. Yes, sir.
The CHAIw AN. One year, two years, or what ?
Mr. YOUNG. Well, sir, I would certainly hope that the Congress

could address itself to the full course of revenue revision within that
period of time at which time you would adopt what I would hope
would be permanent revision.

The CHAIRMAN. You would prefer a reconsideration of the whole
tax bill that is now before us rather than the passage of the bill in its
present form

Mr. YOUNG. Yes, sir; that is a correct interpretation.
The CHAMAN. Senator Gore?
Senator GORE. You made a very interesting statement. Those who

have in the past been the strongest advocates of the use of taxation as a
means of affecting our national economy have ben, as I seem to recall,
and are, of the opinion that we should reduce taxes and have deficit
financing when in a recessionary condition, and then when we have
periods of prosperity taxes should be increased and something paid on
the national debt.

Do you seem to recall this kind of theory as having been advocated
for a number of years ?

Mr. YouoN. Well, I think it would be safe to say, Senator Gore,
that there is no theory that is available to the exercise of your
imagination that hasn't been suggested. I must say that I have never
been conscious of any strong surgeT if you will, toward a system that
would adjust rates under those circumstances.
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I have understood that there have been many occasions 'where a
rate was set which was calculated to create a 'srpluagoe f$i 'gtitmes
to be applied against the debt with .theepe tion t perhaps B t the
economy turned down you might of necessity have an sufficiency of
income to meet the costs of Government.

I have heard that statement very frequently, sir. , .
I would find it extremely difficult, however, to fairly a4just,rates

every year, if you will, depending upon your evaluationof the im-
mediate prospect of the economy.

I can see Ps a minimum that would be a rather contentious
arrangement. . .

Senator GORE. Which is by way of saying, is it not, that the applica-
tion of the Keynesian theories would be impossible in our system of
society, economy, and government.

Mr. YOUNG. That is correct, sir. The Keynes supporters have
never been able to find unanimous acceptance of their views.

Senator Goim. Well, I seem to recall that a recommendation was
made last year that, in pursuance of this economic theory, the Congress
should delegate to the President the power to lower or raise tax
rates.

Do you recall that ?
Mr. YouNo. I remember that somebody made that suggestion. That

is a suggestion, however, that you cannot associate with me, Senator
Gore. [Laughter.]

Senator GORE. I am trying really to refresh my own memory.
Mr. Chairman, would you mind if I asked Mr. Stam if such a

recommendation was made that the Congress delegate-would you
respond to that, Mr. Stam

Thye CiAIRMAN. Mr. Stam?
Mr. STAx. Pardon me, did you say delegate the power to make

the-
Senator GORE. It seemed to me that someone suggested to the Con-

gress that it delegate to the Chief Executive the power to raise and
lower taxes depending upon economic conditions,

Mr.. STAr. That was recommended, I think, in one of the budget
messages by the President, just last year.

Senator GoRE. When was this?
Mr, STAM. Last year, I think
Senator GoRE. Was it last year?
Well, Mrs. Springer has evidently remembered it and has gone to

get the message. So you see this is not really an abstract matter I am
trying to interrogate you on. It has been the subject of recommenda-
tions to the Congress by the President of the United States.,

I noticed in the paper the last day or two that General Motors' prof-
its are at an alltime high. Isn't that situation true of a large percent-
age of our corporations, or are you acquainted with those statistics?

Mr. YouNG. Well sir all I can tell you about that is what I read
in the U.S. News & World Report coming down on the plane. I think
on the third quarter figures you would be justified in that statement.

Senator GORE. I would like to read this for your information, and
for the information of the committee.

This is dated May 8,1962:
I transmit herewith for the consideration of theCongress a draft and a tech-

nical explanation of a bill which would give to the President, subject to Congres-
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sional disapproval, standby discretionary authority to reduce personal income
rates when ecoomc circumstances require such action. The bill iiplenets
one of the thee proposals advanced by my economic report for bolstering rhe
Government's ability to pursue effectively the objectives of the Employment Ait
of 1946.

I will not read the whole message, but I thought you might find this
interesting.

Mr. YOUNG. Well, Senator Gore, as one citizen to another, and as
an individual who was raised and educated under somewhat ditterent
than current theories of economics, I think I would view the suggestion
with some degree of alarm.

Senator GORE. Do you have children?
Mr. YOUNG. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. Do you know of any provision in the tax code that

is more unrealistic than the exemption of $600 for a dependent child ?
Mr. Youio. Possibly.
SThe additional $600 exemption that is given to a man, for example,

by reason of the age of his wife.
Senator GORE. You be careful what you are saying; the wife may

be more expensive than the child. [Laughter.]
I concede in some cases that is true.
You were speaking of an extra deduction based on age.
Well, the point I am trying to raise ;with you is do you think

that the personal exemption of taxpayer and dependent, the theory
of which is to permit a level of subsistence for a family before the
Federal Government lays a tax upon the income of that family unit,
is sufficient?

Mr. YovUo. Again, you are addressing that to me as an individual
I hope, Senator.

Senator GORE. Well, yes, as a citizen.
Mr. YOUNG. All right, let me say this: If you were to-
Senator GORE. I hope you understand I am not trying to embarrass

you in any way.
Mr. YOUNG. No, sir.
Senator GORE. I am trying to make the point as best I can that one

of the inequities in the law is the low exemption given to a taxpayer
for a dependent.

The allowance for a married couple in 1940 was $2,000.
If $2,000 was on the verge of poverty in 1940, and this was an ade-

quate exemption, then now when the cost of living is more than twice
as much, it seems to me that $1,200 is wholly inadequate.

Mr. YouNo. Well, Senator, with all due deference to what you say,
I would like to sort of plead confession and avoidance on this.

In the first place, the confession part of it is that I would agree
that the standard of minimum subsistence today is appreciably higher
than it was at that. particular time. /

The other thing I would like to raise is whether one is justified in
suggesting that certain people, let's say people of very moderate
means-I can remember when I maide~a ood bit less than that-should
be excused from any contribution to his Government.

I think that is a very serious question.
In other words, I am urging on you somewhat out of context the

philosophy of the widow's mite, if you please, and I again, as an
individual, get increasingly concerned. about the circumstance that
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there becomes an imbalance between the number of our citizens who
pay taxes and those who do not. ...

I ust raise the question as to whether pehapFs tiat is good political
science. I personally obviously don't think si. Many people disagree
with me. -

Senator GORE. I once entertained the view that if we made Federal
income taxpayers of the mass of the people, that would cause them to
be less demanding of the Government andof our society.

That hasn't worked out. If a man pays $6 in taxes, he may.very
well demand $6,000 in benefits. He may be more demanding instead
of less.

Mr. YouNo. Well Senator, I guess the difference between you and
me, I still believe in Santa Claus ?

Senator GORE. In Santa Claus?
Mr. YovNo. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. Well-
Mr. YouNo. And I do not regard the. U.S. Government as Santa

Claus.
Senator GORE. That is not a difference between you and me. I am

not going to let you put me in that position. [Laughter.]
iMr. YOUG. No, Senator, I think that I continue to aspire, i con-

tinue to hope, although I have become somewhat cynical, as I guess
all of us do as we get older, but I still aspire to think that perhaps
there is no point in giving up. I guess that makes me a perennial
optimist regardless of the facts of life.

Senator GORE. There is no difference between you and me in that.
1 found your testimony very interesting.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMs. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE, Mr. Young, I take it from your testimony that

you would defer all structural changes at this time and wait for a
more comprehensive bill, is that what you mean I

Mr. YouNo. That is correct, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. What would you add by way of structural

changes, for instance, that have not been included in this bill
Mr. YOUNG. Well, I can only at this point address Myself back to

the mandate under which the tax section has been asked to operate,
which in the first instance was a direction toward the broadening of the
base.

That, of course, involves, Senator, an evaluation of gross income
and the evaluation of deductions.

In the element of gross income, I think you get into concepts, just
to take a very narrow part of it, if you will, of what have been de-
scribed as the frihge benefits.

This bill attacks some and it very carefully does not touch others.
When we get on the deduction side, if you will, we will find moves
toward reduction of, or elimination of, nonpersonal deductions, some
of them, but not all of them.

Without suggesting that the solution is an easy one, I would suggest
to you that the bill'perpetuates the discrimination between the owner
of a residence and the repter of a residence.
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The solution to that problem is'a difficult one. I doi't think that
is necessarily an excuse for not addressing yourselves to it. I mention
these by example, I am not trying to be'encylopedi, Seniator,

Senator TAMADG o . You referred a moment ago to reading the U.S.
News & World Report.

Did you see their so-called simplified tax plan they published several
months ago? i

Mr. YouGo. Yes, I looked that one over sir. 'That was a fairly
sharp cut into the concept of the present revenue act.

The fact that it was a sharp cut, however, I don't think necessarily
was an indication that it was wrong.

I still was not able, and the bar association has not attempted, to
evaluate whether the size of the reductiorf of revenue was in the na-
tional interest. The conclusion, of the magazine, of course, was that
it was.

The bar association has no opinion on that.
I have no competence to express a judgment on it.
Senator TALMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Young.
I have no further questions. Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Young, I appreciate very much your testi-

mony here this morning. If I understand it correctly, you are using
an expression I was thinking of, that we should make haste slowly in
dealing with this tax legislation.

On the opening day of this hearing our distinguished chairman
made a statement about this tax bill that I think it is well to remind
ourselves of. He stated, and I quote:

This is a major tax bill. It covers 804 pages. It contains 234 proposals to
amend the complex tax code and it would add 7 new provisions. It would in-
volve every individual and corporate taxpayer in the country. It should not bA
considered lightly. It cannot be considered hurriedly.

It seems to me your testimony this morning advises this committee
to at least stop, look, and listen at a major revision in our tax structure.

Mr. YouNG. I think that is correct. I wish I had the grasp of the
English language that your chairman had when he made that state-
ment. I think it is an excellent statement.

Senator CARLSON. I notice in your statement that you mention, and
I am going to quote here:

A large number of highly competent lawyers in the section-

I think having reference to a group in the American Bar Associa-
tion-
have been busy for months on this project and expect to deo op a tentative
statement of position before the end of January.

Do I understand from that that we, as a committee, could expect
additional information from your group by that date?

Mr. YouNo. I think that that is a tentative statement which would
be tested against the other members of that group.

In other words, we have no intention of airing our differences
publicly at that early date. I have made a commitment to our section
that we will conclude our inquiry and research by the time the program
for our annual meeting goes out, somewhere around the first of July.

Senator CARLSON. I am sure that every member of this committee
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realizes the complexities that are in, any nw tax legislation and we
would like very much to have some simplification, :I,

I was interested in your comment in regard to section 216 which, of
course, deals with personal holding companies. ,

Mr. YoUNG. Right. .. .. ,
Senator CAnRLsoN. You state tha t has 30 pages ofstatutory verbi-

age, the very complexity of .which could raise justifiable, questions.
I am glad you mentioned that because many people who are press-

ing for early action without any consideration or without any chance
for this bill to me seemed to fail to realize the many problems that we
are going to face.

Then you get down.to section, let's see, I believe, it is section 214,
that deals, as I understand it, with employee stock options and pur-
chase agreements.

There you state that this section, I believe, has 34 pages, and you
also mention section 219 which, I think, deals with capital gains which
has39 pages.

This is information, I think our taxpayers should have because
there is a great pressure-we act hastily without giving due study
and consideration, and I will say for the credit of this committee, and
I served on it for a number of years as well as the House Ways and
Means Committee, that we do take our time in writing tax legislation
and I hope we will do so this time.

I think it is essential we do and if you have some suggestions for
simplification we will be greatly indebted to the American Bar Asso-
ciation if you will give them to us.

Mr. YOUNG. Without underestimating the task we have taken on,
I sincerely feel we will get that for you.

Senator CARLSON. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Young, are you sure somebody in the tax

section of the bar association didn't draft 216
That applies to 2 million taxpayers under $10,000 of income. That

looks like as fruitful a place for tax lawyers as I can think of.
Mr. YouNo. Well, the difficulty, Senator Dirksen, to get back to the

horrible problem of earning a living is that over 90 percent of those
taxpayers who will be affected by that section earn under $10,000
a year. I seriously doubt as to whether we will be justified in charging
a commensurate fee of those worthy citizens when they have to make
up their tax returns.

Senator DIRKsEN. Don't you think we would be justified in view
of your statement here, as to the abstruse nature of the tax bill, that
we ought to write in an extra section to set up a school for taxpayers
and then we ought to provide for training instruction on tax law
so one can go to school at night and find out what to do with his
tax returns

Mr. YOUNG. Well, I hope it doesn't get that bad, Senator. I think
that we are setting up an increasingly difficult problem of compliance.
It is very easy to say, "Well, this law isn't complicated; the compli-
cated provisions only apply to a few taxpayers."

But that isn't true. The complicating provisions in some cases
apply to a great mahy taxpayers, and I think it is unfortunate--

Senator TALMADGE. Will the Senator yield at that point?
/
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Senator DIRKSEN. Two million aren't a few, I must say, with in-
comes under $10,000 in this day and age.

Yes, I yield.
Senator TALMADGE. Someone has referred to this tax bill as a bill

for the relief of tax lawyers and certified public accountants.
Do you share that view ?
Mr. Yovxo. I have no opinion about the accountants, Senator.

Insofar as the lawyers are concerned I have already indicated that
this is just going to make us do do more work for less pay because
frankly our clients are, I doubt, able to pay for the amount of time
it will take to make up the return.

Senator TALMADOE. I thank the Senator for yielding.
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Young, I am glad to have a sound unequivocal

endorsement of a concurrent resolution I introduced on May 14. I
presume that has come to your attention.

Mr. Youxo. It has just come to my attention.
Senator DIRKSEN. It is too much pressure that we have the first

report on this study report by January 13, 1964. I think, however,
that since there is some likelihood there won't be a tax bill by that
time, that perhaps I had better defer that date a little; don't you
think?

Mr. Youxo. No; I would rather you wouldn't defer the date, Sen-
ator. Quite frankly, the need to do something basic and proper is
sufficiently pressing that I don't think we can indulge ourselves and
indulge your constituents and our clients in too much more time under
t he existing structure.

I would hope that you would keep the pressure of time on addressing
yourself to this difficult problem.

Senator DIRKSEN. I iave only one more observation to make.
You mentioned the widow's mite, I suggest you go back and look

that up again, and examine it and then send me a little note on it,
because as I remember that story that's exactly all she had.

She had nothing else.
Mr. Yovsx. All right, sir, I will take it back. She should have

only given a half her mite, 50 percent of it. [Laughter.]
Tle' CHAIRMAN. Tlhnk you very much, Mr. Young.
Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, I have something else.
'Tlhe CHAIRMAN. SenatorGore.
Senator GORE. I have read further this message to which I earlier

referred, the Presidential message of May 8, 1962, and I find that
these were referred to as temporary reductions.

Let me read:
Enactment of the proposed legislation would provide the basic legislative

determination to use a temporary reduction in individual income tax rates when
economic circumstances require such action.

So, there has been an interesting genesis of'the philosophy involved
in the pending bill.

Last year there was this request for authority by the Chief Execu-
tive to lower taxes temporarily when economic circumstances required.

Now, we have a bill permanently reducing the level of governmental
income and, as you have said earlier, you seemed to recall that instead
of being in a recession, corporation profits, dividends, cash flows; all
seem to be at an alltime high.
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Yet instead of a temporary reduction we art asked for a permanent
reduction. Would you care to rationalize those points of view for
us or would you plead confession and avoidance-not confession but
avoidance

Mr. Youxo. It would be better if I would plead'riolo, Senator.
Senator GORE. Nolo contendere?
Mr. YouNo. Yes.
Senator GORE. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Ribicofft
Senator RIBIcoFF. No questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Young. You have

made a very interesting presentation.
Mr. YouoN. Mr. Chairman, in closing, I would like to have included

as a part of the record the resolution and the attached report which I
have described in my testimony as the ABA second resolution.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection so ordered.
(The resolution and report referred to follo6Ws:)

RESOLUTION ADOPTED BY 1THE HOUSE OF DELEGATES, AUOUST 1963,' AND REPORT OF
THE SECTION OF TAXATION

Be it resolved, That the American Bar Association after careful study recom-
mends to the Congress:

(1) That the national administration's proposals for structural revision
of the Internal Revenue Code would not accomplish the type of basic reform
required, but are piecemeal in nature and add greater complexity; and

(2) That the Congress should defer consideration of major structural
changes until it can enact a program of basic reform in the income tax
structure; and

(3) That, If rate reductions are enacted in 1963-
(a) The Congress should enact, at this time, a measure which will

have the effect of reducing the present rates on individual incomes by
the same proportion in each bracket, except that, in the interest of
achieving fairness and equity and of encouraging work and stimulating
investment, the rates in the upper brackets after such reduction should
be further modified so that no rate will be higher than 65 percent; and

(b) The Congress, to the extent that any reductions in rates on cor-
porate incomes are deemed appropriate in addition to the adjustments
in individual rates referred to in subparagraph (a) above, should
enact, at this time. reductions in corporate income tax rates which
apply proportionately to large and small corporations alike; and. in
this connection, if the Congress should enact provisions for the further
acceleration of corporate tax payments. it should not thereby largely
remove the Immediate cash benefits accruing to a corporation from rate
reduction; and be it further

Resolved, That the section of taxation is directed to urge the foregoing recom-
mendations upon the proper committees of Congress.

REPORT OF THE SECTION OF TAXATION

The national administration's proposals for "structural revision" of the
Internal Revenue Code do not accomplish the type of basic reform required to
provide for a more equitable distribution of the tax burden, to promote Incen-
tives for work and investment, and to simplify the provisions of the code for the
benefit of taxpayers and the Government alike. The administration's proposals
would, for the most part, merely serve to complicate the tax system without
accomplishing the underlying objectives of improving the system.

A detailed analysis of the administration's proposals for so-called tax reform
discloses that the recommendations do not, in any sense, constitute basic reform
but on the whole add even greater complexity to an already overburdened code.
The history of the development of the Internal Revenue Code demonstrates that
the piecemeal approach, such as reflected in the administration's proliosal..
Inevitably produces exception upon exception anil piles complexity upon confu-
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REVENUE ACT OF 1983

rate reduction; and a mistake to do so in view of the importance of
corporations in our national effort to achieve greater growth and make
more jobs available.

INVESTMENT TAX CREDIT

In the case of the investment tax credit, the bill would repeal the
provision requiring a downward adjustment of the basis of property
eligible for depreciation to the extent that the credit applies. We
support this repeal and hope it remains in the bill. Aside from the
release of current funds, repeal would eliminate the accounting incon-
sistencies now involved in recording the credit. As was brought out
during the congressional consideration of the administration's original
recommendation for the credit, it is in basic form a means of rate
reduction and not a form of depreciation. The elimination of the
depreciation provision will enable the credit to serve fully its intended
purpose.

TIE 4-PERCENT DIVIDEND CREDIT

Turning to the individaul, we would first like to record our nmos
vigorous opposition to repeal of the 4-percent dividend credit. The
credit is but a modst recognition of the inequity of double taxation on
corporate income paid out in dividends. It should remain in the law.

In his testimony, Secretary Dillon stated that. repeal of the credit
"is necessary to justify the rates adopted for middle and upper income
brackets."

Why?
Would such i-ates be considered too low, except that nearly the full

inequity of double taxation is reimposed for most stockholders? Else-
where in his testimony, Secrtary Dillon describes existing tax rates
in such words as.would seem to justify reductions far greater than the
15 to 20 percent provided in the bill.

The movement to reform the structure of the tax law has been pro-
moted and widely acclaimed as basically designed to achieve greater
equity among taxpayers. I am aware that the Secretary's testimony
contained tables which seemed to indicate that the credit provides
greater relief to high income taxpayers than to those in the lower
brackets.

I would question the import of these tables because it seems to me
that the credit, 4 percent of dividend income, has the same value to a
stockholder in the lower brackets as it has for a stockholder in the
higher brackets. Regardless, nowhere do I find in the Secretary's
testimony any statement to the effect that elimination of the credit
would result in equitable treatment, as regard any stockholders, except
those whose holdings are so small that mncease in the exclusion is a
fully offsetting factor.

I urge upon you the view that the burden of proof seems to have been
misplaced in this controversy over the credit. At best, the credit stops
far short of relieving the double tax burden for even the highest income
taxpayers.

Let's not make the stockholder the first major "goat" of structural
reform. The men and women who save in large or small amounts and
provide the equity capital for American business are the source of
the driving force of the American free enterprise system. Without
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their capital, there would be no place for the savings of 9thera who are
looking for fixed iiicome to assure their security.

We can't have an open economic society based o, debt alone aid
without private ownership of the means of production When we
have more people with more venture capital we will have the bse foi'
greater growth and more new good jobs. Without that base, all other
act ions combined will prove futile in the long run.

THE CASUALTY LOSS DEDUCTION

Another provision of the House bill which is unfair to the individual
is section 208. This section seems to have been adopted more with
an eye to what might be called practicality than to equity. It would
limit the deduction for personal casualty and theft losses to amounts
in excess of $100 per loss. Secretary Dillon, in his testimony, justifies
the limitation as tking similar to that for the medical expense deduc-
tion and completely avoids the principle involved.

This principle is that a person's existing assets are acquired out of
income after tax, and hence when such assets are destroyed he should
be allowed to replace them from income before tax. This is a quite
different concept from that underlying the medical deduction.

The effect of the limitation is to discriminate against the taxpayer
who has a series of relatively small losses, as compared with a taxpayer
whose total loss is no greater, but confined to a single instance.

The report of the House Ways and Means Committee supported the
limitation by reference to the $100 deduction clause in casualty insur-
ance policies. It did not take note that the limitation made may well
have the effect of influencing a downward trend in the level of deduc-
tibility in private policies, thus increasing the cost of coverage. There
is a more appropriate frame of reference from the insurance fiel4;
namely, major medical coverage. These policies are written so as to
protect the insured, regardless of whether this qualifying -medical
expense in a given year is a result of one illness or an accumulation of
illnesses.

On principle, section 208 should be eliminated<from the bill. If it
should be retained, equity would require that the limitation be cumu-
lative as regards all losses and not apply to single losses.

PERSONAL TAX RATES .

Section 221 of H.R. 8363 would permit tax averaging for persons
with widely fluctuating incomes. Under the bill, rates for all taxpay-
ers above the lowest level would be reduced 15 to 20 percent.

Averaging, in effect, would take income out of a year in which it is
earned and tax it in a year in which it wag not earned. This will be a
great help to artists, athletes, and others who may enjoy only a few
years of high earnings, or of persons in many other endeavors whose
incomes tend to fluctuate rather Widely.

Even in the business world there are sharp rises and falls in position
and earnings. I do not mean to indicate lack of sympathy wherever
and whenever earning fluctuate widely between tax years, for reasons'
beyond the control of the taxpayer. '

However we cannot avoid two facts: First, that averaging will
establish a tax shelter of special benefit to people who may be dis-
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inlined towork hard year after year; and second, that our majoi coh-;
cern must be the achievements and contributions' of peoplewhlio feel
a driving necsity throtighout their lives to use all of their talents to
the limit 6f their capacity, year i andyear out.

All of the pressures for th6'aeiaging device have come fbinm the
severe graduation of the personal tax. If this graduation-did rot
penalize people who could not take advantage of averaging, there
would be no problem as regards people with the widely fluctuating
income. The averaging device, therefore, avoids the real problem.
Whether or not this committee approves averaging, the rate through
the middle to the high brackets should be reduced much more than
would be done by the bill before you. I concur with precedig wit-
nesses with respect to the inequity and the adverse economic conse-
quences of excessive graduation, especially through .the middle
brackets. My point is that 'th'emphasis should be placed on modera-
tion of this graduation to the utmost limits within the general magni-
tude of the tax reduction provided' in H.R. 8363, as the only means
by which the country can reap the full benefit of the efforts.of people
whoseenergies pace the economic advance of the Nation.

CONOLJSION

In conclusion, tax reduction is good in and of itself, because it lets
people spend more of their money and government spend less. Even
though tax reduction is initiated in a period when the budget is in the
red 'it establishes priority for greater reliance on the private economy
and less reliance on government spending. The key objective of tax
reduction at this time, however, should be to establish an economic
climate which will generate more income for all people, put people
to work who are now unemployed and provide, jobs for new workers
as they-come in the labor force, and thus advance the overall national
wellbeing. If this objective is achieved, it will of itself protect
against excessive Federal spending in the years ahead. It also will
greatly strengthen the Federal revenue base.

I subscribe to the view that the passage of tax reduction legislation
should be accomplished by contemporary evidence that Federal'e-
penditures are being birught under control. On the other hand, I
express the hope that the question.of current fiscal responsibility not
be allowed to overshadow the importance of shaping the tax bill so
that it will contribute the most to long-term economic growth.

Moireover, I urge that tfiere be no hesitancy in main siificant
increases in the total o tai :eduction afforded in if.R. t3, if this is
necessary to get agreement on moderating rate graduation, andto
avoid inequities in tax law.

The CHOA MA. Thank you very much. .
Senator Douglas .
Senator DoIiudLAs. I have oily one question.
In your conclusion, you state as follows:
Tax reduction is good In and of itself because it let people spend more of

their money and the Government spend less.
If this were true the best thing of all would be to have .Government

spending nothing and the people spend all,.and you would have no
taxes,isn't.that true . . . .. :
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Mr. LrrrLE. Well, there is an equation there.
In my opinion, the productivity of the country and the control of the

spending is better in the hands of the people rather than the Govern-
ment excessively.

Senator DOUGLAS. Then you agree with the conclusion which I drew
from your statement; namely, that if it is good to have the Govern-
ment spend less and the people spend more1 the best thing of all is for
the Government to spend nothing and for individual people to spend
everything.

fr. Lrrr. No, I don't--
Senator DOUGLAS. You don't agree to that
Mr. LITTLE. That is not what I intended in this statement.
Senator DOUGLAS. I am glad to hear that.
Mr. LrrriL. Obviously, the Government must maintain and provide

certain services for the benefit of all the people.
Senator DovoLAs. I am glad to see that.
Mr. LITTLE. It is the extent to which they spend it.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Little, as a representative of a great group

of manufacturing industries in your State, do you really believe that a
reduction in taxes will give us an economic expansion that will put a
larger percentage of our unemployed people to work I

Mr. LITTLE. I believe that it will provide the basis for doing this.
We have areas of unemployment in Ohio even though we are one of
the most productive States and one of the most heavily populated
States, and I feel with additional resources with which to expand our
productive capacity we would be able to create additional jobs.

Senator CARLSON. Of course, that is our hope, those of us who are
working on this piece of legislation, that it wilrcreate an economy that
will furnish employment.

But some of us are greatly concerned that even with a tax reduction
it will not solve our unemployment problem and that is the reason
I ask you this question because you do represent a great group of indus-
try on whom we will have to depend to furnish jobs.

After all jobs are furnished either through private industry or
through public works and I sincerely hope we may maintain the private
economy and private enterprise system and furnish these jobs.

Mr. LTTrLE. I know in the experience of the company with which
I am directly associated, that the retention of some of the tax dollars
on a pro forma basis over the last , or 6 years would have permitted us
to make some expansion that we have been unable to accomplish.

Senator CAeRLSN. Thank you very much.
Mr. Lrrim. They may have been limited.
The CHAntMAw. Senator Gore?
Senator Gom. Do you endorse that theory or the nostrum that the

way to balance the budget is to reduce taxes?
Mr. Lrrrr~. In substance I do.
Senator GoR. If an $11 billion tax reduction is good, why don't we

make it 165
Mr. LTrrrm . If it is necessary to accomplish a sharper reduction in

the rates, I would be in favor of making it a larger-maybe not 15, but
1I or 12 or whatever would be required in order to reduce this steep
progression, of rates in the middle-inobme group, and also to give cor-
porations a lower taxr rate, a lower tax base on which to operate.
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Senator GORE. Well, I was not,asking you this question in relation
to the equities :involved but merely addressing my question to the
theory reducing taxie in order to bring in more revenue ultimately.

What period of time do you think would be required, since you
endorse this theory, to produce a larger revenue
SMr, LrnrlE. My answer obviously must be very nebulous, because

most of the ecnomists in thecountry and people who have far greater
ability than I have never been able to predict what this period would be

It would have to be considered with the economy subsequently at
the time, and the domestic situation of the economy. You couldn't say
an $11 billion tax reduction in 5 years would be recouped in additional
revenues on a smaller base

I mean couldn't make that prediction. , I don't know of anyone
who could.

But I know that the retention of tax dollars is inherent in the
expansion of investment capital and economic growth.

Senator GORE. Well, you know, we have had a period of time in
which to have a fair test, it seems to me, of this theory.

We had a big tax reduction in 1954.
Do you think that 9 or 10 years is sufficient time to test out this

theory?
Mr. LITTLE. Well, first of all-
Senator GORE. This multiplier has been operating all the time and

you would think that this would have balanced our budget by now.
SMr. LITrLE. I don't recall that the corporate tax rates have been

reduced. We may have effected some so-called reforms which in some
cases were offset by-- .
.Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, could I ask Mr. Stam to indicate the

order of magnitude of tax reduction in 1954
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stami?
Mr. STAM. One of the great things they did in 1954 was the excess

profits tax was terminated. That was a big obstacle to corporations
And then, of course, there were some reductions in individual

taxes.
* The CHAIRMAN. What was the total of the excess profits tax?

Mr. STA. The total of the excess profits tax reduction was $7.2
billion.
,: Senator BENNETr. The bulk of the reduction in 1954, except for the
excess profits tax reduction, was in individual and, as I remember it,
it was a 10-percent across-the-board reduction,

The lowest rate was reduced from 22 to 20, and the others were
correspondingly reduced.

SSenator GORE. Thank you, Mr; Stam, and Senator Bennett,
Well, with a $7 billion tax reduction in 1954, which would not vary

too eatly as a percentage of our gross'national product from an
$11 billion cut now, one would think, it seems to me, that if this
theory is ever going to work out, that a 10-year period would be a
fair trial period. -

Would you agree with that ?
Mr. LrrrTL. YoU are asking me if I agree from 1954 to 1964-1

don't. . - ... .' ''
Senator GORE. Yo think we need alonger period ,

. Mr. LrrrLE. No; I think we are talking about two different eras
in one in which we, had a war tax and we had an unstable intern
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tional situation, and the Korean war and takirigoff- 'n :excess profits
tax, I never considered an excess profits. tax as a standard:oorporate
tax anyway; it is only an emergeneyt i,: ;:':'; ,I,.' :':.: .','

Senator GORE.- Nevertheless, when you .remove this tai from or-
porations you give more money, you leave more money, in the hbhds
of corporations to spend, to invest, to'retoin, to distribute in divideiids.

We are talking about wartime rates fnow; 52:-ercent rates are war-
time rates.: ".
.The lowering of the personal exemption to $600 is'a wartime

measure. .; , f,; ." ; ... .I
Mr. LrrrmE. I wouldn't dispute that the elimination of excess

profits taix outld s timulate corpoirat'p roddu'tiiity to soe ixtent but
I think that intervening changes in the atmosphere under which.cor-
porations operate today have diluted o offset a great.deal of that
mpact..

Senator Go~. Well, I will not proceed further with this. 'Obvi-
ously, a dollar in the spending stream, whether it comes. from 'thb
use of savings by individuals, is derived' from reduction in taxes of
comes from governmental program of vocational training, area
redevelopment, from whatever source, does have a, stimulative effect.

Mr. LITTLE. Well, it would depend on how and where the streams
were going and how many tributaries and diversions the stream has
en route. '

Senator GORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. l

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen I
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Little, how large is Ohio Brass in terms of

people ?
Mr. Lrrrr. We employ about 8,000 people, and our consolidated

net sales are $50 or $51 million anhially.
Senator DIRKSEN. I notice where you discuss averaging you say,

first, averaging would establish a tax shelter of special benefit to pe6-
ple who may be disinclined to work hard'year after year.

You don't attach any sinister attribute to that; do youth
Mr. LITTLE. None whatsoever; merely as a graphic example if th '

strangling effect of our excessive individual rates.
If our individual rates were reasonable, and the progression wasn't

so steep, the people who earn excessive or large amounts in any one
year wouldn't need this averaging of income. .

Senator DIRKSEN. Well, of course, I was thinking ift in ternls
of individuals. A professional man, for instance, will work hard
for 6 months of the year.

Mr. Liurr. Right. ' :' '
Senator DIRmKEN. And then when he sees what Uncle Sam takes

decides it is just as well to move ovei and' let somebody else render
that'service. '

In fact, I know several who'do exactly that.
SMr.',LI'rrE. I can't quatrel with that. My principal analogy anc

the example I ain trying' to make there is, clearly set forth, is the fact
that the crippling rates necessitate averaging of intcomre, and the
present code sections 1301 to 1805 provide some relief for averaging
anyway.' ' . - '

Senator DumSEN. Yes.' 1 want to compliment you on your pointed
and candid statement. /:' ' '
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Mr. LrrrIL. Thank you.
Senator DnIRmEN. You call a spade a spade in your statement.
Mr. LrrrI. Well, that is why I came.
Senator DnmIsE. Yes, sir.
Mr. Lrrrn. Thank you.
The CHAImMAN. Senator Ribicoff
Senator RIBIOFP. No questions.
The CHAImmN. Thank you very much, Mr. Little.
The next witness is Mr. W. T. Hyde, Jr. of F. S. Smithers & Co.
Mr. Hyde, please come around and proceed.

STATEMET OF W. T. HYDE, JR, F. SMITHERS & CO.

Mr. HYDE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
isW. T. Hyde, Jr.

I do not represent anyone or any organization. I merely am appear-
ing as an individual and I greatly appreciate the privilege of submit-
ting my views to the committee.

Senator RmZICOFF. Mr. Chairman, would you be good enough to tell
us who F. S. Smithers & Co. is

Mr. HYDB. F. S. Smithers & Co. is an investment bankinghouse
in New York. I am a partner of that firm. I have a prepared state-
ment but in the interests of time, and with your permission, Mr. Chair-
man, I will not read it. I will briefly comment on it.

The CHAIRMAN. Thankyou very much.
Mr. HYDE. The proposed--
The CHAIRMAN. It will be inserted in the record.
Mr. HYDE. The proposed tax bill has been called a tax reduction

but I don't think it can be considered that.
There can be no tax reduction by this committee because it is the

Appropriations Committee that decides what the Government will
spend, and this committee merely says how the money is to be raised.

It must be raised by taxes either today or tomorrow or by inflation
which is the worse tax of all.

I consider this bill as an attempt to remove some of the restrictive
influences taxes have on the economy. I don't think, however, that this
bill fulfills that objective.

It provides only nominal relief of about $50 a year to 36 million
people who filed personal income tax returns in 1960.

That is about half of the people who filed returns in that year. It
is equal to only 2 percent of their average income, which was $2,450.

This bill would give no relief at all to 13 million people who filed
returns but had no taxable income.

It would give no relief to the 4 million unemployed.
All people, wealthy or poor, do pay corporate income taxes. I be-

lieve that the corporate income tax is the most serious deterrent we
have on the economy today. It is a hidden tax. It is as much a cost of
business as wages or materials or anything else, and it has to be paid
by the consumer.

The stockholder does not pay it.
The corporate income tax probably will be over $25 billion this year,

which is.almost $400 per worker. It would be about 6 percent of dis-
posable personal income, and about 8 percent of corporate revenues.
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It is definitely a brake on the economic machine. It is an insidious
cost of business because it cannot be reduced by management through
greater efficiencies.

It impairs the corporations' ability to reduce costs by putting in
machinery or expanding for greater efficiencies. A corporation is
entitled to expect return of at least 10 percent on its investment, but
when the Government takes half of the earnings it must earn 20 per-
cent because the Government does not put up any of the capital.

If the corporation income tax were eliminated, prices could be re-
duced by over $20 billion. It would enable individuals to buy more
units of services and goods with the same money they have today.

It would halt and reverse inflation. Inflation appears to be gain-
ing. Basic material prices have been increasing m the past few
months. Elimination of the corporate income tax would improve our
position in foreign trade.

It would help solve our gold problem. It would encourage busi-
ness to expand, to lower costs further, and to produce more and new
goods.

I doubt whether we could in one stroke eliminate the corporate in-
come tax but I do think that we could take an initial step which would
not reduce Government revenues, but would attain part of the many
benefits that elimination of the corporate income taxes would bring.

As I mentioned, it would lower prices and halt inflation. It would
encourage industry expansion. It would reduce unemployment be-
cause more goods would be produced, more services would be pur-
chased, and, again, it would benefit our foreign trade position.

I would like to make a specific proposal. The corporate income
tax of 52 percent is made up of two different taxes, the normal tax
of 30 percent and the surtax of 22 percent.

I would suggest a credit against the surtax of 20 percent of corpo-
rate earnings, after paying the normal tax, plus dividends paid out.

The net effect of this would be to reduce corporate income taxes by
about $11 billion.

I believe that under our competitive conditions it is safe to assume
that at least $8 billion would be used to reduce prices.

The balance would enable corporations who are now in the red or
not earning an adequate return, to increase their earnings to what
might be considered normal.

The $8 billion reduction in prices would be the .ame, or I should say
have the same effect on the economy, as $8 billion increase in pur-
chasing power.

It would not, however, cause inflation such as a reduction of personal
income taxes and deficit financing.

The turnover of money is about three times in a year, so that this
$8 billion reduction in prices would have the same effect as an in-
crease in purchasing power of about $25 billion.

Corporations today amazingly are spending about $39 billion on
expansion. It is proof that a certain amount of this must go on to
keep corporations in competitive business.

Undoubtedly the provisions for rapid depreciation and investment
credit have been helpful, but these treat only the symptoms and not
the disease.

I believe that a reduction in the effective corporate income tax from
52 to 30 percent would increase the amount of expansion. I think it
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is safe to'say that corpbi-ations would spend an additional $10 billion
on expansion.

After allowing for depreciation accruals, this would equal only 23
percent of corporate assets which is a moderate rate of growth.
;The economic effect of the spending of this additional $10 billion

would again be inultiplied by the turnover of money, and would, there-
fore, stimulate the economy by $30 billion.

So, together with the reduction in prices, the total stimulation to
the ec6riomy should be around $55 billion a year.
SI have prepared a table in my statement you miagh like to refer

to which shows the effects on the tax receipts of the Government.
The first column which is headed "Current" indicates what might

be expected in the way of corporate income taxes under present law,
with $50 billion of corporate income subject to both normal and sur-
taxes.
- As you can see the 30-percent normal tax takes $15 billion, and the

22-percent surtax would take $11 billion, or a total of $26 billion.
In the second column, which is adjusting the same figures to the

suggestions I have made, would first reduce the corporate income to
$42 billion. Normal tax on that at 30 percent would be $12,600 million,
leaving $29,400 million subject to the surtax.

A surtax credit of 20 percent would amount to $5,900 million, leav-
ing $23.5 billion subject to surtaxes.

I would assume that in almost all cases this amount would be dis-
tributed as dividends and, therefore, provide an additional credit
against earnings subject to the surtax, so, there would be no surtax.

Now, below in the summary of this, I have shown where the revenues
of the Government would be increased or decreased from this.

The normal corporate tax would be reduced by $2.4 billion, and the
surtax would be reduced by $11 billion, or a total of $13.4 billion.

Below, I have shown the effect of a 20-percent effective tax rate on
the additional $55 billion of personal income which I believe would
be caused by this type of tax reduction.
. That would amount to about $11 billion.

Using an effective 30-percent tax rate on the increase in the divi-
dends the corporations would pay, would add another $2.2 billion or
a total of $13,200 million of additional taxes that would be obtained
from individuals who would have additional earnings with which to
pay them.

There are a few technical facts I think I would like to point out.
I will read them. To assure the payment of the additional dividends,
I would suggest an increase in the corporate surtax rate to 50 percent.
Together with the normal 30-percent tax, and allowing for the sur-
tax credit, this would make a total maximum tax rite of 58.3 percent
for a corporation which paid no dividends..

However, to eliminate a hardship on those corporations which, be-
cause of indenture or other restrictions are unable to.pay cash.divi-
dends, it would I 6Ivisalde to,.pernitj tck. dividends to be deductible
from earnings subject to suitaxes in an -amount equal: too'their fair
market value, and such stock dividends, should be made taxable as
ordinary income tq their precipiehtpa at thosane fair marketvalue. ,,

I had the privilege in 1942 of happearmg bef;ie' this committee at
which time a new provision was adopted by Congress which permitted
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public utility companies to deduct preeried djiendtias i f oi eiMi o
subject to surtaxes. . e.'.:o

It was recognized at that time with war shortages, an extension of
this to all dividends would have been highly inflationary. That con-
dition does not exist now. There is ample capacity to nieet the in-
creased demands which would result frolh1 Such a change ii the tax
or an extension of this provision to all dividends, and I believe it would
have a deflationary effect today.

Last year General Motors, whose earnings were at a record leel,
paid one and a half billion dollars irt income taxes which was equal to
about $290 for each car and truck it produced.

If ithad paid only the normal tax of 30 percent, its taxes would
have been $600 million less, but it still would have been equal to $115
per car, arid I believe that would be passed on in lower prices to the
purchaser of the car.

Major electric utilities of the country paid $1.3 billion in taxes,
income taxes, last year. About 40 percent of this or over $500 mil-
lion, represented surtaxes.

The Bell Telephone system had a similar situation. There is no
question that a great deal of this reduction in corporate taxes would
be passed on to the individual in lower prices for their products and,
after all, it is the individual who pays the tax, not the corporation.

I sincerely hope you will give consideration to this thought. I want
to thank you for the privilege of presenting it to you.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Hyde follows:)

STATEMENT ON CORPORATE INCOME TAXES BY W. TBUSLOW HYDE, JR.

The proposed revision in income taxes has been called a tax reduction. 'Ac-
tually, there can be no tax reduction unless and until there is a reduction In
Government expenditures. These expenditures must be paid for either through
present or future taxation or through inflation, which, over a period of time,
erodes the value of the currency and is a tax on the Nation's savings which falls
most heavily on those least able to bear it A shifting of the tax burden, how-
ever, is a necessity which is long overdue.

If the House-approved tax bill fails to stimulate the economy sufficiently to
offset the resulting loss of revenues, taxes will have to be Increased in future
years. However, changes could be made in the corporate tax structure which
would not only avoid a loss of revenues to the Treasury but would stimulate
business activity and reverse the inflationary pressures. The result would be a
decline in unemployment, an increase in the purchasing power of current In-
come, and a strengthening of our competitive position in world markets which
should go far toward solving the gold crisis.

In 1960, which is the latest year for which detailed figures are available, there
were 61 million individual Income tax returns filed with the Internal Revenue
Department. Of these, 42 million, or 69 percent had adjusted gross income of
less than $6,000 with an average of $2,000. Income taxes paid by these 42 mil-
lion individuals amounted to $9.6 billion or 7.9 percent of their combined ad-
justed gross income and averaged $229 per taxpayer. If the tax rates proposed
in the House-approved bill had been in effect.in 1900, the savings to these 42
million taxpayers would have averaged only $70. As the minority of the Ways
and Means Committee stated, this is only cigarette money. Furthermore, 13
million of the returns showed no taxable income and these Individuals plus the
4 million unemployed would receive no direct benefits at all from the proposed
reduction in tax rates. bn the other lipnd, over 60 percent of the proposed
$8.7I billion reduction in personal income taxes under the House-approved bill
would go to only 80 percent of those filing income tax teturns and would average
$290 for these Individuals with larger Iichomes.

At the present time; personal savingeare running ac a .record annual rate of
almost $30 billion or 7.4 percent of disposable personal Income while, at the
same time, Installment debt df over $50 billion Is at a new high both in absolute
terms and In relation to disposable'personal Inconae. These conflicting trends
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would seem to indicate that the higher income taxpayers are increasing their
savings while the lower income taxpayers are feeling a squeeze between income
and expenditures and have been going more deeply into debt It would appear
doubtful whether the proposed tax reduction will materially stimulate the
purchases of the higher income taxpayers who are not spending a normal portion
of thir present disposable income, while the lower income taxpayers might well
use a large part of their tax savings to reduce their mounting debt. If, as seems
probable, the tax savings are used in these ways, the extent to which the pro-
posed tax reduction will stimulate business activity will be minimized and make
it extremely doubtful whether the Treasury will be able to recover the loss of
revenue which would result from the House-approved tax bill.

Corporate income taxes, on the other hand, are an indirect bidden tax paid
by everybody with no consideration of the principle of "ability to pay." Corpo-
rate income taxes, which amounted to $22 billion in 1960, are a cost of business
as much as wages and are paid by the consumers and not the stockholders. The
present 52-percent corporate income tax rate is shackling American industry,
keeping it from going ahead, keeping it from offering more and better job
opportunities, and putting it at a disadvantage in world competition. If there
were no corporate income tax, prices could be reduced by over $20 billion or
$300 per worker without reducing wages or personal income. This would be
equal to approximately 5% percent of disposable personal income and would
benefit those with low incomes as well as those with high incomes. It would
help stop the forward momentum of inflation, would improve our competitive
position in relation to imports and exports, and would enable our own people
to buy more units of goods and services for the same amount of income.

The corporate income tax is also a serious deterrent to corporate expansion.
Since it is related to earnings and not volume it is the most insidious cost of
business with which corporations have to contend. In many cases it precludes
corporations from making investments which would improve their efficiencies
and enable them to reduce prices and to expand in order to produce more and
new products to satisfy the insatiable wants of the people. To justify an invest-
ment in plant and machinery a corporation certainly should be able to anticipate
a profit of at least 10 percent on its capital. With the Treasurys' hand out-
stretched in demanding half of every dollar of profit without contributing any
part of the capital, the corporation's own capital must carry a double burden
and earn 20 percent before taxes in order to have 10 percent left over for its
stockholders. The wonder is that, with this load to carry, corporations will
invest $39 billion in new facilities this year, as few investments can be expected
to earn 20 percent either through increased efficiencies or greater sales. Special
tax provisions, such as the Investment credit, rapid depreciation, and proposals
for export credits are all attempts to overcome the onerous effects of an uneco-
nomic tax. However, they merely treat the symptoms while the disease is
allowed to remain.

If it were possible to eliminate the corporate income tax, there is little ques-
tion that corporate investment would increase substantially over current levels.
It is difficult to estimate just how much corporations might spend on new plant
and equipment if relieved of the burden of corporate taxation, but the low level
of current expenditures is indicated by the fact that new capital over and above
depreciation accruals being invested in new facilities is only about 8% percent
of depreciable assets and 1% percent of total corporate assets. If new investment
over and above depreciation accruals were 2% percent of total corporate assets,
expenditures for this purpose would increase $14 billion annually. Such an
increase in corporate expenditures could be expected to be multiplied three
times in its effect on the economy and increase, personal income by $42 billion
a year.

As much as I would like to, I am not suggesting complete elimination of corpo-
rate Income taxes at this time. They are too imbe)ded in our tax structure to
permit their immediate elimination without undue repercussions on the economy.
As an initial step to reduce the restrictive effect of corporate income taxes on
business activity, however, I respectfully suggest that the Congress change the
current method of computing corporate income taxes. Under the present method,
taxable corporate income is subject to 6oth the normal tax of 30 percent and the
surtax of 22 percent To relieve corporations of some of this excessive tax I
would suggest that the present corporate taxable income be subject to only the
normal corporate tax of 30 percent and that 80 percent of the balance of corpo-
rate taxable income, less dividends paid, be subject to the corporate surtax.
On the basis of current corporate income of approximately $50 billion, the
practical effect of such a change would be to reduce corporate income taxes by
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$11 billion which could be used either to reduce prices or increase dividend pay-
ments. With the competitive forces In our free economy which have kept price
increases far below wage increases, and with corporate earnings at a record
high, 75 percent or $8 billion of this tax relief could be expected to be reflected
in lower prices and the balance would permit an increase in the earnings of
depressed industries.

As indicated by the ratio of business receipts of somewhat over $900 billion
in 1960 and personal expenditures of approximately $830 billion the annual
turnover of money in this country is approximately three times. A reduction
of $8 billion in prices therefore would have the same effect on the economy as
an equal increase in purchasing power which could be expected to increase
personal spending by close to $25 billion. In addition, a reduction in the effec-
tive corporate income tax from 52 to 80 percent would undoubtedly stimulate
corporate expenditures for expansion by at least $10 billion a year, This would
bring corporate expansion to around $50 billion which, after depreciation accruals,
would be equal to only about 2% percent of corporate assets which would still
be a modest rate of growth. The economic effect of these additional expendi-
tures would also be multiplied about three times by the normal turnover of money
and should stimulate the economy by about $30 billion. The total effect of an
$8 billion reduction in prices and a $10 billion increase in corporate expendi-
tures therefore should stimulate the economy and increase personal income by
$55 billion. Applying an effective income tax rate of 20 percent to this addi-
tional personal income would produce additional income tax revenues of $11
billion a year. The Treasury would also recover additional taxes on the larger
amount of dividends which corporations might be expected to pay If relieved
of the present 22-percent surtax. Under these conditions it is reasonable to
expect that corporate dividends would be increased by $7.5 billion which, at an
effective incremental tax rate of 80 percent, would produce additional tax
revenues to the Treasury of $2.2 billion. Total tax revenues from additional
personal income plus additional dividend payments therefore would aggregate
$18.2 billion which, as shown in the following table, would fall only $200 million
short of making up the loss of $11 billion in corporate surtaxes and a decline
of $2.4 billion in normal corporate income taxes.

In billions ofdollars]

Increase (+)
Current Proposed or de-

rease (-)

Taxable corporate Income..................................... .0 42.0 ..............
30-percent normal tax.................................. .... 15.0 ...... 6 ...............

Total....................................................0 29.4 .............
Surtax credit (20 percent)....... ................. ...... ................ .. .............

Total................................ ................................. 23 ..............
Dividend credit........................ .. ................................. 23.5 ...............

Subject to surtax........................................ .0 Nil ..............
22-percent surtax................... ................... 11.0 Nil ............

Summary
Txale corporate income................................ 0.0 42.0 80
Corporate normal tax................................. 15.0 12.6
Corporate surtax............... ....... ........... .... 11.0 .............. (11.0

Net corporate income................................. 24.0 29.4 4
Dividends ................................................ 16.0 23. 5 7.

Retained corporate earnings................... ........ 8.0 6.9 (2.1)

1 The loss of revenues to the Treasury of $13,400,000,000 would be largely made up by additional individual
income taxes as follows: BlUon

20percent effective tax rate on $55. 0 000 000 additional personal income........... .... $11.0
0-percent effective tax rate on $7,0,600f000 additional dividends........................ . 2.2

Total additional individual income ta............................................... 13.2

To assure the payment of the additional dividends, I would suggest an
increase in the corporate surtax rate to 50 percent. Together with the 30-percent
normal tax and, allowing for the 20-percent surtax-credit, this would make a
total maximum tax rate of 58.3 percent for a corporation which pays no
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dividend. However 'to eliminate a hardship oi those corporations which, be-
' euse.of indenture or.other restrictions, are unable to pay cash dividends it
would'be advisable to permit stock dividends to be deducted from earnings
subject to surtaes in an amount equal to their fair inarket value, and such
stock dividends should be made taxable as ordinary income to their recipients
at the same fair market value.

This is neither a new nor a radical departure from our present system of
corporate taxation. In fact, it is an extension of a provision I had the privilege
of suggesting and which the'Congress adopted in 1942 when it permitted pre-
ferred dividends of public utilities to be" deducted from earnings subject to
surtaxes. At that time it was recognized that elimination of double taxation

*through an extension of this principle to all dividends would be equitable; but,
when wartime restrictions limited the availability of goods and services, the
adoption of such a policy to all dividends would have been inflationary. With
our' ptosent adequate capacity the inflationary threat has been removed and an
extension of this tax policy would now result in lower rather than higher prices.
Last yepr, for instance, General Motors, whose earnings were at a record level,

.paid: $1.5 blllion in income taxes which were equal to approximately $290 on
each of the' 5,239,000 cars and trucks it sold. If 'it had paid only the normal
corporate income tax of 80 percent the $600 million income tax savings would
have been equal to $115 per car most of which would undoubtedly have been
passed on to the purcahsers leaving them with that much additional purchasing
power with which to buy other: goods or services. Similarly, the major electric
utility companies in the country paid Federal income taxes of $1.3 billion last
year of which about 40 percent or over $500 million represented surtaxes. If
these surtaxes were effectively eliminated, the bulk of the savings would be
passed on through lower rates. Even those industries whose earnings are:at
at disappointing level because competitive conditions have made it impossible
to pass on the full increases in operating costs would find that those competitive
conditions would necessitate reducing prices to reflect a substantial portion
of any tax reduction; In addition, economies made possible by increased
efficiencies resulting from larger corporate expenditures for modernization would
also tend to reduce prices and reverse the inflationary trend.

I am hopeful that this proposal for tax reform would be only an initial step
toward recognizing all dividends as a cost of operation under a capitalistic
system and permitting their deduction from taxable corporate income. This
would release the brakes which are now retarding our economy and would
permit it to absorb the current unemployed and create jobs for the increasing
numbers which will be entering the labor force over the next decade.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Hyde.
Senator Douglas ?
-Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Hyde, in your statement, you state as follow s:
Corporate Income taxes which amounted to $22 billion in 1960 are a cost of

business as much as wages and are paid by the consumers and not the stock-
holders.

Mr. HYDE. Yes, Senator.
Senator DOUoLAS. You make this as an unqualified statement and I

assume you mean therefore that the taxes are passed on in the form
of higher prices ?

Mr. HYDE. That is true, Senator, I believe.
Senator DouoLs. Therefore you reason in the concluding sentence

of this second paragraph that if the corporate taxes are removed or
reduced this would enable prices to be reduced and therefore greater
quantity to be demanded.

Mr. 1YDE. That is correct, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. But I notice your second paragraph, the one just

below that, the second sentence again:
Since it"-
The corporate income tax-

f
is related to earnings and not volume it is the most ipsidious post of business
with which corporations have to contend. In many cases it precludes corpora-
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-tlons from ! alalng: investments witch would inprove their :efflclencte; and en-
able them to reduce prices and to expan l 4i qrlrlto i p Ucep~ :)read e
products to satisfy the Insatiable wants of the people. .? jt.yIPf l vesent
In.plant and machinery acorporaton certainly should b bleto ant!cipae a
profit of.t iast 6 p rent: o lJt..capltal;' Wth the'- Wtary's ihia- out-
stretched in demanding half of every dollar: of profit without contriblitlngany
part of the capital, the coporations' own capital must.'carry,'a double burden
and earn 20 percent before taxes in order to have 0' percent Ipftover for its
stockholders.

This second paragraph seems to imply that the corporate income
diminishes the-,it is not passed ,o- to, the. consumer lbt diminishes
the-profit after.taxes belonging to the tax holders and, therefore, it
comes to the stockholders.

That is, in one paragraph you argue it is passed on to the consume*
in the form of high prices an in the other paragraph you argue that
it comes out 9f the owner's, stockowners, in the form of lower earnings
and lower dividends presumably also.

Now both cannot be true in absolute terms.
Mr. HYDE. Well, believe they can, Senator. Tie returns-- .
Senator DouoLAs. They can be partially true that 's the first para-

graph could be partially true and the second paragraph could be
partially true but I dont- se that both can be true in their absolute
forms in which they are stated.

Mr. HYDE. If a corporation is going to earn 10.percent on its capital
but give half of its earnings away, then it has to contend with that
additional cost and it is passed on. .:

Senator DOUGLAS. All right.
N: ow, what you are saying is that the corporate tax is passed on to

the consumer and, therefore, it is not double taxation to the stoc4k-
holder, if it is passed on to the consumer. It is not a double tax to the
owners of tle corporation ?

Mfr. HYD. No, sir; it would not be. ..
.Senator Douoi's. Now, that is a very interesting statement, because

the attack on the corporate income tax which has been made by the last
set of witnesses, over the last week really, has been that the corporate
tax is double taxation.
. The argument for the dividend credit, for example, is being bas1 ,
as you heard the representative of the American Bar Association this
morning say, on the ground that corporate incoine taxes are double
taxation to stockholders and the dividend credit is just a partial-at-
tempt to compensate for that,

This seems to be the sole defense which is advanced for the retention
of the dividend credit.

Now, what you are saying is that it is not double taxation at all be-
cause the tax is really passed on to the consumers, and I, compliment
you for your integrity in making that reply.

Mr. HYDE. Thank you, sir. I believe that any cost accountant takes
into consideration the income tax which mist be paid by any corpora-
tion.

Senator DOUGLAS. That is very significant testimony. You are an
investment banker I

Mr. HYDE. Yes, sir.
Senator' DOUGLAS. You have been in the investment banking business

for a number of years?
M r. HYDE. Yes, sir.
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Senator DOUGLAS. You have assisted in the flotation of bond issues
and stock issues of corporations ?
Mr. HYDE. Yes, sir.
Senator Douoi&s. You have consulted with corporation executives

as to what their expected earnings will be ?
Mr. HYDE. Yes, sir.
Senator DouGLAS. In these conferences you have heard them say we

will have to fix a price at a given point because of the corporate tax.
Mr. HYDE. Senator-
Senator DOUGLAS. I am not involving you in the Sherman Anti.

trust Act here but I mean in the conversations you have heard these
gentlemen speak of the corporate income tax as a cost, as a business
cost?

Mr. HYDE. Yes, sir; it is, and I think that this is brought out in any
hearings before a public utility commission having to do with rates.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. HYDE. The tax impact on the increase or decrease is always taken

into consideration.
Senator DOUGLAS. And in manufacturing concerns, too, do you have

this experience with manufacturing concerns
You see the situation with the public utility or private utility tends

to be a monopoly.
Mr. HYDE. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. Have you floated issues for manufacturing con-

cerns or large retail establishments
Mr. HYDE. Yes, sir; we have.
Senator DOUGLAS. And it is the same line of reasoning followed by

corporation executives in these cases?
Mr. HYDE. I am not in the management of any of those corporations.
Senator DOUGLAS. I know. But you take part in the discussion of

the terms under which bond and stock issues are--
Mr. HYDE. I don't personally, Senator, but I do know that the tax

impact is an important one with all corporate earnings.
Senator DOUoLAs. May I say, Mr. Chairman, I think this expert wit-

ness has given very strong testimony in favor of the elimination of the
dividend credit, and also given very strong testimony to rebut the con-
tention that the investment credit should be given to private utilities.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Bennett
Senator BENNMET. I think part of the morass in which you now

find yourself grows out of the phrase the Senator from Illinois used,
"passed on to the consumer," which carries with it the inference that
the price is raised after the tax has been adjusted.

Let's put ourselves in one or two situations, sir.
Here is a corporation that makes no profit. Does it have a profit

to pass on to the consumer ?
Mr. HYDE. No, sir.
Senator BENNETr. Does it pay any tax which is passed on to the

consumer?
Mr. HYDE. No, sir.
Senator BENNETr. And, therefore, it has not retained earning and

it has no income out of which to pay dividends
Mr. HYDE. That is correct.
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'Senator BNN Tr. All right.
Here is another corporation that, let's say, makes a profit of $100,000

and for round figures pays $50,000 of thatin taxes.
Does that determine in advance that it is going to make a price scale

which will yield it $100,000 of income I
Isn't profit always the residue ?
Mr. HYD. Senator, I am not in the manufacturing business. I can't

honestly answer it from experience.
Senator BENNarr. OK. Your experience-you are experienced in

reading statements?
Mr.HYDE. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNETr. Where does the profit show up on the statement?

It is always on the last line, isn't it?
Mr. HYD. The income.
Senator BENNWET. The income is listed.
Mr. HYDE. The income, and then the income tax and then the profit.
Senator BENNETT. Wait a minute, wait a minute. The income is

listed, then the costs of doing business, the expenses, the other things
are deducted to arrive at what may be called a profit.

Mr. HYDE. Yes, sir.
Senator BENNTTr. Then, if that corporation owes an income tax

that is further deducted from the profit before taxes on arriving at
profit after taxes.

Mr. HYDE. That is correct.
Senator BENNTrr. But profit is the residue. It cannot be planned

for.
Mr. HYDE. I think that most corporations plan to operate profit-

ably.
Senator BENNErr. Sure. They don't plan to operate at a loss.
Mr. HYD. But--
Senator BENNETr. But they can't predict exactly what their profit

is going to be, because they can't anticipate a year in advance the total
amount of payroll they must meet. Certainly they can't anticipate
their sales. They can make a general estimate based on previous
years' experience, plus a hope that they are going to do better. But
they can't anticipate their sales.

So, in effect their prices are not set with the anticipation that a
certain amount of that price is going to be income tax.

Profit is a residue-the income tax is a factor of that residue. And
while it is true, and I think I agree with you except for the way you
accept the words that the Senator from Illinois fed you, while it is
true that-there can be no income tax unless there has first been a
profit, and therefore the profit comes as a result of the price.

I don't think we can say in advance that the manager of this busi-
ness planned to pay an income tax of a certain size.

Therefore, he developed a price pattern or structure of a certain type
which would yield him the amount of money he was going to pay as
income tax.

Mr. HYDE. Senator, I wish that you would ask that of the cost ac-
countants or the budget departments of some manufacturing corpora-
tions, and I am sure you would get a better answer than I could give
you.
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Senator BENNETr. Well, that is fine. I hive been manger of a 8inil
corporation. : I know how you look each month at your figures to see
whether you did as well or not quite so well as you expected.

I know you keep an eye on your gross profit rate, which you never
can completely predict.

So, when you admitted to Senator Douglas that the cost of the in.
come tax was calculated in advance, as a part of the price, then you
opened the door to another interesting assumption, which the Senator
made, which:was that since the consumer has paid in advance an
amount necessary to produce that profit, that avoided double taxation
on the stockholder.
% Mr. HYDE.. I believe, Senator, that th6 corporation, when they de-

cided to expand or put in new machinery at a certain cost, takes into
consideration the fact that half of the profits from that investment
will have to go to taxes and, therefore, price their goods to allow for
it, and have a return on the investment they are making.
* Senator BENNrr. I think the manager takes into consideration

either the increase or decrease in his costs which results from his de-
cision to put new machinery in, but I don't think that he is planning
that on the basis of the income tax he is going to pay.
. But I can't understand your reasoning or Senator Douglas' which

says that because the customer is going to pay a certain price for the
product, which in the end as a residue is going to result in a certain
income tax due, that that, therefore, avoids double taxation on the
stockholders.

Will you tell me what the relationship is between the price for the
product paid by the consumer and double taxation on the stockholders

Mr. HYDE. Senator, I feel that the double taxation should be elimi-
nated through a credit or elimination of the corporate income tax so
that every stockholder who receives his dividends pays a tax on the
basis of his own tax bracket.

Senator BENmTrr. Well, now, if I may cohie back and interpret
what you are trying to say to me, as I understand it, are you saying
that if the corporation pays a tax on its profit that the stockholder
should get a credit for that tax so that he will not pay that tax when
he receives a dividend

Mr. HYDE. That, I believe, is the way it is done in England. I
would much prefer to have the corporation get a credit for the divi-
dend it pays out.

Senator BENNETT. It is six of one and a half dozen of the other.
Mr. IHDE. Except that in the case of crediting it to the corporation

the dividend then becomes taxable to the recipient in his own bracket.
Senator BBNNErr. Yes, there is that difference.

., But are you still prepared to assure the Senator from Illinois that
you believe that because you believe corporate income taxes are "passed
on to the consumer" in terms of price, higher price, because the tax has
eventually to be paid that that, therefore, eliminates double taxation
on the stockholder ?

That is, as I understand it, the interpretation put on your statement
by my friend from Illinois.

Mr. HYDE. I think that is what Senator Douglas was intimating.

1116-
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I believe that with reduced corporatee income taxes, prices would
be reduced. , ' ~

Senator BENNTrr. So,do I.
Mr. HYDE. And that is. what I feel is the primary necessity to

unshackle business from this tax. ,B: wh *. "a ,i,;
Senator BENNiET. I agree with you completely.' But what relationri

has that to double taxation of stockholders? '
Mr. *ynD. Well, I can se the point of Senator Douglas, and I can.

see ourpoint. [Laughter.] i .
- enator BENNETr. Vell, you are like the man ,who can look out

into the sky and see two stars very far apart. I have no further
questions.

Senator DOU LAs. AMr. Chairman, nay I congratulate the witness,;
on his honesty, and integrity, and his answers and his refusal to be led
down the garden path by my good friend from Utah.

Senator BENNETr. In other words the leading down the garden'
path is your department. [Laughter.]

Senator DOUOLAS. No, you made the effort But the witness in his
integrity declinesto be seduced. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore? .
Senator GORE. Well, I found your statement, that if corporation

taxes were reduced prices would be reduced, to be interesting.
Now, a big tax reduction was given in 1954. Have you noticed

any reduction in prices
Mr. HYDE. There was quite a decline, I think, I don't have the

figures but I think there was quite a decline in prices starting around
1956, I think it was, or 1955. I think there was-another point, Sen-
ator Gore, in 1954, I think, as was brought out earlier, it was the
excess profits tax that was reduced, and that, in theory anyway, took
away all excess profits.

Senator GORE. Let's come to the reduced tax liability of last year
as a result of investment credit and accelerated depreciation.

Can you cite any instances of corporations reducing prices as a
resultof that?

Mr. HYDE. Senator Gore, those are not tax reductions. Those are
tax deferrals. The corporation still has to pay the tax, but it is de-
ferred until a later time.

Senator GORE. Well, it very materially affects the cash flow, and I
think the eonomists wouldn't entirely agree with you.

A tax deferred is a tax reduced, not in full but certainly partially.
Mr. HYDE. Of course, there is a big argument at the moment by

various accountant firms as to the treatment of these deferrals you
mentioned, whether they should be allowed to flow through to earn.
ings or whether they should be reserved, or just what the treatment
should be.

Some say 48 percent of the-of it should be reserved and others
the whole thing.

Senator GORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Hyde.
Mr. HYDE Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock to-

morrow morning.
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(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the
record:)

Housi or REPREB NATIVES,
Washington, D.O., Ootober 21, 1968.

Hon. HARnT FLOOD BYRD,
Ohoirman, Finance Oommittee,
U.B. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DxAs OCAIrMAN BYTD: Upon the request of Mr. Robert J. Burton, 217 Quincy
Avenue, Long Be.cb. Calif., I am bringing to your attention his inquiry about
retirements income credit on schedule B, form 1040, 1962, part VIII.

This schedule permits taxpayers under 65 (husband or wife or both), receiv-
ing a public retirement pension, to make an entry In line 1(a) of this section,
whereas, if husband or wife or both, receiving a private retirement system pen-
sion and are under 65, they can make no entry on line l(a) or l(b), thus they
lose one-half or al of the retirement income credit

Information was obtained for Mr. Burton from the Internal Revenue Service
which stated that "when considering the enactment of the Internal Revenue
Code of 1954, the Committee on Finance submitted Report No. 1622 to the
Senate (Report No. 1622, 83d Cong., 2d sess., June 18, 1954, to accompany
H.R. 8300)." IRS referred in particular to the following portion of that report:

"In many cases, public retirement systems provide for the retirement of
covered employees before the age of 65. The House bill, by limiting the retire-
ment income credit to individuals 65 years of age or over, would exclude such
persons although the purpose of the provision is to afford relief to individuals
depending for their livelihood on their pensions or similar retirement payments.
Your committee's bill extends the retirement income credit provided by the
House bill to pensions, annuities, or similar payments received from public
retirement systems by individuals less than 65 years of age."

Mr. Burton feels that it is unfair to make the distinction between retired
persons receiving payments from public retirement systems and individuals who
are receiving annuity payments from private retirement systems. He asked
that I express to you his desire to see this benefit extended to all retired persons
under 65 years of age, regardless of the source of their annuities.

Thank you for your courtesy.
Sincerely yours,

CRAIo HOSMEB,
Member of congress .

COLORADO SPRINGS, CLO., October 10, 1963.
Senator PETEB DOMxIIox,
Senate Offce Building,
Washington, D.O.

DnBA SENATOB DOMINIOC : While the tax laws are being revised I would like to
bring up one point that might be worthy of consideration. It comes to my mind
because at the present time I have a client where this point is involved. The
point I'm talking about is insurance premiums on the life of corporation officers
in order for the corporation to obtain a bank loan, beneficiary being the bank.
It would seem logical that this would be an expense of the corporation in order
to secure the loan. If they did not consent to taking out insurance and paying
premiums they would be unable to get the loan. To get around the point that
might be raised-that insurance proceeds are nontaxable, hence the premiums
should be nondeductible, I would propose in certain cases, like above, that pre-
miums be deducted as expense, such as interest and other loan expenses, and
if the person insured died that the proceeds would be taxable to the extent of
insurance premiums paid. It seems only logical that we have here an ordinary
business expense that is not deductible. I would appreciate your comment on
above suggestion.

Yours truly,
EDOAB P. GREGORY,

Certified Publio Accountant.
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PHorNIX MUTUAL Li=I INB9UANC Co.,
san Franowt , Oauf., Ootober 4, 1963..

Hon. HAnsY P. BYrD,
U.S. senator,
Washingto, D.O.
Dsas SzNATnO BnaO: As you study H.R. 8363, I am taking the liberty of calling

your attention to section 218. Also, enclosed is the 1962 Life Insurance Fact
Rook.'

My understanding is that the House wants the tax cut to bolster the economy.
This could be one helpful solution. However, it doesn't seem logical on the
other hand to permit the passage of any legislation which would slow down eco-
nomic growth and thereby cause the Treasury to lose more than it could gain.

The best educated guesses in the insurance industry are that section 218
becoming law would decrease the amount of life insurance sold in the United
States by as much as 20 percent The 1963 Life Insurance Fact Book indicates
that slightly over $61 billion of ordinary life insurance was sold by all life com-
panies in 1962. This means that about $12 billion less ordinary life would be
sold, assuming that the 1962 production remained level.

House Ways and Means expects the Treasury to realize a savings of only $10
million. Have they submitted an estimate to you as to how our national economy,
the country at large, the life insurance companies, the agents, or the revenues of
either the United States or the States would be affected? The premium dollars
on $12 billion flow Into every segment of our economy. They mean men and
machines at work and much more than $10 million savings to the Treasury.

The right of substantial individuals and business enterprises to purchase
ordinary life insurance on a systematic borrowing basis and to deduct the inter-
est on the accumulated loan means that estates and businesses can continue long.
after the insureds have died. These citizens and businessmen currently have a
method of being able to own the amounts of Insurance necessary to guarantee
permanent security to their families and employees within their ability to pay the
premiums.

I am confident that you and the other members of your distinguished commit-
tee will consider the above after you obtain the facts, which can be made avail-
able at your direction, and display your usual wisdom in arriving at a proper
decision for the best interest of all our people and which at the same time
will not be discriminatory toward one of the most democratic institutions ever
established in our great country.

Very respectfully,
HOWAbD E. TAYLB,

SuBMrrrI BY MOBBIS B. BUTTON, PBREIDNT, FaANKaOBT JUNIOR OHAMBE oF
COMMBERB, FRANKFORT, KY.-REVENUE BI. or 1963 (H.R. 8383)-RE8L UI0IONx

Whereas the Frankfort Junior Chamber of Commerce is ever mindful of Fed-
eral legislative enactment which affects the economic and social lives of the
people of this great Nation; and

Whereas there is currently pending in the Congress of the United States H.R.
8363 proposing the reduction and reform of income taxes; and

Whereas the Frankfort Junior Chamber of Commerce believes it is the desire
of the citizens of the United States to have fair and equal application of our tax
laws; and

Whereas the trend in Government is toward automation, the use of identifying
taxpayers by number rather than by name, and the elimination of personal con-
tact in our self-assessing tax system; and

Whereas the Frankfort Junior Chamber of Commerge believes it is the sacred
duty of the Congress of the United States and the Internal Revenue Service to
give special consideration to the individual taxpayer as to possible increase in
cost and/or efforts to comply with such laws and regulations where such
increases in cost and/or efforts outweigh the benefits to the Government; and

Whereas the Frankfort Junior Chamber of Commerce has revised and studied

11062 Life Insurance Fact Book made part of committee files.
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in detail the provisions of the revenue bill of 1963 (H.R. 8363), now before the
Congress of the United States, with the above stated objectives in mind: Now,
therefore, be it .- i.

Resolved, That the Frankfort Junior Chamber of Commerce on this 3d day.of
October 1963 has adopted the following positions and recommendations with
regard to this proposed legislation::,..

.Tax cuts: We endorse the proposed sie 9f the tax cut; ($11 billion) but we
are firmly opposed to the policy of deficit spending on the part of the Federal
Government and recommend strong measures to curtail and control what appears
to be an accepted fiscal policy. .....

Individual tax rate cuts: We approve of the rate cuts in the top and bottom
brackets but, in our opinion, the middle income brackets should receive a greater
than proportionate cut since they are the ones most affected by reform proposals.

Corporation tax rate cuts: We endorse the proposed cut in corporate tax
rates. ..

Capital gains: We would not separate capital gains into classes as proposed.
We believe all capital assets should be treated alike as to holding period, tax
rate, etc. We favor reduction in rates on long-term gains to 21 percent and in-
creasing holding period to 2 years.

Capital losses: We believe that capital losses should be allowed to be carried
forward indefinitely (until exhausted) as proposed.

Dividends received credit and exclusion: We would repeal the 4 percent divi-
dends received credit but would increase exclusion beyond that which is proposed.
Suggested exclusion: $300 ($600 for a married couple if each has dividend In-
come of $300).

Investment tax credit: We support the proposal to no longer reduce depreciable
basis by the amount of the credit. We believe it will be an aid to business. It
will also nullify the mandatory provision of the credit, since under present
law, depreciable basis is reduced by, the amount of the credit, whether it is
claimed or not.

Group term life insurance: We endorse the provision to tax employees for
premiums paid by employer on insurance in excess of $30,000. However, we
would suggest relieving the employer of the additional bookkeeping required in
reporting such taxable Income on W-2 forms.

Reimbursed medical expenses: We believe the proposed change is reasonable,
but will be difficult to.administer.

Sick pay exclusion: We are firmly oppsoed to any changes in present sick pay
exclusion provisions. We believe the proposed changes would largely defeat the
purpose for which this law was originally enacted.

Standard deduction: We support the proposed changes in the standard deduc-
tion.

Itemized deductions: We are opposed to limiting deduction for taxes. We
believe all taxes which are presently deductible should remain deductible.

Casualty loss deduction: We are opposed to a limitation on deduction for
casualty losses. We believe casualty losses should remain fully deductible.

Income averaging: We endorse the proposal to allow actors, authors, farmers,
and others with fluctuating incomes to average them over a 5-year period. We
believe this has been much needed and will prove helpful for those Involved.

Stock options: We endorse the proposed changes in stock option provisions
with one exception-the holding period should be changed to 2 years Instead of
8. as proposed. This would be consistent with recommended change in holding
period for long-term capital gains.

Recapture of denreclation on real estate: Wp support the proposed change
since it will bring all depreciable apsets under a uniform law.

Sale of personal residence by person over 65: We are opposed to this pro-
vision since it would further complicate and add to the number of laws for which
there is little need.

Charitable contributions: We endorse the proposed changes with regard to
chai-table contributions.

Loans to carry insurance: We are opposed to denying deduction for interest
on a debt to buy or carry life insurance. We bellere all interest should remain
deductible. Also, the proposed change would be difficult to administer.

Morning expenses: We believe proposed changes will further complicate the
present law with regard to moving expenses. In our opinion, both old and new
employees should have to include as income any reimbursements which are in
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excess of moving expenses, At the same time, both old and new employee should,
be allowed4to deduct job-connected p oving expenses whlcU,ar;ot lgd,

Medical expense deductions: We endorse the proposal to,remove .te I-pqrceii nt
floor on deduction for medicine and drug costs for taxpayers over 6, 'or or
dependent parents over 65. .

Child care expenses:. We support the proposed icrese In reduction, ~p to,
$900 for child care expenses .We believe this l a reasonable and desirable
c h a n g e . , ,. - . , : , . . . . ' - - I . '

Consolidated returns-Repeal of,2-percent ,tax: We endorse he proposal to
repeal the present 2-percent additional tax c charged for filing a consolidated
return. : .

Corporate current taxpayments: We support, the :proposal, to put corporate
estimated tax payments on a current basis, over a period of 1 years.

THE ROOKY FOBD NATIONAL BAKE,
Rocky Ford, Oolo., October 2t, 1968.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
New Senate Offce Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAB Srm: I am writing you in regard to the proposal to change the ordinary
Income requirements for purposes of determining whether a corporation is subject
to the personal holding company penalty tax. Currently section 42 of the Inter-
nal Revenue Code provides that personal holding company Income interestt
dividends, rent, royalties, etc.) must be less than 80 percent bf total 'gros income
in order to avoid the penalty tax. The proposed change in the code would limit
personal holding company income to 60 percent of total gross income to avoid the
penalty tax. . .

You may know that the personal holding company is used quite freqUently to"'
purchase controlling interest insmall banks. This is a particularly, useful tax
device in the purchase of heavily overcapitalized banks, such as thi~ Rocky Ford
National Bank. As a practical matter it is the dnly wiy that baiks can change
ownership and still remain Independeiit country baiks. The alternative is to sell
to it big company or a group of already'wealthy investors who are able to pay'
cash without requiring dividends to be paid out of tlie bank.

You are familiar with 'section 832 of the Internal Revenue Code which provides
a vehicle for purchase of a company in which a substantial debt is incurred with
no income tax consequences. The normal practice is to form a corporation which
in turn contracts for the stock of the existing operating company. Te .operating,
company then becomes a subsidiary of the new corporation, The subsldlary is
then liquidated tax-free into its parent, if at least 80 percent of the stock is owner
by the parent corporation. The income-producing operation Is then in the same
taxpayer unit with the debt obligation. No dividend Is required to service the
debt since the company merely pays its own obligations out of funds provided by
net profits after Income tax.

The above-described procedures under section 832 are not available in the
acquisition of a bank. The banking charter cannot be transferred from one cor-
poration to another which would be necessary in the liquidation of a subsidiary
into a parent corporation. The net result of the various sections in the code work
to the extreme disadvantage of the purchaser of a bank while th6 purchaser of
any other type business has a specific provipsln to fac~litate.acquisition at no
immediate tax cost The purchaser of a bank must, as a practical matter,
attempt to use a holding company and at the same time acquire another business
in the holding company to provide the ordinary income necessary to avoid the
personal holding company penalty tax when dividends are paid out to service
the debt.

As you can appreciate, this is a significant factor In attempting to maintain
local Individual ownership of the country banks. On the other hand, I can
appreciate and understand the motives of the Treasury Department. They are
attempting to minimize the possibilities of wealthy, high tax bracket Individuals
from "incorporating their pocketbook" by. putting a substantial portfolio of
marketable stocks in a corporation along with some nominal business and, In
effect, get their dividends nearly tax free.

I believe very strongly there should be preserved the oily remaining possibility
for acquisition of a bank on somewhat the equivalent net'tax effect as acquisition

*1* '* * ' ' *
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of any othbr business. If Congress believes a need exists to change the ratio
of ordinary IncOme to total gross income, then I believe there should be an
exception in regard to dividends received from a subsidiary owned at least 80
percent by the holding company. A provision along these lines would allow the
legitimate acquisition of a bank in accordance with the laws presently existing.
Congress has recognized through section 832 that it is not proper to levy an
income tax on the mere purchase of a business. My request is entirely con-
sistent with section 882 and the sections providing for consolidated returns.

Recognizing that section 832 cannot be used since bank charters cannot be
transferred, I am asking your support in at least maintaining a "status quo"
on the personal holding company sections in the Internal Revenue Code as it
would affect the acquisition of substantially all the stock of a company which
cannot for other reasons be liquidated into the parent corporation. I would
be happy to answer any questions you may have concerning this matter and will
appreciate your support for this position.

Yours very truly,
H. Lis STOuozoN,

Beecutive Vice President.

Law Ornrz or WujzA D. LovoeS, J.,
New York, N.Y., October ft, 1968.

Hon. HARBY F. BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Of1oe Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAB SENAToR BYBD: On Feburary 19, 1963, I submitted comments to the
chief counsel, Commitee on Ways and Means, with respect to President Ken-
nedy's tax program, as officially explained by Secretary Dillon at his first appear-
apce on February 6, 1963, before that committee.

SI shall limit this letter to criticisms of those provisions of H.R. 8363, as reported
out by the Ways and Means Committee on or about September 13, 1963, which
I feel are still unfair to the taxpayer.

Aside from being a taxpayer myself, I am an attorney admitted to practice in
the State of New York and before the U.S. Supreme Court, certain Federal
courts, and all the courts of New York State. I also hold a current enrollment
card entitling me to practice before the Internal Revenue Service.

I do not consider myself a tax attorney as such, however. My practice is
general, but, of necessity, I do much income-tax work for individual clients.
These clients rage from persons with virtually no "after-ax" income, upward
to taxpayers with substantial separate or joint incomes.

Many of these people are middle-aged or elderly and are highly dependent
oh dividends and tax-free social security for their income. Few of them have
incurred substantial capital gains during recent years. Many of these tax-
payers are widows or widowers. Hardly any of them own any municipal bonds.
I would guess that the average tax rate bracket for these taxpayers has been
something like 40 percent on their top income during the last few years.

The comments which follow are limited to the aspects of H.R. 8363 which I
consider inequitable to these people, myself included.

When the tax bill was originally proposed, the administration spoke in terms
of giving middle- and upper-bracket taxpayers some relief. This bill does little
to help them. Recently, Senator Long of your committee has proposed a so-
called optional method of taxation which would apparently go so far as to
tax fully tax exempt income on municipal bonds. I oppose this on constitu-
tional grounds, and because there is very little left In our world today which the
U.S. Government does not tax.

My specific objections to H.R. 8363 are these:
1. The dividends received credit should be restored.-I again challenge the

statement which Mr. Dillon made last February before the House Ways and
Means Committee to the effect that the dividends received credit was primarily
designed to reduce the impaCt of high tax rates. The truth Is that it was created
partially to overcome the effect of pre-1954 double taxation of dividends. It is a
most favorable privilege, particularly to retired persons on fixed incomes. You
will not find many top-bracket taxpayers interested in .the dividends or the
dividend credit, however. Its chief appeal is to the middle-bracket person who
was supposed to be helped by H.R. 8363. Wealthy persons have long since
invested in municipal bonds, 11 and gas wells, and other wholly or partially
tax-exempt (but legitimate) means of accumulating income aftEr taxes.
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I strongly urge that your committee amend H.R. 8363 to restore the full
dividends received credit provisions which are now authorized by the code.

2. The entire concept of capital gains tacaon should be smplified, and
relief much greater than that in H.R. 8868 should be granted.-Of course, capital
gains should not be taxed at all. They are not true income; they are additions
to principal, a faci long recognized by many foreign jurisdictions.

If you are going to tax them at all, the President's recommendation to reduce
the 50-percent-includible portion, on long-term gains, to 80 percent (changed by
H.R. 8363 to 40 percent) represents progress. But what is so magic about a
"long-term" gain, and why further complicate taxpayers' lives by dividing capital
gains into three categories instead of the present two classes?

Again we have the case of our Government imposing an economic philosophy
on us through tax laws. Gains realized after 2 years are no "cleaner" than
gains realized after 6 months; nor, for that matter, are 6-month gains "cleaner"
than anything achieved in less than 6 months.

The answer is, of course, "revenue." The spenders need it-more and more
of it

But what the Treasury doesn't seem to realize is that every time it imposes a
new holding period, it "locks in" a large group of taxpayers wh. might other-
wise sell, thereby reducing revenue.

The original proposal made by President Kennedy was much better than the
solution in HBR. 8363. Your committee should go back to it, with only one
change: it should retain 6 months, rather than 1 year, as the cutoff point for
dividing short-term from long-term gains

3. The proposed capital gains tax at death must not be imposed.-The vacilla-
tions of Secretary Dillon and the administration on this whole subject have been
remarkable.

The latest evidence of the uncertainty of the administration about what it
wants took place when the Secretary testified before your committee on
October 15.

He said that the capital gains tax rate cut on property held more than 2 years
(H.R. 8363) is unacceptable unless you restore the "tougher rules for inherited
property." (The President had just finished praising the bill in a nationwide
broadcast) The Wall Street Journal quotes Secretary Dillon as saying "with-
out closing the escape hatch by which our wealthy taxpayers can avoid all tax
on substantial amounts of capital gains, there is no justification for a reduction in
rates of primary benefit to such taxpayers."

I have marked my copy of the Secretary's comments with the words "by dying."
There is actually no way that Mr..Dillon's wealthy taxpayer can avoid this
taxation so long as he lives. What Mr. Dillon proposes is to force the dead man's
wife and children to pay these paper gain profits after his death without giving
any allowance for the same taxpayer's paper losses.

Frankly, I do not know how men as wealthy as President Kennedy and Secre-
tary Dillon have the gall to propose this sort of taxation. Perhaps if one has as
much money as these two gentlemen have, it does not hurt. I can assure you
it will hurt my family, my clients, and many thousands of people who have some
capital on paper but who are not millionaires. It is wholly unfair. Nowhere
have I found any discussion on the "paper losses" problem. There are many
unfortunate individuals in this country who have made poor investments and
who now have one or more pieces of wallpaper to show for them. In many cases,
they have been unable even to deduct these poor investments as capital losses
on their income tax returns because of the strict rule that an investment loss
must be taken in the year in which it becomes worthless. If the unfortunate
investor does not find out about the worthlessness of his investment until 3 years
after it becomes worthless, he is forever foreclosed from claiming the capital loss.

It seems to me that the Government could stop thinking in terms of raising
revenue long enough to try to put itself in the position of the taxpayer who, it is
now proposed. should be taxed on unrealized paper profits on his death, without
being allowed any deduction for similar unrealized (but very realistic) paper
losses on his death.

I repeat the following statements which I made in my February 19 letter to
the Committee on Ways and Means, because I believe them relevant to this
problem of attempting to tax unrealized gains at death (of course, they are
already subject to murderously heavy State and Federal estate taxes) :

"I am an estate planner by profession. The man who wrote the paragraph in
Mr. Dillon's presentation implying that older persons remain immobile in their

/
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investments because they expect their heird to receive a stepped-up basis for
their own assets after their death, simply has not had any experience in dealing
with older people.

"Most of them do not even know or understand that' their assets will be re-
valued at death. They are very much aware of capital gains taxes and, if they
are immobile, it is almost always because of the heavy burden of this tax on
stocks bought years ago. A real cut in capital gains rates, without any increase
in the holding period, should cure this.

"But will your committee please give a most careful consideration to another,
often more urgent reason why older people remain locked in their security posi-
tion? Many of them have either bought the securities or acquired them by gift
or inheritance many years ago, with no idea of their tue cost.

"If these people, in their lifetime, cannot establish true cost, how can their
executors do so after their death, and how will the administration ascertain
such cost from their honest but ignorant fiduciaries?

"This proposal to tax accrued capital gains at death should be wholly rejected:
It does not merit serious consideration by your committee because it is wholly
unfair both to those whose securities are worth less at death than what they
paid for them, and to the many thousands of other persons whose cost records
are missing or incomplete. Now comes the U.S. Government 30 or 40 years
later and suggests that, of course, every taxpayer should have accurate cost
figures available for his or her executor's use.

"The burden of this proposal on every executor, if enacted, should be enough
to take banks and many other reputable fiduciaries out of that business
completely.

"Incidentally, for those of you gentlemen who are attorneys, who have pre-
pared estate tax returns, and who are seriously interested In tax simplification,
I suggest that you reread in its entirety this section entitled 'Equal Treatment
of Gains Accrued on Capital Assets at Time of Transfer by Gift or by Death',
and visualize the problems in preparing the final Federal income tax return of a
decedent, to say nothing of preparing a form 706."

Finally, although the matter is not before you at the moment, I urge your
committee to introduce legislation to broaden the present Federal estate tax
exemption of $60,000.

Today, a businessman with total assets of $130,000, including a car and a
house worth $40,000, and last debts and administration expenses of, let us say
$10,000, will leave an adjusted gross-but certainly not a liquid-estate of
$120,000. If his will gives all his assets to a surviving widow, there will be no
Federal estate tax, although there will be a State inheritance or estate tax in
most cases.

Suppose the widow is really able to realize $40,000 net from the sale of the
house, and suppose she Is able to turn all the remaining $80.000 into liquid
assets available to reinvest. This will leave her with exactly 120,000 U.S.
dollars (1963 vintage).

Conservatively invested, the most she could expect to realize on this capital
would be $4,800 a year maximum before income taxes. Would you gentlemen
consider your wives well provided for on the above statement of facts?

I urge you to consider raising the exemption at least to $150,000, so that
a man or woman could accumulate as much as $300,000 before Uncle Sam
decides that it Is good social policy to take it away from the surviving benefici-
aries in the family.

Very truly yours,
WILLIAM D. TAIUCKS, JR.

HOUSTON, TEX., October 22, 1963.
IHon. ITAnRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, onmmnlttee on Finance,
U.S. Renate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: These comments relate to II.R. 83R3, the Revenue Bill of
1903 now under consideration by the committee. There is a section of thi~ hill
which would treat a company whose shareholders had entered onto an option
to sell the stock of the company to another company or individual as if the
latter company or individual were the owner. For example, if company A
has an option to acquire the stock of company B. then the 6-percent surtax
penalty can be applied to the income of company B.

The economic burden of this penalty may fall upon the shareholders of com-
pany B if the option contains a variable formula dependent upon book value
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or profits, and it definitely will fall upon the shareholders of company B should
the option'not be exercised. . ;

This seems to be a harsh provision, in any,.event, but most particularly; o
when applied to options entered into at a time when current proposals could n9t
have been foreseen. *

There are many situations in which good business judgment, entirely,unrelated
to taxes, results in the acquisition of an option to acquire the stock of another
company so'as to give the option holder time to arrange financing or, more often,
time to evaluate the operations of the company to be acquired over a period
of time.

Since the House committee reports do not indicate exactly why the option
provision in section 15(3(e) (1) was included, I shall not try to suggest a
method for distinguishing between those options which might be used to thwart
the purpose of the penalty surtax provisions of the bill as compared to those
options which would not have such a purpose or effect, although I believe that
your experts can develop language along this line.

If nothing else, however, I would suggest that a cutoff date be established
so that options entered into prior to the cutoff date would not be taken into
account for the purpose of determining constructive ownership of a company.
Since this provision was not explicitly referred to earlier, it seems to me that the
cutoff date should be the date that the new legislation was reported to the
House by the Ways and Means Committee.

Respectfully yours,
GoRDoN S. MOORE.

GYRODYNE CO. OF AMERIOC, IN .,
St. James, Long Island, N.Y., October 22, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Waslngton, D.C.

DEAR Sra: We earnestly request your committee to reject the proposals to
tax group term life insurance coverage provided employees by their employer
as part of a general benefit program.

This bill seems aimed at limiting group term life insurance benefits for em-
ployees. It will also impose excessive administrative dnd recordkeeping burdens
on employers.

In addition, the foundation of many employee benefit programs has been the
favorable tax basis of group term life insurance. To change the rule now would
have a disrupting effect upon many long-established plans.

In our opinion these proposals are based upon poor tax-raising theory in that
the items giving rise to taxable income do not provide the cash out of which the
tax can be paid.

We respectfully request your committee record show our comments to those
sections of the new tax bill (H.R. 8363) dealing with group term life insurance.

Very truly yours,
STANLEY Rurrer, Assistant Treasurer.

THE REUBEN H. DONNEI-LEY CORP.,
Newr York, N.Y.. October 21, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SIR: I have written your committee before with respect to the tax bill
relating to group term life insurance but am tempted to write again and request
that my comments be made a part of the committee record because the recent
changes in the bill do not resolve some of the serious difficulties in this area.

In recent years, the trend of group life insurance plans has been toward in-
creasing the amount of insurance available to employees. Whereas plans origi-
nally provided for one-time earnings, most plans now provide for two-times
earnings and up. Thus, under many company plans, middle-income employees
often have group life insurance in excess of the $30,000 amount mentioned in the
bill. It seems to me that the trend toward greater amounts of life insurance for
employees is to be encouraged and has great social worth.
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The older the employee, the greater is the benefit of the group concept,
whether it is medical insurance or life Insurance that is involved. Many plans
are heavily employee contributory plans as is the case in the group life insurance
plan of this company. However, the cost of insurance for an older employee is
substantially higher than the average group rate so that his realized income in
accordance with this legislation rises with his age even though in his earlier
years of employment there would have been no realized income.

It is very difficult for me to find any sound basis upon which the older employee
should be penalized for carrying as much insurance as his company plan will
provide him. There is obviously very little revenue to be derived from this
source and it will only be derived at a substantial administrative cost to employ.
ers and group insurance plans generally.

Sincerely,
E. GAn err BEWKES, Jr.,

Secretary and General Counsel.

BOSTON INSURANCE CO.,
Boston, Mass., October 22, 1963.

Re Federal income tax legislation-Inclusion of group term life insurance.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BTRD,
Senate Offloe Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SiR: This company wishes to be recorded as opposed to the inclusion of
any group life insurance premiums paid by the company, in the income of its
employees for the purpose of assessment of income taxes. We urge you, as
chairman of the Senate Finance Committee, to use your influence against such
legislation which is essentially another attempt to misuse the income tax law
for purposes of social legislation.

The anticipated tax revenue to be received by reason of this proposed change
in the income tax laws is relatively very small and is certainly not sufficient
even to justify the additional expense caused to all companies carrying group
insurance. Such expense will rise because of the necessity for keeping addi-
tional records and making payroll reductions based on insurance premiums paid.
The actual expense of recordkeeping for all companies might very well exceed
the amount of the tax to be received by the Government. Consequently it is
an uneconomic method of seeking to procure additional revenue.

Furthermore, as presently set forth, the additional income tax would be levied
against individuals already in a somewhat .higher tax bracket, whereas one of
the important reasons for the new tax law is to give thdse very individuals some
relief from the disproportionate and unfair burden of the tax assessed against
them. This would seem to be an example of giving something with one hand
and taking it away with the other. The entire principle of enforcing social leg-
islation through the tax law is wrong and should be avoided.

Although this company is engaged in the Insurance business, it does not write
the type of insurance involved here and our interest Is the same as any other
employer's purchasing group life insurance for its employees.

We urge you to use your best influence to delete this objectional provision from
the income tax law.

Sincerely yours,
0. S. HART, President.

NORTH TARRTTOwN, N.Y., October 22,1963.

Re revenue bill of 1063 (H.R. 8363), bill section 213; Insurance loans.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman. Comm ittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DFAR MR. CHAIRMAN: I am in general agreement with the objectives of H.R.
8363. However, I am writing In opposition to one of its provisions. Bill section
213 Is, in my opinion, an absurdly unjust discrimination against the taxpayer
who has a reasonably good income but no capital. The chief effect of the section
would be to keep such a taxpayer from providing, through insurance, the estate
he has not yet been able to provide through savings.

Section 213 is intended to reduce the attraction of life insurance and annuity
contracts which contemplate the systematic direct or indirect borrowing of part
or all of the increases in cash value for premium payments. That object is to
be accomplished by not permitting the deduction of Interest on loans incurred
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for the payment of premiums. The deduction would not be denied, however, if
premiums due in 4 of the first 7 contract years are paid without borrowing.

I have before me a table of payments due under a $100,000 "minimum deposit"
life insurance contract, showing interest in the first 4 years (at full borrowing)
to be: First year, nil; second year, $72; third year, $215; fourth year, $369. In
these years, the deductibility of Interest is not of as much consequence as it be-
comes later. A man who, without borrowing, pays his premiums in full for
4 years, is then free under bill section 218 to borrow the full accumulated value
in the fifth year and thereafter to deduct interest amounting to: 5th year, $480;
10th year, $1,080; 15th year, $1,668, until even after tax benefits the interest
burden becomes so great that he is no longer getting cheap term insurance
through an ordinary life plan. At that point, without further obligation to any-
one, he can simply let his policy lapse.

Disregarding anticipated dividend accumulations, the annual premium on the
policy before me is $3,735, or about $15,000 for 4 years. The merits of section
213 can be analyzed in terms of that policy by considering the positions of the
following taxpayers:

A. 70-percent top tax rate. Has around $1 million in inherited assets but
wants insurance to help with estate tax cesh. Can meet premiums aggregat-
ing $15,000 over 4 years from after-tax income.

B. 70-percent top tax rate. Buys securities on margin, invests in real
estate subject to mortgages, in short leads a complicated financial life. No
IRS agent could show a definite connection between one of B's loans and
the payment of insurance premiums.

C. 40-percent top tax rate. Good salary, no savings. Able to pay full
premiums for 4 years from aftertax income.

D. Any top tax rate. Borrows (not by policy loans) to pay part of first
four annual premiums, but does not claim the relatively unimportant in-
terest deductions. In fifth year, borrows on policy and begins claiming de-
ductions, confident that he has left no clues.

E. 30-percent top tax rate. Has common stock investments of about
$15,000. Current expenses too great to permit full premium payments from
income, but can increase family protection by taking full $100,000 policy,
selling stock (reluctantly, and subject to capital gains tax) to make up full
premiums without borrowing. Hopes that excess cash available in fifth
policy year can be reinvested in a favorable market. Wonders why the
Congress thought it desirable to make him sell instead of borrowing.

F. 30-percent top tax rate. No capital, not enough spare income after
taxes to pay full premiums on $100,000 policy for 4 years without borrow-
ing. Reluctantly takes $50,000 policy Instead.

Section 213 would have serious effects upon Pfs family if he should die before
providing for them in other ways. It might have serious effects upon E. To A,
B, 0, and D, it might prove annoying, but it would not present serious problems.

I am a buyer, not a seller, of insurance, and I have no intention of buying
more than I have. I took out my "minimum deposit" policy long before the
August 6 effective date, which I assume will not be changed, for the application
of bill section 213. I have no personal reason, except the beliefs stated above,
for urging that section 213 be stricken from the bill.

Respectfully yours,
EDwIN H. TODD.

STATE OF ILLINOIS, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES.
Jacksonville, Ill., October 22, 1963.

Re H.R. 8363.
Hon. THRUSTON B. MORTON,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR MORTON: The Senate Committee on Finance now has pending
before it the President's tax bill, H.R. 8363, which was only recently passed by
the House of Representatives. There are many provisions in that bill which
relate to the eligibility of transactions for capital gains treatment. I understand
that the entire area of capital gains was extensively reviewed by the House
Ways and Means Committee when it considered H.R. 8383.

The purpose of this letter to you is to express the hope that you may be
able to support a capital gains amendment to the above bill. I understand that
the Ways and Means Committee overlooked the subject matter of this amend-
ment. The amendment which I am referring to is contained in S. 2154, intro-
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duced by Senator Russell Long, who stated that the purpose of the amendment
is to -accord equity to small mutual Insurance companies and life insurance
companies, so that they may be taxed on gains from bonds purchased at less
than par value in the same manner as other taxpayers are taxed.

All other taxpayers are taxed at capital gains rates on market profits realized
fronipurchasing bonds at less than face value when the bond is sold or redeemed.

Small mutual insurance companies and life insurance companies, however,
are not entitled to treat their bond discount profits as capital gains because
the present Internal Revenue Code provisions require them to accrue a pro
rata portion of the discount each year instead. Other taxpayers are not required
to accrue their bond discount in this manner.

Senator Long's bill would eliminate this discrimination against small mutual
insurance companies and life insurance companies, by removing the required
accrtual of bond discount by these companies for years after 1962, thereby
according them the same capital gains treatment on the sale or redemption
of bonds purchased at a discount as is given all other taxpayers.

I will appreciate it very much if you could refer my letter to Senator Byrd,
chairman of the Finance Committee, and have it included in the hearings on
H.R. 8363 so that the committee may consider this matter when it reviews
the bill. Senator Long's explantory statement appears on pages 16451-16452
of the September 18, 1963, Congressional Record, and I believe clearly describes
the present discrimination in the law, showing that other taxpayers are not
required to accrue their bond discount as are the small mutual and life Insur-
unce companies.

I will greatly appreciate any support you might be able to give to this
position.

Sincerely yours,
HARRIS ROWE.

THE COLUMBIA GAS SYSTEM, INC.
Ncto York, N.Y., October 23, 1963.

HON. IIARRY F. BYnD,
Cha irman, Senate Finance Cormmittee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: The companies of the Columbia Gas System, with over
12,000 employees, supply gas directly and indirectly to 3,500,000 consumers in
the Appalachian area and the eastern part of the United States. As you may
know, two of the companies, Virginia Gas Distribution Corp. and Atlantic
Seaboard Corp., serve customers in Virginia.

We have followed with keen interest and deep concern the Treasury tax
proposals, the hearings before the House Ways and Means Committee, and the
1063 tax bill passed by the House of Representatives. Because of this concern
we have analyzed the proposed legislation and developed a statement of position.
The statement sets out our views both as to tax reduction at a time of excessive
governmental spending and deficit financing and on certain proposed structural
changes in the tax code of particular interest to our companies and their
employees.

We enclose four copies of this statement of position and ask that it be in-
cluded in the record of the Senate Finance Committee on the tax bill in lieu of a
personal appearance before the committee. We would like to draw particular
attention to our belief that Federal spending must be controlled and that until
there is concrete evidence of such control there should be no tax reduction. This
view stems from a strong belief that the continuation of deficit financing by our
Government will have serious adverse effects upon the Nation's economy. We
have witnessed in the last 24 years the severe loss in the value of the dollar.

Such loss involves important moral as well as economic considerations which
both business leaders and Congress have an obligation to consider. Inflation
is a conliscator of savings; it results in cruel treatment to those with fixed in-
comes; it weakens our position in world trade and foreign affairs. While we be-
lieve a reduction in taxes is necessary and desirable, we are unable to support
tax reduction without a meaningful limitation on Federal spending or deficits.

In addition we would like to call your attention to the sections in the position
statement on repeal of the dividend credit and taxation of employer contribu-
tions to group term life insurance.

Very truly yours,
JOHN PAwrBTDGE, Presden t.
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STATEMENT OF POSITION

This bill is the product of the House Ways and Means Committee's delibera-
tion on the administration's 1963 tax program and contains many modifications
of the original administration program. The major features of the cominittee's
draft bill are:

Reduction of individual tax rates by an average of 20 percent with a new range
from 14 percent at the bottom bracket to 70 percent at the top bracket, and a
reduction in the corporate tax rate from 52 percent to 48 percent. Approximately
two-thirds of the income tax reduction and one-half of the corporate income tax
reduction would be effective commencing January 1, 1964, with the balance of
the proposed reductions becoming effective January 1, 1965.

Capital gains tax rates would be reduced on the sales of assets held by the
taxpayer for a period of at least 2 years. Under the proposal, 40 percent of the
gain on such sales would be taxed at ordinary income tax rates or the entire
gain would be taxed at 21 percent; the present rates would still apply, however,
to sales of assets held under 2 years and to gains from patent sales, iron ore and
coal royalties, breeding livestock, timber cutting, unharvested crops, and
lump-sum payments from certain pension and profit-sharing plans.

Numerous structural changes in the Internal Revenue Code which would
affect taxable income would bring the average reduction in indivdual's taxes
to about 18.7 percent. However, the effect of the proposed structural changes
would be to yield relatively greater tax reductions to persons with low taxable
incomes than to those with high taxable incomes with the difference estimated
to range from a high of 38.6 percent reduction in taxes in the taxable income
class 0 to $3,000 to a low of 13.1 percent in the taxable income class of $50,000
and over.

Structural changes of particular interest to Columbia Gas System, its stock-
holders and employees are: repeal of the 4-percent tax credit currently allowed
stockholders against their dividend income, a speedup in the payment of esti-
mated quarterly tax payments by corporations over a 7-year transition period,
the treatment of employers' contributions to group term life insurance plans as
taxable income to employees and changes in the sick pay exclusion and moving
expense deductions. The bill also contains a provision stating how Federal regu-
latory agencies should treat the investment credit in rate cases and would repeal
the present provision of the law requiring that the depreciable tax basis of a new
asset be reduced by the amount of the investment tax credit.

POSITION OF COMPANY

1. A reduction in income tax rates, although desirable and necessary for con-
tinued economic growth, should be made only in connection with the control of
Government expenditures to eliminate Federal deficits and their inflationary
effects.

2. The proposed structural changes in the Internal revenue code, publicized as
"reforms" would not simplify and reform but would further complicate an overly
complex and lengthy tax code. As a group the proposed structural changes should
be rejected and a comprehensive program of structural revision should be evolved
by Congress based upon a consistent and acceptable economic philosophy. With
regard to the structural changes of particular interest to the company, its stock-
holders and employees, the company opposes-

(I) Repeal of the dividend credit;
(ii) Acceleration of corporate quarterly tax payments;
(i1i) Taxation of the employee for employer contributions to group term

life insurance plans;
(iv) Limitation of the sick pay exclusion;
(v) Establishment of a minimum standard deduction.

The company supports-
(I) Deductions of moving expenses for new and existing employees of a

firm who are not reimbursed for such expenses.
(li) Investment tax credit provisions removing the requirement that the

depreciation basis of a new asset must be reduced by the amount of the tax
crit taken, and specifying that Federal regulatory agencies may not require
utilities who claim the investment tax credit to pass along all of the tax
savings to customers in the form of lower rates.
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REASON FOR COMPANY'S POSITION

Reduction in taw rates
When business is good the Federal budget should be balanced. Tax rates

should be set to balance the budget or yield a modest surplus in the expansion
phase of the business cycle. This will tend to stabilize economic activity by
restraining demand and the inflationary factors associated with high employ.
ment and full use of productive capacity. To set tax rates at a level which would
produce sizable Federal deficits during the expansion phase would not only
increase the burden of Government debt, it would create economic instability by
accentuating the boom characteristics of the phase and adding the inflationary
factors of an artificially increased demand and money supply to the situation
of high employment and capacity production with its potential for cost push
inflation. Furthermore, tax rates which yield substantial deficits in the expan-
sion phase of the cycle would create much larger deficits in the contraction phase
of the cycle. Not only would we be faced with perpetual deficits and an ever-
increasing burden of national debt, but also with an artificially created boom
and bust business cycle. Therefore, if a tax reduction is to be enacted now. it
should be accompanied by a reduction in or a limitation on Federal expenditures.

Repeal of dividend credit
Corporate profits paid out in dividends are taxed twice, first by the corporate

income tax and second by the individual income tax paid by the shareholder on
the dividends. The present credit against tax of 4 percent of dividend income
gives only small relief from this unfair double taxation and should be increased,
not eliminated as proposed by the bill. The company believes that the existing
dividend credit has contributed substantially toward interest in equity investment
and the ability to sell new issues of common stock. This ability is vital to the
company's growth; since 1954 when the dividend credit provision was enacted
the Columbia Gas System has raised $131 million in additional capital by the
issuance of common stock. The expansion of the system during this period
would not have been possible without the ability to sell stock on favorable terms.
The proposal to increase the exclusion from taxable income of $50 of dividend
income a year to $100 of dividend income a year is not a satisfactory sub-
stitution for the dividend credit and will not offset the effects of the loss of the
credit on the marketing of equity securities.

Acceleration of corporations estimated quarterly tax payment schedule
At present corporations with income tax liabilities in excess of $100,000 a year

pay approximately half of their estimated tax in the year of tax liability with
the balance being payable in the following year after the tax is computed and
known. Under the proposal by a speedup in estimated quarterly payments,
nearly all of the tax liability will be paid in the year in which it is accrued and
prior to a determination of the tax actually due for the year. The transition to
the new system would take 7 years. During this period the acceleration of tax
payments will Impose a cash drain on corporations which will nearly offset the
effects of the proposed reduction in corporate rates. This proposal does not make
sense. The primary purpose of reducing taxes is to stimulate economic growth.
A reduction in corporate tax rates, more than in any other area, can be expected
to result in greater investment In productive facilities and consequent economic
growth. Furthermore, the plan would require estimating tax liability and pay-
ing one-fourth of the amount in April of the year of accrual. The income of
many businesses is subject to sizable fluctuations arising from such factors as
weather, strlkes, unusual market conditions and an estimate so early in the
year may be completely Inaccurate. If a corporation pays quarterly payments
on the basis of a large overestimate, it may be put in a critical cash position when
business drop off.

Taxation of employees for employer contributions to group term life insurance
plans

This proposal would alter the lon,-standing tax treatment for group term life
Insurance by taxing employee participants of the plan on employer contributions.
The amount of the employer's contribution to the plan which would be treated as
taxable income of a particular employee would be measured by the cost
of group term insurance at the age level of the employee with a standard
table of cost at different age levels being provided for tax purposes. This table
shows the cost of such Insurance increasing greatly with age and would place a
substantial additional tax burden on older employees. The adoption of a new
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concept of taxing employee benefits by imputing compensation in a tax year when
there is no receipt of actual cash benefits will endanger the development and
even the continuance of these desirable employee insurance plans. In setting
up these plans, both employer and employee provide for the security of employees
and their familes. . This should be encouraged not discouraged by Congress.
Many individuals have made their life insurance plans in reliance upon the
established congressional policy and will be addled with unforeseen and extreme-
ly high income tax expenses in the latter years of their lives, if the proposal Is
adopted. The administration proposed to exclude the first $5,000 or term in-
surance from taxation; the Ways and Means Committee raised this to $30,000,
but once the principle of taxing employees for employer's contributions is estab-
lished, it is logical to expect the reduction or removal of the exclusion in the next
or following sessions of Congress.

Limitation of the sick pay eaxclueon
The company recognizes that employees on sick leave generally incur ex-

penses which are not and cannot be completely covered by medical insurance
plans. The present exclusion of sick pay from taxable income affords some relief
to the sick or injured employee. The company therefore opposes the proposal
to limit the applicability of this section to employees who have been absent
from work more than 30 days.

The minimum standard deduction
The standard deduction as it now exists principally benefits low-income

taxpayers. The tax benefit of the deduction is granted without regard to
any actual expenditures of the taxpayer for contributions to church, educa-
tional, or charitable organizations, for interest costs in purchasing a home, or
for the burdens of State and local taxation which the taxpayer may bear. The
present standard deduction is computed as a percentage of income, 10 percent
with a maximum amount of $1,000. In the event that the taxpayer expends
funds for deductible items in excess of 10 percent of income, he is, of course,
free to and in nearly all cases will utilize itemized deductions. To the extent
that his expenditures for these items are less than 10 percent of income, he
will, of course, accept the free tax benefit given by the standard deduction.
The upper limitation of $1,000 means that this potential unearned tax benefit
is available principally to the lower income taxpayer. The scales are already
tipped in his favor. The philosophy behind the granting of deductions is to
encourage certain types of expenditures and to recognize that certain other
expenditures are required to allow the taxpayer to be gainfully employed, such
as payment of union and professional dues, expenditures for tools and for State
and local taxes. The utilization of standard and minimum standard deductions
is not reasonably related to the underlying concept of allowable deductions.

The new proposal would allow each taxpayer a minimum standard deduction
of $300 with an additional allowance of $100 for each dependent, including his
spouse, regardless of income or actual deductible expenses. The administration
attempted to justify this on the basis that it would provide additional relief
for low-income taxpayers; however, the proposed rate reductions would give
them greater proportional relief than other income groups. Furthermore, the
establishment of the proposed minimum standard deduction would reduce the
number of taxpayers by 1.5 million persons. This is bad policy because it would
decrease the country's tax base when nearly all agree that true and meaningful
tax reform will require increasing the tax base, and even more important, the
voter who pays no taxes will have no incentive to restrict governmental inter-
vention in society-to the contrary, his selfish interest will be to approve
and vote for representatives who will offer him more and more benefits to be
paid by someone else.

The assumption by more citizens of some financial responsibility for gov-
ernmental expenditures would be a healthy thing for all concerned. It would
seem that a better proposal would be to reduce standard deductions and personal
exemptions and establish a very low or nominal tax rate for small incomes.

Deductions of moving expenses for new mplo s and t employe ad et empoes who
are not reimbursed for such expenses

At present employees are allowed, within certain limits, to exclude reimbursed
moving expenses from taxable income when moving for the convenience of his
existing employer; however, moving expenses are not allowed as an exclusion
from income if they are paid by a n9w employer, nor is the employee who moves
and pays his own expenses permitted to deduct such expenses. The provision
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would-eqalize treatment among employees and encourage the mobility of the
labor force, an important factor in the relief of surplus labor in distressed
areas, Furthermore, it is in line with the policy of allowing deductions for ex.
peases necessarily incurred inorder to allow the taxpayer to be gainfully em,
ployed, such as payment of unjon and prdfesqional dues and expenditures for
tools and special work clothes.

Investment tax provisions
Although Congress passed the investment tax credit law for the purpose of

encouraging taxpayers to invest in new plant, certain Federal regulatory agen-
cies have indicated that they night require regulated companies to pass along
all of the benefits of the investment credit to their customers. This would
remove the' tax incentive to construct new plant and thwart the intent of
Congress. As a result the Ways and Means* Committee added a provision
designed to insure that the benefits of the investment tax credit are not to be
completely taken away from the taxpayer by Federal regulatory agencies.

After the House of Representatives passed the 7-percent investment tax credit
bill the Senate added an amendment which required taxpayers to reduce the de-
preciation basis of a new asset by the amount of tax credit taken. The effect
of this amendment, which would be repealed by the Ways and Means Committee
bill, was to reduce the effective credit from 7 percent to less than 4 percent;
also serious difficulties were encountered in establishing appropriate accounting
treatment for the acquisition of assets subject to the credit. There seems to
be general agreement that Senate amendment to the law should be repealed.

BUMMABY

During the post-World War II years high levels of economic activity have
been enjoyed by our economy. During this time the Federal Government has
spent more than its revenues in almost every year. Currently, the Nation's
economy Is functioning at a high level of activity. Despite this the Federal
Government will run at a very substantial deficit. Tax reduction can only
aggravate such deficit.

We must recognize that continued Federal deficits will ultimately stimulate
inflation, may caure a possible devaluation of our dollar and will undoubtedly
aggravate an already pressing problem; namely, the balance-of-payment situa-
tion. In the long run such results are most detrimental to all citizens. Infla-
tion is a confiscator of wealth; it penalizes the saver; it results in cruel treat-
ment to those on fixed incomes; it destroys our prestige in world affairs. Con-
sequently, the company is unable to support tax reduction until such time as there
is evidence of real prbgres in holding the line on Federal spending and the
elimination of Federal deficits.

LODDINO ENGINEERING CORP.,
Auburn, Mass., October 18,1963.

Representative HAROLD D. DONOHUE,
House Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR CONGRESSMAN DONOUE: I was very pleased that you were able to meet
with me and other members of the Worcester Chamber of Commerce Congres-
sional Action Committee last week.

In talking with various people when we were down there, I got the impres-,
slon that there was not too much interest in the President's tax bill. I want
to assure you that we, here, are very miich interested in the passage of this bill
pretty much in the form recommended by the House.

I would appreciate your presenting our views to the Senate Finance Com-
mittee.

With best regards.
Very truly yours,

ISBAEL WEISMAN, Treasurer.

FEDERATED INSURANCE,
Richmond, Va., October 25,1963.

Re new tax bill II.R. 8363, group term life section.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Butlding, Washington, D.C.:

The group term life section of H.R. 8363 has some very objectionable features
which should be considered quite carefully. The bill appears to limit group
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term life insurance by taxing the employee if the group term life Insurance is
in. excess of $30,000.* It.is doubtful that t'"'e will be much increase In tax
income from this source. ... .

For years and years, group term life has had a favorable: tax basis. .I.;we
are to change the rules now, it would definitely have an adverse afect., pop
many plans that have been in existence for a long t me. Then too, th'e computing
of withholding of each employee's, additional tax income would be a costl ind
time-consuming procedure for te eniploer. Finally, and this is io t ltportant,
the cost under the bill rises sharply with age, not withstanding the fcc that
the common practice is to determine an av rage group life iremiuni' ate for 'all
covered employees regardless p9 age. . .. .

It is difficult to see where there are any advantages in the provisions ofthis
group life term section to offset the very serious 'disadvantages to both peployer
and employee. Inflation and the resulting wage and salary increases arc making
it necessary for employers to increase the employee benefit program-i:,cluding
the increasing of life insurance benefits. The terms of this section of thr bill
would seem to have a tendency to eliminate increases in life insurance benefits
in many instances and certainly would not seem to be desirable.

EARL WAGNEB.

HARTFORD FIRE INSURANCE Co. GROUV,
Hartford, Conn., October 23,1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYBD: We hope that the Senate Finance Committee will not ap-
prove these provisions of H.R. 8303 which would tax employees on the "cost" of
group term life insurance in excess of $30,000.

The $30,000 exemption may at first appear to be a reasonable basis for com-
promising a controversial question, but we consider it to be no more than an
expedient. We do not believe that principle should yield to expediency.

The report of the Committee on Ways and Means itself suggests the very
reasons why we must voice our objections. That report observes that it is de"
sirable to encourage employers to provide life insurance for their employees and
that such a basic amount of insurance does much to keep ftintly units together
when the breadwinner dies prematurely. This is tantamonnt to observing that
employers should be encouraged to provide insurance up to an arbitrarily speci-
fied amount. We cannot agree; not when so many taxpayers who would be af-
fected are middle income wage earners who find it difficult enough to provide
for their families without being discouraged from doing so by the imposition of
further income tax liabilities.

Whether it b, called a fringe benefit comparable to other benefits of employ-
ment which are not taxed, a proper subject of collective bargaining, or a volun-
tary private assumption of financial burdens which would otherwise require
public assistance, the employer-financed group term life insurance progrAm has
for decades been an Important factor in our economy and has enjoyed favorable
tax consideration. The proposal would, despite the t30,000 exemption, subject
employers to additional costly internal accounting procedures and reporting re-
quirements, which costs they would deduct for tax purposes, and would impose
new tax liabilities on those very individuals who ueed the lower cost insurance
which these programs permit. It is wholly irrelevant whether this family pro-
tection is acquired without tax liability. The need for family security is para-
mount; all which can be generated by assisting employers and restraint on the
part of government.

We question whether the revenues under the proposal would justify the cost
entailed, whether the proposal could be effectively administered, and whether
It might not destroy the very stabilizing incentives which the House committee
report extols. In brief, we are deeply concer'ied over the possibility, if not the
probability, that this additional drive for revenues vould do a great deal of
harm without producingcorrelative benefits.

We hope that these brief comments in opposition will be made a part of the
committee's record.

Sincerely,
I(ALE ANDERSON, Jr.,

Assistant OGenral Couinscl.
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RIoHInrm On, CORP.,
Los Angeles, Oalif., October 23, 2968.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYwD,
Senate Offoe Building,
Washington, D.O.

MY DEAB SENATOR BYBD: The Revenue Act of 1963, now under consideration
before the full Senate Finance Committee, contains provisions in section 203
which would seriously disrupt group term life insurance programs established
under a law in existence since 1920 and which now cover approximately 89
million employees.

The theory of this tax "reform" is that it would eliminate inequities and
produce more revenue. Actually, our analysis of the section has convinced
us that it will create, rather than eliminate, inequities, and add obvious admin.
istrative costs to Government and industry which will substantially reduce,
or completely eliminate, the anticipated $5 million annual revenue increase.
Furthermore, enactment of this section would be highly detrimental to long.
established industrial relations programs designed to stimulate rather than to
stifle employee incentive.

These group term life insurance policies are the result of carefully developed
programs which emphasize the importance of an employee's career with his
company. The benefits from the employer's support are spread over the entire
period of the employee's participation in the plan.

Under existing law, it has been the prevailing practice for many years for
employees to contribute to group insurance premium payments at a uniform
rate at all ages so that an unduly heavy burden is not placed upon the employee
in his later years. Section 203 would Ignore completely this equitable principle
upon which such programs are based. It would change, for tax purposes, this
longstanding practice by applying a schedule based on the attained age of
each individual participant which would result in tax credits for the younger
and tax liabilities for the older. Thus, every group term life insurance plan
would, in effect, be an individual plan for tax purposes and a uniform premium
group plan for contribution purposes. It is apparent that these contradictory
positions are indefensible and confusing.

Section 203 would thereby change longstanding congressional public policy
which has favored the enactment of tax laws advantageous to older citizens.
In countless thobuands of instances, younger employees receiving income tax
credits under the proposed new law would, in effect, be paying less per $1,000
of insurance coverage than would the lower paid employees they supervise.
This inequity is nonexistent under present law where nondiscriminatory pro-
grams are available to the highest paid and to the lowest, and where these
policies are related only to compensation.

For each and all of the above reasons, I respectfully urge you to oppose
enactment of this measure and to support retention of the present law with
respect to group term life insurance plans which are nondiscriminatory in
character.

Sincerely,
CHAS. S. JONES.

ERIE-LACKAWANNA SYSTEM BOARD OF ADJUSTMENT,
BROTHERHOOD OF RAILWAY & STEAMSHIP CLERKS,

Cleveland, Ohio, October 4, 1968.
Hon. HARRY P. BYRD,
Senate Finance Commitee, Senate Office Building,
Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR: It is my understanding that after many months of deliberation,
the Ways and Means Committee reported out tax bill H.R. 8363 which would
amend the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to reduce Individual and corporate
income taxes; make certain structural changes with respect to income tax, etc.

While H.R. 8363, as introduced, is not perfect, the increase in standard
deduction for small taxpayers who do not itemize deductions for contributions
to church, charity, interest payments, etc., is very desirable, and I am in
sympathy with the provision for full deductibility of expenses for medicines
and drugs for persons over age 65 as compared to the present 1 percent of income,
regardless of age.
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While I have not yet reached the golden age and do not find myself in the
category of the small taxpayer taking the standard deduction, I nevertheless
feel that a majority of our working masses will receive the beneficial effects of
this bill and in the Judgment of economists employed by some of our largest
financial institutions, will provide in the neighborhood of '$1 billion new
purchasing power and new funds for business investment which should ilt
millions of unemployed American workers back to work and prevent a possible
recession in 1965.

May I therefore urge you to support H.R. 8363 as reported by the House
Ways and Means Committee? Thank you.

Sincerely,
H. L. BECK.

GARLOCK, I~O.,
Palmyra, N.Y., October 85, 1968.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYBD: The purpose of this letter is to register a formal protest
with the Senate Finance Committee against the proposed tax treatment of
group term life insurance as outlined In H.R. 8363.

The favorable tax basis of group term life insurance has been a big factor
in the establishment and maintenance of our well-rounded employee benefit
program. To change the tax rule now would have a disrupting effect upon
our program.

There seems to be little reason for the proposed change since relatively little
tax income will result It will, however, succeed in causing a revision in many
group life insurance plans and for all Intents and purposes place an upper limit
on employees group life insurance amounts.

The cost and complexity of computing and withholding each employee's addi-
tional income would likely preclude the continuance of our present Insurance
plan.

Such a tax would be a departure from the longstanding concept of group
term life insurance. Heretofore the common practice has been to determine an
average group life premium rate for all covered employees regardless of age.
Because ours is a contributory plan, the additional tax burden would only be
felt by our older employees.

In behalf of my company, I request that the above comments be made a part
of the committee's record.

Sincerely,
A. J. MoMuLLEN, President.

THE FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF KANSAS CITY,
TRUST DEPARTMENT,

October 5, 1963.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Senate Offce Builldng,
Washington, D.O.

DEAB SENATOR BYRD: I hope you won't mind receiving the views of just an
ordinary taxpayer concerning the proposed income tax legislation.

I am sure we would all like to have lower taxes, but in my opinion a balanced
budget is much more important at this time than tax reduction. It seems to
me, furthermore, that our economy is quite well adjusted to the present level
of corporate and personal income taxes, and that leaving them at their present
rates would not cause the recession or depression that has been so widely pre-
dicted by various prominent Washington figures.

If the Congress really wants to improve the tax situation, it should get to
work and simplify the tax laws, a task which is long overdue. This may not
be popular with lawyers and accountants who are the principal beneficiaries of
the present complicated tax structure, but simplification has to be accomplished
sooner or later. Why not now?

Respectfully your,
ALFRED L. BENJAMIN.

24-532-63--pt 3--18
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UNITED STATES COUNCIL
or THE INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERE, INO.,

New York, N.Y., Ootober25,1963.

Re statement for record of hearings of Senate Committee on Finance on H.R. 8363.
Hon. HAn~T P. BYRD,
Ohairman, Oomrittee on Finance,
U.S. Senate.

Dar 8ENATOR ByD : This statement is submitted on behalf of the Committee
on Taxation of the United States Council of the International Chamber of Com-
merce. You are respectfully requested to include it in the record of the hearings
of the Committee on Finance on H.R. 8363, the revenue bill of 1963. This
statement contains comments on two amendments intended to be offered to the
bill by Senator Gore. One amendment would incorporate in the bill the so-called
interest equalization tax that has been recommended by the President and is
pending before the Committee on Ways and Means in the House of Representa-
tives. The other amendment would drastically revise and extend the taxation
of income of controlled foreign corporations that was first instituted in the
Revenue Act of 1962.

INTEREST EQUALIZATION TAX AMENDMENT

We suggest to the Committee on Finance that it defer consideration of the pro-
posed interest equalization tax until the Committee on Ways and Means has
acted on it.

If the Committee on Finance decides to consider the proposed tax, we urge
that it consider the effect of the proposed tax on our international trade and
investments and on our relations with the other nations of the free world. The
tax as proposed would handicap U.S. business operations abroad so that the
longrun result would be to reduce the sale of U.S. goods and services in foreign
markets and reduce the flow of dividend and interest receipts on foreign invest-
ments-thus worsening our balance-of-payments position.

One bright spot in the U.S. balance-of-payments position today is the surplus
in our balance of trade. Care must be taken that a tax on purchases of for-
eign securities does not reduce directly or indirectly American goods and services
sold abroad or reduce incentives to investments that yield earnings available
for repatriation. Enactment of a U.S. tax on purchases of foreign securities
could well add to the already difficult circumstances surrounding the upcoming
GATT negotiations.

/The Committee on Taxation of the U.S. Council recommends that Congress
not enact the so-called interest equalization tax. The proposed tax is wrong in
principle. It would mean the imposition of an arbitrary governmental control
on the free flow of international Investments--contrary to a principle upon
which the United States historically has based its economic development.

CONTROLLED FOREIGN CORPORATION AMENDMENT

Senator Gore's amendment would repeal the statutory provisions enacted In
1962 with respect to taxation of U.S. shareholders on income of controlled foreign
corporations and substitute even harsher tax treatment of U.S. shareholders.

The principal changes proposed by the amendment are-
(1) A pro rata share of all undistributed earnings and profits of the year

would be included In the income of a U.S. shareholder of a controlled for-
eign corporation, in comparison with the inclusion, under present law, of
certain types of Income described as foreign base company income.

(2) The definition of controlled foreign corporations would be extended
to include corporations in which a majority, of the stock is owned by U.S.
shareholders, even though no one of these shareholders has a substantial
interest, and, with respect to corporations organized abroad in the future,
the definition would include foreign corporations in which any U.S. share-
holder owns as much as 10 percent of tl , stock.

(3) The exemption for income of foreign corporations that distribute
a specified minimum percentage of their earnings and profits, based upon
the foreign income taxes to which they are subjected, would be eliminated.

.. * *
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(4) The exemption of income earned by export trade corporations and
reinvested in export trade businesses would be eliminated. ,While the export
trade corporation exemption has proved to be of extremely limited effect,
Senator Gore's amendment would eliminate the small benefit that has resulted
from it. i

There is one provision of merit in the proposed amendment It would permit
a foreign corporation to elect to be taxed in substantially the same manner that
a U.S. corporation is taxed. This provision is too reetrictive,.bowever, in that
it would deny percentage depletion deductions to foreign corporations electing to
be treated as domestic corporations.

The Committee on Taxation of the U.S. Council recommends strongly that the
Committee on Finance reject Senator Gore's proposed changes In the tax treat-
ment of controlled foreign corporations. ... ;

American businesses abroad are seriously concerned by the restrictons imposed
on their operations by the Revenue Act of 1962. If the Committee on Finance
considers the tax treatment of income earned by foreign corporations that are
owned in whole or in part by U.S. shareholders, it should ease the present tax
restrictions on doing business abroad, not make them more difficult

Respectfully submitted.
ELLSWOTH C. ALVORD,

Ohairma, Committee on Tamation.

THE CONNECIOUT MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE CO.,
Newport News, Va, October .5, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: There is a provision in the pending tax bill that is wholly
inequitable; namely, the restriction of exempting Interest on loans made on an
insurance policy to pay premiums on that policy. The cash and loan values
on a policy belong to the policyholder and if he wishes to use the money to pay
the premiums on the policy or any other, that is his choice. Then it follows
that the interest he pays to borrow on his own policy to pay his premiums should
be just as inviolable as that interest paid to buy real estate or Rolls Royce.

Each time he pays his premium the cash value of this contract increases;
therefore, he is borrowing to buy an asset When you take into consideration
the tremendous appreciation of that contract when he dies, you can see that
this is good business economy. Life insurance is the basic structure of our
economy.

Also, it is time or past time that a single person living alone get some relief
on his or her taxes. When one person--or four-is living in a house or apart-
ment it still has to be kept up. I wonder if you realize how many widows or
single women live alone and have no household exemptions and no marital
deductions? In many cases you will find they are helping an aged parent or a
niece to go away to school. This group needs relief.

You are doing what you can to keep the spending within reason and we all
appreciate it very much but I do believe if I did not have such high taxes that
I could buy a new automobile more often. (My present one is a 1958 vintage.)
That should help the economy. Look at the people who might have to pay
increased taxes if I bought a car. I might even take a nice trip-on an American
ship or in this country, of course.

With kindest regards to you.
Yours sincerely,

STELLA FORD STEPHENS.

HAWAII STATE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,
Honolulu, Hawaii, October24, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.O.

DIAR SENATOR BYRD: May we take this opportunity to present our views with
regard to H.R. 8363-the Revenue Act of 1963.

The reaction of the lawaii State Chamber of Commerce to the proposal can suc-
cinctly be expressed by agreeing that a tax cut is fine-it is long overdue and
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we would like it-but, what will we do with the cut it the country's fiscal
policies bring on an inflation that makes the tax-cut money saved worthless?

We do not believe the tax-cut measure is acceptable unless firm assurances
or provisions are made which will require a reduction in Federal expenditures
providing for a balanced budget. Also, we would like to see some planning done
which would permit orderly reduction of the Federal debt.

The declarations made by the President, and the language of section 1 of the
bill are encouraging, for there is an apparent recognition that Federal spending
must be restrained. On the other hand, these statements appear to have no
force of law and, therefore, we respectfully suggest that no tax bill be reported
out until the President has submitted his budget for fiscal 1965.

Thank you kindly for accepting this statement in leu of a personal appearance.
Very truly yours,

OLrroBD H. BOWMAN, President.

(Whereupon, at 12:05 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Thursday, October 81,1963.)
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THURSDAY, OCTOBER 31, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMIrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Douglas, Gore, Williams, Carlson and
Curtis.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee wll come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Ward Ashman of the National Conference

of Public Employee Retirement Systems.
Please proceed, Mr. Ashman.

STATEMENT OF WARD ASHMAN, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL CON-
FERENCE ON PUBLIC EMPLOYEE RETIREMENT SYSTEMS; ACCOM-
PANIED BY DR. MADALINE WINTER REMMLEIN, LEGISLATIVE
COUNSEL

Mr. ASHMrAN. Good morning, Mr. Chairman and members of this
distinguished committee. I would like to ask your permission to
have Dr. Madaline K. Remmlein, our legislative counsel, come and sit
here at the table with me.

Senator DOUGLAs. It is a wise man who comes assisted by an able
woman.

Mr. ASHMAN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Proceed, sir.
Mr. ASHIMAN. My name is Ward Ashman. I am the executive sec-

retary and administrator of the School Employees Retirement System
of Ohio, and my offices are in Columbus, Ohio. Our retirement sys-
tem covers approximately 60,000 employees of the public schools in
Ohio other than teachers. I have held my position for the past 17
years. I am appearing here today as president of the National Con-
ference on Public Employee Retirement Systems.

Membership in the conference is composed of 188 State and local
organizations of public employees in 35 States. Membership is also
maintained by two national organizations.

Organizations belonging to the conference are of two kinds: Public
retirement systems and associations of public employees not them-
selves operating a retirement system, but belonging to one. These
organizations have individual members already retired, but most
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are predominantly composed of active employees looking forward to
retirement in the future.

The individuals who are represented by the member organizations
are policemen, firemen, State employees, teachers and other school
employees, other local employees, county employees, sheriffs, and some
Federal employees. The total number of individuals represented by
membership in the conference is approximately 2 million.

The objectives of the conference are to safeguard and promote the
rights and benefits of the present and future members of public em-
ployee retirement, pension, or annuity and benefit systems; and to
achieve equitable taxation of retirement income for public employees
now retired or to be retired in the future. The conference was orga-
nized in'1942 to coordinate the efforts of various public employee
groups for the achievement of these objectives.

Because of the interest of the conference in the Federal income tax
as it applied to retired persons, it is concerned with pertinent provis-
sions of the current bill (H.R. 8363). There are a number of provi.
sions in the House-passed bill which will lighten the tax burden on
our members, many of whom must live on extremely low retirement
income.

The proposed tax rates will be of some benefit to most of our people.
The proposed minimum standard deduction will be of special advan-
tage to those who are in the low income tax brackets and have few
deductions. Removing the 1-percent floor on deductible medicines
and drugs will also be of help to those who must spend large amounts
for medicines as most elderly people do. Limited exclusion of gains
on the sale of a home by those age 65 and over is a proposal which the
conference has endorsed for several years.

Although reduction of the dividend income credit and its repeal for
years subsequent to 1964 may harm some retired people, the increase
in the excludable amount of income derived from investments may
prove an offset since most public employees do not have large invest-
ments.

Reduction from 20 to 15 percent of eligible retirement income sub.
ject to the retirement income credit is understandable in principle in
view of the rate changes, and it is our opinion that, in the overall, few
public employees would be harmed by this proposal.

In general, then, may we say that we have no objection to H.R. 8363
as it passed the House. However, we would like to have the Senate
add three features which are of vital concern to our members.

First: The retirement income credit is applicable to a maximum
base.of $1,524. This figure was arrived at.by amendment in 1962
(Public Law 87--876). The purpose of that legislation was to make
the retirement income tax credit more nearly equal to the nontaxable
social security benefits. It is our contention that inequity still exists.

A married man receives a social security benefit and his wife, if eli-
gible, receives a benefit equal to half her husband's primary benefit.
Both are tax free. A married man without a social security benefit
may take a credit of a percent of his eligible retirement income up to
the maximum social security primary benefit. However, no provision
is made for retirement income credit on behalf of this man's wife un-
less she is eligible for the credit on her own income, although the hus-
band must support her. To make the tax treatment of the married
couple without social security benefits more nearly equal to that of
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the married couple receiving social security benefits, the law should
permit a retirement income credit on behalf of the wife on a base
equal to one-half the amount of the husband's income subject to the
credit.

For example, two married couples, each with $5,000 gross income,
file joint returns. All are over age 65.

Couple 1 receives $1,524 as the husband's primary social security
benefit and half as much, $762, is paid as the wife's benefit. 'Thus,
$2,286 of the gross income of this couple is tax free. On the balance
of $2,714, couple 1 would pay $8 tax under current law and no tax
at all under H.R. 8363.

Couple 2, also with $5,000 gross income, does not receive any social
security benefits, but they are entitled to the maximum retirement in-
come credit. Their tax after application of the credit would be $111
under current law and $82 under H.R. 8363.

This, we think, is grossly unjust. Language which will eliminate
the present inequity is appended as exhibit A. We urge the commit-
tee to consider this proposal.

Second: Under current law, the recipient of a retirement benefit is
forced to use part III-A or part III-B of schedule B in reporting
pension income. Thus, with regard to employee benefits, a retirant
who can recover his own contributions (or cost) within 3 years must
report his benefits as tax-free income until the total of his contribu-
tions have been recovered; thereafter, the total benefits are taxable.
On the other hand, one who cannot recover his contributions within
3 years must use the exclusion ratio under which a portion of his bene-
fit is nontaxable each year, beginning with the year of retirement, that
portion remaining the same for life.

On the surface, this statutory provision would appear to benefit
newly retired persons because most can recover their own contribu-
tions within 3 years during which their pension income is nontaxable.
As a matter of fact, however, it has been proved that the exclusion
ratio is more beneficial to those who live out their life expectancy.
Exhibit B of the appendix to this statement, illustrates that, on the
same income, one person's taxes may be many times as high as an-
other's. H.R. 8363 does not correct this inequity either by a struc-
tural change or by its lower rates. As a result, some retired taxpayers
now and in the future will have left after taxes much more than others
receiving the same income, though their living costs may be compara-
ble. The conference believes that each retired person should be en-
titled to choose either part III-A or part III-B. Language to effect
this option is attached as exhibit C. It consists of a bill (H.R. 848)
introduced by Congressman Boggs of Louisiana, on January 9, 1963.

Third: Section 403(b) of the current law permits certain organiza-
tions to purchase annuity contracts for their employees. Originally,
the eligible organizations were those tax exempt under' section 501 (c)
(3) of the Internal Revenue Code. The Internal Revenue Service
ruled that public school systems were not qualified to use this provision
since they are not tax exempt under section 501(o) (3). Therefore,
Congress in 1961 amended the law so as to include public school em-
plo ees.

The conference feels that if the so-called tax-sheltered annuity is
available to one particular group of public employees, it should be
made available to all. Firemen, policemen, State, city, county, and
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other local employees, as well as Federal employees, should be treated
the same as public school employees in this regard. Therefore, we are
asking the Senate to amend section 403(b) to this effect. Exhibit D
suggests language which would accomplish this purpose.

Also, the suggested language in exhibit D would clarify a point
which is now ambiguous for all such employees, including school em-
ployees. Section 101(b) of the Internal Revenue Code is concerned
with death benefits of certain employees. It provides for an exclu-
sion of $5,000 in death benefits paid on account of an employee under
an annuity purchased by an employer which is referred to in section
503(b) (1), (2), or (3). When section 403(b) was amended in 1961 to
include public school employees, section 101(b) was not amended to
coincide. Therefore, school employees are uncertain as to the appli-
cation of the death benefit exclusion payable under the annuities au-
thorized by the 1961 amendment.

The conference takes the position that these annuities should be
available to all public employees, and that the death benefit exclusion
should also be made available to all public employees for whom these
annuities are purchased.

The National Conference on Public Employee Retirement Systems
thanks the committee for this opportunity to present its views and
will be happy to answer any questions which committee members
may wish to raise at this time or later during consideration of needed
amendments to the House-passed bill. We particularly urge the
committee to consider the above three points so as to eliminate dis-
crimination existing under current law.

(The exhibits previously referred to follow:)

EXHIBIT A

A BILL To amend section 87(d) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 so as to equalize
the application of the retirement income credit of married couples with the tax treat-
ment of Social Security benefits received by a married couple

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That section 37(d) (relating to the limitation
on retirement income qualifying as the base for application of the retirement
income credit) is amended by inserting between the words "income" and "shall"
the phrase "for each individual entitled to credit on retirement income".

SEO. 2. That paragraph "(2)" is renumbered "(3)".
SEc. 3. That a new paragraph Is inserted at the end of paragraph (1) to read

as follows:
(2) The amount of retirement income for a married couple filing a joint return

shall not exceed $1,524 for the husband and $762 for the spouse who is not
eligible for credit on account of her own income.

EXHIBIT B

Two male taxpayers each receive $3,800 as a retirement benefit. Both are
over age 65 and entitled to two personal exemptions. Both use the standard
deduction instead of itemizing their deductions on page 2 of the tax form. Be-
cause of differences in the retirement systems to which they have belonged, one
paid $200 more in contributions than the other. Taxpayer 1, whose cost was
$11,300 must use part III-B of schedule B because he can recover his cost within
8 years. Taxpayer 2, whose cost was $11,500, must use part III-A because he
cannot recover his cost within 3 years.

Taxpayer 1 pays no tax for the first 3 years. Thereafter his tax annually
would be $453 less the credit of $304.80 under current law. The life expectancy
of a man age 65 is 15 years. Over the 12 years during which taxpayer 1 would
be paying taxes, he would pay $1,776. Under H.R. 8363, thxpayer 1 would use
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$400 as his standard deduction, making his tax $343 less $228 credit. Over the
12 years, he would pay an aggregate of $1,040.

This example is not for the purpose of comparing taxes taxpayer 1 would pay
under current law with those he would pay under H.R. 8363, It is intended to
compare taxpayer 1 with taxpayer 2.

Taxpayer 2 finds that his expected return is $57,000 which gives him an exclu-
sion ratio of 20.2 percent, making $768 of his $3,800 retirement benefit nontaxable.
On the balance of $3,032, his tax under current law would be $805 which would
be wiped out by the tax credit of $304.80. Under H.I. 8363, taxpayer 2 would
use $400 as his standard deduction, making his tax $214.80, which would be wiped
out by the credit at the new rate.

Taxpayer 1 would pay $1,040 In taxes, whereas taxpayer 2 would pay no taxes,
although both receive the same retirement income.

ExnrsHT C

H.R. 848

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

JANUARY 9, 1963

Mr. BOGos introduced the following bill; which was referred to the Committee
on Ways and Means

A BILL To amend section 72 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 to permit retired
employees to elect use of either subsection (b) or subsection (d) to report income from
employees' annuities

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That section 72 of the Internal 'Revenue
Code of 1954 (relating to the taxation of annuity income) Is amended as follows:
The last sentence of subsection (b) is amended to read "This subsection shall
not apply to any amount for which an eligible individual elects to have subsec-
tion (d) (relating to certain employee annuities) apply."

SEO. 2. Subsection (d) (1) is amended by substituting the following language
at the end of paragraph (B) : "then such an employee may elect to exclude from
gross income all amounts iceived as an annuity under the contract until there
has been so excluded (under this paragraph and prior income tax laws) an
amount equal to the consideration for the contract contributed by the employee.
Such an election shall be irrevocable and after the total consideration contributed
by an employee (who has elected to use subsection (d) in lieu of subsection (b)
has been so excluded, all amounts so received under the contract shall be included
In gross income."

ExHIBIT D

A BILL To amend section 403(b) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 as extended in 1961
to public schools, so as to grant the same privilege to the States and all political sub-
divisions thereof, and to clarify application of section 101(b) of the Internal Revenue
Code
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States

of America in Congress assembled, That section (b) (relating to the Taxability
of Beneficiary under Annuity Purchased by Section 501(c) (3) Organizations
or Public School System) is amended to substitute for the words "or Public
School" the words "or any State or political subdivision thereof" in the title of
subsection (b) ;

SEO. 2. That clause (ii) of section 403(b) is amended to omit the words
"an educational institution (as defined in section 151(e) (4), by an" so as to read
"(Ii) for an employee (other than an employee described in clause (I), who per-
forms services for an employer which is a State, a political subdivision of a
State, or an agency or instrumentality of any one or more of the
foregoing; * * *"

SEo. 3. That subparagraph (111) of section 101(b) is amended to omit the
words "which is an organization referred to in section 503(b) (1), (2), (3)
and which is exempt from tax under section 501(a)" and to substitute the words
"referred to in section 403(b)."

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Ashman.
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Senator Douglas.
Senator DOUoLAs. Mr. Chairman, I recognize that the problems of

the taxation and exemption of the person over the age of 65 are compli-
cated. I am going to ask that the staff prepare a memorandum on
the subject which could be inserted in the record.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection, that will be done.
(The document referred to follows:)

STAFF MEMORANDUM

Senator Douglas requested information as to the maximum level of income
a person over age 65 would have and still be free of all income tax.

Under present law, a single person age 65 or over can have an income of
$3,499.99 without having any income tax to pay while a married couple may
have an income of $7,000 without having any income tax to pay. This assumes
that the single person and married couple are eligible for the maximum retire-
ment income credit, that all of their income is dividend income, and that both
husband and wife in the latter case are eligible for the dividend exclusion. The
computation is as follows:

Single person Married
couple

Gross income........ ................................................... $3,499.99 $7,000.00
Exclusion of $50 or $100 of dividend income ................... ............. 60.00 100.00

Adjusted gross income............................................ 3,449.99 6, 900.00
Less standard deducton................................................... (1) 690.00

Subtotal.............................................................. , 2100
Leas exemptions............................................................. () 2,400.00

Taxable income.................................................... (I) 8,810.00
Tentative tax....................................................... . 377.0 762.00
Dividend credit, 4 percent (maximum 4 percent of taxable Income).......... 76.20 152.40

Subtotal........................................................... 300.80 609.60
Maximum retirement income credit or credits (1624 X 20 percent)........... s300.80 609. 60

Final tax.............................................................. 00.00 00.00

I Uses optional tax table.
s Because the tax is the same for $50 income brackets for those using the optional tax table, it is Impossible

to arrive at an income level which precisely uses up the maximum retirement income credit. However,
the retirement income credit allowed never may exceed the tax before the credit.

Under the House version of H.R. 8363, a single person age 65 or over can have
an income of $3,249.99 without any income tax to pay while a married couple
may have an income of $6,247.05 without having any income tax to pay. The
assumptions are the same as those made above for the examples under present
law. The computation is as follows:

Single Married
person couple

Oross income....... .............................................. $3,249.99 $6247.05
Exclusion. of $100 or $200 of dividend income ........................ ..... 100.00 200.00

Adjusted gross income............................................. 3,149.99 6,047.06
Less standard deduction................................... .......... () 604.71

Subtotal........... .. ... ... ................................ ,442.84
Less exemptions. ..... .... .................. ................ () 2400.00

Taxble income.................................................... () 8042.34
Tentative tax..................................... ............ .... ........ 229.00 457.20
Maximum retirement income credit or credits (1,624 X 16 percent)........... 22& 60 457.20

Final tax.............. .... ...... ..................... 00.40 00.00

3 Uses optional tax table.
SThe Internal Revenue Service permits taxpayers to ignore any tax of less than $1.
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Senator DOUGLAS. I would like to address one or two simple ques-
tions to the witness. Is it not true that the provision for the reporting
of split income was double the exemption which a married couple
over the age of 65 will received I made some computations and I
think that a single person, and even under existing law, gets
an exemption of $2,800, and that a married couple can therefore
get an exemption of $5,600 a year. I do not think this includes
the divident credit which is unlimited under present law, of
4 percent, rather, or $50, and under the proposed bill will be a mini-
mum of $100 per person or $200 for the couple to be the equivalent of
making tax free the dividends on approximately $5,000 worth of
stockownership. These facts are approximately true, and I do not
guarantee they are precisely true-does not this mean that the aged
couples or retired public employees are not in such a bad position as
you state?

Mr. ASHMAN. Mr. Chairman, I wonder if I might refer Senator
Douglas' question to our counsel, Dr. Remmlein, please.

Dr. REMMLEIN. Senator, I am not sure that I followed all the de-
tails. I could not quite hear you all the time. It seems to me that you
started out by talking about the splitting of the income.

Senator DOUGLAs. What I was saying was that split income per-
mitted a couple over the age of 65 to have tax free twice the income
permitted to a single individual.

Dr. REMMLEIN. Yes, sir.
Senator DouGAs. And that, therefore, the rough computations

which I have made seem to indicate that a single person over the age
of 65 claiming the various exemptions can get up to $2,800, and there-
fore, the aged couple could get up to $5,600. What I say is, is that
substantially correct?

Dr. REMMLEIN. Does it not depend on the source of the income to
an extent?

Senator DOUoLAS. Each can get retirement income.
Dr. REMMlEIN. Only if the wife is entitled on her own, outside of

the community property States.
Senator DonULAs. Yes.
Dr. REMMLEIN. And there we have the trouble that they do not

allow the splitting unless the retirement income was earned in the
State. For example, a married couple who retires from a noncom-
munity property State and moves into a community property State
is not entitled to split.

Senator DOUGLAs. Is it not true that each can get a double exemp-
tion?

Dr. REMMLEIN. Each can get a double exemption, as everyone else.
You mean the personal exemption of $600 each ?

Senator DouoGLA. I understand. What I am simply trying to bring
out is this: are not people over the age of 65 quite well protected now
by the provisions of the existing tax laws, and so forth?

Dr. REMMLEIN. I say in response that they do have some advant-
ages that have been put into the law because of their age and the re-
duced income they have after they are aged 65. That is not the point
of our testimony.

Our testimony is that there are some discriminations among those
over 65, not all of those 65 being treated the same.
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Senator DOUGLAs. Well now, on the social security business, is it not
true that people over the age of 65 can get an exemption of $1,200 on
earned income outside of social security ?

Dr. REmMLEIN. Yes, sir.
Senator DouGLAs. And is it not true that they get an exemption of

approximately one-half of income between $1,200 and $1,700?
Dr. REMiLEIN. For earned income, yes.
Senator DOUOLAS. Yes. I have the memory that over $1,700; am I

correct on thit ?
Dr. REM aLEIN. No, I do not think that is right.
Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Woodworth, is that right?
Mr. WVOODWOiRH. Over age 72 there is no cutback for earned income.
Senator DouGLAs. So that it is a complete deduction
Mr. WOODWORTH. They can get a deduction of the full $1,524 multi-

plied by the lowest bracket tax rate, 20 percent, without any reduction
for earned income if they are age 72 or over. If they are over age 72
and they receive earned income between $1,200 and $1,700 their credit
income on which the credit is based is reduced by one-half for that
income. If the earned income is over $1,700, the amount on which
the credit is based is reduced one dollar for each dollar of the excess
over $1,700.

Senator DOUGLAs. Reduced dollar for dollar.
Mr. WOODwoRTH. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. We will make that modification.
Dr. REMMLEIN. There are two different things here though. You

are talking about social security work limitations, and the work limita-
tions on the retired income credit.

Senator DOUGLAS. More and more women are working, and this iq
true of married women. I do not know the percentages, but we c a
put it in the record from the census of occupations, so that more and
more women are becoming eligible for social security, even though
married, and to the degree that they are employed after 65 and have
what is termed "earned income," they can receivethe same deductions
as their husbands; isn't that true?

(The following was later received for the record:)
Information obtained from the Social Security Administration Indicate that

there are 35.4 million living female workers who are in an Insured status. This
is 52.2 percent of the female population over age 14. The comparable data for
men are 53.8 million living male workers who are in an insured status. They
represent 83.3 percent of the male population over age 14.

These data were taken from the Quarterly Summary of Earnings, Employ-
ment, and Benefit Data, January 1963, table 6, published by the Social Security
Administration.

Dr. RE.3MLEIN. Well, there are two different things. The social
security, eligibility for social security, and working limitations which
might reduce the social security benefits, that isone thing. The other
thing is the retirement income credit and the work limitations under it.

Now there are, of course, many working married women. If they
are entitled to either the social security payments on their own or en-
titled to a retirement income credit on their own they get it. But if
they are not eligible for social security on their own earnings, the wife
gets half as much as the husband, just because she is the wife--

Senator DOUGLAS. What you are proposing, I take it, is that income
from the pension systems which you mention, outside of social security,
will be tax exempt; isn't that what you are proposing?
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Dr. REarmEIN. That is not the proposal, sir. The proposal is that
the retirement income credit base allow half as much for the wife as
is allowed for the man. If his base is the maximum of $1,524, then he
should have the $762, I guess it is, half as much as that, for his wife
whom he is supporting, when she does not have any retirement income
that is eligible for the retirement income credit on her own.

Senator DouGLAs. Are you proposing to make some of this income
tax exempt

Dr. REMmILEmN. No, that is not in this statement, except indirectly
through the credit.

Senator DOUGLAS. Wouldn't that make it largely tax exempt What
is the purpose of the credit if it is not to diminish the amount?

Dr. REMMLEIN. That is the purpose of it.
Senator DOUGLAS. Well then, I think what I said was correct.
You will remember H.R. 10 of last year?
Dr. REMrMLm. Yes, sir; I do.
Senator DOUGLAs. Which the Senator from Tennessee and I were the

only two Members of the Senate to vote against, which provided that
the self-employed would have contributions to the system made tax
exempt, but some of the benefits received from the system at the end
would be taxable, as I remember it?

Dr. REMMLEIN. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAs. We pointed out this was a subsidy in various

forms amounting to free interest, nontaxable interest earnings, during
the period of accumulation, and also provided that since the incomes
after 65 tended to be lower than incomes during the active period and
the exemptions and credits greater it provided for lower rates of
taxation. But this was defended and passed on the ground that, after
all, it was the income at the end which was to be taxable.

Now, you come along and suggest that part of the income under this
system of pensions for State and local government employees will be
nontaxable, and yon do this in the name of uniformity. But don't you
have a great diirence now between State and local employees and
the self employed ? I am inclined to think that if your proposal goes
through we will soon have a measure exempting self-employed persons
from taxation of the pensions when received after the age of 65.

You see, you get a salient into the tax system excepting a certain
type of income from taxation for a limited class, and then everybody
else wants it for themselves. The result is that the loophole becomes
a rivulet, then becomes a stream, and becomes a mighty torrent, and
then is swept away completely.

People do just as you do. They say, "This is a fine thing, the bill
is a fine thing, insofar as it helps us, but we would like more, we would
like more or we will take the features of the bill which benefit us,
but we demand the rejection of those features of the bill which either
do not help us or which injure us."

Here we are trying to write a tax bill not merely for special interest
groups, and you are a perfectly legitimate group, but for the best in-
terests of the countr as a whole.

Dr. REMMLEvx. Well, Senator Douglas, in my opinion there is no
distinction whatever'between the taxation of the retired public em-
ployees and the self-employed under H.R. 10. If the employee has
not contributed to his pension fund and gets a free pension from the
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State or local government it is fully taxable, subject to the credit, just
as the self-employed will be taxed on his benefits subject to a credit.

When the public employee contributes he recovers his costs, because
he has already paid taxes on the full salary before the deduction, before
the contribution to the retirement system is made. So he recovers his
costs, and then it is fully taxable subject to the credit, so there is no
distinction in my mind between the public employee and the self-em-
ployed under H.R. 10 in treatment. Both are taxable on the benefits,
after they have recovered the costs in the case of public employees be-
cause they have already paid taxes at a higher rate during their active
years, and they both are entitled to the credit.

Senator DOUGLAS. Under H.R. 10 they do not pay taxes now on their
contributions to the fund up to a given limit. They do not pay taxes.

Dr. REMMLEIN. They pay the tax on the benefits.
Senator DOUGLAS. Contributions on their behalf.
Dr. REMMLEIN. They pay the tax on the benefits. So also, for ex-

ample, the State of Delaware, which also has a free pension system.
They pay pensions to the State and local employees there to which the
employees do not contribute. The minute they retire then they pay
taxes on the benefits. They do not pay taxes on the amount that the
State puts into that fund on their behalf before they are retired.

This is exactly the same as the self-employed under H.R. 10, and
the solf-employed under H.R. 10 are entitled to take their retirement
income credit after they pay their tax, the same as public employees.

The retirement income credit applies to all retired people who meet
certain qualifications, not just public employees.

Mr. ASHMAN. Mr. Chairman I wonder if I might make one com-
ment on what I think we would like to bring out very clearly about
the so-called inequity on the allowances received by public employees
and those received under social security.

Under social security the amounts received are nontaxable. Now,
in some States public employees are not covered by social security.

Senator DOUGLAs. Contributions by the government.
Mr. ASHMAN. I am talking about the allowances they received, the

nontaxable.
Senator DouGLAs. But the amounts contributed by individuals have

already been taxed under the individual income.
Mr. ASHMAN. And that also applies to public employees.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. ASHMAN. Now, in the State of Ohio there is not a public em-

ployee covered by social security. We happen to have the staff systems
which cover that.

Senator DOUoLAS. Let me say this: you are eligible to come in if
you want to come in, isn't that true ?

Mr. ASHMAN. That is exactly right, but I want to point out--
Senator DOUGLAs. The policy we have followed, subject to correction

by the chairman and the Senator from Kansas, who know much more
about this than I do, the policy we have followed is that any group
that wants to come in can come in.

Mr. ASHMAN. We agree we do not want to come in. But I would
like to make the point about the retirement allowances that are paid
to these people. The social security allowance that is paid to a
retired person is fully excluded. Xn our own retirement systems our
people pay up to 7 percent of their salaries.
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When they receive an allowance they do nbt hae e:this exclusion
of only a partion of this money that is noitaxablbe And'it is used
as a base for a retirement income credit.

So in the case of a public employee, the most he 'can benefit from
this amount that, if you want to call it excluded, is excluded at the
lowest rate. In the base of social security the allowances that are
received get the benefit of the top dollar rate.

Senator DOUGLAS. Those are limited. What is the highest amount
that is paid?

Mr. ASHMAN. Let us take the case of an executive, let us take the
case of someone who is in the very high income bracket and has a
lot of income. The $1 524 or the $2.228 that is excluded from taxes
gives him the benefit of the top tax income bracket, does it not? In
the case of the public employee, he gets a top limit of a low rateagainst
only $1,524. This makes a whale of a difference in the treatment of
those two classes of people.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, Mr. Chairman, I am afraid I will have to
simply ask that the staff prepare this memorandum on the relative
tax liability of Federal employees, State and local employees, not
members of the social security system with those who are social secu-
rity employees.

The CHAIRMAN. That will be done.

STAFF MEMORANDUM

The principal differences between the tax treatment of Federal, State, and
local government employees who are not covered by social security with those
who are, can be summarized as follows:

1. With respect to Government pension income, there is no minimum age limi-
tation. The individual may receive a retirement income credit with respect to
Government pension income regardless of his age. However, the pension income
eligible for the credit is reduced dollar for dollar, for any earned income in ex-
cess of $900 if the Government retiree is under age 62. On the other hand, ex-
cept in the case of those totally disabled, old-age and survivor insurance-benefits
are not available to those under 02.

2. The maximum income upon which the retirement Income credit is based is
$1,524 in the case of the retirement income credit available in the case of retired
Government employees. The maximum primary old-age and survivors insurance
benefit also Is $1,524.

3. For a husband to receive a retirement income credit and for the wife to re-
ceive a second credit, both must have had 10 years of prior earnings experience.
On the other hand, In the case of old-age and survivors insurance if a husband
is eligible for a primary insurance benefit, the wife may be eligible for a benefit
payment of one-half the size of the husband's, whether or not she has bad any
prior earnings experience.

4. In the case of the retirement income credit both the husband and the wife
who have had prior earnings experience are eligible for a full retirement income
credit In the case of old-age and survivors insurance benefits, however, gener-
ally the husband receives a full primary benefit and the wife the equivalent of
a half primary benefit. The only exception to this is where the wife's own pri-
mary benefit exceeds the "half" primary benefit she is eligible for as a spouse.

Senator GORE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson.
Senator CARLsON. Just one question. I was interested in one state-

ment you have on page 3. You state:
Reduction from 20 to 15 percent of eligible retirement income subject to the

retirement income credit is understandable in principle in view of the rate
changes, and it is our opinion that, in the overall, few public employees would be
harmed by this proposaL
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I do not quite get that because as I understand the present law,
these people who are eligible for this retirement, which is $1,524, are
entitled to an income credit of $304.80.

Mr. AsnHAN. It is on the basis of 20 percent of the $1,524.
Senator CARLSON. That is correct. Under the pending bill, H.R.

8363 the maximum retirement income credit would be $228. Would
not that have a substantial effect on the retirees?

Mr. ASHMAN. Senator Carlson, were were intending-we tried to
be entirely factual-we have no quarrel with the 15 percent, but you
will find that, in working out the application under the rates of H.R.
8363, on the first $2,000 that rate for the entire amount will be just
a little over 15 percent, it is about 151/ percent the way we figure, and
that is the reason we made the statement that way. We have no quar-
rel with the effect at all of these rates under H.R. 8363 in this par-
ticular application.

Senator CARLSON. You would not object if we retained the existing
law on 20 percent?

Mr. ASHMAN. Well, I do not know whether to answer you as presi-
dent of the conference or individually. Primarily I would say that
I think all people, regardless of category, should be treated the same
across the board.

Senator CARLSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRM AN. Senator Gore?
Thank you very much, Mr. Ashman.
Mr. ASHuMAN. Thank you, sir, for the opportunity of appearing be-

fore you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Carl C. Bare of the Na-

tional Fraternal Order of Police.
Mr. Bare, you take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF CARL 0. BARE, CHAIRMAN, LEGISLATIVE
COMMITTEE, NATIONAL FRATERNAL ORDE R OF POLICE

Mr. BARE. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Carl C. Bare. I am a deputy inspector of police in the city of
Cleveland, Ohio, and chairman of the National Legislative Commit-
tee of the Fraternal Order of Police. Our organization represents
local, county, and State policemen from all parts of the country and
a large number of retired policemen and their dependents.

We are vitally interested in the bill now being considered by this
committee. While we agree generally with the provisions of H.R.
8363, we feel that it should be improved in certain areas.

Our members, who are principally in the lower income brackets,
are happy to see the proposed rate reductions, which will reduce their
tax burden somewhat and increase their buying power. Other pro-
visions of the bill will be of help to some. Because policemen are
generally recognized to be underpaid, any savings that can be made
will be greatly appreciated by them.

We feel that some additions should be made as it applies to retired
persons. Three proposals for amendments have been made by the
National Conference on Public Employee Retirement Systems with
which we are affiliated. We concur with these recommendations and
would like to further emphasize them as they apply,to our members.
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Proposal 1: To provide a retirement income credit for the wife of a
retiree is of special interest to.us. Many, of our retired members would
be affected by this provision. Since most policemen are family men
their wives have not been employed and, therefore, have not qualified
on their own for social security or any other retirement benefit.

I might :nterject here, there is another thing that keeps them from
getting the benefit on their own of $1,524 retirement income credit, and
that is, at retirement they must have been employed during 10 years of
their lives. Most of these women may have worked a few ycars before
they married the policemen, but since they have been married to them,
they have not been employed and cannot meet the qualification that
they have been earning $600 a year for the 10 years. So under no cir-
cumstances can they qualify for the retirement income credit under
the present law and under the provisions that are still left in H.R.
8363. They must be supported entirely by the retirement income of
their husbands.

As pointed out in the example by Mr. Ashman, this family would
pay a tax considerably higher than that paid by the same family if
retired under social security. This is very unfair.

It is further shown that couple 2 in the example would receive a
tax reduction from $111 under current law to $82 per year under H.R.
8363. Giving these people $2.42 per month would do very little to
stabilize the economy.

The proposed amendment would not completely eliminate the
favored treatment received by social security recipients because this
income is not declared for tax purposes and, therefore, applies to the
top bracket of the taxpayer rather than the lower rate which applies
to other retirement income. This income must also be considered in
figuring allowable medical deductions, thereby reducing them. It
would be much more equitable to exclude from gross income an amount
equal to the credit base.

Policemen have been pioneers in establishing local retirement sys-
tems to provide for themselves and their families when they are no
longer able to perform their duties. We do not feel that they should
be penalized, nor that it is the desire of Congress, to penalize them for
having the foresight to make these provisions. We, therefore, strongly
urge this committee to include this proposed amendment.

Proposal 2: To permit the recipient of a retirement benefit to use
part III-A or part II-B of schedule B in reporting pension income is
also important to us. Since policemen, due to the nature of their
duties, must retire at an earlier age than most people, their pensions
must be higher than average to meet their needs. Contributions are
in most cases recoverable within 3 years and they, therefore, must use
part III-B. Exhibit B of the National Conference on Public Em-
ployee Retirement Systems points out that these persons would pay
considerably more in taxes in mbst bases than those who can use part
III-A. This proposal is very important to our members, who will
be retiring in the future, and we urge its adoption.

Proposal 3: To extend the so-called tax-sheltered annuity provisions
to all public employees should be included in the bill. We feel that all
such persons should be treated alike.

These proposed amendments would tend to equalize tax treat-
ment for all retired people and particularly help retired public em-

24-532-63-pt. 3---14
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ployees who are discriminated against in'present law and would con-
tinue to be similarly treated in H.R, 8868. The Fraternal Ordit' of
Police sincerely thanks the committee for this opportunity to present
its views. We will be happy to answer any questions or provide any
further information which the committee members may desire.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you veiy much, Mr. Bare.
Senator Douglas?
Senator DOULAs.S No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carson?
Senator CARLSON. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. -Thank you very much, sir.
The next witness is Mr. Walter Bouldin of the Edison Electric

Institute. . . -- '"* *,
Please proceed.

STATEMENTw WALTER BOLD N, PRESIDENT, ISON ELECTRIC
INSTIT ; ACCOMPANIED B BNTHORNBOR W, DIRECTOR,
ECONO ICS AND SA ICS, SON TRICK IN ITUTE, AND

iGS T. R IJ, R W

Mr/BouLDiN. -wouldv Mr. Thornbor ow of the
Edis n Electric Institute . J. . S th, ttorney, company

A name is Walter l I liv Birmigham, Alt. I am
pr dent of abahna P w y artlgpresident o Edison
El rio Instit te. "

Im appear ng here day oS o the Edison Electic Insti-
tute, the trade ssociatloix or nV r-Wi d electric utility com-
pani which se ve pproxipe eit of h electric onsumers
in the united Sta.

The treatment in H.R,s3 o divi nds r eived byindividuals
is, we b ieve, a backward step. iWhil the oubling. the $50 ex-
clusion w be helpful,-the. et effect of ion 201 w undoubtedly
be to increfe the extent to wh'?C corporate earn' are subject to
double taxatib. Such double taxation hampe e broadening of
ownership of co rations, and impedes the in ment of risk capital
in our enterprise st. Risk Cpital court eential to in-
dustrial progress, partic ndstry u the electric
utility industry, where rapid growth is requiring vy rie amounts
of such risk capital. Further elimination of double taxation of cor-
porate earnings we submit is the desirable goal, rather than increase of
such double taxation.

As was pointed out by Mr. J. T. Wolfe in testimony before this com-
mittee when H.R. 10050 was under consideration, the provision for
an investment credit discriminates against the electric and other seg-
ments of the regulated utility industry . As this act was finally passed
by the Congress, the electric utilty companies were given a 3-percent
credit while other industries wore giyen a -percent credit.

The purpose of the investment creditwas to provide an incentive
for growth of industry by reducing one of the major factors of ost,
the tax cost, leaving more funds available for expansion and modern-
ization of plant. While the sale ptice of electricity is usually fixed
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by public authority, the costs of producing and distributing elootridity
are not so fixed, and 'are increasing like.the cots f other business.
The sale'price of electricity like any other product is finally deter
!iine4by costs. We believe the modernization and expansion of our
plant and the consequent' reduction in the cost 6f electricity is as imt
poPtAnt to our Nation!s growth and'development as reduction' in the
coet of other commodities and hence this discrimination' inr'iiount
of investment credit isunjustified.-; .- . . , .r 'id ,

We are basically in accord however with the limitations placed oi
Federal regulatory agencies m the treatment of the investment credit
contained in section 202 of H.. 83683.

SThe iPesidentiin his special tax message to this Congress proposed,
*Aoung other things, the broadening of the base of corporate income
taxes and the removal of unwarranted special privileges in order to
provide more nearly equal treatment of taxpayers. This part of my
statement is directed to that aim. -

The electricc utility industry in the United Stateg is made up of tWo
major: segments-the investor-owned companies, which serve about
80 percent of the electric customers, and the Goveriment owned or
financed projects, which serve about 20 percent of the electric cts-
tomer., Such Government projects consist of Federal, State, and
rmuoipal systems and rural electric cooperatives financed by the
Federal Government through the Rural Electrification Administm~
tion.

The total tax liability of the investorowned segment of the electric
utility industry is, on the'average, more than any other dne industry.
These taxes for the year ended December 31, 1962, were approximately
$2.7 billion. Over half of the taxes paid were to the Federal Gov-
ernment as corporation income taxes.

The investor-owned electric utility companies incur taxes to the
local, State, and Federal governments equivalent to about 24 ceiits out
of ech dollar of revenue they receive.

The Government-owned or financed power agencies a rreq requid to
pay on the average only about 3/4 cents in taxes out of their revenue
dollar i none of which is paid to the Federal Government in the form
of income taxes.

Regulatory commissions recognize that income taxes like other taxes
must e paid by the customer and allow rates for service that under the
usual. circumstances permit a company to earn an after-tax income
sufficient to maintain a market for its securities. .

The .Federal; Government, as of December 81, 1962; operated ap*
pro matly :13 percent of all the electric utility generating capacity.of te Nation. As of June 80, 1961, the Federal Government had aninvestment Of about $5.6 billion in properties for generation and saleof electric power.

These projects are not required, under, present law, to pay anyFederal tpcome tax, although Tennese .alley Authority, as but oneexample,,reported anet income,'after allinterest ments, of $6
160,000, op its electric operations 4or the year ended June 80, 196,incor on which, an investor-owned operation would be required to
pay lqe P2 percent rate in corporation incometaxe. . .

lectric energy generated at the Federal project is sold under a.so-called preference clause, which 'gives proriy to municipal, State,
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and cooperative distributors, none of which is required to pay Federal
income taxes. The principal beneficiaries of this tax exemption are
the preference customers among the 20 percent of the Nation's electric
consumers served by municipal, State and cooperative distributors,
and industrial establishments supplied directly by the Federal projects.

In other words, some 80 percent of our people are paying taxes to
the Federal Government equivalent to about 13~ percent of their
electric bill, while the preference customers of Government power are
exempt from this tax and are getting off scot free.

This is by no means the whole story. The great investment in
Government power facilities was made from taxes paid by the general
public. The benefits from those taxes are flowing primarily not to the
general public but to the relatively few customers of Government
power. The taxes invested in Government power were worth about
6 percent per annum to the taxpayers from whom they were taken.
The Government power customer does not pay nearly that much in-
terest on the investment he uses. Equity requires that the ordinary
consumer of Government power pay in his electric bill the equivalent
of what was taken from the taxpayers for his use-that is, some 6
percent per annum of the investment-and that the ordinary con-
sumer of Gyoveoment power pay for the support of his Government
the equivalent of the taxes our customers pay. We do not believe that
there is any justification in taxing all citizens to help pay the electric
bill of a few citizens.

We submit that here is a place where the tax base can and should
be broadened, removing unwarranted special privileges and providing
more nearly equal treatment of taxpayers. We recommend as a base
broadening step that the Federal corporation income tax be made
applicable to Federal Government power agencies, in the same manner
as it is applicable to investor-owned companies.

In making this recommendation we recognize that mere applicability
of the corporation income tax to these Federal power agencies will not
put them on a par with the utility companies in the payment of taxes.
The best we can determine, if the corporation income tax were applied
to these Federal power agencies as they are now operating, the tax
revenue would be only some $34 million per year, because most of the
Federal projects are now operating in the red. This $34 million wbuld
amount to only about seven-tenths of 1 percent of the estimated $4.7
billion invested in Federal power projects, after deducting the invest-
ment TVA allocates to serve the AEC load. This compares with about
2.86 percent of electric plant in service that is paid in Federal itiome
taxes by the investor-owned electric utility companies. To produce a
proportionate tax payment these agencies should pay an amount equal
to 2.86 percent of the investment allocated to electric plant, which
would amount to approximately $135 million a ear.

Our recommendation is only the first step. In order for the Fed-
eral projects to pay their proportionate amount of Federal incomee
taxes their revenue responsibility vill have to be made siich as to ro-
vide an adequate return on the people's investment in the projects and
taxes proportionate to those paid by the investor'owned compryhies.
Only then will these Goverfimentinvestments be just to the American
taxpayers.. . . ,

This, we know. involves changes in' laws that are beyond the re-
sponsibilities of this committee. However, if provision is made in the
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Internal Revenue Code for applying the corporation income tax to
these Federal Government power agencies in the same manner as it is
applied to investor-owned companies, an important step will have been
taken toward tax equality which will produce an increase in Federal
revenue.

Thank you, gentlemen.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bouldin.
Senator Gore
Senator GoRE. No questions. .
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson .
Senator CAnrsoN. Mr. Bouldin, I appreciate your statement.
I was interested-I believe I read correctly the other day that the

electric industry nationwide, investor owned, is otriNation's largest
industry when it comes to investment, some $40 billion, and if Ire-
member the figures correctly, you iare expanding at the rate of 7.16
percent per year compounded, which means we would double this
great industry every 10 years, is that correct '

Mr. BouraDN. That is correct, sir.
Senator CARLSON. Do I understand that you would like to have the

investment credit changed from 8to 7 percent?
Mr. BOvLDIN. Of course we would, sir.
Senhtor CAnsoN. That would, of corse, be in the interest of assist-

ing ih the expansion of the industry as a whole.
Mr. BourLDN. Yes, sir; undoubtedly.
Senator Ca Mso?'; Well, I appreciate the great value of this indils-

try, and I think you are rendermg' ' eat service.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. BOULDIN. Thank you,
The CHArafAN. Gentlemen, I want to thank you for a very in-

teresting statement.
Mr. BoumLDI. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness i Mr. Steve Stahl of the Okla-

homa Public Expenditures Council and the Investors' Union of
America.

Take a seat, sir.
I want to say we are very happy 'to have you,.and I want to con-

gratulate you on the fine work you have done for the elimination and
reduction of nonessential expenditures.

Mr. STAHL. Thank you, Senator.
The CHAIRMAN. Would you proceed.

STATEMENT OF STEVE STAHL, EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT,
OKLAHOMA PUBLIC EXPENDITURES COUNCIL, AND PRESIDENT,
I1nVESTORS' UNION OF AMERICA

Mr. STAHL. Thank you.
My name is Steve Stahl. I resided at 1919 Northwest 33d Street,

Oklahoima City. I am the executive vice president of the Oklahoma
Public Expenditures Council and president of the Investors' Uiion
of America. .

The Oklahoma Piblic Expenditures Council is a privately sup-
ported, statewide citizen organization interested in securing economi-
cal, efficient government at all levels. The Investors' Union of Ameri-
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ca is a nationwide organization of thrifty Americans, whose savings
have been invested in the purchase of the tools of production; and,
whose purpose is that of preserving America's free enterprise system,
solvent government and sound money and to protect the investor from
unwarranted government interference, and unjustified competition in
a free market economy.

Senator Byrd, I greatly appreciate the opportunity of appearing
before you and your colleagues on the Senate Finance Committee to
present my views with regard to H.R. 8363--the Revenue Act of 1963.

Certainly, there are few, if any, Americans who are not in favor of
a reduction in Federal taxes and a thorough revision of the Federal
tax structure which is bleeding the poor, soaking the rich, destroying
incentive, and braking economic growth.

On the other hand,:a great many Americans-in fact, a majority
in my judgment-who have been categorized as Puritans by the Presi-
dent's chief financial adviser, are not in favor of a tax cut-financed
by further Federal borrowing.

Therefore, this measure, which you gentlemen are considering, is ill-
advised unless it is accompanied by a reduction in Federal spending
which will insure a balanced budget and permit a planned, long-range
reduction of the Federal debt.

Anything less than this is the ultimate in fiscal irresponsibility and
downright dangerous to the future of our great Republic and the
freedom of its citizens. :

Furthermore, gentlemen, I do not believe we have any moral right,
whatsoever, to charge the bill for our profligacy to our children, grand-
children and great-grandchildren.

Deficit spending by the Federal Government has developed from
a bad habit into a planned policy. This constant increase in the
Federal debt is destroying confidence both at home and abroad and it
must be stopped if we are to avoid bankruptcy.

Just how long can we continue piling debt on top bf debt and remain
solvent- There must be a breaking point beyond which we dare not
go. Certainly in this troubled world in which we live, economic
strength is as essential as military might in the defense of our
Republic and the security of its citizens.

Apparently members of the House 'Ways and Means Committee,
the architects of this legislation, are concerned about our frightening
fiscal picture. Otherwise, they would not have written section 1,
which "recognizes the importance of taking all reasonable means to
restrain Government spending," into the bill.

The sincerity of this declaration is not questioned, but its effective-
ness is subject to grave question as is the Prehident's letter of accord.

What we need is a positive reduction in .ederal spending rather
than a declaration of restraint which is subject.to a variety 'of nter-
pretations.

When this legislation was being debated in the House, the Honorable
Wilbur Mills, chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee,
said:

I believe that given the passage of this bill, the President has committed
himself to a course of true economy in Government expenditures. ,Of Sourse,
it can hardly be expected that this will affect his views on programs already
sent'to us. -
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These new and costly programs, such as Federal aid to education,
urban mass transit, area redevelopment, Youth Conservation Corps,
Domestic Peace Corps and many others, if approved by Congress,
will cost taxpayers or their children a conservatively estimated $7
billion annually. And it will increase Federal spending by that
much.

The President, despite his televised pledge "to a course of true
fiscal responsibility leading to a balanced budget," pledged for enact-
ment of all these new programs in his recent conservation tour.

We cannot accept this action as evidence of any desire for restraint
in Federal spending.

Most, if not all, of these new programs, like so many already in
operation, have built-in cost escalators which are bound to increase
rather than decrease Federal spending in the future.

Even the estimated deficit of $9 billion for the current fiscal year
will increase interest payments on the Federal debt by at least a
quarter of a billion dollars and these payments are now costing tax-
payers more than a million dollars anhour. ',

Further, the inflationary aspects of HR. 8363, without a corre-
sponding cut in spending, may well serve to substantially increase the
cost of defense and other essential functions of the Government.

Insofar as Congress is concerned, it is apparent that a great many
Members are deeply concerned over the Federal fiscal situation which
can only be described as nothing shot of terrifying.

However the truth of the matter is Congress has lost control of
the Federal purse strings. The countless number of bills seeking
to improve the fiscal control machinery of Congress which have
been introduced in both the Senate and House since the end of World
War II provide sufficient evidence of the truth of this statement.

Regrettably, most of these efforts have failed to bear fruit with
the result that Congress has found itself progressively less capable
of exercising the fiscal responsibility given it by the Constitution.
And, thds responsibility cannot be met by using the mechanics, pro-
cedure, and organization designed to meet the needs of that long
dead er when Federal expenditures were less that the current interest
payments on the Federal debt,

In view of these facts, gentlemen, it is apparent that the only safe
and sure way of combning expenditure reduction with tax reduction
is to write specific expenditure controls into the bill now under
consideration.

Since the publicized purpose of this legislation is to encourage eco
nomic growth, we question the wisdom of those provisions in the bill
which delay the benefits of tax reduction to corporations for a period
of at least 6 years and which will increase taxation of dividends in
most brackets.

It is our contention that the proposed increase in the unfair double
taxation of dividends in the middle and upper income brackets will
further reduce the incentive to provide the money needed for the
creation of new jobs.' It will, therefore, have a negative rather than
a positive effect on the Nation's economy.

Further, should the Federal Government borrow the money to fi-
nance this tax reduction from the public, the primary purpose of this
legislation will be defeated singe taxpaying' citizens will have no
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additional money for consumer purchasing or investment in capital
expansion. If it is financed through the Federal Reserve by increas-
ing the money supply, creeping inflation may be spurred into gallopinig
inflation.

This, of course, would be harmful to every American and disastrous
to the thrifty, hard-working American people who have scrimped and
saved in order to take care of themselves in their old age. These are
the people who have lost more than half the purchasing power of their
retirement dollars through inflation.

These are the people who can be "pauperized" by inflation which
is certain to follow a Government program of increased spending
and tax reduction. We believe these people are entitled to full con-
sideration by this committee, as well as future generations, whose
legacy may well be a bankrupt nation.

Gentlemen, as you ldl know, the President has repeatedly expressed
concern for the plight of our senior citizens in his all-out effort to
secure enactment of the King-Anderson bill to provide medical care
for the aged under social security.

This interest and concern is not in evidence in the provisions of
H.R. 8363. Here we refer particularly to the proposed changes in
dividend credits which we contend should be increased rather than
eliminated.

This proposal will actually increase rather than reduce the Federal
tax burden on millions of our elderly citizens now dependent on the
income from their invested savings.
. This fact has been repeatedly called to our attention in the volume
of mail we have received regarding this bill, as you will note. in the
excerpts from letters appended to this statement.

Furthermore, we believe a great majority of American workers aid
professional people in the middle income brackets also will be greatly
disappointed. Many may find their taxes have been increased rather
than reduced.

,-Elimination of the deductibility of certain State taxes and the
present divident credit, together with an increase in social security
taxes as proposed in H.R. 6688, provides no assurance of any tax
relief for these hardworking, thrifty American people who constitute
the backbone of our Nation.

In summation, we are in favor of a thorough revision of the present
Federal tax structure and a substantial reduction in the excessively
high Federal tax burden. However, this reduction should definitely
be tied to a reduction in Federal spending which will provide for a
balanced budget next year and not sometime in the distant future.
"We would also recommend that the Senate Finance Committee delay

final action on this legislation until the 1965 budget message is sub-
mitted to Congress. This delay will provide members of the com-
mittee, all other Members of Congress, and the taxpaying public, an
opportunity to add up the appropriations and spending authorizations
enacted this year and to analyze the spending requests for 1965.

Certainly this information is more important than hasty action on
a bill which has been labeled "the most important~legislation before
Congress in the past 15 years."

SMay I also express the hope that this Congress will take the neces-
sary action to regain control of the Federal purse strings and establish
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the procedures and facilities which will enable you gentlemen and
your colleagues to adopt a policy of fiscal responsibility' mithe mah-
agement of Federal affairs which will tie together revenues, expendi-
tures, and debt. -Historically, the National Taxpayers Conference
has recommended and supported legislation to accomplish this essen-
tial need.

While a reduction in Federal tixeA and spending is necessary and
desirable, we are convinced that the elimination of unwarranted Fed-
eral interference and unjustified Federal competition with our free
enterprise system is equally essential to a sound, healthy growth in
our economy.

Senator Byrd, citizen-taxpayer associations from *nine State--
Florida, Idaho, Illinois, Montana, New Hampshire, New Mexico, New
Jersey, Oregon, and Utah-have endorsed this statement.

Senator Gons. What about Virginia?
Mr. STAHL. There is no taxpayers association in Virginia, Senator

Gore, and I am reasonably sure they do not need one there.
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. The position of Virginia has been well known.
Mr. STAHL. The letters from the executive officers of these organiza-

tions are attached to this statement and I respectfully request that
they be included in the record.

In addition to these organizations, we have received more than a
thousand letters from individuals in all sections of the Nation in
support of this statement. Pertinent excerpts from a number of these
letters are also attached to this statement, and I would like to file
these letters with the committee for their inspection, if it is your
desire.

Senator Byrd and members of the Senate Finance Committee, the
opportunity to present our views on this important legislation is
deeply appreciated and we are grateful for your consideration and
courtesy.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Stahl, I congratulate you on a very fine state-
ment and an accurate analysis of the pending bill and its effects.

Mr. STAHL. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. We will insert the letters from the taxpayer asso-

ciations in the record.
(The documents referred to follow:)

EXCERPTS Faou LETErSf SUPPORBtIo STAHL'S STATEMENT

"As a housewife, I agree that taxes should be lowered, especially since my
husband's taxes amount to more than I pay for groceries; but to lower them
without a corresponding cut in Government spending is the height of folly be-
cause the ensuing inflation will be more devastating to my household budget
than our present high taxes."-JUuA SHORT, Oklahoma City, Okla.

"I have read the draft of your statement to the Senate Finance Committee and
most heartily endorse the thoughts set forth therein. I suppose to some of
those who consider themselves powerful in government the endorsement of a
secretary in the business world would be considered of no consequence but
when I go to the polls my vote is, as yet, worth as much as the next one."-Mr.
FRANCES THARP, Tulsa, Okla.

"I have read a copy of your statement to the Senate Finance Committee
on H.R. 8363. I cannot think of anything that I would care to add as you have
covered the ground in a masterly way. I am getting pretty well along in years
and have eating money to last me the rest of my life, but I fear for our children
and grandchildren * * *. Please, quote me as. being unalterably opposed to any
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tax cut without a commensurate cut in Federal spending."-E. T. SPINOER,
Cimarron, N. Mex.

"Being a widow, and a working one, I would like to have my taxes cut
but we can no longer preserve the image of a responsible America if we do
not stop this wasteful plunge ahead and return to fiscal responsibility."-HrELEN
L. FsEsoM, Ardmore, Okla.

"As a newspaperman and small investor, I sincerely hope you will be able
to convince members of the Senate Finance Committee that there are millions
of Americans who would willingly forgo the temporary benefits, if any, of a tax
cut for the permanent benefits of true fiscal responsibility."-KENT RuTtt, Geary,
Okla.

"This bill appears to be a dishonest attempt to make political hay during
a presidential election year by giving the citizen the false illusion that his taxes
are being reduced."-JoHN DoNALDsoN, New London, Ohio.

"We agree with your point of view 100 percent. We must reduce spending be-
fore we reduce taxes and those 'who claim the reverse is true are Just plain
nuts on the subject of economics."---EwAio E, OARP , Paw Paw, Mich.,

"My wife and I are over 65. We could sure use some tax relief, but we don't
want the kind the President has proposed. Cutting our meager 4-percent divi-
dend credit is rotten to the core. Canada allows a 20-percent credit."-L. W.
HOSKINS, Evanston, Ill.

"As a retiree, I am very much alarmed at the administration's irresponsible
and reckless spending. We are headed down: the rapids as fast as possible
to fiscal destruction. I can see my life savings, accumulated for, the old-age
retirement, being wiped out."-GEORoE G. VANDIvEB, Miami, Fla.

"I am retired physician, without any pension or social security. I might
appeal for myself and many others like me who ,will actually be hurt by the
proposed tax bill, but my appeal is for the financial security of our country
about which I am sincerely worried."-H. Ross -MOALISTEB, M.D., Bakersfield,
Calif.

"If Congress does not regain control of the Federal purse strings and quit
kiting our debts into the future, God only knows the terrible mess our children
will be in. What we need is a return to good, common, horsesense."-C. V.
CoEY, Stockton, Calif.

"I am a retired businesswoman living on dividends and interest on stocks and
bonds. I have long objected to the double tax on dividends. Under the proposed
change it looks as though my income tax will be increased considerably rather
than reduced. Naturally, I am not happy about that but would be glad to pay
the higher tax If it would mean the Federal Government N'ould get out of the
red."-DonoTHY VORss, Santa Barbara, Calif.

"It takes two things to get people to invest their savings in stocks: one, of
course, is money, the other is confidence. President Kennedy's proposal for a tax
cut recognizes the need for money, not the need for confidence."-0. N. BAox-
oALuIr, D.D.S., Healdsburg, Calif.

"We are retired, both 68 years of age, and we are dependent upon the Income
now received from the investment of lifelong savings in American industry. I
checked our last year's income tax statement and I find that should the 4-percent
credit on dividends be eliminated that, in our tax bracket of 26 percent, the pro-
posed reduction in that bracket would be more than extinguished by the elimina-
tion of the 4-percent credit on dividends, with the result that we would be called
upon to pay more, not less, in Federal income taxes."-RCHABD T. WHITrEY,
U.S. Naval Reserve, Retired, Redart, Va.

"For my own part, I object firmly to the removAi of the 4-percent dividend
credit I am one of many who have depended upon dividends from lifetime sav-
ings to be independent of any Government handout. As you well know, dividends
are the remnants, in fact, of what is left after the Govefnment has taken 52 per-
cent from the majority of corporations which are the lifeblood of our economy."
-FzREDERox h. DREW, Jr., Ansonia, Conn.

"We older people, living on the proceeds of money invested wisely over the
years, can't calmly accept the fact that inflation has cut our scarce dollars Into
less than half their original value, and that inflation and more Inflation is evi-
dently the plan of the present administration."-RTH R. LItN, Inglewood, Calif.

"You have prepared a splendid statement. I can think of nothing to, add to it
or take from it and I am sure that when you say, 'We are in favor of a thorough
revision of the present Federal tax structure and a substantial reduction'in the
excessively high Federal tax burden; we believe this reduction should be defi-
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nitely tied to a corresponding reduction in Federal spending,' you are stating thb
views of a vast majority of the suffering taxpayers of our Ndtion. I am confident
that Chairman Byrd agrees with us and sincerely'hot that enough members of
his committee agree to give H.R. 8363 the treatment that it deserves."--R. P.
JACKSON, Great Falls, Mont.

"Actually, we have heretofore been of the same ophilon; namely, if the adminis
tration feels that we need a tax cut to spur the economy, then we must counter-
balance this by a corresponding decrease in Federal spending. We, in our own
households, would certainly never consider going further into debt by spending
more when our income is being reduced. On a large scalebthis applies to the Gbv-
ernment as well. It seems to us at times that the present' administration spends
money as though it were going out of style."-Joat F. HAR'TMAN, Severna Park,
Md.

"It is my hope that the present administration will someday come to grips with
reality. Their dream bubbleofproperity through increasing debt must be punt
tured, otherwise this great Nation Will be ultimately destroyed."--R. T. HOOD, J.,
M.D., Kinston, N.O.

"First let me thank you for the interest you have shown in a more ecopnoinca
government. As a banker I am alarmed at the fiscal irresponsibility bing exhib.
cited by our Federal Government. And this business that we aren't abl to under-
stand and appreciate the problems faced by the administration in Washington is
for the birds."-OiHAte s F. HEARD 'Maoon, Ga.

"Old fashioned as it may appear, we feel that Government like individuals
cannot exist under a program of continnual deficit financing. Let us hop' that
the rational thinking Sebators on the Financ6 Committee will be able to over-
come the naive thinking of those who believe the economic liberals who are child-
Ishly trying to destroy our country under the guise of 'rogress."-STzwABi F.
ASEMUS, Ansonia, Conn.

"I agree wholeheartedly with the statement you hate made regarding I.R
8363. This continued flight from economic reality, and what appes to b a
concerted effort to plunge our Nation into fiscal chaos is truly terrifying."-
JoHr G. O'Tobio, Bolse Idaho. '

"If Mr. Kennedy is really sincere in this matter, why is he not willing to let
the tax bill rest until after he has presented his spending program to Congress
in January? I' think we all know the answer. Every thinking person agrees
that tax reduction without spending reduction is sheer nonsense.' It should be
the responsibility of Congress to gear tax reduction to spending reductibios.
That would be the businessman's approach. But then I suippose the businessman
is still known by another name' in high official circles."-J uAN M. Sirria
Wynnewood, Pa.

"I heartily agree with the entire text'bf your statement. I sincerely hope that
you may be able to impress this upon the midds of the Senate Finance Committee
that the Americans are getting fed rp to their ears in the fiscal irreponsibility
of our Governmeft."--J. Na1z ABBrn N, IHopewell, N.J.

The CHAIRMAN. The other letters that you have presented to the
committee will be filed as they would be too voluminous to put in the
record.

Mr. STAHL. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. A list of those who wrote the letters will be in-

cluded in the record.
(The list referred to follows:)

James A. Sumner, 406 Columbine Building, Denver, Oolo.
S. J. Rohats, manager, the Trane Co., Brook Hollow Center, 7115 Envoy Court,

Dallas, Tex. - ;:
E. L. Hendricks, 414% First Avenue, Clinton, Iowa,
Dr. Montague Laffitte Boyd, 2500 Habersham Road, NW., Atlanta, Ga.
Ward Orsinger, 4501 San Pedro Avenue, San Antonio, Tex.
Mrs. A. W. Walker, 4602 Olsen, Armarllo, Tex,
James J. Blum, Blum Shoe Manufacturing Co., Dansville, N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Lance H. Brown, 1710 East Central, Ponca City, Okla..
C. K. Shepherd, regional general manager, central region, Continental Oil Co.,

Oklahoma City, Okla. : .
H. Marshall Farrier, 516 Northwest 42d Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mr. and Mrs. Merwin Gibson, 915 Charles Street, Watertown, Wis.
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John Hart Todd, 1085 Shrine Building, Post Office Box 23, Memphis, Tenn.
R. Starnes, the Allis Press, 910-014 Central Street, Kansas City, Mo.
Dr. Arthur I. Lynn, Box 214, Medford, Okla.
Dr. Frank J. Nelson, Glass-Nelson Clinic, 2020 South Xanthus, Box 8718, Tulsa,

Okla.
L. B. Simmons, chairman of board, Rocket Oil Co., Post Office Box 640, Duncan,

Okla.
W. P. O. Coys.
John Grinnell, Jr.
J. 0. Matli, Watonga, Okla.
J. E. Trigg, Post Office Box 9605, Oklahoma City, Okla.
George W. Ruff, J. O. Penney Co., Wowoka, Okla.
Mrs. Dorothy Stookey, 733 C North Ellison, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Al Clarke, 601 West Seventh Street, Post Office Box 867, Bristow, Okla.
Ralph F. Brentlinger, 10812 Sunnymeade Place, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mrs. J. Wood Glass, 824 West Delaware, Nowata, Okla.
L. W. Hubbell, 4017 East 43d Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Roy F. Riddle, 2901 South Detroit, Tulsa, Okla.
Duane D. Lunger, 4422 East 58th Place, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. Jacqueline J. Millwell, 11465 East Fourth Place, Tulsa, Okla.
Luther P. Roberts, 1914 Sprice, Duncan, Okla.
Bert HarrI, executive vice president, the First National Bank, Konawa, Okla.
Robert L. Kletsman, 10209 Major Avenue, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Helen Burden, 2820 Northwest 88d Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Donald B. Dennis, 2716 Plymouth Lane, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Tom P. Gordon, 1706 Drakestone, Oklahoma City, Okla.
John Frank, president, Frankoma Pottery, Sapulpa, Okla.
Hicks Epton, Wewoka, Okla.
Claude A. Bradshaw, 109 West Eighth, Post Office Box 89, Stillwater, Okla.
Dr. J. W. Chiles, 517 Lewis, Stillwater, Okla.
David DeLana, El Reno, Okla.
John H. Cantrell, Cantrell, Douglass, Thompson & Wilson, suite 2120, First

National Building, Oklahoma City, Okla.
A. D. Larson, Larson Supply, Box 4325, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Earnest H. Gill, president, Liberty Plan of America, 825 Northwest Second

Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
. O. Wade, 103-105 East Main Street, Holdenville, Okla.

Homer L. Johnson, 703 North Ninth, Post Office Boy 487, Duncan, Okla.
Ray DeLaMater, 102 East Choctaw Avenue, McAlester, Okla.
L. A. Morton, Morton & Morton Agency, 815 Willow Avenue, Duncan, Okla.
E. . Huff, Farm Service Co., Post Office Box 77, Chickasha, Okla.
A. B. Wewll, Jr., Box 27, Ardmore, Okla.
0. C. Roberts, president, the First National Ban'., Pawnee, Okla.
I. G. Berry, vice president, the First National Bank, Pawnee, Okla.
H. B. Scoggins, the Scoggins Co., 110 North Main, Muskogee, Okla.
H1. F. Watters, 8128 Northwest 67th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Owen Hodgell, executive director, Wyoming Taxpayers Association, Post Office

Box 2185, Cheyenne, Wyo.
H. C. Irvin, president, Security Federal Savings & Loan Association of Oklahoma

City, Okla.
Howard J. Bozarth, president, City National Bank & Trust Co., 101 West Main

Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Fred W. Bennion, Tax Foundation of Hawaii, 551 Alexander Young Building,

Honolulu, Hawaii.
J. K. Moore, 415 East Cleveland, Guthrie, Okla.
Orville W. Barnett, Post Office Box 1807, Tulsa, Okla. /
Max Minton, J. D. Minton Agency, Bass Building Annex, Enid, Okla.
H. J. Garrett, H. J. Garrett & Associates, Realtors, 5222 Classen, Oklahoma

City, Okla.
Dr. Worth M. Gross, 202 Medical Arts Building, Tulsa, Okla.
George Gates, Gates Hardware & Supply Co., Tulsa, Okla.
Anthony F. Keating, O16 South Boton,'Tulsa, Okla.
Louis Loeffier, Jr., Fedeial Corp., 120 East Maid Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
W. . Wolfe, Wolfe Drilling Co., Post Office Box 559, Talsa, Okla.
0. R. Gear, president, the City National Bank Guymon, Okla.
Paul C. Wise, vice president and cashlel, Stillwater National Bank, Stillwater,

Okla.
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R. M. Webber, Webber Investment Co., suite 702, 2000 Classen Building; Okla-
homa City, Okla.

Mrs. Arthur Peragen, 7 West 14th Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Frank Cason, chairman of the board, Craig County Bank, Vin!ta, 9kla.
Charles E. Clow , Ardmore, Okla.
Norman L. Cotton, Post Office Box 8869, 1156 Harrison Street, San Francisco,

Calif.
H. I. Stuart, 2501 Carlton Way, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Virginia Cook, 2520 North Robinson, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Paul Chadwell, 3213 Tulsa, Oklahoma Oity, Okla.
Ken Gilbert.
Robert F. Ayres, 2233 Northwest 25th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
A. J. Nancarrow, Spra-Flo Equipment Co., Inc.; 1709 South California Avenue,

Monrovia, Calif.
Mrs. Eunice Armstrong, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Walter Bishop, B. & P. Hardware & Supply, Freedom, Oklahoma City, Okla. '
Dwight Minton, 7449 East 29th Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Warren A. Werling, 4416 East 58th Place, Tulsa, Okla.
W. A. Van Hook, 3117 Northwest 68th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Bent Denman, the Denman Co., 3023 North Oklahoma Street, Oklahoma City,

Okla.
C. H. Guernsey, Jr., president, 0. H. Guernsey & Co., 2701 North Oklahoma, Box

3247, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Dr. James P. Luton, 206 Medical Arts Building, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Tom G. Dillingham, Dillingham Agency Bass Building, Enid, Okla.
Arthyr G. Croninger, 14 A Street, NW., Miami, Okla.
Veon Wallace, general manager, the Fox-VlUet Drug Co., 100 East California,

Post Office Box 1279, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Eldred Sasseen, Dill City, Okla.
Roy S. Reed, 6200 Riviera Drive, Oklahoma City, Okla.
E. A. Bay, 269 Farfleld Street, Ashland, Oreg.
Mrs. John T. Williams, Phoenix, Arl.
Mr. and Mrs. Irby B. Cate, 836 Belmont NE, Salem, Oreg.
Mrs. Louise B. McDonnell, Pembroke Street, Suncook, N.H.
Mrs. J. M. Pratt, 231 West 83d Street, Houston, Tex.
John Gaskins, office manager, the Arcair Co., Poet Office Box 406, Lancaster,

Ohio.
Mrs. Margaret W. Boyd, 409 Pleasantview Avenue, Louisville, Ky.
P. Carter, Route 1, Box 104, Seale, Ala.
Mr. J. H. Gipson, Sr., the Caxton Printers, Ltd., Oaldwell, Idaho.
Mr. Edward H. Connor, 2561 38th Avenue West, Seattle, Wash.
Mrs. W. J. Rue, Bremerton, Wash.
Herbert E. Wigle. 2416 Second Avenue North, Seattle, Wash.
R. E. Hoobler, 201 Southeast Elmhurst, Bartlesvllle, Okla.
Horace M. Gray, 42 Broadway, New York, N.Y.
Mrs. W. A. Tilllnghast, 88 Orchard Road, East Patchogue, N.Y.
Carlton W. Cox, 12 South Mountain Avenue, Montclair, N.J.
Mary Ann Stanek, 6621 Rutland, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Leo Bardy, 4424 Underwood Road, Baltimore, Md.
Mr. and Mrs. Julian J. Noyes, 1424 Cambridge Drive, Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Charles A. Robinson, 115 Nesmith Street, Lowell, Mass.
Paul H. Miller, 181 East 158th Street, Harvey, Ill.
Mr. Robin A. Aeshlimann, Rural Delivery 4, Box 188, Thompsonville, Ill.
M. M. Montgomery, 69 Rossi Avenue, San Francisco, Calif.
Mrs. Carmen McKeen, 1830 N6rth Jameson Lane, Santa Barbara, Calif.
Mary W. Starr, 2036 Canyon Road, Arcadia, Calif.
Clakence Elsters, Cutten, Calif.
Marshall L. Austin, Post Office Box 327, Woodward, Okla.
Glenn Sollie, 1706 12th Street West, Billings, Mont.
Miss Virginia Hall 167 West 47th Street, New York, N.Y.
Mr. and Mrs. Ray L. Mathews, 4720 Richardson Street, Boise, Idaho
Harry B. Hacke, 4329 Tonawanda, Houston, Tex.
J. H. Russell, 1501 Allendale, Pasadena, Tex.
J. H. Castel, executive vice president, Pan Geo Atlas Corp., Post Office Box 14624,

Houston, Tex.
John 0. Stoner, Post Office Box 24, Bgrlin, 1a.
Mrs. Pauline M. Gordon, 1706 Drakestone, Oklahoma City, Okla.
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J. O. Lyle, vice president, the First National Bank, Beaver, Okla.
J. Paul Loosen, president, the First Bank of Okarche, Okarche, Okla.
Mrs. Laura Belt, 7505 Northwest 28th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mrs. Robert E. Baldwin, 217 Ridge Avenue, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Bertram C. Kiehl, Best Theater, Edinboro, Pa.
F. X. Loeffler, Sr., Loeffler-Oreene Supply Co., 1604 Northwest Fifth Street, Okla.

homa City, Okla.
Harold S. Kelly, 1447 Valley Road, Bartlesville, Okla.
Mrs. John M. Cronin, 5834 Ridge Avenue, Apartment 4, Cincinnati, Ohio.
Dr. and Mrs. Selby Love, 1289 Cherokee Road, Louisville, Ky.
D. A. Sanders, 1506 Elm Street, Marysvllle, Kans.
Carl McCann, 812 Guaranty Building, Indianapolis. Ind.
Gail B. Chenoweth,.Route 2, Lynn, Ind.
Earl J. Tomlinson, 180 Northwest Third Court, Boca Raton, Fla.
Pay S. Whitmore, 3035 Farrls Avenue, Fresno, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. Talbert, 9381 South Batavia Street, Orange, Calif.
Dr. Leonard L. Cowley, 411 East 10th Street, Long Beach, Calif.
Marie J. Hust, 8941 Park Boulevard, San Diego, Calif.
Mildren Stanhagen, 1261 East Edgemont, Phoenix, Ariz.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred 0. Boehm, 1601 Schley Avenue, San Antonio, Tex.
Harl N. Stokes, Specialized Personnel Service, 621 Northwest 10th, Oklahoma

SCity, Okla.
Mrs. I. A. Onade, 809 Second Avenue, Acklev, Iowa.
Robert E. Jones, Woodland Park, Colo.
Mrs. Thomas R. Maines, 1845 Terrace Avenue, Knoxville, Tenn.
Custer C. King, 224 Commerce Exchange Building, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Dr. Loren G. Shroat, 727 Fourth and Pike Building, Seattle, Wash.
Russell A. Murdock, Terminal, Tex.
Jeanne Fuller, Terminal, Tex.
B. A. Rogers, 1200 Walton Drive, College Station, Tex.
J. Roy Smith, 2907 Harrison Street, Amarillo, Tex.
J. Nell Arrington, 16 Hart Avenue, Hopewell, N.J,
Julian M. Smith, 922 Cedargrove Road, Wynnewood, Pa.
Mrs. Frances W. Tharp, 8212 South:Birmingham, Tulsa, Okla.
Pearl Everly, Fort Wayne, Ind.
George H. Baldus, .president, the Baldus Co., Inc., 218 Murray Street, Fort

Wayne, Ind.
T. J. Jensen, Post Office Box 466, Mulberry, Fla.
Paul Date, 690 Freeling Drive, Sarasota, Fla.
J. Gordon Colcord, Post Office Box 888, Fort Myers, Fla.
Howard G. Smith, Indian Lake Estates, Fla.
Thomas H. Anderson, First National Bank Building, Miami, Fla.
Mrs. A. L. Buell, 830 Island Circle, Sarasota, Fla.
M. B. Johnston, 2362 Silver Palm Road, West, Boca Raton, Fla.
Neil A. Phillips, 1430 South Bayshore Drive, Miami, Fla.
Mrs. Charles W. Schaub, 2925 Northeast First Terrace, Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
Mrs. Charles W. Teets, 446 24th Street, Santa Monica, Calif.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Krupar, 1522 South Bronson, Los Angeles, Calif.
Charles F. Risley, 5532 Fruitridge Road, Sacramento, Calif.' :
J. B. Foster, Jr., 510 J Avenue, Coronado, Calif.,
Mrs. R. G. Mattox, 4846 Radford Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif.
Dr. Earl T. Hull, Jr., 4633 Willowcrest Avenue, North Hollywood, Calif.
Dr. Russell B. Simpsop, Pasadena, Calif. . .
Mrs. Frank A. Bryan, 1628 Wuesada Way, Burlingaue, Calif.
Dr. W. R. Leverton, 630 West Bonita Avenue, 6-A, Claremont, Calif.
Ernest Cooke, 5833 Rutgers Road, La Jolla, Calif, .:. / . .
L. C. Oviatt, Scheniman-Southern Paper & Supply Co., 420 Main Street, El Centro,

Calif. .
Mrs. Marie K. Mueller, 17202 South pckhoff, Orange, Calif.
P. L. Davis, Box 726, Tuolumne, Calif,
Mrs C. T. Silk, Box 726, Tuolumne, Calif.
Vera d'Autremont, 2404 Loring Street, San Diego, Calif. *
Mrs. Loren 0. Symons, 2237 Maravilla Drive, Hollywood, Calif.
Hilda K. Eckles, 1020% South Main Street, Santa Ana, Calif.
Mrs. Maurine A. Vogel, 1004 Stratford Avenue, South Pasadena, Calif.
Brig. Gen. and Mrs. W. C. Lemly, 1536 Glorietta Boulevard; Coronado, Oalif.
Frank X. Marshik, 1674 Highland Oaks, Arcadia, Calif.
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B. N. Howell, 665 Cliff Drive, Pasadena, Calif.
Lester R. MacLeod, Chino Valley, Aria.
Mr. and Mrs. John R. Anthony, Post Office Box 14178, Houston, Tex.
J. L. Buntin, Napton, Mo.
Thomas H. Johnston,-10241 Beaconsfield Avenue, Detroit, Mich.
Gerhard A. Ellestad, 801 North Orchard Street, Northfleld, Minn.
Mr. and Mrs. George D. Hoffman, 3622 South Morton Avenue, Brookfleld, Ill.
John A. Muldoon, Jr., Chicago, Ill.
Carroll 0. Riddle, 222 Northwest 16th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Coburn F. Maddox, 2328 N Avenue, National City, Calif.
Paul 0. Ratliff, 8325 Northwest 34th Street, Bethany, Okla.
Mrs. Carroll C. Riddle, 222 Northwest 16th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Arvilla R. Smith, 2518 North Country Olub Drive, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Marion B. Sys, 404 Calhoun Street, Morris, Ill.
R. M. Lull, 6525 Given Road, Cincinnati, Ohio
Ivan G. Pyles, Post Office Box 230, Morgan City, La.
Keith S. Summerhays, 1001 Kagawa Street, Pacific Palisades, Calif.
Verne G. Wylie, 926 Steele Street, Denver, Colo.
Seth Lepper, 5612 Old Mission Road, Chattanooga, Tenn.
Melvin L. Morgan, president, the First State Bank, Ketchum, Okla.
James R. Brown, 2817 Southwest 46th Terrace, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Brenda Brown, Post Office Box 206W, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Nita M. Brown, Post Office Box 206W, Oklahoma City, Okla.
James L. Brown, Post Office Box 206W, Oklahoma City, Okla.
J. Delbert Brown, 2341 Northwest 52d Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Dr. William A. Mtthey, 801 Pershing Drive, Lawton, Okla.
Alice L. Armstron, 3845 Northwest 15th, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard C. Nielsen, 4999 Annhurst Road, Columbus, Ohio
Mrs. Edwin Perry Corbett, 466 North Columbia Avenue, Bexley, Ohio
Lester J. DeFord, Hollansburg, Darke County, Ohio
Denver M. Eckert, Drawer 388, West High Street, Defiance, Ohio
Edward E. Lea, 501 Gwynne Building, Cincinnati, Ohio
Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Schaeffer, Cincinnati, Ohio
George A. Wille, 3020 Homer Avenue, Merchantvllle, N.J.
Mr. and Mrs. Harris, 500 Deal Lake Drive, Asbury Park, N.J.
R. H. Truitz, 409 Lotis Way, Louisville, Ky.
Mr. L. M. Patterson, president, Patternson Redmond Equipment, Inc., Post

Office Box 1068, Airline Highway, Baton Rouge, La.
Mrs. Ben H. Roberts, Greenwood, La.
Miss Geraldine I. Meyer, 2727 Audubon Street, New Orleans, La.
Addison O. Wood, Addison O. Wood & Co., Post Office Box 5487, Shreveport, La.
Mrs. Godfrey Lundberg, Ripple Lodge, Rural Route 2, BOx 561, Traverse City,

Mich.
Harriet Schippen, Zeeland, Mich.
Carl H. Peterson, 2319 Delaware Boulevard, Saginaw, Mich.
Leonard F. Day, 68 Matthews Street, Pontiac, Mich.
Mrs. Lawrence Riggs, 1225 Pomeroy, Manhattan, Kans.
George L. Whitcomb, Box 66, Cedar Point, Kans.
Lloyd M. Seits, Lloyd's Laundry, Post Office Box 607, Junction City, Kans.
Miller Bailey, 2810 West 66th Terrace, Mission Hills, Shawnee Mission, Post

Office, Kans.
O. L. Rutherford, 0 & J Phillips 66 Service, Conway Springs, Kans.
Mrs. Harold Beyer, 406 West 17th, Hutchinson, Kans.
Dr. Marshall E. Hyde, 414 Farmers & Bankers Life Building, Wichita, Kans.
Mrs. Fred D. Bacon, 924 Mapleton Avenue, Oak Park, Ill.
Otto Bussenius, 80 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph M. Upton, Post Office Box 1861, Rockford, Ill.
Mrs. Wayne P. Hughes, 711 East 83d Street, Chicago, Ill.
I. L. Keyser, 5443 East View Park, Chicago, Ill. -;
Mr. William H. Maxant, 117 South Morgan Street, Chicago, Ill.
Mr. E. A. Maxant, 726 Arlington Road, Riverside, Ill:
Mr. R. E. Maxant, 723 Arlington Road, Riverside, Ill.
E. Hershberger, 3550 West Franklin Boulevard, Chicago, Ill.
Don Epperson, Crown Manufacturing Co., 1940 Linwood, Oklahoma City, Okla.
W. W. Perry, 1110 Bols D'Arc, Duncan, Okla., .. ..
Mr. and Mrs. L. W. Stott, 1408 Northeast 17th Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mrs. M. M. Cunningham, 1718 Westminster Place, Oklahoma City, Okla.
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Richard F. Bagwell, 1740 East Sixth Street, Tulsa, Okla.
William E. Branham, 450 First National Building, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. Z. Hunter, 1525 Dewey, Bartlesville, Okla.
Hesper Kirkpatrick, 1352 East 19th Street, Tulsa, Okla.
L. W. Young, 2312 First National Building, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Oliver P. Nicola, Jr., 1206 South Dewey, Bartleeville, Okla.
Leslie A. Ford, president, Shawnee Milling Co., Shawnee, Okla.
Mrs. Richard F. Shoemaker, 4047 East 44th Street, Tulsa, Okla.
A. H. Steddom, 2511 Elmire, Muskogee, Okla.
M. H. Halderson, 1529 Dewey South, Bartlesville, Okla.
Leo Appleby, 113 South Peters, Norman, Okla.
Ben F. Kelley, Ben F. Kelley Co., Inc., Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. Roger M. Wheeler, 3838 South AtlantaPlace, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. Jere F. Block, 3873 South Atlanta Place, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. G. Robert Dow, 2701 East 23d Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. R. L. Davidson, Jr., 1957 East 35th Street, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. James G. Davidson, 3206 South Birmingham, Tulka, Okla.
Mrs. W. H. RitterBusch, 5827 South 69th East Avenue, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. J. Neal Watt, 3836 South Atlanta Place, Tulsa, Okla.
Mrs. William Ansteth, 1872 East 48th Place, Tulsa, Okla.
Charles D. Reed, University of Oklahoma Law School, Norman, Okla.
Mrs. Ona Richter, 1201 Larchmont Lane, Oklahoma City, Okla.
O. A. Daniels, 3309 Woodland Road, Bartlesville, Okla.
Mrs. Charles J. Hoyt, 1235 A Buckell Avenue, Miami, Fla.
Edith Miller, 1412 Northwest 23d Street, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Mrs. Gustavus E. Anderson, 2510 North Rlobinson, Apartment C, Oklahoma City,

Okla.
Laurence E. Hecht, 4301 Bridle Road, Bartlesville, Okla.
Mrs. H. M. Layton, Route 3, Box 255-5, Bartlesville, Okla.
Arthur Liese, Route 3, Guymon, Okla.
W. D. Beard, president Ponca City Savings, Ponca City, Okla.
H. N. Horner, the H. N. Horner Agency, Post Office Box 801, Davis, Okla.
Norton Standeven
Fred 0. Fellngham, Oklahoma City, Okla.
Jane Lindgren, 204 Park Road, Wyomisslng, Pa.
E. M. Colouhoun, president, Wincroft Stove Works, Middletown, Pa.
Robert W. Johnson, 41 South Granview Avenue, PIttsburg, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. R. R. Potter, 2251 Rudy Road, Harrisburg, Pa.
E. Diebel, 6655 McCallum Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Charles Albert, 1902 North 46th Street, Seattle, Wash.
Roy Charlesworth, 3002 Windsor Drive, Odessa, Tex.
Mrs. John C. Miller, Mineral Wells, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. Don Hughes, 1205 Crockett Street, Amarillo, Tex.
W. 0. Peterson, Post Office Box 264, Arlington, Tex.
J. G. Weir, 3512 Asbury Street, Dallas, Tex.
Mrs. Caroline Dier Becuover, 2611 West Golf Course Road, Midland, Tex.
Mrs. M. N. Fuller, 804% South Pecos, Midland, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. R. T. Pool, Henderson, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Pool, Henderson, Tex.
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Cooper, Henderson, Tex.
Mrs. C. A. Mullins, Henderson, Tex.
Miss DeAnne Cooper, Henderson, Tex.
Mrs. Scott Cooper, Henderson, Tex.
Mr. H. M. Crime, Henderson, Tex.
Mr. Parker L. Crim, Henderson, Tex.
R. W. McCutcheon, Post Office Drawer 35, Austin, Tex.
V. M. Greever, Sr.,2719 Avenue E, Fort Worth, Tex.
Nelle B. Wilkinson 4844 Western Avenue NW., Washington, D.C.
J. M. Shea, 168 Griswold Drive, West Hartford, Conn.
Bernard McHenry, 1470 High Bluff Drive, Largo, Fla.
Herbert G. Justa, Post Office Box 626, Thonotosassa, Fla.
A. L. Buell, 330 Island Circle, Sarasota, Fla.
Mrs. Margaret Jefferson, 1460 16th Street, Sarasota, Fla.
James O. Kemm, 1609 East 55th Street, Tulsa, Okla.
0. N. Bacigalupi, 217 Matheson Street, Healdsburg, Calif.
Clarence Elster, Cutten, Calif.
R. S. Summerhays, 118 North El Molino Avenue, Pasadena, Calif.
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Charles F. Carlisle, 55 South Sixth Street, Sa Jose, Calif.
Florence Stackhouse, 5 Miller AvenUe, Saia tqat Calif.
Edward M. Boykln, 14940 Alva Drive, Pacific Pa sdes, Calif.'
Charles L. Newport, 1340 Pasqualito Drliv, San Marinh , Calif.
Elmer M. Templin, Route 2, Box 63-A, Sonra, Calif.
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Higgiis, 4646 Dehnl~on Street, Los Angeles' Calif.
Mrs. Louis DeSimone, 3018 Belle Terrace Bakersfield, Calif.
L. D. Lacy, president, Central National Bank, 301 Park Avienie Oklahoma CityV,

Okla.
C. E. Lunn, president, Lunn Printing Co., 1223 Linwood, Oklahonma City, Okla'.
Tousley M. Hooker, 108 Academy Street, Berryville, Va.
John 0. O'Toole, superintendent, the Idaho E)rs' Rehabilitation Center, .204 Fo

Street, Boi, Idaho
Stewart F. Asemusif44 Church Street, Ansbnia, Codin. '
Charles F. Heard, 4973 Wesleyan Woods Drive, Macon, Ga.
John F. Hartman, Route 2, Box 180-A, SBvernia Park, Md.
Dr. R. Hood, Jr., 1306 North Heritage Street, Kitsion, N.O.
R. P. Jackson, 2122 First Avenue, NorthGreat FAlls Mont.
Mrs. Roy A. Linn, 8922 Eighth Avenue; IngleW6od, Calif.
T. A. Potts, Glen Mills Pa.
Brenda L. Moody, 430 Hot Springs Road; Santa Barbara, Calif.
Frederick M. Drew Jr., Ansonia, Conn.
L. Brant, Route 4, Berlin, Pa.
Richard T. Whitney, Redart, Va.
Miss Dorothy Vorse, 4142 Paseo Redondo, Santa Barbara, Calif.'
C. V. Coey, Covey's Shoe Store, 86 North Wilson Way, Stockton, Calif.
Dr. H. R. McAllister, Granite Station, Bakersfield, Calif.
George B. Vandiver, 1001 Southwest Second Avenue, Miami ,Fla.
L. W. Hoskins, 1200 Noyes Street, Evahston, l. 

Edward E. Carpp, Route No. 1, Lake Cora, Paw Paw, Mich.
John Donaldson, secretary, Farmers for America, New London, Ohio
Kent Ruth, 619 North Broadway, Geary, Okla.
Helen L. Folsom; Ardmore, Okla.
E. T. Springer, Cimarron, N. Mex.
Julia Jones Short, 1010 Northwest 20, Oklahoma City, Okla.
C. J. Messer, 5017 Parrish Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Madeline O'Malley, C-2, 511 King Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
John G. Snavely, Box 125, Hershey, Pa.
Mrs. N. Marie, Beaver, Pa.
Albert Glahn, Forty Fort, Pa.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank M. Crum, 1115 Harding Street, Bridgeville, Pa.
Mrs. James M. Umstattd, 733 Stoke Road, Villanova, Pa.
Dr. Paul 8. Friedman. 1422 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
H. A. Thomson, 11 South Valley Road, Paoli, Pa.
Mrs. M. K. Murphy, 256 Van Winkle Place, Rutherford, NJ.
Nels F. Johnson, 77 North American Street, Woodbury, N.J.
Robert C. Sorge. 74 Pleasant Avenue, Upper Saddle River, N.J.
Mrs. H. W. Mason, 76 Elm Road. Caldwell. N.J.
Dr. Harvey Brinton Stone, 203 Westway Kernewood, Baltimore, Md.
Dr. Leo Brady, Medical Arts Building, Cathedral and Read Streets, Baltimore

id.
George Mansfield Wile, 15 Wiinetaska Road, Waban, Mass.
David L. Bowman, 335 Beacon Street, Boston, Mass.
John 0. P. Bartholf, Rural Delivery 3, Great Barrington, Mass.
Mrs. Benjamin Rangecroft, 1625 Hinman Avenue, Evanston, Ill.
Tee G. Danlels. 1310 Post Avenue. Rockford, Ill.
.oe Wyne, 1005 John Street. Joliet, Ill.
Minton W. Parker, Central National Bank Building. Peoria, Ill.
John Large, Jr., 2049 East 115th Street, Cleveland, Ohio.
Florence Clements, Mechanicsburg, Ohio.
L. A. Spencer, 008 Union National Bank, Youngstown, Ohio.
C. W. Blackburn, 201 southeast Mortingside, Bartlesville, Okla.
D. B. Dow, 1R10 Johnstown, Bartlesville; Okla.
Carl Lassnan. 3237 North Tulsai Oklahoma City, Okla.
Dr. V. C. Smedley, Suite 1206, Republic Building, Denver, Colo.
R. P. Hicks, 1635 Owens, No. 4, Lakewood, Colo.
Dr. and Mrs. 0. M. Becker, 443 South Ghylord, Denver, Colo.
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Norman A. Wylie, 926 Steele Street, Denver, Col,.
Frank W. Winegar, Petroleum Club Building, Denver, Colo.
M. A. Scharp, 342 West Grand Avenue, Muskegon, Mich..,
Miss Claudia Kurth, 12776 Lakeponte Pass, Bellllevlle, MIch.
Kenneth 8, Swan, 32588 James Street, Garden City, Mich.
Kenneth V. Knuth, 261 South Franklin, Dearborn. Mich.
Mr. H. Jesinscl, 6504 Helen, Qarden City, Mich.
David L. George, 82444 Anita, Garden City, Mich.
A. G.Fledler, Jr., Pan American Building, Post Office Box 591, Tulsa, Okla.
Jack M, Tharpe, Post Office Box 591, Tulsa, Okla.
Warren L. Robert4, 2236 Northwest 54, Oklahoma City, Okla..
Mr. and Mrs. J. A. Stackhouse, 225 Highland Road, Cape May Courthogse, N.J.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Uhden, West 1101 Hawthorne, Spokane, Wash.
A. P. Thomas, 200 North Newton Street, Arlitgton, Va.
Dorothy T. Rutland, Post Office Box 965, West Cornwall, Conn,
Frank Kaiser, 87-42 143d Street. Jamaica, N.Y. ,
Charles P. Taulor, General Delivery , , Ariz.
F. H. Nutter, 2309 Jefferson Avenue, St. Albans, W. Va.
F. M. Hibbert, Woodhollow Road, Great River, N.Y.
Dr. and Mrs. R. T. Petersop 1780 4Slth Avenue N., St. Cloud, Minn,..
R. F. Waddell, president, Standard Locknut & Lockwasher, Inc., 2250-22.0 Vol-

ley Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind..
T. D. Donahue, vice president, Standard Locknut & Lockwasher, lnc., 22.50-224

Valley Avenue, Indianapolis, Ind. ,.
Maud Linker, 109 Oxford Boulevard, Garden City, N.Y. ,
Sam E. Josl, Ten Acres, Route 1, Horse Srhoe, NO.
Nellie Carlson, 905 Ninth Street, Waupaca, Wia.. . .. , .
Mrs. Richard Johnson, 5214 Bataan Street, Houston, Tex. . .

(The documents referred to will be found in the files' of the
committee.) . , :i

The CHAIRMAN. Now briefly, as I understand your position, you
want performance in reducing expenditures instead of promises.

Mr. STAIIL. Thatis correct.
The CHAIRMAN. I am fully in accoid with hat. ,
We, of course, must all recognize, that we have had 3 consecutive

years of deficits, and now with these proposals pending, and with the
approval of the administration, there will cerft'iily be 6 or7 consecu-
tive years before we will have a balanced budget. So we are sta-ting
a new procedure here, and that is to plan deficits for tax reduction.
The claim is made that it will balance the budget. But the validity of
this claim is very doubtful.

There is no man who.is more anxious for a tax ieduction than I am.
based on sound premises, and those premises, at this time, necessitate
a reduction of expenditures. It is my belief that of the nearly $100
billion in expenditures now, ihany bill Kns can be saved by the elmina-
tion of useless and wasteful expenditures, without doing any injury
to the public service.

So I want to say that I am in full accord'with what you havesaid,
and I fully agree that've ought to know What the next budget is, as
you have stated, and whether or not there will be a reduction of ex-
penditures before we reduce taxes to the extent of $11 billion.

If we start reducing taxes and increasing expenditures at the same
time, we may be asked to do it again. I think that is one of the' ost
serious parts of this proposed legislation. 'N previous President. has
ever recommended tax reduction based upon a planned deficit-if we
start it now, and it does not succeed' then the economists will say,
"Well, we didn't reduce hfaes enough, " and then they will say reduce
taxes more. .
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So I regard the proposal as utterly unsound and, so:far asi(he
chairman is concerned, lie will do his best to oppose any'bill that
does not contemplate reasonable expendituree reductions,' wit i the.
presentation by the President of a budget reducing expeditres.

We must also recognize, Mr. Stahl, as know you do, tha'tthiere are
$87 billion of unexpended balances thatare now availabl6'for'ex-
penditure without further action of Congress, and it is in the power
and authority of the President as to whether or not to make these
expenditures.: -, ''

So considering the conditions as a whole, I regard this bill as'a art
of a momentous policy for planned deficits, which could eid in fiscal
disaster.

I thank you very much. .
Senator Gore?
Senator GORE. I was interested in your comments as to thein-

advisability of increasing the national debt in order to give tax
reduction or, as you put it, borrowing the money to give tax reduction.

Mr. STAHnL That is correct.
Senator GoRE. Well, now,. what 'would you say about boor6wing

the money not only to give a tax cut but also borrowing the mqney
to pay the interest on what we owe, and borrowing the money to ay
the interest on what we are going to borrow in bide t give te tax
reductiohP '

Mr. STAIL. I think that would be utterly ridiculous, Senktor.' '
Senator Gooi. Isn't that what is proposed t
Mr. STAHL. That is what is proposed in the bill; yes.' You are

proposing---
Senator GoR. No, I am not proposing.
Mr. SfArir ,Well, the bill proposes a tax reduction which on the

basis of Federal spending, would have to; be financed by further br-
rowing. I do not think there is any questibt about that whatsoever.

Seat ;ojikt , 'dw: as-a bushnessmai would you think there' was
some practical difference in borrowing money in order to invest in
an income-producing facility or borrowing money from one bank to
pay your debt to another bank, and then borrowing moiley from a
third one to pay the interest on what you already owe, and then
on whatyou are borrowing?

Mr. STA L. Well, in the first place, there is a vast difference between
a business enterprise, borrowing money to invest in expansion which
will increase the revenues to that industry, and permit paynient of
debt. ' '

Now, I doubt very much if I were in debt beyond my'ability to pay
the one bank that I would be able to go to another bank to borrow
that amount of money, plus the interest I owe, to pay the first bank.

Senator GORE. What about some of your rich uncles ,
Mr. STAHIL. Well unfortunately, Senator, I do n6t have any rich

uncles. [Laughter.]
Senator GORE. Well, go ahead with your analysis. Suppose you

owed a lot of money, more than you could shoulder, and yet you con-
tinued to spend more than you took in, and you conthitied to b6rrow
from Peter to pay Paul, afd continued to borrow nor6 to pay interest
dii the money tbat youorrowed; Where wbiuldyou etidt) .=I

/'.
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Mr. STAHL. Why, I would end up broke and, of course, in the first
place, I am saying ,this to you that I do not think that second and
third bank you are talking about would lend me the money, and
certainly; they would not permit me to charge it to my children and
grandchildren, I am sure of that.

.Senator, GORE. Well, with the present deficit are we not already
borrowing the money to pay the interest on the debt we owe ?
. Mr.$STAHL* Regrettably, yes; and that is what I would like to see

halted immediately. The only way in the world you can do it is to,
first of all, reduce Federal spending. Then, if we can get back to
a balanced budget, with enough money left over from expenditures to
pay something on the debt, then I think w:e will be in a sound position
in this country.

Senator GORE. Well, whatever happened to that Keynesian theory
that has been popular for the last few years to the effect that when
the profits and income of the country are at a very high level we
should pay something on our national debt, but when our economy
slips into a recession then, perhaps, it is necessary to spend some
money to improve community and public facilities in order to provide
employment for people ? Has that been forgotten?

Mr. STAHL. Apparently it has. And, may I say, sir, I have never
subscribed to that theory.

Senator GORE. Do you take the position that taxes have one purpose,
and one alone, the raising of revenue ?

Mr. STAHL. The raising of revenue to finance the proper functions
of government at Federal, State, and local levels.

Senator GORE. You do not think then that taxes should be levied
for any economic, social, or political purpose other than raising the
necessary revenue to meet the obligations of the Government?

Mr. STAHL. That is correct.
Senator GORE. Is thit puritanical economics ?
Mr. STAHL. T suppose you might classify it as that, Senator, yes.
Senator GORE. No, I am not classifying it.
Mr. STAHL. Well, I would classify it as such, yes.
Senator GORE. Do you think this viewpoint of yours prevails in the

Department of the Treasury of the United States?
Mr. STAHL. I certainly do not at the present time.
Senator GORE. I gather from your statement that you think that

this bill dev. "yes careful consideration, and that the public interest
requires this committee to give it careful consideration ?

Mr. STAHL. I certainly do; yes, sir.
Senator GORE. Did you ask to testify on this bill ?
Mr. STAHL. I did.
Senator GORE. In doing so. I suppose you were well aware of the

constitutional right of the people to petition the Congress? .
Mr. STAHL. That is correct.
Senator GORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. STAHL. I might say to you, Senator, I have here, or we have

received in our office, more than 1.000, letters from citizens from all
over this country.. Very few of these letters are on engraved station-
ery. I sent out a digest of the statement I was going to make to the
members of the union and to the members of the expenditures council,
and to this day we have not yet had one letter of disapproval of this
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stateeiet; and these, as I say, these letters hiaA'e come in fi'ofti app roxi-
Yfately'46 Stites, and they are from just tile.Pflain). commoil'6rd ilary
Amercan pepe.

Senator GOR. N'w, since ii the'course of this u.aiiiig I hive made
certain of my economic and political views knoNi :t6thoritici'8M of
Sonie, 1 ould like to make it 'plain'that' :do considers. t% planned-defi-
cit to provide a tax reduction, and a plaiied deficit for the purpose, of
developing our natural resources and making approprate captaI'in-
vestments, two entirely different'matters. '. ', ' -

Pidase understand, and I want the record to show, that; I thlbik tliere
are times when taxes should be used for purposes other than tile rais-
ig of revenue. On that point you and I are in dis'agrem nt ,'*

.think there are times wheii the Goverinment of the United $1fttes
can, and should stimulate the- public' sector of qur 'ecyomy -indeed
when'the public interest requires stimulation of the public'se~tor of
our econoniy. -'Right no, the pent-up need of oue' eieohomy is prin'ci-
pally' ii the, public sector-education, schools, hig1hwys, hospitals,
naigatioi; irrigation, projects,'r~cnamation projects 'm cindmimities
in yoir Stat' tAnd in others, research on cancer, henltl" tebhn'dl6gica

vimproiements. These, all 'Iht'Ve nam~d,' are in thei'ftxblid'sect i of
our economy. I do not, attempt here exteniporaneoily to provi d& a
catalog of the pent-up needs of our societyI but at least thsei~re some.

D6yon'thihk thisLro osed bill would in an ' wq' stimutlhte ~skerch
,to find cure f& ednerr.i 1 ;

Mr.' STAHL I certainly can see no evidenIce in this Jil that'it wolild,
sir.

Senator OoRL 'Now let me come back' a moment to tIle eiaektlohdf
ikrdstig )n i'icome-produ-cip faciiti es.' I think our-' ha 1 ay
improvewunt program' now undei'*a 1' be i'aSly Ystiymulative of
the private sector of thlp economy,; nt' only in td g'p ovisloAV of , m-
ployment opportunities in- t!Ie rnufadture' of iwi~terlafls cbrictete,
steel, hg~regate apd Other materils uSed, and CoiSti ni~uinery,
but also in'prbid1ingi~ os in' the Aictuhl constractibii, Whh- of course,
is- done by privately owned contrution companies. And over and
beyond that, whei we improve 't Ie tranoportation:'fabilitiea, bf the
country we stimulteB the'& 1notih '6f' 'hq country; Ndw this IsQn
type of public functioWA WhW0ic in times of reesioii thii kw cbiuh
properly uidertke-w culd acee~ete.

Nlariigthe'previdlis adniihistration; nienibers 9f this .,inittee'wil
recall and, perhaps, you m'aIy'riat l1 SI ' suo'rte'd- frer Presiopnt
Eisenhower in accelerating the highway PIo ii'riclbhgiting pub-
lic Works, hydroelectric damgh f9r irrfgatioh prole4tts whici4ncreased
the income of people who, ii tjurnay nore taxes.

Sothis ig What I mean, these are some 'extuhple of 'Wh~at I mfeaii
when I refer to making an investment in natural resoui&c deitel'p
ment or in ipppriate. capital faciliti

I think this would be onb ki td of -defici{ Tbis *oul4 be t'dpo-
tive efcit. This would be a constructiedeficit. '

'B tto borro wmmney qnd iicred'the national debt merely to 'ive
tax reduction and thus increase the deficit. and increase the cost of
interest ?nceairying the publkc debt is tn entirely differeit'Matter.
'Now, although you sy y ou think taxation shoildd*'be' confined to

the primary purpose of raising r~venue-and that, I believe, is your

jRPV"EN'1C'9 '-A r "br,40'6'
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view-if we are to use fiscal policy for economic and social purposes,
would you think the more constructive, the more advisable course
would be to plan the deficit for improving the capital facilities of our
communities and the Nation, or for giving tax reduction?

Mr, STAHL. Senator, let me say this to you-
Senator GoRE. I am asking you to choose between theories neither

of which you endorse, I understand.
Mr. STAHL. Senator-
Senator GORE. Maybe you do in part.
Mr. STAHL. Senator, let me say this to you: There certainly is

room for disagreement between the two of us or between anyone with
regard to what are the proper; functions of government, .

My point is simply this: If you decide, Congress in its judgment
decides, that any one of these programs which are mentioned in this
statement or any others are necessary, well, then, in this time, in this
period of prosperity, let us have the courage to raise the taxes, to levy
the taxes, necessary to finance those programs rather than to charge
them to our children. That is what I am complaining about.

Senator Goan. Well, now, the highway system is under construction
and as it is being completed, there will be more use of automobiles and
trucks.

Mr. STAHL. That is right.
,*. Senator GORE. And they, in turn, will use more gasoline and oil
produced from the wells of Oklahoma and other States.
; Do you think it would be just as sound for the Congress, instead
of passing this bill, to repeal all of the user taxes on gasoline, oil,
diesel fuel, all kinds of fuels and lubricants, the excise taxes on auto-
mobiles and tires-if we took all the highway user taxes off would
it not stimulate the economy? Would that not make available more
money to go into the spending stream?

Mr. STAHI. I do not think o, Senator, and I haye n--
Senator GORE. I have asked you several questions. et me put them

one at a time. I do not want to put you at a disadvantage nor do I
want you to give me an incorrect answer. I might assume that you
were answering one question when you were, in fact, giving an answer
to another. . I should not have asked you so many of them.

SLet me begin this way: What is the Federal gasoline tax, 4 cents?
If we repeal the 4-cent gasoline tax, wouldn't that give every man who
drives a pickup truck, livestock truck, trailer truck, or automobile
more money to spend for something else?

Mr. STAHL Certainly it would.
Senator GORE...Would not that be just as stimulative, insofar as it

goes in dollar amount-say, to $1 billion--.would not that, be just as
stimulative of the economy as any of the reductions proposed in the
pendingbill. : . ..

Mr. STAHL. No. I do not tlink so because, first of all, I have no
quarrel with the Federal highway program, I think it is necessary.

Senator Go.RE. Well, Mr. Stahl--
Mr. STAHL. Now, wait a minute.: But you are raising the taxes

to d o it. .- I ,. . . . . , , ', ,
Senator GoRE. W1iat I am asking you is this: Let us assume there

is a $ billion tax reduction proposed in the pending bill. If we as-
sme that this $1 billion in tax reduction is going to stimulate the.
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economy, place more money in the hands of the people to spend, and
thus stimulate the economy, couldn't you say identically.the same thing
about taking off $1 billion of the taxes how levied on highway users?

Mr. STAHL. I donotthink you could, sir no.
My point there, Senator, is simply this: I mean if fyou were to

eliminate the Federal tax on gasoline, tires, and so onron which you
are financing this Federal highway system, if you eliminated those
taxes wouldyou close down that program

Senator GoRE. Well, with a deficit in the trust fund, I think that
might be the case. But what I am trying to ask you is a simple
hypothetical question. Would a tax reduction on gasoline not put
as much extra money in the taxpayers' pockets as a similar reduction
in taxes on any other items

Mr. STAHL. That is probably true, certainly.
Senator GORE. Yes.
Mr. STAHL. Any tax reduction may-
Senator GORE. But you do not think that would be sound?
Mr. STAHL. No, I do not. If you continued with your highway

construction program, I do not think it would be sound.
Senator GORE. In the case of the highway program, which was over-

whelmingly supported by the automobile industry-it was proposed
and advocated by the heads of our big automobile companies. In
fact, they advocated borrowing the money to build highways, and
they favored increasing taxes to build highways, to build highways
in either case. Here we build something useful to the community,
whether we pay for it as we go, which I advocated, or whether we
borrow money, sell bonds, to build the highways. But if we borrow
money to give a tax reduction, I think we have something else entirely.
We would have nothing to show for our money.

Mr. STAHL. That is right.
Senator GORE. Highways are an investment in the future of

America facilitating the economic growth of America. I do not feel
that the borrowing of money to reduce taxes is quite in that category.

Mr. STAHL. I am in complete agreement with you, Senator.
Senator GORE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WnIuIAs. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CuwrIs. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Stahl.
Mr. STAHL. Thank you, Senator. I will leave these letters.
The CHAIRMAx. Thank you.
The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:)
D.C. RETIRED TEACHERS ASSOCIATION,

Washington, D.O., Ootober 2, 1963.
Hon. HARuR FLOOD BYmD,
Chairman of the Finanoe Com mittee,
Senate Office Building, Wash ngton, D.C.

DEAB SENATOR BYRD: It has been the experience of the D.C. Retired Teachers
Association that the U.S. Senators have always been very sympathetic toward
problems related to teachers and most generous In their considerations. With this
in mind we are hopeful that your committee will agree with those provisions of

1-173
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fitR. 3,63, the Rteenue Act of 1063, that promise relief In th: payment of Income
taxes tWtth Ititernal Revenue Service for people aged 65 years or older.
* Specflcally we request the following:

(1) The retention of the extra $600, personal exemption fpr each' tax-
payer aged 68 years or over.

e(2) he provision of a minimum standard dleductioh of .$300 which Is in
addition to the $600 etenption provisions.

(8) The repeal of the existing "floor" on the deductibility of medleiie
and drugs insofar as that provision relates to perasns aged 65 and over.

(4) Te increase ot tlp dividend exclusion from $50 to $100.
(5)' The retention of the present retirement income credit.
(6) The exclusion from the tax' base of any taxpayer aged 65 years or

older, of any capital gain attributable to $20,000 of the sales price of his per-
sonal residence.

The thoughtful consideration of the Finance Committee to any provisions that
will promote the welfare of retired persons, particularly those 65 years of age
or older, is earnestly requested.

Yours sincerely,
MAROARET Moon , LegM81atI(e Chairman.

(Whereupon, at 11:45 a.m., the committee was in recess, to reconvene
at 10 a.m., Friday, November 1, 1963.)

. . , ;\
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
COMnrTTEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
Thle committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Douglas, Gore, Talmadge, Williams, Carl-
son, Bennett, and Dirksen.

Also present.: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Howard B. Dean, of the Association of

Stock Exchange Firms.
Mr. Dean, will you come forward, please, sir?

STATEMENT OF HOWARD B. DEAN, OF HARRIS, UPHAM & 00., NEW
YORK, N.Y., AND GOVERNOR OF THE ASSOCIATION OF STOCK
EXCHANGE FIRMS; ACCOMPANIED BY MILLARD IF WEST, JR., OF
AUCRINCLOSS, PARKER & REDPATH; AND FRANCIS 3. HfGHES,
GENERAL COUNSEL

Mr. DEAN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name
is Howard Dean.

I am a partner in Harris, Uphaii & Co., a stock brokerage firm
living 50 offices located in 21 States. Our firm does no underwriting
and its primary concern is transacting business for approximately
100,000 individual customers throughout the country.

I have asked to testify today in my capacity as a governor of the
Association of Stock Exchange Firms and as chairman of its legis-
lation committee.

Our association has 38 governors and represents a cross section of
the investment business and, consequently cross section of the Ameri-
can investor. .By that I mean we have people on our board who also
serve as governors of the New York Stock Exchange, A~leican Stock
Exchange, the regional exchanges, and variouss industry..orga za-
tion, such as the Irivestment Bankers Association, of Americ apd
the National Association of Securities Dealers, Ino .. .

Periodically, our association holds board meetings ip kiey cities
across the Nation, and at these meetings we are afforded, n opportu-
nity .to exchange ideas with the financial and business leaders an
individual investors of each particular area.

W8e have recently held board meetings in Houston, 4Ticlunond,
Hartford, and Salt Lake City, and we plan to meet in Boston and
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Chicago this winter and spring and probably in New Orleans later
in the year.

It was, in fact, at Salt Lake City that our board decided its policy
concerning the House version of the administration's tax program, and
I was instructed to request anoppoytunity tq appear before this com-
mittee to express the thoughts ahd coniments of'our membership.

I appreciate your allowing me tobe here now.
With me today are Mr. Millard F. West, Jr., a partner of Auchin-

closs, Parker & Redpath, who is the governor of our association for
the District of Columbia, and Mr. Francis J. Hughes, general counsel
of the association.'

At the outset let me repeat that I am a broker dealing with inves-
tors ahid not a taxexpert; therefore, I will attempt to reflect our ideas
from an investor's point of view.

-Because the association staff and research facilities are limited, we
prefer not to comment on all of the provisions of this omnibus tax
bill. Rather, we would like to direct our comments to the capital
gains and the dividend tax credit and exclusion provisions of H.R.
836---the areas of immediate, specific concern to the investing
public.

In the many Association of Stock Exchange Firms board delibera-
tions on the tax program, the opinion of our 600 members, as reflected
in our board meetings, is one of support of the primary purpose of the
bill which is to lower tax rates-to reduce barriers to investment and
this timnilhte cdriomio grioth ;..'" -, ' J j
::It his' 1963 taziessage, President Kennedy. pointed out the urgent
need to sglve the unemployment problem and accelerate thegro.wth of
the economy. ';He recognized that tax revision .was essenfialf0i Aese
goals when e said: .

* * * Our tax system still siphons out of the private economy too large a
share of personal and business purchasing power and reduces the incentive for
risk, Investment, and effort-thereby aborting our recoveries and stifling.our
national growth rate.

'Secretary of the Treasury Douglas Dillon, expanded on this state-
ment at a later date when he testified:

* * * But no job creating action that the Government may taken can be as
effective as,action to release the pent-up energies,of our private.economy by
removing the restraints imposed by our repressive tax rate structure. This will
restore inceiitivesi for risk taking, Initiative, and'extra effort-incentives that
have been held in check in recent years.

I would like to assure the committee that the association and in my
opinion th6 stiUifties industry and shareowners, are in complete' ac-
cord with th'es statements. If our economy is tO prosper and grow,
sonie of th6 inestment'barriers presently inhibiting the free enter-
prise system iiisti be loweed or removed entirely. ;

Incentives i& risk taking, initiative, and extra effort undoubtedly
will be encouraged by the proposed reduction in the corporate and
individual tax rate structure.

With respect to the taxation of capital gains, the House Wdys and
Means Conmmitte, after profound consideration, saw fit to retain the
present provisions on capital gains and to set up a new capital gains
category. Under this provision, only 40 percent of the gain on assets
held for 2 years or more will be includible'iii taxable income, -ith an
alternate maximum rate of 21 percent.
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In our eti iatibin this' decision t6 lower the inclusion rate from
50 percent was a sound aon arid quite in keeping with the administr.-
tion's statements quoted above. ':The securities industry has long ad-
vocated a cut in the effective capital gains tax rate as a means ofinalck-
ing vast amounts of capital and increasing tax revenues.i '., o:. -o . -v

The association: fully supports' this proposal and the proposal to
have an indefinite carryover of unused capital losses. There is no
question in our minds that these changes in the capital gains area are
sound steps in the direction of encouraging the investment and m-,
bility of capital. ' . : '

Ever since the 4-percent dividend credit and $50 dividend exclusion
were adopted as modest initial steps in relieving the double tax o:
corporate earnings distributed as dividends, the association-has had a
consistent and continuing interest in encouraging an increase in'these
relief provisions. We have testified before this committee andbefore
the House Ways and Means Committee in:the past when these provi-;
sions were instituted and whenever efforts were made to eliminate or
reduce this modest relief. '- '

The present bill proposes to increase the dividendexclusion from
$50 to $100. This by itself is a most welcome recognition that double
taxation: does exist, and, should be eliminated. 'Unfottunrately, the
legislation under consideration proposes to phase out'.the 4-percent
dividend tax credit--the other half of the original, Congress-approved
package-over a period of 2 years.

After taking suichpositive steps with respectto capital gains and
the dividend exclusion-steps that will encourage investment incen-.
tives-we are at a loss to understand why the administration takes an
opposite tack with respect to the 4-percent dividend:tax credit. In
testimony by other witnesses, it has been indicated that an 'increase
in exclusion will eliminate double taxation, for an:'additibnal group
of shareowners. Though this is true, it must be recognized thab elimi-
nation of the 4-percent tax credit will increase double taxation oli
dividend income for a great many middle-income taxpayers.

It must also bekept in mind that in the credit-exclusion package
thfie':xcerpditbf4 perceeit gavettlie same percentage of relief to all
investors. - ' ' ;

The $50 exclusion was designed to provide additional.relief to shall
investors-as a supplement to the basic credit. We believe that the
credit also helps the smaller investor more than the largest one Re :
gardless of which side one takes on this issue, the fact remains that'
corporate earnings distributed as dividends are subject to" double'
taxation. .

It is-also clear that the 4-perbent tax credit and $50 exclusion pro-
vide some relief from this double taxation.- It wTiould, therefore seem!
to follow that if the tax etedit and exclusion were increased to a point'
which wodld completely eliminate double taxation, a good deal of
money would be made available to the investing public, which money
would be available to help stimulate and encourage equity investment.

I have been glancing through some of the statements that have been
presented to this committee in the last few weeks rand find that many
witnesses, as individuals, or speaking for groups representing farmers,
ietail-store owners and manufacturers of various piducts have cbn-
mented favorably witr respect to retaining the 4-percent dividend tax,
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credit-and even increasing it. I understand that Mr. Keith Funston
was down here last Friday on behalf of the New York Stock Exchange
and made a thorough presentation on this subject. The association
takes the same posture with respect to the tax credit and exclusion
on behalf of its members throughout the country.

It is not my intention to delve into the statistical pros and cons of
this question because I feel that the subject has been quite thoroughly
covered by Mr. Funston and other witnesses and that statistics and
charts on these matters are available from many sources and have al-
ready been presented to you gentlemen.

In conclusion, I respectfully urge this committee to give serious con-
sideration to the following recommendations:

1. Approval of the new capital gains category which reduces the
effective capital gains rate for certain assets held in excess of 2 years;

2. Approval of the proposed capital loss carryover provision as a
boon to small investors with inadequate gains to offset losses;

3. Retention of the 4-percent dividend tax credit as a step toward
-_ completelvyeliminatingdoubltaxationLondAividen ds;_-_

4. Approval of the provision increasing the dividend exclusion from
$50 to $100.

Again thank ,Jou, Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, for
granting us this appearance.

If you have qny questions, Mr. West, Mr. Hughes, or I will do
our best to answer them.

:The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dean, for what I
regard as a very excellent statement.

Senator Douglas.
Senator DOUGoLA. Mr. Dean, you know, of course, that the ad-

ministration proposed that while on the one hand the capital gains
tax would be reduced from 25 to 21 percent, and the included gains
would be reduced from a maximum of 50 to a maximum of 40 percent,
that on the other hand they proposed the taxation of capital gains at
death, when the estate was transmitted to the heirs which at present
escapes taxation. The statistical records seem to show that approxi-
mately $12 billion of capital gains is transmitted at deaths upon which
no capital gains tax has been paid or will be paid. The revised pro-
posal of the administration was that in the computation of capital
gains allowance bb made for the payment of inheritance taxes, so
that if, let's say, the capital gains had been $200,000, and the,in-
heritance taxes $50,000, as I understand it only the $150,000 would be
taxed at capital gains rates and then only in the revised proposal
of the administration, upon sale and realization.

Now, how do you feel about this? This is one of the large, what I
regard as one of the largest, loopholes in our whole tax system, and
the taxpayer, the small taxpayers, and the Government, the citizens,
probably lose many billions of dollars a year in revenue, This escapes
capital gains taxation completely.

Now, the House, as you know, rejected that feature, but put ihi the
feature which you praise.

Now, it would help us very much if you would come out in ringing
terms in favor of the original propQsal.

Mr. DBAN. Well, my personal feeling on that, Senator-and, as I
say, I am not an tax expert--is that perhaps part of the theory behind
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the question might be linked more closely with the question of estate
and gift taxes, which were perhaps designed to circumvent a complete
passing on of inherited capital-

Senator DovrLAS. But as I understand it, the revised proposal,
and Mr. Woodworth.can correct me if I am wrong,'the'revised pro-
posalof the administration was that ahy inheritance tax paid would
be deducted from the capital gains and then the capital gains would
only be taxed when realized.

Am I right on that, Mr. Woodworth?
Mr. WoobwoRTH. That would be the effect of it, yes.
Senator DovOLAS. Yes.
Mr. D.AN. In other words, it would just pass on the base.
Senator DOUGLAs. You would not be able to avoid the payment of

capital gains by inheritance as now and we are losing each year now
revenue on some $12 billion of capital gains.

Mr. DEAN. I personally would nuch prefer to see that whole ques-
tion linked with a review of inheritance and estate and gift tax legis-
lation, rather than with this particular tax bill. The latter's basic
purpose is to give tax relief. I really don't feelqualified to go any
further than that on the subject.

Senator Dorou:Ls. I wish you would consider it, because it is very
imntrtant.

Capital gains realized during one's lifetime are taxed, and very fre-
quently, I thirty what i. really income, which is properly subject to
personal income taxes; is disguised as a capital gains and this is true
of corporations as well as ofindividials. :

But even so, then on inheritance there is no taxation of capital gains,
and the proposal of the administration, thl revised proliosal, that is,
that any inheritance tax paid should be deducted from capital gains
realized would seem to me to be most eminently fair.

Now this, as I say, is one of the biggest loopholes in our whole tax
system. One of the t roubles is that no one comes in or very few people
come in to propose e lose any of those loopholes but approve every
measure thnt either creates new ones or widens those already in
existence.

That is all, Mr. Chairman, so far as I am concerned.
The CitARMAx. Senator Williams?
Senator WnILLAMs. Mr. Dean, only one comment or perhaps the

staff can larify your earlier answer.
It is my understanding that this revised proposal of the Treasury

Department was only made in the spirit of compromise and that they
are still standing on their original objective, that is, full capital gains
paid on unrealized income at death and the regular inheritance tax
on the remainder. T would like to ask the staff if I am correct in that-
that the Treasury has never retreated from their original proposal
but only accepted this latter suggestion as a spirit of temporary
compromise.

Mr. Wo oiWomRin. It is my understanding that the Treasury has not
withdrawn the original proposal, but indicated to the Committee on
Ways and Means its willingness to go along with the proposal Senator
Douglas described.

Senator DovUOAs. In the same spirit of compromise I would be
willing to go along with it, too.
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Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I have heard of people getting in trouble
by compromising positions. [Laughter.]

Senator Dovrous. If this principle is right, there is nothing to fear.
Why shouldn't capital gains be taxed ?

Senator WILLuAMs. Under the law when a person leaves an estate
the inheritance tax goes as high as 70 percent and the full value of that
estate is taxed on these present rates, which run as high as 70 percent.
It would leave in some instances 30 percent of the estate, and then if
the administration's proposal were put through, as they have re-
quested, there would first be a 25 percent tax and then a 70 percent on
the remaining 75 percent. It does seem to me that the administration
did make a rather far-fetched proposal.

As their proposal came down first they did not even take into con-
sideration the extension of the $60,000 exemption, which would mean
that if the small property owner, for instance, an elderly couple, 50
years ago had a $10,000 farm that is worth $50,000 today died it would
still be subject to a capital gains tax on the $407000.

I think the Treasury Department in their original proposal did
make rather far-sweeping suggestions in the changing of tax rates
for estates.

Senator DouoGLS. John, if you will forgive me, I made it perfectly
clear I was discussing the revised proposal. I said the revised pro-
posal a half dozen times.

Senator WILLIAS. I wasn't speaking of Senator Douglas' position
but speaking of the Treasury Department position now.

I understand your position. But I am speaking of the Treasury
Department's original proposal.

Senator DOUGlAS. Don't they have a right to change their minds,
too?

Senator WILLIAMS. Oh, sure. I hope they change it some more.
That is all.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is all I have.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore
Senator GORE. No questions.
The CIAIRMAN. Senator Carlson ?
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Dean, I notice you start your statement here

you rather infer that your association represents a cross section of the
security business, that you are speaking for the industry.

How large or how general is your association? How large is the
organization

Mr. DEAN. Perhaps I should have elaborated a little bit more in my
statement.

On our board are men who serve as governors of the New York
Stock Exchange, American Stock Exchange,,National Association of
Securities Dealers, the regional exchanges, and so on and throughout
the country each governor has a district for which he is responsible.
It may include part of a State or two or three or more States. Be-
fore we have our regional meetings, which are approximately ,quarter-
ly, each governor will pull together the members of his particular area
and they will have a lengthy discussion, at perhaps the business office
of the governor or some other focal point, to discuss the important
problems of the day. ,

At the present moment, we think this tax bill is the imost important
problem. Before we went to Salt Lake City, we appraised each of
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our regional governors on the issues that were before us, not only the
tax h bl but internal problems and other qutqio thliat inglht affect
the entire securities industry. They the.i lid regional meetings of
their own, and subsequently we all got together in balt Lake.City, nd
decided what position we wanted to take on the variol problems.

The idea is really basically a question 'iof keeping appraised of
what the people throughout the country want, from the investor point
of view, rather than just tlhe New York'City or Wall Street view-
point-to try to get a cross section qf.every area. As y 91u nt!mi1
know, the growth of the stockholder total in this county hasg been
tremendous, not only in numbers but regionally, including places that
never heard of the stock market before; some of the people in those
communities became interested.

Tihat, I would think, would be the primary purpose of this associa-
tion, and would also perhaps give you an ides of why W think we
can speak for a pretty good cross section of this ,indiistry.

Senator CARLSON. I am personally familiar with ypur offices in
Wichita, Kans., and Kansas City, and I know it gives these people an
opportunity to meet and discuss some of the problems that you have
been discussing this.morning. I appreciate it very much.

Mr. I)D N. Thank you.
Senator CARLSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
'Te CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMADGE. No questions.
Senator BENNETT. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Dirksen ?
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Dean, what has been the experience of your

association and your member companies, with respect to the advent
of so many little people into the market? That has been one of the
phenomena of the last 4 or 5 years.

Mr. DEAN. Well, it certainly has, Senator. It has been quite areve-
lation to all of us. I think the association has tried.to make people
more familiar with the technicalities, the mechanics, the underlying
purpose of the stock market.

Certainly, when we go to these various cities, we make a treiiendous
effort to include all of the-business leaders of the community. We
have dinners, we will have two or three luncheons, we have open meet-
ings, and we have panels in which we try to get a governor of our
association to represent each segment of this business, so that the peo-
ple can come in and learn just exactly what is going on.

In turn, the business leaders of the area may go back to perhaps
their home company, which may have a great many shareholders, and
relay the basic information we have'provided. :

This question of investment clubs has risen to a point where people
are getting together at every opportunity-during lunch hour and
so on-to discuss their investments. We have tried to: disseminate
much of the information that is prepared for us by the New York $tock
Exchange, so that the public will know what is going on, and will
understand a little bit more about the. so-called mystery of the stock
market.

Senator DIRKsiE. About 2 years ago, one of. tlie local, brokerage
firms advertised a lecture by a stock market expert. I was curious
enough, having been invited to go down and see what it was all about ,
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and the place was packed and, incidentally, this fellow gave a pretty
good account of himself.

Has that got to be a common practice now in listening to experts
around the country ?

Mr. DEAN. it certainly has; I would like to defer there to Mr. West,
who has had perhaps more experience than I have.

Mr. WEST. I would say particularly, Senator, perhaps in the Wash-
ington area, thit it really is. This trend started 4 or 5 years ago.
Today, many firms, including our firm, will have a lecture course,
and we find that the response is equally as great today as it was when
we started this some years ago, and that t e appetite of the public
is quite insatiable in trying to leari something about the stock ex-
change.

It also' seems to me that the association, through its publications
and through it manual for registered representatives, who are our
salesmen, outline in great detail the responsibilities of these men. And
the,association performs unusually valuable service by making these
mnei who contact the public conscious of the regulations, and of their
very definite responsibilities to the public.

I think this affords' the public tremendous protection against un-
scrupulous activities, which we certainly did see on the part of some
small firms in this area in the past several years.

Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Dean, when Mr. Funston was before the
committee, I made an off-the-top-of-tle-head suggestion about the pos-
sibility of a compromise-namely to preserve the dividend credit and
the exclusion, and find some appropriate cutoff place.'

'That, of course, does not met your contention that, in principle, the
tax-aniy tax---6o dividends, already taxed at the corporate level, con-
stitutes double taxation; but we deal with a very practical problem
here on Capitol Hill, and wondered whether you had any observations
with respect'to such a proposal.

Mr. DEAN.' Well, we have discussed that proposal, Senator. I think
it is a very interesting thought. It is something that, frankly, had
never occurred to us before. I don't know what tlie monetary aspects
of it would be and I understand that the committee staff is *oing to
look irto its; but certainly the association would welcome anything
that would provide relief or be a step forward, if you will, along these
lines. And I would think, when the study is completed, why, we
would certainly would want to take that up and look into it. It is very
interesting.

Senator DIRKSEN. That is all, Mr. Chairman..
The CHAIRMAr. Thank you very much, Mr: Dean.
Mr. DEAx. Thank you.
The CIAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. J. Sinclair Armstrong, of

the U.S. Trust Co. of New York.
Senator DImKs N. Mr. Chairman, may I extend a personal greeting

to Mr. Armstrong as former chief of the Securities and Exchange
Commission, and, in my book, a very outstanding public servant.

Senator Douotas. Mr. Chairman, may I say Mr. Armstrong was
for many years a distinguished member of the Illinois bar. And he
gave good service here in Wasington. , As in so many other cases,
as his ability became know he was drafted to the East, to replete or
ti eplace'the soniei-hat effete arid worniout bloddstram of th east-
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ern financial sections, so that he has imparted some Middle 'Westen
vitality to Wall Street and we are,very glad to welcome him here.

I hope for the sake of the State he will come back to Illinois, 'il-
though I am not so certain from the standpoint of my political future
that I should welcome him. ILaughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. I would like to say the Chair agrees with every-
thing that has been said at this time..

STATEMENT OF J. DINCLAIR ARMSTRONG, U.S. TRUST CO. OF
NEW YORK

Mr. ARMSTRMN. Mr.' Chairmain and Senators, I am exceedingly
grateful for the very kind observations which the two Senators from
my State, if I may call it my State, have given, and also your gracious
welcome.. " i

I, am exceedingly proud of ny years in Illinois and I am very
grateful for the wonderful support that I had while I was in official
fife from the Senators from Illinois.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed, sir.
Mr. ARMSTROwo. Mr., Chairman and Senators, my name is J. Sin-

clair Armstrong. My home is at 211 East 18th Street. New ,York
City, and I am executive vice opesidnt of the,tJ.$. Trus? Co. of New
York, 45 Wall Street, New York City. . e ,. ,

My colleagues at. the .'rust Co and I very much appirwate/i the
opportunityy afforded me to express our ,iews on H.R, 833, the tax
reduction bill now before you.

As on who. in earlier official capacity -requently testified before
other committees of the Senate, it givs me great pleasure to appear
before the Committee on Finance. . .
SThe U.S. Trust Co. of New York, a banking institution chartered
by the New York Legislature in 1053, lias specialized for 110 years in
trusts and investment management for individuals, members of fami-
lies, and religious, educational, and charitable institutions of all kinds,
and for pension and retirement, funds of corporations, employee asso-
ciation , and labor unions. a a number of public authorities, includ-
ing the State of New York. We and our customers, as do all

.Americans, have a great stake in your deliberations on H.R. 83638.
In the interests of conserving your very impqrtant time this state-

ment will be brief. I will touch upon the major points as we see them
affecting the broad national interest, and then upon two substantive
provisions of the bill which we suggest be changed.

Our effort will be to be as helpful to the committee as we can, but
not to burden you or unduly lengthen your record, as our views, in
extensive form, on many aspects of, the President's original tax pro-
posals have already been placed before the House Ways and Means
Committee.,

TAX REDUCTION THIS YEAR IS URGENTLY NEEDED IN TiHE NATIONAL ,
RE. NTEREsT

At the 6 itset,'let mfe say that' 6ur chairniai,' Mr. Hoyt Ammnidon,
whi ' testified before the House Coinmiittee, and my colleagues, Mr.
Frederick N. Goodrich and Mr.'Helmut Andresen, whose paprs' on
the economic and technical aspects of the President's proposals were

24-532-68-pt 8---10
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submitted to the House, asked me to express to the committee their
vital interest in the bill now before you, anrd our strong recommend.
ti6n that it be favorably reported by your committee and passed by
the Senate. We suggest several amendments, but with or without
them, this bill should be passed,

We believe that. the enactment-this year-of tax reduction is in
the national interest and is urgently needed if the economy is to pro-
ceed at a pace to provide the jobs, the goods and services, and the
national defense and welfare whioh the Apqrican people require and
are capable of achieving. ,

STRUCTURAL CHANGES AND REFORMS IN THIS BILL ARE GENERALLY
ACCEPTABLE-OTHERS CAN WAIT TILL LATER STUDY BY THE CONGRESS

There are many aspects of this bill that one or another group or
interest has praised and many aspects that have been attacked. There
has been criticism of the administration and the Congress for not rush-
ing through tax reduction regardless of the need for structural
changes.

Others have attacked the administration and the Congress for com-
promising on some of the original reform proposals, for not holding
out for them at all costs.

And many have felt that tax reduction should be directly tied to
the President's budget estimates to be submitted in January 1964.

Mr. Chairman, we think these arguments are all beside the point at
this stage. The administration had several years to consider, in the
Treasury's ivory tower, every possible kind of alleged reform, and
the Treasury has sent many such proposals to the Congress.

The Ways and Means Committee, in that congressional process
which we believe to be the most essential safeguard of the liberties of
our people t studied them all carefully, debated, listened to official and
private citizens' views, and then decided by careful voting what the
provisions of the bill before the House should be, and the House
resoundingly passed it.

Some people have expressed disappointment that this bill really
does not simplify the tax structure, indeed in some respect its makes
it even more complicated.

The failure here is to realize that each of the provisions of the tax
laws represents some carefully considered decision by the Congress.
These are not lightly to be swept away. And so long as rates, dictated
by revenue needs, are high and steep, and in this bil they remain high
and steep, the ameliorating provisions-exemptions deductions, ex-
clusions-all for important putposes-sickneAs, old age, medicine,
pension, State ard local ta es, contributions---must be kept in the law
if the system is to have equity at all.

So we ourselves are not disheartened by this bill's failure to simplify
the tax structure. And, without commenting on them specifically, we
think many of the structural changes in this bill are good and in the
public interest.

Nor is this by any means the last time that reforms will be before
the Congress. It would be a tragedy to hold this bill up because of
failure to contain some reform provisions that some group or another
wanted. -
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, TIIE PRESIDENTS- POSITIONS ON, TIE NEEp FOR .TAX REDUCTION AND
CONTROL OF EXPENDITURES ARE SOUND

The President has expressed the view: that the enactment of this
bill is "urgently needed this year." * We agree. .

The President has also stated that tax reduction must- /
be accompanied by an even tighter rein on Federal xpendituires, limiting 6tilays
to only those expenditures that meet strict criteria of national needs.: '

We accept the President's position oi this and ,taie comfort fioi
the constitutional power the Congress has river A'ipproljhriiois i keep
future spending in line with rev6ntie.'

Sowe sincerely hope that your committee will rep rtthe bill
favorably and that the Senate' will pass it. '

OUR VIEWS ON FIVE MAJOR ASPECT'S OF Ti I BILL

Now, taking the few major points, as we see them, about t k re-
duction as provided by the bill now before you.

1. TAX REDUCTION FOB INDIVIDUALS IS NEEDED TO STIMULATE CON8UMPTIb6 'AND
INVESTMENT IN THE PRIVATE SECTOR or THE ECONOMY

The individual tax reduction provided by this bill will make avail-
able to the American people for consumer spending and private in-
vestment of the order of $5.64 billion in 1964 and $8.16 billion in----
1965 which otherwise would be drained from the private sector of
the economy.

It is estimated that over 1 million new jobs will be needed every
year, especially with teenagers and young men and women coming
out of school aid college and ready and willing to work productively.

To provide these, the private sector of the economy must operate
at closer to full capacity. The unemployment rate must be brought
down below the unacceptably high rates of recent years, still running
about 5.5 percent, if America is to achieve the productivity of which
she is capable.

And it is only by productivity-by men, women, and pUr great in-
dustrial, agricultural, and scientific plant and resources operating at
close to capacity-that real progress in improving our standard of
living can be achieved.

2. TAX REDUCTION 0OB COBPOBATIONS I8 NEEDED TO STIMULATE EPANSIO .AND
MODERNIZATION OF AMERICAN INDUSTRY

The tax reduction provided by this bill will make available to Aiier-
ican industry for investment and reinvestment $1.4 billion in 1964
and $2.8 billion in 1965.

This, with the investment credit provided by the Revenue Act of
1962 and the new depreciation guidelines, which are two very construe-
tive steps taken by the Congress and the Treasury; respectively, last
year, will release about $4.5 billion fori the expansion, modernization,
improvement of our industrial capacity. This process is urgently
!needed if our productive capacity is to keep pace and maintain a
competitive position with industry abroad.
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-treatment, of the standard-deduction and the extra exen)Wtlbforrde-
pendents. It seems to us wrong from the economic andW'oialpont
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Yet the great virtues of tax reduction are that it will permit theworker andinvestor to share more in the fruits of their labor and in-
vestment and that it will induce greater productivity.
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However the rates in this bill may discrimjnate in favor of peSns
with lower' incomes and against those wvit moderate and larger u
comes, they are much better all along th line than the rates in the
present law.

4. CAPITAL OAINB TAXES SHOULD B EUCED TO STIMULATE INiVETMENT AND
ENftANCEfMMO6akor or CAPtAL.

The bill before you grants a small measure of relief from the de-
bilitating capital gains tax which, by its lock-in effect, restricts capital
formation and movement and is uneconomic to begin with ag a direct
Iax on capital.

The provision before you is far better than the original proposal
which would have subjected unrealized appreolatioh at time of gift or
death to capital gains tax treatment. It was proposed that'sudh a
tarxbepiled on top of gift and estate taxes;

It seemed to us anomalous that such double taxation of appreciated
assets should be included by the Treasury in a bill the avowed purpose
of which was to reduce taxes, and the House wisely rejected;it: We
strongly rge this committee to follow the' Houe ling on this. '

Thd Seeretary of the Treasury suggestbd in hit testimony thilt the
capital gains provisions of this bill be deleted, leaving the rates where
they are now. We uirge you not to do this, but to accept the capital
gains tax provisions in this bill which the House has approved. ,

5. OOVERNMONT SPENDING SHOULD Br CABUtULLY OO TROLLEY I

In broad effect, the tax reduction here propose must be considered
along with other measures for the economic iell-being of ou country.
Taken alone, tax reduction will be no panacea, . , .,

(a) Conservative fical policy is neee: urg tliat the Con-
gress follow carefully the declaration by C8ngre s expess.ed i ec-
tion I of this bill regarding the use of. r'venemC.reases "o eliimnate
deficits" aid "reduce the public debt!' ai4 "te importiace of taking
all reagnablemeans to irest in GQovrnent spe3g i .,

The fiscal integrity of the dla np bessu jfuncontil
deficits are condonr.d, Conidence, in rte ollar atuloe. abroad
would be destroyed, and on'thi c:itdee , which is unely,.till
intact, depends our ability to wehth r the cutp b hllice-of-pa'mpts
squeezee. -

If that is not weathered, the leader slp o L he i:fte4 States. in
world affairs could be greatly daiiiaged. Devaluation and inflation

cold follow, A0 . . , -.
b fai' '041 gomp edbyn consrva ve Fisc1 policies, could

, at if (fT,euct on should pry to e a prelude to out-
ofcontrol spending, especially.on noneconomic programs, it could be
extremely danger ,s. , , . ,. .. , >

(b) Conservative monetary policy S aloe neied; Simiafr cond-
erations apply to the need for. conserv~ive noepetary policy C-er-
tainly no ulrge, rtie fan q 'o tl hge expansno private
debt, by $0. bi liin since l1045,,ipnd the.icrease in Federal and& lo-
cal puibib debt,.,tba*t lthe co itry .l 6t'walked 9 ,.the expansionist
monetary Aide of thetreet.
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Yet'the basic misunderstanding still prevails-the belief that easy
m6noy, easy credit, can create demand. Indeed, it would seem that
there is almost a national fixation about expansionist monetary policy,
credit-ease, and low interest rates.

It is not money supply alone that. creates demand for goods and
services.' Rather it is productivity, the productivity of our industrial
plant and our working people. An increase in thie money supply
alone, caused by easy credit and low interest rates, without an in-
crease in the goods and services our people make, cannot increase
the standard of living.

Such a money supply increase can only lead to inflation and to re-
duction of the dollar's real value.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, may I ask a question there ?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. You have just said an increase in the money supply

alone, caused by easy credit and low interest rates, without an in-
crease in the goods and services our people make cannot increase the
standard of living.

Youjust said earlier that what we need to do is to increase productiv-
ity.' Why would you conclude that without this, the standard of living
is not going tobe increased if consumers, whether it is by easier credit
policy or whether it is by tax reduction or whetheirit is by stimula-
tion of the public sector of our economy, if by whatever means peo-
ple have more money to spend ?

Our real problem is idle productive capacity. I don't quite under-
stand how you get around to saying this. This is the very aim of eco-
nomic. stimulation by whatever method, to utilize the productive ca-
pacity of the country to proVide full employment.

Would you explain yourself ?
Mr. ARMSTRONo. Well, I am afraid, Senator Gore, I don't under-

stand yoir quest ions, sir. c .
What I say is that.if you increase money supply, if you print 'a lot

6f money aid theere'is no inrease iii goods and services, that there is
no increase in tlhe standard of living because there are only the same
amount of goods and services that the money can buy.

, You have more dollars chasing the same goods, and so--
Senatoi-'GoRE. Why do you use' the terni "print a lot of money "
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I use the term "print a lot of money" because this

is the classic concept we are speaking about.
Senator GORE. Is it your classic concept or just whose is it
Mr. ARMSTRONG. I am not a classical economist. I am speakingg

about the classical concept of printing money such as was done at the
time of the French Revolution. You have the same goods and services
and an awful lot more money and it doesn't increase the standard of
living of the people. '

Senator GORE. So you are not talking about the 'pFriting of money
here which goes on 24 hoursa day ?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. No, sir; of course not.
Senator GORE. You are talking about the French Revolution.
Mr. ARMsTRONo. I ami talking' aboit the concept of printingpress

money. They have the same thing' going on in Brazil right now.
They have got many, many more cruzeiros chasing the sanie goods and
services.
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Senator GORE. Will you'defi ne that er printing press money.
Mr. ARMisTRONo. Printing pess money is'.6ney that i niot backed.

by some reserves.
Senator.GORE. Do you know of an'I law by w*lich sdch could oc'r

in the United States? o , , :, ''
Mr. ARMisTRONGo At the preSent'tinie I do not believe'that there is

a law.
I believe the law. that provided for he 300 million, I. think, of thb

$2 bills, that issue ias terminated, -as it hot ?
Senator G6ii. Iamrn ot sure.
Mr. ARMSTRONd. I have forgotten w-ihether that lawis still in effdt.

It provided for an issue of 300 million of $2 bills..
Senator GoRE. So you are really iqt sure whether this term you are

using is possible of implementatid pndeir the law today '.
Mr. AxMsrTO. I am perfectly, cleai that' tliHlaw provides for

reserves for the Americ an currency, sir, but this his to do wib the
whole Federal Reserve, mechanism of the Reserve System, the bankig
system, ahd the creation of deposits. . . . t ' '

Senator GORE. Do you know of anyone whsh Is'dvocated printitig
press money?.

Mr. ARMSTROGo. Not at the present time, ' ; not prting press
money. We are talking here, sir, about easy credit.

Senator )OUoLAs. Mr. Armstrong, I have here a $20 Federal Reserve
System bill and I give that to you and ask you iif that is printing press
money

Mr. ARMTrrONG. Oh, no, sir.
Senator DottoAs. Wait a minute.
M. ' ARMSTRm3 Oo. Because it is backed by the Federal Reserve,'25

percent gold. I believe that requirement is still the law, Senator, is
it not

Senator DOUGLAS. You see there in fine print, your eyes are probably
better than mine.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I am afraid they are not.
Senator DouosG . "This note is legal tender fo all debts, public and

private' and is redeemable in lawful money at the U.S. Treasury or any
Federal Reserve Bank."

Now, suppose you were to present this at th6 Federal Reserve or at
the U.S. treasury , an ask for gold, would you be able to get itf

Mr. AimiSTRONu. No sr..
Senator DouoL s. Then, it is not redeemable, is it?
Mr. Amii no. No sir, it is hot rdeemhble in gold.
Senator ot]P LA. Then is it printing press money ?
Mr. AiiSTRONd. Sir, I believe not. because-not in the sense that

the phrase has bee used in this discussion.
SSenfito4 P'oaio . You mean it is good printing press money?
Mr. ARiTRONGo. Sir?
Senator DOUGLAS. You mean it is good printing press money? What

is the distinction betweengood printing press money andbad print-
ing press money

Mir. ARMSTRONo. No, I am not making such a distinction here, Sen-
ato Douglas. What I am talking about here is the increase of credit
and the nf6Oced extension of edit through an easy monetary policy,
that is what I ami talking abdut here.
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Senator DouoIAs. I think the Senator from Tennessee is correct in
saying that the term "printing press money" is very loosely used. The
point is that the Federal Reserve notes of the country which amount to
about $30 billion, I think, are not redeemable in gold. There is some
silver there rapidly being depleted, but if any considerable amount
was presented for redemption, it could not be redeemed in silver.

What happens, and I have asked Mr. Martin about this many
times, I solemnly hand him a Federal Reserve note on the Bank of
Richmond and he hands me a Federal Reserve note in equal denomina.
tion on the Bank of New York or I will try to give him one on the
Bank of Philadelphia and he will give me one on the Bank of Rich-
mond.

But that is pure hlcus-pocus. We might as well recognize the fact
that we have a maxged internal currency, and, the only .way gold.is
used is in our foreign exchange. We have the gold exchange stand-
ard for foreign exchange, but the internal currency is not redeemable
in gold.

Now various proposals were made, but when the Eisenhower admin-
istration came in they quickly backed away from that one.

Senator OoRE. Well I shouldn't interrupt--
Senator DooGLAs. That is all right, because I interrupted you.
Senator GORE. I should not have asked to interrupt the statement

of the Senator, Mr. Chairman, but when these prejudicial terms are
used so loosely, and apparently without appropriate application, I
sometimes feel the necessity of calling a halt. Every time someone-
advocates a monetary policy equal to the growing needs of. our doun-
try. he is immediately branded as an advocate of printing press money.
SAs the Senator from Illinois lias said, we have a managed crrqney.

We left the gold. standard many years ago, I don't complain that
we have a managed currency, but the currency supply, as you well
know, is only a part of the money supply.

In a very real way, you and I when we write our personal checks
are putting money into circulation. . . ,

Mr. AnRsriroo, Oh, yes, sir; the money supply includes.d posts.
Senator GORE. This country, moves, this whole economy, moves, on

credit.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. That is right. , , ,. ,
Senator GonR. And interest rates can be artificially hgh or rti-

ficially low. 'The word "artificially" is sometimes prejudicially used
to condemn interest rates that are at a reasonable level. ."

As a matter of fact, the interest rate structure is determine large-
ly by the actions of the Government itsel, n its relations tip t the
private sector of our economy. Government 'policy can deliberately
raise interest, rates, and this has been 'consciously one j hile. /w
interest rates are the publicly announced policy the administration.

Now, Secretary Dillon says, with the passage of this billlong-tnrm
interest rates will rise. .

Now,; a Government program could just as consciously and just as
determinedly and just as effectively have lower interest rates as.an
obiective . '

What Iam trying to say is that the money supply and interest es
are a matter, of governmental monetary policy, and I doubts ifeither
you or I contribute to the eruditiont of thediscussion by loly uisg
these prejudicial terms.
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I am srry that. I interrupted ybur stntenienit. !-am following it
with great interest. .

Ai. A.HikTimoxo ., Senator Gore, let me'easslre you I hav6 no ititel-
Itioflto U96 a 'prejudcial term l 16elv 'or'in any other.'way. -Such- is
i ot my inteiiton- and if the words "prhfing press money", Of~lld yPIu,
I apologize for it. But hat I am talking bV ut here -
-Sehatbor GOR. I am not offended.-

W. Altk8TRoxo (continuing)".. -Is monetary pblicy, and the question
is should the monetary policy ob 'thi8 country be' conduct in'ai. very
cxpjansiop it, very c easy money yery low i interest rate way, and what
I am digesting to'you, sir,is'thqt in our Opinion, for what6veer it is
worth,'and I am not saying that 'it.'Is worth any nore than any r. ate
citizen who has studied this problem and come to his own conclu.sios,
that is all it is worth, in our opinionjtiis contrary t6 the bst intersts
of our country to have an cixpaiisigist J? licy,- ct'edltease;which Von-
tributes to a very,. very expfrrddddsippiy of money in tht ti ggregIte,
that is toh say currency, deposit 'nd till the rest of it, at-0titne'When
there isn't the corelAtivei production -of goods,'the expansion of capi-
tal facilities the production of goods ~which i' n turn is accompanied
by the creation of jobs, and the employment of the people.

Take, for examp1e-per1aps thi'would put- in context what, te eare
trying o develop-we think we have a very, very high standaia of liv-
ing ifi this country, sir', and we do, compared with otherr countries in
t.49 world., We are fortunate and we are-blesed. Butjtke6 ftn'Vder-
ate f all thib people in thi country, takoean fiv rag6 inci~i6 that the

vdeIhbow much better It would be if this could ~ raised ard ineieased.
What wox~1d a family of Iowr pOople, let's hwhving'$7,500be able
to do if theyhad.more if they had betterhousinig,if theyhad NWter
sc1' 11fWjilties.' But just to create the additional ihney t0- ive them,
i~lg,$8BOO ayar, 'itholtdn the other side dreatir ' the s~h6ls, ore-
atin'g all bf the medical facilities and' thethiiisof this kiud,' if the
moi'AcVdties without the poductiori then it doesn't produce 'a higher
standrd.of living. *b

Th t, -i -9 the')p.int I *h9'ti to, bing- out :by' this discussion
V'hic9niA ipde t p'f it is; T'ani s6ri!y

:Senot6i Go"'Well; lyc lexpr your vrewg qijt6 *ell ald I respet
your ie r - I tie' it."ycm' and t 'd a~e~ th ei 'f sulPl&
,gd &Mid p ito *fth' rOd Oriit 4s with any other eleient

Senator QORE. Now, if we have going economy, a' jgrino ha-
tioiil p~duct, going population;,;lo'VO. not think that it-would be
nicWsa i36 have an ii irea theavailability of bredit'aind money

AifrMiRo10._ Oh,yes; absolutely.*
Senator GORP.. Equal to that
Mr. AaiismoxG. 'Ohi yeo% absqlutelg;*,
Sn-tof Os1M. I think' bd'M;i I agree. All I have ever advocated

along this line is that the monetary policy be commensurate with the
necessary growth of oi r economy That is all T have ever advocated.

Ifi. 'AhuoRwoo I think we 're in complete agreement on that,
Senator Gore,

SenatorGoRE. Bnt thed pesfit policy isi6t. that. The preont jlicy
is to use mofiehiry'iolicy as 6- tere~ksiint, and now'You advoeatsalso
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that the expenditure side of the Government be repressed, but you
want to cut taxes.

These are the three principal ways in which our economy, according
to an agreement which Secretary Dillon and I arrived at, can be stimu-
lated. You advocate repressing the economy with two of the three and
stimulating it with one of the three.

Now, I think that I could make a good argument that what you
advocate is not an expansionary policy, not a policy which would
bring about an increased rate of growth, but rather a repressive one.
You could make one perhaps equally convincing to yourself, that
what you advocate is expansionary. It would seem doubtful to" me.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Senator, perhaps there is a difference of
opinion-

Senator GonE. Would you excuse nme
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir; I will, of course.
Senator GORa. I have an important call.
Mr. ARMSTRONO. I would just hate to have the record seem as

though I am advocating any repressive policies. I certainly am not
referring to that. But there is obviously a discussion here whether
it is in the private or the public sector.

Senator GORE.- Will you excuse me?
Mr. ARMsTRoNo. Thank you.
Senator GORE. By the time you finish your statement I will be back.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir.. ,
Senator DIRKSEN. Mr. Chairman, while Senator Gore is gone Mr.

Armstrong mentioned Brazil, and the undulating value of the cruzeiro.
I wish you would say a little bit more about it.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, Senator, I am not an expert, on that or any
other subject, but I understand from what I read in the papers and
from what other bankers who have affairs in South Americatell me,
that this is a very acute and drastic and debilitating situation going
on, and this is printing press money. This is just rolling off the print-
ing presses 24 hours a day..

I have, if one may get from the generalities to the specific, have
a friend who works in one of the;international departments who was
down iq Brazil for several years, and in the purchase of a ,,siall auto-
mobile for his family use he paid $900-the equivalent in cruziros
of $00-and 3 months later he was transferred to the United States:
he sold it for $1,200, the same dollar value but, that is to say, hesold
it for an equivalent of $900-but with multiple times three-plus
one-third--n cruzeiros.

In other words, the cruzeiro had depreciated by a third in 3 months
in respect to this automobile. This was not a new automobile, so we
don't have that dealer factor in it. Well, this is the kind of thing
that just makes it. impossible for any economicsystem to work well,
Senator Dirksen.

Senator DIRKSEN. Now. Brazil is a country of 70 million. You
don't have to go back to the French Revolution to see the phenomenon
of printing press money..

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. In our own time, in a rather substantial country

with lots of natural resources.
Mr. ARMSTRoNo. I am in full agreement, sir. .
Well, Mr. Chairman, shall I proceed with my statement?
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The CHAIRMAN. Proceed, sir,
Mr. ARMSTRONO. Shall I proceed with my text ?
Since 1945, this process has been going on steadily, at rates between

11 and 2Y2 percent a year. I think I should interpolate by saying
those figures I am using are from the so-called gross national product
deflator. These are published Government figures.

This slow erosion of the purchasing power of the dollar is a drag
on the economy and one of the reasons for the economy's failure to
utilize manpower and plant to full capacity and achieve satisfactory
growth. A conservative monetary policy is urgently needed.

WE SUIOFST TWO AMENDMENTS

1. THE DIVIDEND RECEIVED CREDIT SHOULD NOT BE REPEALED

We suggest deletion from the bill of the repeal of the dividend re-
ceived credit. It is unfair and uneconomic, and a depressant to equity
capital formation, that earnings are taxed first at the corporate rates
and then at. the individual rates before they flow through to the in-
vestor. The congressional policy established in 1954 reduced to some
extent this double taxation of corporate dividends. This bill would
now reduce to 2 percent for 1964 and eliniinate for 1965 the 4-percent
dividend received credit for individuals.

We believe this is a retrogressive step in our national tax policy.
It will tend to curtail equity investment.

It is not a complete answer to argue at this point that the dividend
exclusion has been raised by the bill from $50 to $100; though we
applaud that, as it will give small stockholders a lift. The point is
that if double taxation of corporate earnings is unfair and unsound,
and we believe it is, the problem is not solved by excluding entirely
a small amount of dividend income from taxation.

The dividend received credit should not be repealed. Indeed, we
suggest that the committee consider whether the dividend received
credit should be raised to 15 percent as was originally contemplated
by the Congress in 1954, and whether other suggestions made in recent
days to eliminate this double taxation should be adopted.

May I interpolate there, Mr, Chairman, to say I was referring to
the suggestion of Senator Dirksen which TI hard ead about in the
newspaper and about which he inquired today.

Other suggestions certainly may be appropriately considered by
tlie committee, in our opinion.

2. CONTRIBUTIONS BY EMPLOYERS TO OROVP TERM Lt'E INSURANCE FOR EMPLOYEES
SHOULD NOT BE ATTRIBUTED TO EMPLOYEES AND T4XED TO HEM AS INCOME

The proposal to attribute to employees and tax them upon premi-
ums paid for group term life insurance purchased by their employers
we believe to be entirely contrary to sound tax policy in the field of
employee benefits.

For years the Congress has encouraged employers through pension,
profit-sharing, and group insurance programs, to supplement, over and
above social security benefits, the funds available to workers in their
retirement years and to their dependents in case of their early death.
Thus employer contributions tQ pension, profit-sharing, and group
term life insurance plans have been deductible as business expense
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from gross income of the employer, and the amotints of such employer
payments have not been taxed when paid to such plans. Taxes have
applied when distributions arb made to employees and beneficiaries,
as income taxes when pension and profit-sharing plan distributions
are made, and as estate taxes when insurance proceeds are distributed.

The Treasury's initial proposal to tax all employer premiums, which
we strongly opposed, was changed by the House committee so as to
exclude employer premiums for group term life insurance up to
$30,000. This is a step in the right direction, but does not go far
enough. The amount is too Idw. If the effort is simply'to prevent
abuse by so-called jumbo coverage, it is much too low.

In the group policy for'eiployees of the U.S. Trust Co. of New
York, the company provides coverage of three times earnings for
employees of 15 years' service or less and four times earnings for
the 15-year-and-more employees. "For the former, this $30.000 ceiling
hits at the $10,000 salary level, for the latter at $7,500. Tils is hardly
jumbo coverage.

If the committee retains the provision at all, we suggest a much
higher exclusion amount, which the committee itself should choose.
The amount of the exclusion should be low enough to prevent the
jumbo coverage abuse, but high enough so as to maintain intact the
congressional policy of encouraging employer provisions for workers
in their old age and for their dependents in case of early death;'

Another objectionable feature of this provision is that the premium
rates to be applied will-either be taken from Treasury tables which
are weighed heavily against older employees or, if actual'cost to the
employer is used, that it be attributed to each employee on the basis of
his age. This would inject a complex calculation for each employee
under each plan and might force the use of the Treasury table.

If this provision is left in the bill at all, we urge that the bill be
amended to permit the actual average premium rate for all employees
under each individual plan to be used in determining the amounts
to be attributed to each employee, regardless of age.:

CONCLUSION-WE ITUROG ENACTMENT OF TAX .REDUCTION ,TH18 YEAR

In conclusion, Mr. Chairman and Senators, we urge enactment of tax
reduction in 1963. The bill before you, whatever criticisms ire'made
of it by us and others, is basically a good bill, in the national interest.
Its effect will be even more advantageous if it is acconipanied by sound
fiscal and monetary policies.

The best thing about the bill is that it is a start on a course, to use
the words of the President of the United States at a talk he delivered
in New York City on December 12, 1962, "to reduce the burden on
private income and the deterrents to private initiative which:are im-
posed by our present tax system."

So we hope you will report it favorably and soon, and that the
Senate will pass it.

Thank you very much..
The CHAIRMA. Thank you.: ' - ''.
Senator Carlson
Senator CARLON. No questions.
The COnAI~MAN. Senator Douglas? .
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Senator DOUGLAs. Mr. Armstrong, I notice you want the tax cut this

year.
MLfr. ARMlsTRONo. Yes, sir. ,

Senator DouaLAs. In view of that you say there isn't time to coTn

sider tax reform. . .. d., ... .t :_
SMr. AnI.jrSaoxo. I didn't mean that.way, SnPator )ouglas. L.e

lieve that there are many, main. provisioPi of the law which are con!
stantly under scrutiny in the "reasury,,anw d hih m~y .b.cny 1t
under scrutiny by this committee, My submission is that this. l be

passed. This isn't to prohibit or prevent in any way oir contiiung
to discuss reform., . . ....

Sena tor DeuoAs., Here you say it would be a tragedy to odthis
bill up because of failure.to contain some reform of provisions that

some group or another wanted. -Previously you have lIf4 stores~ on

getting the bill passed this year, and on that note you lose yopr

testimony, , .

May I sy:I also hope that we can pass tpx: reduction thip yer, and
some of us made a motion which we thought would resulting this, but

we were defeated, and we accept the.decision.. It is now apparent,
I think, that there is not going to be a tax cut this year. . This coumit-

tee still has, I believe, a hundred and an undetermined number, some-

where between 110, 115 witnesses yet to be heard. At the rate we are

going, for a day, 5 days a week, this will take some 5 to 6 weeks more.

The hearings, therefore, will not be terminated until the 10th of D~-

cember. We have been warned that if the civil rights bill is then on

the floor of the Senate, that this committee will not be permitted to

meet while the Senate is in session, which means that during the pre-
liminary period of sparring we cannot meet after 12 o'clock and then if

we do get down, or when we get. down, to round-the-clock sessions not

be permitted to meet at all, so in my judgment there is no chance

whatsoever of getting the tax bill this year. ;
I regret this, but I mean it is a fact of life. At. the rate we are going

it is probably unlikely if we get a tax bill well into the middle of the

winter. ..
Now, in view of that wouldn't we have time for consideration of

some tax reforms"
Mr. ARMSTRONO. Senator, I m abmsolutelyin favor of this commit

tee, as I was of the House committee, giving the most careful con-

sideration to this bill and any proposal that. isbrought along to you by
the Treasury or the public witnesses, including the two that we our.

selves have made.
As I mentioned, I think I used, a phrase that this congressional

scrutiny is in my opinion the great preserver of the liberties of the

people and nothing that I say detogates from my view that the com-

mittee should give this its most careful Considerftion.
But, Senator, the point is that the economy needs, i .our opinion,

the additional stimulation that would be provided in the private sector

by the tax reduction in the individual and corporate rates and this we

believe is urgently in the national interest. , , .. ,
Senator DouoLs. I agree with you on this, I agree Pith you onthis.

But the bill is going to be held up without questiots--is being heldup.
In view of the fact we are going to have delay, shouldn't we consider

~~~~~~~~, .j r , .,i~ ~ : ~
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the reforms while we deliy or :while we consider, perhaps that ig a
more polite term to use, while we consider it. .r.

The CHAIRMAN. I would like, the chairman would like, to take an
answer.

I think that is a very unfair statement made by the Senator, that
this bill is being held up. The House took 8 months. It heard more
than 200 witnesses. Now, the Senate Finance Committee, if we fol-
lowed the, motion offered by the Senator from Illinois, we, would not
have had the pleasure of hearing you today, because he wanted to eon-
clude all the hearings by October 80.

Now, this committee has worked hard on this bill, we have had
worthwhile witnesses, we have gotten a great deal of information we
otherwise could not'have gotten. We have an equal responsibility
with-the House. It is true that the Houseinitiates revenue legislation,
but the Senate has the same responsibility under the Constitution that
the House has. Here we have been, we had this bill, we got this bill
over here less than'40 days ago and I repeat that the House haid 8
months to consider, it. It was not sent over here until then, and I
think it is very unfair for the Seiator from Illinois to say that this
bill is being held up.

Mr. ARMas'RON2O. Well, sir, I hope that I have identified myself with
your Views on thht subject, because nothing that I said is intended to
or does indicate that this committee should give any less consideration
to'this bill. .1 believe it should'be very, very carefully considered, and
as I mentioned, any proposal'which members of the Treasury or anyother witless wants to make, and we ourselves are very grateful fdr the
opportunity to appear before the Senate Finance Committee, to dis-
cuss the bill and how it affects us and our customers, our stockholders
and our worker, we are very grateful for that opportunity.

The CiHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Armstrong.
Senator DIRKaEN. Mr. Chairman.
Y6u have heard Government described as an old waterlogged scow,

our Government particularly. We don't move particularly fast and
it doesn't always move very far at one time but it never sinks.
- Mr. AiRMsTRON. I agree.

Senator DIRKSEN. Thank you.
Mr; ARMsTRoNo. Thank you, Senator Dirksen.
The CiATRiMAN. Mr. Armstrong, I would like to associate myself

with you on the "conservative fiscal policy is needed," that heading.
I itant to see if our interpretations-agree. It reads:

The fiscal Integrity of the dollar cannot be assured if uncontrolled deficits are
condoned. Cdnfdence in the dollar at home and abroad would be destroyed, and
on this confidence which is fortunately still intact depends our ability to weather
the acute balance-of-payments squeeze. If that is not weathered the leadership
of the United States in world affairs would be greatly damaged. Devaluation
and inflation would follow. So tax reduction accompanied by conservative fiscal
policies could be a boon. But if tax reduction should prove to be .prelude to
uncontrolled spending especially dn tioneconomei programs it would be extremely
dangerous

-agree with every word of that. But I want to ask you whether
yoftii k that the present Federal speriding is out of cont4l- ,'.
'Mr. ARMiTpoNo. I am sony, I didn't hear'it ' : ' * :
SThe C AIRMAN. I saty is Present spending by the 'edtrl Govern-

ment out of control in view of the fact that our debt has been increased
in 10 years by $40 billion, and the interest has been increased by three
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billion four So do we, by this statement, think our spending is 6ut
of control, our deficit spending or nt ot?

Mr. ARMSTRONo. Sir, I do not think itis out of control but I think
it is very much higher than it ought to be, and I am very concerned
that it could go out of control, very concerned, and 'I think--r

The CHAIRMAN. You are aware of the fact, no doubt, that we have
had 8 deficit years, 1961, 1962, 1963, and we have added $16 billion
to the debt. You are also aware of the fact that the administration
itself, the administration, Secretary Dillon, admits to 8 more deficit
vears. I think it will be longer than that, Economists have put the
balancing of the budget back to 1972.

It is my feeling that itis out of control, If we can't balance the
budget once in 6 years, that certainly indicates that it is not the
prudent spending that should accompany especially a tax cut, because
inevitably the tax cut will add to the deficit, certainly even if, fbu
accept the theory that it stimulates business and, therefore, would
be in the end a desirable thing to do. . ... ,.-.

So you don't think that the fact that we have added $40 billion to
the public debt in 10 years, when we were at peace, you think that
was not out of control unwise expenditures?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Sir, I do not believe it is out of control, but I think
it is very serious and if it accelerates I think it would be very danger-
ils.
The CHAIRMAN. What would be your limit to the deficit because

that is the way we measure spending that is not made up by taxes.
What would be your definition that a budget is out of control

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I think I would rather relate it to a percentage of
the gross national product.

The Federal spending is a-percentage of the GNP and I would have
to supply a figure. I have the' impression that'those who argue' in
favor-of increased Government spendirig find some comfort from this
relationship that even though in the dollar amount it is increased and
even though the debt has increased, the percentage of GNP has re-
mained about the same.

The thing I am afraid of is that it may go on up and then I think
that could be very dangerous.

The CHAIRMAN. I think your fear is justified in that respect.
Mr. ARMSTRONo. I would like to say, Senator Byrd, if I may just

add a:wOrd on this, maybe'it is dangerous to characterize one or an-
other of the national problems which this country has as the most im-
portanti Perhaps everybody thinks that the one they are interested in
is very important at the time. But I believe that this balance-of-pay-
ments problem is exceedingly important, and it will affect all of our
citizens. .

It is not just something that goes on in the financial capitals. If
the rest of the world should lose confidence in the fiscal integrity of
the United States, it would be a terrible tragedy. And from this point
of view,'I believe that the sound fiscal policy that is referred to in title
I of this bill, I believe it is important and I surely hope that the Presi-
dent's budget estimate and the Congress action on those appropriation
requests are in conformity with that policy.,

SThe CHAIRMAN. You say there if tax reductiqn proved to be a prel-
ide to outof-control spending, especially on noneconomic programs.
0 Whatdo you mean by noneconomic programs? .
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. Mr. ARMSTRONo. I had not run down through things that might or
might not be economic, but I think what I am trying to suggest there
is tlht some Government activities are more likely to lead to. the c~ia-
tion of real wealth, to the creation of things that are productive things
that are truly creative, and others are not, and I don't think: Ican pin-
point one or another program as being bad.. ; . .

I think that every program that comes before a congressional appro.
priation committee obviously wouldn't get through if there:weren't
somejustification for, it, but1 believe there are variations in this that
th Appropriations Coaimittees c.n sense as these appropriations
requests are made to them by the executive departments. " -.

The CHAIRMAN. You are aware of the fact that these programs.are
constantly increasing? ' . .

Mr..ARasTnoo. Yes, -  -
Thle CHAIRMAN. President Kennedy has made recommendations for

quite a number of new programs this year.
Thank you very much...
Senator Gore?
Senator GoRE. I gather from what you say that you are concerned

with the size of the deficit.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes.
Senator GORE. You say that in light of the fact that you are recom-

mending atax cut-
Mr. ARMsTrnoN. Yes.
Senator GoRE continuinge). Which would vastly increase that defl.

eit. You are nodding your head, but the stenographer can't put that in
the record.

Mr. ARMSTRoNo. I am sorry; yes.
Senator GoRE. Do you recognize the inconsistency therein ?
Mr. ARMsTRoNo. Certainly, but I think one has to go on, Senator

Gore, and visualize what the likelihood is of a recovery of revenues by
reason of the stimulation of the economy. Were it not for the expecta.
tion that the economy would be stimulated, that employment would be
increased that unemployment would be decreased, this would be un-
wise. I think this is perfectly clear from the official testimony that. has
been given. I think that the Secretary of the Treasury's initial state-
ment on this before this committee was just excellent. I amin full
accord with it.

Senator GORE. Well, he very cleverly supported a nostrum that may
or may not prove to be effective. , ,

In your testimony you marshal in support of your view the unem-
plovnient problem that we have ad idle capacity that we have.

You say:
The unemployment rate must be brought down below the unacceptably high

rates of recent years if America Is to achieve the productivity of which hbe is
capable.

I would agree with that, but what evidence do you have. that tle
enactment of the'penditig bill will end the tuielnnloyment that is at
such a disastrous rate in the Appalachian Mountain area

Mr. ARMTRONo. I can't speak, Senator Gore, to the specific of the
economy of the Appalachin Montains;area in terms of the concept,
I thi not familiar enough ith it.: I have seen statistics put out by the
people who talk about fuel, the' tse!6f fuel for the generation of el6c-
tricity, that lead me to believe thatinotwithstanding the use 6f nticlar
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energy and oil, that the usage of coal is going to be increased on out
to the year 2000. I believe that this is a coalmining area, but I can't
relate the Appalachian economy specifically to this, because I just
don't know enough abdti it. I beliee that em41onyent: i- the coal
industry has bee'enlhanced against a declining trend obause of the :
use of mechanization, wonderful equip nent that has been used.

I know this process is helping the transportation of coal by the rail.
roads which have been a sick industry. It seems. to me this is the
effect thit one nust look forb, but I can't relate t especially' for you.
I am not enough of a student of it. - . .-

Senator GoRE. You used the word "specific," and I think itis a well-
chosen word. You say you cannot relate this' tfx bill and the effect
of this tax bill to this specific problem.

Mr. ARMSTgRONo. To the Appalachian area, because I don't know
enough about the economy of the Appalachian area to discuss it in
specifics.

Senator GORE. Well, I hold in my hand an article from the Wash-
ington Post of October 27 which bears a headline: "Out in Taxes Held
No Help to Bulk of U.S. Unemployed."

Mr. ARMSTRONG. To what?
Senator GORE. B-u-l-k. Let me read you just one or two sentences:
Is the Nation's army of unemployed doomed to continued joblessness until.

their schooling and skills are increased?
Will a tax cut merely open up jobs for the well educated who are now in short

supply?
These questions have been raised with special force by Charles 0. Killings-

worth, a labor market specialist at Michigan State University., His thesis has
drawn so much attention in the administration that Chairman Walter Heller of
President Kennedy's Council of Economic Advisers has himself replied to it..

In brief, Killingsworth argues that automation and the growing outlays for
services like insurance or education have transformed the demand for labor.
These irreversible trends, he says, increae job openings for the skilled and
the schooled; 'ob opportunities for the uneducated and unskilled are shrinking.

A tax cut, Killingsworth contends, increases demand generally but doesn't
affect the quality of workers. The extra demand generated by a tax cut will be
spent primarily on the products and services that employ the skilled. So; the
professor concludes, the administration program will make only a small dent
in unemployment.

Even worse, some of the tax cut's force will be dissipated, he says. This is
because some of the demands it creates won't be satisfied due to a shortage of
skilled workers.

I will place the whole article in the record.
(The article referred to follows:)

[From the Washington Post, Oct. 27, 19631

CUT IN TAXES HELD NO HELP TO BULK OF U.S. UNEMPLOYED

(By Bernard D. Nossiter, staff reporter)

Is the Nation's army of unemployed doomed to continued joblessness until
their schooling and skills are increased?

Will a tax cut merely open up jobs for the well educated who are now in short
supply?

These questions have been raised with special force by Charles 0. Killings-
worth, a labor market specialist at Michigan State University. His thesis has
drawn so much attention in the administration that Chairman Walter Heller
of President Kennedy's Council of Economic Advisers has himself replied to it

SIn brief, Killlngsworth argues that automation and the growing outlays for
services like Insurance or education have transformed the demand for labor.
These irreversible trends, he says, increase job openings for the skilled and the
schooled; Job opportunities for the uneducated and unskilled are shrinking.
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A tax cut, Kllingsworth contends, increases demand generally but doesn't :

affect the quality of workers. The extra demand generated by a tax cut will
be spent primarily on the products and services that employ the skilled. So,
the professor concludes, the administration program will make only a small dent
in unemployment

Even worse, some of the tax cut's force will be dissipated, he says. This is
because some of the demand it creates won't be satisfied due to a shortage of
skilled workers,

For the administration, Heller readily agrees that the unskilled and unschooled
make up an outslzed portion of the jobless. But the key question, Heller says,is what has caused the increase in unemployment in recent years. And here
the statistical evidence indicates that unemployment is not rising more rapidly
at the bottom of theskill ladder.

Between 1957 and 1962, Heller observes the jobless rate for male college grad-
uates doubled; the rate for those with 8 or less years of school rose only byone-half or about the same as the rise in unemployment generally,

RATE WAS SAME

Moreover, take a look at 1954 and 1962, 2 years lu which unemployment tvas
the same 5.6 percent, Heller says. If the unskilled have been losing out, the
unemployment rate for the most skilled should have declined. But it didn't'
In both years, the jobless rate for the highly trained professional and technical
workers was the same, 1.7 percent.

On a homelier level, Heller might have pointed to Detroit. Uneinployment
in the Motor City's labor market was 4 whopping 11.1 percent in 1961; so far
this year, it has averaged only 5.4 percent. The digerence appears to be two
strong auto years In a row. In other words, increased demand--not a change
in the skills of Detroit's labor force--shrank the jobless rolls rapidly.

Yesterday, however, Killingsworth returned to the attack in a speech at Mich-
igan State. Heller's figures, he suggested, conceal more than they reveal. Be-
tween 1957 and 1962, the number of workers counted in the labor force with 8or less years of schooling fell sharply and their average age incieased; those
with college degrees rose rapidly and their average age decreased. It is logical,
Killingsworth argued, to expect that unemployment for a younger, growing sector
of the labor force would rise faster than the rate for an aging, shrinking group.As for Heller's professional and technical groups, nearly quarter have had no
college training at all. So, the average Jobless rate for this sector may have
held constant because the less educated found it harder to get jobs while thebetter educated found it easier.

INVISIBLE JOBLESS

Having disposed of Heller's statistics to his own satisfaction, Kllingsworth
came up with some of his own. He makes elaborate calculations for the "invisi-
ble unemployed." These are the workers who don't show up in the official sta-
tistics because they are neither at work or looking for work. However, if Jobswere open, they would be seeking employment.

Killingsworth estimates that there are nearly 1 million male workers in thisshadow class. He lumps them in with the officially counted unemployed to cal-culate the changes in real unemployment. And he compares the situation in 1950with 1962.
Here is what he finds:

Percentage change in real unemployment
(Rates, 1950-62, for males)

Years of school completed:
5 to ------- --- ----------------------------------
5 to 7......---- ---------------------------------------------- 47
8-------------------------------------------------------------- 53Sto..----------------- ------------------------- 2
12------ .. -- ------------------------------------- 2

16 or more------------- -------- 4813 to 15 --------------------------------------- -------- 2
16 or more----------------------- ---------------------
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As Killingswofth sees It during the il095I2 period; unemployment generally

rose fastest among the least educated and actually declined among tP blet,

educatOe. bill st he b
This puts. the baU back in eller's rt. Wiutht ie tak . st8eh

expected to stash t bac pomt
Senator GoE, So w you ,thatyou aie able to relatethi

bill specifically t ehig ato p eiploymentm AppalCh" ou
make a profound statement. .NeMither ca the administration, either

can the advocates of this bill, , And yoi can say the same thin about
structural unemploymep t genera .

How is this bil going to help the man inhis fifties who has lost outit to t relate i to iin. -T
because of automation ,,You. can't sp.Cifi y relate. to lim. I
know that eventually the advocates fall bacf pon ,aggregate. d .and,
but there again, the people who ar pe rsistlyant d chronicall? unm-
ployed may not be reached. Indeed, most experts with whprP . hve
talked and whose writings I have read say it will not reach them.

Yet, you and many others-please understand I am nof trymg;to be

unpleasant with you and I hope I never am with anyone bef0r this
committee-you and many others wrap around you the burden bf 'he

unemployed and give thatas a reason for passing this bill when the

experts say that this cannot be specifically related. Indeed, you used
that term yourself. ,

Now, if this does not reach the problem, the principal problem of
our society why do we take the risk with the economy ' Suppose that

you give this tax reduction and it doesn't solve the problem of the

unemployed. Suppose this rate which you say is unacceptably high
remains, will we, 2 years.lter he another tax cut?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Senator 6 ore, please let me be absolutely clear on
this record, and with you, sir I said X could not relate this tak ut to
the specific-specifically to the economy of the Appalachian region
because I am not an expert on that subject. I was quite surprised
that you said the administration couldn't, because i seems to me they
have economists and people who are studying this thing. Indeed,
there was something about an Appalachian authority or corporation
in the newspaper today.

Senator ORE. It had nothing to do with this tax cut.
Mr. ARMSTRNGo, But this isn't to say I can't relate by it, by the

mantle of aggregate demand or other accents on this, other emphasis
on this, a tax cut to the rate of employment and the rate of unemploy-
men in this country.

If the opinion which I have, and many people have, and which the
Secretary of the Treasury has testified to'before this coinmittee s--
if their opinion is, and our opinion, that unemployment will be af-
fected favorably and employment will be affected favorably by rea-
son of an increase in the amount of the earnings on capital, and labor
being available to the owners of capital and to the laboring people---
if we are wrong on that, we are wrong; but this is our opinion from
the point of view of aggregate demand, and we submit it to you for
your consideration.

Now, true it is that there has been a great change in the whole
industry, and I am trying to get back to that because that is what
Appilachian means to ie.

Senator GORE. It means more than coal.
/
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Mr. ARMSTRONG. And you mentioned about equipment, and I men-
tioned equipment; modernization. But think of what has happened
in other parts of the world where the coal industry has not been mod-
ernized, and the terrible depressions that have occurred--for exam-
ple, iq the coal industry in the United" ingdom-and I submit to
you sir, that it has been by' the modernization of the coal industry that
coal, as a fuel, has been able to be kept or a competitive basis with
other fuels, and has maintained its usage in the economy. This is
why I mentioned to you, from the point of view of energy studies, that
coal is going to have a great and very important future in this
country,

Senator GoRE. You said this was your opinion I
Mr. ARMSTRONo. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE, And it might be proven wrong
Mr. ARMmRONGo. Certainly.
Senator GoRE. Now, suppose it is proven wrong, or in error. Sup-

pose that the unemployment situation is not solved; suppose it does
remain at an unacceptably high level. Then, unless this tax cut is
reversed, we will have permanently hampered the Government in its
facility and flexibility in solving-or trying to solve-the problem, in
trying to achieve the goal of full employment by other means.

Would you advocate, if 2 years from now this level remained unaC-
ceptably high another $11 billion tax cut ?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Well, I can't answer that question until the time.
But, sir, I think, if I may say so, and I am referring to my own testi-
mony here, it is a very great mistake to analyze this problem only
from the standpoint of structural unemployment, and only from the
standpoint of the persons who do not have the skills. I mentioned
in there a million younger people coming into the labor force. Is it
to be that the Government is not to have a tax policy which stimulates
the industry, and which stimulates private industry, so that these
people in these tremendous numbers can find their way into the Ameri-
can stream of work?

It seems to me-I recognize the validity of everything you say about
structural unemployment, and it concerns me very much, but I think
there are very, very much greater problems here that the Congress is
faced with; and the thing that is involved here is the debilitating
effect of these tax rates today on American industry, and on American
business, because there is a drag-there is a drag on business, there is
a drag on people's interest and ability and willingness to work; and this
is the thing that these progressive rates have done to the country, and
this is the thing that makes it impossible to achieve high employment,
sir.

Senator GORE. Now, with respect to stimulating the economy, you
wouldn't contend that there is a shortage of investment capital now,
would you

Mr. ARMSTRONo. I would not call it a shortage of capital in the
United States, but I think there is a very great shortage of capital
worldwide. .

Senator GORE. We are speaking of the United States.
Mr. ARMsTRONG. We are ilot here in a vacuum. We are here related

to all the rest of the world. There is a very great and drhtic capitid
shortage worldwide, Senator Gore.
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SSenator GORE. Suffice it to say that Secretary Dillon, only a short
time ago, said that our tifies were characterized by an excess of sav-
ings. So there is .no shortage of capital, apparently. Corporate
profits are at an alltime high. The liquidity of corporations is at an
alltime high. I could cite other things.

Therefore, it would be rather difficult to convince me that the real
needs of our society are to further increase liquidity of corporations,
further increase savings, further increase cash flows, further increase
profits, and dividends.

This is not the element of our economy that is depressed. You and
I have not be6n talking about that element of the economy thht is
really depressed. ' 

The one-fourth of our society, of our people, who live either in ab-
ject poverty or on the fringes of poverty, the unemployed of whom
you speak so appealingly, the 7 million on relief, the people who lost
out on jobs through automation, because of age, because of lack of
skills, it is this segment of our society that needs stimulation. And,
if they could have a decent American standard of living, then the
demand would be so great that businessmen would invest to build fa-
cilities to supply the products which these people would buy at a profit.
Would you agree with that ?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I certainly do. I think when you are talking about
the need to increase the standard of living, Senator Gore, this is the
essense of the problem.

Senator GORE. All right. Now, you and I agree as to the segment of
our society that is in greater need of economic improvement and
greater need of stimulation. Now, let's look at our society as a whole,
and see where the needs of our society as a whole are. Would you say
we need more hotels or hospitals ?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. I can't answer that question. I believe that the
hotel industry is running at somewhat less than capacity. Private
hospital facilities are strained. I suspect that there are thousands
of beds in Government-owned hospitals that are not occupied.-

Senator GORE. Well, you have just made an interesting statement.
You said you couldn't answer the question but it seems to me you an-
swered it very well. You said that hotels were running at less than
capacity. Actually, one hotel after another is in the red, is that not
true?

Mr. ARMSTRONG. As an industry, I don't believe that is true, Senator
Gore, but I yield to you because you are the expert on this; I can't
answer your question.

Senator GORE. At least you say that hotels are operating at some-
thing less than capacity, and yet you say that all the private hospitals
are literally running over. I have seen patients out in the halls.

Mr. ARMSTROoN. Sure. i' - .,
Senator GotE. I will not belabor this point, but the needs of our so-

ciety,it seems to me, in the long run are such things as health, educa-
tion, employment, transportation facilities, urban renewal, rapid
transit; The needs of our society, the pent-up needs of our society,
are largely in the public sector: This may not be a popular thing
to say, but I think it is the truth. Why should we pass a bill to fur-
ther enrich the private sector of our economy, where the profits and
the dividends and the cash on hand are at an alltime high, and neglect
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the public sector of our economy where the reaj. needs of our society
and demands of our society rest unfulfilled ?

Research in cancer, health-
Mr. ARMsraoxo. Senator. I just hope you are not putting me in the

position of not favoring the development and expansion in these
sectors where you are saying there should be this great improvement,
and I agree with that. W hen the chairman asked me what did I
mean by uneconomic projects, I am a trustee of a hospital and I
know something about this from the point of view of the privately
endowed hospital that works in conjunction with universities, and
with public facilities in the city of New York, and I know the tre-
mendous need for research, and I would call research a very im-
portant economic program. I think the amounts of money that this
Congress appropriates to research are vitally important, but I don't
quite see how that affects this problem.

The question here, the question, I think, that is posed, is whether
.it is going to be more productive to the American people for the
people themselves and capital to have a greater reward from their
work and their investment of capital than they are now permitted
under present tax law, whether that is going to be more stimulating
to the economy, taken as a whole, than not permitting that, and having
the thinking through Government-directed programs. That is the
choice. And we, sir, I believe, just from what has been said here,
would be on opposite sides of it. I think there is a balance, and it is
for Congress to say what the balance is, you and your collective judg-
ment. It is not for us as private citizens to know the answer.
. But I believe, and I believe very strongly, that the people in your
State, and the people in your community taken in the aggregate will
be much better off. that employment will be higher and unemploy-
ment will be lower if the Congress passes this bill.'

Senator GORE. Well, first, let me say that I am not attempting to
put you in a disadvantageous position. You say that it is the respon-
sibiihty of those who occupy a position such as I occupy to reach
decisions on these things.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir.
SSenator GORE. It may be that I have overpressed my point of view

during the course of this hearing. Frankly, I am trying to reach the
hearts and the minds of men like the Senator from Illinois, the Senator
from Virginia, the Senator from Nevada, other Senators who listen
here and I am trying to reach American people, because this is an
unwise bill, in any view, which is proposed to us.

You might be interested to know that'Secretary Dillon told us
that this same--I wouldn't call it theory, I don't quite dignify it with
that term-the same idea was suggested and considered during the
administration of President Eisenhower. It was rejected.

I happen to have been the author of a bill to accelerate the con-
struction of our highways. I dare say you would not class that as
an uneconomic expenditure of money, because it facilitates the.com-
tnerce of the country. And President Eisenhower signed this bill
into law. This, along with many other things, provided then a stim-
ulus. and .this country came out of the recession.: But heie is proposed
not a temporary program, not a, program aimed specifically at the
people who are unemployed, but a permanent program based upon
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a theory which you say yourself may be proven wrong.- It.isa dan-
gerous course. You stated how dangerous it, would be if it -didn't
work. It might undermine the value of our currency.. Senator Byrd
reread your remarks. :

Mr. Chairman, I have trespassed too long. You have been a veiy
provocative witness and I hope a fruitful one.

Mr. AnRSTRONo. Thank you very much, Senator Gore;.
Senator BENNETT. Before the Senator closes will he give ne my

State back, please? [Laughter.]
Senator GORE. I would indeed.
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Senator Gore, I would just like to have just one

more, not the last, word but another thought about profitS beequse you
mentioned profits being at an all-time high,andI guess it'is true that
employment is very high, perhaps in actual niumbersit is just under
70 million people, this is wonderful, but-profits are running along
about, after taxes, corporate taxes, around $5 billion, and'between
$22 and $25 billion. Thiis is where they have been sitting for a long,
long time, 10 or 12 years during which time the gross national product
has gone from around 400, pretty close up to 600. We ought to pass,
if we are lucky, 600 billion on an annual GNP rate in the first quarter
of 1964 and hopefully we will. It ceitainly is not an inducement to
the American people to invest, to see profits, more than 50 percent of
them, drained away, and then themselves taxed at individual rates
on those profits. This is no inducement, and if production in our so-
ciety is primarily in the hands of enterprises that are owned by in-
vestors, I submit to you that these corporate and individual tax rates
are debilitating and depressing for the national economy, even though,
and despite them the economy has a fine record of achievement.

Senator GoRm. With respect to incentives,: with respect to stimulat-
ing the private sector or our economy, I recall to you that a large tax
reduction bill was passed in 1954.

Senator Bennett was kind enough to suggest, and I think he made
a valuable contribution, that that tax reduction amounted to approxi-
mately the same percentage of gross national product that an $11
billion tax cut now would. So this theory has had an opportunity to
operate.

You would think that after 10 years, 9 years, this would have bal-
anced the budget by now. It hasn't. But on top of that last year over
my opposition, and over the opposition of the chairman of the com-
mittee, the Congress enacted a tax bill providing vast incentives for
investment, the investment credit, and the Secretary of the Treasury
sitting where you are now sitting, told us that the investment credit
would be far more stimulative of investment than a general tax re-
duction would be. We passed that.

Then by administrative action there was a generous acceleration of
depeciation.

SWhen you' add these together, approximately $5 billion of tax re.
duction will have gone to the so-called investment sector of our econ.
omy. Now it is proposed to 'cut several billion more. You say this
propose'ctit may be proven wrong.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. No; I say this is moving in the right direction,
and should prove right and I thin k the actions that the Treasyry took
and that the Congress took last year are one of the reasons tiat the
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economy is doing as well now as it is. And, sir, you may recall that
the estimate of the future, expressed by the American people through
their action in, their attitude toward, the stock market, was very nega-
tive during the first half of 1962, and then these steps took place, and
I am perfectly sure, as an observer of the scene, Senator Gore, that
these two actions by Congress and the Treasury are one of the reasons
that this economy did not retrogress but moved forward in the last
year. I think they were very constructive.

Senator GORE. Well members of my staff have analyzed the state-
ments and programs of many corporations, and one after another they
are in a strong, fortuitous financial position, and have continued: with
their planned programs for investment. So I hope you will pardon
me if I look with some askance upon the advisability of further in-
creasing the availability of investment capital when it is so plentiful
and is so unused; when our problem is not lack of production facilities,
but idle production facilities; when the real needs of our society are for
the things of health, education, community facility improvement.

Please understand I don't like deficits any more than you do, but if I
must choose between a deficit to build highways, and income producing
and generating facilties, saving the lives of our people and facilitating
our commerce, on the one hand and a deficit merely to give tax reduc-
tion or, the other, I will choose the former. I am not sure

Mr. ARSTRONG. Sir, was that highway program not self-sustain-
ing?

Senator GORE. Just a moment.
Mr. ARMSTRONO. Sorry.
Senator GoRE. I am not sure that we are in an economic situation

where we must choose either in any large amout. And if I may go
just one step further, with appreciation for the attention of my distin-
guished colleagues, I cited to the Secretary of the Treasury the example
of my own State, to which you referred. It happens that a large num-
ber of the counties in my State were eligible for the area redevelopment
and accelerated public works program. I worked assiduously to ob-
tain approval of projects. We secured the approval of more than 100
and many are now underway, and I am advised by the employment
security officials in my State that unemployment is at the lowest rate
in several years. I believe it is3.8 percent.

Now, you would think from my description, I daresay, that vast
amounts of money are being expended in Tennessee. Well com-
pared with this tax bill, it is really peanuts. The total cost of these
projects is approximately $20 million, and yet we are talking here of $11
billion which you say cannot be specifically related to the problems of
the unemployed. So I think that we do need to have programs to
relieve the suffering of the unemployed, but fhey should be specific
programs which can be directed to the betterment of these people not
in the year 2000, but now. And I do not see that this general ta? cut,
and I have read you an article by an eminent labor market specialist
who says flatly that it will not reach this problem.

I appreciate ypur appearance. At least it has provoked, me to ex-
press my views and draw from you your own views. .Maybe this is
worth while, maybe it is a waste of time. / .

Thank you, Mr. Chairman..
Mr. ARMSTRoNo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator BENNETT. Mr. Chairman, may I raise a question or two? I
realize that it is 12:20, but so many questions have been raised by my
friend from Tennessee that I think one or two of them need to be
presented from the opposite point of view.

So, I would like to.suggest to you this basic question: Suppose we
decided to try to solve our basic problem of unemployment by a plan;
ned, determined policy of easy credit, and suppose we decided to make
Federal credit available to everybody at so cheap a rate that they
could be induced to go out and buy enough merchandise and services
to put these people back to work. I can visualize credit at less than 1
percent and pay it back after 40 years. Would that be in the long
run a sound solution for our current problem ?

Mr. ARMSiTONo. No, it certainly would not Senator Bennett.
Senator BENNETT. Wouldn't it in fact, it might, put people to work

this year, it might begin to put them to work very quickly, but in the
end what would happen to our-the value of our money

Mr. AnSTRONG. It would sink; it would become worthless; and I
suggest, sir, that the very first thing that would happen in such a
course of action, if it were pursued, is that there would be a terrible
flight from the dollar.

SSenator BENNETr. And our international problem would be great-
ly aggravated, almost come to a crisis in a very few weeks.

Mr. ARMSTRONS. Yes, sir, absolutely.
Senator BENNETr. I realize I am exaggerating this.
Let's look at the other thing. Supposing we go all the way on the

problem-
Senator GORE. Before you leave that, you say you realize you are

exaggerating. I am sure you realize, too, that you are suggesting a
possibility which I have never suggested and which I would not sup-
port.

Senator.BENNET. Well, I realize that you wouldn't go all this way.
You would go part way in this direction, but I can remember that
during the thirties savings banks couldn't pay any interest on divi-
dends because the going rate of Government bills was a quarter of 1
percent. That is about as far as you can go on credit. This was used
to finance the war effort.

Let's now talk about using it as a device in the private sector of
the economy to get people back to work. That is the point of view
from which I have asked it. Let's turn the page over and look at the
other alternative.

Suppose we decided that the way to solve this problem is the way
that my friend suggests, represented by building roads, let's have a
program of Federal expenditure which has no concern with the ques-
tion of deficits.

Let's use Federal money to put these 4 million people back to work
at any kind of project that is necessary. That could get people back
to work quick. What would happen to our economy in the end, if
that program were followed? Is that a sound long-range solution
of our problem I

Mr. ARMSTROGo. No, it is not, Senator Bennett, and when it was
tried in the past in the thirties it didn't work. It quite clearly didn't
work. And it just is not a way that is going to solve the problem
here, in my opinion.
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Senator BENNETr. I understand your testimony to mean that you
feel that the tax reduction route will help but these other two things
must not be allowed to get. out of control.

Mr. ARMSTRONo. Yes, sir, that is exactly right.
Senator BENNET. Because if they do get out of control, though

they might give us a short-term lift, a very real shot in the arm, in
the end they would destroy us?

Mr. ARnsTRONo. Yes, sir. I have a different feeling about the high-
way program that Senator Gore mentioned because if it is what I
think it is, it is self-financed by the use tax as it goes along. This, as
I understand it, does not contribute one way or another to the Federal
deficit.

Senator BENNETT. But one of these days, though, we are going to
come to the end of the highway program unless we build a new one.

Mr. ARMsTRONo. Yes.
Senator BENNTrr. And the men who are now working on highways

will have to find themselves another job. So, if you are going to go
the route of direct Government expenditure to create jobs, then you
have got to continually expand the Government expenditures because
today's jobs run out, and you have to have more jobs tomorrow. But
if you go the route of private investment, this route is self-generating.
The money you put there will generate more jobs for tomorrow.

Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, yes.
Senator BENNETT. Do you agree with that?
Mr. ARMSTRONG. Yes, sir, I certainly do.
Senator BENNETT. To my friend from Tennessee, I can't resist one

other comment. One of the reasons the hotels are in trouble, and I was
once a member of a managing group that ran a little country hotel,
is that there are too many motels, and the motels are being built at a
rate which I think is going to bring them in trouble before too long,
and yet the Federal Government, with the ARA program, has been
supplying Federal money to build more motels.

So, our friends who are in the hotel business are in trouble, in part,
because of this concept of Government spending in a competitive area.
I am sorry to keep this thing going.

Senator GORE. Will the Senator yield ?
Senator BENNETT. Yes.
Senator GORE. I think that the Senator and I would agree that what

we really need is a proper mix. He and I might disagree as to what
was sound or unsound.

Senator BENNETT. I think that is right.
Senator GORE. But what we really need is a proper mix of the

public and the private sectors of our economy. There are many
things which our people need which cannot be supplied or at least
our society has not found them supplied by private industry, such
as the reclamation and irrigation projects in the State so ably rep-
resented by the distinguished Senator, such as the TVA in my State
such as highways, such as urban redevelopment. We have not found
that private enterprise could solve these problems, and there are other
problems, other functions which private enterprise can do more effi-
ciently, and I think more properly. If I may trespass just 1 more
minute, I am firmly and deeply convinced that private enterprise is
the mainspring of our economy and must remain so, and I want to
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keep it s o., But I do not believe that we can neglect the presilhg
needs of our society, particularly those needs whichare nbt anawere
by private enterprise. Spwhat we'need is the propermix of moietat "
policy fiscal policy, and tax policy to promote an adequate rate of
growth and a solution of the hunan problems of our society, and the
economic, educational anrd health problems of our society.: i

Senator BENNET. The Senator from Utah would agree, but, Ithink
when the two of us sat down to select the ingredients that .nt
into the mix and the volume that went in we might find ourselves in
disagreement.. ! ,  "

Senator GORE Of course, neither of us would deal in'extremes.
Senator BENNETT. NO.
Senator GORE. You have promoted almost an agreement here.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Armstrong, you have made avery fiank and

able witness, and the Chair thanks you.
Mr. ARMS TRON. Thank you very much, Senator Byrd and gentle-

men.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Moses H. Wilbourri6 of

the Cole Supply Co.

STATEMENT OF MOSES H. WILBOURNE, PRESIDENT AND
TREASURER, COLE SUPPLY CO., TUSCALOOSA, ALA.

Mr. WILOURNE. Thank you, sir.
Chairman. Byrd and other members of the Senate Finance Com-

mittee, ladies, and gentlemen, I am Moses Wilbourne of Tuscaloosa,
Ala. I am presenting this in the interest of the small businessman
and the small corporation, with rather limited operations as to ter-
ritory and area--of which there are many-not the very small cor-
porations but those with possibilities of growth and development if
a more favorable tax picture in the lower bracket could be made
effective. If these corporations with possibilities of development
could do so, then in the final analysis, they could produce more revenue.

The effect of double taxation on us small operators is almost con-
fiscatory and leaves us very little with which to expand our operations,
where and when needed.

I would like to bring into this very vividly the case of the small
corporation. As you know, there is a tax differential on the first
$26,000, for all corporations. This is, and has been, extremely im-
portant to the small corporation, but inadequate in order to have
capital left over to meet changing conditions, the competitive situa-
tions and with the necessity of paying more on every level of operation,
and of having on hand larger inventories and considerably more in
accounts receivable.

When the next $25,000-$50,000 is taxed at 52 percent--it simply
doesn't leave enough for a small corporation to operate on without
borrowing for the purpose. The tax bite is too heavy-it will hardly
permit a small corporation to function.

The multimillion-dollar nationwide corporations, have enough
volume and have ben able to add enough to the price of their products
to have enough left. Reference: Steel companies in other days; But
the small corporation, in places of this size, on a limited volume,
simply has a terrific struggle to have capital left.
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The necessity of a new and improved tax law is so thoroughly, com-
pletely, and comprehensively covered by Rene A. -Wormser in the
March 18, 1968, :U.S. News & World Report until little further
suggestions are needed.

According to press reports Henry Ford and approximately 25 busi-
nessmen were to meet in Washington to consider setting up machinery
to suggest: "A more feasible and fair tax program to Congress."

They are the multimillion-dollar operators to whom this limited
differential makes little or no difference-but to the small corporation,
it is like dollars in the 1930's-big as cart wheels. Now, as then, the
differential applies to $25,000 as it did in the depth of the depression
and in the 1930's where the tax was much lower.

. Percent
1933-36 (flat rate on all earnings) -------------------------- 18%
1030, 1937, and 1938:

1st $000-------------------------------- 8
$2,000 to $15,000--------------------------------- ----- 11
$15,000 to $40,000 --------- ---------- -------------- 18
Over $40,000 ------------- ----------- ---------- 15

1939:
1st $5,000----------- --- --------- ------------ 12%

5, to $20000------------ -------------- 14
$2000 to2,0 --------- ------------------------------------ 16
Over 2 ,.000...------- ---------- ----------- ....... 19

And what you had left, you could do three to four times as much
with as you can today.

Paying personnel takes three to four times as much, and in many
instances-as much as 10 times-and more.

The $25,000 differential as it now applies, as contrasted with the
1930's, can almost be compared to the horse-and-buggy days as con-
trasted with today.

The $25,000 on which the differential applies today-the tax is much
more, and the small corporation can only do a third to a fourth or
possibly a fifth as much with the residue.

So, to we who struggle with the problem-the need is obvious and
the lack of consideration will be painful and pinching.

Others on the top echelon scale, I am sure, have and will present
programs; however, I am crying and pleading for the small corpora-
tion, of which I am a principal stockholder in one, president, and chief
executive officer.

Our paths have not been without problems that proper tax structure
would help a whole lot.

My proposal is: If the tax differential could be on the first $75,000-
$100,000, instead of the first. $25,000, then the small corporation would
have a chance to grow and be more of an asset to their community,
State, and Nation, and produce more revenue.

Senator Gore, even if it were $50,000, it would give us a chance be-
cause after operating a corporation, as president and treasurer for 28
years, and with the same corporation for 35 years, I still borrow
money, and I think the day is going to need to come when we are going
to be able to keep some.

Another point in this is liquidity in life and in death. Since I am
getting up to about 58, my point is should I die, and beiig a principal
stockholder, where will the money come from, and I would hate for
the business that I gave my life to to be absorbed by one of the giants,-
and the tax laws seem to favor that.
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Listening to you some yesterday, Senator Byrd, I am very much op-
posed to the present waste in Government.. I have followed it through
the years through the U.S. Chamber meetings and through the various
reports, and I am strongly in favor of a balanced budget and for a
reduction in the Federal debt. I hope, sir, you will all work to-
ward it.

The CIIAR MA. I am glad to hear that.
Mr. WILBOURNE. I think the Chair knows that.
The CHAIRMAN. Many witnesses have not mentioned balancing th'e

budget or paying off anything'on the debt,
AIr. WVLBmOTIvRNE. I have been waiting, sir, to see if something like

that would not happen for some 10 or 15 years, and I am still waiting,
and I hope to live to see the day when we have sound fiscal policy,';;

The plea I want to make is for tax relief and consideration for tihe
small businessman and-small corporation so that they can become.a
more healthy and effective part of the American economy, and so
that the future of American business can be on albroader basewhich
has for so many years of our history been the backbone and bulwark
of theAmerican system. , : '

I am vitally concerned with whether under the present laws the
small corporation can be liquid enough in life and in death. Will
there be enough net income after taxes to grow and expand We are
in an expanding economy--we have to grow or die.

Competent, professional advice has said that under the tax laws as
theynow exist, s-iall corporations will not have money-cash on hand
and in banks-until'5 years after the company stops growing. .

A higher basic differential of $75,000 to $100,000 should permit a
small corporation to make reasonable progress with cash left after
taxes. ' .

SA corporation needs to retain most of its money to grow on.
This is a twopronged dilemma': - -.!

(1) The need for money after taxes for the small corporation
to expand and grow.

,(2) Enough liquidity to retire sufficient stock to pay death
taxes when needed at the demise of one or more principal stock-
holders and for the corporation to subsequently be a continuing
entity and a vital, effective, competitive, growing organization,
and there be enough to do this without being seriously hurt from
an income tax standpoint.

The income and estate taxes taken as a whole make it difficult for
a small business worth $500,000 to $1 million to be kept in a family
after the death of the husband or father who is usually the one who
founded the business. Many people will not consider a business worth
61 million as a small business, but by one definition, a small business
is one with less than 500 employees. The small businesses that I
am particularly and specifically referring to are those with less than
100 employees--of which there are many-I am trying, also, to pre-
sent the idea that these small corporations will be better revenue
producers if permitted to grow.

Of major concern to majority stockholders in small corporations
is liquidity after death.

In many instances, the owners of the majority interest in a closely
held corporation are forced to be absorbed by an industry giant to be
able to pay taxes and still realize anything on their investment.
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Section 354 of the Interial Revenue Code considered with the defini-
tions under section 368 of the Internal Revenue Code allows large com.
panies to absorbsinaller companies without an immediate income tax
consequence. In' hundreds of. instances, owners of businesses worth
$% millio'ito millionn have chosen to be absorbed by industry giants
because of the reorganization provisions of section 368.

This trend is, in my opinion, economically unsbund. In fact, der-
tain divisions of the Department of Justice ar spending millions of
dollars fighting mergers which the tax laws seei to encourage.

The bill which has come from the House Ways and Means Com-
mittee proposes a maximum tax of 21 percent on capital gains where
the assets have been held more than 2 years. This seems tbbe a step
in the right direction, and it could perhaps be implemented by a non-
recognition of gain in certain' instances where the proceeds are re-
invested similar to those where there are involuntary conversions of
property or sale of the personal residence. This woil d seem to allow
the sale of the closely held business to other small businessmen rather
than to the larger corporations.

The corporation of which I have been president and treasurer for
28 years, and of which I have devoted 85 years of my life (40 years
of active business life is about the span of most of us), ha inventories,
accounts receivable, and equipment 8 to 10 times what they were in
1946, but still almost, no cash. In fact, the tax laws, as they affect
most small corporations, make it necessary to borrow almost con-
stantly in order to continue to operate. It is certainly "painfully ap-
parent" that corrective measures need to be taken-that is, proper
tax structure for the small and growing 'corporation.

Our Government has spent many millions of dollars with admin-
istrative agencies, such as the Small Business Administration. I
firmly believe that a policy of lower taxes for small corporations would
have made much of the lending work of the Small Business Admin-
istrat ion unnecessary. -

I have been quite active in charity work in Tuscaloosa. In the
interest of United Fund Organizations, many of whom are finding it
more and more difficult each year to raise their ever-increasing quotas,
and in the interests of those charitable and eleemosynary institutions
who are not participants in United Funds, I am making a final sug-
gestion and request that corporations be permitted to use 15 percent
of their first $50,000 of net income or 10 percent of their first $100,000
of net. income as a deductible item when so contributed.

I will use an example. Tuscaloosa's United Fund a few years ago
had a budget of $113,000. This year-it is $325,000. Herewith 5 per-
cent of a corporation which would have a '25,000 or $30,000 net in-
come. that is just hardly enough. This would help those types of
organizations.

You can certainly see from the contents of my letter how tremend-
ously important this is to us, and I feel very deeply and earnestly
that it is equally important to other small corporations struggling
for survival in our present, extremely competitive--but nevertheless,
wonderful American economy.

I feel that this letter outlines rather specifically my basic thinking
and reemphasizes in several places the tremendous Importance that
we place on these suggestions proposing improvements and hoped-for
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possibilities in our new:tax law which are so urgently, and in some
cases--almnost. desperately needed. :. , ::

With a sincereithank you for.your .patience, operation, and help-
fulnesp-,not only toward us, but for what.this will mean to so many
small corporations, I am, cordially and sincerelyyours. '

My three points, sir, hurriedly, are a higher basic differential so
that the small corporations across the country .cn grow; liquidity in
life and death for a corporation that a man has given his life to so
that he can go on to have enough left, and then asking. for this for
the United Fund and for the charities. .... .;

My study started with an article by Rene A. Wormser entitled "The
Need for. a New Tax Bill.". I thought it was.wonderful, sir, and I
would like to leave a couple of copies marked, as Isaw it, for tlie:ree-
ord if any of you people would have time to study it, ' , . ',

I have, three more props.: One is thenatme "I. Jones, proprietor,'?
the small businessman, the importance of the small businessman in the
economy of our country; .I hope lie can keep on staying in business.

Another one I have is, "He was everybody grown a lttletaller,' a
picture of Abe Lincoln. The small corporation needs to grow,.

Another, "He wrote a song for the home of the brave," the Star
Spangled Banner. I hope that the small people continue to operate
small corporations in thehome of the brave.

I thank you, gentlemen.
Thle CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much for your cooperation, sir.
The next witness is Mr. E.S. Hall, of Farmington, Conn.
Mr. Hall, I am sorry to say that we have a very limited amount of

time before we must adjourn to go to the Senate floor for a vote.
Mr. HALL. I know it.
The CHAIRMAN. It will be appreciated if you will condense your

statement, sir.

STATEMENT OF E. S. HALL, SECRETARY, FREEDOM, INC.,
FARMINGTON, CONN.

Mr. HALL. I think it. will be best to put my prepared statement in
the record complete as it is, and I shall use a few minutes in direct
testimony without reference to it.

Senator Gore, I have been very much interested in your comments
on unemployment. A tax cut or an income tax cut gives no buying
power to the unemployed. It merely transfers buying power from
Government, its biggest spender, to private spenders, some of whom
will not spend. Therefore, the immediate effect of it is to reduce
the economic growth.

Those who save, part of the buying power they get from a tax
cut, by investing their savings in the economy, will improve the
economy for a long-range effect, but the immediate effect of a tax cut
does not do any good.

There is one point about this whole matter of deficit spending that
I would like to say a word about. This is, perhaps, in reply to a book
called "A Primer on Government Spending," by Heilbroner and an-
other one. It reflects the attitude of the administration toward
Government spending.
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It is perfectly obvious to anybody that since the equation of ex-
change in economics states the number of units of money spent di-
vided by the number of units of commodities paid for is equal to the
average price of the commodities, from that equation it is perfectly
obvious that the Government's duty is to increase the money in the
system at the same rate that business increases the commodities to
maintain prices stable.

But our Government for a great many years has been, by deficit
spending, increasing the money in the system at a much faster rate
than business has been increasing the gross national product. That is
why it dosts us 25 cents to ridea bus today instead of a nickel. That
is why this slow inflationary process goes galloping on, and that is
the thing that has to be stopped.

We have to find some way to set this economy of ours straight. In
the course of these years that I have studied taxation I have come to
the conclusion that cutting tax rates and tax reform, in general is a
waste of time. The Internal Revenue Code has gone far eyond any
sane limit. It is a preposterous and subversive monstrosity, basically
unsound.
SIt is based directly on the progressive income tax, and the pro-

gressive income tax is not an American principle. It is not a matter
of the ability to pay. It was advocated by Karl Marx in the Com-
munist manifesto to abolish capitalism, the system that has built, the
United States, and set up socialism, a system that cannot even feed
the hungry in Russia, Red China, and Cuba.

Now, it seems to me we are not very smart in trying to operate
our economy by means of a tax system which was written to abolish it,
This does not seem to me to be good sense, and yet I understand per-
fectly well how we came to get. into this situation, because the dis-
tribution of personal income has never been just in our capitalist
system. Some people have not been getting all that was coming to
them, ind ft :neverocciurredk tiCongress to pass a law to provide
for the just distribution of incomes. '

Instead we have been wasting our time for years in passing laws
to redistribute incomes, and the most complex and voluminous of all
these laws is the Internal Revenue Code based on the progressive iii-
come tax.

The progressive income tax takes money from employers and gives
part of it back to the employees. Wouldn't it be better to provide
for the just distribution of profit in the first place?

The only way we can do that is what I have summarized on page
2 of my testimony. Now, this is a very profound document. It has
been developed over the years. It. was suggested originally by John
Coolidge who lived 7 years in the White House, and if we can have
6 minutes more, that is all it takes, I would like to read this thing
very carefully, with the understanding that you might possibly want
to sign it.

Mr. Chairman, shall 1 go ahead with it?
The CHAIRMAN. Will thht complete your statement.?
M r. HALL. That will complete my statement.
The CHAIRMAN. You may read it.
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DECLARATION OP ECONOMUIIO FREEDOM"'AND INDUSTI8'tAitE 'AO1" ;
r t I r

Mr. HALL(reading) : -
When' n the course of human events it becomes clear to honest people that

the Marxist revolution is mistaken, that it leads to tyranny and eertdom, 4 de-
cent respect to the opinions of mankind'requiree that they declare the facts
which impel them to finish the American revolution, the revolution that leads to
complete economic freedom, good will in industry, and peace of earth.;:: :.

We hold these truths to be self-evident: That all men are ereated',equal;
that they are endowed by their Creator with certain:lnalienable rights ;that
among these are life, liberty, arid economic freedom;' • * .

That economic freedom is essentially 'private ownership of..bdsiness; that
private ownership of business is'aduired by investing capital that money is
capital; that life is capital at least as precious as money; . i

That a business is a combination of property and persope .pf pertV alone
cannot operate; that they who Invet money own busine6A pro6petty, the oommo
capital measured by the amount of money invested; that tey; who investlife
(while selling their services for salaries or wages) own themselvs; the personnel,
the human'capital measured by the amount of:their year's pay ;' - ;t - .

That capitalism, the private-ownersbip-of-business system," grew :up from
feudalism with a mechanical defect; namely: the master-servant relattotlhip
in business; that, when employees are hired as servants or ndepeadent'contrac-
tors, their personal ownerships of themselves, the human part of the bi~sinels, ar
not recognized; they are not taken into the business as prtners,they are kept
out; that, having neither the incentives n6r the responsibilities of businele own.
ership, neither hope of profit nor'risk of loss, they tend t6 d6 little Ald demand
touch-shorter hours and higher wages; thatC ihbce wages are ba'rt of dost while
the price of the product must cover not only the cost but the profit, their wae*
never can be high enough to enable them to buy their fall shares 6t the podut-
the distribution of personal incomes has begin unjust; that, contquently, part
of the product remains unsold, Inventories pile up, business slows down, uelem
ployment rises-recession; and that, because wages alone are not enbigh to give
them economic justice, they are always demanding "social justle"';

That government, in response to their deniauids, either'steals business pkopetty
and kills capitalists, as fn Cuba, for example, or makes laws to redistribute In-
comes, as in the United States-minimum-wage, right-to-strike, aind other labor
laws which, by forcing employers to pay higher-than-free-narket wages, foster
unemployment and wage-price inflation- -laws' to 'sak" employers and 'progrea-
sive" taxes on profits and other incomew-aws to aid employees' benefits, wel-
fare, relief, medical care, social security, et cetera; government-ownershipof-
business system, the heavenly. system that. requires an iron-bambo9 curtain,
thousands of miles of barbed wite, and the' all across Berlin, to keep its ene-
flciaries from escaping.' ' i

Laws long established should not be changed for light and transient reasons;
but, when a long train of laws, leading invariably, to the same encd evinces a
design to abolish free-market capitalism, it Is our right, it is our duty, to provide
a law that will correct the defect in capitalism and distribute incomes Justly--
the Freedom Tax law, a law that will:

(1) Let employers hire employees as limited partners and withhold a flat
percentage tax on all profits, salaries, and wages, the rate adjusted currently
as provided hereinafter. .Pay the balance of profit (or the loss) in cash divi.
dends, or in business property ownership credited (or. charged if a loss) to the
partners, in amounts proportional to their respective amounts of money invested
and year's pay. Comparisons made from annual reports show that, in a profitable
business, whether you are a business-property owner or a personal owner, you
will get a take-home rlase. When employees are limited partners, they will work
loyally and efficiently. No featherbedding. No strikes. Industrial peace in
the United States. Minimum-wage and other labor laws will be obsolete, and
can be repealed. Dividends on the business-property ownership, acquired by
employees reinvesting part of their profit, will care for seniority and retirement
in the natural way, better than pensions, better than social security. Every man
a capitalist.

(2) Adjust the tax rate currently in response to price trends and issue re-
deemable currency in limited amounts corresponding to increases in the gross
national product, to balance the budget. gradually retire the debt, restore and
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maintain.the buying power oq the dollar, and reduce and stabilize prices In the
natural free-market manner. The just distribution of goods and services which
follows the just distribution of incomes will not be disturbed by the proportional
income tax, no matter how high the rate.

The high rate needed to balance a defense or a war budget will soak up the
"Inflationary gap" between personal incomes from all production and available
consumer goods.. As inflation subsides, imports will decrease and exports will
increase. Balance of payments will; improve. Loss of gold will be checked.
Steadily expanding economic growth will create now Jobs and reduce
unemployment.

(8) Let the needy change from miscellaneous relief to a system of direct aid
for food, clothing, and shelter, plus payment of all their medical bills, locally
administered by social workers and the clergy. ,No special taxes. No account-
ing overhead. Lowest cost to taxpayers. Medical care.for all the needy. Total
security.

(4) Pay Government. and other nonprofit employees an incentive from and
in proportion to the billions they save and return to the Treasury or other
source. Save enough to cut the budget of taxes $7 billion.

(5) Provide for the general use of farm-Income insurance, correlated each
year by Government, to guide production in the free market The high cost of
eating.will come down.

When employers recognize the personal ownerships of employees and thus
remove the.cause of the "class struggle," Communists and other Socialists will
be left without a mission, left with no "wage slaves" to "liberate." We can set
an example of strikeless prosperity In partnership capitalism, expose the folly
and immorality of socialism, show Marxists they are victims of the world's
worst fraud, and challenge them to abandon their mistaken attempt to socialize
the world and join us in the fight for complete economic freedom and industrial
peace. I -
We; the people of the freed nations, partners in production, our private own.

erships completely recognized and justly accounted for, can outproduce and out-
fight all the socialized serfs on earth. Partnership capitalism, not socialism, will
win the cold war. Partnership capitalism, not solalism, is the system of the
future, the shining hope of wise and honest people everywhere.

We, the subscribers, in view of the fact that socialism and communism are
two faces of the same international conspiracy to abolish capitalism, do solemnly
publish and declare our loyalty to partnership capitalism and to. the United
States of America. And for the support of this declaration, with a firm reliance
on the protection of divine providence, we mutually pledge to each other our
lives, our fortunes, and our sacred honor.

Mr. HALL. If we can do it, it will straighten out our economy, solve
the fiscal and tax problem, and win the cold war.

The CHAIRm AN. Mr. Hall, we will insert the rest of your statement'
in the record.

(The document referred to follows:)

STATEMENT nY E. S. HALL, SECRETARY, FREEDOM, INC., FARMINOTON, CONN., ON
THE BETr KIND OF A TAX CUT,

The Revenue Act of 1963 is a monument to the industry and experience of
Chairman Mills and the Ways and Means Committee and staff, based on the
Treasury's assumptions : (1) That the Internal Revene Code is basically sound;
(2) that it exerts a drag on our economy because the rates are too high; and (3)
that all we have to do to stimulate economic growth and balance the budget
(after a temporary rise in deficits) is to cut tax rates.

I agree taxes are too high, but believe the assumptions are false. It isn't
the high rates; it Is the progressive income tax that slows our economic growth.
The progressive income tax wastes our time, warps business decisions, eats'up
the capital needed for expansion, invites our best producers to slow down and
quit. Incentive in reverse: The more we make, the less of it we keep.

The heavy progressive or graduated income tax was advocated by Karl Marx
In the Communist Manifesto to abolish capitalism, the' natural free-market
private-ownership-of-business system that built the United States, and estab-
lish socialism, the price-controlled-and-supported government-owneiship-of-busl-
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ness system which has failed to feed the hungry in Soviet Russia, Bed China,
and Cuba.

In capitalism, however, the distribution of personal incomes has been unjust.
Instead of giving us a law that would distribute incomes justly, Congress has
been trying to correct the injustice by making many laws to redistribute incomes.
Of all these laws, the most complex and voluminous is our progressive income tax
law, the Internal Revenue Code.

The Internal Revenue Code of 1954 with amendments to date covers 1,280
pages. The Revenue Act of 1963 has 310 pages. One thousand five hundred and
ninety pages of tax law to do one simple thing which it almost never does; namely,
collect enough revenue to balance the budget I By failing to collect enough reve-
nue, it necessitates deficit spending which inflates money, causing prices and
imports to rise and exports to fall. Thus it causes the demand for protection,
damages our balance of payments, and reduces our gold reserves. The Internal
Revenue Code is a preposterous and subversive monstrosity, basically unsound.
We need the new tax law that could be developed from the freedom tax bill,
H.R. 737, a law that will collect the needed revenue, distribute personal incomes
Justly, and give every one of us a tax cut, a real take-home raise.

Now, as in 1776, it is time for a tax revolution. It is time for a declaration
far more basic than the opening declaration of the Revenue Act of 1963. It is
time for a declaration of independence from the half-baked ideas of Karl Marx.
It is time for the declaration of economic freedom and industrial peace.

The Declaration of 177T was the platform on which we won the war for in-
dependence; the names of those who signed it have had an honored place in our
history. Today's declaration is the platform on which we shall win the cold war;
the names of those who sign it will be honored by our posterity.

The CHAIRMA. The committee will recess until 10 o'clock Monday.
(Whereupon, at 1 p.m., the committee was recessed, to reconvene at

10 o'clock on Monday, November 4,1963.)
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MONDAY, NOVEMBER 4, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
COMnrrXEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D ..
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m., in room 9421 New

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman), presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd, Long of Louisiana, Smathers Anderson,

Douglas, Gore, Talmadge, Williams, Carlson, Curtis, Morton, and
Dirksen.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The witnesses today are MAr. Henry Ford II, and Mr. Stuart Saun-

ders. They represent the Business Committee for Tax Reduction in
1963.

Their prepared statement indicates that they wished to appear to-
gether, and the committee welcomes you as two of the very distin-
guished businessmen of this country. Both of these gentlemen are
well known. Mr. Ford, of course, needs no introduction. Mr.
Saunders is a distinguished citizen of the State of Virginia and is a
long-time friend of mine. He was a highly sucessful president of the
Norfolk & Western Railroad. He is now the chairman of the board of
the Pennsylvania Railroad.

Mfr. Saunders, I understand that you desire to make a presentation,
and you may go ahead.

STATEMENT OF STUART T. SAUNDERS AND KENRY FORD II,
COCHAIRMEN, THE BUSINESS COMMITTEE FOR TAX REDUCTION
IN 1963; ACCOMPANIED BY FRAZAR B. WILDE, VICE CHAIRMAN

Mr. SAUNDERS. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, first
of all, Senator Byrd, let me acknowledge those very kind words, and on
behalf of my associates we welcome this opportunity and are privileged
to be here today.

My name is Stuart T. Saunders. Sitting beside me is Mr. Henry
Ford II. We are cochairmen of the Business Committee for Tax Re-
duction in 1963. Also sitting with us on my left is Mr. Frazar Wilde,
vice chairman of our business committee, and also chairman of the
Connecticut General Life Insurance Co. of Hartford, Conn.

SWe are here to support the dual goals of this organization-prompt
across-the-board tax reduction for individuals and corporations, and
restraint in Federal spending.

These objectives were set forth in a statement of principles adopted
when the committee was formed last April. Briefly, we believe that
the present high level of Federal income tax rates inhibits incentives,
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discourages economic growth, and is partly responsible for a level
of unemployment which remains too high. We, therefore, recommend
a prompt tax cut of about $10 billion per year achieved through re-
duction of all individual rates and of the corporate tax rate.

We also believe that in order to obtain the benefits of tax reduction,
strict control of Federal expenditures and'appropriations by both the
executive and legislative branches of Government is essential. On
May 28, our executive committee called for a reduction in the 1964
budget and stated that it believes that there'is no situation foreseeable
which would necessarily require the 1965 and 1966 budgets to increase
over that proposed for 1964.

Business support for these goals has been growing at a gratifying
rate. Our original target was 300 members, but the committee now
has'a membership of 2,767, most of them heads of their businesses,
who share a common concern for the long-term growth of the private
economy.

They come from every State in the Union and represent every seg-
ment of the business community, from large manufacturing companies
and financial institutions to small retail establishments.

Perhaps no member of the business committee is satisfied with all
the details of all the specific provisions of H.R. 8363. Accordingly,
it would be inappropriate for us to comment on specific, technical
features of the bill.

However, our executive committee has concluded that this bill, on
balance, reasonably serves the broad objectives of our organization.
The executive committee has also approved this testimony, and has
asked us to express its appreciation for this opportunity to present its
views,

The members of the executive committee are-
Cochairmen:

Henry Ford II, chairman, Ford Motor Co.
Stuart T. Saunders, chairman the Pennsylvania Railroad Co.

Vice chairmen:
Sam M. Fleming, president, Third National Bank in Nash-

ville.
Frazer B. Wilde, chairman, Connecticut General Life Insur-

ance Co.
Frederick R. Kappel, chairman, Amnerican Telephone & Tele-

graph Co.
. S. Petersen, retired president, Standard Oil Co. of Cali-

fornia.
David Rockefeller, president, the Chase Manhattan Bank.
Gardiner Symonds, Tennessee Gas Transmission Co.
J. Harris Ward, chairman and president, Commonwealth Edi-

son Co.
Treasurer: Robert C. Baker, chairman and'president, American

Security & Trust Co., here in Washington.
Finance committee chairman: William C. Stolk, chairman, Ameri-

can Can Co.
Secretary: Claude E. Hobbs, Jr., director of Government relations,

Westinghouse Electric Corp.
We support the general principles of H.R. 8363 for one fundamental

reason, because we believe in a private enterprise economy. We be-
lieve that tax reduction will reduce the role of Government spending
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in our economy and expand the role of private consumption and
investment. And we believe that the'American people will benefit
from this shift.

There has been a great deal of debate over the effects of this bill
on the Federal budget. This debate has been extremely helpful in
arousing public concern over the rapid rise in Federal expenditures,
but we think that one basic point has often been ignored.

Whatever effect a tax cut may have on the budget for this year or
next, the basic fact is this: if the rate of taxation is reduced, then
ultimately the Federal Government must take, in taxes, a smaller
share of the national income and leave a larger share for State and
local governments and the private sector.

In connection with thislast statement, let me say we mean by this,
Mir. Chairman, that this bill will result in a relative decrease in the
share of national income absorbed by. Federal taxes, and a relative
increase in the share of other segments of the economy. The major
increase, of course, will be in the private sector. .

But, as the Treasury Department. has pointed out, passage of
this bill will also result in a very substantial increase in revenues
accruing to State and local governments even though there is no in-
crease in their tax rates. The reason, of course, is that it is hoped
and expected in fact, that this bill will stimulate a sharp increase
in the rate of economic growth, thus increasing the national income
and the tax base.

For decades, we have marched steadily toward bigger Govern-
ment and bigger Government spending. The Federal budget has
absorbed an increasing portion of our gross national product. This
bill, it seems to us, is a turning point. It expresses a growing national
consensus that Government is not the final answer to all our problems.

It expresses a growing public awareness that high taxes slow the
growth of income and employment by reducing incentives to work and
to risk savings in business ventures.

We recognize, of course, that many Government expenditures are
necessary or highly useful to our society, and we know that Federal
taxes and expenditures must and will continue at a relatively high
level. However, experience has demonstrated that the current level
of expenditures and tax rates is too high to permit satisfactory long-
term economic growth.

Our Federal tax structure, in its main substance and impact, was
conceived during World War II as an emergency step to raise urgently
needed revenue. It was designed deliberately to curb expansion of the
private economy and to finance expansion of Government activity.

The depressing effects of such tax rates were not felt during the war
because of the artificial expansionary pressures of the military effort.
These rates did not throttle the economy during the postwar decade
because of pent-up civilian demand, and because of the Korean war.

What has been demonstrated in the past 6 years is that private
demand and private investment cannot grow at a satisfactory rate
when high wartime tax rates are prolonged into more normal peace-
time conditions. During these 6 years, investment has been sub-
normal, and the unemployment rate has averaged 6 percent.

The first thrust of a tax cut would be to stimulate consumer spend-
ing and therefore production of consumer goods. In our opinion,
the stimulus a tax cut would giveto consumer spending, while bene-
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ficial, is important mainly in the short run. It will continue to have
an effect in the long run, but the principal long-term impact of a tax
cut on the growth of our economy will come from added investment in
up-to-date plant and equipment. It is widely recognized that the in-
adequate performance of our economy has its roots in the generally low
level of return on business investment since 1957 and the resulting low
level of capital spending.

Because there has been so much talk lately about record corporate
profits, we want to emphasize that corporate profits.after taxes have
gone down, whether measured as a percent of invested capital, of
sales, or of the corporate portion of GNP. As a percent of stockhold-
ers' equity, profits of manufacturing corporations are far below the
levels of 1955-57 and earlier postwar periods of prosperity. In fact,
aftertax profit as a percent of stockholders' equity for the period since
1957 is below the recession level of 1953-54.

The result is plain. From 1957 to 1962, GNP went up 16 percent in
constant dollars. But plant and equipment spending went down 1
percent. In the first half of this year, plant and equipment spend-
ing was only 8.8 percent of GNP-the lowest level in 17 years.

We have a chart here, to my right, showing the lag in business
investment since 1957 contrasted with the growth of consumer and
Government demands for goods and services.

The conclusion is obvious, we think. Something needs to be done
to stimulate more business investment. What that something is,
also seems obvious. Businessmen invest in plant and equipment
when they have the money to invest and the expectation of an adequate
return.

The proposed tax cut attacks these problems in the most direct way.
A cut in tax rates on corporate and individual incomes increases thie
attractiveness of investment in business ventures, especially the riskier
ventures that must find backing if we are to have high, natural growth
rates.

Present high tax rates load the scales heavily in favor of safe in-
vestments and against the risks of bringing out a new product or trying
to sell in a new market. Tax reduction will reduce this bias. It'wi
attract investment in new businesses and new ideas and thereby spark
a faster rate of economic growth.

The increased cash flow resulting from the proposed reduction in the
corporate income tax will also help many businesses, especially smaller
ones, to finance new investment..

By making investment more attractive, tax reduction will channel
more corporate and individual funds into investment. By increasing
the expected return on investments, it will induce businesses to make
investments that would otherwise not be made, and it will induce
American and foreign businessmen to make investments in this country
that might otherwise be made abroad. By increasing the expected
return on investments, it will draw more funds into business ventures
of all types.

The proposed tax cut will have still another effect on investment that
could turn out to be the most. important of all. As you know, invest-
ment decisions are strongly influenced by businessmen's views of the
long-term business outlook. One of the factors that influences their
judgment of the business future is their estimate of the Government's
attitude toward business in the months and years ahead.
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Most of the businessmen we have talked to regard the vote.ontlhe
tax-reduction bill as a test of Government. confidence in the private
enterprise system. If the basic principles bf the bill are enacted, they
will take it as a sign that our national policy is to try to achieve faster
growth through private enterprise. If tax reduction is not passed,
they will take it as a sign that our national policy is to achieve faster
growth through massive Federal spending. Business investment de-
cisions will certainly reflect, to some extent, this reading of the polit-
ical weather.

This, of course, is not sufficient reason for enacting a tax cut. But
we do want to suggest to those who may favor a tax cut for other
reasons, that this is an additional consideration of some iniportance.

We know that many people in Congress and elsewhere are fully
convinced of the benefits of a tax cut, but are nevertheless opposed to
cutting taxes now because of their concern over the Federal budget
deficit. As we have already made clear, the Business Committee for
Tax Reduction in 1963 shares this concern and strenuously opposes
increased deficits to finance increased Federal spending.

We would like to discuss some of the reasons why our committee
favors the tax reduction bill in spite of our concern, and in spite of
the fact, that a tax cut will add to the budget deficit in the short run.
And we want to tell you whly we believe that tax reduction offers the
best hope of controlling spending and balancing the budget in the
longer run.

Some of the opponents of this bill, and even some of its supporters
have tended to view tax reduction as just another way to give the
economy a new dose of deficit spending stimulation. We think this
conclusion is fundamentally in error; if it were valid, we could not
support this bill.

An increase in the budget deficit caused by a reduction in taxes is
very different from an increase caused by bigger spending It is
different because a policy of deficit spending stimulation adds tem-
porarily to aggregate demand but does not help to provide the added
incentives and investment we need for continuing economic growth.
The proposed tax cut, on the other hand, is not an artificial stimulant,
not a pep pill, but a step toward restoring the incentives that induce
natural and vigorous growth in the private economy.

A temporary increase in the deficit is not the purpose, but the price
of the tax bill. Our committee accepts this price because a tax cut
is so urgently needed to restore the vitality of private enterprise-be-
cause a tax cut is the single most important step that could be taken
at this time to stimulate the growth of taxable income-because the
growth of taxable income, combined with control of Federal expendi-
tures, will, in time, cance! out the loss of revenue resulting from a tax
cut and thus contribute, not only to balanced budgets, but also to
budget surpluses and a reduction in the national debt.

Perhaps, most important of all, in our thinking, is the conclusion
that a tax cut would exert strong pressure to achieve better control
of Government spending. In fact, the debate over the tax-reduction
bill has probably done more to arouse public and congressional sup-
port for expenditure control than anything else that has happened
in a long time.

As you know, it has been predicted that Congress will reduce regular
appropriation bills this year by about $5.4 billion. Moreover, a nuim-
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her of proposals for new programs costing additional billions have
not been passed. We are informed that, for the first time in many
years, Congress might appropriate less money in this fiscal year than
in the previous fiscal year. A good way to encourage strong spend-
ing discipline again next year and the year after is to pass the tax
bill.

The basic reason for concern over budget deficits is that they could
create strong inflationary pressures. At present, however, demand is
too low rather than too high. It is too low to take up the slack in the
economy and to provide enough jobs, and some sections of the country
are suffering from severe, chronic unemployment.

Inflation caused by excessive demand is not likely to occur in these
circumstances because supply can readily be expanded to keep pace
with demand up to the point where the economy is again operating at
reasonably full capacity.

We can have the benefit of more jobs and higher production, without
inflation, only if wage and fringe increases are kept within reasonable
bounds and businesses exercise strong control over all their costs.
We are, therefore, heartened to note that excessive wage and fringe
increases have become less common and that industry has a good over-
all record on cost control in recent years.

As far as the long-run outlook is concerned, a tax cut contains a
number of built-in mechanisms that counteract inflationary pressures.

In the first place, by increasing pressure for spending control, a
tax cut will hold Government spending below what it would otherwise
have been, and thereby partially offset the rise in demand resulting
from lower taxes.

Second, a tax cut helps to counteract inflationary pressures by
providing added incentives for investment in the new production
capacity which is necessary to keep supply in step with rising demand.

And, finally, a tax cut helps to reduce inflationary pressures by stim-
ulating capital expenditures to replace outmoded and inefficient plants
and equipment, thereby raising the efficiency and productivity of in-
dustry.

For these reasons, a rise in demand created by a tax cut is less likely
to lead to inflation than a rise in demand due to increased Government
spending.

In this connection, we wish to emphasize, again, as we did in our
statement of principles, the importance of financing the deficit in a
noninflationary manner.

These considerations, together with strong indications that Congress
and the administration will limit the rise in Federal spending, lead
us to conclude that we can have a tax cut without inflation. We don't
suppose it's a sure thing. There are some risks. But the odds seem
good enough, and the benefits of a tax cut are certainly high enough,
to iustify the risk.

In conclusion, we want to discuss, very briefly, why we believe it is
important to enact tax reduction this year. Certainly, the effective
date should be January 1,1964.

We know that the proposed tax cut is not a cure-all that will keep
us from ever having a recession again.

But we do believe that a tax cut will put new strength in the econ-
omy, strength that will help to prolong the upswings in the business
cycle and carry them to a higher level than has been reached for the last
O years.

* I
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The longer we wait before cutting taxes, the closer we come to the
next downturn. The sooner we act, the better our chance of prol6ng-
ing our present momentum. As Mr. Ford and I outlined in our letter
of October 14 to all Senators, we believe serious risks are involved in
not acting this year.

If we wait too long, we may well find ourselves back where we were
in 1958, and again in 1960-with business falling off, Government
receipts dropping, unemployment climbing, Government expenditures
rising, and the budget deficit going sky high. As you wellknow,
these are the circumstances that make for overwhelming pressure to
prime the pump with more and more Government spending. -

Today, we have even more to lose from this course of events than
we had in 1958 or 1960. Public opinion today seems ready to abandon
the effort to achieve prosperity through Government spending. There
is growing bipartisan support for curbing the growth of government
and giving the private economy a better chance to show what it can do.

If we miss the opportunity to take this step now, it may be a long
time before it comes again.

As we said earlier, this tax bill is not perfect. It is not a panacea.
But it is a big step in the right direction.

On behalf of the Business Committee for Tax Reduction in 1963,
we thank you, sirs, for the opportunity to testify in support of the
broad goals of H.R. 8363-tax reduction and restraint in Government
spending.

(The attachment referred to follows:)
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Saunders.
Mr. Saunders, you state:
As you know, It has been predicted that Congress will reduce regular appro-

priations bills this year by about $5.4 billion.
Who made that prediction I
Mr. SAUNDERS. Just recently Congressman Cannon, who is chair-

man of the Appropriations Committee made this statement in connec-
tion with the appropriation bill just a few days ago, and I think he is,
as you all know, a very well-known authority in this field. He said
this:

"The table discloses that the House has cut $4,731 million from the
budget request considered in the nine regular bills it has passed for
fiscal 1964. Characteristically, the Senate has been reversing some of
these cuts. But the early outlook for final congressional reductions on
the order of $5,400 million on regular bills for 1964 remains valid."

That was the statement he made lust a few days ago.
The CHAIRMAN. Are you speaking of the expenditure budget or

speaking of new obligational authority?
Mr. SAUNDERS. That was the obligational budget.
The CHAIRMAN. That is a very different thing from the expenditure

budget.
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is true, of course.
The CHAIRMAN. New obligational authority generally speaking,

is new appropriations. They may be actually spent over several years.
If they are cut now they may be supplemented later. The spending
will be out of both new appropriations and appropriations enacted in
prior years. As a matter of fact there were some $87 billion unex-
pended balances in previous appropriations before the first appropria-
tion bill was enacted this year. The President requested $108 billion
in new obligational authority this year. If these new requests were
granted, he would have $195 billion available for expenditure. It is
actual expenditures each year-not new obligational authority-as
compared with revenue which determines the deficit or surplus.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct.
The CHAIRMAN. What really counts is the expenditure budget.
Mr. SAUNDERS. However, the $87 billion, as I understand it, they are

authorizations, but do not necessarily obligate them to spend. The
President may or may not.

The CHAIRMANX. Well, this reference you made to reductions of $5.4
billion is not the spending budget.

Mr. SAUNDERS. No. But if, as I understand it, Senator Byrd, you
make reductions now of this amount, in due course of time it is bound
to have an effect on your spending budget. I mean you have got to
start at some point in time. We are suffering now from an excess of
expenditures that were authorized some years figo. If you will start
cutting down that would certainly benefit in tle long run.

The CHAIRMAN. An obligational authority can be canceled and put
back, or not canceled in the future.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct.
The CuAIRMAN. It is the expenditure budget which is immediately

important.

Ii~
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Mr. SAUNDERS. I agree with that, sir,
The CHAIRMAN. That determines the deficit.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I agree with that. But if you do not start cutting

at some time, and if you do not start' cutting in y our obligational
budget,you are never going to cut the other, in my igmeiit.

The CHAIRMAN. But you say for this year. Ithink, Mr. Saiiders,
with all respect to you, that could be a misleading statement. It
does not necessarily mean the reduction of the expenditure budget.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, I can accept your statement to this extent, that
certainly it does not mean a cut this year in the expenditure budget.
But it does seem to me that the point is perfectly valid that if you
do make these reductions this year we are going to benefit from it in
the long run and, necessarily so, and we welcome this reduction in
the oblgational budget. We think it is a very healthy step.

The CHAIRMAN. I want to differ with you on the "necessarily so"
because an obligation can be authorized or decreased this year and put
back the next year.

The expenditure budget is the one that counts. That determines
whether or not you have a deficit as between revenue and expendi-
tures.

Mr. SAUNDERS. But the salutary thing, Senator is you have taken
the first step, and if you didn't take that we would not be faced with
this good prospect.

The CHAIRMAN. Then you say that your executive committee called
for a reduction in the 1964 budget and, and I quote-
believes there Is no situation foreseeable which would necessarily require the
1965 and 1966 budgets to increase over that proposed for 1964.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is right.
The CHAIRMAN. Where did you get that information ?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, we get it on this basis, that looking at the

budget for the current year or fiscal 1964, and the level of spending
that has been taking place we see no reason why the administration
and Congress, acting together, if you are sincere in wanting to exer-
cise discipline in government spending, as to why these things cannot
be held down, and we think that a tax cut would be a very strong
lever in bringing that about.

The CHAIRMAN. IS that wishful thinking on your part or is it based
upon some information?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not know that you can base anything on these
other that what actually eventuates. It is not wishful thinking to this
extent. We are merely expressing an opinion as to what we think
Congress can do if it wants to do it.

The CHAIRMAN. Your organization has been working very closely
with the executive branch of the Government?

Mr. SAUNDERS. No, sir; that is not true.
The CHAIRMAN. Well, then, the President addressed you.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, he addressed us.
The CHAIRMAN. I just was wondering whether you had some in-

formation about these reductions.
Mr. SAUNDERS. As a matter of fact, I do not know whether they

agree with that statement at all.
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The CHAIRMAN. I recall the House made one reduction in a basic
bill and the President severely criticized it. That was a reduction in
foreign ai. Do you think that reduction ought to be put back or not ?

Mr. SAUNDERS, I do not think it would be appropriate,for me to
come here to undertake to tell you or the Senate what specific things
you ought to do. You are much closer to them than I am.

On.the other hand, as a citizen interested in good government, and
a. businessman who is very much opposed to, deficit spending, I am
convinced that if Coigress reall"s wants to reduce expenditures they
can do it, and we think that this bill will provide a greater incentive
and a better atmosphere to bring it about than anything that has
happened in a long time.

The CHAIRMAN . As a matter of fact, very few appropriation bills
have been enacted at this session.

Mr. SAUNDERS, There have been quite a few through the House.
The CHAIRMAN. I do not know anybody who can predict what is go-

ing to happen. I have been here 30 years, and I have not been able
to predict what the Congress.can do in the future.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I am only giving you what Congressman Cannon
said.

The CHAIRMAN. I am not trying to embarrass you at all.
Mr. SAUNDERS. You are not embarrassing me at all.
The CHAIRMAN. I just do not understand where you got the figures

you have given when most of the appropriation bills have not been
enacted.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Well there are a number of appropriation bills that
have passed through the House. The bills that have had House ac-
tion on them so far--you have got your supplemental agricultural bill,
the supplemental, public works acceleration bill where, you know,
there was a substantial cut of $900 million made. Then you have
got the 1964 appropriations for Interior, Treasury, Labor, Agricul-
ture, Legislative, State, Justice, Commerce, Judiciary, Defense, Dis-
trict of Columbia, and Independent Offices, with a total appropria-
tion of $80 billion involved, $80,558 million involved, with a reduction
of $4,734 million. They have all been acted on by the House, and
several have been acted on by the Senate.

Senator WILLTAMS. Which one did you say had a $900 million re-
duction

Mr. SAUNDERS. I thought it was the public works acceleration bill.
The CHAIRMAN. How many of those bills you have read off have

been passed by both branches of the Congress? All of these have been
passed on by both branches of the Congress?

Mr. SAUNDERS. All of these have been passed on by the House. The
'Senate, I think, has acted on four.

The CHAIRMAN. I would respectfully submit that. you cannot pre-
dict what is going to happen with appropriation bills when they
have not passed.

(The record on enactment of appropriation bills to date follows:)



Status of appropriation bills, lat sess., 88th Conw.

Received Conference report
Number Passed and ro- Reported Passed Sent to agreed to n- Date ap. Number

of bill Short title House erred in n Senate confer- __ proved of law
Senate Senate once

Senate House

1963 1963 1963 1963 1963 1963 1963 1963
HJ. Res. 284 Agriculture supplemental, 1963................................. Feb 27 Feb. 28 Feb. 28 Mar. 4 XXX XXX XXX Mar. 6 88-1
H.R. 5279 Interior. 196 ....-..- ...- ......--.......- ...... .......- Apr. 2 Apr. 3 May 22 May28 July 10 July 18 July 17 July 26 88-79
H.R. 5366 Treasury, Pot Offic, 194.........................--.......... Apr. 4 Apr. 8 May a May 8 May 15 June 4 June 4 June 13 88-3
H.R. 5517 Supplmental, 1963 ........... ........ -......- ...... Apr. 10 Apr. 11 Apr. 24 May 1 May 3 May 16 May 14 May 17 88-25.
H.R. 5888 Health. Education, and Welfare, 1964........................ Apr. 30 May 1 Aug. 1 Aug. 7 Sept. 23 Sept. 26 Sept. 26 Oct. 11 88-1
H.R. 6754 Agriculture, 1964....------....... --- ..---.. ........... June 6 June 10 Sept. 12 Sept. 30 -................................. ..........
H.R. 6868 Legislative, 1964.. .........-- -- ......... ............. June 11 June 13 June 25 June 26 .......... ........................ .....
H.R. 7063 State, Justice, Commerce, 1964-........-- ....... ....... June 18 June 19.................
HJ. Res. 08 Continuing, 64. -..........-- ..........- ...-........ June 25 June 25 June 25 June .25 X X X X X X X X X June 29 88-5
H.R. 7179 Defense, 1964...----...... ........... . ..........- June 26 June 27Sept. 17 Sept. 24 Sept. 26 Oct. 8 Oct. 8 Oct. 17 88-149
H.R. 7431 District of Columbia, 1964 ----------------------.. -----.. .--. July 11 July 15 --...-....... ........
HJ. Res. 667 Continuing, 1964..---------......----..-----------------------....................Aug 2 Ag.27g. 27 Aug. 2 X X X XXX X X X Aug.28 8-109
H.R. 8747 Independent Offices, 1964 ...................................... .. Oct. 10 Oct. 11........................................ ..... ........ .........
HJ. Res. 782 Continuing, 1964--...--.... ---------------------------- Oct. 28 Oct.28 XXX Oct. 28 XXX XXX XXX ----------.. ...

Source: Excerpt from Senate Calendar, Monday, Nov. 4, 1963.
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The CHAIRMAN. Let me call your attention to the recent increases in
expenditures. In 1961 expenditures totaled $81,500 million; in 1962
the expenditures were $87,800 million; in 1963 fiscal year, the expendi-
tures were $92,600 million.

You are basing your support of the tax cut, as I understand it, on
the theory that there will not be increases, that there will be a reduction
of $5.4 billion, and then there will be no increases in the years of 1965,
and 1966.

You stand for a balanced budget, do you not?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir; certainly.
Let me correct one statement you just made, Senator Byrd. We are

not basing or predicating it upon these figures being exact. We are
basing it upon the expectation that this will take place, and the hope.
But we think that this tax bill will enable Congress to go a long ways
to bring this about. We think it will be a powerful incentive to make
Congress more economy minded.

The CHAIRMAN. I would respectfully suggest that these figures you
are giving are too conjectural foi use in justifying a tax cut of $11
billion, you are talking about some appropriation reductions that have
not yet been enacted, and you are giving assurance that the future ap-
propriations for 1965, and 1966 will be reduced in proportion to re-
ductions this year which have not been determined. To the contrary
there has been a steady increase in the expenditures of the Federal
Government, as you well know.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not think anyone, Senator Byrd, can give you
any assurance or guarantee that Federal expenditures are going to be
held in line. We are expressing the hope and belief that they will be,
and we believe that this bill is the best way to effect that.

We do believe, as a matter of fact, that the history of the past 6 years
or the past 15 years, you can take it any way you want to, has demon-
strated if you continue to follow the policy you have been following
we are going to have exactly what you are talking about, increased
Government spending, larger deficits, and no balanced budget, and
the people of this country have come to the conclusion that the pro-
gram that you advocate will not work, and we think it is time to try
something else.

We think that-we are sick and tired of deficit spending, and the
program that you are advocating, the program that has been followed
by this committee or this Congress for so many years, has produced
nothing but deficits-11 out of 15 years we have had deficits. I think
it is high time we tried something else.

Senator DouoLAs. Mr. Chairman, I want to defend the chairman
from the criticism which the witness has just given. [Laughter.]

I do not believe that the chairman entertains those ideas at all. I
want the record to show that the attack by the witness upon the chair-
man is unjustified and untrue.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Senator Douglas, may I say this, I know no one who
can defend himself better than Senator Byrd, and I know of no one
who needs help more than I do. [Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. The Senator from Illinois seldom defends the
chairman. [Laughter.] But, we remain good friends and I thank
him.

1 do not want to take up too much time with questioning. I do
suggest. that these are conjecturals that you have made about having

REVENUE ACT OF 1963
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no increases in expenditures for the years 1965 and 1966, and also
about the present year, where some have not been finally enacted.
You must have seen the statement the President made about the House
daring to cut the basio foreign aid bill by $400 million. He said it
was fiscal irresponsibility, and severely condemned the legislative
branch of the Government for making this cut.

You, of course, know that the taxpayers in the $3,000 bracket only
get a $49 a year reduction ?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes; I have seen figures.
The CHAIRMAN. In the $5,000 they get $67 reduction. The $5,000

to $10,000 get $90 reduction; the $10,000 to $20,000 get $165; the
$20,000 to $50,000 get $560; the $50,000 and over get an average re-
duction of $2,194.

The average reduction for all taxpayers is$l 10.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes.
The CHAIRMAN. I respectfully differ with you when you think that

is going to be a great stimulant to business, and solve the unemploy-
ment problem.

It has been stated by the Secretary of the Treasury that this will
remedy our imbalance of payments to foreign countries and prevent
the gold from going out. You say it is going to bring prosperity,
handsome say it will do this, that and the other.

If we have reached the point in this country where all you have to
do is to reduce taxes and add to the public debt to solve our problems,
the solution would be very simple-

Mr. SAUNDERS. We have not said that, Senator Byrd. In fact, we
have said just the contrary.

The CHAIRMAN. Don't you think, as a businessman, when you make
an expenditure-this proposal is actually an expenditure, reduction
of the revenue, of $11 billion to be charged into the debt-tllllt you
ought to have performance as to the budget rather than a promise?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, any businessman who makes an investment
knows there is a great deal of risk in it. There are very few things
in this life that are certain that I know of, and certainly investment
is one of the most speculative things you have to make, and unless
you have a real incentive, unless there is an element which gives you
a chance to really get your money back at a decent rate of return, a
good rate of return,you are not going to make it.

We look upon this tax cut here as an investment in the future. We
are asking you to make an invesment of some $10 or $11 billion in the
future of this country, and we believe you are going to get a hand-
some return on it, and that is the basis on which we make business
investments. We think that is a good basis for the Government to
make an investment in the future of this country.

The CHAIRMAN. Now, the expenditures start with the budget pre-
sented by the President; do they not?

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. What great harm would be done, if this bill were

not enacted until after the budget is submitted in January, and we
find out whether there will be reductions in expenditures?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, I think that is a very plausible suggestion.
On the other hand, I think it is fraught with danger, and I think it

is unnecessary. In the first place, I do not believe that the budget,
24-532--6---pt. 3--19
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whatever budget the President sends up, should be controlling on
whether this tax cut should go forward or not. I, of course, am very
hopeful that the budget next year will be no higher than fiscal 1964.
But even if it is $1 billion or something higher, I think the Congress
of the United States has the responsibility to cut it back, and I would
hope you would do it, or even cut it more than that.
. Moreover, as you well know, after the first of the year you are

flooded with all sorts of messages and proposals. Congress tradi-
tionally never passes or passes few, if any, bills in the early part of
the year.

B1ing an election year, I do not know what might happen to this
tax bill; and you itre also going to get into a great debate, I am afraid,
over the question of retroactivity, when the effective date should be.
All in all we think this is a good bill. It is going to help our economy,
and if it is a good bill, why postpone the day Why don't we take
action now?

If it is bad it should be turned down. If it is good it should be
enacted. It should stand on its own merits.

The CHAIRMAN. You have no particular fear of increasing the
deficit ?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Of course I have a fear of increasing the deficit, and
the very reason I am here today is because I do not like what has been
happening for the past 15 years when we have had deficits 11 out of
the 15 years. I think there is something wrong with the course we
have been pursuing.

Tle CHAIRMAN. To your knowledge has any President recommended
to Congress a planned deficit based on tax reduction?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not call this a planned deficit. I call this an
investment in the future of this country, and I think it is a program
to do away with deficits.

The CHAIRMAN. You say you believe that the budgets are going to
be held down and not increased. How do you know that?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not know that. I am hopeful it will be. We
think this bill will be a strong incentive to hold them down.

The CIAIRMAN. You think to postpone this tax reduction until the
budget comes in would be inadvisable t

Mr. SAUNDERS. I think it is unwise; yes, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. It is only 60 days from now.
Mr. SAUNDERs. I think you run the risk, we run the risk, of getting

no tax bill whatever. Business people right now have to make deci-
sions for next year with reference to capital expenditures. If we do
not know whether there will be a tax bill or not--

The CHAIRMAN. Why do you say there will be no tax bill?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not know. I have no assurance.
The CHAIRMAN. The bill is carried over--
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is true.
The CHAIRMAN. Until next year, and many of those, and I am one

of them, want a tax reduction. I want it badly. I pay substanti:
taxes.

I sit here as chairman of the Finance Committee. I am on both
sides, and I want it. But I want it on a sound basis. I do not want
to add it to the public debt.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is where the question of-
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The CHAIRMAN. Why would 60 days make all this difference ..
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not see what can happen in. the;next 60 days

which would change this bill from a good bill into a bad bill or vice
versa.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Saunders, I-do not seem to-be able to make
myself clear to you. I say that the budget submitted by the President
is a first step toward expenditures, and that we have a right, the C -
gress has not only the right but the responsibility, before it en s
this tax bill, to know whether the expenditures are going to be recom-
mended at a higher, lower, or at the same rate by the President.

Mr. SAUNDERs. But, it seems to be, Senator Byrd, that regardless
of what the President recommends, which I now hope that he will
recommend a budget that is on the low side, but regardless of that,
Congress has a responsibility also to reduce expenditures and to hold
these in line, and if he does not do it, you all should do it for him.
You should not hold up this bill on the basis of wait and see what,
if anything, he is going to do.

Thle CHAIR AN. Of course, we have a joint responsibility. But
you have had enough contact with Government to know it is very
difficult to cut the budgets sent in by the Chief Executive because the
burden of proof then rests upon tlhe Congress. With the President
actively opposing reductions, as Mr. Kennedy is now doing in foreign
aid, it is difficult, if not impossible, to cut the budget.

I won't take any more time. Senator Smathers.
Senators SMATHIERS. Mr. Chairman, the only thing I would like

to say at this moment is that I wish to congratulate Ar. Saunders on
the statement which he has made. I find myself in almost total agree-
ment with it,

I would like to, at this point, waive my right to ask questions and
reserve it in case I want to ask some later.

Mr. SAUNDERS. May I say, Senator Williams, these other people are
hero to testify, too. Direct the questions to anybody you like.
[Laughter.]

The CHAIRMAN. I understood Mr. Saunders was going to do the
talkinie. I owe you an apology. You are a very distinguished
American, Mr. Ford. We would be delighted to hear from you.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Thank you, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Does Mr. Ford wish to make a statement first?
Mr. FORD. No. I do not have any statement to make, Senator

Williams.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Ford, do you desire to address the committee?

We should be pleased to have you.
Mr. Foar. Senator Byrd, Mr. Saunders read the statement on be-

half of the executive committee of the businessmen's committee.
The ('CrAIRMAm . We would be very happy, sir, to have you make

a statement.
Mr. Foni). Well, whatever I will make, I will make off the cuff,

Senator. I was just going to say there is just one point of clarifi-
cat ion I would like to make on expenditures.

From the very beginning the committee felt that it was very diffi-
cult for the committee itself to tie the control of Federal expenditures
with the need for a tax cut. We felt that the growth of the economy
of the United States had not been taking place at a quick enough
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rate, that there was substantial structural unemployment in this
country, and that even though the tax cut recommended would in-
crease the Federal deficit over a short period of years, this tax cut was
justified in order to contribute to a faster growth of the economy
and to help reduce the unemployment problem which presently exists
in the United States.

Now, I agree with what Mr. Saunders has said, sir and I know
it is your philosophy that Federal expenditures must be controlled.

On the other hand, I think that you would agree that it is very diffi-
cult for this businessman's committee to, in any way, have any effect
on the control of expenditures, either those submitted by the adminis-
trative branch of the Government or the discussions which would
take place in the Congress after they have been submitted by the ad-
ministrative branch.

So, therefore, we felt that we should disassociate ourselves in our
interest in seeing this general tax cut take place from specifics on
controls of expenditures.

We are not for high Federal expenditures. But we did not feel
that we could take a positive position in this area. Our job was
to do all we could to promote a tax cut, both corporate and for indi-
viduals in 1963.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, would you let me make an observa-
tion? These two gentlemen have now expressed sharp disagreement.
Maybe they should resolve their own difference before speaking in
a unified way for their organization.

Mr. FoRID. Ours is a very loose organization, Senator Gore.
Senator GoaR. It must be.
Mr. FORD. We not only speak as a part of this group but also--
Mr. SAUNDERS. In what respect, may I inquire ?
Senator GORE. It must be very loose because the chairman and vice

chairman have disagreed with each other.
Mr. SAUNDERS. We have not. Would you be specific, sir?
Senator GORE. I just asked the chairman to yield. I will be glad

to come back to this when it is my term to ask questions.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMrAN. I wanted to make it very clear to Mr. Ford that

the chairman has no idea of any plan to link together tax reduc-
tion and expenditures. But before he can vote for this bill the chair-
man thinks it would be proper to have some statement, as positive
as possible, that the executive branch of the Government intends to
hold down expenditures instead of urging upon the Congress the high-
est peacetime budget ever submitted.

Pardon me.
Mr. FORD. Senator, as Mr. Saunders has already testified to the

Finance Committee, our committee very strongly' feels that there
should be control of Federal expenditures, and I cannot disagree with
your statement, but I do feel that business generally in the United
States has felt that this tax bill would be effective on January 1,
1964, and I think that to some extent this has already been dis-
counted.

Certain businesses are looking forward to the reduction in corporate
tax in the hope that they can expend more funds for capital expendi-
tures, and I feel that although the economy is very strong at the
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moment, the psychological situation can change very quic ly, and I do
not know how many individuals in this country have looed forward
to personal tax cuts and planned their own personal budgets in the
hope that they would geta tax cut by January 1.

I can well understand your feeling that it would be best to see the
Federal budget for fiscal 1965 before voting on this tax cut. I think
that is a very realistic approach to the problem.

Frankly, I think the control of Federal expenditures, although it is
something we all want is going to be a hard goal to achieve, and I do
not know how you go about it, because I have not spent much tire here
in Washington, and I have never been in Government, but I know this
is a problem, and I would hope that some way could be accomplished,
but I do not know how.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, sir.
Senator Williams.
Senator WILLuIA S. Gentlemen t as I understand it, you look upon

this tax reduction as a long-awaited dividend to the American tax-
payers, who are, inl reality, the stockholders of America. Would that
)0e a fair definition of what you said

Mr. SAUNDERS. I think that is one way to put it, yes.
Senator WILLIAMS. That is the way I look at it.
Now, both of you are presidents of two of America's greatest cor-

porations. As presidents of those corporations would you recom-
mend a dividend to your stockholders if you had a deficit comparable
to what we have on the national level, and considering that in the past
30 years you had only lived within your income or produced a surplus
in 6 years? If your company had such a record as that would you
recommend this dividend to your stockholders?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, I think-if you want to call it a dividend, I do
not call it a dividend.

Senator WVirIArs. You just agreed with me that it is a dividend.
Mr. SAUNDERS. It is only matter of semantics. Actually I raid it

was an investment, and I regard it as such, and when you talk about
something being a dividend, you are talking about something that
belongs to the people in the first place. If you would pursue your
policy, you are entitled to all the money in this country, the Govern-
ment is, and whatever we give the taxpayers is a dividend--that is
not my philosophy of government.

Senator WILLAlms. Just get it straight, and don't refer to this as
my policy. This is your policy as well we are discussing. We both
agreed in the beginning-

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, but I think we used-
Senator WIrrIAMS (continuing). This could be termed a "dividend."

If you want to disassociate yourself from your earlier statement, all
right.

fr. SAUNDERS. What I am talking about is this, let me put it in
these words.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is what I want you to do, put it in your
own words, and not try to state my position. Just use your own
words.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Let me express my views then. A business corpora-
tion has a project before it. May6e it is losing money, maybe it has
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a substantial deficit, but here is an investment they can make costing,
say, $1 million. They get a 25-percent return on that investment.
That is good business, and business people do that day in and day out,
borrow money even when they are losing money to make more money
in the future, to get new markets, create more wealth, and that is exactly
what is being proposed in this tax bill.

Senator WILLIAMS. On that line of reasoning, why not increase this
tax reduction a little bit, and maybe we can make a payment on our
national debt?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Of course, you can make anything absurd, Senator.
You can say that 1 spoon of sugar is good, then 10 are even better.
But there has got to be some balance.

We think that this bill represents a constructive step. We do not
think it goes far enough, certainly riot. As a matter of fact, I think
our tax rates will still be too high even after the step that you are
taking here. But you cannot go all the way at one time. It has to
be done gradually.

Senator WILLIAs. As you have pointed out before, cutting the
expenditures is very hard to achieve. I have as yet to hear any wit-
ness before our committee, nor have I talked with any citizen back
home, who is not in full agreement that Government expenditures
should be reduced. We are all in agreement.

But when we start to reduce them we always find that each one ob-
jects to a reduction in his particular project.

Now, the House cut foreign aid, and you have just bragged about
the fact that the House made these reductions in their appropriations
bills. The President denounced that reduction and is asking the Sen-
ate to restore it.

Would you support the House reduction on foreign aid or do you
think the Senate, as the President said, should restore part of it?
Wo have to be specific if we are going to answer those questions. What
would be your personal position ?

Mr. S.AUND .ns. As I said, in response to a similar question from
Senator Byrd, I think it would be presumptuous on my part to come
before this group and to undertake to tell you what expenditures you
ought to cut or what ones you should not cut. I think that is primarily
your function.

We are certainly willing: to offer our views and to give vou the bene-
fit of them. Whether it should be foreign aid or whether it should
be AR A or whether it should be mass transit or what, that, it seems
to me, is for the Con qress to decide.

I have no hesitation in saying that the level of spending is far too
high. But as to what the specifics and what the merits or lack of
merits of any particular project may be I cannot say that to you. If
I did I would be saying it without adequate information. If I spent
my full time here I think I would )e in a position to offer a judgment
on it,but I am not in mv present position.

Senator WILLr.nrs. You have made some rather definite suggestions
here this morning so far, but our great difficulty has been that no one
will take the responsibility of saying "This particular project should
be out." Do you not. have an opinion on this point ?

Mr. SAvNDEIuS. I think that is the responsibility of Congress. if I
may say so, sir. It is the responsibility of the administration and the
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responsibility of the Congress. It is not fin responsibility as a citizen
to tell you what you ought to do in any particular field, ,

Senator WILLIAMS. Then you feel that you would be willing to
support any decision we make in connection with this tax bill because
it is our responsibility and not yours?

Mr. SAUNDERS. All we are asking you to do is to act. I think you
will reach the right decision. I have no doubt about it..

Senator WILLIAMS. Now, to be specific on this particular bill-one
section of this bill repeals the 4-percent dividend credit. As I under-
stand it, you support the bill with that provision in it?

Mr. SAUNDERS. As I stated earlier, Senator Williams, there are a
lot of features about that bill we do not like. Our committee, as such,
has taken no position on any of the particular items in the bill, and
we do not expect to.

Speaking individually, in my own position as an individual citizen,
I do not like the elimination of the 4-perceit credit. But I am so much
in favor of a tax cut, and I think that the benefits will be so great that
I am willing to accept things in this bill that will cost me' noney per-
sonally but which I think will benefit the country in the long run and
which, I think, are worthwhile.

Senator WILLIAMS. What I am trying to get clear. Would you
support the bill with the repeal of the dividend credit?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMjS. IS that your position, too, Mr. Ford ?
Mr. Fonm. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. The administration has suggested that either we

should delete from this bill that section which would reduce the capital
gains tax or we should include in the bill a new section which would
tax at capital gains rates all of the unrealized income upon the death
of the individual.

Do you embrace that adininistratiofi suggestion in that respect
Mr. SAUNDERS. No, sir. Again our committee, as I may say, has

taken no position on any of thee matters as such. We are taking
a position simply on the overall bill.

We think the bill, taken on balance, is a good bill. We do not
support the administration's view with reference to capital gains.

Senator WILLrAMS. If the administration's position were approved,
suppose we leave the capital gains provision in the bill and suppose
there was included in the bill also the additional section which would
tax at capital gains rates all unrealized income on the death of the
individual, would you still support the bill with that provision in itc?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Our committee, as I said, takes no position on that.
But, as an individual I would. Mr. Ford might not. We have made
it clear in our statement of principles that as to individual items that
each member of our committee has a right to have his own views.
There has to be no conformity of view at all.

Senator WILLIAMS. I appreciate that, and I am just asking about
yourself and your position.

Mr. Ford, would you state what your position would be, assuming
that the committee added to this bill a new section, which would tax
at capital gains rates all unrealized income at death.

Mfr. FonR. I am against the Treasury's proposal as an individual,
Senator. ,
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Senator WmLIAxM. I might say I do not agree with it either, I want
that clear, but the administration is making that recommendation.
But if the administration's approval and recommendation were
adopted in this bill, would you still support the bill with that provi-
sion in it?

Mr. FORD. That is a very difficult question for me to answer because
I do not know that I am qualified to answer it.

I think you have got to take into consideration lots of different
topics that I do not know that I am qualified to take into considera-
tion. I have not personally gone through all of the aspects of the
House-passed bill. There may be others m there that I would object
to strenuously, as well, and I have not looked at. My position as a
member of this committee or as an individual, is not that am I for
the bill with or without particular amendments which have been made
by the House.

So I have not considered the bill on that basis. My support of the
bill, as I have already stated, Senator, is based on the consideration
that I think will increase the economic growth in this country at a
faster rate, and also help to reduce unemployment, and it is an invest-
ment in the future for this country.

I have not considered whether I would be for the bill, frankly, with
or without this amendment or other amendments as suggested by
the House.

Senator WnIAMS. Well, you do embrace the bill as it was passed
by the House?

Mr. FORD. In general, yes, sir. I would accept the whole bill as
passed by the House.

Senator WILLIAMS. You would have to be familiar with it to do
that. I am sure you have not endorsed it without knowing what is
in it.

Mr. FoRD. No, sir; I do not know the details that are in the bill.
I have not read the bill.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Let me say this, Senator. Our position is simply
this: We are familiar, without going into the details of individual
proposals, we are satisfied that overall, and considering everything
that is in the bill, this is a good bill on balance, and we are in favor
of it.

Senator WILLIAMS. Well, I happen to be one who thinks this new
proposal of the Treasury's to put a tax of capital gains rate on all
unrealized income at death is a rather far-fetched and dangerous sug-
gestion; but it has been made, and I was trying to get your opinion.

If the administration is successful in persuading this committee or
the Congress to include that provision and that is the one change for
which they are asking, would you still support the bill

Now, Mr. Saunders has said that he woujd, and I would like to
know what your position would be because some of us are going to
be confronted with that choice. I do not agree with it, but other
members of the committee may-

Mr. FoRD. I do not agree with the proposal of the Treasury either,
sir. - -

Senator WI~rAMs. Would you still say it would be a good bill,
worthy of passing, even though it embraced that suggestion ? Or do
you think that would be the turning point that would lose your
support?
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Mr. FopD. I think you have got to look at the bill as it comes down
to the final drafting, and see what other things are put in or taken out,
and I do not know how the bill is going to end up, sir, in your com-
mittee, and I think it would be rather impossible for me to make such
a decision.

Senator WLLIAMS. It would for me. But I am making the assump-
tion that no other change is made in the bill, only the addition of the
Treasury!s recommendation to tax at capital gains rate unrealized in-
come at death; just assume all other factors n the bill were left the
same.

Mr. Fop. Well, I do not know what study would show about how
this affects people, so I am just not qualified to answer that question,
Senator.

Senator Wu.ILAs. One other question. After this bill has been
disposed 9 f, prior to next June we are going to be confronted with
the problem of extending certain excise taxes.

Many of these excise taxes were also Korean war taxes.
Would you say 'hat the enactment of this bill would lay aside any

possible consideration of eliminating these excise taxes and that they
would haye to be extended, or do you think they, too should be
dropped next July.

Mr. SANDERS. I think that matter should be carefully considered
by the Congress and, of course, will be.

However, I do not think, by and large, what action you take here
in any way forecloses your decision of what action you may decide to
take later on with regard to other taxes.

Certainly there are many features of this-this will not end all
need for consideration of our tax structure--there are many things
by way of reform and things of that sort that Congress will want to
consider.

But our position is that the great benefits that will come from this
bill should not be delayed for the long period of time that considera-
tion of these matters will entail.

Senator WummIAs. I was not suggesting that the bill be delayed
for consideration of that proposal, but quite a few people are asking
us while wq are considering reducing many of the wartime taxes why
we don't recognize these excise taxes for what they are, wartime taxes,
and repeal those also. Of course, you run into several billion dollars
additional. \

Mr. SAUNADBR. Basically, my feeling is we have too much reliance
on the income tax as a source for operating our Government, and I
think the great feature, the salutary feature, of this bill which is
fundamental, 1 that it is a step away from heavy reliance on income
tax. We have got to come to other types of taxes, a broader tax base,
and this is a healthy step in moving away from that principle.

Senator WILLIAMS. I will not delay the committee because there are
others who wish to ask questions. I will ask you just this question:
Are you satisfied with the stock option provision of the bill as passed
by the House?

Mr. SAUNDERS. No, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. But you embrace the bill with it?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
Senator WILLIAMS. Is that your position, too, Mr. Ford
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Mr. FORD. I would think there might be a couple of areas, Senator,
that your Finance Committee might consider. First, the capital gains
section, where you now have three types of capital gains, as I under-
stand it.

You have the present capital-gains situation after holding for 6
months, in which you pay 25 percent. You have the new proposal in
the House bill in which you are going to pay 21 percent after holding
for 2 years, and in the stock option provisions of the bill there is a
third proposal for capital gains which is the 21-percent rate after a
3-year holding period after exercise.

This is again not a subject that the Business Committee has dis-
cussed in any way or has taken a position on. This is a personal feel-
ing, and I happen to have testified on this section before the House
Ways and Means Committee. My personal feeling is that simplifica-
tionl of this capital-gains section, as it is proposed in the stock-option
revisions, might be considered by your committee.

I would think, possibly, that this 3-year holding period might be
reduced to 2, as for other properties held by individuals which are not
parts of a stock-option plan.

There is another section in the stock-option proposals made by the
House that I would also think might be considered by your commit-
tee, and that is that they have proposed that options must be exer-
cised in sequence, and that you must take up the first option completely,
100 percent, before it is possible for you to take up a second option
which may have been granted to the same individual, even though, in
accordance wit t the plan a part of the second option might be exer-
cisable before this individual, in accordance with the plan, might have
the right to exercise, completely, his first option.

I do not have a suggestion at the moment as to how this might be
corrected. I think that there are several ways in which it can be done,
and, if you would like, we can get together with some other companies
which are interested in this area and make you a written proposal on
this. We have not talked outside Ford Motor Co. on this at all, and
because it might be beneficial to Ford, and it might be not beneficial
to a lot of other people, I would hesitate to make a proposal as to how
to correct it, but I think this sequential proposal which has now been
presented by the House that a man must take up his first option be-
fore he can start to take up the second one, even though he might be
able to, in accordance with the plan, take up a part of the second op-
tion, I think this creates a hardship on the individual. One never
knows what the price of the option may be, and I think it is not a very
fair proposal.

Senator WILLIAMS. Of course, we appreciate your suggestions and
they will be taken into consideration.

But I get back to my original question. In the event that the com-
mittee fails to make any changes in that section, and leaves it as it is,
would you still not change your endorsement of the bill

Mr. FORD. Change my what, sir I
Senator WIr4A s. Your endorsement of the bill. You would still

endorse the bill, even though there were no changes made in this par-
ticular provision ?

Mr. FORD. I always have hopes, Senator, that some of these things
may get corrected.
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Senator WnumaAM. I appreciate that.
Mr. FORD. My hope may be unfounded.
On the other hand I would, as an individual now, because we have

not discussed these changes in our committee, we have only discussed
the general tax reductions-I think I would; yes, sir.

Senator WILLIAMS. I just noticed that you say that plant and equip-
ment spending went down 1 percent after 1957. Is it not true that, m
1957, Congress repealed the so-called 6-year amortization which would
mean, more or less, a cutoff. Do you think that that change in the tax
structure may have accounted for some of the reduction m the subse-
quent years?

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is possible.
Senator WILLIAs. Would you agree with that point?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I really do not know, but I think that is probably

right.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Anderson?
Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Saunders, you were questioned quite a bit

about your statement about a prediction of $5.4 billion. As a matter
of fact, in your text, you do not say anything about the expenditure
budget, do you? As I read what you say, you say it has been predicted
that Congress will reduce regular appropriation bills, this year, by
about $5.4 billion.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. You quoted Clarence Cannon to that effect, did

you not?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Therefore, there was such a prediction made,

wasn't there
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is my understanding.
Senator ANDERSON. Yes, I think so, too.
In recent years, the Federal budget has persistently shown deficits,

has it not?
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct.
Senator ANDERSON. Secretary Dillon has indicated the basic rea-

son for this condition has been the failure of the economy to produce
sufficient revenues, because, under our present tax system, it has not
operated at a rate at which it is capable to produce sufficient revenues.
Do you agree with that?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, I do. And, as I said earlier, Senator, we think
that this bill marks a turning point in our economic history. It is a
shift away from reliance upon Government spending as a factor in
our economy, and to a greater emphasis upon private enterprise. We
think this is a breath of fresh air.

Senator ANDERSON. Is the tax cut, proposed in H.R. 8363, a necessary
condition, along with expenditure restraint, to lead us out of per-
sistent deficits and to a balanced budget?

Mr. SAUNDERS. We feel very definitely so. This, of course, is a mat-
ter of judgment, and-your very distinguished chairman disagrees with
my philosophy, my oint of view.

Senator ANDERSO . But you are the witness.
Mr. SAUNDERS. respectfully suggest to the committee that the

policy which we ha been following for these many years, since World
War II, a tax struck ure that was built out of two things: the depres-

/
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sions of the thirties and the war years, World War II, which has not
been basically changed except for minor changes in 1954, that this type
of taxation or this tax structure is holding back the growth of the
country;

Unless some change is made, we are going to have these persistent
defloits, and we are never going to correct the situation with which
we are faced now. It is a matter of choice of approach, and we re-
spectfully suggest to you that the Congress should give this a fair
trial.

Senator AmNDsom. Under this tax cut, with its emphasis on in-
creased demand and investment incentive, would you expect the econ-
omy eventually to move upward so that the revenues under the tax sys-
tem at a higher level of economic activity will exceed our present
revenues?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Very definitely so. We believe if you make a re-
duction of the magnitude of $10 to $11 billion now, with the multiply-
ing effect of $30 to $40 billion of new money in our economy, plus
restraint, rigid restraint, on the Federal expenditures, that the in-
evitable result is bound to be that you are going to have more money
available in our economy, less unemployment, a higher rate of growth,
more money available for tax purposes, and that the result is going to
be not only, we hope, a balanced budget, but surpluses and something
to pay on the national debt.

Senator ANDERSON. If that is so then you would agree that we would
have a better chance of balancing our budget under this tax bill, with
moderate rates of tax, than under the present system of rates?

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is the burden of what we are saying today.
There is no assurance that anything is going to work, and nobody can
tell this committee it can be done, but we think it is an experiment
worth trying, and we think it is an investment. Of course, there is
some risk involved, but we think this is an investment having every
prospect of showing a handsome return, and we hope very much that
the Congress will see fit to make it.

Mr. WILDE. May I interject to say--
Mr. SAUNDmEs. Mr. Wilde.
Senator ANDERSON. I beg your pardon.
Mr. WmDE. I wanted to add, Senator, that the only concrete experi-

ence that the cotintry had, which was the period after the First World
War when we tried this device of cutting taxes, it worked very well,
so we have specific evidence of it. Cutting taxes stimulates the econ-
omy, produces more revenue in a very relatively short time, and it did
then.

Senator ANDERSON. I do feel, however, you are in a somewhat dif-
ferent period so far as deficits are concerned.

Mr. WILDE. This is probably true. But fundamental things exist
in economics, and there are some fundamentals that tend to repeat
themselves.

Mr. SAUNDERSj England has gone through this experience, too, with
a reduction in taxes, and has stimulated its economy very substantially,
reduced tleir employment rate to around 2 percent..

Senator ANDERSON. Do you believe the real problem in reducing tax
rates when the budget is in deficit is the problem of inflation?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I did not get that question.
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Senator ANDERSOw. Do you think that the only real problem in re-
ducing tax rates when the budget is in deficit is the possibility of
inflation U

Mr. SAUNDEiS. That is one of the problems. But we do nd think
that there is any real risk of inflation involved in this tax cut If we
did we would have a very different view about it.

With the tremendous amount of surplus capacity that you have in
this country, the high rate of unemployment; until this gap is closed
substantially, I do not think there is any great riskof inflation.

Senator ANDERSON. This program has been called a planned deficit.
Do you regard this bill as deliberately creating a deficit or do you re-
gard the consequent deficit under this bill as a transitional deficit
which would disappear when we achieve a balanced budget?

MAr. SAUNDERS. I think I said, and I reemphasize, that, of course,
this isgoing to produce a short-run deficit, there is no way to escape
that. But we think that this bill will substantially increase the gross
national product of this country; that it will make nuch more money
available for governmental purposes, and that if you have control of
expenditures, you are not going to have-we will get out of this
deficit spending much quicker; and we are hopeful-I do not think
it is wishful thinking, we are hopeful-that within a reasonable period
of time we can get back into surpluses or balanced budgets.

Senator ANDERSON. Your committee on tax reduction sent out Re-
port No. 18, dated October 11, 1963, which, I thought, was very good
reading. I am not going to cite all of the comments you made, but
you tried to illustrate why you thought it was important that the tax
bill be enacted this year, and I want to ask you whether you still
think these reasons are valid. One of them was that "the delay and
doubts created by failure to enact the bill this year could entail serious
economic risks." "As businessmen," the report said:
we are convinced that prospects for continuing and increasing the recent pace
of economic growth will be greatly strengthened by enactment of the tax bill
now.

Do you still believe that
Mr. SAUNDERS. Very definitely.
Senator ANDERSON. The report said:
There are indications that the economy is now approaching a critical junc-

lure-at the very time the Senate is determining whether or not to enact a tax
reduction bill this year. Experience since 1957 shows that the present high
tax rates, business investment and private spending are not vigorous enough
to sustain prolonged economic upswings that would bring the economy up to a
satisfactory level of operations.

Do you still believe that ?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Of course, at the present time the boom seems to be

pretty strong. But I think we have got to look at this very carefully.
We are now in the 33d month of this so-called period of good times.
Capital investment, as I mentioned in my statement, is at the present
time at the lowest point it has been in 17 years, relatively. All of
these factors suggest that while I do not think that you are going to
have any recession in the near future, and I do not profess to be an
economist or anything of that sort or forecaster, I do notbelieve there
is anything like that in the immediate offing.

On the other hand, I think there has been considerable anticipation
of the benefits of this tax measure, and that if there is no tax bill
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or if it is delayed unduly, that you may see some downturn or dampen-
ing because of the failure of things to materialize which people have
been expecting generally.

Senator ANDERSON. In the other points, the report said:
One factor in the economy deserves special mention. We are approaching the

end-of-the-year period when many business firms must make final decisions on
their capital spending programs for 1964.

That is still a valid point, is it not
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir; very definitely.

-Senator ANDERSON. Then you quote from the expressions in the
October letter of the First National City Bank of New York stating
that:

You continue:
Nation's Business observed that "failure by Congress to pass sound tax legis-

lation could easily lead to a moderate decline ,n business activity early in 1964."
In a poll of the National Association of Business 'Economists, the average

forecast among all respondents indicated that tax reduction alone would make a
$12 billion difference in the annual gross national product rate by the fourth
quarter of 1964.

Were those important statements, in your view
Mr. SAUNDERS. Very definitely, and I think that this should be

taken into account in that regard. I am confident in saying this to
this committee: Business support for this measure, tax reduction, and
tax reduction in 1963 is widespread in this country. Businessmen that
I see every day, and Mr. Ford and our committee of some 2,700, feel
very strongly that this tax reduction bill is vital to our economy, and
it ought to be acted upon now.

I think the Congress-of course, you have your own sources of com-
munication and information-but the businessmen of this country,
among them there is a widespread consensus. You see it in the U.S.
Chamber of Commerce. There has been-a complete reversal almost of
their thinking in this field, and the education that has taken place in
businessmen's thinking in this field has been much greater than I
think a lot of people realize.

Senator ANDERSON. I just want to say that I have been home for a
week, and that is always helpful. I found that tax reduction was
probably more in the minds of business people than any one subject,
and they seem to be in favor of it.

Mr. Ford, may I just ask you two or three short questions? In the
speech that you made some time ago-I don't suppose you people
think we ever read these, but we do-on July 8, 1963, at the Arkansas
State Chamber of Commerce, you said:

Despite our high tax rates we are still unable to balance the budget. To some
extent we are unable to do so because high tax rates discourage the extra work
and the new investment necessary to achieve more rapid expansion of taxable
income.

Do you still subscribe to that?
Mr. FORD. Ye* sir. I think, Senator Anderson, that one of the

things thaj thistx bill will achieve is more investment in risk enter-
prises and the development of products that do not already exist
which, I think, will expand the economy.

Senator ANDERsON. I am not a witness, but the building and loan
associations, savings and loan associations, are just. growing tremen-
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dously fast, because they can get a safe 4.6, 4.8, or 4.5 return, and they
have lost the desire to go out and risk their dollars in competitive
business which is necessary to keep this economy going.

In that same speech you said:
The best hope of balancing the Federal budget, it seems to me, is a combination

of two policies:
A tax cut to stimulate the growth of taxable income, and a strenuous effort

to control the rise in expenditures.

Do you still subscribe to that? I take it you do from what you said
a moment ago.

Mr. FORD. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. And then the last one I read to you is your

statement that:
We will have so little time after a tax cut'to get the budget back in balance

before inflation threatens again. At any event, the risk of continuing to allow
taxes to act as a drag on the performance of the whole economy is a far greater
risk than inflation today. There is no safe, riskless way out of the corner we
are in, but I believe that a prompt substantial general tax cut offers us by a
great margin the best odds we can get

Do you still subscribe to that statement ?
Mr. FORD. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Saunders, as one member of this committee

who thinks taxes are too high, both corporate and personal, I certainly
concur in many of the statements you make.

One thing that concerns me as a member of this committee is what
assurance have we that this tax reduction would reduce unemployment
in this country? That really concerns me. How are we going to get
back into the pockets of what I would say are really serious unem-
ployment situations?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, I think that's one thing which Mr. Ford has
just alluded to, if you increase the incentive, particularly for risk
capital, you are going to find a lot of new products produced; you
are going to find a lot of new markets.

Another thing, in order to keep our manufacturers' products com-
petitive in foreign markets, and also in markets here with products
from abroad, if we do not keep our tax rates in line with what they
are in the rest of the world, and on top of that with a much higher labor
structure, labor rates per day, than most other countries have. unless
we give business in this country a reasonable break on their taxes, pro-
viding more incentive, we are never going to correct this problem.

On the other hand, if we do, I think we are making a direct attack
on this problem of unemployment.

Another factor you have got to consider is that all sorts of induce-
ments are being offered. For instance, Canada now is offering to
American manufacturers who produce products in Canada, giving
them a special refund in taxes if they will export, produce a certain
amount of goods.

American industry cannot compete in these markets unless we get a
better bieak, both in our tax rates and in our depreciation rates than
we have been getting up to this time.

But if we do, I think you will see substantial progress made in re-
ducing unemployment.
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Senator CARLSON. This committee, in the last session of Congress I
trust did assist some in the investment credit, and the accelerated de-
preciation, which should have been helpful.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct. It was very helpful, but not
enough, but a step in the right direction, a very helpful step.

Senator CARLSON. I assume it is your chart that I have been study-
ing?

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct.
Senator CARLSON. Based on the 5-year period, 1957-62, I notice that

the consumer expenditures were up 17.1 percent.
Now, did your committee make any projection as to how that might

look in 1963-68 or a 5-year period
Mr. SAUNDERS. NO, sir.
Senator CAuLsoN. You do not know how much you can expect tax

reduction to increase consumer expenditures?
SMr. WILDE. May I butt in on that Senator history shows that

the consumer will spend between 92 and 94 cents of every dollar he gets,
and in the paper this morning it showed that the expenditures of con-
sumers had gone up $4 billion in the last period there. If there is any-
thing guaranteed in economics, that phenomenon is guaranteed.

Senator CARLSON. In other words, assuming that we do, and I am
certain there will be some increase in the consumer expenditures,
there is no question but that because it is a natural tendency-I have
noticed that many of our commodities are increpring in price, and that
could have some tendency toward inflation. That would also enter into
this, would it not?

Mr. SAUNDERS. There has not been any very substantial increase
in prices recently, sir.

Senator CARLSON. Of course, some of the items that are used in in-
dustry and some of the consumer items, I notice, are gradually climb-
ing. We will not get into that discussion, but I think you will agree
with me there have been increases.

Mr. SAUNDERS. There have been increases, but relatively small com-
pared with what we have seen in years past, and also relatively small
in view of wage increases.

Senator CARLSON. Of course, inflation starts on a rather small basis
at a time, does it not?

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct.
Senator CARLSON. I notice that in plant and equipment, that was

down 1.2 percent.
Is it not true that during this period preceding this period there was

an overexpansion of industry, and this was a kind of leveling out
process, and that right at the present time there is a considerable
increase in the expenditure for plant and equipment?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Pardon me, sir.
The facts will bear this statement out, sif. In 1955 we had $37

billion of capital expenditures, that is for plant and equipment, non-
residential construction; 1958, $41 billion; 1960, $47 billion; 1961, $45
billion. In 196lit runs at the rate of $50 billion.

But odi'a percentage basis it is pretty constant. It runs from 8.8
up to 9.5 percent of gross national product. There may have been
some overproduction or overspending in the period that you are talk-
ing about, but I do not think it was significant enough to account for
the 8.8 or low point we have reached now.
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Senator CARiSON. Is it not a fact that for 1963, and based on state-
ments I have read, and I have no figures before me, that the expendi-
tures for plant and equipment should be much higher in 1963 and
1964- I mean business is planning it that way, is it not?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I think that is true, sir; and I think your investment
credit and new depreciation guidelines will be helpful. It has not
shown it yet, but it will.

Senator CARLSON. The third point there, Federal purchases of goods
and services, is up 13.4 percent, and if we vote to keep it down, and
fail to vote substantial sums for that, wouldn't that be decreased?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes.
Senator CARLSON. That item would go down. I am speaking of the

gross national product. That is the basis of the tax bill.
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is right.
Senator CARLSON. Then you have the State and local government

purchases of goods and services, which went up 28 percent during the
5-year period. Isn't it reasonable to assume that practically every
State, municipal, and local government is going to increase its taxes
from now on out for a period of time I

Mr. SAUNDERS. No, sir; I do not. If you continue your high, or
if the economy continues on its present level or plateau, or if we have
a downturn, I think your State government expenditures ar going
to continue to go up. But if you pass this tax bill and even if they
maintain their present rates of State and local taxation, do not in-
crease them, you are going to find there is substantially more money
available for the States for State and local purposes than there is now.

For instance, a study made by the Treasury Department shows
that in the State of Virginia you will have $40 million more available
to your State and local governments on the present tax levels, assum-
ing that you have a growth in your economy, which we think this
tax bill will produce.

So you are going to have a great deal more money available to the
State and local governments if this tax bill is passed even ht their
present rates, and there is going to be less need for increasing State
and local taxes. But I do not say there is not going to be some in-
crease, but the reason will be less.

Senator CARLSON. Having served as a Governor of a State I can
appreciate some of the pressures you get, and I can speak for the
State of Kansas which is confronted, I know, with the next budget
of the legislature in January which must, I think have some increase
in taxes. Of course, this tax bill, even if it were adopted by January 1,
would not have the effect of getting business and industry increased.

Mr. SAONDERS. That is correct.
Senator CARLON.. I think that is true of most States. My thought

was that if you are going to reduce Federal taxes and increase State
taxes, how much is it going to help the economy ?

Mr. SAUND"S. It would not help it a great deal if that is what
happens. But I do not think that is what is going to happen, or at
least I hope not. We e ae hopeful all of this will not be consumed
by any means by increased State and local taxes.

What I am trying to say is that you are going to increase the gross
national product; you are going to make more money available to
the States at their present rates, and the occasion for the increased
State and local taxes is going to be far less.

24-532-63.-pt. 3-20
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Senator CARLSON. I can asssure you, Mr. Saunders, as one member
of this committee, we will work out something that will do all of the
things you have said. We will have to work it out. I appreciate
your suggestions.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I appreciate that statement, Senator. But, of
course, we have no assurance either. We think it is an experiment
well worth trying.

Senator CARLSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CIAIRMAN. Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUrLAS. Mr. Saunders, if you had your way would you

cut Federal expenditures by the amount of the tax reduction?
Mr. SAUNDERS. No, sir. If I had my way I would have to know

a lot more about it than I klow now to say what I would do.
Senator DOUGLAS. I mean, you have been making an argument that

you favor this bill because you think the tax cut would put increased
pressure to reduce expenditures.

What I am trying to get at is this: is it your purpose to prevent the
annual deficit from increasing ? If you cut expenditures by the amount
that you reduce taxes, you do not increase the deficit. If you do not
do so, you increase the deficit. What I wanted to get at was your
position in this matter.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Senator Douglas, what I tried to say was this: I
have not suggested, although I would hope it might be possible, to
make a reduction in Government expenditures. I have not suggested
that the Government expenses be reduced, or at least by any certain
amount.

What we have been suggesting is rigid control of expenditures. In
other words, I think if you can hold the line on Government expendi-
tures, and if you can increase your economy substantially, that this
matter of deficits will take care of itself. In other words, it does not
necessarily call for a reduction.

Senator DouoLAs. You see, when the tax bill was originally pro-
posed, the argument of the administration, with which I happen per-
sonally to agree, was that this would result in an increase in the total
money demand for goods; that this would result in people being put
back to work who, with more money in their pockets would buy more
and put still others to work, and there would be a multiplied effect.
But this was really based on the assumption of a Federal deficit. We
might just as well face that fact.

Now, I thought I detected signs of this argument in Mr. Ford's
statement. But in your statement I thought you were arguing that
we should have a cut in expenditures equal to or closely equal to,
a reduction in taxes, and I must say that some of the recent statements
of the Secretary of the Treasury have been to this effect, although he
started out on the other foot.

This is a very important question, and I wondered if what you were
going to say is that you do not favor a reduction in expenditures equal
to the reduction in taxes or that you do.

Mr. SAUNDER84X have said that we-I have not suggested any re-
duction. I-would hope that you could have one, but I have said and,
as I say in my statement, we would hope that the budget for 1965
and 1966 fiscal years would be at the same level relatively as 1964.

Senator DouoLAs. Then you say the pressure should not be increased.
If taxes are reduced, then this means an increased deficit.
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Mr. SAUNDERB. NO, sir; it does not.
Senator DOUGLAs. Well, immediately.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, perhaps immediately; yes.
Senator DOUoLAs. Immediately.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes; for the short run.
Senator DOUoLAs. How do you think it would not lead to an ulti-

mate deficit?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I think that you are going to stimulate your eco-

nomy by some $30 to $40 billion a year.
Senator DOUGLAS. May I stop you right there '
Mr. SAUNDERS. Certainly.
Senator DOUGLAS. Then you believe in the so-called multiplier ?.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Certainly I do.
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, now, I thought your paper was an argu-

ment, an eloquent argument, against all this, and now you turn out to
be one who believes in governmental deficits as a means of stimulating
total demand, putting people back to work who, with more money in
their pockets, will buy more and, Mr. Saunders, this happens to be
something I believe in, too, and I want to congratulate you. But your
original testimony was in precisely the opposite direction.
[Laughter.]

Mr. SAUNDERS. Let me make myself clear. [Laughter.]
I said that this is an investment that we are advocating here. You

called it a deficit, a shortrun deficit.
Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. SAUNDERS. You can call it that if you want to. That is what it

is.
But, on the other hand, it is an investment, and you can term

that any way you like, but that means that you are going to produce
a bigger economy, we hope, and more wealth.

Senator DOUGLAS. I find my thoughts moving right along with
yours, and I had some economists connected with the Joint Economic
Committee who estimated there was a combined multiplier and acceler-
ator effect of approximately four. A tax cut of $10 billion would
ultimately stimulate the economy by amout $40 billion; that this would
reemploy some two to two and a'quarter million people. With the
Federal Government getting back about one-fifth of the increase in the
total gross national product, this would increase by $8 billion, at lower
rates, and then the Federal loss would only be $2 billion from a $10 bil-
lion cut, after time had worked these things out. And there would be,
as you have properly said, an increase from State and local revenue.
Those figures you quoted from Virginia were figures I happened to
work out, too, may I say.

But don't you think that this argument is inconsistent with the argu-
ment that is now being advanced, "Well, we should cut taxes, it is true,
but cut Federal expenditures by the same amount."

Mr. SAUNDFRS. We have not made any such suggestion as that.
Senator DOUGLAs. I know, but that is being made.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I am sure it has been made.
Senator DOUGLAS. Then you repudiate that argument ?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not repudiate anything. [Laughter.]
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, you either must be for it or against it.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Let me say what I am for. I say I am for rigid

/
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control of Federal expenditures. I am in fivor of a balanced budget.
I am in favor of rigid control of expenditures. I am in favor of this
tax bill because we think it will promote the-

Senator DOUGLAS. You mean ultimately.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir; not too ultimately, we think-
Senator DOUGLAS. But in the short run, of course, there will be a

deficit. You are willing to endure the short-run deficit because you
think in the long run it will result in an increased gross national prod-
uct, and in increased revenues.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not think anybody can say, can give you an
exact timetable or schedule.

Senator DOUGLAS. Yes.
Mr. SAUNDERS. All we are suggesting to you is that we think that

this is a risk that is worth taking, an experiment worth trying.
Senator DOUGLAs. Well, I find myself in agreement with you now..
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. I am very glad that we have clarified this because

the first part of your testimony was entirely in the way of cutting ex-
penditures and this, as a matter of fact, is the tack which the Secre-
tary of the Treasury is taking at the moment. He started off on an
expansionist bid. Now he is moving on a restrictionist bid.

Well, now, let me ask you this, Mr. Saunders. Ever since 1057 we
have had high unemployment and a high degree of unused capital
equipment.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. If you take part-time unemployment, which is

time lost, as well as complete unemployment, the average has probably
been a little over 7 percent; it is 6.7 percent at the moment. The degree
of unused capital equipment is probably at least 15 percent. How do
you think this has happened? Why has there been a failure to put
people to work with idle equipment turning out goods which the-
economy needs?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I think you have got a high degree of obsolescence,
in the first place, in your plant and equipment in this country.

Senator DOUGLAS. All right.
Mr. SAUNDERS. And you need substantial capital investment to

modernize our plants.
You talk about 100-percent steel capacity in this country, I mean

operating, when we used to speak in those terms. A lot of those-
mills are 30 to 40 years old, and wnen you speak of that as surplus.
capacity, it really is not. It is not competitive with Japanese steel
mills or with German steel mills.

Senator DOUGLAS. You do not think there is surplus capacity i

Mr. SAUNDERS. I think there is some surplus capacity, and 1 think
it is greatly exaggerated. There is a great deal of obsolescence.

Senator DouoLAs. It may be, but you think there is some?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes. I would not say how much; I really do not

know.
Senator DOUGLAS. I thought you said there was tremendous surplus.

capacity.
Mr. SAUNDER. I said in terms of obsolescence, yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Well, I am still not quite clear as; to, why you:

think this high volume of unemployment has continued..
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Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, as I say, I think that our rate of growth is too
slow. As you well know, better than I do, sir, that a 3-percent growth
in our gross national product only enables us to stand still, I mean, it
barely takes care of the new people coming into your work force, and
your increased productivity there.

Senator DoU6LAS; Why hasn't our gross national product increased
more rapidly

Mr. SatNDERs. One of the reasons is the excessively high tax rates
we havein this country, both corporate and individual.

Senator DOUGLAs. You mean profits have not been high enough?
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct,
Senator DouoLAS. You know this is very puzzling. The Depart,

ment of Commerce has been improving its collection figures, and on
page 7 of the Economic Indicators, I have had some computations
made, and I find that corporate profits after taxes, plus capital con-
sumption allowances, which is the allowance for depreciation, have
been running from 1958 to 1962 $41 to $55 billion a year ..

And if you subtract from this dividends paid out to stockholders,
and investments in corporate plant and equipment, you get this very
interesting result, namely, that you have an excess of $32.7 billion
since 1958 through 1962, not distributed in dividends, not invested in
corporate plant and equipment, but really floating investment funds,
winch are put into Government bonds, generally short-time Govern-
ment bonds, and into real estate and the rest.

But it raises the question as to why these sums which have been
available have not been invested in business

Mr. SAUNDERS. Because of your low rate of return.
Senator DOUGLAS. Pardon
Mr. SAUNDERS. The low rate of return on your investment or pros-

pect of it.
Senator DOUGLAS. Now, we get to a fundamental point. Do you

think the rate of return would be higher if we could stimulate con-
sumer demand?

Mr. SAUNDERs. That would help, of course.
Senator uoLouiGLs. That is what some of us feel.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not think that is the only thing, but it is some

of it.
Senator DOUGLAS. I know.
Mr. SAUNDERS. It has got to be a two-pronged affair, and I think

this bill represents a fair balance between the two.
Senator DOUGLAS. I have only one more question. I would like to

address it to Mr. Ford, and although it is not connected with this
subject, Mr. Ford, I want to congratulate you for the fine work you
did when you took over the management of tho Ford Co. in getting
rid of Harry Bennett, which was one of the most courageous decisions
that I know a business has made.

Mr. FoRD. Thank you, Senator.
Senator DOUGLAS. I want to congratulate you on that most sincerely.
I want to congratulate you on the interest which you and your

family have taken in education, and other features which, I think,
deserve great praise.

Mr. FORs. Thank you.
Senator DouarAs. But this is the question I want to ask you. I got

hold of some Treasury figured which the Secretary of the Treasury
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cohfirmied as being accurate, which showed that in the year 1959
there were five people in the country who had adjusted gross incomes-
of over $5 million, andthis didnot include any interest they might
get on tax-exempt bonds, it did not include writeoffs which they had
made for oil drilling and developmental costs, did not include at least
half of capital gains, but even so they had adjusted gross incomes of
$5 million, and they did not pay a single cent in Federal income taxes.

There were 15 people with adjusted gross incomes of over $1 million,
who did not pry a single cent in taxes; and 20 with adjusted gross
incomes of over $500,000 who did not pay a single cent in taxes.

Now, very frankly these figures shocked me, and I think they shock
most Americans as they come to know them. Don't you think we
should do something to rectify that situation?

Mr. FoRD. Well, I do not know anything about these situations,
Senator. It is the first I have ever heard of them. I do not know how
this works or how it is possible.

Senator Douorus. I will send the figures to you, and I would ap-
preciate it if at some time you would think about this matter and
help us.

But don't you think this indicates something that the Congress
should look into?

Mr. FoDm. It seems very strange and not possible, but I am sure it
is possible if they gave you the figures.

Senator DouGLos. The Secretary of the Treasury has assured me
they are correct, and that is in the record, as a matter of fact, the tables
are in the record. I will give you the page citations or to any associates
that you may have.

But don't you think this is something that Congress and the colm-
try should pay attention tot

Mr. Fonr. I am sure there are a lot of loopholes in the tax laws
that ought to have something done about them. ,

Senator DOUGLAs. Loophole is a very modest term to attach. You
see, a man with $5,200 of taxable income, let us say, a wage earner
who gets $100 a week, will pay and hive withheld from his pay ap-
proximately $460 in income taxes. He pays more taxes than these men
who have a thousand times his income.

Now, the unfairness of this situation, I think, if continued, is going
to destroy peoples' faith in Government and in the democratic system.

Mr. FoRD. I do not think this is public knowledge, general public
knowledge, put it that way. So I do not know how these people figure
their income taxes.

On the other hand, I think there has been a tendency in government
to be interested in socialization, if you wait to put it that way, in not
allowing the fellow who is able to produce more than his neighbor, let
us say, to reap the benefits of that. I think'it would be very detri-
mental to the economy of this country if the Congress saw fit not to
allow rewards for effort.

Senator DOubtAs. Well, but you would not-
Mr. FORD. I {hink with a leveling kind of thing you can do great

harm to the economy of this country.
Senator DorOLAS. Yes. But I am sure, Mr. Ford, you would not

say that it is proper for people with incomes over $5 million to pay
no taxes.
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Mr. FORD. I never heard of it before. I know nothing about it;C
Senator DOUGLAs. These are the facts. I checked very carefully.

I am sure you would not say that.
Mr. Fo fD. I would find it very strange, but I know nothing about it.
Senator DouorLs. As a matter of fact, subject to correction, las I

remember the other tables which the Secretary of the Treasury put
into the record, people with incomes of over $5 million, all people with
incomes of over $5 million, paid an effective average tax rate of oiily
about 25 percent, which would be the rate on a $20,000 to $40,000 man.
So that the 91-percent rate which people hold up as a hobgoblin is
effective in only a relatively small number of cases.

Senator ANDERSON. Are you talking gross or net income?
Senator Douois. I was saying adjusted gross income, which does

not include interest on tax-exempt bonds, does not include fast write-
offs on drilling and developmental costs, and does not include half
of capital gains which is excluded. As a matter of fact, here they
are in the record, these figures are now officially a part of the record,
beginning on page 278 and continuing on pages 279 and 280, and the
table that I quoted, Mr. Ford, is on page 280. Do you see that first
table, "Number of Returns by Effective Tax ates Based on Adjusted
Gross Income by Income Classes; All Returns With Adjusted Gross
Income of $500,000 or More, 1959," and then notice that the first
column, zero taxes, 5 with incomes over $5 million; no taxes, 2 with
from $2 to $5 million; no taxes, 8 from $1 to $2 million; no taxes, or
15 over $1 million, no taxes; 5 from $500,000 to $1 million, no taxes;
or a total of 20 of over $500,000, no taxes.

Mr. FORD. They are pretty lucky to be able to work it out that way,
are they not?

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, you say they are lucky Mr. Ford. I do
not say there is anything illegal in this, but certainly this seems to me
to be something that should be looked into.

Senator CrrTIs. Would the distinguished Senator permit me to
ask him just a brief question ?

Senator DOUGLAS. Surely.
Senator CUrTis. Are these cases covered under the category of tax-

payers giving more than 90 percent of their income to charitable
causes

Senator DOUoLAS. I am not certain. I think that is one factor. I
am not certain that this is the only factor. It is one factor.

Senator Currrs. It is conceivable that one can, meeting certain
conditions over a long period of years, give away his income.

Senator DouoLAs. I think that is one factor.
Well, I simply say that there is a big question of justice in our sys-

tem of taxation, Mr. Ford, that I think we should pay attention to
it as well as stimulation. The Senator from Tennessee and I have
been misunderstood in this matter. We do not want to have considera-
tion of equity and justice ruled out in dealing with these tax matters.
I complimented you most sincerely in the beginning of my statement.
I have a very high opinion of you personally. I wish you would put
your public spirit to work, which is real, in making the tax system
more just as well as more stimulating.

Mr. FoRo. Thank you.
The CAIRMAN. Are you through?
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Senator DouoLAs. That is all.
2.The CHArMAN. Senator Curtis?
Senator CUwrT. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize to you distinguished gentlemen for being a bit late here,

but I have read your statement.
I think over a period of years that the number of speeches I have

made condemning the high tax rates would constitute a fair-sized
filibuster, so that part of your thesis I thoroughly agree with.
. I do find myself quite disturbed over the expenditure side of the
books, and I want to ask you about some of that.

Have you made a study on your own of the budget of the United
States, both the current budget and its projected budget, for the short
range and the long range ?

Mr. SAUNDEna. We have made no exhaustive study; no.
SSenator Cuimi . Have you had any interviews with the Bureau of

the Budget?
Mr. SAUNDERS. No; no, sir.
Senator CURTIs. Have you had any interviews with the chief budg-

etary officer in the principal departments of Government, such as
Defense, Agriculture, elsewhere?

Mr. SAUNDERS. NO sir.
Senator Cumis. Now, you would recognize the fact, would you not,

that expenditure control is something that is a bit long range in its
effect?

Mr. SAUNDEriS. By and large; yes..
Senator Cumis. Yes.
I think that it is possible for a very liberal Congress to convene,

enact all manner of new programs to put the Federal Government into
new fields, to respond to the wishes of countless pressure groups, and
put their program in; that 2-year Congress to wind up its work and
adjourn, and what they have done is scarcely noticed among the
expenditures.

A great many programs start out with probably no expenditures
the year they are voted, a nibble the second and third years; many
programs hit their peak in 5 or 7 years, some of them longer than
that.

I think it is also possible on the appropriations side for a similar
thing to happen. Now, before something is appropriated, the pro-
gram must be authorized. Before the Appropriations Committee is
called upon to appropriate money for, say, general Federal aid to
education, the Congress will have had to pass a bill authorizing it.

Likewise, in a single fiscal year appropriations might be held down,
and still have no impact on the overall growth of Government, or no
impact on the total spent because we end the fiscal year the 1st of July
sometimes with unexpended balances. There are always great sums
in the pipeline.

If a department wishes they can speed up spending the last couple
of months before a fiscal year is over or they can drag their feet; they
can just quit ordering; they can take 2 or 3 days longer in deciding to
negotiate a contract, and the ultimate bills coming in under that con-
tract will be in another fiscal year,

So I tell you, quite frankly, I am not at all impressed. I am not at
all impressed by the alleged current reduction in appropriations, I
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am glad they are reduced rather than increased, but it does not go to
the basic thing of built-in increases, of the cost of expandingstheFed-
eral Government or the delayed effect of authorizations and
appropriations.

Has anyone for this Businessmen's Committee for Tax Reduction
in 1963 made an exhaustive study of the budget

Mr. SAUNDERS. No sir.
Senator Cumnr. Upon what--
Mr. SAUNDERS. Let me say that we have had studies made, but I

would not call them exhaustive.
Senator CuRTIS. Yes. I notice through your statement here, and the

people who receive your literature, write me and they say that to
reduce the taxes will be a wholesome force on the Congress to reduce
expenditures. Can you cite me an instance of that?

Mr. SAUNDERS. We think that this current or the things which you
have just referred to, the reductions that are taking place, are not
fortuitous; that they do not just happen. 'They are a reflection, in
good part-I do not say wholly but in good measure-of the pressure
that is being put upon the Congress, the widespread public debate over
public expenditures. Not in recent years, never to my knowledge,
has this issue received the emphasis it is receiving now.

I think it is the most wholesome development that has occurred in
a long time, and we think this debate over the tax measure has been
very wholesome.

Senator Cumrm . I think it has been very wholesome. I tried to
state, I did not intend to make a speech, but merely to make a state-
ment as a background for my questions. I want to state that I did
not regard the lowering of the appropriation bills for 1 year as sig-
nificant at all. It does not measure the expansion of government;.
it does not measure built-in increases. It does not measure obliga-
tions that come along.

For instance, and 1 am speaking theoretically right now, but it has
actually happened, the Commodity Credit Corporation is authorized
to make loans on commodities to raise the price. They reloan their
money. But as they create a deficit, because they have had to sell
farm products for less than they take in, as they create a deficit
periodically Congress has to appropriate money to reimburse the
Commodity Credit Corporation.

Now, for a particular Congress to pass over the obligation of re-
storing the funds of the Commodity Credit Corporation does not
lessen the expenditures of the U.S. Government.

Now, my question is, Can you cite any governmental program that
has been turned down or curtailed because of lack of revenue?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Because of lack of what?
Senator Cuwrts. Revenue.
Mr. SAUNDERS. No, I cannot cite any; no, sir. But that does not

prove-my inability to cite does not make it a fact, because my igno-
rance in that field is rather large.

Senator Cmris. Yes. I agree that there are a great many Mem-
bers in the House and the Senate who say, "No" to programs that
they are in favor of, and they feel that are good, because there is no
money in the Treasury.

But I think it is also safe tp say that that group has never been
in the majority. This is my 25th year here in Congress. I have
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never known a proposed Government program or an expansion of the
Federal Government turned down because there was not any money
in the Treasury.

Mr. SAUNDEBS. I do think this is significant, Senator Curtis, that
the gentleman on the Ways and Means Committee, Mr. Curtis, who
is one of the stanchest advocates in opposition to Government spend-
ing, and a very able member of the Ways and. Means. Committee in
a letter that he wrote to his constituents within the past month, made
the statement that we may have lost the battle but won the war. He
said-this is what he said to his constituents-that it was remarkable
the change in thinking that exists in Congress here with reference
to Government spending, and he thought it was largely attributable
to this tax reduction debate.

Senator Cumns. I think that debate is good.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not think he would have made that statement

if he did not think it was true.
Senator CourTs. I think the debate has been very wholesome, but I

can think of no Government program that has been advocated and
turned down because it had to be paid for by deficit financing.

Now, you said you had had no conferences with the Bureau of the
Budget on this. Have you had any conferences with the President
on the question of any details in his plans for controlling expenditures?

Mr. SAUNDERS. We have had only one--I do not know whether you
would call it a conference-we saw the President, I think it was July
or August, at which time we urged him very strongly, our group, to
make every effort to control expenditures and to reduce them. I guess
it was in terms of controlling expenditures. We told him as flatly
as we knew how, that we thought this was vital to the success of this
program and, as.we have stated in our statement of principles, we
think that unless there is rigid control of expenditures that the bene-
ficial effects of a tax reduction program will be largely negated.

Senator CURTIS. Yes. Well, now, I do not think it would be ethical
for me to ask anyone to quote the President so I will not ask you
whether or not he picked out any specific programs that he had on
the agenda that he was pushing through Congress that were going
to be set aside if he could get this tax bill through.

Has your committee given any consideration to the statement by the
present Director of the Bureau of the Budget who says that a bal-
anced budget would be bad on the economy, increase unemployment,
and would raise taxes I

Mr. SAUNDERS. You are speaking of Mr. Kermit Gordon's state-
ment?

Senator CuTns. Yes.
Mr. SAUNDERS. We do not agree with him.
Senator CURns. But he is the Director of the Budget.
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct, but that does not make us change

our opinion.
Senator CuOv s. I do not agree with him either.
His nredecesso, Mr. David Bell, sat where you are sittin now,

and informed the chairman of this committee that in fiscal 19G6. they
nlamnned a budget deliberately as an antirecession measure., and that
is on the public record. Have you given any thought to that?
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SMr. SAUNDERS. I think, Senator Curtis, it is certainly true that
statements such as you have cited have been made, and I do not agree
with them. .

I think thoughthat this is true, that there has been some change;
I do not know how strong, and we will have to wait and see what hap-
pens, but certainly as of this time there is considerable evidence that
the administrationis'showink a greater desire to control expenditures
than they have heretofore. I would wish they w6tld manifest more.

Senator CURTIS. Would you give me some examples ..
Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, there are a lot of bills that are not being

pushed through Congress that I think would have gone through if this
tax bill had not been-

Senator CunTIs. Whatones?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not know that I can cite you any. The cutback

of the acceleration in the public works program of some $900 million;
the mass transit bill.

Senator CuRTs. Has the administration withdrawn their support
of the mass transit bill

Mr.SAUNDER8. They might as well have.
Senator CURIs. But have they

SMr. SAUNDERS. I do not know, but it is getting nowhere.
Senator CnRTIS. But have they withdrawn it?
Mr. SAUNDERS. No, it is locked up in the Rules Committee.
Senator CURTI. My question is this: the Congress has a responsi-

bility--
Mr. SAUNDERS. They are not pushing it.
Senator Cuims. And I think they should face it. But I understood

you to say that there is evidence that the administration is controlling
expenditures more than ever. What I want to know are some specifics.
What appropriation bill has been criticized or even vetoed because it
was too high? What of the dozens and dozens of requests for new
programs that have been withdrawn from the Congress?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Let me say this, first, Senator: I am not here to
defend the administration or to blow their horn. This is a nonpartisan
group. As a matter of fact, it is heavily nondemocratic, I would say.
[Laughter.]

We have no brief for what you are trying to imply. We believe in
balanced budgets and free enterprise, as much as you do. In fact, if
I may say so respectfully, I am afraid we believe more so, because we
think that this bill will promote free enterprise in this country as
nothing else which has been advocated in a long, long time.

I do not. want to associate myself or say that the administration is
responsible for this or that. We are saying that we think overall-
who is responsible for it I do not know, whether it is the administra-
tion or the Republican Party or both of them, and I think both are,
to a good measure-but I think there is developing an atmosphere, at
least hope there is-it is too early to say, perhaps-but an atmosphere
of real Government control of expenditures.

Senator CURms. I won't quarrel with you, but I won't yield and
acqivesce inyour statement that you are more for private enterprise
than I am. I have consistently voted against the expansion of the
Federal Government.

Mr. SAUNDERS. You will never find us criticizing you for that.
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Senator CumTIs. I caet the lone vote in the Senate against a Federal
program of mental health, which certainly holds the heartstrings, if
any program will, but I am against the expansion of the Federal
Government.

Now, I am not suggesting that your committee is carrying the torch
for the administration. I am basing it upon your statement here that
a tax reduction will be a pressure for reducing expenditures.

Mr. SAUDERS. We sincerely believe that.
Senator Cuwri. But you cannot give me any instances of the Gov-

ernment, of the administration, withdrawing requests for added Gov-
ernment either incidentally or as a quid pro quo for this tax bill,
can youth

Mr. SAUNDERS. I cannot. I do not know that they have withdrawn
their support or anything of that sort. All I am saying to you is,
citing what is a fact, that these bills are not being passed. Who is
responsible for that I do not know.

Senator CURTIs. It is a matter of public record. The administra-
tion has declared for them, asked the Congress to pass them, urged
committee chairmen to hold meetings on them, and the fact that they
have run into snags is perhaps the problem of a lot of people. What I
am trying to say is that I am having such a hard time reconciling the
cutting of taxes and actually increasing expenditures, increasing the
scope of the Federal Government, putting the Government into more
things.

I wish with all my heart that I could accept your statement here
that a reduction of revenue would hold down the spending. I am open
to some citations on that.

I asked you about David Bell and Mr. Gordon.
Dr. Seymour Harris, financial adviser to the Treasury, is another

individual who believes in planned or managed deficits. He stated,
in substance, that the reason that deficit financing had not spurred
our economy was because the deficits were not large enough. Do you
agree with that?

Mr. SAonuWxs. I do not see how you can ask a question like that.
Certainly I do not, and everything we have said here today is contrary
to that. You have heard what I said, sir. It is absolutely contrary
to any suggestion of that sort.

Senator Cum s. No it is very pertinent to your statement.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Well, it cannot be.
Senator Cmrrs. Because your statement says that this will be a

restraint against spending.
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct.
Senator CuaTs. Now, this man is still in Government.
Mr; SAUNDERS. We are not-I do not even know Mr. Seymour

Harris. We have nothing to do with who is/in the Government or
who is not. What we are trying to do to you is to express a convic-
tion in which we believe sincerely and in which the business people of
this country believe.

Senator Cmrris. I believe wholeheartedly with you on the fact that
these rates are too high, and I cannot find'much .ault, if any, on the
way that reduction is distributed to the various segments of our
economy. I can pull out of my files dozens of speeches where I pio-
claimed your theme.
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But now another high-placed adviser to the administration who has,
I think, a diplomatic post now, Mr. Jouh Galbraith, stated that the
ancient concept of a balanced budget must be deliberately and publicly
rejected. You do not agree with that

Mr. SAUNDERS. Certainly not.
Senator CURTIS. Well now, I am not citing to you what college

students say in a debating society. I am reciting to you the official
pronouncements of another branch of the Government, and I would
be the happiest person on earth if you could come up with some con-
crete evidence that increased spending and a failure to expand the
Federal Government has ever been retarded because there was not
money in the Treasury.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Senator, we certainly agree with you, we are in
favor of abalanced budget just as much as you are.

Senator CrrTI. I know that.
Mr. SAUNDERS. And we are in favor of reducing taxes.
We do not think the two things should be tied together, and if you

are going to tie them together you are not going to do anything.
We think you ought to reduce taxes, and we think you ought to control
expenditures. I think the Congress of the United States and the
Senate are big enough to do both of those jobs, and you should not do
it together. You ought not to do it together. It is no distinction in
principle; to us it is a matter of approach.

Senator CUarrT. Have you sent any literature to the businessmen
in my State pointing out the new Federal programs being advocated,
and urging them to oppose them?

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is not our function. This organization is not
-an overall organization trying to remake the country.

We were organized for one single purpose or two really. Our pri-
mary purpose is to get a tax reduction. Now, we think that is of
primary importance to the economy of this country.

We also, likeyou, want expenditures reduced, but that is not our
primary function here. We will support you in the reduction of ex-
penditures, certainly we will. But here we are saying the two are
not interdependent, and they should not be tied together. If you tie
t hem together you are not going to do anything.

Senator CURrrT. All right.
Now, with the exception of wartime expansion, has our great ex-

pansion of the size and scope of the Federal Government been carried
on a cash basis or by deficit financing

Mr. SAUNDERS. I suppose largely by deficits because we have had
so many of them.

Senator Curis. Yes.
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is the thing we do not like. We think you

are going to continue to have them if you continue to pursue the
policy that you are advocating. You are never going to correct that
situation as long as you are going to insist on balancing the budget
before you reduce taxes.

Senator Cuirms. Well, wouldn't you go as far as saying that we
ought to at least hold the line on expenditures?

Mr. SAUND ER. We did say so, sir. The trouble is people do not
listen to us. They say, when we asked for a reduction of taxes, "Of
course, you mean that." We say in the same breath that we want
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to hold the line on expenditures, but nobody hears that. We say that
to you now, we want yobu tohold the line on expenditures, and we
expect it to be done.

Senator CuRIs. By whom? , _ :
Mr. SAUNDERS. By you, the Congress of the United States and by

the adniinistration- -a joint responsibility. ;
SSenator Cuwrrs.: Do you think it.will be done?

:,'Mr. SAUNDERS. That is up to you all. .
Senator COwrrG . Well, that ispretty general in your answer,
Mr; SAUNDERS. Well, it may be general, but how can I be more

specific? ,
Senator CURTri. By the same token there has always been a militant

minority in both bodies.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I yt nk God for nt minorities.
Senator Curris. ese minorities have vote against increased ex-

penditures, but ty never win.
Mr..SAUND .Ithink you win than you t . It is just

.like Justice lmes once sal He s id:
SYou go tng some -a and you dn't thin you have go many fish.

'But you I in your cel and you have g t mor sh than you thin you have.

I think ou are di ing .'ot'o thian yu get cred for or
at least ou are willing to a'

Sena r CUaRTI. Current veVre ta in abou a' reduce ion in
foreign aid. A eduction m13 hat? t is a re uction under the
aniou that is bei p th dminist ation tha asks
for thi tax redu tion. |

'Mr." "AUNDER S Well those yOnot bdone what you id, it
might twice as mucl)st is. ou ade a 'lot of ress.
Seia r CUTIS B tMr. au aske'y Qa if you dis-

cussed is with ' Preside C rged 'a duction. 'Don't
you thi it would be effeti rf you would e' as mil ant and
p oduced etailed studj rand th speci es o lthe expe iture§ as
you have on the tax-reduction /

Mr. SAUXN . I think yoare6 aggera ing what e have done
on the tax re ction, in the first place. We onl expressed our
views, and this i e first body ie have ever ap red before. We
were invited here.
; We, of course, have in d eg u we have
in every publication we put out, we a ways join co t obf expeidi-
,tures or restraint of expenditures with tax reductionW e emphasize
both of them. I do hot know of ny---f course, as I said, wi are
not out to try to change the world or anything like that. 'Weare
simply stating what we believe to be a basic philosophy which will
benefit this country.

Seaitor Cwris. I come from a State that think has an income
which is below the average, but there are none of th~se education
bills that have been passed this year that I have supported.

We do not hafe the money. I do not want our schools run from
the FederAl Government.

The administration forced down our throat a depressed areas
bill. I did not hear any of these people omplaining about it. It
was quite ridiculous.
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We woke up one morning and roed our papers. in Nebraska tlat
12 counties had. been declared depressed areas., One of them was
Dawson Oounty, Nebr, .: .... , i , . -. .,

It is a very rich county in the Platte Valley; has a number of
thtiving cities,: and it has had more industrial growth than any
other place highly irrigated. . i ; . . ;..
Sf you wul tak the whole county and include streets and ligli

ways and cemeteries and recreation parks and everything, and div de
it by the farm income it was over $80 an acre last year. But the
administration classified it as a "depressed area."; . ,

About a week later the 'Department of Agriculture published a list
of the most: prosperous agricultural: counties:, in the United, States
and of the 2,000 counties, Dawson County, .Nebr., was 54th from
the top. It was among the very highest.. ,

I am- not challenging thesqicerity pf your desire for control of
Government expenditures,. and I think that if they aie not con-
trolled and they are not cut back; and a reversal of doing every-
thing from Washington, that we are gone. , ,

But I do seriously question the sttement repeated in the p.ublica-
tions and in your statement today that a tax reduction bill ,will
hold down expenditures, because, it is not, borne out by history. It
is not giving the individual citizen who receives this message, an
accurate picture, as I see it. ,

I want to say, as I baid in the beginning, I exclude from that any
isolated and periodic cuts for 1 year in appropriations., You have
to ascertaiA the question of whether or not the Fder al Govern-
ment is growing, you have to take into account the built-in increases,
you have to take .into account the pressure, not from tle people
back home. .

The people I represent do. not want these programs. They ar
advocated in Washmgton and forced on them.

'My:people are poor people, and I;hate to have them tol4 .that to
reduce taxes will reduce expenditures, because the facts are that in the
thirties, well-intentioned efforts to relieve the depressiorset in mo-
tion a lot of programs that are costing us billions of dolls now, and
it was all, done on deficit financing. ,

The many programs beingadvocated today not only are planned
on.deficit financing but I cited there or four of the top bu 0getary
people to the effect that they are opposed to a balanced budget. ,

So my quarrel is not at,allchallenging your sincerity in reduction
of Government expenditure. ' i know that is genuie. It narrows
down to one thing: telling the :people that a reduction in taxes will
mean a reduction in expenditure wenitt cannot .be bornee ut.

I have just one imore thing here. I have taken too .uchJof your
time. s Ihave heri.e what appears :to be a statement of principles
of the.Businessmen's Comniittee for ,Tax Ieduction in 1963. N. 4,
and I quote: -

At the same time, we urge In the strongest possible terms economies in
and prudent .. ontrol of Federal expenditreq. Failure oi the' part, of. the
Congress and; administration to establish and adhere to rigid expenditure
disHcpline ouldt well negate te good. en4aihstng'from tar' reduction.

Do you agree with that '
M:r. SAUNDERS. Certainly. * :
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Senator CORTIS. So if we reduce taxes and increase expenditures
-we could destroy the good effect that tax reduction might bring.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct. We are counting on you to keep
them down.

Senator CuRwns. That is contrary to the theme pronounced by the
distinguished Senator from Illinois that he wanted the pump primed
both by releasing more tax money and also b deficit financing.

Mr. SAUNDERS. We do not advocate that. We do not advocate
that.

Senator CURTIs. Didn't you so understand his quesi. ning?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I think that speaks for itself. I did not get that

point, but maybe he did. That was not my understanding.
Senator CURTI. Yes.
Later on, in that same page, it says:
Specifically, we advocate (a) a substantial reduction in all individual tax

rates from the present range of 20 to 91 percent and (b) a reduction in the rate
of corporation income taxes to at least 47 percent.

I wish you would have added a (c) there, and specifically advocated
a reduction of not less than 5 percent in expenditures. I do not want
to overstate it, but I must again point out that expenditures can be
controlled in a particular fiscal year.

They can spend a lot of money if they want to push it out, or they
can drag their feet the last few months. So the only way you can
measure spending is by its impact over the years.

I commend you, gentlemen, for your defense of private enterprise.
I commend you for your diligence in urging tax reduction.
I commend you for your position here against excessive spending.
I think you would have to be a mighty force for private enterprise
if you would have been equally as militant with the budget officers in
the various departments of Government, Mr. David Bell, Mr. Gordon,
Mr. Galbraith Dr. Seymour Harris, as well as theWhite House them-
selves, where this spending originates. It does not originate with the
people.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Morton
Senator MORTON. Mr. Chairman, I am going to try to arrange it so

that these gentlemen can get to lunch in a minute.
I disagree, to some extent, with my good friend and colleague, Sena-

tor Curtis, in that I think there is some evidence in this Congress
of lower expenditures by virtue of the bill under consideration.

We passed the so-called ARA or the increased authorization for this
accelerated public works program. The House rejected it by a very
close vote. It was to be brought up on the House side again, and I
think-I cannot prove this, but in talking to my friends on the Ways
and Means Committee-that there was a quid pro quo, and that the
administration agreed not to push that extra $500 million, or what-
ever it was, this year.

Senator CUrrie. This year.
Senator MORroN. If they could get the tax bill. Maybe they won't

push it next year. If it is dead, it is dead without an administration
push; at least we know that. So I think there is some evidence, not
as much as I would like to see.

I think, Mr. Chairman, that the ground has been pretty well covered,
and I have no further questions.
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The CIIAIRMAN. Thank you, Senator Morton.
The committee will recess until 2:30, and the Chair will have to ask

the witnesses to return at that time.
(Whereupon, at -12:35 p.m., the committee was recessed, to recon-

vene at 2:30 p.m. on the same day.)

AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIR.AN. The committee will come toorder.
The Chair recognizes Senator Gore.

STATEMENT OF STUART T. SAUNDERS, HENRY FORD II, AND
FRAZAR B. WILDE-Resumed

Senator GORE. . Chairman, I wish to direct my questions to Mr.
Ford, who, I have understood through the press, took the lead in orga-
nizing this group.

Please understand that all of us have an appreciation for the efforts
of any citizen to contribute to the national welfare as he understands
it, and also to promote his own welfare as all of us have a right, and
in some respects a responsibility, to do.

So my questions shall be directed, I hope, courteously and in that,
framework.

I am very interested in the organization of this group of which
you are cochairman. I gather from press accounts that you took the
lead in this. Would you be so kind as to relate to the committee the
genesis of this organization ?

Mr. FORD. Senator, the genesis of the organization came about
through two meetings at which there were five or six people, which
took place in the Treasury Department, at the request of Secretary
Dillon and Under. Secretary Fowler. We were asked whether we
would like to participate--the group that was there-to participate
in the formation of a committee which would be made up of a lay
group, of the general public, if you will, housing people and so forth,
agriculture, and business people, and whether we would consider sup-
i)orting the measures which had been proposed in the President's tax
message.

Senator GORE. Would you mind relating the names of the people
who were present, other than yourself, Secretary Dillon, and Under
Secretary Fowler?

Mr. FOWLER. Well, I will make an effort. I am not sure that I can
remember them all.

Mr. Saunders was there; Mr. Wilde was there. I do not remember
whether each of them was there on both occasions. Mark Crisap,
former head of Westinghouse, whlo is deceased, was there; Jim Oates
was there, an insurance executive; Sam Fleming,-the president of the
Third National Bank of Nashville was there. There were certain
other Treasury people whose names I do not, at the moment, recall,
and whom I do not know personally.

Senator GORE. Who invited you to come to the meeting?
Mr. FORD. I believe Secretary Dillon, as I recall it.
Senator GORE. By long-distance telephone?

f Mr. FORD. Yes, sir.

24-532-63-pt. 3---21
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Senator GORE. So this group really originated with the Treasury I
Mr. FOR). Well, I would say the germ of the, idea, pcme frpirtHie

Treasury. However, during the discussions which ensued at these
meetings, there was quite a difference of opinion as to whether the
business community, at least as represented by those who were present
at those meetings, could support the reforms as presented. And fur-
ther, from their standpoint, whether a committee made up of such a
broad group could ever really get down to brass tacks and agree on
anything.

So we proposed-we considered amongst ourselves the setting up of
a businessman's committee for tax reduction in 1963. So from that
time on, we have completely disassociated ourselves from the Treasury,
and we have acted on.our own1 , V have, naturally, from time to
time, discussed problems, but we have iot considere ourselves to be
an arn of the Treasury or any other part of the administration.

Senator GORF. Was there any discussion, at the tifi, of the propri-
ety of the Secretai-y of the Treasury organizing a lobbying group ?

Mr. FORD. I did lot know there was any impropriety, myself.
Senator GORE. I am not saying there was or was not. I am asking

you if that subject was discussed. .
Mr. FORD. That subject was not discussed ls for as I can remember,

sir. . . ...
Senator GORE. Was any suggestion made to you and others with

respect to the possibility of registering under the Lobbying Act?
Mr. FORD. When the committee was fillaly formed, we got together

after thi ineetings at the Treasury, separately, on our own, and put
together a list of about 50 business people that we asked to a luncheon
here in Washington, at which time we--

Senator GORE. Well, the question I asked you, if I may redirect it,
was whether or not at this meeting with the Secretary of the Treasury,
Douglas Dillon, and Under Secretary Henry Fowler, there was any
suggestion or any mention of the possibility of the lobbying group
finding it necessary to register under the Lobbying Act.

Mr. FORD. There was no agreement that we were going to do any-
thing, Senator.

Senator GoRE. I am not asking you if there was any agreement. I
am asking you if this subject was in any way mentioned.

Mr. FORD. Not to the best of my recollection; no, sir.
Senator GORE. Now, what was the date of this meeting?
Mr. FORD: Oh, I do not remember. Sometime in February or

March-I am not sure.
Seniator G'dR' 'OW, after this meeting, you say.another -meeting

was called of abut 50 businessmen,. Who called this meeting?
Mr. FoRD..The group that. got together after thliemeeting in the

Treasury Departmeint and others. We 'formed an executive commit-
tee ~ind we issued invitations to some 50-odd business people.

Senator GORE. Where did this second meeting occur?
Mri-. ORD. At th'eF Street Club, at luncheon.
Senator GoRf.i What date was set for this second meeting .
Mr. FORD. April 25,1963.
Senator GORE. Now, were you and Mr, Saunders elected cochairmen

or were you appointed by the Secretary of the Treasury, or what ?
IMr. FORD. The group that got together, after disassociating our-

selves from the Treasury Department-there were six or seven of us-
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agreed among ourselves lto~ywe, yVqu, 9LfoVP tli* W
and it was julst orked out. arnongs ouse ( , .0. ; . I . 4

Senator GoRE. So this group of six.6rsevel .werb-calledipthv,!M
you related, by thV SedWefritr, *of the T su I ndI 'slassistant aind '
Ilse your words, the Mvof I t foe1 .e ,q h~
Treasury. Soain, coiiforn ce therewith ptisgroup pet apart from
thoe-Ireasury tDepartmen,. at- which, timw youw decided amifol 'y6" uiC
selves what official c Oacsf5 you -*buld iiveii thd'riiiit
ltimately to be evolved? 'V -1 !'

Mr. FORD. Mr. Saunders does not nagre ewith inyrecollectiont.
Mr. SAUNDERS. MlayIlsay aw orl ?, .

Senator GoRE. Yes;, ideed.- I

Mr. SA.tUNDERsn. Wha atuall3V.iaj4'dild C tis ,rtho giequ
5 or 6 Mr. .Ford refers to, we issuiedlnivitat ions to omie, S0'or '60 busme ;
people tocometothe F Street Club.-

SenatorGonE. VnsthisfhVae dag ?
Mr. SAUNDERS. No; thiA lwp bIeqi~etltolfhi . 1 it ~ueeti, IV

held April 25. I would say this meeting Ws". held erly in -pr1lh
Senator GORE. Who sent the invitatiofis ?'
M r. SAUNDERs. Thegroupof five.d t

people present 'at' that. iiheetjng-M-.%r.' iem ng, r. o r
Wilde-. ? -

Seator4GOR E.'Do you have iny our'file% fr Fordl or eithe;bofvyd
thte na mes of thi s select group of 50 ?

1r. SAUINDERS.* We 6o 'ihO bgladjto fiunisji'th
Mr 1. IFORD. Yes, we have thiem. ,...

Senator GORE, Would you furnish that to its ? . ' *

Mr. SAUNDERS. Certainly; be glad to.
(The mat'orial referred to follows:)

I'MTEF, LIST--ORUANIZATION' MEETING, Tnr. BrSINE5s CoMMrrriw F oB TAX
REDUrCION IN 1963, WASHINGTON, D.C., APRIL 25, 163

.1. Paul Austin, president, Coca Cola Co.
Robert C. Baker, chairman and president, American Security & Trust Co.
Harry Hood Bassett, president, The First National Bank of %Jaml.
S. I). Bechtel, chairman, Bechtel Corp.
Elliott V. Bell, chartman, executite*coinmlt tee, 'mcoraw-H111'PblhliPiiblIAhiifgCo, Ini.
.Tln E. Blerwirth, chairman and director, National DitilerR & Chemical Corp.
James B. Black, chairman, Pacific Gas & Electric Co.
Joseph Block, president. Inland Steel Co.
Roger E Bloagh chairman Untltv S!,tet Steel Corp,,
iIAlold t,*sMMe -Censfe(hhg, e i f.Coi ii FFibergAs Cborf
IHrlee Erhh;h Jr.. president, Southern Co.
W. Lyons Brown, chairman of the board, Bown-Forem an Distllery Co.
Goodwin Chase, presiden4First Nq6tonpil Bank of Tacomo.
John T. Connor, .resident, Mezck &'Oo. . . .h'c
)oald C Co6i'MesidenPt, American Electric Power Co.

M~ilton Cunii1rgr,Brwh }hg~eeingtCo: ' -~ .~ )~; .21
Frederic G. Donntr, chairman of Mife bdRrd, General,'Mdtors Corp.
)r. Elmer W. Engstron, president, RC A.

R. Gwiu Follis, chairman, Standard Oil of Cfilifnornia. .

len. Jamea H. Gavin, president Arthur i). Little, , In,
I arold S. (eneen, president, InternAtional Telepljqne & Telegirapli'6orj.'
Preston Hotchkis president ,Fred H. Bixby Ranch Co.
Amory Hougton, jr.; pri4ent, Coring Giass Works.
IV. Maxey Jar'man, chalrian, 0enes"6o nc.
FAlit~lfer,'ptes and'dctf0, kalfliiluitiles
Frederck arus Co'. camereDat te n
Fred Lazarus, Jr., chairman, F'ederated DeartmentStores, Inc.
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Ltawernce Litchfleld, Jr., president and director, Alc'a.
Homer J. Livingston, chairman, First National Bank of Chicago.
John L. Loeb, partner, Loeb, Rhodes & Co.
Robert Marsh, chairman of the board, First & Merchants Bank.
John A. Mayer. president, Melon National Bank & Trust Co.
Thomas B. McCabe, chairman of the board, Scott Paper Co.
William A. McDonnell. chairman, St. Louis-San Francisco Railway.
W. P. McMullen, Jr., chairman of the board, Deposit Guaranty Bank of Jackson.
.Joseph Irwin Miller, chairman, Cummins Engine Co., Inc.
Don 0. Mitchell, 3 West 57th Street, New York.
Charles G. Mortimer, chairman, General Foods Corp.
Charles Myers. president, Burlington Industries.
Thomas S. Nichols, chairman of the board, Olin Mathleson Chemical Co.
James F. Oates, Jr., president, The Equitable Life Assurance Society.
W. A. Patterson, president, United Air Lines.
Herbert V. Prochnow, president, The First National Bank of Chicago.
M. J. Rathbone, chairman of the board, Standard Oil Co. (New .ersey).
Philip D. Reed, 375 Park Avenue. New York, N.Y.
Richard S. Reynolds. Jr., president, Reynolds Metals Co.
David Rockefeller, president, Chase Manhattan Bank.
R. E. Salvati, president. Island Creek Coal Co.
John A. Sibley. chairman, executive committee, trust co. of Georgia.
Philip Sporn. president, American Electric Power, Inc.
Allan Sproul, Kentfleld, Calif.
Frank Stanton, president, Columbia Broadcasting System, Inc.
William C. Stolk. chairman. American Can Co.
Charles H. Sommer, president, Monsanto Chemical Co.
J. Cameron Thomson. chairman. Northwest Bancorporation (retired).
J. Harris Ward, president, Commonwealth Edison Co.
Thomas J. Watson. Jr., president. International Business Machines Corp.
Charles Welman. chairman, First Charter Financial Corp.
Sidney J. Weinberg, partner, Goldman. Sachs & Co.
W. K. Whiteford, chairman of the board. Gulf Oil Co. of California.
A. L. .M. Wiggins. Huntsvrlle. Ala.

Mr. S.\-NDF.Rs. Let me finish what I wos goingg to say, sir.
Senator GORE. Yes, inded.
Mr. SAUNDERS. No officers were named at this time. The group of

five invited this ground. They responded. We ha'd this meeting.
At the meeting of the 35 or 36 people, they authorized the executive

committee to select certain officers of this .roup. Suhsenpent to thnt
time, the executive committee named Mr. Ford and myself as cochair-
men of this group. That is the way we came into office. We did not
seek office.

Senator GonRE This is an example, I suppose, of the office seeking
the man. The Secretary of the Treasury sought you out to--

Mr. SAT.NDEns. The Secretary of the Treasury had nothing to do
with the selection of Mr. Ford and me as cochaiirman of this com-
mittee.

Senator GORE. But Mr. Ford has testified that it was Secretary
Dillon who called him to the first meeting. . Who called you?

Mr. SAU'NDERR. .Under Secretary Fowler called me and asked us to
come. And consider that, as Mr. Ford has explained to you. what
he called us for did not take place at all. He was talking about a
citizens' committe for tax reduction. We did not go along with that
idea and decided to go along on a wholly different approach, a busi-
ness committee. As you know, a labor committe, was formed for tax
reform subsequently, with which we have no connect ioi whatever.

Senator GonR. Well, Mr. Forcd, how did you go about.' soliciting
members? You said in your testimony this morning that. member-
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ship hasreached more than 2,000 now. How did you go about solicit-
ing for members?

Mr. FORD. We expanded the. executive-the committee was soiier
what expanded at the time of this liulieosn with the five origiiau peo-
ple plus others added on a regional basis. Each of us undertook in
our own regions to try to interest as many business people as we
possibly could.

Senator GORE. How Imany did you personally contact 
Mr. FORD. Oh, I do not know, sir.
Senator GORE. Do you have some estimate?
Mr. FORD. Ten or twenty.
Senator GORE. Was this done by personal visits or by long distance?
Mr. FORD. By phone. And also by mail.
Senator GORE. Who paid for the calls
Mr. FORD. I guess the calls were probably paid for by Ford Moto

Co.
Senator GORE. Congressman ;Byrnes referred to the meeting in

Washington as the "Millionaires' March on Washington." Did you
pay your personal expenses there or did Ford Motor Co. pay for that ?

Mr. FORD. You mean the luncheon itself?
Senator GORE. The traveling expenses and the luncheon-the ex-

penses of the trip.
Mr. FORD. Ford Motor Co. paid for them.
Senator GORE. Ford Motor?
Mr. FORD. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. What size budget does this organization have?
Mr. FORD. We do not have iiiy budget. We collected approxi.

mately $100,000. It is registered as a lobbying organization. Mr.
Huston, the executive director, is also a registered lobbyist. I think
we have spent to date around $130,000 or $127,000.

Senator GORE. Do you have th e source of your contributions? Is
that a matter of record?

Mr. FORD. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. Will you supply it t tothe record at this point?

iMr. FORD. Yes,sir.
Mr. SAUNDERS. We cannot supply it right now. We will supply it.
SenatorGoRE. I understand.
(The following was later received for the record:)

Contributions to the Business Committee for Tar Reduction in 1963'

Connecticut General Life Insurance Co--..-------.. -----...-------. $1,000
Adams, Cates Co., Atlanta, Gn- -----------... .-----.-----.--. . .. 1,000
Westinghouse Electric Corp.-- .-.---..------..-------------. 1,000
Norfolk & Western Railway. ------------------------- 1, 000
Ford Motor Co--- ------------------------------------. 1,000
Iurllngton Industries, Greensboro, N.C------------------------.- 1,000
Brown-Forman Distillers Corp., Louisville .--.------ -----.------.. 1,000
American Security & Trust Co-..----- ----.---.----- ----..-- 1000
Third National Bank of Nashville .---..---.. ---------.-------- 1, 000
Milton K. Cummings (Brown Engineering Co., Huntsville, Ala.)-..-.-- 1,000
William F. Oates, Jr. (Equitable Life Assurtuce Co.) ----- ------ 250
Frank Sulzberger --------------------.- ------------------- 250
General Motors Corp...------.... .------------... .---------. 1, 000
County Trust Co. of White Plains, N.Y.---. ---... ----------- --- , 1,000

SBeginning May 10, 1963, through Nov. 4, 1983.
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Corning Qlass Wdrks._,. .-.. .7--- -------............. $i,
Rbbe4t I: Levl th Heehb 'Co., Balti orfe, 'Md- . --- .- 200
J? Richrdion Difw'oth, 30 Rockefetllt Plaza; New Y'orkil .----- 100
W. Arthur Grots, Western Maryland Railway Co- 100
Sidney J. Welnberg, Goldman, Sachs & Co .- ---....---- 500
George F. Smith, Johhson'& Johnison.- - ---... --.................... , 250
Donald C. Cook, American Electric Power Co,, Inc-----.... - --------- 500
John E. Blerwirth, National Distillers & Chemical Corp.........- _ 500
J. W. Reavis, Jones, Day, Cockley & Reavis.-----. ---. ----.---. 500
Alfred W. Jones, Sea Island Co., Georgia-.......--- ---..---....-- - .- 100
E. S. Marsh, the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe ----......-....... --,:..... 1,000
Archer-Danlels-Midland Co--------.........---------------------.. 500
Philip D. Reed--------- --- --------------------------- - 200
Shenandoah Life Insurance Co.---...--- --------------------. 50
The First Pennsylvania Banking & Trust Co..... ---.....- .-....... -.. 500
Frederick R. Kappel------------------------------------------ 500
Wachovia Bank & Trust Co------ .. .... ....---------------.. 100
Duke Power Co - -----.....------------------ .500
W. P. Pat McMullan, Deposit Guaranty Bank & Trust Co., M3sslsippi_. 500
Texaco, Inc- --......... ----.. ---.. -- -------..-----..---. 1,000
Carl M. Loeb, Rhoades & Co------------.... ---------.....----. 1,000
Inland Steel Co---- --------------------------.. --....- 00
Aetna Insurance Co.........---------.... -----......----------------- ------. ----.. 25
The Lane Co., Inc --------------------------------..-------- --.. 100
A. D. Barney- - - --------- - ----------- 100
Bankers Life of Nebraska . -----..------.. --- ... 200
North Carolina National Bank, Charlotte---_ ........ ------ -- 200
Bankers Trust Co., New York, N.Y-------------------------------- 250
General Foods Corp----------------------------......-...---.. 1,000
Continental Illinois National Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago .------.. 1,000
Federated Department Stores, Inc., Cincinnati-.---.... .------------. . 1,000
Willia'S . Street, Seattle, Wash---- --- ---- -------........ .... . 100
Chicago & North Western Railway Co.----------...... . -------------.. 00
The Youngstown Sheet & Tube Co ---------------.---------.----. 500
The Phoenix of Hartford Insurance Co.'s -....- --- -----...... ,. 200
Turner Construction Co ----.....---------- 200
Gaylord Donnelley, Chicago, Ill ---.---------.... - ------------- 200
Leonard Spacek, Chicago, Ill ---------------------------------- 300
C'bot Corp..........------ . .-----------------------------. . 100
J. L. BErr,.5402 Windsor Lane, Shawnee Mission, Kans- .-------- -..... 50
Guaranty Bank & Trust Co., Worcester, Mass--..........----------- . 100
Geo. F. Brown & Sons, Inc., Chicago, Ill---------------------------.. 100
The Connecticut Bank & Trust Co-----... ---------. .......... 2i0
W. M.'Jarman------------------------------- 1 ---------.... 250
Eaton Manufacturing Co., Cleveland, Ohio .............. ------------ 500
Thompson Ramno Wooldridge, Inc------... . -------------------. 1,000
First National City Bank, New York --.-- ----------............ 1, 000
Radfo Corp.' of America ------ ----------..---------------- . 1,000
Commonwealth Edison Co.-------------- - ._ ..-------------.---- 1,000
L. 0. Atkins, Charlotte, N.C............I...... -------------- ----- 400
Broadway-Hale Stores. Inc.. California - --------- --, ---- 200
Guyan Machinery Co., Logan, W. Va----......---------------- ------ 100
Faikrl Corp....------........ .----------------------------.---- , 100
J. ,Wilson Newman.---. -------....... --- --- -.. .------. 100
James W. Young---.......... .------- ..................... .. ---- 100
'Teofnesee Gas Transmission Co-..----------- .. --------------- . . 1,000
Irving Trust Co-.._,...... .- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - --: -  1:,00
CIT Financial Corp. ... ... , ............... -----------... 1,000
New England Mutual Life In1iratice Co..... . ....... . 500
Scudder, Stevens & Clark; New York.Z.... :. .- ----. ' - - . 00
Island Creek Coal Co., Huntington; W. Va-.------.. --..---------- ... 200
Commerce Trust Co., Kansas City, Mo-...... ..--------. .... 200

.i.L- Ireland III, Bron Brbts.. Harrimn'& Co..-~,... .... . 1000
G. A. Ransom, special No. 3 (Union Chrbide C6r1.)..'i.':-'L 1',00
Sheraton Corp. of America-------........--- ---------------------. 100
Stupp Bros. Bridge & Iron Co.. St. Louis. Mo ----------------------- 100'

1 Beginning May 10. 1963. through Nov. 4. 1963.
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Mitnufacturers Hanover Trust Co.----.....-------.. ------------- $1, 000
The May Department.Stores Co., St. Louis, Md------ --..... --:..:~ '.
Ideal Cement Co., Denver, Colo ---------...... ............... .' 5i00
: F. Hutton & Co.....-----------------..---.....---. . , 00

Universal Oil Products Co--.----------------...............-- .. .200
Carolina Power & Light Co ---------............................ . 00
Norfleet Turner, Memphis, Tenn----..........------'' -'--- '-. 1 ' .100
Witbash Railroad Co., St. Louis-.-----... ----.. ----------------- 1, 000
The Pure Oil Co......-------------------....-----..----- .i.00
The Carpenter-Steel Co-...----- ------...------------- ------ -...250
The Sherwin-Williams Co----------.. .------- ------............... i250
Reynolds Metals Co----....------ ------......--- -- -- .. 1, 000
Johnson & Johnsou. New Brunswick, N.J---..----.. ---.. - -----.. -1,000
The National Brewing Co--------- -----...--.----..... . . 500
Libbey-Owens-Ford Glass Co -------------......... J-..-.t.LJ.. 200
Lone Star Cement Corp.------ ---------- ....... - .:..iu.a. 500
Jack M. Miller, Kansas City, Mo-------------------- - ..-....-.. ,- 50
Elliott V. Bell, New York, N.Y.------------i............. -. . a '250
Associated Spring Corp ---------- -------------- --.-- , 1i 000
Frisco-St. Louis-San Francisco Railway Co.---- -------------- .. ... 00
Meredith Publishing Co.....---------.... ...... .....--- 250
Fred 0. Foy, Koppers Co., Ine------------------- ---- -.- . -.. 250
Marvin Bower, McKinsey-& Co., Inc------..........-..c....Li. .. :100
Stanley M. Cooper, New Britain, Conn-------------- --------------. 100
Phoenix Mutual Life Insurance Co------.-------------0......... .. i 0
Morenz Neuhoff, Jr----------------------- ----------.-.--- .- 500
National Savings & Trust Co._--.....-...--........--.-- -...-- .100
The First National Bank of Miami-- ..--.....------ . ...... . .100
The Akron Standard Mold.Co------------ --- i, _----....... . 200
Aetna Life Insurance-------------------------.- -------- 300
Pitney-Bowes, Inc.------------- ----.--- ----.... ...--- ,, r250
Whirlpool Corp..----- -------------. ------------------- 1,000
First National Bank of San Diego---------------------------- ...... 100
William H. Chisholm------------.... .---------------.. .-------.. 100
Merck & Co., Inc.--------------....--------------------- ------ 500
J. C. Penny Co------------. ------------------------ - 1,000
Midlland-Ross Corp.---------------------- --------------- . 300
(erard Trust Corn Excahnge Bank--------------- ----------------- 300
Bank of America----------------------- ---. ----------. . 1,000
Tom K. Smith ........- -..........- ------... 50
Rupert C. Thompson, Jr..-------------..-......-.. ---- -. i100
Corn Products Co-..... ..............---. -- - ---... 500
Georgia Railroad Bank & Trust Co---------------- -------------- 100
Soo Line Railroad Co.....---- ------------.. -----------.------- .. 200
Central Standard Life Insurance Co---------------- -------_---- -- 200
Texas Telephone &Telegraph Co------------------------------- 6------ 00
George Olmsted, Jr -------------------- --------------- . 100
Trammel Crow.-------- ,.- ---- --------------------- 1,000
l'avid Rockefeller- ...-. ---.--.-..-..---- ---- -- . 1,000
Joseph E. Seagram & Sons, Inc_--------------------------- ----_ 1,006
(llbert W. Humphrey-- ...... ----. ---- ---_ .----- - --- 500
The Hartford Electric Light Co ----- _- -------------- ........ 200
Orand Union....---------.... ----- --..----- --- ------. . 200
S. D. Lunt & Co..---- --------- ------- --------.---.-...... 100
Charle- W. Hoyt.---..-. ------. .. ----------... 56
Swift & Co-...--.---.. . .-',, .----------- -L 0 1,000
General Telephone & Electronics Corp------- -----------------
Armstrong Paint & Varnish Works,-Inc ----- ----- --...... - ., 106
P'ope & Talbot, Inc--------- ------------- . -....----- 100
Davlid Packard ..--------- . -----------------.. 250
First National Bank of Portland, Maine ....-------... ..... 100
Aluminum Co. of America-------------------- ----- -----------
New York Telephone Co-------------------. -',----, , . 2
Nashua Corp....------ ---.----- ---------------.. . 100
R. F. Whittle ....---------------------------------- 2
International Business Machines------------................... ------- 1,000

'Beginning May 10. 1003, through Nov. '4, 1903.
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Monsanto Chemical Co -... - ------------------------------ $1.003
FMC Corp. ---------------------------------- 500
American Hardware Corp....... -- -- ---...- ------------- 500
American Export Lines------. --..---------.- -------- --- 50
T. S. Petersen-------...... . ------------------------- ------ 200
B. F. Goodrich.Co..-----. ----.--......--------.................. 1,000
National.GypsumCo-- --..------------------------------------- 500
New Jersey Bell Telephone Co------------ ---- ----------------- 250
Foote Mineral Co ..-----...... ---------..-------------.. .---- 100
Holly Sugar Corp..----. ------- --------------------------------- 100

: Albert Lawton ..----.. ---.. -----.---..--------------------. 25
United States Trust Co--- ---.-----.--..------------------- 250
National Rubber Machinery Co -------....... -------------------- 250
Walter D. Fuller,--- ----------------------------------- 100
Clarence E. Elderkino - ---------- -------- ----------.. 100
State Capital Life Insurance Co.-------------..------------------. 50
First National Bank in St. Louis -----....... ----------------..... 250
Lewis W. MacNaughton..-------.. .----------------- ----- 250
American Potash & Chemical Corp----- .--------------------- - 200
Fairfield County Trust Co .----... ---------------------------- 100
Estabrook & Co-..------------- ----------------- ------- 100
Akron, Canton &-Youngstown Railroad Co..------. --.-----.------ . 100
Millers National Insurance Co------------------------------------- 50
Consolidated Edison Co. of New York-----....--------- ---.----- 1,000
S F. Wollmar ---------- ------------------------------ 250
William H. Moore.-------- -.--..----- ----- ------------ 200
The Bauer Bros. Co-...---------- -------------------- -- 100
Home Federal Savings & Loan Association of Des Moines. --------- 100
Baltimore Gas & Electric Co..---......---------...----.-------...- 500
American Agricultural Chemical Co----.. .------------.---------.. 100

lbihb Manufacturing Co-- ------- ------------------------ 100
Jlhn Nuveen & Co...------. -------------------. .------ 200
Milton Bank & Safe Deposit Co ..--------------------. ----------- 25
Central Maine Power Co....-----..----------.----..------...-- - 100
Acacia Mutual Life Insurance Co .---------------- ------------ 250
Pennsylvania Power & Light Co....-----------.--------------. . 250
Bell Telephone Co. of Pennsylvania..-------... ------------------ 250
Sahara Coal Co., Inc..----....----.... .----------....-------- ... 100
Republic Supply Co. of California..--------------------------.- 100
United Life & Accident Insurance Co.. .....-------- -------------- 100
Douglas B. Whiting-- -------...... . ---------------------- 25
Leonard Dreyfuss------------.---------------------------. 50
J. Howard Marshall II ......-------- -------.-..-------------- . 100
Lawson Milk Co.---.. --... ----..... ------.--..----. .----------- 100
American National Bank & Trust Co. of Chicago.----. --.--.---...- 100
Arnold Machinery Co., Inc. --------------- -------------------- 100
Republic National Life Insurance Co----------------------------- 100
G. D. Searle & Co ......-----------. . ---------------.----- 250
Citizens & Southern National Bank--------- . --------------...... 250
Pacific Telephone .----..-.---------------- --------- 250
Washington National Insurance Co....------...---- ---------------- 400
De Coppet & Doremus.---.-----. --. ----- --...........-------.. 300
American-Standard__....---.--.------.. ----............ ----.. 500
National Biscuit Co--.---------------.--.----------------- 1,000
International Harvester Co----------------,,---------- -1500
Percy L. Douglas------------------------... -------.---.----- 200
Hartford Steam Boiler Inspection & Insurance Co ..---- . _- -------. 100
First Wisconsin National Bank of Milwaukee-...----- --------- - 100
First Nalional Bank of Atlanta...---------...------------------- 500
American .Sugar Co.-----.. -- -------------------------- 250
Trenton Trust Co ------.-------------------------- 100
James Bruce -- ------------------- -------------------- - 100
Southwestern Life Insurance Co ..---.------------------------. 100
Security National Bank (Sioux City) ------ ----- ----- 50
Goodyear Tire & Rubber Co ..------.. -----.-------..--------.-----. 1,000
Heinemann Electric Co .....------. --- -.. --. .--.......... _ 250
Newburger & Co ---..--------- ----------------- ------.......... 150

Beginning May 10, 1963, through Nov. 4, 1963.
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MinneapoUs-Mollne. Inc... ------.--.... , .--- . .. .-. $10
Western Kentucky Gas Co. .----------------------- ---------------- 1
Theo. H. Davies & Co., Ltd . .------------------------ - 100
Harland Knight-....-....-........................ -... ,.2.Harland Knight---------------- -- ----------
Jaines G. Fox, Jr ----....... . -----------..... .
Connecticut Light & Power Co..... .--- ---- ....-- .,.- 200
Kern County Land Co.-------...... -------.--. . ---------.... .. 00
Harlem Savings Bank.-------------------------------------- -- 100
P. H. Glatfelter .o-.---------------.--------------- ------- 100
Smith, Barney & Co-------.......----------------- ----- 100
The Sperry & Hutchinson Co......--------...------ -------- .7 . 00
Dresser Industries, Inc .--.. -- . .------------------- - ' 750
United States Steel Corp ---------- ------------- -------- 1,000
Shepherd, Murtha & Merritt-... ........... .------------------ . . 250
Harrisburg Steel Co.. .------------ ---------- ---- --- - 250
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel Co ......... --- ------ .. 50
Maust Coal & Coke Corp ---- ----------- ----------- . 00
North American Reassurance Co -.----------------..-----------. .- 2
Gulf Mobile & Ohio RR. Co. -------- ----------------- ---- - 100
William Carter Co------... .-----.------------.----------.... . ' 100
Black & Decker--..........-----------.-----------------...... .200
FirestoneTire& RubberCo --------------------- -------- 1,000
American Life Insurance Co. of New York-.---------.--------------- 25
Davidson Rubber Co---------------- ------------------------ 200
Indiana National Bank_--.L---------- --------------- --- 100
Newton F. Korhumel----- --------- ---------------------- 100
August Belmont ................ ----- ------------------ 150
American Snuff Co----.............---------- ------..- ---- .200
Roos-Atkins..----- - ---------------.--...----------- 100
Bullock'sInc------------ ----------------------------- 200
Steel Parts Corp--.---------- ------- --------. 100
D-A Lubricant Co., Inc------------------- ----- 100
Cunningham KiewitCo...---....-- -----.. --..--..---.-------- -.. 100
Congdon & Carpenter Co--------------.--------- - 50
Bristol-Myers Co ----... .-------------------..----------- 1,000
II. Daroff & Sons-----.......------------- -- ------------- 100
Republic Foil, Inc--------.... ---------------------------. 100
Bethlehem Steel Co--------------- ------------..---------- 1,000
Taylor & Co------------------------------------------- 500
Illinois Tool Works ....-------------- ---------------- - 100
Pennsylvania Industrial Chemical Corp ----------- ----------------- 10
American Metal Climax, Inc----- . - --------- .--------- , 2510
Moore, Leonard & Lynch-------.... - ------------------- 50
Florida Steel Corp--------------------------------------- 100
Standard Brands, Inc--------------------------... ------- -----. 500
Western Gear Corp-------------...------------------..-------- . 100
P'et Packing Co---- -------------------...---------------------. 100
Dickerson, Inc------------------ ------------------------------ 150
Seth Horne Development Corp----------------------------------- 100
McLouth Steel Corp----------........--------------.. ----------- 500
Slab Fork Coal Co ------ --------------------------------. 250
Korshoj Construction Co., Inc --------.. . -----------------------. :100
Northern Illinois Gas Co---------------------------------------- 250
Kenneth M. Owen..----.----- ------------------- 25
Whitehead & Kales Co..-----------.---------..-----......---- 100
Pease Woodwork Co.....---------------------................... 100
Fruit Growers Express Co...................---------- -------- 100
Concrete Pipe & Products Co., Inc------- -------- ---------------. 50
C. H. Masland & Sons ------------....... .-------------- 100
Mick-or-Mack Stores Co., Inc----- ---------.--.---- -- 100
Hatfield Electric Co........---- - -------------------- --- ---.. 100
Bankers Health & Life Insurance Co-.----... ----- ......------- .... 100
Berglund Motor Co----........------..----------------- . .25
Fgger Steel Co---------------------------------- 100
Manufacturers National Bank of Detrolt .----- ---.....----.. - 500
Mueller Brass Co ---- ----...........-------------------------.. 100
Oglebay Norton Co-- ---.... .--------------------- -----..... 100

L Beginning May 10. 1963, through Nov. 4, 1963.
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.Roberts Toledo Rubber Co-------........... .---------------------. 30
J, Large, Western Power & Gas, Ohicago, II-----------..---------.. 100
Scott Paper Co--------. --.------------------------ ------ 20
Wallace & Tiernan, Inc .----. --... ---------..- .. --------------- 100
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co--------------------------- 500
Associated Dry Goods Corp. ------ ---- ,.-,,-.. ..... 2.50
Cleveland-Cliffs Iroh Co-..-------..--................----- 500
Harvey Aluminum --.------..... ----- ---------... ------- --. -- 200
Mc1)evitt & Street Co------..... . --------------------..----... 50
.Georgia-Pacific Corp- ......---------.. ----.-------..----- . 500
.The MInnel Milling Oo----- .........--------,,, ..... 50
,The Fitst National Bank of St. Paul........----- ---- ------- ..... - 100
Newbery Electric Corp......--------- -- --- --- --.-- 100
Hickey-Freeman Co ....-------.. --------..---------------..---- . 100
Fred H. Slate Co .---------.......------.....-----.------.------ 100
Garrett, Miller & Co----------- ---------- ----..---------- - 50
First National Bank of Rochester, Minn-----------------------.- - 50
Merritt-Chapnian & Scott Corp -----------..--..-...- -........ .--. 750
,Bohn Aluminum & Brass Corp ----. ----...----. -------.-----. 2:50
Southern California Edison Co---........------------------------. 2.50
Robertshaw Controls Co -----------......... --- -------- --- .. 200
Allison Steel Manufacturing Co----.........-------------......... 100
Carolina Steel Corp ----- --------- ---------..- ---------------- 100
Gates Rubber Co-----------............ ------------------------- 250
W. O. Hickok Manufacturing Co--------..----. ----------....----- 25
Cincinnati Steel Products Co.---.-------------....... . ------------- 25
Virginia National Bank (Norfolk) ------------------------.-------. 500
Republic National Bank of Dallas.----. ------------.---------...... 25
IR W. Purcell----------------------------------------------- 100
Hill Richards & Co -------------------------------------- - 100
American Steamship Co ----------------...-------------......... 150
Interstate Motor Lines, Inc--------------------------.... ------- . 200
Bemls Bros. Bag Co----- ---- ------------------------------- 100
I. Magnin & Co- ---------------- --.. -- ----------............100
Fredrickson & Watson Construction Co ---------------------------.. 200
Socony Mobil Oil Co., Inc ------------------------ --------- 1, 000
Tejon Ranch Co - --------------- ------------------ --..-- 125
A. L. Garber Co -------------------- -------------------------- 200
Estate of Leander J. McCormick-----------...................... . 100
State National Bank of El Paso ----------- ------------......... . 200
Burroughs Corp-------------------------- .......... 1, 000
Oharleston Natlonal Bank- -----------------------...--.----..---. 150
John M. Franklin _------------ -------------------------------- 100
Louisiana Land & Exploration Co-------------------------.------- 200
Blyth & Co., Inc ---------, --------------------------------.... 00
Virginia Electric & Power Co...---------------------------. --- 250
Southern Materials Co- ---------------------------------------- 100
Norfolk Shipbuilding & Drydock Corp-..-.....---------------.------.. 200
Wean Engineering Co., Inc......-------.. .- ----------. ----- 500
Title Insurance and Trust Co--------------- -------............. -- 250
Jeesop Steel Co-------------- --------............. ----------- 100
Munslngwear, Inc ....................----------------------..- 500
Central National Bank- .---------.------ --.. ...-...-.-.... 100
FederalMogul-Bower Bearings, Inc..-------------....... , .------- 250
Shwayder Bros., Inc.-------------------.....-----------....... 100
Mr. W. T. Kelly, Jr . -------------------------------------.......... 100
Thilmany Pulp & Paper Co.------- - ---------.. ------.. 100
New York Life Iniurance Co......----..--....-- ---..--------.--- . 500
Sotco (Southern Textile Machinery Co., Inc.)........------------.. . : 50
The Sexauer Co-----------... .------------ ---.........------ 50
The Fllntkote Co.--------................................... 100
Cott Beverage Corp---------------........ .-----------...------ 50
The Diversey Corp------.......-------------------.---........... 100
The Budd Co ---...................---- - ................- . 500
Maul Electric Co., Ltd ----- -------........... ----................. 50
East Tennessee Packing Co----..... .---------......---------.---- .

1 Beglnnia i May 10. 1963. through Nov. 4. 1963.
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Hawaiian Telephone Co .-------.........------------------- , $150
Union Bank (Los Angeles, Calif.) ...------------. ;.. .. . 250
Oilbane Building Co---..------------------.---- ---..... .2
National Starch &'Chemical Corp.....-------------.....a----. 250
Mechanical Mold & Machine Co---------,-------------------- .. 50
Pacific Mutual Life Insurance Co---------------- ------------ 500
Mr. B. S. Gilmer--------------- ... --------.-- ... 250
Con-Gas Service Corp------------------------------.------ . 250
Mr. George Wingfleld, Jr------- ----.------------------.. . . 50
Olin Mathleson Chemical Corp ---------------------...------- . 500
Levi Strauss & Co ---.......... ---------- --------------- 500
Jewel Tea Co., Inc -----------.....------------.....------. .. 250
Bliss & Laughlin, Inc-------------------- --- ....-----.. - 200
Mr. S. C. Amren --------------------- ,------- .-- --....... 20
Douglas Aircraft Co -----------------.....--- ... _-----------.. 500
Carrier Corp--------------...------------ -- -------- 500
Air Reduction Co., Inc. .------- --- ------------ . , 250
The Dumore Co----.......- ---------------------- ---- ----. .. 100
Business Men's Assurance Co. of America--..-..... --------- --,..... 100
Copper Range Co------.... ---------.----------- ---- ' ............ 50
Green Giant Co--------------------------------- --- --- 100
Maul Pineapple Co.,. Ltd------------------------- - --- -100
Utah Power & Light Co--- .----------.........-- --..... 200
Vanadium-Alloys Steel Co ----.---------..---- 1--..: ------ 200
The Borden Co-.------------------------------------ 500
First National Bank in Little Rock-------. -------------........... 100
Hartford National Bank & Trust Co-------...-------..-------.. 250
Associates Investment Co.----..---------------- -------------- 1.000
International Milling Co--.......----------------------.. .500
Champion Papers Inc---------------- ------ -------------- 200
Life & Casualty Insurance Co. of Tennessee-------------- 150
Inter-County Telephone & Telegraph Co. (Fort Myers, Fla.)-------- 100
Castle Rubber Co----------- ---..---------... -------------- - 100
Mr. John Sherwin---------------------------------------------- 100
Hurst Printing Co., Inc --------------------- -------------- 25
Mr. Morton S. Cressy, Jr--...---------.-----------...--------. 50
Dewar. Robertson & Pancoast.----.------.. ---.--..---------------- 100
Nager Electric Co., Inc ------------------- -------...-. - - 100
National Steel Corp------------------------------... ..
Union Bag-Camp Paper Corp-..----. .---------.-------......--... 250
Mr. Charles Keller, Jr-----......----------- -------------------- ; 150
Mr. R.B. Evans------- ----------------------------... -25
Worcester Pressed Steel Co-----........------. 7 ------ - ------- -100
Mr. Strauder G. Nelson -------.............. . --------- .. 500
Dillingham Corp--------------- ------------------------- 100
Providence Journal Co.-----.... -----..------..........--- ----- 100
Donahue Sales Corp...-------.... -------------- L--, ------ . 100
J. I. Kislak, Inc-.....------ -------------------------- G
Mr. Robert W. Galvin------..---------------.............-- . 200
Folger, Nolan, Fleming & Co., Inc -----.......... ---- -I.:- 100
IKershaw Manufacturing Co., Inc ......-------------.------------ 50
The Nestle Co., Inc-..-------------------.......... .---. . , . 500
Mr. Franklin E. Sheidler..----...---------. .-----.. --------. . .- 20
Mr. George Jackson..------....... ---------------......- --- .. o 100
The AP Parts Corp--------......------.. ---- --.... .... 100

'Mr. J. D. Anderson .--------------- . ---.. --....------------- 2
1enco Products, Inc.............. -------------------------,. i50
The Wurzburg Co--------- --------- ----------- .... 100
:Blnkers Life Co .----- --- --...------ - ---.....-.,. 00
Mueller Co------------------------------------- --- ------ 100
,Mr. Elmer T. Stevens----...------.........--------- ........... 100
Olympia Brewing Co-------------- -------- ------.------------ ' .100
Mr. R. F. Windfobr--------.........--------------..--.-----.--- 100
The Electric Furnace Co.--------....--------....... --------- 100
General Public Utilities Corp --.. ,..........-----.......------..---- 00
Shands & Baker, Inc...----------.. . -----------..-----.-------.. 100

SBeginning May 10, 1963, through Nov. 4, 1963.
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Mr. John F. Forbes-------------.....------------------------........ $50
Triangle Conduit & Cable Co., Inc...........---.....--------------- .........-- 100
E. E. Black, Ltd -------------------------------- -- -- 100
,Vogue Rattan Manufacturing Co .....------......- -------.. -------- 75
Coldwell, Banker & Co -------- ---------...----- 2.05
Mr. Everett P. Hadley------------------- ...-- --....---- 250
New England Telephone & Telegraph Co ----------.............---------........---- 250
Mr. Nicholas H. Noyes (Eli Lilly Co.)----------------------------- 100
Denver Clearing House Association--..........---------- ------------- . 500
Morrison-Knudsen Co---.........---------- ------- - ----......... 500
Cummins Engine Co ------------------------------------------ 250
,Kelsey-Hayes Co ......................................------------------------------------..---........ 27,0
Trust Co. of Georgia (Atlanta) --..------------ --- .... 251
,Transport Management Co ---------------------------------- -- 100
,National Bank of Washington (Tacoma).................-----------------..----.. 100
California & Hawaiian Sugar Refining Corp....................--------------------.... 100
Pacific Gas and Electric Co------------------- ------- .... 1,000
,Texas Instruments, Inc------------..... ----------------------------- 500
Summit Trust Co ------ ------ ---------- 100
U.S. National Bnn!! of Omaha.........................------------------------------ 100
Cino Chemical Co----------------- -----------------------------.. 25
Waverly Mills, Inc--------------------------- ----------------- 100

*A. Y. McDonald Manufacturing Co----------------------....---- ..
Crucible Steel Co. of America------...................------------....---.......-------------..... 50
-Dixie Mercerizing Co------ ------------------------------------ ..... 100
W. T. Grant Co...--...............................------------------------------------------ 100
,The Food Marts----- ---------------- -- ------- 100
Montana Power Co-------------- ----------------------------- 200
General American Transportation Corp---------------- ------------- 200
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific RR. Co-----------------.........------------- 500
Consumers Power Co ------------------------------- ----------- 500
Valley National Bank.----. ------------- -------------------------- 200
Marsh & McLennan...... ------------------------------------------- 100
Silco Cut Price Stores, Inc-....---...------------------------------- 150
Braislin, Porter & Wheelock, Inc-------------------- ------------- 100
Bank of Hawaii---------------------------------------------- 100
Mr. P. W. Pitzer, Jr ----------------......-------------- ---------- 50
Mr. W. L. Stewart........----------------------------- -------------. 50
Robertson Sign Co------------..............---------------------------------50
Cramer-Krasselt Co-----------------......................................--------------------------- 40
Milton Roy Co---........------------------------------------------- 25
C. Ed Flandro, Inc---------------........------------------------------ 20
Norris-Thermador Corp ................-------------------.....-------------............. ... ---- 250
The Merchants National Bank of Mobile----------..................------------------ 250
Macco Corp..............................................-------------------------------------------......... 250
Porter Sesnon .------------------------------------------------ 25
Central Missouri Trust Co --------------------------------------- 100
Oilgas Royalty Corp---------------.... ---------------------------- 25
Lawrence Warehouse Co--------------........................----------------------......... ---- 100
Celanese Corp. of America -------------------------------------- 500
A. 0. Smith Corp ...............--------------------------.....------------------- 200
Coast Manufacturing & Supply Co --------------------------------- 50
R. V. Dorweller Co ..... ------------------------------ -------------- 650
Interstate Finance Co ......------------------------------------------ 100
Minneapolis-Honeywell Regulator Co -------------- ...............--------.. 250
International Telephone & Telegraph Corp ----------------.... ..............--------- 500
Hilbish Motor Co--------------------------------------------- 25
Maxwell M. Upson, -------- ----------------------------------- 100
First American Title Insurance & Trust Co -------------------------- 200
Republic Aviation Corp............---------------------------------------. 500
Rochester Gas & Electric Corp --- --------------......------------..--- 500
Mr. Walter H. Sainmis-------------....--------------------- ------ 100
B. C. Ziegler & Co---..........----- ----------------------------------- 100
United Air Lines. ---------------------------------------- 200
Wellman Engineering Co-------......--- --............ 25
.T. M. Tusing-------------------------------------- L-------.. 100i
Hill & Knowlton, Inc..---------------------------- ---- 100

A Beginning May 10, 1063, through Nov. 4, 1963.
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C6Afiord Motorp, Inc..............------------------------ . 2
The National Cash Register Co .----------------..... L _..,.:- 500
Coicoran, Foley, Youngman & Rowe-.--..---.. -----. L..----. .. L 100.
Frdhklin Finance Co .------... . ------------..-..- -----. --- .. 2
Capital Co..---------... .---- ------- -- ..-----..- . - 2
Arthur Rubloff ...... -----. --.. ........ ..i 150
Tidewater Oil Co----------------------------------------- 500
Mr. Philip H. Watts -----..-------------- ----. ------.---. -. 50
Eagle Pencil Co...-----. ---- --------...... --- ---------------. 250
First National Bank of Nevada ----------..-------------------.. 100
Sayles Finishing Plants-- ----- ----------- -------. , 100
Knappen Milling Co---...--------------..- --------- 100
Eastern Coal Corp ------------------------ ---------- 1,000
Equitable of Iowa ---------------------------......----------- 250'
The'Unlon Oil Mill, Inc .-------....... ----------........ . 100
Pyle National Co ...-------..------------- .---.. ---- ...- 50
Beneficial Management Corp. (to be credited to Beneficial Finance Co.) .. 500
Allegheny Power System, Inc-------......- -------------- ------- 100
The Pillsbury Co---------------------------- ----------- - 250
Joseph Home Co-.-----------------------------------.....- 100
Southern Railway System----------------------------------.00
Ke'r-McGee Oil Industries, Inc-.-------.--...---....---- --.... , 500
British Motor Car Distributors, Ltd------------------------ 200
The Potomac Edison Co---------------------------------------. 100,
Carondelet Realty Corp-------------------- ------------ --- 50
Smith Motor Co., Inc .. --------------------- . .... 25
Clary Corp ..------------------------- ------------- 50
Atirican National Bank---------- ------------- ------------- 50
Marlin.Rockwell Corp-...-------------------------------- --- 100
John Tarrant---- ------------------------------- 100'
Brown-Rogers-Dixson Corp ----------------- ---- --------- .-- 50
The E. Kahn's Sons Co.-----... -----..---------------------- -100
Dunn & McCarthy, Inc.--.-------------------------------------- 100
Island Federal Savings & Loan-- .----------------- - 1 50
The Hlliard Corp..-----------------------------------.. 100
Neville Chemical Co ------------------ ------------------- 50:
Bakersfield Savings & Loan Association -------...---------------.. 100
J. T. McCaffrey-------------------- ---- ---. 100
Rubbermald, Inc- .... .--------------------------------- 200
Edward Russell Taylor...-------.. ---..----------------.......... 100
Shaker Savings Association----------------------------- --- 50
Security Mutual Life Insurance Co ----------..----.------.---... 50
SPO, Inc------------------------------------- ---- 25
Marine Midland Corp ..----- ----...---------------------- 1, 001
RIchards-Vilcox Manufacturing Co ------------------------------ 200
Clyde Williams .... --------------------------------- 25
Detroit and Northern Savings & Loan Association-------... . ---------.. 100
AOF Industries, Inc. .-------- ----------------- -- - ------- 200
J. V. Norman, Jr-...-----.------------------------------ 10
Rogers Construction Co.-------------..--------------------- 100
First-City National Bank of Binghampton, N.Y------- ---------- -- 50
Kempton Dunn.---.---- -----.------------------------ - 100
American Brake Shoe Co ----------------------------------- 500
Xerox Corp...---...------ ---------------------------- -.. 500
Blumenthal Print Works-- ----------------------------- --- 250
The American Saw & Tool Co. ----------------------- ----- 250
The Title Guarantee Co-.... .----------------------- -- 200
Riverland Hardwood Co---.....-----.------------------...- -- 100
Caterpillar Tractor Co-------------------- '5---- 00
T. W. Samuels Distillery------------------------ ---- -------- 150
United Fruit-Co ---.. .---------------------- 100
Hickey-Mitchell Co---------------------------- -------- 150
National Home Life Assurance Co.-----------.. ------------------ 100
Ccpolymer Rubber & Chemical Corp-..---- . ------------- 100
Iowa-Illinois Gas & Electric Co-.,.. ------------ 160
Curtis Kinard Oil Co .................----------------------..... 100

1 Beginning May 10, 1063, through Nov. 4, 1963.
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oniributons to tohe Buslness Commifte for Tax Reductionin 1963'-Con.

Pittsburgh Forgings Co --... ----------------------- -----....-. $100
.James Pair Personnel Service .-------------------------------- 25
Electrical Products Consolidated-----------..---.---------------- 100
Spencer Chemical -Co -- --------------------------------- 100
Lytton Savings & Loan Association --------------------- ------ 50
Beverly Hills Federal Savings & Loan Association..-------.. -------- 50
J. Aron & Co., In-------------.---------------------------100
Hesston Manufacturing Co., Inc..---------------------------------- 100
A. F. Jacobson-- ------------- --------------------..--- ......... 100
Ohio River Co----------- ------------.------------------------ 50
Wheeling Steel Corp ------------------------------------------- 500
City Loan & Savings Co ---------------------------------------. 100
Globe Corp---------------------------------------------- 100
Consolidated Foods Corp -------------------------------. --- --- 250
H. J. Heinz Co ------------------------------------- --------- 200
Koontz Wagner Electric Co., Inc------------------------ --- - 50
Morgan Guaranty Trust Co. of New York---------- ..-------- . 1,000
Jullus Wile Sons & Co., Inc---------........--------------------.. 100
Peter B. Ruffin-...----------..------.. --------..------..----- 500
Ling-Temco-Vought, Inc -------.......------------ ----- ...... . 100
The Ohio Citizens Trust Co..------------------------------- -- 250
Colnial Stores, Inc ---------------------------- ----... .---. . 100
Brooks, Harvey & Co.----------.--.--.-----------------------. 50
Harris Pipe Mills----...... ---------------------------.-------..
,TOFA, Inc------- ---- --------------------------- 25
First Federal Savings & Loan Association of New York-- .----------. . 100
The First Pyramid Life Insurance Co. of America-----------------. 100
Clinton H. Brown-.....--- --------..... .--------------------.. 100
National Gas & Oil Corp..---. -----------------.-------------.. 50
The Toledo Edison Co------------------- ---. ---------......... . 200
Associated Merchandising Corp.-------------------------.-------.. 100
The Interstate Amlesite Corp----------... --------------........... 10
The Snyder-Bently Co.----..........-- ----..... ------------------ 15
Charles L. Hutson,-Jr ---------........ . ------------------------.. 100
The Atlantic Refining Co----------....--------------..-------... 250
Neptune Meter Co-------------------------------.............--- 100
Parts. Inc--------------- --..-------.-----.... ---- - --------.. 100
Redwing Carries, Inc--- -- ---.--.------.....---------... 150
Clarence J. Robinson----------------------------------- 100
Corry Jamestown Corp-...---------------------------------. 25
Hoosier Engineering Co.------. -----------------------.......-- 25
Detroit Ball Bearing Co------- ----..................... ----... 500
Ira H. Hardin Co---------------- ---- -----------...------. 50
HumKo-----...--.........................--- --------... 50
Malone & Hydo........-- ------..... .------------------------. 50
Cooper Tire & Rubber Foundation--------------- ------........... 200
Old Ben Coal Corp--------------- ------...........--------.. --- 100
Stangler Bros----------------.------------------------- 25
Hoover Co--.---..-------.....----..-- ---...-----------.---- . 500
Seattle-First National Bank----------- ------------..--- -----. ... 200
Florida Soap Corp------...... ------------..--- -.--....-----. 100
Mr. W. M. Day -------- -------------------- --------- ---- 200
Seessel's ..--- --------.. .--------- --- --.. -- 25
Cbocta~. Inc,--,---- --- - -- -- -- 2'Choetaw. Inc ------.----.---------------------..--------------- 25
KTB8S, Inc ---.............................................. . ... 5
Geo; H. McFadden & Bros., Inc- ------------- ---------...-------- 100
Martin Oil Co., Inc----------------- ------------------- 100
Ring, Mahoney & Arner. --- --..-- , --------........--. 50
Lifetime Distributors, Inc- ------.-----. ------- ---.............. 50
Reynolds, Smith & Hills -................................. 50
The Columbian Peanut Co------------ ---------..---------.. ..-.. 100
Larus & Bros., Co., Inc---.----------....--- ------...-------- .100
J. W. Greer Co ----------------------------------------------. 25
Automatic Retailers of America, Inc - ----............ ---L .....- 200
Industrial Finance & Thrift Corp.-- ----------- ------ --- 10Q
Cook & Co., Inc-..........-- .. -----...--------------------. 5
Arthur Fulmer----................................. 25

* Beginning May 10, 1963, through Nov. 4, 1963.
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Contributions to the' Butlness 'ominitte for Ta.r Reduction' in I 63 '-Coin.

The Columbia Manufacturing Co., Inc-,, .---, 100
Chrysfer Oorp------------- ------------.. -- - 1, 00
Nationqi Burial Insurance Co..------------- . ---'--- -- 50
Arthur P. Greer ---.I---- .-- .L I-I -L. - 5
Morton Salt Co.--- ---------------------.------------. ....-- 500
D. H. Overmyer Warehouse Co-..........-------- ------.---- 25
Howard 1b. Green.--.----... -----------------------------.-------.
Harry L. Dillin...--------- ---------------------------- 10

* Beginning May 10, 1963, through Nov. 4. 1963.

Senator GORE. Mr. Saunders, did the Pennsylvania Railiroad pay
your expenses?

Mr. SAUNDERS. No, sir; 1 was not with the Pennsylvania at that
time.

Senator GORE. That would be a bit unfair, would it hot? Did Nor-
folk & Western?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes; they did. That is my recollection. Let me say
a couple of things to fill in what Mr. Ford said, if I may, sir.

Senator GORE. Yes, sir.
Mr. SAUNDERS. We started out and our original objective- was to

have 300 members, 250 or 300 members, But actually, after we got
this thing started, it grew like Topsy. As Mr. Wilde here, who is
chairman of the membership committee knows, this thing has been
wholly voluntary. We have never really done What youi might call
make any great solicitation for members or anything of that sort.

Senator GORE. Does either of you know whether the corporations
represented or the individuals who met here in this meeting in Wash-
ington, at which the President spoke, paid the expenses of those who
attended? Do you know what the general pattern was?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not, no.
Senator GORE. You have answered only with respect to yourselves?
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct.
Senator GORE. Now, if either of you can tell me from your records

the membership of this committee, I would be very pleased to know it.
What was the membership on April 1

Mr. SAUNDERS. We would be glad to supply it. I just do not know.
We didn't have any on April 1. It was not formed, until April 25.

Senator GORE. What was it on June 1?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I cannot give you those figures, but they have been

going up. It has been going up gradually, although rather i-apidly at
first.

We shall be glad to supply them.
Senator GORE. All right. What was it on August 1?
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not know, but it was in the neighborhood, 1

would say of around 1,800 to 2,000 at that date.
(The following was later received for the record:)

The Busines Committee for Tae Reduction in 1963

On April 1, membership was none.
On June 1, membership was 435.
On August 1, membership was 1,948,

Senator GORE. Well, during August, I note that four new members
were acquired in Tennessee and two of them were employees of Ford
Motor Co. or associated with it.. I am happy that you have em-
ployees in Tennessee.

Mr. FORD. So are we. We are happy to have them in our glass
plant there.
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Senator GonE. It is a very fine industry. When was the subject
of tax reform first discussed' Were the reforms which the Treasury
had recommended discussed at the meeting with Secretary Dillon ?

Mr. FORD. Yes. We discussed the general situation. I would say
the business people who were at this meeting were not terribly en-
thusiastic about the reforms that had been suggested and felt that
they could not go along with them and, therefore, they could not sup.
port the bill as it was presented.

Senator GonE. So you decided you could not support the bill if it
contained the reforms that had been recommended?

Mr. FORD. That was our general contention to the Secretary.
Senator GORE. Was this a decision of the group which met

separately?
Mr.:Fono. Nothing was organized while we were in there talking

with the Secretary.
Senator GORE. When you met at. the F Street Club, were tax re-

forms discussed ?
Mr. FonD. We had a statement of principles which-
Mr. WILDE. May I add something, Senator?
Senator GORE. Yes, sir.
.Mr WILDE. I have a very distinct recollection of that meeting.

One of the controversial subjects before this tentative group was the
reforms in this sense, that we thought they were so complex and so
hard to evaluate and there were so many of them that, as a matter of
policy, we should decide to form this committee on the basis that our
interest would be confined to the two mior income tax structures:
the personal and the business. And the reason for it was purely
pragmatic, that we did not think we had time to study all the various
individual, secondary issues I call them, and we would get into a
terrible hassle trying to evaluate them.

So we were not against them per se because they were reforms. but
we just thought it was not practical, that we would stick to the two
main issues. This was the decision upon which this group of about
35 decided to make this organization active.

Senator GORE. And those two main issues were?
Mr. WILDE. Personal and business corporate tax reform.
Senator GORE. You mean reform and economy ?
Mr. TILDE. This is semantics and I do not understand the language

well enough to know. But to me they were both designed to make the
economy more effective by reducing this high incidence of direct
taxation. I think that is reform.

Senator GORE. I was not trying to draw any fine point, but were the
two things you agreed upon reduction'in taxes for individuals and
corporations?

Mr. WILDE. Tis is right, sir.
Senator GoRe. Now, I understood from your statement of prin-

ciples, from the letter signed by the cochairmen of this committee,
dated October 11, and also from your joint statement this morning,
that the two-pronged approach was for tax reduction and expendi-
ture reduction.

Mr, WILDE. We did not have any debate on it, because everybody
was agreed. .. We debated quite a bit-

Mr. SAUNDERS. It was not expenditure reduction, it was control of
expenditures.
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Mr. WILDE. Control of expenditures, not reduction. :.
Mr. SAUNPERS. Control of expenditures, not reduction.
Senator GORE. Well, I. understood you in respoiie to questions by

Senator Byrd this morning tol favor reduction in expenditures.
Mr. SAUNDER'S. I think you misunderstood! us, Senator, or at least

if we said that, we did not express ourselves as'cleai'ly as we should,
have. We are, of course, not opposed to reduction in.expenditures
if they can be achieved. But our statement ofprinciples and all 'the
statements that have been made are based upon na rigid control of:
expenditures. They may not be the. same thing under certain
circumstances.

Senator GORE. So you are really not saying to this committee that
you favor reducing expenditures.

Mr. SAUNDERS. We are saying to you that we are in favor of a rigid
control of expenditures. .

Senator GORE. Well, the law controls expenditures.
Mr. SAUNDERS. Who makes the law ?
Senator GORE.' I beg your pardon ?
Sr. SAUNDERS. You make the laws.
Senator GORE. Well, public money can only be expended in con-

formance with law. The laws control it. I do not wish to get into, as
you say, semantics here, but these are not difficult words. I under-
stood you to favor reducing expenditures, but now you are unwilling
to say you do. Maybe I misunderstood you. If I did, I am sorry.

Mr. SAUNDERS. Could I read you what I said ?
Senator GORE. I remember what you read, but I thought you said to

Senator Byrd that you hoped that the budget would be cut and that
the expenditures would be reduced. Now, maybe it. is not important
whether you did or did not, but that was my clear understanding. Now
you may say what your view is if you like.

Mr. SAUNDERS. 1Basically, we are saying we want rigid control of
expenditures. We said we did not think the budget for 1965 or 1966
should be above the level of 1964. Of course, if expenditures can be
reduced, we would like that very much. But we have not said that.'
Certainly, any prudent control of expenditures or any reduction that
is possible without other harm to the economy or to this country, we
are in favor of.

Senator GORE. Now, you are opposed to deficit financing, are you
not?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Basically, yes.
Senator GORE. What do you mean, basically ? Are you opposed to

it or not?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Certainly we are opposed.
Senator GORE. But you are in favor of deficit financing if it is nec-

essary toget a tax cut ?
Mr. SAUNDERS. We are in favor of it if you want, to call it deficit

financing. I called it investment this morning, and I think it is a mat-
ter of terminology. We are in favor of a shortrun deficit in order to
produce a balanced budget. We think that this course will do that.

Senator GORE. Well, I shall not get into a discussion with you at this
time as to whether it does.

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is a matter of judgment, I suppose.
Senator GORE. Well, it is also a matter, of experience. Congress

reduced taxes by more than $7 billion in 1954 and it has not balanced
24-532-63-pt. 3--22
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the budget yet Now, I do not know whether you mean the short-
run---

Mr. SAUNDERS. There were 2 years subsequent to that, immediately
after, when the budget was balanced. The only 2 years, in fact, consec-
utively that-we hav6 had' in many years in which the budget was bal-
anced was following the tax reduction in 1954.

Senator GoRi. Is that what ybu mean by shortrun I
Mr. SAUNDERS. No, we do not mean shortrun. We think, to put it

the other way, shortrun deficits yes.
Senator GORE. But you are giving an example now-
Mr. SAUNDERS. But we are talking about long-term surpluses or

balanced budgets.: We are not talking about short runs.
Senator GORE. Would you mind giving me just some inkling of what

you mean by short term and long term?
Mr. SAUNDERS. It is all relative, but we would hope if you have rigid

control of expenditure and if the economy responds as we hope and
expect it will to this tax cut, in a matter of 2 years or somewhere in
that range, we will be able to approach a balanced budget. It might
happen quicker, may be a little longer. No one can say.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, am I correct in recalling that the
Secretary of the Treasury forecast deficits through the next 3 years?

Senator ByRD. I think that is correct.' '
Mr. SAUNDERs. That iscorrect, I readhis testimony.
Senator GORE. Thin you do not agree with the Secretary of the

Treasury
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not disagree with him. I say if it is possible,

that if the economy responds as we hope it will, this thing Iay come
about quicker than the Secretary suggests. It may not. fut by
virtue of suggesting that it may, it does not mean I disagree with him.

Senator GORE. Mr. Ford, in your letter to me of October 11, you
used the term which is very dear to the heart. of the people who work
for the Ford Motor Co., very dear to the heart Of working people
everywhere. It is a term that they understand, "take-home pay."
I read from your letter:

And regardless of the decision od retroactivity, the effective date of increased
take-home lay for the more than 60 million Americans subject to income tax
payroll deductions certainly would be delayed-

and so on.
Do you know what the increase in take-home pay would be for--

well, let's take a simple example. Take a single taxpayer working
for me or for you, I am not trying to find a Ford employee directly,
please understand. Take a single taxpayer with taxable income of
$4,000 a year. , Do you know how much his increase in take-home
pay would be per week ?

Mr. FORD. No, sir.
Senator GORE;: It would be less than $3 per week. Do you know what

the increase in tithe-home pay, income after taxes, would be for a
single corporation., execittive, with a taxable income of $300,000 a
year?

Mr. FoRD. No, sir. '
Senator GORE. Do you have any idea ?
Mr. FoRD. No, sir. I have not fiurted it out.
Senator GORE. Well, I have a table pre red by experts and it will

be more than $1,000 per week. Now, since you had not bothered-
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since you had not figured it out,-I.give you this information, not as
prepared by me but. as prepared by the technical experts of this coni-
mittee. Do you think it fair to give.a tax reduction of less than $3
a week to one man and more than $1,000 a week to another?-:

Mr. FORD. Well, gir, I had io knowledge of how theyin.thdHoise
arrived at the amounts and tile spread of the ambuntsi.Nor have we
in tih committee undertaken any position in:this. I think that if;a,
man has worked his way up in an organization.to the point. where
his salaries and emoluments are in, a certain area, why, the reduc-
lion Nshich will be applied to:him, naturally, will be a greater figure
(han that of the fellow who has.a lower base pay..

Senator GORE. In terms of social justice, or on any terms, do you
support that kind of bill?. . : .,

Mr. FORD. I have no criticism of this bill ijn this respect; io,

Senator GORE. And you did not know that theincrease in take-home
pay provided by this bill would bring about a distorted result like
that?

Mr. FORD. I question the word "distorted," sir.
Senator GORE. I will accept .your objection to the word. I will

change it to "disparity" of tax bereft.
Mr. FORD. There is a disparity, there is no question about this.

But I would like to say, Senator, if I may, that I think the total ef-
fects of the bill, which will be $11 billion, are of a cumulative'nature
and'that this will be spent all across the spectrum in the consumer pur-
chasing areas, from tile lowest to the highest income individual, who
reaps the rewards of the reductions if they are passed, and I think
this will create a stimulus to the economy which will cause greater.
economic growth in the future than we have been able, apparently, to
get in the past through other means.

I further think that the corporate reduction will allow corpora-
tions to, as was said this morning, expend funds for capital facilities
and also allow them to expend funds that they might not neces-
sarily expend in research and development, which will provide new
products and allow them to get into different areas of business that
they might, under the present bill, not do.

Now, the figures which are before me, in the hearings before y6ur
committee here, show the distribution of this. I have read this. I
do not know-I would not. know how to do it any better, sir. - . '

Senator GORE. Well, I hope this committee can find a way to do it
better, if we are to have a tax reduction. Maybe I can suggest a way
to do it better.

Do you know what the personal exemption from taxation or income
is for a man and wife?

Mr. FORD. You mean tle $1,200 exemption? Is that what you are
talking about.? Or the $600 exemption?

Senator GORE. $600.
Mr. FORD. Yes. , .
Senator GORE. As I understand the theory of the personal exemp-

tion, it. is to permit a family or a taxpayer. to have a subsistence
level of income beforethe heavy hand of the U.S. Government lays
a tax upon his income. Do you so understand that

Mr. FORD. Yes, sir.
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-Senator GORE. "Do ybu-consider $1,200 for a man and his wife
lan adequate subsistence level, an adequate level of income for a sub-

sistence level oflife? Not a satisfactory American level ? How would
yon characterie it ?be

Mr. FORD. This would not be his total inconie. This would be before
the adjustmnts for his total income in the tax would have to be taken
out. So that would not be his total income, as I understand it.

Senator GORE. I do riot want to misunderstand you. Are you say-
ing'that, in your view, the'income of a man and Iis wife should be-
come taxed when it exceeds $1,200 a year ?

Mr. FORD. No, sir. I am not saying that.
Senator GORE. What do you think the average rent for an apart-

ment or shelter of any sort in Washington would be?
Mr. FORD. In Washington, D.C.?
Senator GORE. Or Detroit or Nashville ?
Mr. FORD; I think it varies all over the lot, Senator, depending on

the location.
Senator GORE. Yes. Would you give an estimate of what comfort-

able living quarters would rent for per month ?
Mr. FORD. This is not anything that I know anything about, and

I would hesitate to make a guess.' As I say, it would depend on the
location and whether it is furnished or unfurnished or what kind of
a dwelling we are talking about. I would assume that it would vary
tremendously.

Senator GORE. Well, though you disclaim any knowledge of this,
those of us who represent the people, all the people-you and the
$1,200 couple also-must have some knowledge of living standards
and the cost of living.

Do you really think that $1,200 is a high enough exemption for a
man and his wife ?

Mr. FORD. Well, Senator, I do not know the answer to that question.
I do not know-you see, as I understand your question-I may not
understand it. correctly. But a man has a number of dollars income
and from this income you are deducting $1,200. Then he pays the
tax on what is left.

Senator GORE. What is above that.
Mr. FORD. Yes; so I do not know what the individual's total income

might be, so it is very hard for me to answer your question.
Senator GORE. Do you know what the personal exemption for a

man and his wife was in 1940?
Mr. FoRD. No, sir; I do not.
Senator GORE. It was $2,000.
Mr. FORD. Well, I am sure that the tax rate in all the brackets was

different then, sir, than it is today.
Senator GORE. So is the cost of living. ,
Mr. FORD. Yes, sir. -; .. ; *'
Senator GORE. The cost of living is more than twice as much now

as it was then. Do you know why this was changed?
Mr. FoRD. Why the cost of living was changed?
Senator GORE. Why the personal exemption was lowered.
Mr. FORD. So that the Government could have more money to spend

on what it. felt it had to spend money on.
Senator GORE. That was one reason. Do youknow what the secoid

principal reason was?
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Mr. FORD. No, sir; Ido iiot - . . . 1
Senator GORE., It was to dampen consumer denintid to siphon off the

savings of the people so that inflation would, not, be, so disastrous.
These two reasons causkd me to vote to lower the personal exemption
for a man andihis -wife from $2,000, to $1200.,.',Now n meanwhile, the
cost of living, as I have said,- hasmore than doubled.- -Ifyo ,had the
responsibility of representing the people, ;would yb6u think:this $1',200
an adequate amount, or would you consider raising it I: , ::. . .

I think I have asked you.an improper question.. Liam asking you a
hypothetical question. I am in the position of responsibility, and Il
am the one who must decide,thatiand I shall withdraw that question.

What I am trying to drive home to you people who are-head of this
powerful committee of businessmen that ha brought so much pres-
sure and publicity to bear on this bill and for this bill is that this is an
unfair and an unjust bill: I am surprised that you did not know that
it would represent such an:increase in take-home pay for some and
such a small increase in take-home pay for others;. ., :'

Mr. FORD. I believe that wages have gone up substantially, too-I
know they have. -

Mr. SAUNDERS. They have gone up about three times what they were
in 1940. , , , - .

Mr. FORD. The average U.S. income, as I see it here has increased
to around $7,000. !Now,.there are always inequities,,but. it is one of
the problems we all face. And there is'structural unemployment that
is deplorable, in Wtst Virginia and Kentucky and I am sure probably
some in your State, too. There is some in Michigan. And l wish
that we could do something about, this. My only feeling is that the
most constructive thing.that the country can do, that you can do in
the Senate and in theHouse, is to pass this tax reduction bill.

Now, when it. comes to how it is distributed, sir, I am not knowledge-
able in this area and I do not know. I do not know, how to answer
this question. .

Senator GORP. You recognize, of course, that members of this com-
mittee must reach a determination on details of this sort which have
escaped you ?

Mr. FORD. Absolutely. ,
Mr. SAUNDERS. Let me say this, sir: We think that. when you are

giving approximately $8.9 billion to the individuals, of which 18 per-
cent of that $8.9 billion goes to taxpayers with incomes of less than
$5,000 and 41 percent goes to the taxpayers between $5,000 and $10,000,
and out of the $8 billion, something like $525 million goes to taxpayers
over $50,000 that is approaching a fair distribution.

Senator GoRE. Would you mind reading the first figure there?
Mr. SAUNDERS. Of the $8.9 billion, $1.6 billions or 18 percent goes

to those with incomes of less than $5,000.
(Senator GORE. How many American citizens must share that $1.8

billion?
Mr. SAUNDRRS. I do not know. I can give you that figure. It is in

the testimony offered by the Secretary of the Treasury at page 151.
I will get it in a moment. ., :

It is only in percentages. .
Senator GORE. You know, you can play mirror games with -per-

centages.
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Mr. SAUNDERS. Under $10,000 is 22.9 million. That is what it is.
SSenatori GoRE:I have been *speaking in actual dollar increase in

take-home pay for taxpayers in different categories. - Now, if we must
come to percentages, let me give you one.. Mr. Ford, you suggested

That an average family income was between $6,000 and $7,000, did you
say, or did you say little in excess of--

Mr. Fo6. I' aid around $7000, sir.,
Senator GORE. All right; let's take th6 average taxpayer, since we

want to deal in percentages and averages. Th6 average taxiaying
-family iii the country, I thliki is a man, wife, and tWo children. That
is about as near to an average' family uiit as we can come. And I
have calculations here that show such a family of four, with a taxable
income of $8,000, would get an increase in take-home pay of less than
5 percent. Blit'f that same taxpayeir happened to be ii the corporate
executive level, with a taxable income of $600,000 a year, he would
get a 100-percentincrease in after-taxes income.

What I am trying to show you gentlemen here is-I do not know
whether you have been mesmerized by this mirror game of percentages
or not-I hope not-you deal, in this bill. in this way: The. lai'ge per-
centages are applied to the large amounts and the small percentages
are applied to the small amounts. This is how you get this great dis-
parity f benefits.

Now, Mr. Ford, you have mentioned striicturalunemployment and I
shall not go further on this disparity of tax benefits under the bill-
yes, I would like to go one step further, if you will pardon me. Sena-
tor Douglas referred to statistics furnished by the Treasury which
show that some taxpayers with a million-dollar income per year, some
with a $5 million income per year, paid no taxes at all. I have before
me a table prepared by the Secretary of the Treasury, which contains
about the most astounding statistical information that I have seen in
many years. I asked the Secretary of the Treasury to prepare a table
giving a typical taxpayer's taxes at given income levels or brackets-
sort of a composite taxpayer in htlie 10.000 bracket or $20,000 or
$100000, and so forth. And I would like to read you what this table
shows. This table is also based on the typical or composite taxpaying
family-man, wife, and two children.

Now, on the typical taxpayer, with an adjusted gross income-
the Treasury has iot made any tables, as far as I can find, based on
taxable income. They seem to prefer to use."idjusted gross," which
you and I understand to be considerably different.from taxable income.
When this bill becomes law, if. it doesthis composite man, this typical
taxpayer, not a millionaire, but one who has $1 million per year of
adjusted grossincome, will be paying taxes at a rate of less than 24
percent.- Does that surprise you , . , .

Mr. FoRD. It does surprise me. I do not kniow the figures.
Senator:GonE; The average taxpayer. with a iiadjusted income of

$100,000 a year will pay in the 29 percent range.
Mr. FonRD W6tild he be paying more thii the person in the million-

dollar bracket ; : *
Senator GORE. Well, let me give you the exacfigres.' Understand,

Mr. Ford, this is not my table. This is the Department of'hte. Treas-
iiry's. I must siay thatI have t onud it *astaundin'r. I' wvill'read you
the exact figures: Adjusted goss income of $100,000,v-ould 'ay
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$29,670; $200,000 would pay $56,675; $500,000, $138,216; $1 million,
$238,037 - *

I would like you gentlemen to take this home. It has been an
astounding table to me. Yet those of us who tliinktbhat the crying
need ii the tax' field is for tax reform to bring about. some equity
and fairness, then you gentlemen say you would not support it bill
unless the tax reform elements were dropped out. : i
, Mr. FORD.. I do not think we said that, sir. We said:we did not feel

we should take a'positioh on tax reforms; because we:did not agree
with them. . t! ; . . .

Senator GORE. No. I recall what you s id,' You said you agreed
you could not support a bill as long as these refdrims:were in it. If
you think I am incbrrect, we can go back and have the stenographer
read what you said.

Mr. FORD. I will take your word for it. .
Senator GORE. Well, now, if I, may go on-please understand, I am

not trying to be unpleasant with anyone. I am fighting for what I
think is a principle of social justice and fairness. Here we have a tax
structure so filled with loopholes aid favoritism that we bring about
legally the results' which I read to ryo, 'and yet whefh Congress at-
tempts to bring about some'rform, there is the fiercest resistance
by the leading and most influential citizens that we have. Now, you
mentioned--

Mr. SAUNDERs. Senator, may I say that we do not agree with that
statement? We certainly do not. We think it is an equitable tax bill
and-we would not be supporting that if we did not.

Senator GORE. Well, since you say that I would say that under pres-
ent'law, this typical taxpayer with a million dollars per year income
will pay in the 26 percent bracket. If this bill becomes law, the situa-
tion will be more inequitable, he will pay in the 23 or 24 percent
bracket.

Mr. SAUNDERS. We do not oppose you and we are not suggesting
that you should not have tax reforms. We are simply saying that
thie need is for getting the economy moving and for long-range devel-
opment. If you want reforms, if these things you are talking about
are bad, certainly they ought to be corrected. *We are not opposing
them.

Senator GORE. Which ones will you support?
SMr D SAUNDERS. I cannot say offhand. 'But we are ndt here opposing

reforms of any sort.
Senator GORE. Will you support a tax reform to require the payment

of taxes upon the profit earned upon the exercise of a restricted stock
option?

,Mr. SAUNDERS. Vell, I think that these questions do not lend tlem-
selves to categorical answers. There are a lot of features here that
ought to be considered. I think it is a matter of great, concern as to
what is the proper inethod of taxing stock options. -I do not say what
any- particular pat. fornulashould be or vice versa. It is a matter
tlat ought to be thoroughly considered. ,

Senator GORE. Well, your cochairman has written extensively on
the subject and he. writes with a facile pen. I have read, Mr. Ford,
many things you have written and said. The best I can make of it,
Dean Griswold appears to be tPe leading opponent of restricted stock
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options-at least, he writes well on the subject. And so far as I can
tell, you are the leading advocate of restricted stock options. At
least you speak strongly in support of them.

Mr. FORD. I do, sir,
Senator' GORE. I notice in your article in the Harvard Business

Review you refer to restricted stock options--well, let me read from
it:

At the same time, we Also developed a group of exceptionally able younger
men who contributed materially to the. company's growth and who were not
being rewarded commensurately with their contribution.

(The entire article by Mr. Ford will be found in the hearings for
Nov. 25, 1963, which appears in pt. 4.)

Then you proceed to say that you permitted them to purchase re-
stricted stock options. Do you recall that?

Mr. FORD. That is correct, yes, sir.
Senator GORFe. So you considered this as a reward to them for their

contributionsto the company ?
Mr. FORD. I thiik stock options have done as much as anything to

provide management of corporations in this country with incentives.
And I certainly believe and I think that all of us believe that human
beings need incentives to do a job. I do not participate in the stock
option plan'at Ford Motor Co. or in any other stock option plan. So
I hope I am speaking quite objectively in this case.

I think that what has happened with the stock option law has
benefited the growth 'of-the growth of the United States has bene-
fited by the fact that a stock option law was put into effect. You can
always say that these people have possibly earned more than was
suspected they would when the option law was introduced. Nobody
knows what is going to happen to the stock market. So this is a case
which is always in effect. The market can go down as well as up,
but in my opinion, the fact that there has been a stock option law has
contributed immensely to the economic growth of 'this country.

Senator GORE. I do not here intend to raise the question of whether
a restricted stock option has proved itself, whether an option is an
incentive. whether it is proper, whether it has contributed to the eco-
nomy. For the time being, just let me agree with your statement in
that regard.

The question I raise is this: You reward-excuse me-I do not mean
to be personal about this. Not onlyyyour company but. many companies
reward, as you put it in your article, your officials for their contribu-
tions by giving them the right to purchase stock at less than its mar-
ket value.

Mr. FORD. We do not give them that right, sir. We grant them
an option, but we do not know whether it is going to be more or less
than the market.

Senator GORE. You and I know what you do. You grant them
the opportunity of purchasing the stock within a given time, at a given
amount, and it may turn out that this reward, when he exercises his
option, is, say, $100 000 or $1 million.

Mr. FoRD. It may b6 nothing.
Senator Gonp. It may be nothing. It may be nothing. But if it is

a reward, then it is income and the reform I advocate is that when-
ever that option is exercised, whether. that official makes $1,000 or
$100,000 or $1 million or $5 million, he has then realized his reward
just as if he had drawn a salary and therefore, he should pay taxes
on that. But the law does not so provide.
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Mr. Foii. Well I am happy the law does not so provide.
Senator GORE.' So you oppose tlihata'x iefoim,~I tke it, Irom what

you have said and from what you have writt'li. Y6 'would oppjje
taxiitiop.,of inicoiie realized as thhresult of thepriv'iilege of buying
stock at less than market value?

Mr. FORD. If I follow what-you said correctly, you said that an Indi'-
vidual should pay an income tax on the profit on stock between the
time of the grant and the time of exercise?

Senator GORE. NO. Isaid' t the time 6f exercise,
Mr. FORD. At the timb of exercise. -Well, he has not realized the

profit, or loss at that time. He siinply bought the stbek, so you are
asking him to pay a tax oh something he has ,ot realized.

But now it comes-excuse me.
Senator GORE. Do you seriously contend that if the Ford Motor Co.

reiwa'ds me for my contribution to the success of that company with
the privilege of buying stock for $100, which I can sell on the open
niarket on the same day for $200, that I have not realized a profit?
Do you seriously contend that ?

Mir. FORD. You have an ordinary tax if you do that. You have ati
ordinary tax at whatever the rate is ii'yur'brhcket; :If you sellFthe
day you exercise you pay ordinary income tax for it.

Senator GORE. I did not say if I sold it. I said whih I could sell.
SMr. FORD. Well. may I take n example of 'a 'fellow' granted an

option at $20 for one share, to make it simple, and he exercises as to
that one share, and the price is $40, so he has got a $20'profit, bit he
has not realized anything. He just got tihestok certificate. Ie paid
$20 for that which he can sell for$40.

Senator GORE. And you would change that ?
Mr. FORD. Sir?
Senator GORE. You have given him ia $20 equity in his stock as a

reward for his service to'your company, but you would not have it
treated even as a capital gain.

Mr. FORD. No, sir. I do not see how that would be fair.
Senator GORE. I happen to know an instance of a man who told nie

that through restricted stock.options he had an equity in excess of $5
million.

Mr. FORD. I am sure that has happened, but not because of this,
because if you follow this through a step further, which I would likd
to do in my example, under present restricted'stock option law which
is in effect, not the new proposals, lie has g6t toehold tfiht stock for 6
months.before he can dispose of it. Sod'l; bo ught a stock that'was
worth $20 at the time of grant and at the time of exercise worth $40,
so he made a $20 paper profit.

Six months later he sells, and the stock is at 10, so he has gotten $10
actually. But you would tax him on'tlie $20 profit, and he is broke.
[lAughter.]

Senator GORE. Let us take the example-
Mr, FORD. I do not know Wihat the guy does to pay the tax.
Senator GORE. Well, l11 gets tile reward for his services. This is

llCOIP.

Mr. FORD. I doubt if that is reward, sir.
Senator,;GoRE; And this same gentleman, Mho I do not want to

personalize, this same gentleman has ,an equity fortune which,
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when A talk tt'hi a;, eii'xce of milibn. I understand it is
now in' excess pf,'$7 'n)lio. I Bu he hlas paid no taxes whatsoever.
The law does not reque lhim to do so. Yet every person who sweeps
the floor in his factory has the tax hand of the.Govrnment bitikig a
piece of his check eyery wee

Mr. FORD. Senatifi Ore--
Senator GORE. )O you call that fair .
Mr. FORD. Absolutely, Senator. If I understandd your example cor-

rectly; I may not, but you say' lielis $7 million. That sounds to me
like he has got a $7 million paper profit. That stock may be below
the option price when he sells it, he may be in the red; I do ri6t,T6ow
this. .. ..

SI do not .pyow, wht is gpng to happen to the economy of this
country. i' 'hen the stock niarket broke a year ago last May I can
assure you there wer a lot of people who were worried aid It know
a couple of co6'miiniies tht, I think, niade ii dreadful niistake, ind they
repriced their options. I think that is a terrible thing to do, but they
repriced them because these people were all under water.,

Senator GORE. You mean you think it is terrible to reprice their
options?

-Mr. FORD. Absolutely.
Senator GORE. You know, of course, that is permitted under pres-

ent law.
Mr. FORD. It is sir.
Senator G6RE. Y~Vold you advocate that reform ?
Mr. FORD. I do, sir I have.
Senator GORE. Good.
Mr. FORD. I have suggested, I suggested it to the House Ways and

Means Committee in my testimony before the committee.
Senator GORE. Under the present law this gentleman, who, fortu-

nately for hiim finds no necessity for selling the, stock-indeed he
indicated clearly to me he had no intention of doing so-can pass this
stock on to his, children' without any income tax or capital gains tax
ever being paid on this vast fortune.

Mr. FoRD. Well, I niust" just'say I am not opposed to passing things
on to your inheritors, I think that is one of the basic things that
Makes this economy and makes this free enterprise system great. I
would like to take an example.of another kind on this business of tax-
ing income'at'death, the appreciation of it at a capital gains rate
before you pay an iiiheritance tax.

You take an able mnan 'who starts out with we will say, a $5,000
investment, anid by shrewdness and hard work and much labor and
a little luck and a little help maybe lie builds a business up to a fan-
tastic amount. Let us say he builds it lip to $1 million-a $1 million
enterprise. /

At the time of death, it seems to me, it is eminently unfair to tax
him on that increase of his $5,000. I do not know why he should not
leave that to his 'ieirs. If it is taxed, he may have nothing left
afterward. His heirs nay not even be able to sell this equity.

This, of course, is an entirely different proposition, but the---
Senator GORE. What we are illustrating here by this exchange, it

seems to me, is that the people whose income is earned i i ie irm 'of
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wages are the: ieople' o i rayi i i d * ainstbur
tax laws. d ,Th i

Mr.. VoRD'. hflihfii4 baif r.gT- gpg tol tink' iso.
do not think t iey'arte discriWi1,t~d 2glnst< ' ti nk'thitt thl'(ax

rates have been figured outiBY Pg6plw tllllm,
tlan I am, and this )is prqbeen6&qj(grg4 ffiid
I woui ld fiof:nii' w'lio fo iia i6 f any be ter.

Senator GORE. I -will ask one further" question, I feel that I-have,
perhaps, overtrespassed upon the time of the chairpian and members
of tliecoinmittee. : . ? T- -*1' .1 .1

Yon mentioned structural un" i layii~ia efni't oi-ien6t hit.2 '3e-
fore noono'o; "discusW.d iihei'iieed f' Vlmo'i e 'in V i itent '6hi1itl , *et
when Mr. Saunders' was askod abut the diinkr of infflttion he pointed
to oni' enorou piodu~tii'e cif ' "

How do you'think' this tax bill is , to sdt e lxbi1i ';f
structural unemployment? '

Mir. FoRD. I think that With the passag'of tie taLxbillt if it OiAld
be passed, that ydt will see idrh'expiidtudiues' fori faclliti(4 bytcor-
oat ionS, that We wiliavemore lie, b bhe'oiilei

cause of .this tax reducioi, 'iif id 6eauus of' thl l uieuemeripioynpht
picture in this country is gohig to be inaterielVff~ctetm:my
Opinion.

Senator Gdiii. Ybifthink 'that the taik iedu'tion in 1954,, tho ac-
celerated depreciation granted by exequtivp action, the investment
credit pam last, year, are not sufficient: to creae'a esei'rvofr of in-
vestment capital? I

Mr. FORD. J, do not think and I thifik thisnewt, bill as io.
posed will'provide iiii incentive ihicW-i1 b a great stimulus fdjhe
growth of our economy, and itvtht res, ect 41ilP hihko grett inroads
in thre uneiipl tnsitiati'onw \finid'6 vf Z i ' tblda. .

Nowv I h a 91 e v'th"VEs'h 'siih fniilW At's I6ir
Management.olcy 'CommittecA fid tii seen'ij ctf A
mission in this coitniittee,and I think'that-I cannot quote the other
members of this committee, w would be out of order if I did- b2-41di
I feel that they, in general thik'fie same way.'

Senator GORE. Do you think the principal benefit then is to stimulate
investment capital I1:

Mif. FORD. Ithifik-that i pirt 'of it! ftj iftk if is g'ifi 'ol!hui Ate
consumer spendil,.aswel. ' t pWqff. Inn

Senator GORE. 11se a ie thetwo, P rinplppttl;ttniiilttnt ni your viewP
MNfr. FoRD. Ye sir.' I thinkit will do:other things, but think those

tire the two principal ones.
Senator GORE. Are you awAe Qf th0 fc at 'Se$r r i

in his speech to the bankers a shoit time ag ',hat a' e excess of savings
characterized our tiniest

Mr. FoRD. Savin Aregh, y,-sir. 44t doesn't
Mr. SAIUNDERs. That is just th poiit,,Seiaoto llThre is no in~en-

tire to invest. The taxt rates are too hgh.' ' '

Senator GORE,., Now, therefore, you would increase the'savihgA mbre
in rder to elcoura' ~8iivetmpt in oiy pr~ ductv fciitie'

Mir. SAUNDERS. WeO would' encourage investMent.. 'It wrud. increase
the incentives.

-r .~ ': ' ' ;. *'
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SSenator GORE. Would tis process of replacing outmoded plant and
equipmeiit mean feweror ioire jobs?

Mr. SAUNDERS. In the long run I think it will mean more.
SSenator GORE. Now, there again we get into the long run. We have

an unemployment problem in the short run.
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is right.
Senator GORn. It is very pinching to some 4 million people.
Mr. SAUNDERS. That. is right; and we have the problem of

automation.
Senator GORE. Will this bill increase automation ?
Mr. SAUNDERS. It may to some extent.
On the other hand, it will create new products, new markets, and

you have got to face it, this country cannot stand still. We have to
compete with foreign countries, and if we are on the basis of going
backward or standing still, we are going bankrupt. You have got to
make this economy grow, and you have to face this issue.
: !Senator GORE. I do not want to inquire with respect to either of the
companies which you gentlemen represent. I am not inclined to do
that. But, just in general,'do you not know that corporations are in
the most highly liquid position that they have been in, perhaps, ever?

Mr.: WILDE. May I comment on that, Senator, because this is my
business?

Senator GORE. First, will you answer the question, one of you ?
Mr. WIWLE. I know-
Senator GORE. That is true?
Mr. WILDE. It is substantially true.
Senator, GORE. All right.
Mr. WILDE. But this is an across-the-board figure and does not apply

to thousands of companies in this country.
You see, as an insurance company my duty is lending to these com-

panies. There are literally thousands of companies in this country
who are in very modest financial condition, and would like to get some
money to either expand or go in for lew products, aid this is what we
try to meet.

Senator GORE. So you are saying that this excess of 'savings, these
retained earnings, this high degree of liquidity is not true of all ?

Mr. WILDE. I alm saying that is correct.
Senator GORE. This condition is an across-the-board condition?
Mr. WILDE. That is right, sir.
Senator GORE. Don't you realize that this tax bill is an across-the-

board proposition, and instead of helping that it will bring about
greater disparity? '

Mr. WILDE. _Well, I do not undertsand i(that way, because it lifts
the advantage to a smaller company by reversing the brackets so that
the smaller company-which I particularly would like to see helped-
gets a real boost. I have not got the figures on it, but you know what I
mean by going down. Then the larger companies, and those above
that bracket, are treated alike; tlie same percentage being applicable on
a 2-year basis.

Senator GORE. Well ,I mn not the 1one who wants to stop progress,
the remodeling of 'oiutoded plahnit wherever they are, but I know
of no shortage of productive capacity. '

It seems to me that is not the problem. Now, Mr. Ford speaks of
stimulating consumer demand. There I agree with him that we do
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need to stimulate consumer demand, but again it'seeims to me we must
specify what consumer demand, aid where.

You mentioned structIral unemployment. This is certainly in'the
most acute need of correction. Yet the tax benefits here go not di-
rectly to any of these people at all. It is only the "trickle down"
process. It may or may not reach them.

This is the basic disagreement. I will not question you about this,
but just let me say, in conclusion, since some of my colleagues are
here, and I often talk for their benefit-I am not sure they appreci-
ate it-but it seems to me that the real needs in our society, the pent-
up demands, are in the public sector of our economy.

Senator Curtis said this morning that he had voted against funds
for the mentally ill. That is his privilege. But it seems to me that
we need to do something, our society needs to do something, to help
the mentally ill.

We need to prosecute cancer research. I have referred to hotels
and hospitals. e hotels are empty, tospitls e hot spitals are full. Go into
the hospital in any town and you find patients sitting out in the hall.

The companies you gentlemen-well, excuse me-the private sector
is no' building hospitals. This is in the public sector. Do we need
more vacations with pay or better education? Do we need bigger
profits or more research?

Mr. Ford, you and I worked shoulder to shoulder for the highway
bill. You thought investment in a public facility was a great thing
then. I am not sure Mr. Saunders agreed with you entirely.
[Laughter.]

Mr. SAUNDERS. I did not.
Senator GORE. Well, I felt some disagreement between you this

morning.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I think that is healthy.
Senator GORE. When Senator Byrd asked you about postponing

this tax bill until we could see the budget, you thought that would
be quite unwise. Yet when lie broached this subject to Mr. Ford, lie
thought it was a realistic approach. Now you are not in agreement
about railroads or highways, so you are indeed a loose organization.

Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Long?
Senator LoTo. I do not know whether we can approach this bill

or should approach it on the basis that t1,e reductions that we make
ought to try to follow a pattern of a certain percentage of increase
in take-home pay.

If that is what we are going to do, how are we going to benefit
those who are not going to pay any taxes at all under this bill ?
Sometimes I have been able to get my friend from Tennessee to go
along with me, and sometimes not, on my amendment to increase
welfare payments.

If that is what our purpose is, to increase take-home pay percent-
igewise, I would say that is where we could make the greatest in-

crease, if we just take the billion, take $2 or $3 billion of this tax
reduction and put that on welfare payments.

Did you understand when Senator Gore questioned you about those
making more thai $1 inillion paying. taxes of less than 23 percent
of adjusted gross income thlt that figure was arrived at. by assuming
lhat charitable contributions should be taxed prior to the deduction,
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and taking into account such things as ca ital aills assuming that

interest on State and municipal bonds should bW taed '
Senator GORE. Would the eiiator yield there?,

SenatorLoNo. Yes. ... . .. ..... ..
SenatorGO:E. I believe.adjusted- Mr. Stam can tell us-I believe

the term "adjusted gross income" does not incorporate income from

tax-exempt bonds, aid, only, incoirlPraifes .e-lihalf of the capital

gains; is that correct, Mr. Stam
,Mr. STAM. Yes.Se nator GORE. Thank you.

Senator LoN.. I belive' ha't '2-p'ercS Aegi'e is arrived at by first

estimating Xwiat the fuji amount of the gain is, and arriving at what

tle tax oi te tbtal .would be, and then coming up with the conclusion

that. the cpital gain which has been taxed at 25 percent, the figure

would still average out higher than the 23 that the,$enator made

reference to. :
Seiator'GoiE. I)o you have oneof tle table.. ,

Sector'. If t C capital gai is iiiriye4 at.by sale of.stok

and bonds which, to a conslderabl 6e.{gree, >yer filranced with bor-

rowed noney, then the .interest deduction againIst . the capital ~iam

calises th tx oii the cnaptalgain to) every,small iq(deed,.sowet.imnes

Inotiix' ai. iii, i effet. if you look at one s against tle other..

Likewise, it can be contended alnd, perhaps,lfor some purposeswe

should disallow a tax--disallow tha deduction oni charitable cont ribu-

tions. I believe you know one of the largest items that causes persons

in high income tax brackets to appear ilt the type table to which the

Seller . -ide I r'erence as paying around a, 23-percent rate in the

overall l, is that those people find it too their advantage, either to their

own desire to benefit humanity or to their tax advantage, for one

reason or another, to make large charitable Col)tributions.

I think that is one of the largest, if not the I'rgest, items that

causes a person in that income bracket to be in the table as paying a

tax of 23 percent.
In other words, if a nalllal'm , ,ti. us ,i$1, miio,,tl.e

(osvrismnet would' tai aot.$ l ost,00~ out of the first $100o000 it

would tke $ti,00b out of the next $100,000; and 0 percent out -of

tihe rest of it. .

Now, suppose that an gave $ f 60 t ,Aiih i:Afit3Y-

it Iou bAi'n'dtt. id bea cihurch-and the table would

sliow" the man is paving around 23-percent taxes on the adjusted

gross, I assume" ' ^ did notiindersti d that whenlii ou were queried

bouthe table as indicating at. popl nkiig flarg months of

moniiy pid ('m'if ecenitage o thatin taxes. .One of the prin-

cipal explanations of it is'that tIhoseplopl ll.ade very large charitable

contributions. . .. .. ..
Mr. SANDiVRn. Thtit is c6i'-rt. . , . ...

Senator LoXN. Those are all the questions I have, Mr. Chairman :

Thrle CeiAl Ni. tenato- Smte rs?' a
Senator' S IATIIERs. It iould like iat.this time to make a statement

and isk just a few questions..
First, I want to commend my goo' friend, ilhe Senator from Ten-

neeefor being, as always, a gentleman and restrained, though Ido

not:l inwayl ngbree with lim, I always recognize him to b1 the ultimate.

in being able and above all a gentleman.
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Senator GORE. I want to thank~ou. I reepcme these itiieses
arege ntleent eo.s

Sellftitb SiATiERS. Let ino ask Ui 1 ,11coi 6f~po jestidii§ now.
With respect to the 6rgaiai i6 thli es cornnitee, as Tjn-

derstand it, Secretaiy, Dillon i'viD VA'b Wi -et - f&i t)rp o'.of
discussing the tax red utiionllrbbsl 0 &

Mr. 'SAUNDkRS. That is'orrkt. - ,.

Se'iator SMATI1ERS; Ali nited y6ii t"' 0,i:t 64Iauss thlhl
disability of forming a committee wchichWould be for taii7 'eductioyn;
isthat correct I.

Mr. SAUNDE9I8' That is birecC
Senator SMATHERS. Thereafter "op6l iXii 6ioiated ouii4yves

frdin thepjosition of the T'rea Ui'i a 6d"4e011 Yn ~out' oii knwle~lg
and, your own judgnie ii to1w hw fir' yorouilld gO, in supp fi
thlis taix bill istlllftcorrct? P S

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes.
Senator SMATIJERs. The questioii was raised as io Wfether' o' not

tins was prope~i. Do you kIiqow iiiy reason oi hav yobi evei "en'id-
vised by your lawyers or anyhodYe16 Ithati tlhis . as ni 'any foshi n
in proper 'I

Mr. SAUNDERs. No, si. On tle cohir 7~ iA' e dl ak te opinion
of counsel, both our own company coun4 -nd other '6unsel. We
got n' opinion from a y poinnent awfir to Wliethe1 there
was any impropriety hI nt)ye wre 9ing . The "only thiii they
suggested was tluirot our group rgister under thl bb~ibg Act. We
onlly have two paid people, one is the exe'cutiVe (licor, and a ce-
tary. The executive director is registered as al'bbjist, aijil e filed
statements under the Lobbying Act.,

Senator SMATHERS. Yoll understand that iifide.oi. system and'uli-'
der our laws, that you cn make your yiewys kAi i wth'respect to
not only this legislation but any other type isation bout which
you have an opinion?

Mr. SAUNDER. That is our understanding, Ihope ii at, is right.
Senator SM1ATIJERS. Do you knov whetjey 9 Itot, 'Mr. Ford, When

you were interested. in-the highway bill,'and the Seniator fromt Ten-
iessee was interested in Ile highway, bill, ''s '' ' ' ivuestion rised
about the ropriety of that which you )ere of Aliee
highway bill? ,.

Mr. ORD. No, sir; no stion raised, ~
Senator SMATHERS. YOU k , of cor se, 'l some "illstahce

there had been some stateinents made t1 t tliisI adininist rat ion-tidk-
ing about the executive bralch--hals not -pGrsued1 with enough vigor
the policies which it has advocated.

Would you not. agree that in this particular instance that the execu-
tive branch is attemptin to pursue ith yior its beljel in fhe need for
a tax reduction program

Mr. FoRD. Yes, sr. -'

Senator SMATHiERS. Do YOU se anytl wrong itAh th Seeretary,
of the Treasury calling you and asking you to assists ' this program
than the President of the.United States getting on nationwide tele-
vision'and advocating a tax red6cioi bill .

Myn. FoRD. o, sir
Senator SxAariEiis. N9 iWitl. pet. tote 'piiitues how yu.

charged off your expenses of this Wheni you came dowi; would ifhe
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your judgment as businessmen that even those who oppose this bill,
who came here--I do not know exactly who they are-but would you
suspect that they, too, deducted their expenses against their business?

Mr. FORD. It would be my assumption.
Senator SMATHERS. I think that would be correct.
Mr. SAUNDERS. We also think, Senaor, if this bill is passed it is

going to be highly beneficial to the various companies we represent.
It is distinctly-

Senator SMATHERS. You think it is legitimate?
Mr. SAUNDERS. There is nothing more important that we can do to

promote the interests of our companies.
Senator SMATHERS. Actually the members of the AFI-CIO who, I

understand, are for this bill, would you presume that the individuals
who appeared in their behalf charged the expense of the the trip
against the treasury of the AFL-CIO ?

Mr. SAUNDERS. I would assume so; yes.
Senator SMATHTERS. Now let me ask you just a couple of questions

with respect to the matter of reducing expenditures.
As I recollected your testimony, you did say that you wanted to hold

the line, is that right, on expenditures ?
Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct, sir.
Senator SIATHERS. Then, in answer to the question asked you by

the Senator from Delaware, I think you said that you did not, how-
ever, or maybe it was the Senator from Illinois, you did not, however,
believe that we should reduce Government expenditures by the amount
that the tax bill would cost.

Mr. SAUNDERS. We are not advocating that. We want to at least
hold the line. If it is possible to reduce expenditures consistent with
the needs of the Government, why, certainly we are in favor of that.
We are in favor of economy in Government.

Senator SMATFJIRS. But you are also in favor of a,balanced budget,
and against deficit spending?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Absolutely.
Senator S3 ATHERS. It is your judgment, as an experienced business-

man, that we are not going to get rid of these deficits and these un-
balanced budgets unless we adopt a tax reduction program, and pro-
ceed along this particular line?

Mr. SAUNDERS. We have definitely come to that conclusion, and it
is based in large measure on the history of the past 6 years.

Senator SMATHERS. With respect to this matter of deficit financing,
and the question as to how long we will have the deficit, have you
ever heard, Mr. Saunders, in your railroad business, of a railroad
reducing rates for a time in order to get more business in order to put
the company in the black ?

Mr. SAUNDERS. Certainly; that is a standard practice and, as a mat-
ter of frct, your chainstores in this country operate on that basis
entirely. They are reducing prices to get more business at a smaller
unit profit; our whole mass production economy is based on that con-
cept,by and large.

Senator SMATIIERS. Is that somewhat the same philosophy that you
have toward this bill, thatby the reduction of taxes and the encourage-
ment of people to spend more money-and we know they will spend
more money-that thereafter the economy will be stimulated and that
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there will be returned to th6 Treasury of the Uhited States a heaterr
amount of money in revenue even at the'lower rates .

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is exactly our Viwpoint.
Senator SMATHERS. Then with respect to'critain provisions of this

bill which you do not approve of as I understahd it, nevertheless your
group is supporting the overall bill ever though if you 'had your
chance to write the bill you might not write it exactly like that - :

Mr. SAUNDERS. We are supporting the bill in the way it has been
passed by the House, even though there are features in the bill that
wedo not like. There are features that we think ought to be'corrected,
and that we hope this committee will decide to correct. Yet we are
supporting the bill.

Senator SMATHERS. I have the question asked of me by a lot of my
constituents as to whether this is a rich man's bill. Do you consider
this to be a rich man's bill ?

What is your answer to the question as to whether or not it is a rich
man's bill?

Mr. SAUNDERS. We think definitely that this is not a rich man's
bill; that it is a complete misnomer to characterize it as such.

We think that overall this bill is an equitable bill that it is well '
balanced as between high income tax brackets and low income tax
brackets; that it ives a modest reduction to corporations. The rate
of percentage reductions is much higher to the lower income people
than it is to the higher income people. Of course, in terms of take-
home pay there is bound to be a considerable difference because if the
group that the Senator from Tennessee is talking about paid no taxes,
the increase in take-home pay still would be a relatively small amount
in comparison with a large income bracket.

Senator SMATHERS. I notice in some of the tables that somebody put
in the record that a man who makes $1 million, under present law
pays $870,000 a year in taxes, that is, if he had not figured out a way
to avoid that. But he pays $870,000 in tax.

Is it your judgment that because an individual, in getting a reduc-
tion, which he would get under the proposed law, of $184,000, that
everybody should get the $184,000 savings proportionately even though
they may happen to only make $6,000 ?

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is correct.
Senator SMATHERS. Or to look at it conversely, the man who only

gets $3 in reduction a week, because he does not pay a very large tax,
is it your belief that should thereby not limit the man who has worked
hard and who does have a good income and who does pay, we will say,
$100,000 in taxes, should be limited to just a tax relief of $3 a week

Mr. SAUNDERs. We certainly do not, and if these extraordinary cases
that have been cited here, if they are paying as little tax as is claimed,
this bill is not going to affect them anyway because they are not
paying any taxes now.

Senator GoRE. Will you yield ?
Senator SMATHERB. Yes I will yield.
Senator GoRE. You say "if," as though you doubted the figures that

I read.
Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not doubt' it at all. But I say this bill is not

going to affect them apparently because they are not paying any tax
now, according to those figures. ,

Senator GoRE. I discussed taxable income. This is something which
24-082-63-pt 8--28

1,295
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people understand, take-home pay is something which people under-
stand. Now the mass of our people I doubt are aware-I doubt if
they are aware of the many loopholes, the many areas of tax favoritism
which permit the result which I read to you from the table prepared
by the Department of the Treasury.

This is not fictitious. I did not prepare the table. The Secretary
of the Treasury prepared the table; that is, it was prepared at his
direction.

Mr. SAUNDERS. I do not question that.
Senator SMATHERS. I have here a table apparently prepared by the

Secretary of the Treasury which shows, speaking of percentage of
reduction as a percent of present law taxes, that a married couple
which have a taxable income of $1,000, and who under present law
pay $200, if this bill is adopted they will then pay $140, thereby having
a savings of, they will get back, $60, and that represents 30 percent
return to them.

I look down this list and I see, just picking out random figures, here
is $100,000. That fellow has an 18.2-percent return or 15.5 percent.
You go up to $1 million, and it is a 21.9 percent.

So it appears from this table, which is found on page 350 of this
hearinrr. tlhnt actually the ,reatest nercentage of reduction is in those
very low income groups. Do your figures support that

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes; that is my understanding; yes.
Senator SMATHIERS. There is a middle group which does not do as

well. There are people who made from, well, it is sort of the upper
middle income, the lower upper group I think we had better call it,
$40,000 to $200,000. They seem to get less than anybody else, because
after we get to $600,000 then, of course, they get even a higher per-
centage of return than do the people who are in the $100,000 or the
$50,000. But the lowest group apparently get the greatest return.
Is that your understanding?

Mr. SAUNDERS. That is my understanding; yes, sir.
Senator SMATHERS. Just one other broad question and I will stop.

It is your belief, that as businessmen who are experienced, that we
need this tax bill and we need it right away

Mr. SAUNDERS. Yes, sir; that is our opinion. We think that this
bill would be of great value to keeping our economy moving ahead in
the short run and we think it is vitally needed over the long run for
stimulating the growth of this economy and trying to solve some of
these perplexing problems of unemployment that we have, and things
of that nature.

Senator SMATHERS. DO you believe this is the only way that is being
talked about or that has some prospect of becoming law, of eliminating
deficits, keeping the economy strong, and balancing the budget?

Mr. SAUNDERS. We firmly believe that. VWe think that this, as I
stated this morning, is an investment in the economy.of the future;
that it is an experiment well worth trying.

Senator SMATIERS. Thank you.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CIAIRMAN. Mr. Ford, thank you very much, sir; Mr. Saunders,

thank you very much; and thank you, Mr. Wilde.
The committee will adjourn until 10 tomorrow morning,
(Whereupon, at 4:15 p.m., the committee recessed, to reconvene at

10 a.m., Tuesday, November 5,1963.)
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-TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMnTrEE ON FINANCE,

.Washingtm, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a.m. in room 2221, New

Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman) presid-
ing

Present: Senators Byrd, Long of Louisiana, Douglas, Talmadge,
Hartke, Williams, Curtis, and Dirksen.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. Robert J. Casey, of the Association of

American Railroads.
Mr. Casey, take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. CASEY, ATTORNEY, ASSOCIATION OF
AMERICAN RAILROADS

Mr. CASEY. Mr. Chairman Senator Douglas, my name is Robert J.
Casey. I am a member of the law firm of Clark, Canr & Ellis, with
offices at 120 Broadway, New York City. I am appearing here as
representative of the Association of American Railroads, whose mem-
ber roads operate 95 percent of the railroad mileage in the United
States, employ 92 percent of the total railroad employees, and produce
96 percent of this country's gross railroad revenues.

I filed a written statement which, with the permission of the chair-
man, I ask to have incorporated in the record, and I will summarize
it here.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. C4SEY. I am here today to present the views of the railroad

industry with respect to the revenue bill of 1963 (H.R. 8363); in par-
ticular those provisions dealing with:

1. The reduction of corporate tax rates;
2. The speedup of current corporate estimated taxpayments;
3. Amendment of the investment credit provisions;
4. The extension of the charitable contributions carryover period

for corporations; and
5. Group life insurance.
At the outset, let me state, for the record, that our industry considers

itself indeed privileged to be permitted to appear publicly before this
committee, and present this statement.
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REDUO~ION IN CORPORATE RATES

Of vital concern to our industry is the 4-percent corporate rate re-
duction provisions of the revenue bill of 1963. As we pointed out in
our testimony before the Committee on Ways and Means, in March of
this year, the railroad industry has particularly suffered from the
oppressive corporate rates of current years.

As the result of archaic regulatory restrictions, the railroads' rate
of return is alarmingly low. Yearend 1962 saw a return of only
2.67 percent, favorably up from 1061's return of 1.07 percent, but
decidedly less than 1963's 4.19 percent. Inasmuch as our return on
investment is our primary source of new investment funds, it is clear
that the existing corporate rate structure further restricts our ability
:to modernize our plant and equipment.

We are therefore heartened by the 4-percent rate reduction provided
in section 121 of the bill, scheduled to take effect over a 2-year period.
In this regard, we heartily concur in the statement of the Ways and
Means Committee that:

This reduction in corporate rates is Important because * * * it again makes
the Government a "Junior," rather than a "senior partner in any venture a
corporation may undertake, insofar as the sharing of corporate income before
-ax is concerned."

As we said in our appearance before that committee:
It Is time for the Federal Government to relinquish its claim to a majority of

'corporate profits.

Accordingly, we urge this committee to adopt the 4-percent cor-
porate rate reduction provision of the 1963 revenue bill.

ESTIMATED TAX PAYMENTS

Correlative to the reduction of the corporate rate, H.R. 8363 pro-
vides for a speedup in installment payments of 'corporate estimated
tax.

As originally proposed, this speedup would have been accomplished
over a 5-year period, commencing in 1964. Thus, under the original
proposal, by 1968, all corporate taxpayers would have been required to
meet their liability for tax in excess of $100,000 in the year in which
incurred.

In light of existing law, which requires payment of 50 percent of
estimated tax liabilities in excess of $100,000, in two quarterly install-
ments in the year incurred, and the balance in the succeeding year, we
were greatly concerned as to the impact which too short a transition
period from existing law would have on our available cash resources.
This concern was the subject of our appearance before the Ways and
Means Committee in March of this year. /

We are highly gratified by the extension of this transition period
incorporated in the bill passed by the House. Thus, section 122 pro-
vides for a 7-year period within which corporations will be permitted
Ao become current with respect to tax liabilities in excess of $100,000.
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In an industry such as ours, where current cash requirements area
staggering when compared to available funds, itis im iprtant that thle
delicate balance between the two not be disturbed. Particularly' is
this so when it is considered that we are subject to highly ,e itrictive
regulation, which precludes full utilization of our abilities in atl ghly
competitive market. "

We therefore recommend this committee's favorable cosidiration
of section 122 of H.R. 8363, urging its adoption in cenjuinctionwithi
the scheduled:corporate rate reduction as set forth in section' 121.

Turning to investment credit, on April 6, 1962, we appeared before'
this committee to urge the adoption of the investment credit provi-
sions of the Revenue Act of 1962, as passed by the House.

At that time, we saw in this legislation, together with 'the admin-
istration's promise of realistic depreciation reform, an important'
means of enabling our industry to regain economic self-sufficiency.

'Our original 'appearance was concerned with the House version
which provided for the credit against tax with no reduction in basis.
However, as enacted, the 1962 act requires that the basis ofqualify-
ing assets be reduced to the extent of the applicable credit, and the
reduction is mandatory, whether or not the credit results in tax benefit
to the investor.

Our first 2 years' experience with the modified investment credit
has been heartening. Despite the limiting factor of basis reduction,
our gross capital investment for 1962 was nearly 40 percent in excess
of such expenditures for 1961.

Nonetheless, we fell short of replacing the units of rolling stock
retired during 1962. Similar investments for the 6-month period,
ended 'June 30, 1963, show equipment expenditures of $854.0 million,
compared with the $295.6 million for the 6 months ended Jwne 30,
1962, and $243.9 million for the 6 months ended June 30, 1961.

Although in 1962 we installed some 4,000 more freight cars than were
installed in 1961, we retired twice as many. In addition, however, we,
have been able to make notable strides in the modernization of our
fleet, with particular emphasis on cars which meet the individual needs
of our shippers.

Unquestionably, the investment incentive intended to be generated
by the credit has been evidenced in our industry. Over the past' 22
months progress has been made in meeting, in part, our current equip-
ment needs as well as modernization of our plant. However, we are
realistic enough to know that we are far short of onlr goal.

During the 'Cuban crisis of October 1962 we were called upon to
serve this country again in time of emergency. We effectively met
the challenge and moved 77 percent of the total tonnage of material
supplies, and men shiplpd during the period. Nonetheless, the short-
age in our car reserve capacity was underscored during the course of
this effort : '

Again during the Cuban prisoner-of-war exchange, oniextiimely
short notice, we transported necessary materials to assigned ports for
transshipment to Cuba. We were proud of the manner in which our
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industry performed then and the way it has always met its responsi.
bilities to the Government.
At present, we foresee yet another test of our reserve capacity in

the possible Russian wheat proposals. We will bend every effort to
meet this demand, as we have always'done, but we cannot overlook
the problems involved.

Despite 1962's 40-percent increase of equipment expenditure over
1901, our industry saw a substantial decline in the ownership of loco-
motives, freight cars, and passenger cars. Yearend 1962 saw us 179
locomotives short compared with yearend 1961.

Our ownership, of freight cars over the same period declined some
54,325 units; passenger cars fell some 764 units.

SSenator DouorAS. Is that a misprint when you say that the number
of freight cars diminished by over 54,000

Mr. CAsY. No, sir; it is not, That is the fact. We have, of course,
retired a good many of the-obsolete freight cars. We have turned
from the standard boxcar, that we had known foryears, to specialized
units designed to meet the needs of particular shippers. The invest-
ment credit has been one of the major incentives, along with the guide-
line lives, in permitting us to make these drastic changes. We are in
this situation.

,Senator Cmrns. Mr. Chairman, I think there are a few more facts
that should be developed in reference to those boxcars. Not all the
railroad companies have decreased their number of boxcars, have
they?

ir. CASEY. No, sir; they have not.
Senator CURTIS. And many railroads are attaining and holding the

boxcars of other roads because it is cheaper to pay the per diem than
to build them and own them; isn't that true?

Mr. CASEY. That is true.
Senator Cumris. Yes.
As a matter of fact, there are approximately $20 million worth of

boxcars now under construction and approved for construction by
the Burlington, most of them at Lincoln, Nebr. The western roads
continue to build boxcars, increase the number. The car is set in,
motion, it goes to the east coast with a load of freight, is not returned
because the little pittance charged for using somebody else's boxcar
is such that it is cheaper for the offending roads to steal somebody
else's property-that is literally true.

It is confiscation of property without any compensation whatever.
Now, what companies have increased the number of boxcars?
Mr. CABEY. WVell we do not have the statistics, but I will be glad

to obtain it for you if I can Senator.
Senator CrIs. I would like a list of the railroads that decreased

the number of their boxcars.
Mr. CABBY. Yes, sir; we wilLbe glad to furnsh that for the record.
.(The information referred to follows:)
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FreigPf car ownershiMp

Railroad otal car ownership
Railroad

Jan, 1, 1962 Jan. 1, 193

Ann Arbor........................................................ 87 794

Central Veeoontt 86 849

Bangor & Aroostook ....................................................... 4,620 4.
Boston & Mlne ........................................................... ,858 6833
Central Vemont ...............................................-........ 849

Detroit & Toledo Shore Line ................................... .. .. 77
Detroit, Toledo & Ironton.....-................................ 4,61 4, 0
Erte-sckwanr ................................ ..................... 20,46 2206
Grand Trunk Western ................................................. 10,422 9,89
Lehh & Hudson River ..................................................... 63 42
Lhigh & New England (discontinued, partially absorbed by Central of

New Jersey............................................................ ......
Lehlg Valley .......................................... .... .... 10
Maine Central ......................................................... 4,4 4
Monongahela .... g.... ............... 0
Monon ................................................................. 8,32 , 181
Now York Central System..................... ................ ..... 99,716 41
New York, Chicago & St. ouis......................................... 24337 22,814
New York, New Haven Hartford......................................... 7413 1 71
New York, Susquehanna & Western................................... 11 4
Pittsburg & Lake Erie...................................................... 2, 005 2007
Pittsburgh & West Virginia............................................. 1,8 1,649
Rutland ................................................................... 65 831
Wabash............................................................. 18,241 14,23
Akron, Canton & Youngstown......................................... 1,639 1712
Baltimore & Ohio........................................................... 87,22 7,
Bessemer & Lake Erie............ .......................................... 11,350 11,25
Central of New Jersey.. .... ................... ................ 7,478 6,872
Long Iland............................................................... 0 0
Pennsylvania................................................. ............ 144, 06 139,866
Pennsylvanla-Reading Seashore Lines....................................0 0
Reading . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  23793 23,223
Staten Island Rapid Transit................. ........................... 0 0
Untop (Pittsburgh).....................................................8. 8,715 8 692
Western Maryland .................. ......................... 14,433 14.192
Chesapeake & Ohio..................... .. ... . 88.336 .87.307
Norfolk & Western.. ..... .......... .................. 76,600 73,214
Alabama Tennessee, Northern.. .............................................
Atlanta & St. Andrews Bay........... ..................................... 114 114
Atlanta & West Point-.Western of Alsbama ................................. 1,317 1,307
Atlantic Coast Line of Alabama........................................... 28810 2,0
Central of Georgia................................. 9.,6 9,498
CUncbflcld........................ ................................. .64411
Florida East Coast....................... .......... ............... 83 846
Georgia & Florda.................................. ...................... 499 496
Georgia.......................................................... 2
Gulf, Mobile & Ohio.............. ................................... . 14,376 14.676
Mlnois Centr l........................................ 49,74 48,711
Louisville & Nashville ....................................................... 6841 60,048
Norfolk SoUitern................................... ....... ..................... ,71 214
Piedmont Northern.................................................. 2 2
Richmond, Fredericksburg a Potomac............... ............ 316 312
Savannah & Atlanta............... ...................... ........... 678 806
Seaboard Air Line........................ .................................... 26,62 27,417
Southern Railway System.................... .................. 63,411 3,2
Tennessee Central .......................................................... 9
Chi ao & North Western-Chieago, St. Paul, Minneapolis & Omha....... 43,08 41,432
Chicago Great Western..... ....................................................... ,317 ,290
Chicago, Milwaukee St. Paul & Pacific....... .................... 43,778 41,144
Duluth, Misabe & Iron Range................................ 13,787 18,711
Duluth, South Shore & Atlantic (Included in 80o Line)................................................
Duluth Winlpeg & Pacfic.............................................. .....
Egin, Yollet & Eastemn .... .................... ................ 10,750 10,676
Ore-t Northern.'.................. ................... ..................... 40,100 0
Green Bay & Western........... ......... ..................... 556 W
Lake Superior & Ishpemln .................................. ........... 3,039 8,069
Mio-l polia & St. LoIls (oluled In Chicago & North Western)................... ... ..
Minneapolis, Northfleld & Southern....................................... 301 30
Northern Padflo..................................................................... ... 420 488
So ne...................................................... 1,639 . 1,658

poane International ........................................ 10 10
Spokane, Portland & Seattle ......................... ....................... 343 3,488
Atbchison, Topeka & Santa Fe system.................. .................. .... 87,066 450
Chicago Eastern inois............................................... 8,067 7,89
Chicago & Illinois Midland............ ........................... 1,683 L681
Chicago, Burlington & Quney ..... .................. ................ 42,292 41289

See footnote at end of table.
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Freight car. ownerhip-Continued

Railroad Total car ownerhip

Jan. 1, 1962 Jan. 1, 1963

Cbtil go, Rock Island & Pacf................................... ....... 28,26 28,053
Coordo & Southern Lines............................................. . 4,782 4 534
Colorado & Wyomin ....................................................... 653 6 -
Denver & Rio Orade Western.... 3 42................. 11 11,42
Ilno!s Terminal ........................... 1,9 01 1, 818

Paet Electri .e c.0 0

M ssou r tl e n o ......................................... ...................... 7 809 3188

NorthW eastern Pacific ......................................................... . 8 33Pailo Blectric.e ...................................................... 0 90
Southern Pacifi Co .. ...................................................... 78,5 0 71,
Toledo Peoria & stern............. ............. ......... ..... 42 417

Western Pclc............................. ............. ............ 6 51 43
nsas City SouternLo sana A .. ............................... ,271 ,

Mabonn Valley-Kansas, Oklahoma& Gul1-Oklahoma CIty-Ada-Atoka.. 287 2
M issouri-Kansa -Texas ...................................................... 9.226 9,1
Missour Paelflo Lines... .. ... .............................. ......... 43,010 41.414
St. Lotls-San Francsco............................................ ...... 18.267 17.654
St. Louls-Southwester.................................................. 7,33 7,730
Teas & New Orleans (included in Southern Pacifico Co.) ............................ .
T as Pacif .............................................................. ,42.....
Texas-Mexican ........................................... ................ 125 123
Algoma Central & Hudson Bay........................................... ....... 1794 1.722
Cnadian National..................................................... . 4,21 19
Canadian Pacific............ ................................ .......... 80.621 801
Ontario Northland.................................................. . 1,847 1,847
Toronto, Hamilton & BuJaalo,............... ......... ... ......... 1,188 1,21

I Previous nn line.
$Previous fures.

Senator COmrrs. Your industry has a great burden and obligation
on them, but it is unfair to a great section of our country, it is unfair
to some of the competing roads, and it is certainly unfair to the
shipping public.

I had a telephone call within the last 2 days from one farmers'
elevator in a small community where they have 230 million bushels
of grain on the ground, and have not had a boxcpr for a long time.
They were finally advised that they could have some hopper cars with-
out any roofs on them, but the shipper would have to take the respon-
sibility for the loss due to moisture. That elevator is on a western
railroad that happens to be spending all this money to build boxcar.
But as soon as they build them somebody else takes possession of them
without adequate compensation.

I thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Douglas?
Senator DoUoLAs. Mr. Chairman, the Senator from Nebraska has

touched on a very important subject and a matter about which we in
the Middle West have suffered for a long time.

It 'has been apparently a continuous habit of the eastern railroads
to steal the middle western cars. That is really what have been done,
and this has continued year after year, yea' after year, year after
year, and I cannot understand why some method of returning these
cars is not worked out.

It is especially severe at the present time because there are shortages
of cars for the transportation of the big grain crop in the Middle
West. I have tried to follow this for 40 years. It has been going on
for at least 40 years, and it seems to me that the big eastefi lines have
a tremendous responsibility. I cannot understands why, the Associa-
tion of American Railroads does not work out some system to protect
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the western lines and western shippers. We have been used for
decades. Do you have any reply to make to that?

Mr 'CAs.z; Well, Senator, our law firm's primary railroad repre-
sentation is the Union Pacific, so I find myself personally on your side
of the fence.
' Senator DouorLA. Good for you.

Mr. CAsEY. But, at the same time, the Union Pacific and the other
western roads have been in the fortunate position of earnings and of
having the money to invest in cars. The eastern roads, some of them,
are not so blessed, and if it wor~e not for the industry wholehearted
implementation of its capital,'the investment of its capital, ii rolling
stock-and'you touch a point that i very near and dear to us, because
at the same time we have invested some $18 billion, I think it is, hi
road property, which none 6f our competitors have had to do.

We have paid astounding taxes over the years to finance super-
highways built along the rights-of-way; built along the rights-of-way
not only of the Union Pacific, but the New Haven as well. The
natural result of this attrition is that the New Haven' is going dowh.
hill as fast as it can go and is forced to borrow our rolling stock,

Senator DOUGLAS. I would say steal. Yqu use a very polite phrase
"borrow." They get these cars, hold on to them, never return them.
Whether the western lines are in cahoots with them or not, I do not
know. [Laughter.] But certainly- the grievance has never been

Sremedied. It is very acute this fall because we lack cars to move our
corn and wheat.

Mr. CASEY. That is right. It is acute, and I can assure you, as.
Senator Curtis has pointed out'that we do not achieve any return on
our investment from per diem. Wo want the!cars back.

Senator DOUoLAS. Why can't you get them What is the trouble?
Mr. CABEY. I think we mentioned the trouble, Senator.
Senator DOUGLAS. If they were stolen automobiles, the FBI would

recover them.
Mr. CASEr. Well now we have never been able to look at the car

shortage problem from anything but a national level. We have not
been able to do it. If a road has a Union Pacific car which it is
employing, then there is nothing that the Union Pacific can do.

Senator DOUGLAS. You mean the Union Pacific cannot get the car
back

Mr. CAsEY. Well, if you know of a wa,; Senator, we will be pleaed
to follow it.

Senator CurTIs. Would you yield to me right there? You ate
pronouncing a strange doctrine that the eastern roads, because they
do not make any money, have a right to take the property of somebody
who does make money.

If we carry that into all avenues of our economy it is niot only
ridiculous,i its immoral.

Certainly, if the railroads do not have the power to set the charge
for the use of cars, the ICC could do it, and if the ICO needs further
legislation, they should ask for it from the Congress.

As a matter of fact, tlhre is a bill pending, we have been trying for
a long time to get it out of committee bht apparently tb Asociaion
of America ilroads 'condones .thi$ practice e.

": a' i : . * , t !
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Mr. .CAsY. Well, I do not think it is a question of condoning. If
we wanted to get into strange doctrine, Senator, the entire area of ICC
regulation is that. We are forced to subsidize our competitors through
tax payments.

We have $18.2 billion inroad properties. We have $3.6 billion in
grading and tunnels alone, and we never get a tax benefit from that
until we go out of business when, naturally, we do not need a tax
benefit.

Senator WILLIAMS. Does the ICC set the rates that you can charge
Son these boxcars when they are in use by other roads ?

Mr. CASEY. No; the rates are fixed iby the industry itself.
Senator WILLIAS. Has there been any application on the part of

the.western railroads to raise that rate on a per diem basis?
Mr..CASEY. I do not know, but I will be glad to find out.
(The following was later received for the record:)

CLARK, CARR & ELLIs,
New York, November 8,1963.

Mrs. EuIABETH B. SPRINGER,
Chief Olerk, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MBs. SPRINoER: With respect to the statement of Robert J. Casey before
the Senate Finance Committee on November 5, 1963, we would appreciate this
opportunity to clarify a response given to a question asked by Senator Williams.

On the last line of page 1702 of the transcript of Mr. Casey's testimony, Sen-
ator Williams inquired:

"Has there been any application on the part of the western railroads to
raise that rate on a per diem basis?"

In response to this question, Mr. Casey stated on page 1703:
"I do not know, but I will be glad to find out"

The answer to Senator Williams' question Is:
Approximately 6 months ago the railroad industry approved a new multi-

level schedule of per diem rates which are to take effect January 1, 1004.
The lowest of these rates is somewhat below the existing rate of $2.88,
and the highest of these rates is somewhat in excess of $7. The rates to
take effect on January 1, 1964, are based on some'six brackets which are
determined with respect to factors such as the age and the type of car in
use.

Should any further information be desired, please do not hesitate to contact
'us.

Very truly yours,
JoHN A. CRAo.

Senator WmLLsAs. That would be the only method by which you
could correct this situation to which you are referring.

Mr. CASEY. Well you see we run into a problem. If you make the
per diem big enough to give the western roads a proper return on their
investment, all it would do would be to run up the charges incurred

by the eastern roads, which we are not collecting now.
The New Haven Railroad is in practical bankruptcy, and what can

we dot
Senator WILIAMS. I recognize that. But that gets back to the

point that was made before. This is condoned and supported by, the
railroad industry as a whole.

Mr. CASEY. That is right.
SSenator WLLAMS. Yes. . . . ;
Mr. CAsBE. We are supporting the New Haven Railroad.
Senator WILLIAMS. One question that,has been pointed out to me is

that this investment credit is of little or no use at all to those railroads
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which are in difficulty, because the tax credit means nothing to a com-
pany that owes no taxes.

Mr. CASEY. That is correct.
Senator WILIAMS. So in reality this 7-percent investment credit

is giving a further advantage to the western roads which are making
the money; this particular tax concession is of no advantage at 1ll to
the eastern railroads which are not making money.,

Mr. CIEY. Senator, there is not-pardon me-there is not any tax
reform which will assist a railroad which does not pay taxes.

Senator WILuazs. That is the point I am making.
Mr. CASEY. And we feel that the requirement that basis be reduced

on account of the credit further hurts the eastern roads because hope-
fully, some time in the future, and we have been saying this for a long
time in the past, these roads will be back making money and paying
taxes. If they are, the credit, the reduction in basis, will have forced
them to lose the tax benefit which a railroad like the Union Pacific
would have enjoyed.

Senator WI~Lru s. That same point can also be made in connec-
tion with any other segment of our economy. That phase of the
industry which is having a difficult time to exist is not being helped
by this tax credit. Their competitors, who happen to be in a more
fortunate position, are given the break whereas they do not get the
break at all.

Once an industry gets in trouble, it further widens the competitive
disadvantage of its ever recovering; is that not true?

Mr. CASEY. Outside the railroad industry I would imagine that the
availability to a taxpayer of the investment credit would give a com-
petitive advantage only if that taxpayer ignored the foundation for
the investment credit.

As we understand it, and in our industry, the credit was designed
to put more capital to work in the business.

Now, with us the Union Pacific Railroad for example, through
the credit and the guideline, depreciation reforms, has been able to
put more money to work than it would otherwise have committed.
When we put that money into cars, equipment of any kind, then we
are benefiting our loss members of our industry. . We have now cars
available for the New Haven Railroad, additional cars, let us say,
and then the western shipper is served, and so is the eastern shipper.

Without the guidelines and without the investment .credit this is
not possible.

Senator WILLIAMS. I recognize investment credit is of great assist-
ance as far as those roads making money are concerned, but it is not
of any assistance to a road which is not.

Could not some formula be worked out whereby these depressed
roads could help themselves? Would this not be much better than
having them get their assistance through other more prosperous rail-
roads?

To extend that further, if a segment of the automobile industry is
losing money, it gets no advantage under the investment credit, where-
as a corporation making money does get an advantage. A tax credit is
of no use to either you or me unless we owe taxes.

Mr. CASEY. That is correct.
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Senator W~rJIAs. And if an industry is losing money a tax credit
Is not of any use whatever.

Mr. CASEY. And it is difficult--
Senator- WIIaAMs. And those railroads which are losing honey,

and have been losing money over a period of years, t them the tax
credit is of negligible value so far as they are concerned.

Mr. CABEY. We get beck, of course, to the peculiar nature of our
industry. In tax dollars and cents, the credit is of no value whatever
to the New Haven Railroad. However, if it makes available to the
New Haven Railroad additional rolling stock, then it is of very sub-

Sstantial value.
' Senator URins. To whom?

Mr. CAsBY. For the New Haven Railroad and .for the eastern
shipper.

Senator Currs. o is makin it av le; other taxpayers?
Mr. Cse. a is right, th other roads.
Senator AMS. Other railroads.
Senator , URTs. I think wh re confusing re is a tax prob-

lem wit a matter of road manage ent.
Now building t B in n box I mention in Lincoln,

Nebr they a ndi and ll end million. If it is the
Si of e ssoiation A n Rail that th are being

bui se soeaste aat a an t can buy their
ow that is not going est pper It help them once
wi one load, and th ey Jose the. .

r. CAsEy-' eit s' em a tedl tat is pecu iar to our
in ustry, thA inte e Itl"heps the w rn ship-
pe to have western d nmy in rolling stock to the extent
th it reles from ever ins rw nt to apply to he eastern
roas acquisit n ofe linese addi ~onal cars

w, when the urm, rhaps moneaking rail-
roa and there are some in thEast, wl have iough eqpment togo
all ar und the horn, sothkat ever ship r the count will get the
same s ce. When we reach th poin

SSenat CuRTs. So that-tha rpt railroad them at a sub-
sidized

Mr. CASE ell, it amounts to that, sure; oes.
Senator And your association rts t

- Mr. CASEY. It is 1ac Lof life wi enator.(
Senator CURTIz. I do no init is. I think p o 'should pay a

fair price for anything they obtain.
Mr. CASEY. Well, when you are in a business and you cannot get out

of the business because of public responsibilities, then you do reach
peculiar economic situations.

Now, there is not any reason in the world for the Union Pacific
Railroad which has not 1 mile of track east of Omaha, as yet, to sub-
sidize a loss railroad.. But, as a fact of public regulation, and as a
measure of public convenience and necessity, and as the result of Inter-
state Commerce Commission regulation, we are in a very peculiar bind,
and the only way that the loss railroad can service its customers is
through the use of, for a large part anyway, of western cars, any cars
it can get.
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Senator DoUora&1 Mr. Chairmth, 1thiough thib sug f ton shottldt
more Appropriately b inade before thd Coni ere Comilttee want!
to try out a suggestion on Mr. Casey.

Everybody ."Fows who owns these caT becaiu8 thi name ob the
owner is efnblAsoned on the cair. Whyhot havaiplate whdh!gives the
date at which th6 car left the jurisdictiont of the'owir k railroad, atd
then provide that after'a peod of time 30 or 60 ora 0dayj the:chr
should be returned, and then organize a force of cowboys or carboys,(
who will go out in the freightyards nd fifid the ecais, ans aduthem
out and send them home. Very fra~kly,'althoigh i am not a:chauvin.
ist, a little midwesterner, we get a little tired ofbeing exploited by the6
East and deprived of cars necessary tor tIheshipnintof o ur crop be-
cause the easterners kidnap our chrsa nd hold their : i . :

Now, there is a Federal law' against the kidiappig :iof tpersofs.
There certainly shOuld be a providion'againmt the kidnapping of care.
I suggestthat you organize a group of carboys. 'They would not have
to ride horses or wear chaps, who will go out and round up theescar
and send them home. ' *

You confess to impotence. You sy. you are unable to do anything.
You admit this has been going on for decades. You know it, and yet
you say there is nothing you can .do' about' it. This is a terrible
confession. . ' :

Mr. CASEY, Well, I abjectly admit to that, :
Senator DouoGAs. What?
Mr. CASEY. At the same time, while our measures are not nearly as

dramatic, we do spend millions and millions of dollars in centralized
traffic control----

Senator DOUGLAS. You see, you are wearing two hats. Part of the
time you talk as the attorney for the Union Pacific. Then part of
the time you talk as the representative for the Association of -Ameri-
can Railroads, and frequently you wear both hats in the same
sentence.

Now, we will talk to you for a moment as the representative of the
Association of American Railroads. Why don't you get your posses
out, send those cars back We need them.

Mr. CAsEY. It would probably be cheaper to get the posses out,
but I can tell you, Senator, that we have spent since 1032 millions in
an attempt to speed the turnaround of cars through centralized traffic
control systems, through improved signal devices..

I will certainly be pleased to report back to the association and
suggest to them that more dramatic measures be taken

Senator DoUGoAs. Simply have a plate pit on the car giving the
date which it left the jurisdiction of the western line, Union' Pacific
or Northern Pa6ific or Santa Fe, and then at a given period of time
put out the order, "Lassie, go home." '.

You could patrol this through the freight yards of the Eist.. In
fact, we may organize some poses froin'the Mbidwest to go out and'.
cut oit those cars and bring them back, insteAd of having then stolen'
fr.m us by the eastern roads. We are tired of exploitation by the
Atlantic seaboard. '

S enator DnIsswB. Mr. Casey, there isas-far simpler answer - .You)
get your crowd to apply for a Federal loan in suitable dimensions tor

be used exclusively for building cars and to build so doggone many
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that we will have ears running out of our ears, and then your problem
is solved, and you won't have to put any company president in jail.
[Laughter.]

Mr. CAsEY. Thank you, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. We got off the subject of taxes, didn't wet
Mr. CASEY. Yes, but pleasurably so.
In line with Senator Williams' suggestion with respect to the im-

pact on our loss roads of the investment credit, we would strongly
urge that the reduction in basis provision which presently attaches to
the investment credit be removed, as is presently proposed in the
statute.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Hartke?
Senator HARTrKE. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I want'to thank you, sir, for your endorsement of S. 2231. Al-

though, as you point out, it is not before this committee, it is a directly
related matter, and I think it is very important that we give it serious
-consideration.

I was talking to the Treasury Department yesterday and, for your
information, they told me they have also given this matter serious

-consideration and plan to give me some additional information in
the next few days which, I think, will be very helpful in making up
:my mind as to which way we will go.

One thing I would like to ask you. You make the statement, "Thus,
as an industry in dire need," and you say, "As an industry with many
of its members presently in continuing loss positions," and then you
point out on page 11 that, "From my own experience, I can testify to
untold hours spent in determining proper methods to follow thousands
of assets on our books so that their base may be properly stated," I
think that from the tone of your whole statement you feel that the
railroad industry is a vital part of the Nation's transportation system,
do you not?

Mr. CAB.Y. I feel it is an indispensable part of the Nation's trans-
portation system.

Senator HAmrrT. All right, with that I can agree.
When an indispensable part of our transportation system con-

tinually and repeatedly is before Congress, and all of its efforts come
up with these statements of dire need, that you have members with
a continuing loss position, and when you point out that in some of these
cases they have had losses which have been continuing for long periods
of time, don't you think it is a proper matter of concern of the Nation
that something be done to make a proper assessment as to how we can
best meet that challenge

Mr. CASEY. I most certainly do, Senator. '
Senator HARTKE. I would hope then that you would carry this mes-

sage back to your superiors and your employers., That is exactly what
I have been trying to do for quite some time. The message is to get
into this problem of railroad financing and have a complete revelation
of what is the status of the railroads. Maybe some of these problems
can be answered and maybe my distinguished friend from Nebraska
will not have to worry about these economic matters, if we can come
up with a complete answer to the facts rather than to try to guess at
what the facts are; then, we would be in a better position.
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You will recall that'I have a resolution which I have introduced
and which has as its purpose an impartial and objective consideration
of railroad financing. I hope you would use your persuasive powers
to ask them to support rather than to continue to object to such
findings.

Mr. CASEY. I have always felt that the railroad industry is the one
industry without which this country could hot survive. It is dramatic
for us to point to the problems which face the country in times of
emergency, but even in times of peace, if we ever have them, this is
an indispensable industry. It is also an industry which is hamstrung
every time it turns.

Economically, and I am no economist, but I would imagine that if
we took the wraps off the railroad industry and told them to go out
and run their business just like any other entrepreneur in this country
that we would not have any problems; but, we sure have them now.

Senator HARTKE. I would think that the problem is if we took the
wraps off the financial background of this situation we might be a
little bit more inclined to, perhaps, look into some of these matters
with a different understanding. I mean, when you have Swiss bank
ownership of some of these matters, and hidden ownership of some of
them, which are not revealed in the ICO reports-I know this is a
matter which does not directly concern the tax matter-but I sup-
ported the tax credit, and I am here on a measure which you support,
and this does not indicate I am adverse to the railroads' interests, but
with the stock prices of so-called losing railroad concerns going up,
it is pretty hard for some people to understand exactly what the
truth of the situation is with respect to the financial status of railroads.

Mr. CASEY. Well, the tax status of railroads is, of course, my more
immediate concern, and it is in a god-awful way.

Senator HARTKE. I thank the chairman.
Mr. CASEY. We have, as I have mentioned, $3,600 million in grading

which we get no return on whatever. We are met, particularly the
western roads, with a short-hand answer that, "You were land-grant
roads and, therefore, you got a great bonanza," without any regard
to the fact that when we got the land grants these same lands were
being held with no takers, or few takers, at $1.25 an acre, without any
regard to the fact that by the reduction in tariffs we have now paid
back, or did pay back until the reduction in tariffs was discontinued,
some $1,250 million for land that, in aggregate value at its $1.25 price,
was worth about $125 million.

You can see what kind of a bind the industry is in. When you look
at the tax aspect of the railroad industry, it is incredible that we have,
without any tax benefit, the enormous investments we have, while our
direct competitors, to a large extent, are financed through public funds
to which at least some of us are substantial contributors.

The CHAIRMAN. Any further questions?
Thank you very much, Mr. Casey.
(The statement of Mr. Casey follows:)

STATEMENT OF ROBERT J. CASEY, MEMBER OF THE FIBM OF CLARK, CAB & , l.1.S,
ON BEHALF OF THE ASSOCIATION or AMERICAN RAILROADS

Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Robert J. Casey.
I am a member of the law firm of Clark, Carr & Ellis, with offices at 120 Broad-
way, New York City. I am appearing here as representative of the Association
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of American Railroads, whose member roads operate 95 percent of the railroad
mileage in the United States, employ 92 percent of the total railroad employees,
and produce 96 percent of this country's gross railroad revenues.

I am here today to prevent the views of the railroad industry with respect to
the revenue bill of 1963 -(H.R. 8303); in particular those provisions dealing
with-

1. The reduction of corporate tax rates;
2. The speedup of current corporate estimated tax payments;
3. Amendment of the investment credit provisions;
4. The extension of the charitable contributions carryover period for

corporations; and
5. Group life insurance.

At the outset, let me state for the record that 'our industry considers itself
indeed privileged to be permitted to appear publicly before this committee, and
present this statement.

REDUCTION IN CORPORATE BATES

Of vital concern to our Industry is the 4-percent corporate rate reduction pro-
visions of the revenue bill of 1963. As we pointed out in our testimony before
the Committee on Ways and Means in March of this year, the railroad industry
has particularly suffered from the oppressive corporate rates of current years.

As the result of archaic regulatory restrictions, the railroads' rate of return
is alarmingly low. Yearend 1962 saw a return of only 2.07 pecent, favorably up
from 1961's return of 1.97 percent, but decidedly less than 1953's 4.19 percent
Inasmuch as our return on investment is our primary source of new investment
funds, it is clear that the existing corporate rate structure further restricts our
ability to modernize our plant and equipment.

We are therefore heartened by the 4-percent rate reduction provided in see.
tion 121 of the bill, scheduled to take effect over a 2-year period. In this regard
we heartily concur in the statement of the Ways and Means Committee that:

"This reduction in corporate rates is important because * * * it again makes
the Government a junior, rather than a senior, partner in any venture a cor-
poration may undertake, insofar as the sharing of corporate income before tax
is concerned.

As we said in our appearance before that committee: "It is time for the Federal
Government to relinquish its claim to a majority of corporate profits."

Accordingly, we urge this committee to adopt the 4-percent corporate rate re-
duction provision of the 1963 revenue bill.

ESTIMATED TAX PAYMENTS

Correlative to the reduction of the corporate rate, H.R..8363 provides for a
speedup in installment payments of corporate estimated tax.

As originally proposed, this speedup would have been accomplished over a
5-year period commencing in 1964. Thus, under the original proposal, by 1968,
all corporate taxpayers would have been required to meet their liability for tax
in excess of $100,000 in the year in which incurred.

In light of existing law, which requires payment of 50 percent of estimated
tax liabilities in excess of $100,000 in two quarterly installments in the year
incurred, and the balance in the succeeding year, we were greatly concerned as
to the impact which too short a transition period from existing law would have
on our available cash resources. This concern was the subject of our appear-
ance before the Ways and Means Committee in March of this year.

We are highly gratified by the extension of this transition period incorporated
In the bill passed by the House. Thus, section 122 provides for a 7-year period
within which corporations will be permitted to become current with respect to
tax liabilities in excess of $100,000. In an industry such as ours, where current
cash requirements are staggering when compared to available funds, it is im-
portant that the delicate balance between the two not be disturbed. Particularly
is this so when it is considered that we are subject to highly restrictive regula-
tion, which precludes full utilization of our abilities in a highly competitive
market

We therefore recommend this committee's favorable consideration of section
122 of H.R. 8363. urging its adoption in conjunction with the scheduled corporate
rate reduction as set forth in section 121.
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INVETMKNT CREDIT

On April 6, 1962, we appeared before this committee to endorse wholeheartedly
the investment credit provisions of the Revenue Act of 1962, as passed by the
House in H.R. 10050.

At that time, we expressed our vital Interest In.this legislation, recognizing
it as an important means of enabling our industry to regain economic self.
sufficiency. : We premised our endorsement of the credit on the administration's
assurance that it was not intended to be in lieu of realistic depreciation reform,
an assurance which has since been confirmed by the adoption of Revenue Proce-
dure 62-21.

Our original appearance was concerned with the credit as passed by the House,
which provided for a credit against tax for qualifying investment in depreciable
property with no reduction in basis. However, as enacted; the investment
credit provisions of the 1902 Revenue Act require that the basis of qualifying'
assets are to be reduced to the extent of the credit applicable thereto.: This
reduction is mandatory, whether or not the credit results In a reduction in tax
in the year of acquisition.

Our first 2 years' experience with the modified investment credit has indeed,
been heartening. Despite the limiting factor of basis reduction, our gross
capital investment for the year ending December 31, 1962, was nearly 40 percent
in excess of such expenditures for calendar year 1961. Nonetheless, :these out-
lays fell far short of replacing the units of rolling stock retired during 1902.
Similar investments for the 6-month period ended June 30, 1963, reflect equip-
ment expenditures of $354.5 million compared with $295.6 million for the 0.
months ended June 30, 1962, and $243.9 million for the 6 months ended June
30, 1901.

Although in 1962, we installed some 4,000 more freight cars than were Installed:
during 1961, nevertheless the new cars comprised less than half the number of
1962 retirements. However, the average 1962 freight cars carried 1 ton more
than the average 1961 car. In addition, we have been able to make notable
strides in the modernization of our fleet, with particular emphasis on cars which
meet the individual needs of our shippers.

Unquestionably, the investment incentive Intended to be generated by the
credit has evidenced itself in our industry. Over the past 22 months, progress
has been made in meeting, in part, our current equipment needs, as well as
modernization of our plant. However, we are realistic enough to acknowledge
the fact that we are far short of our goals.

During the Cuban crisis of October 1962, we were called upon once again to
serve this country In time of emergency. Not only did we meet the challenge,
but did so effectively. Of the total tonnage of men, materials, and supplies
shipped during the period, 77 percent moved by rail. Nonetheless, our part In this
effort clearly underscored the shortness in our car reserve capacity.

Again during the Cuban prisoner-of-war exchange, we served our Government,
transporting necessary materials to assigned ports for transshipment to Cuba.
In this regard we note with pride that our services were required and provided on
extremely short notice. This, we believe, is Indicative of the manner in which
our Industry has always met its responsibilities to its Government.

At present we foresee another test of our reserve capacity in the possible Rus-
sian wheat proposals. We will bend every effort to meet this demand, as we have
always done, but we cannot overlook the problems Involved.

Despite 1962's 40 percent increase of equipment expenditure over 1961, our In-
dustry saw a substantial decline in the ownership of locomotives, freight cars
and passenger cars. Thus, yearend 1962 left us short 179 locomotive units com-
pared with yearend 1001. Ownership of freight cars over the same period de-
clined 54,325 units and passenger cars fell some 764 units.

Our reserve shortage is dramatized by the recent negotiations between a mem-
ber of our industry and the Mexican railroads looking to a loan from the latter
of some 200 freight cars to meet its current demand. As distressing as is our
current reserve picture, we are well aware of the fact that without the addi-
tional investment generated within our industry by the credit provisions and
guideline procedures this picture would be doubly black.

This is consistent with our statement before this committee in April of 1962,
wherein we acknowledged we should make an annual investment in excess of
$2 billion In order to reverse the effect of built-in economic obsolescence which
is peculiar tO our industry. Thus, it was that we indicated that an acquisition
program of 100,000 cars a year would over a 7%-year period, result in a fleet no
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unit of which was over 25 years of age. Translated into dollars, this repre-
sents $1 billion of freight cars per year. In addition, we pointed to our immedi-
ate need for an additional 1,200 locomotive units.

Accordingly, we are now before this committee, optimistic that the restoration
of the investment credit provisions which originally appeared in the House
version of the 1962 Revenue Act will enable us to continue to increase our pro-
gram of modernization.

It Is undeniable that the basis reduction provisions of the 1002 act decreased
to a great extent the benefit originally intended to be gained from the credit
itself. Inasmuch as the investment credit proposals which were adopted by
the House in 1002, in conjunction with liberalized depreciation procedures
promulgated by the Treasury, were Intended to operate in tandem to enable
the business community to increase Its annual capital investment, and thereby
moderize to meet existing needs, any change in these proposals resulting in the
diminution of their economic impact unquestionably works at cross-purposes
with the original objectives.

While we have not had an opportunity to poll our entire membership we have
contacted six roads in order to determine what effect the basis reduction pro-
visions had on their 1062 investment programs. Each of these roads indicated
that the dollar amounts of their 1062 investments were in large measure depend-
ent upon the benefits to be derived from the investment credit and the new
guideline life procedures.

It is interesting to note the actual dollar effect the reduction-in-basts provi-
sion had on these six roads. Cumulatively, in 1902, these roads invested in
qualifying section 38 property some $353 million, which produced an aggregate
credit of approximately $25 million. These roads have advised us that their
investment program was inaugurated with an eye to the requirement that some
$13 million of credit must be restored over the life of the properties involved.
They have also advised us that their investment program would certainly have
been increased to the extent of the additional $13 million, and have further in-
dicated that the availability of the total credit would have had an accelerating
effect on investments which have presently been postponed to some future time.

Thus, as an industry in dire need, we foresee the restoration of the credit
to its original state as a further means of enabling us to ultimately realize our
modernization needs.

We might further, add that this necessity for modernization is born of the
serious competitive disadvantages in which we are forced to operate. Thus,
as we stated previously, unlike our competitors we are required not only to
construct and maintain our own rights-of-way, but also tq finance them in full
without recovery of our cost until abandonment of the propreties involved. We
have previously alluded to our competitors' access to publicly financed and
supported highways, airports, waterways, and harbor facilities, as contrasted
with our Investment as of the end of 1062 of $18.2 billion-of our own capital
funds In road properties. This disadvantage is all the more clear when it is
noted that we have some $3.6 billion invested la grading and tunnels alone,
which are not recoverable until abandonment.

Finally, we might note that our experience, with the basis reduction pro-
vision has been extremely burdensome, Inasmuch as it necessitates the adop-
tion -of complex and cumbersome accounting procedures. From my own ex-
perience, I can testify to untold hours spent in determining proper methods to
follow thousands of assets on our books so that their base may be properly stated.

We therefore recommend to this committee's consideration an adoption of
section 202 of the revenue bill of 1963, which repeals the requirement of exist-
ing law that the basis of section 38 property be reduced to the extent of the
credit claimed on account thereof. Not only will this give full effect to the
original Intent of the proposal, but so far as thoseniembers of our industry
who are in a prolonged loss situation are concerned; will expunge the punitive
effect of basis reduction which is mandatory, notwithstanding their inability
to realize any portion of a credit for investment.

We further urge this committee adopt the statement of Intention provision
of section 202 of the bill as passed by the House, which prohibits regulatory
agencies, without the consent of the taxpayer, from requiring the flow through
of the benefits of the credit by means of a reduction in 'rate basis. It appears
to us that any such mandatory flow through completely negates the intended
purpose of the Investment credit, and more particularly, operates as a depressant
to Investment rather than a stimulant.
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EXTENsION OF OOBPORATE'CHARITABLE CONTRIBUTIONS OARBYOVER

We heartily endorse the decision of the House to extend from 2 to 5 years
the corporate carryover period for unused charitable contributions. Today,
no one can question the important role assumed by the corporate community
in organized philanthropy. A responsibility, we might add, which is consistently
met by corporate donors in years of losses as well as earnings.

Inasmuch as the present carry-forward period of. 2 years, with respect to
contributions in excess of the 5 percent of taxable income limitation, in many
instances falls short of granting the benefit intended, it is clear that contribu-
tions which otherwise would be scheduled must be foregone. This is par-
ticularly true in regard to corporations whose income varies widely from year
to year, a fact recognized by the Ways and Means Committee in its report
Thus, in the final analysis, the extension of the carryover period clearly benefits
the community as a whole.

As an industry with many of its members presently in continuing loss posi-
tions, we believe there to be great merit in permitting the same 7-year carry-
over period, now afforded us for net operating losses under section 172, to be
utilized with respect to our excess charitable contributions. To this end, we
would recommend modification of section 209(b) of the bill before this com-
mittee so as to provide the same carryover period for contributions as now
permitted by section 172(j) of the code for net operating losses of certain
regulated transportation corporations.

We concur in the recommendation of Secretary Dillon that the effective date
for the charitable contribution carryover period provisions be applicable to
contributions made prior to the calendar year 1004. We would recommend that
these provisions be made applicable to contributions made in taxable years
beginning after December 81, 1000. It should be noted that the utilization of
any such such effective date would in no way extend the carryover period for
contributions as to which the present 2-year period has expired. Moreover,
such effective date would preclude a disruption of current charitable giving
programs which otherwise might occur should the corporate donor be required
by current economic realities to insure deductibility of past contributions under
the current 2-year carryover period.

With these two modifications, we recommend this committee's adoption of sec-
tion 209 of the 1063 bill.

GROUP INSURANCE

While as an industry we view the House version of the revenue bill of 1063
with satisfaction, we feel we would be remiss if we failed to note some concern
with respect to one of the so-called reform measures contained therein. To this
end, I would direct this committee's attention to section 203 of the bill, which
proposes to tax currently to employee, so much of employer-paid premiums as
provides to such employee group life insurance protection in excess of $30,000.

As the corporate employer of some 700,000 employees, we question the efficacy
of this proposal in light of what we believe will prove to be exorbitant costs of
administration on the employer level. Keeping in mind that the principal pur-
pose of this provision is revenue-raising, we have grave doubts that it can be
achieved.

At the outset we note that an employer will be required at deductible expense,
to account separately for two basic groups of employee-benefilcaries of its group
insurance plan. The first such group includes all employees to the extent of the
first $30,000 of group life coverage. A second group must then be established,
which includes only those employees whose coverage exceeds $30,000, but only
to the extent that their coverage is in excess of such amount.

The employer then must further segregate those members of the second group
into employees who participate in contributory plans and employees who par-
ticipate in noncontributory plans. But the employer may not stop here. An addi-
tional segregation of group two is necessary to set aside those employees entitled
to benefits in excess of the $30,000 limit whose employment has either been termi-
nated because of their retirement, or disability. Finally, the employer must de-
termine if any of the remaining employees of the second group have designated
charitable organizations as beneficiaries of their group policies, in order to ex-
clude them from the operation of the statutory proposal.

Over and above the complex and costly system of accounting which the above
procedure will eninll, the employer must annually determine not only the changes
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which will naturally occur in classification by virtue of employee turnover, and
annual increases in coverage, but further must compute the cost basis of em-
ployee coverAge under one of two alternative methods.
- All the above procedures are required so that the employer may properly

withhold on the cost of benefits includible in the employee's income, as well as
inform the employee-beneficiaries of its group insurance program of its true
economic consequences.

Since the above accounting steps will in most instances involve considerable
cost to the employer, which cost will be deductible at the current corporate rate,
we fail to appreciate the revenue gains to be derived.
- Moreover, we question whether the field of employee benefits is the proper

area in which to inaugurate questionable tax reforms. The social desirability
of group life insurance is best demonstrated by the effective manner in which
it provides economic security to the families of over 38 million employed
Americans. Thus, anyone proposing to change the tax treatment afforded it
undertakes a heavy burden.

Apparently, the principal argument urged in defense of the proposed change
is that certain abuses exist by which unreasonable amounts of insurance are
provided to a favored few. However, the facts indicate that group life insurance
is ordinarily provided on a nondiscriminatory basis to all employees, coverage
being based upon their earnings, service, occupational classification, or some
combination of these factors. For this reason it is extremely doubtful that the
abuses alluded to are actually widespread.

In any event, should it appear appropriate to preclude any such discriminatory
coverage, it would seem far more feasible to adopt a simple requirement that
group life insurance programs be nondiscriminatory. Should this approach be
adopted, the greater portion of existing group insurance plans would be un-
affected and the legislation would work directly upon those plans which in fact
do produce discrimination.

s. 2231

Finally, I would direct this committee's attention to S. 2231 introduced by
Senator Hartke on October 10, 1963, which codifies Revenue Procedure 62-21,
with an amendment excluding therefrom the reserve-ratio test.

Our industry lends its complete endorsement to the principles underlying the
introduction of this measure. In our April 1962 appearance before this com-
mittee, we pointed to a need for legislative action in the field of depreciation
despite impending administrative relief. We felt at that time that this is an
area in which absolutes are a necessity, pointing to the fact that administrative
relief has a way of changing from administration to administration.

Our views have not changed. The benefits derived to date from the guide-
lines cannot be overlooked. In our judgment their adoption stands as a land-
mark in mature tax administration. We firmly believe legislative enactment
of this monumental reform is in order.

However, the members of our industry have not as yet had an opportunity
to completely study the measure. We also recognize that this proposal is not
presently before this committee. Accordingly, at the proper time we would
appreciate the opportunity to appear and definitely set forth our views on this
proposal.

In conclusion, I would like to thank this committee for the courtesies which
have been extended to me today.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Charles Marshall, of
Nebraska Farm Bureau.

Senator CURTIS. Mr. Chairman, I would like to welcome to this com-
mittee a distinguished Nebraskan, Mr. Charles Marshall. He is one
of our leading farmers. He has devoted a great deal of time to the
Farm Bureau. It is not the first occasion that he has appeared in
Washington before this committee and others.

His testimony is always helpful, and, as one Nebraskan on this
committee, I want to welcome you, Mr. Marshall..

The CITAIRMAN. You may proceed.
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STATEMENT OF CHARLES MARSHALL, PRESIDENT, NEBRASKA
FARM BUREAU FEDERATIO

Mfr. MiRsHALL. Thank you.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I appreciate the. op-

portunity of appearing before this Senate Finance Committee in be-
half of the position of Farm Bureau with reference to the proposed
reduction in taxes. This statement is supplemental to and in support
of the statement presented by Mr. Charles B. Shuman, president of
the American Farm Bureau Federation, on October 24, 1963.

There have been numerous meetings of farmers and ranchers in
Nebraska during the last several weeks in the review' of public prob-
lems and in the consideration of alternative solutions.: One of the
most universal topics of discussion is taxation. It should not be neces-
sary to dwell upon the burden of taxation in this country today.
There is general agreement that taxes are an excessive burden and
too often inequitable.

The issue is not whether taxes should be reduced, but the circhm-
stances and implications of different situations relating to tax
reduction.

Nebraska is one of the Great Plain States and is predominantly
agricultural. .

Being a Great Plains State places it in a high-risk geographical
area, and thus, we are in a different situation with reference to climate
than many other agricultural States. The Great Plains suffer more
erratic weather conditions than many other sections of the country.
We have fortunately been blessed with several years of good crops.
It is quite common to hear conversation among those of the Great
Plains to the effect that we cannot be so fortunate to continue to have
weather like that of the last few years. It may not be easy to under-
stand the caution exercised by those who have lived a lifetime in an
area with insecure moisture supplies.

A State that is predominantly agricultural is affected differently
and-looks at situations differently than many other areas of the
country.

We have tremendous sums invested in capital goods. It is well
known that the investment per worker in agriculture is among the
greatest.

Along with the heavy investment in capital goods, operating ex-
penses continue to increase. Farmers and ranchers are finding that
each year more and more of their expenses go for items which are
not produced on the farm. While the number of different expenses
has been increasing, the amount of individual expenses has reflected
the general inflationary trend.

It is easily documented that the net income position of agriculture
suffers more from increased expense than it does front decreased gross
income. While the industrialization of agriculture has required more
off-the-farm expenses, much of the impact of an unstable currency is
reflected in agriculture more dramatically than in other segments of
the economy. Farmers and ranchers have not had artificial and
built-in monopolistic controls to guarantee the income that has been
assured some other groups. Thus, many things, and inflation in
particular, have a tremendous impact on the net income of agriculture.
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; There:.ar now pending in Congress numerous bills which -would
increase Governinnt-expenditurei, and inasmuch as we have been
operating with a deficit most of the years in thle immediate past, we
in Nebraska feel that there must be a curtailing of expenses before
we reduce taxes.

It is one of the cardinal principles of farm and ranch management
that we refrain from extra expenditures if we anticipate lower income.

Capital investments in tangible items can sometimes be made to
increase efficiency in farm and ranch management. We see no com-
parable increased efficiencies resulting from increased Government
expenditures.

There should be tax reductions provided for the citizens of our
country by reduced expenditures and not by increased deficits which
will lower, the value of the dollars left in the hands of the general
public.: A Government dollar buys no more than a private dollar and
a borrowed Government dollar too often decreases the value of the
remaining private dollars. This fraud should be stopped.

We respectfully request that there be no tax cut until expenses are
reduced by an amount necessary to at least equal to the tax reduction.

Thank you.
The CHAnIRMA. Mr. Marshall, as a member of the farm bureau,

American Farm Bureau, I want to congratulate you on making a very
fine statement, as Mr. Shuman, the president of the American Farm
Bureau Federation, did on October 24, before this committee.

I am in thorough accord with what you say. I am in thorough
accord with whatever you have said in your statement. It is brief,
to the point, and very convincing.

Any questions?
Senator Douglas, any questions?
Senator DouoLAs. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. Mr. Marshall, I, too, want to congratulate you

on a very sound statement. I am even more proud to be a member of
the Farm Bureau Federation when it takes such a constructive position
on Government finances.

Senator CuwTIS. Mr. Marshall, I want to commend you on your
statement. It is sound in principle, it is concise, and it is very under-
standable, and your position that there be no tax cut until expenditures
are reduced certainly has my support. I am delighted that you are
here.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Talmadge?
Senator TALMADGE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mfr. Marshall.
Mr. MARSHALL. Thank you, sir.
The next witness is Mr. Richard Berry of Salem, Va., representing

the Virginia Chamber of Commerce of Salem.
Mr. Berry, if you will take a seat, sir, you may proceed.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD H. BERRY, CHAMBER OF COMMERCE OF
SALEM, VA.

Mr. BERRY. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I want
to first thank you on behalf of the Salem Chamber of Commerce, and
myself personally for this opportunity.
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I am a certified public accountant and' a patne ik the firth of

Berry & Daili with offices in Salem and Radford, representing the
.Virginia Chamber of Commerce. :

We are not unaware of the relative weight the opinion 'of ah orga-
nization numbering no more than 850 members might be expected to
carry. To my knowledge, none of those memberS have ahy experience
in drafting legislation, in Federal tax administration, or any partic-
ular facility with macroeconomics. We do not have available itoUs a
wealth of statistical information and economic analyie, ,'nodr cain we
thoroughly understand all the data we have studied. In short, i" are
not technical experts, nor do we pretend to be. ,

We feel, however, our organization does possess certain qui.litis
that make its considered opinion on this tax proposal to somn degtie
at least meaningful. We are not a homogeneous group; we have ho

*particular vested interest. Our membership does not" -epeseit-'a
single political party nor political or economic philosophy. We have
no ax to grind; the only interests our membership has in coninmo with
one another are that of geography and a sincere desire for a strong and
healthy National Government. '

Our recorded opposition to the proposal in question today and to
the position of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce is not in regard to
current tax levels; it seems that agreement is almost universal that
those levels are too high. They are too high to provide the type 6f
economic motivation we require in a relatively free capitalistiW eon-
omy; they are too high to promote sound economic decisionmaking,
and too high to be administered with equity. The large corl6oration,
with most of its taxable income in the 52-percent bracket sees to
be discriminated against due to its lack of voting power. Yet, in our
economic system, it certainly has the largest private investment poten-
tial; those individual percentage tax brackets in the 70's, 80's and even
90's are felt, by some of us at least, to be inherently offensive, despite
the fact that we personally are not even acquainted with any individ-
uals affected directly by them. This type of tax structure certainly
does not stimulate the incentive of those individuals n'd those or-
ganized groups of individuals, who as a result of' their talents and
their available wealth, have the greatest potential to stimulate our
economy and promote the development 0f new jobs.. However, in
regard to possible remedies, particularly the House bill under discus-
sion here, we take sharp exception.

The elephant labored and brought forth 4 mouse in the form of
H.R. 8863, Some months ago it appeared that we were going to get
a reform in broad fiscal policy. Federal spending was going to be
carefully checked. There was going to be a comprehensive revision
and reform of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, which in all likeli-
hood would embody sme rte reduction. We were not able to, find
any opposition to this proposal.

If our opposition to H.R. 8363 stemmed from some specific sib-
section or involved technicalities of wording, my job in summariing
our position would be simplified. However, our obiectionf while pos-
sibly not so sophisticated, is much more general and basic. Although
we should, I guess, confine ourselves specifically to the proposal itself,
we cannot. Any significant change in the manner by which the Fed-
eral Government obtAins the vast majority of its total revenihe atliiio t
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automatically becomes a broader issue involving any number of other-
wise extraneous matters. We are immediately thrown into questions
of broad fiscal policy, public morality, and in fact, our future as a
Nation, Herein lies the basis of our position.

In the past. few months we have witnessed the demise of that general
approach we could have welcomed and sponsored. We have seen all
reference to Federal expenditure reduced to vague promises concern-
ing "essentials." We have seen reform all but perish, and we have
left nothing but a scale of rate reductions aimed at giving everybody
a little bit.

As best we can tell, this particular piece of legislation is considered
by its sponsors to be very necessary to our national well-being. This
new scale of reduced rates is going to be self-liquidating--that is,
the economic impetus created will m the indefinite future actually
enlarge total revenues from this source over and above current levels.
Even many of the enemies of big Central Government see a perverse
advantage to this bill-they can reduce Government expenditures by
reducing Government revenues. It would seem to us that those two
arguments are contradictory and might, by some, appear to contain
a little rationalization and possibly a little politics. If this bill is
going to be self-liquidating, how will it then result in reduced Federal
expenditures and the scope of Central Government? Iet us put the
horse back in front of the cart. Promises in regard to expenditures
sound somewhat hollow coming from an administration committed to
the idea of self-liquidation. It does not seem to us prudent to give
any administration, in a preelection year, the advantage of unleashed
spending in conjunction with a sizable tax cut. We cannot help but
wonder why our economy has been allowed to hobble forward under
the present rate structure all these years and then to be granted the
relief necessary for its very survival on January 1, 1964.

SWe would like to suggest that the American people might welcome
a fiscal policy which is somewhat more straightforward, and one not
so terribly dependent upon projections and assumptions. If it is
true that deficit spending is an economic stimulus, then our economy
has had considerable stimulation in the past 30 years. However, I
think we all agree that our gross national product growth rate has
not been all that might be desired.

It is certainly true that the American economy has outlasted the
doomsdayers despite this type of fiscal approach. The patient has
survived in relatively good health-but not without some rather serious
side effects. We havehad, and continue to have, inflation, and we are
bequeathing to future generations a rather large debt, a rather em-
barrassing debt, a rather awkward debt. A $,09 billion imponderable
has not brought economic disaster upon us yet, and it may not. But
certainly the least that can be said for it is that It requires considerable
and continuous legislative concern and untold man-hours in service
that is at best a wasteful economic drag. I should imagine it causes
concern, too to international investors and traders.

It cannot be argued that governments, like individuals, do not need
borrowing capacity as a buffer against crisis, economic as well as mili-
tary. But does our Government's borrowing capacity extend in-
definitely in terms of size and time Is there not some limit to how
much we can borrow from ourselve I Does not every additional dollar
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we add to our debt reduce our protection somewhat against a future
crisis? .Still more important, is it not amoral to spend almost peren-
nially more than we find either economically and/or politically ex-
pedient to collect, while at the same time we are admonishing our in-
ternational neighbors in the necessity of fiscal integrity ? Can we con-
tinue to demonstrate to our children how easy it is to put down the.
load and at the same time expect them to pick it up? Have we been
faced with crisis each and every one of the years that we increased this
debt Have we been true to ourselves and the basic tenets upon which
our economic system rests? Are the individual -nembers of our soci-
ety anxious and willing to pass on to future generations a system and
a way of doing business that embarrasses us that is awkward to us,
that we are really quite unable to cope with? Are we really fooling
ourselves or anyone else?

It takes no particular talent to spend money, and that is especially
true when no regard need be given to the availability of that money.
The proposition that there exists unmet Federal obligations, coupled
with statements to the effect that our economy cannot stand the present
tax burdens represents a paradox that we feel should be avoided. If
these areas of national need are essential, let us pay for them. If the
need is not as essential as the growth that might be forgone, let it
be held in abeyance until such time as our economy can afford it.
If this, or any administration, feels that our tax level has exceeded
the economy's capacity to supply it in good health, let it demonstrate
that conviction with budget proposals that do not exceed the Govern-
ment's ability to spend with integrity. We feel that there is a large
and growing group of people in this country who no longer feel com-
fortable in behaving collectively in a manner that they would not
consider behaving as individuals.

The Salem Chamber of Commerce and the community which it
represents are firmly committed to the proposition that local govern-
ments and local private enterprise can do for themselves much better,
in almost every instance, than the Federal Government can do for it
and at less cost. In fact, Senator Byrd, the honorable chairman of
this committee, had entered into the appendix of the Congressional
Record of May 13, 1963, a recommendation by the Salem Chamber of
Commerce that an effort be made by communities to reduce Federal
expenditures. On'May 27 1963, the Council of the Town of Salem,.
Va., unanimously approved that recommendation. This,gentlemen,
I think, is some proof that the membership of the Salem Chamber of
Commerce is further supported by a community of more than 7,000
people.

If it is in truth agreed that present tax rates are too high, and
that a reduction of those rates is the only, or best, solution to a sluggish
growth rate, then the rate reduction here proposed does not seem to us
the most appropriate from other than a political point of view. If it
is agreed that we must increase our Federal tax base in order to meet
pressing Federal obligations, then we, as members of this economy,
cannot truly afford a tax cut in the classical sense, but must only be
given one for expedience. 'It would seem, therefore, that the appro-
priate structure revision should not be one of "something for every-
body." If we must cut taxes in desperation for economic stimulus,
let us cut them in a manner calculated to do the most immediate good- ,:
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to provide the maximum in quick stimulation. If that is the only
justification for the cut, and we can see no other, we should disregard
such criteria as political expedience and even of equity and basic fair-
ness. If we are going to maximize the immediate growth advantage
in our tax base via rate reduction, let us confine all reduction to those
rates that are most offensive to incentive. Let us, in order to enhance
investment and stimulate the creation of new jobs, ease the tax burden
only of those individuals and groups of individuals, calculated coldly
and statistically, which would provide the maximum in quick invest-
ment potential. If elementary, classical, capitalistic theory has any
application in reality, the dollar spent directly on new capital invest-
ment will provide greater gross stimulus than the same dollar reacting
on investment through the consumer market. We can see little basis
in fact for the contention that this proposal is a "rich man's bill." On
the contrary, in an effort to be appealing politically the proposal for-
goes a great deal of the effect for which it is expressly intended.

It does not seem to us that the $2 or $3 a week given to us in the
20-percrn t bracket will unleash nearly as much multiplier effect as
dollars allowed to go directly into "after tax" corporate profits and
incomes of those relatively few members of our society who directly
make the significant investment decisions.

If, say, $9 billion were reserved entirely to this category, how many
new machines and new jobs would become profitable and appealing
that heretofore had not been ? On the other hand, how decisive and
immediate an effect can an extra few dollars a month in my pocket
yield?

We are likewise disappointed in the failure of the House of Repre-
sentatives to face squarely the tax reform issue. Although we would
welcome several of the reforms contained in the House resolution, we
feel that they are relatively minor in nature. We can see only political
reasons for failure to grapple with larger issues such as percentage
depletion and the deductibility of personal interest.

We would like to say by way of summary, that any amendment
to the Internal Revenue Code which precedes a general agreement
between the legislative and administrative branches of our Govern-
ment in regard to an attitude toward expenditure, vis-a-vis revenue,
is premature. We feel that the risk of recession in 1964 is not as great
as the risk inherent in further fiscal lethargy. We believe the Ameri-
can taxpayer is willing to forgo the advantage of a quick tax cut in
deference to some significant change in attitude of the Federal Gov-
ernment toward spending. If we are able to contain spending at a
level which our economy can comfortably afford, needed tax reduc-
tion, we believe, would undoubtedly follow.- If we cannot now take
the time to build a strong and consistent framework upon which to
construct a careful revision of the code, we should not bother the
existing structur.. If we can continue to spend indefinitely without
reference to revenues, let us not worry about revenue. If we cannot
spend in such a manner, let us stop now, and reserve deficit financing
to those periods when we have no alternative. Can we forever cry
"wolf" without ultimately receiving the obvious and classical retri-
bution ?

Although, there are any number of well-informed individuals and
groups of individuals who want this bill to pass now, at almost any
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cost in terms of further amendment and' revision, it is not so easy
to find anyone who is really very satisfied with it either from among
the public, the administration, or the. Congress. It seems to us that
this does not lend strbrg support to the 'proposal, and makes those'
organizations throughout the country who urge its inimediate passage
under almost any condition to appear somewhat suspect of short-
sightedness. This proposal shows us what our country can do for us,
it does not tell us what we can do for our country; it appeals to our
selfishness rather than our selflessness.

Cannot some proposal be drafted that would completely satisfy a
significant minority, or at least generally satisfy a significant
majority It does not appear to us that the proposal passed in the
House of Representatives meets those criteria.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Berry, thank you very much, sir. You have
made an excellent statement. I am very proud of the Salem Chamber
of Commerce in my. State for taking the position it has.

Mr. BERRY. It certainly has been my privilege.
The CHAIRMAN. Any questions
The next witness is James B. Wold of the Associated Industries

of Alabama.
Take a seat, please, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF JAMES B. WOLD, THE ASSOCIATED INDUSTRIES
OF ALABAMA

Mr. WoLD. Senator Byrd and members of the committee, it is an
honor to have the opportunity to appear before you once again.

My name is James B. Wold. I am executive vice president of the
Fly Ash Arrestor Corp., Birmingham, Ala. I appear here today in
behalf of the Associated Industries of Alabama.

The member firms of the association I represent include companies
of all sizes in a wide range of industries. Predominantly, however,
our member firms employ fewer than 500 people, which makes them
small business under the Government definition. Many are family-
owned or closely held enterprises which have been built up from
scratch by the owners or partners.

We are in favor of enactment of substantial net tax reduction for
two reasons.

The first reason is that tax reduction would represent a choice for
greater dependence on the private economy and less reliance on Federal
spending. For too many years, both our economic and political think-
ing have been dominated by the thought that more Federal programs
and more Federal spending would solve all problems that merit public
concern. Many of us have opposed this approach because, even if it
would work for a time, there inevitably would be erosion of the free-
dom of our economy,.of the.self-reliance of our people, and of the will
and capacity of our State and local governments to solve problems
peculiar to their jurisdictions. However, the record over the past
6 years now makes evident the fact that steady increases in Federal
spending will not alone solve our economic and employment problems.

From fiscal year 1957 through the current fiscal year, Federal
expenditures will have grown from $69 billion to an estimated $98
billion. Inadequate long-term growth .and too much chronic
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unemployment have developed over these years. I.realize that, despite
the great increase in Federal spending, some might say it simply lias
not been enough. To me, such a view has its parallel in the notion so
widely held a few years ago that the only way to cope with inflation
was to put escalator clauses in all economic contracts.

The second reason why we favor tax reduction is that it affords op-
portunity to deal at source with a major impediment to growth and
job creation in the private economy, namely, incentive- and capital-
destroying tax rates. Unfortunately, H.R. 8368 stops short of even
reasonable reform of these rates, considering the magnitude of the total
tax reduction which it would provide.

There is no virtue as such in a small business as compared with any
other size business. The political interest in smallness centers in the
prospects for growth. All businesses start out relatively small. Any
small business will contribute to steady improvement in our Nation's
economic well-being only, first, as it survives and, second, as it grows.

Much the same thing may be said about human beings. Nearly all
men, and an increasing number of women, become workers in their
youth and remain so throughout their lives. Our political and human
concern for all who work or want to work is obvious, but the economic
interest of the Nation must center on the individual who grows in his
work, whether employed or self-employed. Over a lifetime, the people
who simply want a job are, in large part, carried by the relatively few
whose energies and ambitions are never abated. Without such people,
any society would soon sink back into decay and then oblivion.

A tax policy which would be most compatible with optimum eco-
nomic growth and job creation, therefore, would be one which did not
unduly restrain the growth of businesses or the growth of people in
business.

When we look at our present Federal tax structure, we find that it is
weighted against both business growth and personal growth.

SIn its one-step graduation, the corporate tax penalizes the companies
which grow beyond $25,000 in taxable income. In its multiple-step,
dizzy rate of graduation, the personal tax thwarts growing individuals
all the way up the income scale.

H.R. 8363 makes a substantial reduction-26.7 percent-in the cor-
porate rate applying to income under $25,000. Above that level, the
reduction is about 8 percent for corporations up to $1 million. For
the medium to large size, growing corporations, whose capital needs
are never fully met, even the 8-percent reduction would be significantly
offset by the further speed-up in tax payments.

As an even greater deficiency in H.R. 8363, however, is the inade.
quate tax relief for the growing person, whether in business of him-
self or working for a company. In his testimony before this com-
mittee. Secretary Dillon stressed the importance of the 26.7 percent
reduction in rate for the small corporation, and stated:

The over 9 million small Individual proprietorships will of course benefit from
comparable reduction in individual income tax rates.

The bill before you, however reduces only by an average of about 17
percent the rates of tax on unincorporated business and other per-
sonal income through the substantial middle brackets.

Why this slighting of the person who grows in achievement and
contribution ? It occurs to me that the answer is found in a peculiar
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obsession in politics with the problems of the poor and the contrasting
image of the rich. For many years graduation has been rationalized
as a means for making the rich pay what the poor cannot afford.
This has always seemed to me to be a rather shallow philosophy, creat-
ing the impression, as it does, that we do not need to worry about the
level of spending because the rich will pick up the tab. I will leave it
to someone else to compute the days of Federal spending in any year
which could be supported by the income of the rich, if all of it were
confiscated. A philosophy of taxation which diverts attention from
the truth-that high-level spending can be supported only by taxes
which are directly or indirectly borne by all people-is not conducive
to sound or equitable legislation.

Regardless, the persistent contrasting of the situation between the
poor and the rich results in a rate scheme which unduly penalizes
people which are neither. There are 22 graduated brackets between
the top and the bottom rate. In relation to increase in taxable in-
come, graduation is much steeper up through the substantial middle
brackets than it is in the high brackets. The rate of tax increases
36 percentage points between $2,000 and $22,000 of taxable income,
but only 5 percentage points between $80,000 and $100,000.

My purpose is not to justify an excessive increase of tax or rate
of tax on any income, no matter how high that income may be, or
whether it is earned or derived from accumulated wealth. The greater
average standard of living of American citizens, as compared with the
citizens of any other nation, is entirely the result of our greater
capital accumulation per worker. When the average capital behind
the average worker in any foreign country reaches the level of that
in the United States, the average standard of living of that worker
will approximate the level of his counterpart here. Employment op-
portunities abound in Europe because a greater proportion of current
income there is being transformed into new capital or productive
wealth. We will solve our problem of too little growth and too much
unemployment in this country only when we have stepped up our rate
of capital formation over that of recent years.

This brings me to the most telling point about our decadent tax
philosophy. It is static in concept. It views taxpaying capacity as
if the only function of economics were to more equitably distribute
what people have. It seems completely oblivious to the fact that ad-
vance in human well-being, the lifting of people from subsistence to
a good standard of living, is dependent upon the input of new capital.

Looking back, we know that if our economy had enjoyed a higher
rate of capital formation since 1957, there would be fewer people in
the subsistence income levels today. Looking ahead to 1970, we know
that the rate of capital formation in the intervening years will deter-
mine whether those now unemployed or partially employed, and new
workers, will have good jobs at good pay.

It is not a service to people who now or hereafter need new jobs or
better jobs to tolerate tax rates which, in effect, convert capital-for-
growth into current Government spending. A person who needs a job
will find no solace in the fact that public policy ordains the taxing
away of income or capital which would have provided that job. The
greatest disservice of nil, however, to those who must look to greater
economic growth for good job opportunities, is the levying of tax
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rates which stifle the growing business or restrain the growing person.
There is no jobmaker in the world comparable to that of the ener-

getic individual who can acquire the capital to give expression to his
drive and ambition. If not hampered by excessive and ascending
rates of tax, these people not only will save more, and make the most
effective use of such savings, they will pull into their enterprises the
savings of others, and make maximum use of our banking facilities.
Growing people are the pace setters of progress; but they cannot set
a faster pace than tax rates permit.

Second only as jobmakers to the people who put their savings on the
line in their own businesses are those who save and provide new
equity capital for businesses run by others. I do not believe there is
an' economist or financial analyst who would not agree that, except for
the widespread American interest in stockownership, we could not
have achieved our present state of industrial development and living
standards. If our economy is going to grow more rapidly hereafter,
it will need greater capacity to invest than is possible under present
tax rates-even with the existing small credit against double taxation
of dividend income.

In Alabama, and throughout the Southland, we are acutely aware
of our need for new businesses, new capital, and more homegrown
investing power. While we have made better-than-average progress
since the depression, we are quite aware that the price has been increas-
ing dependence on out-of-State businesses and out-of-State capital.
The broad industrial base in the North was developed in an era when
tax laws did not prevent rapid accumulation of capital by businesses
and individuals. We think the time has come when the South also
should have the opportunity to show what it can do in the absence of
tax rates which slice off the greatest part of income which otherwise
would become venture capital.

There is no reason why growing businesses, growing people, or a
growing South should be shortchanged in the legislation before you.

I therefore recommend amendment of H.R. 8363 as follows:
Personal tax rates: Double the reduction in rates up through the

substantial middle brackets from the average of around 17 percent
now in the bill.

Corporate rates: Provide more substantial rate reduction for corpo-
rations whose income has grown beyond $25,000.

Dividend credit: Retain, or preferably increase, the 4-percent
credit.

In addition, eliminate or modify any other provisions which would
curtail capital funds, or create new forms of discrimination against
growing businesses or growing people.

In submitting these recommendations, I am aware that there is a
general belief that tax reduction of the magnitude now provided in
H.R. 8363 is adequate to get the economy moving faster. This view,
however, springs from the demand or consumption philosophy of tax
reduction. It is not related to the problem of pulling down the tax
rate barricades to greater capital formation and growth. I would be
inclined to agree that any tax reduction is better than no tax riduc-
tion, but it would seem a miscarriage of equity and economics to
reduce taxes as much as $11 billion and neglect the problems which
I have enumerated. If we keep our sights set on greater growth and
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more jobs, I cannot see why there should not be a rebalancing of tax
reduction under H.R. 8363 to take. off more of the burden where:it
directly limits capital formation and prevents greater growth. How-
ever, if such a'rebalancing is not considered feasible, then I urge that
you increase the total tax reduction to serve the growth objective. If
we cannot redress some of the economic harm done by highly grad-
uated and excessive rates of income tax in a 1ill providing over $10
billion tax savings, when will a new opportunity come?

If a revised H.R. 8363 releases the tax brakes on growing businesses
and growing people, and does not reimpose nearly the full burden of
double taxation on most stockholders by repealing the 4-percent
dividend credit, I believe its enactment will make an impressive con-
tribution to high-level progress and high-level employment in good
jobs.

The ChAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Wold.
Any questions? Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. WOLD. Thank, you, gentlemen
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is our old friend, Mr. O. R.

Strackbein of the Nation-Wide Committee on Import-Export Policy.
Mr. Strackbein, will you come forward and take a seat, sir. We

welcome you to the committee.

STATEMENT OF 0. R. STRACKBEIN, CHAIRMAN, NATION-WIDE
COMMITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY

Mr. STRACKBEIN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee,
my name is O. R. Strackbein. I am chairman of the Nation-Wide
Committee on Import-Export Policy

It is the purpose here to address the features of the tax bill that is
designed to increase business activity and therefore enlarge the gross
national product and increase - uployment.

As you know, a considerable difference of opinion has arisen about
the causes of unemployment an; the failure of the domestic economy
to expand sufficiently to absorb the growing number of new workers
who annually appear on the scene as a consequence (1) of our large
population expansion since the war and (2) of the effects of automa-
tion.

The Chairman of the Council of Economic Advisers, Mr. Walter
W. Heller, lays a large part of the blame for unemployment on the
so-called structural factors, such as automation and supersession of
some industries and products by new ones as a result of change in
demand. Unemployment in the coal mining regions presents an
excellent example. Not only has a vast increase in productivity
released scores of thousands of miners in the past 12 or 13 years, but
oil and natural gas have made deep inroads into the use of coal .s a
fuel.

Miners are specialized workmen and would require retraining in
order to enter any other occupations above the unskilled level. Whrn
several hundred thousand of them are displaced in a span of a decade,
it is obvious that a difficult problem has been created.

Mr. Heller in a i'ecent statement before a Senate Subcommittee on
Employment, maintained that the proposed tax cut of $11 billion
would *add $30 billion to the gross national product and that this
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increase in output would reduce unemployment to 4 percent. This
calculation seems to proceed on the assumption that growth in output
automatically results in greater employment.

This is, of course, a speculative estimate and has little history to
go on.

A different view has been expressed by Mr. Charles C. Killings-
worth of Michigan State University. He regards the onslaught of
automation as the source of a more stubborn type of unemployment.
The unskilled workers are cast off more rapidly than they can be
replaced. The demand for highly trained workers in fact outruns
the capacity of the economy to supply them. Under these circum-
stances a tax reduction would be almost irrelevant to the problem.
Retraining of the unskilled unemployed would be more important.

These two schools of thought are cited simply as evidence of the
direction of thought in this field rather than for the purpose of
answering them as such.

Among those who think that a tax reduction would benefit the
economy a further difference of opinion exists about the character of
reduction that would be most helpful. There are those who think
that the greatest response would come from reducing the taxes paid
by consumers, and particularly those of the lower income levels. Such
a reduction, they perceive, would liberate more purchasing power
at the consumer end and production and employment would be
stimulated accordingly.

On the other side are those who are convinced that production enter-
prises are so heavily taxed that the burden carried by them retards
business expansion. They believe that a significant lightening of this
burden would stimulate business and that this activity in turn would
result in plant. expansion, plant improvement, and so forth, and thus
lead not only to increasing employment but also to increasing pur-
chasing power.

Yet another school believes that tax reduction should be accom-
panied by more liberal governmental spending. Prof. Seymour
Harris of Harvard is an exponent of this view. This school seems to
feel that if one spoonful of medicine is good for the patient, two
spoonfuls would be at least twice as good if not more so.

Notable in all these views is the complete absence of any reference
to the effect of rising import competition and the balance-of-payment
difficulties of this country.

The omission borders on the neurotic or even pathological. The
tariff, as a useful instrument, has been turned into a triba taboo. It
must not be mentioned in that vein as a useful instrument. The gen-
erality of mass-circulation newspapers shun any least contamination
by positive thoughts of protectionism.

This amazing phenomenon explains why-it is impossible in the
United States, today, to gain consideration of all the factors that con-
tribute to our economic problem. Much is said about the failure of
this country to grow or expand as much as some other countries, or in
any case not as rapidly as would be necessary to bring about employ-
ment of more of the unemployed. Much is also said of the need to
become more efficient, meaning yet more automation, in order to export
more and to withstand rising import competition in the domestic mar-
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ket. High wages and high costs are both assailed, and both as quickly
defended.

The Honorable William H. Roth, Deputy Special Representative
for Trade Negotiations, said on October 24, 1963:

Technology and trade expansion are two sides of the same coin. Without
support from advancing technology, trade expansion would not be entirely free
of risk. Without access to wider markets through trade expansion, techno-
logical progress cannot achieve its full economic potential.

Mr. Chairman, the relevancy of that statement to a tax hearing
may be questioned by some who do not see the connection. The difli-
culty, if any, will, however, disappear when we begin to look to tech-
nology to solve our employment problem.

There is so much confusion in this field that words are used without
apparent reference to the realities in which we find ourselves. Let us
see if we can put a few things straight.

Growth, of itself, Mr. Chairman, if it means an expansion of output,
may or may not mean increasing employment. We may by improving
our mechanical installations, indeed produce more; but we may do so
with fewer rather than more workers. This is a fact that needs no
further documentation. Examples abound on all sides.

In other words, automation is not necessarily the key to greater
employment. Therefore, a tax reduction that would stimulate auto-
mation need not reduce unemployment. On the other hand, it might
do so. It depends on the conditions and the products involved.

Automation and similar installations will, m all cases, result in im-
mediate displacement of workers. To this there is no answer. Of
course, that is the very purpose of automation.

Over a period of time-perhaps even in a year, but quite certainly
in several years, demand may be expected to respond, but only under
certain conditions:

1. If the lower costs achieved lead to lower consumer prices; they
need not necessarily do so, but they may, if the cost savings are passed
on to the consumer;

2. If the product happens to be one for which the demand is elastic,
that is, increases rapidly if the price is reduced; and

3. If no counteracting influence is on the premises. These "ifs"
represent very respectable obstacles.

It may be said that the only demand that responds sensitively to re-
duced prices (while other prices remain as they were or going up)
is the demand for consumer goods. Of course, such a rising demand
will produce a greater demand for the producer goods that are used
in manufacturing the consumer goods.

A very important factor is that not all demand, even for consumer
goods, is elastic. The demand for most staple food products, of which
there are many, is notably inelastic and is quite rigidly fixed by the
number of stomachs in the country, or the world, to be fed. Much
of our agricultural production falls into this category.

When automation is introduced into the manufacture of products
for which the demand is inelastic, net unemployment inevitably re-
sults, and the displaced wol.cers must find work elsewhere or remain
unemployed. An uncomfortably high number of our basic manufac-
turing industries fall into this category, and are being increasingly
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beset by the unemployed like a harvest of fallen leaves, victims of
teclmological advancement.

Assuming the most optimistic results, both from elasticity of de-
mand and fatter consumer pocketbooks (resulting among other things
from a tax reduction) there remains the possible negative influence
exerted by some counteracting market condition. This need not bother
the consumers. They would open their pocketbooks as expected; if
you reduce costs and reduce the prices, and demand is elastic, they will
open their pocketbooks and more so if taxes are reduced, but they
might be buying more goods from other than American sources and
thus rob our manufacturers of the expected and classical bonanza fol-
lowing cost reduction.

Knowledge of this difficulty indeed stares many of our manufactur-
ers in the face. Today the imported goods are already here. They
have abundantly demonstrated their capacity to capture an increasing
share of the market by the very simple process of doing so very effec-
tively in the past 5 or 10 years.

This very fact creates pressure for more mechanization in our in-
dustries, as the quotation from Mr. Roth emphasizes, but unfortu-
nately, under conditions that do not promise the reward usually ex-
pected of such improvements when an elastic demand is present. The
consumers, who are the ones who furnish the demand, buy as readily
from outside sources as domestic, and, particularly, Mr. Chairman,
since the imported price is often below the price of the domestic manu-
facturers, this expected reward for reducing prices will not be enjoyed
by our domestic manufacturers.

With this outlook confronting him, the domestic producer is not
nearly so anxious to open new plants or to expand existing ones. He
is more likely to replace obsolescent machinery by the most modern-
not, indeed, in order to recapture the whole market, but to remain
competitive and to hold his own. There is a great deal of difference
between that, Mr. Chairman, and expanding and building new plants.
The workers he thus displaces by replacement of existing machinery
by the more productive variety will find no haven in the new and
brightly efficient enivronment. They will not be needed. Nor will
the importers find a place for them. The castoffs simply will become
a part of the computers' tabulations.

The manufacturer who is well financed will decide as hundreds have
already done, to divert some of his investment to the countries from
which the imports come. Billions of dollars, in the past few years,
have been invested in the Common Market and the Far East by
American companies, so this is a trend already established-therefore,
this is not a forecast; this is a thing which has already happened, and
continues to happen. Why not hedge the situation, our manufac-
turers ask themselves, by going where the costa are already lower, and
start from scratch? Why try to manufacture more here where costs
are higher, and then ship the output 3,000 to 6,000 miles or more when
the same products can be manufactured overseas at lesser cost?

The question has been answered by the brisk trek of American com-
panies to Europe and elsewhere in the past 5 years.

A tax reductions Will ithelp?
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It would help keep the boat afloat but it would not repair the dam-
agng leakage. If the leakage were stopped or controlled first, tax
reduction would provide incentive to both producer and consumer, and
the benefits of automation, such as they are, could be consummated.
The growing pool of residual unemployment would begin to diminish.
With the leakage unrepaired, tax reductions would be dissipated with
misdirected activity. The hoped for benefits would be despoiled by
imports.

Mr. Chairman, I have a very short item of news here. This ap-
peared in this morning's newspaper, talking about the increasing im-
ports of steel, for example, and here is what it says, one little para-
graph:

The steel industry in the United States is currently investing heavily in rolling
mills, but the wisdom of making such investments may be questioned if imports
continue to rise, steelmen say.

In other words, it is very clear that tax reduction that is aimed at
stimulating domestic investment will not take full effect if the indus-
tries are confronted with rising import competition, particularly if
these industries are well enough financed to divert their investments
from the United States to foreign countries where the same goods are
produced and may be produced at lower costs than in this country.

Thank you very much.
The CHAIMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Strackbein, for your

very interesting statement.
Senator Long?
Senator Williams?
Senator WmILLAS. Mr. Strackbein, you say rising competitive im-

ports prevent the market expansion that would ordinarily follow a
cost reduction through mechanization and automation. You say that
if the demand for the product is elastic and prices are reduced a
greater output would become marketable

Mr. STRACKBEIN. YOU mean you want an interpretation?
Senator WIITV AMS. Yes.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. As you know, the demand for goods consumer

goods, may be elastic or inelastic. A perfect example of a demand for
consumer goods that is inelastic is sugar, for example. The per capita
consumption of sugar has remained right at 100 pounds a year for the
last 40 years, from 95 to 100 pounds. It does not make much dif-
ference whether the price goes up or down, the demand remains the
same.

Much the same is true of wheat flour, wheat, and all of these staple
products. You do not coax much more demand by lowering the price.

But there is a vast field of consumer goods where a reduction in
price following a reduction in costs will generate a great increase in
demand and that, of course, will then be reflected back, and there will
be further expansion of the industry, and more employment thus
provided.

But you must keep in mind that this type of demand is not some-
thing that is true of all consumer goods. In fact, many of our staple
commodities have an inelastic demand. If you automate and throw
out 15 or 20 percent of the workers and, as a result of that, reduce the
price by 15 or 20 percent, you are left with net unemployment because
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the demand does not increase, does not respond sufficiently to call for
greater output which, in turn, would call for more employment. I
think that this is one thing that we have overlooked. We have failed
to classify our production of goods into those in which there will be
a response in demand and those in which this will not take place.

We have apparently simply taken the idea that when you automate
and reduce the cost, demand automatically increases, and as the de-
mand increases you employ more people. This is a generalization
that simply will not stand up, and this is one thing I wanted to point
out.

Senator WILLIAMS. One other question: At the end of your state-
ment you say tax reduction would help but only if the damage in leak-
age were stopped. What do you refer to by leakage?

Mr. STRACKBEIN. I refer here to import competition.
In other words, supposing you had a product, and you automate,

you cut costs by 35 to 40 percent and, therefore, reduce the price,
and suppose the demand for this product is elastic so that the con-
sumers will respond by purchasing more. That is fine, unless your
market is contested by imports.

The imports will then participate in this increased demand and,
perhaps, deprive the American manufacturer of the usual reward that
he would get under these circumstances. The imports might take
half of the increase in consumption. This can be documented time
and time again with the experience of different industries. The in-
dustry expands but imports take more and more of the total propor-
tion of the increased demand. So, naturally, the market outlook for
the manufacturer under such circumstances is not nearly as good as
it would be if the leakage from the outside were stopped, or at least
regulated, so that if the manufacturer reduced his costs by automation,
and reduced his prices, he could be sure of reaping the benefit of the
increased market.

If he cannot do this, well, he goes along and simply replaces his
present machinery in his present factory with more modern machinery.
He does not build another plant because he cannot be sure that there
will be a market for the increased output simply because of what I
call the leakage; that is to say, the imports coming into the country
and taking the cream of the market away from him.

Senator WILLIAs. I received a report the other day, and I will
ask you to what extent that is true. It stated that under the recent
so-called Dillon round of tariff concessions, with the Common Market,
whereas our concessions go into effect immediately, the concessions
which we receive from the so-called Common Market countries are not
scheduled to go into effect until about 6 or 8 years from now.

Is that true or to what extent is it true?
Mr. STRACKBEIN. That is the first I ever heard of that, Senator.
Senator WILLIAMS. I hope it is in error. I just wondered if you

had any information on it.
Mr. STRACKBEIN. I do not think that would be substantiated. It

is hard for me to credit.
Senator WILLIAMS. Well, it seemed incredible to me, and I did not

know whether you were aware of it. I am pursuing the rumor further
with the department.
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Mr. STRACKBEIN. The main point of what I am making here is
simply this: If the American manufacturer cannot be assured of an
expanding market when he expands his production he is not going to
do that expanding. You can reduce all the taxes you want to, but if
the outlook is that the market to which he caters will be overrun by
imports, then he will not make the expansion. He will go overseas:
instead or reduce his investment here and put part of it overeeas.

To this extent I think that the tax reduction, beneficial as it other-
wise might be, would be to a great extent nullified. In other words,
I see the trade expansion program and the tax program as being at
cross purposes with each other.

Senator WILLIAMS. That is all.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, sir.
Mr. STRACKBRIN. Thank you, sir.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Edward W. Newton of

Meriden, Conn.
Mr. Newton, take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF EDWARD W. NEWTON, MERIDEN, OONN.

Mr. NEWTON. I am Edward W. Newton of Meriden, Conn. I speak
not for any group or organization, but as an individual who is deeply
concerned about any proposal to lower the income tax when not enough
is being done to curtail unnecessary governmental expenses. I am
sure this concern is shared by millions of citizens of the country.

The very fact that Congress is considering an income tax reduction
at this time is proof that you gentlemen feel that the burden of our
present taxation is stifling our economy. If this were not your belief
we would not be here today.

The need to reduce taxes is urgent, but I humbly suggest that you
are trying to cure an illness without attempting to diagnose the cause
of it.

If you would remedy some of the glaring causes for exorbitant
taxes, you would find it unnecessary to wrestle with the dilemma of
reducing income taxes while your Government expense is skyrocketing.

I am only an officeworker from a New England city, but even from
that vantage point it is not difficult to discern our Government is
manufacturing its own economic troubles.

You gentlemen are allowing and encouraging practices by govern-
mental agencies which make excessive taxation a necessity. And you
try to reduce taxes because they are burdensome to us.

In my hometown of Meriden, Conn., our local government itself
appropriated $4.8 million in July 1961, for necessary improvements
in our water and sewer system. These improvements were not made
then, but the funds for this public works program were in hand. /

Nevertheless, a new greedy city administration asked for and was
granted by the Housing and Home Finance Agency matching funds
in the amount of $1,477,500 under its accelerated public works pro-
gram in July 1963.

This grant, 2 full years after local funds were appropriated, covered
50 percent of the cost of a number of the very same projects covered
by local appropriations. We had the money in July 1961, to complete
the projects, but the Housing and Home Finance Agency matched
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our city funds 2 full years later when there was no necessity or justi-
fication for it.

I have always believed that the Federal Government matched local
funds to stimulate the undertaking of local projects which would not
be undertaken if Federal funds were not contributed. In other words,
the construction of necessary public works would be accelerated by a
helping hand from the Federal Government.

But this is not the case in Meriden. Your Housing and Home
Finance Agency was not matching funds at all. They were tapping
the pork barrel for a completely unnecessary expenditure. That
agency, apparently realizing this then suggested that to keep the
$1,447,500 in so-called matching funds, our local government would
have to think up and budget for an additional $1,447,500 in local
public works projects to match the funds which they had matched our
first appropriation.

You must admit it gets pretty complicated and ridiculous. We in
Meriden will now have about $7.7 million in projects.

Foolish as it may sound, we now have more money than we have
projects to spend it on. The Housing and Home Finance did not
really match or accelerate anything. They gave us money which we
did not even need, and now our city has to stretch out for new projects
to justify the grant.

In some instances Federal funds are already being expended even
though no funds as yet have been appropriated locally.

If our local government should find it impossible to match the Fed-
eral grants, your $14 million may never be matched.

This is only my personal experience with Federal waste of tax
moneys. If it is multiplied by the hundreds of cities eligible for
Federal funds we cannot imagine its possibilities.

Your Federal agencies are stretching regulations to squander our
tax dollars. They are encouraging greed; unthinking local public
officials who think they are getting something for nothing to over-
burden municipalities with unnecessarily high taxes.

Only when abuses of this sort I have described are eliminated can
we reduce taxes with any wisdom. When these flagrant abuses are
stopped, taxes will automatically be reduced.

An analysis of some of the obvious reasons for high taxes will point
directly to your solution to the problem.

Thank you for this opportunity to tell my story and express my
views before your committee.

The CIIAIRiBAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Newton.
Are there any questions?
Senator TLox. Mr. Newton, as I understand it, you say that money

is being squandered up there in Connecticut because thePederal Gov-
ernment is matching for so-called accelerated public works programs
thlt are not needed. I believe that is correct, that is your statement?

Mr. NEWTON. Sir, we have some of these programs which were
covered by that appropriation in 191, before the Federal Government
stepped into the picture. and some of those very same projects were
put on applications to obtain more money from the Federal Govern-
ment.

Senator Low . I know the Government is slow to move on some of
those things, and that nrobnhly helps to account for it, but if your
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people up there have Federal matching for some things they do not
need, why don't you turn it back now? We have a number of things
in Louisiana where we are very much in need of some Federal match-
ing. They turned us down on three projects out of four that our
people requested; and some of our people are in very bad need. There
is bad unemployment.

Why don't you people turn that money over?
Mr. NEWTON. Senator, I as a citizen have been following it for

some time. I have no social responsibility with the administration
within our hometown, and it seems that a citizen in his hometown
can go to a town meeting or he can go to the official of that town and
sit down and talk about the problem. But when the Federal Govern-
ment gets into the picture it is pretty hard to do anything about it.

Senator LoNo. I do not. know about that. Up in the Fourth Con-
gressional District of Louisiana, where there is a very substantial
amount of unemployment, those people up there only asked for two
projects, and both of those were in one small city.

Now, out of a whole congressional district there are only two appli-
cations, and those came out of one little city that needs some help,
which did get about $25,000 of matching.

I think in the whole fifth district they only asked for about three
projects in the whole congressonal district, and if those people can
restrain themselves to that degree, why can't your people up there,
who certainly have a much higher per capita income than our people
have, restrain themselves from matching on things which are not
needed. Why not put it back in the program so that somebody can
get it in Louisiana where we might need it or in West Virginia where
we know they need it.

Mr. NEWTON. Well, that is up to you people to do, distribute it
where it is needed.

Senator LOGo. But assuming that money should never have been
spent in your hometown, it takes two to bring about that result. One
is you folks at the local level, and two, is somebody who made a mistake
at the Federal level.

Mr. NEWTON. That is right.
Senator LONG. If the money is being wasted in Connecticut, in

your hometown, I am sorry to see that. But I do not know why you
people want to insist on bringing it about if that should be the case.

Now, down in my State we have a number of projects where we
need some Federal matching and have not been able to get it, and
if you can help us to get it down there we would appreciate your doing
that part of it, to turn your part over and give it back to where we
can use it.

I can show you a number of projects that are extremely more justi-
fied than that, in Louisiana or in West Virginia where, I think you
would find they need it worse than that.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator DovULAs. Mr. Chairman, may I say there is one feature of

Mr. Newton's testimony that I think should be commended, and that
is the fact, as I understand it, lie came here at his own expense; isn't
that true?

Mr. NEWTON. Yes, sir.
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Senator DouoLAs. You are not being sent here by any organization,
isn't that true?

Mr. NWvroN. That is correct, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS. As we all know in these matters, one of the great

difficulties is to get small taxpayers and the people represented rather
than merely those representing organizations who get fees for testify-
ing, and expenses, and so forth, I think probably we are enriching the
lawyers and lobbyists with respect to this bill, Mr. Chairman, by
hundreds of thousands of dollar and possibly millions of dollars, and
so I do think the witness does need to be praised for the public spirit
which he shows in testifying and I want to thank him personally.

I think, perhaps, you should appreciate our problems a little bit
more. If you take the total of appropriations you will find that $52
billion, roughly, goes for national defense; $10 billion for interest on
the existing debt; $6 billion or a little over for veterans; approxi-
mately $5 billion for atomic energy; $5.4 billion for space; and when
you add all this up and try to cut, as many of us have tried to cut,
it becomes very, very hard to get reductions.

Sometimes in the appeal for decreases people do not realize the
pressures under which the National Government operates, national
defense and security, and those features, and all too frequently when
suggestions for economy are made they come out of, they are proposed
for measures which would help the great majority of the American
people. That seems to excite the opposition of many people who do
not balk at an expenditure of $5.4 billion to put a man on the moon,
which continues year after year.

I urge you, therefore, and I say this with real feeling for your
public spirit in comin--

Mr. NEWTON. Than you, Senator.
Senator DOUoLAs (continuing). To really consider where the ap-

propriations go, and also really there are a lot of very needy people in
this country.

Close to 25 percent of the people, somewhere between 20 and 25 per-
cent of the people, are living on a'poverty level. You may not see
them. They are invisible to the average prosperous people, but they
are tucked away, I happen to be one, and many others like me, who
believes that it is the function of society to try to help those people
in the present, and also try to help them get out of poverty.

That is all I wanted to add, but I do want to praise you for coming.
Mr. NEWTON. Senator, I do not want to leave the impression that

I am against Government spending. I am not if it is prudent.
Senator DOUoLAs. Fine.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Senator Loxo. Let me also, Mr. Newton, compliment you for criti-

cizing as unnecessary a Federal expenditure in your own hometown.
Very few people do that.

Senator DOUGLAS. Generally it is somebody else's expenditure they
are talking about.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The committee will adjourn to 10 o'clock in the morning.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the committee was rvcessed, to reconvene

at 10 a.m., Wednesday, November 6,1963.)
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 0, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
CoMIrrrrEE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Long of Louisiana, Anderson, Douglas,
Gore, Talmadge, McCarthy, Ribicoff, Williams, Carlson, and Dirksen.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Dr. Roger Freeman of the Hoover Institute of

Stanford University.
Dr. Freeman, take a seat, sir.
Dr. Freeman, I note that you have a 60-page statement. I would

suggest that we could put it in the record and then you could make
some comments about it. Is that satisfactory to you

STATEMENT OF ROGER A. FREEMAN, SENIOR STAFF MEMBER, THE
HOOVER INSTITUTION ON WAR, REVOLUTION, AND PEACE,
STANFORD UNIVERSITY, STANFORD, CALIF.

Mr. FREEMAN. With your permission, Mr. Chairman, I will sum-
marize my statement.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection it will be inserted in the record.
Senator DRmKsEN. Mr. Chairman, some years ago, Dr. Freeman

came before the Labor Committee, when I was a member, to testify
on the aid-to-education bill. He was, by all odds, one of the most
superb and knowledgeable witnesses that I have ever heard, and he had
everything at his fingertips. I regard him as one of the really great
authorities in that field.

Incidentally, he was very much opposed to the bill that was sent
up here to spend approximately $5.3 billion in that field, and I am
delighted to see that he is before this committee this morning.

The CHAIRMAN. We are certainly glad to have you, Dr. Freeman.
You may proceed, sir.

Mr. FREEMAN. My name is Roger A. Freeman. I am senior staff
member of the Hoover Institution on War, Revolution, and Peace
at Stanford University.

For the information of the committee, I might mention that previ-
ously I served on the staff of the U.S. Commission on Intergovern-
mental Relations; I have served on the White House staff, on the
White House Conference on Education; for some years as assistant to
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the Governor of the State of Washington, and in several other Fed-
eral and State positions.

The opinions which I may express are my own, and not to be at-
tributed to the institution with which I am connected.

In the course of the past 2 years, a broad consensus seems to have
been reached that what this country's economy needs is lower taxes.

Organizations of labor and business as well as many other groups,
Members of Congress, and even most economists seem to be agreed on
this general proposition. Most of the disagreement concerns not so
much the question of "whether" but "how" taxes should be cut, and
under what circumstances, what conditions should be attached to a
tax cut.

By and large, the disagreements may be grouped under three major
headings:

(1) How tax rates should be cut. Should they be cut mostly in the
lower, in the medium, or in the high brackets; in other words, should
we focus on stimulating consumption or on investment and incentive ?

(2) Whether the rate cut should be tied in with so-called tax reform.
that is, a narrowing or elimination of certain credits, deductions or
exemptions; and

(3) Whether a cut in tax rates should be tied in with corresponding
action on the expenditure side, that restraints should be placed on
spending, or whether a curb on spending would nullify the economic
benefits of tax relief.

The President's proposals and the bill before your committee appear
to take a rather clear stand on these three questions.

The President, in his recommendations, suggested that the aggre-
gate tax liability in the lowest income bracket be reduced 39, or close
to 40 percent; i the highest bracket 9 percent, and graduated in
between.

This was changed only very little by the House. It now runs from
38 percent in the lowest bracket to 13 percent in the highest bracket.
The corporation taxes were to be cut from 52 to 48 percent, which is an
8-percent reduction. In other words, both the President's recom-
mendations and the bill as passed by the House would tend to make
our tax structure somewhat more steeply graduated or more progres-
sive than it is at the present time.

Very little is proposed to be done on tax reform. In the year
1961 the difference between personal income, as defined by the De-
partment of Commerce, and taxable income as it appears on the tax
returns, was $235 billion, and neither the President's proposals nor
H.R. 8363 would change that to any significant degree.

In fact, of the 16 changes in thebill which have a revenue con-
sequence, 8 would increase revenues, 8 would decrease revenues, and,
in the end, there would hardly be any broadening of the tax base if
this bill were enacted as it stands at the present time.

On the question of tying in tax cuts with spending, there were
amendments proposed in the House Ways and Means Committee and
in the House itself that would have provided some restraint on spend-
ing; they all failed by narrow margins.

In my testimony I propose to discuss these major three issues and I
would like to state my conclusions in advance.

It seems to me that the tax cits which are proposed in H.R. 8363
which are estimated eventually to total about $11 billion, will, of
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course, provide long-needed relief to many persons. They will give
the economy a shot in the arm.

They are, however in my opinion, not likely to stimulate the econ-
omy as much as an $11 billion tax cut could do if it were differently
designed. I question very seriously whether the bill, as it now
stands, will make a lasting and strong impact on unemployment.

No. 2. I believe that tax reform and revisions are necessary in our
tax structure.

It seems to me, however, that at this point the most urgently needed
type of tax reform is a lowering of the income tax rates, and this
action, I believe, should not be delayed by tying it to some difficult
and highly controversial reform issues.

No. 3. To cut taxes at a time of heavy budgetary deficits and an
increasing rate of spending may temporarily produce favorable re-
sults in the economy. It seems to me, however, that in the long run it
will prove self-defeating.

The counterargument usually is that there are several areas of public
expenditures which need strengthening and that the Federal Gov-
ernment ought to help.. This may be true, but it seems to me that
the Government could aid more effectively in other ways than by
initiating expenditure programs. I am using, specifically, the ex-
ample of tax credits for educational expenses in colleges and univer-
sities.

Senator TALMADGE. Would you yield at that point, please
Mr. FREE3AN. Pardon me?
Senator TALMADGE. Would you yield at that point?
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator TALMADGE. I realize, of course, there is some merit to grant

tax deductions for someone who is fortunate enough to have children
in college. But would not that method of deduction be discrimina-
tory against those taxpayers who do not even have the means to send
the child to college

Mr. FREEMAN. Obviously, tax deduction will be of benefit only to
those who do send their children to college. Most parents in the lower
income brackets who have children in college, and who are in such a
low bracket that they pay no income taxes, I believe, have the children
there on a scholarship.

It is, however, possible, even under a tax credit bill, which is what
I am proposing, and what I actually did propose a few months ago,
when I testified before the Senate Labor and Welfare Committee,
rather than deductions or exemptions whose benefits would mostly
go to persons in the higher brackets. I suggested a tax credit which
starts out at the lower tuition level at 100 percent and then gradually
decreases as the tuition goes up.

Now, if this were felt necessary, it would be possible to make this
not a conditional but an absolute credit; in other words, a father with
children in college would figure his income tax, and, if after adding
this credit for tuition and fees, he comes up with a credit balance on
his income tax return, he would be entitled to a refund in cash from the
Internal Revenue Service.

I personally am-somewhat doubtful that this is necessary, but of
course, it is a possibility. We would then provide the benefits, unless
the parents do not pay the tuition themselves. If the fees are paid out
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of a scholarship, then, of course, the parents would get no benefit
from this.

In ot~er words, I will repeat here what Senator Humphrey said
who, about a week after I testified before the Labor and Welfare Com-
mittee, introduced a proposal to implement this plan, quoting from my
statement. He said that this plan will not solve all of the problems in
higher education, and no single plan can possibly do that, but it will
make a major contribution toward solving the financial problem in
higher education.

Senator TALMADOE. Here is the point I am trying to make. It
costs anywhere from $1,000 to $3,000 a year now to send a child to
college. It varies depending upon the college, whether it is a State
institution a private institution ad forth,

Now, a family in the fr ch ket normally could
not afford that cost, the $1,000 per annum t. The only way
their child could g-o college, of course, would be eithr a scholarship
or on borrowed nds. .

Now, if yo grant a dedt' on orsoiietype of tax edit to the
family who as a child ilUe e, w uld nothat be discrminatory
taxation inst .thosa-ho a so p r a they cannot end the
child tb cege?

Mr. F1 EAN. I Inothli S ntor, !bcuse, in t e first
place, if ou make a tax cred ble about 90 percent, a least
90 perce t of parents with c n coll ,ose i the upp and
medium brackets, that woul u 1 s bel se, maniy i ple
with an income for ea T lose child at
the p t time do have o honot 1ie'it if they et
tax cr t in the s nd p I wo hat perns in low i come
brackets ost lil ha. e chi te in the first 2 ears,
in a co uni The e hem li ve at home that
the only Mene at t time is t ultion of wiichif they e in a

no tuition. California;he State i ptitu onslarge no t tion and
very low fees. It seems to me.tat t1 pare who do send'heir chil-
dren to college d pay their expen u4 get someof 4e benefit.

I would say, h ever, this, sir: that the main pu of my plan
is not to give relie the parents or to'the stude.t. The main pur-
pose of my plan is to in the funds of t .niti4.iO

In other words, if you gr parting 4'00 percent
and then grdrualy delinig as the tuition goes up, iy e the in-
stitutions an opportunity to crease their tuition. wito t putting a
corirspnadi n aIrdts .uupji the :families .d the students. At the
preset tim e, I believe.thatthe primiay need is.to help the institutions,
the colleges and universities to get unrestricted ftunTs.

Thpen4iag bill which isnow in confereice, and is going back to
both housess sw~o the conference coXnmittee has agreed, wi1 provide
about $10 million in annual grants for construction. Th is sa small
amountcompared to the present more than $8 billion annual budget
in higher education which is expected to double in the next 10 years or
in less than 10 years.

Furthermore, the main need of institutions of higher learning, I be-
lieve is not for.construction aid. The main need is for increasing the
faculty and paying higher faculty salaries in ordqr to attract and keep
in the academic life high-caliber people.
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The construction bill ill ndt do tt~, and I do not believe thit
there is a chance within the next 2 years or within a future whith'We
can foresee to get through Congress a bill that would take availble
funds for general operations or faculty salaries, for reasons which I
believe are well known.

Senator GORE. Mr. Cliairhan, the witness has not, if I may suggest,
responded directly to what seems to me a pointed question by Senator
Talmadge; that is, the inequitable treatment or discriminatory treat-
ment as between taxpayers who have the income with which to send
a child to college, on the one hand, and a family, on the other who is
unable to do it from current income, but does it either out of family
savings or debt against the family homestead. That is where, it eenms
to me, the real inequity is, and Senator Talmadge asked you about it.

Mr. FREEAN. I do not believe it is an inequity, sir.
If, for example, you have an outlay for State taxes or for ittest,

this is deductible from your adjusted gross incotne. If yod do hot
have an expenditure for property taxes or for other kinds of State and
local taxes, you cannot use it as a deduction.

The same thing is true in higher education. If you do have the
expense, then I believe you are entitled to some recognition.. If you
do not have the expense you ae niot entitled to it.

Also, if you are in a low bracket most likely your children ate, as
I mentioned, either on a scholarship or you will have your child iti a
community college with a very low tuition fee, if any.

May I proceed now I
Senator TALMADxE. Certainly, sir.
Mr. FREEMAN. On the general subject of the tax cut, the consensus

that income taxes are too high is of comparatively recent origin.
Until less than 2 years ago probably the majority of economists and
others said time and again that our taxes are not too high, that takes
have not hurt the economy, that we have shown very remarkable
growth, and that the main need is for increasing public expenditixres
rather than for cutting taxes.

In fact, there is a group of economists who have suggested that taxes
are too low and ought to be increased. That group i led, as ylu know,
by John Kenneth Galbraith. It includes AlVin Hansen of Harvard
and several others who, foryears, have contended and I belive, still
contend, that what we otght to do is raisb takes atle that l6wer
then.

tven the Iresident, in his tat inessae of APril 1961 .ide the state-
ment that "this message teoii~te t ib bakf soritidnts of oer tax
structure."

I would say that the consensus developed in 192, the reason tlat
many economists shifted from an approval of thb pMrsefit states to
a recognition that they ought to be cut, wia that the eiddih6h did not
expand as much or not at the rate at which the Council of Eotimni
Advisers had predicted it would in 1962, and that the prdspectY ap-
peared to be dimh that under the present tax stucttur the conwldmy
would grow as fast as is needed and hoped.

The question then, if we accept the proposition, and, at th' present
time, I believe a majority do, that our taxes exeit a ipressig infitefce
upon the economic growth, the question is h6w t~tes ought td be ct.;

One suggestion is that it is the magnitude of all-of all taids ~omn-
bined-wuich bears down on the economy. This seems to be a plausible
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proposition but, frankly speaking, it is very difficult to prove it
empirically.

Several countries which have economically grown much faster than
the United States and are still growing faster, such as Germany,
France, Italy, Japan, and several others have a tax burden-that is,
taxes, as a percentage of the total national income or product-which
are at least as high at ours or possibly higher.

At the same time, there are many countries in the world which have
a lower tax burden than we have and they are growing quite slowly.

Now, this does not necessarily prove or disprove the theory. But
I am afraid that it is impossible with our present knowledge, to say
categorically that it is the size or the magnitude, of our taxes which
exerts a repressive influence upon our economy.

To be sure our taxes have grown not only absolutely but relatively,
and on page 9 of my statement table I relates the total revenues of all
governments to net national product. It shows that since the begin-
ning of the centui'y the tax burden has grown from 9 to 34 percent.

If you relate government revenues to national income rather than
net national product, you find that the precentage last year was 38
percent. If you relate it to personal income it was 39 percent.

There is a growing suspicion that the drag on the economy is exerted
not so much by the magnitude of the taxes but by the type of the tax
structure that is characteristic of the United States.

The American tax system is unique in the world. No other country
relies as heavily on income taxes, particularly on graduated income
taxes and on corporation taxes as we do. Nor is there a major coun-
try in the world that does not have as the mainstay of its national
treasury a major consumption tax, whether a sales tax, an excise tax, or
a value added tax. There are different types of consumption taxes, but
every other sizable country has a major tax of this type. We do not.

I do not want to take the time-
Senator DouoGLA. There are about $10 billion collected in Federal

excise taxes.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DUrGLAA. Then there are many billions collected, I think it

is somewhere, at least $18 billion, in State and local sales taxes.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Making a total of $28 billion in sales taxes; and

then there is about $12 billion more collected on the general property
tax, so I do not think you can say that the tax structure of the Nation,
taken as a whole, is exclusively weighted on the Federal income tax.

Mr. FREEMAN. That is correct, sir. I did not say it was exclusively
weighted. I said the United States leans more heavily on the income
tax than any other country in the world.

Senator DOUGLAS. I thought you said that we were the only coun-
try in the world--

"Mr. FREEMAN. That leans as heavily on income taxes, I believe; and
we are the only country which does not have a consumption tax as a
major national revenue.

The CHAIRMAN. You may proceed.
Senator DOUrLAs. I think you should be careful about making a

sweeping statement on that score.
Mr. FREU MAN. Yes.
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I did not put the statistics in my statement because I would have
expanded it too much, but I can back it up anytime.

The President's proposals and the tax bill, as passed by the House,
would cut income taxes but not other taxes, and since the other types
of taxes have been increasing relatively faster than income taxes since
World War II, this means that the income taxes are relatively losing
importance in our country.

However, the type of proposal put forth in the bill would make the
income tax and our total tax structure more progressive than it is at
the present time. I put the comparison in table II of my statement
where I show the details of the reduction in the aggregate tax liability
by income brackets.

The question is, What causes the economic lag? Is it that there is
not enough purchasing power among the lower income groups or is
there not enough incentive, not enough investment from the higher
income groups?

I have the feeling that in the last few years a majority of economists
have come to the conclusion, and I cite a few of them in my statement,
that even those who are convinced, for philosophical reasons, that we
should increase the progression in our tax structure that economic
growth could be promoted more effectively by broadening the base
and by shifting the weight to consumption taxes.

I quote here particularly Mr. Samuelson from MIT, who made the
statement earlier this year that the replacing of graduated net income
taxes by indirect taxes such as Federal excises or value-added taxes,
and I quote "represented too stiff a price to pay for some extra
growth.

It seems to be widely recognized today that by having so much
emphasis on steeply progressive taxes, we are deterring economic
growth.

Some feel that we could stimulate investment.
Senator LoNw. May I ask you this question, because I want to get

it straight. I have not heard this point made in the hearings.
Mr.JREEMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator Loxo. You contend in table II that the net effect of this tax

reduction, as far as personal income taxes are concerned, will be to
make the rates even more progressive than they are now.

Mr. FREEMAN. To make the total structure more progressive.
Senator LONG. Total structure more progressive.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator LONG. Not the rates themselves.
Mr. FREEMAN. NO; the individual rates will not be.
This is-table II, which is taken partly from the House hearings

and partly from the report of the Ways and Means Committee
states--

Senator LONG. So what you are saying is that by the time you get
through taking the increases that result from the so-called reforms,
and then allow for that, and then allow for these other things in the
bill that are weighted in favor of those in the lower income brackets,
the net effect is that our tax structure will be more progressive than it
was before.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir; in other words, the aggregate tax liability
of taxpayers in the bracket under $3,000 income wll be reduced accord-
ing to the bill, by 38 percent.
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The tax liability of persons with $50,000 income and more will
be reduced, according to the House bill, by 12.6 percent.

Senator DouoLAs. Mr. Chairman, I do not want to detain the wit-
ness unduly, but I think he is concentrating altogether too much on
the rates in the personal income tax field. The corporation tax rate
is to be reduced by 4 percent, and the vast majority of corporate shares
are owned by the 3 or 4 percent of the upper income groups in the
population. The capital gains tax is being reduced from 25 to 21 per-
cent, and virtually all of this goes to the upper income groups, and in
addition to all this, since the income tax is becoming much less impor-
tant in the total tax structure, it follows that the sale taxes, whether
excise or retail, whether Federal or State, will be assuming greater
relative importance.

Therefore, I do not think the conclusion can be quickly drawn that
within the total tax structure the rates are becoming more progressive.

As a matter of fact Mr. Chairman, I am having tables prepared
on this which I should like to submit at a later date after I have had
time to check them more carefully. But I think the record should show
that Federal income taxes are the only taxes affected by this bill.

Mr. FaREE AN. Well sir, the corporate tax, in being reduced from
52 to 48 percent, will be reduced by approximately 8 percent, while
the personal income tax will be reduced by a more substantial-

Senator DOUGLAS. I understand. But the people who benefit from
that corporate reduction are overwhelmingly those in the groups over
$10,000 and, particularly, groups over $20,000 a year.

Mr. FREEMAN. But, in the first place, there is, of course, a question
to what extent corporate taxes are shifted. They are partly shifted,
we all presume. How much I do not think anybody really knows.
But the relative reduction in the corporate tax is far less than in the
personal tax. In the second place, due to the advancing of the tax-
paying dates there will actually be no relief in taxpayment for
corporations until the late 1960's.

Senator DouGLAs. That is a transitional situation.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator DouoLAs. Merely applying to corporations the same prin-

ciple which is now followed, not fully applying to corporations. but
attempting to apply to corporations the same principle now applied
to taxation of wages and salaries; namely, paying taxes during the
period in which inc6m is earned instead of postponing it to a later
date and having the use of money destined for taXe , so that it can be
invested in income-producing securities.

Mr. FREMAN. That is corret, sir.
1ttt I would like to mention that in 1954 a reduction of the personal

inc6ttle tax arid the corporation income tat was scheduled to the pre-
Korea levels, and while it took place in the personal income tax, the
cut in the corporate tax was postponed yeai after fear iow id tntes,
so that a reduction of the corporate tax to 47 percent would be justified
at this time, without even doing anything on the personal tax if we
want to hainitain the relative standing that existed back prior to 1954.

Senator DOUOLAS. I do not wish to unduly interfe-P with your
testimony.

Mr. FREEMAN. Now, the basic economic question hero is whether
the most effective tax reduction should aim to strengthen consumer
purchasing power or favor incentive and investment.
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When we look at what has happened since 1956, because in 1957
as you may remember, the rise in unemployment started, which is still
plaguing us-since 1956 this is what happened, we find this in table
III: the lag was not in personal consumption, it was not in personal
income, it was not in labor income, which has continued to increase.
The labor income increased in constant dollars 25 percent, personal
consumption 21 percent.

But business and professional income increased only 3 percent in
constant dollars. I have both the figures for actual and constant
dollars in table III, and in corporate profits they actually declined
over that period, as did expenditures for new plant and equipment
declined if converted into constant dollars.

Now, some feel that the way to stimulate investment is to increase
purchasing power, because if the consumer spends more, and then the
merchants will increase th- orders to the manufacturers, and the
manufacturers will expand their facilities.

This reminds me that for some years now we have heard about the
so-called trickle-down theory, and the idea of stimulating investment
by increasing consumer purchasing power I would call the trickle-up
theory.

But if the laws of physics have any validity, I believe a liquid tends
to trickle down faster than up.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, might I ask a question ?
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Gore?
Senator GORE. Might I ask a question here?
The witness is touching on a very important point, that is, what

kind of effect the proposed tax cut would have. I find, interestingly
enough, Mr. Chairman, that the majority report of the House Ways
and Means Committee supporting the 1954 tax cut claimed for it the
magic results which the advocates of the pending bill now claim
for it.

What happened after this 1954 tax cut? Corporate profits after
taxes jumped from a level of $16.8 billion in 1954 to $23 billion in
1955; $23.5 billion in 1956. But thereafter the story is somewhat
altered, Mr. Chairman.

There was a period of large corporate profits and there was an
increase in capital investment, but the failure of consumer demand
to rise sufficiently to sustain the production of the increased plant
capacity then caused a drop in corporate profits in 1957 to $22.3
billion, and an even Miore sever drop in 1958.

So we cannot, it seems to ie, 16ok back upon this experience of
1954, when a tax cut was made in approximately the same percentage
of grogs national product as a basis for advocating a tax cut now.
That ctit in 1984 rsulted not in a curing of our economic ills but
rather, in the long run, perhaps a worsening of the situation.

I wanted to contribute that to your thinking and to your store of
information and, incidentally, I want to express my own apprecia-
tion for the fact that you have come here without pay, without fee,
and have brought us an enormous volume of statistical information.

I am not sure I agree with all your conclusions, but you must be a
public-spirited citizen.

Mr. FiEMAN. Thank you, sir.

24-532-63-pt. 3- 26
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As you may recognize, possibly by my accent, I was not born in
this country. I feel I do owe a debt, and whatever I can do I always
will do.

Thank you, sir.
Senator GORE. May I ask p. question now ?
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator GORE. Were you aware that the 1954 tax cut did, in fact,

stimulate higher corporate profits for a period, higher investment for
a period, but not a corresponding accretion in consumer demand?

Mr. FREEMAN. I have two answers to that, sir. The 1954 tax cut did
stimulate the economy temporarily but not in the long run. This is
exactly what I suggested a little bit earlier would happen under the
bill If.R. 8363, that it would provide tax relief, it would be a "shot in
the arm" for the economy.

I do not believe, however, that it would stimulate the economy as
much as a tax cut of that size could if it were differently designed.

The other point is that since 1954, we have, I think, learned a great
deal. There are two things: in the first place, if you take the time
since 1956, since the economy has taken, I would not say a downturn,
but since unemployment has increased sharply, and since the growth
has been slightly slower, since that time consumption has continued to
increase, but investment has turned down, and corporate profits have
not increased.

Incidentally, corporate profits as related to gross national product
have consistently declined since about 1950.

The other point I would like to make is this: We have learned since
1954, some things which we could not know at that time, and I have
that story starting on page 15 of my statement. We have since
watched the countries of the European Economic Community grow
at approximately twice the rate of the United States.

In fact, I showed on page 15 that between 1950, and 1961, which is the
last year for which we have the complete data at the present time, the
gross national product in the United States on a constant dollar basis
increased 40 percent, and in the EEC countries 82 percent.

Table IV shows how the various segments of the economy have
shifted in the United States and in the European countries:

In the United States, consumption expenditures as a percentage of
gross national product have declined 3.8 percentage points, but in the
European countries they have declined 6.7 percentage points.

You will find that the Government share increased 6.9 percentage
points in the United States, only 1.4 percentage points in the Euro-
pean countries.

But the most significant shift between the European countries and
the United States is the simple fact that capital formation and stock
changes in the European countries increased 3 percentage points, in the
United States, they declined 3.5 percentage points.

I could continue with these statistics, there are many; some of
them in my statement; but the significant difference between the
European development in the fast growing countries and the Ameri-
can development in an economy .that has grown slowly and that has
heavy unemployment, has been that consumer expenditures here have
increased relatively more than in Europe, and capital investment has
increased more in Europe than it has here.
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There are several studies, and particularly a major work by Simon
Kuznets which came out about 2 years ago "Capital in the American
Economy," which traced economic trends back to the 19th century.
I showed that it is capital investment which stimulates growth rather
than preference for consumer purchasing power.

If it were possible to accelerate growth by increasing consumer
purchasing power through spending, very few countries would have
a problem. It would be quite easy lor the governments of many of
these countries to increase their spending, to have wages increased,
and then experience economic prosperity.

I have served on foreign missions in some of these countries. I was
sent to Bolivia by the U.S. Treasury and State Department some years
ago as financial adviser to that Government, which tried to solve its
problems by operating the printing press until the peso was worth only
one fourteen-thousandths of $1 when originally it was about the
equivalent of a dollar.

I have lived through several inflations of this type, so I am quite
aware of the fact that to try to strengthen the economy this way may
temporarily help but, in the long run, will probably be self-defeating.

Senator RIBICOFF. Dr. .Freeman, would you be good enough to
explain-there is some confusion in my own mind-

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. When you keep on comparing the economic

growth of the European countries as against the United States, is this
an invidious comparison? After all, the European economy, most of
it, was destroyed by the war; the American standard of living was
much higher, the American industrial plant had gone so much further
ahead than the European countries. They had much more to grow to
than the United States today has to grow to, but yet they keep on
comparing economic growth in the European countries with that of
the United States to the disadvantage of the United States.

Is that a fair comparison or unfair comparison?
Mr. FREEMAN. I would agree with you, sir, that in the economic

field we are not as fortunate as, for instance, researchers in chemistry
or in physics who can run test series, maybe 10 or maybe a hundred
or a thousand tests, and then come up with a definite answer.

In economics we cannot do that. We cannot experiment, and we
can only arrive at certain conclusions through general comparisons.
which are not in every case by themselves conclusive or definite. We
can only say that we have these facts and these comparison;', ahd the
indication is that quite likely this or that is happening.' There is
nothing absolute about it.
. I would not say that these interstate comparisons prove the proposi-

tion. But I advance historical comparisons, theoretical considerations,
and interstate comparisons.

You are perfectly right, of course, sir, that a comparison between
two countries always has some shortcomings, partly because the
economies are at a different stage at a different level partly because
these statistics are not always fully comparable, and for several other
reasons. After all it is a multiplicity of factors that influence the
economy.

SAt the same time, we ought to be able to judge from the experience of
other countries and experiences we have had ourselves in the past,
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what happens and why. What has happened in this country since
1950 is, by and large, that relative to those other countries, consump-
tion has expanded, although the consumption standards in those other
countries were far lower and still are lower than ours.

While it is correct that we were in 1950, economically and industri-
ally more advanced than some of the European countries, due to the
war and several other reasons our consumption standards also were
far higher than the European countries.

At the same time, as I point out here, the European countries cut
back-relatively, not, of course, in absolute amounts, but as a share
of the national economy-substantially in consumption. They kept
consumption down deliberately because they felt that the way to
make their economy grow faster was by investment rather than by
consumption.

It is the same experience which, under purely governmental con-
trol, the Soviet Union has had, where deliberately consumption is
being held down in order to put the money into heavy investment.
What is holding back investment in this country, I believe, is the
reduction in the profit share.

If you relate corporate profits either to national income or gross
national product or to sales or to net investment or to any factor you
care to select, you will find that in the long run these profits have
relatively declined.

This does not prove a, cnisal relationship. It only suggests that
there may be a causal reh, onship. So often we do not have the
proof as clearly as we could have it in chemistry, but there are many
individual signs which point to that condition. I would not say
that it is an absolute proof which, I believe, in this field is virtually
impossible to obtain.

I do want to point to several studies and, particularly, to a study
published a few months ago, by George Stigler, of the University of
Chicago, who is now president of the American Economic Association.
He found historically a very strong correlation between the rate of
return on investment and new capital investment.

In fact, if I remember right, the Economic Report of the President
in 1962 pointed out, I believe I quoted it somewhere in my statement,
that what was lagging, what caused the lesser growth of the economy
than expected, was not a failure of consumption but a failure of
investment.

Senator LONG. If I might just ask you a question there---
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator LONG. You are basing your case at this point on this table

IV, and I have just been studymg it some to see what that table
means. You relate to a shift in shares of gross national product in
the United States-

Mr. FOREMAN. Yes.
Senator LONG (continuing). And EEC.
I was confused when I first looked at it because I thought you were

suggesting that we had leas private consumption in 1961 than we
had in 1950.

Mr. FREEMAN. NO.
Senator LoNG. You are not saying that. We had more. You are

saying that other things increased relatively more than private con-
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sumption did in the United States. But that, on the other hand, while
private consumption relative to all the other things, to everything
else in the economy, increased, it did not increase as much; it tended
to increase more.relatively in relation to other things than it did in
Europe.

But it seems to me when you make that kind of comparison the
basis, as your starting point, is so different here from that in Europe
that I do not see that it has any meaning at all.

In other words, we do not know whether they were consuming too
much or too little or what the relative requirements were for industry
over there as they were over here.

If our industries were very fully developed and mechanized, more
so than theirs, they would need to mechanize theirs more than we
would. I cannot see with the tremendous difference there is between
what the situation was in this country and what the situation was
in those countries, I cannot see that it proves anything to say that
their relative increase in private consumption was not as great as
ours. You undrstand my point?

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, I understand your point, sir.
The question is, How can we gain economic knowledge One way

is by pure theory, by logical reasoning. But then somehow or other
we have to verify our reasoning by the facts. We can only study
cases which are or were in existence. So we must survey other coun-
tries.

My table IV is based on statistics of OECD. They combined the
economic statistics of six European countries into one average. That
may not prove anything, but if you take the individual countries one
by one, or if you compare our economy with that of many other
countries, you will find roughly the same picture. If you fid con-
sistently that some countries have relatively cut back on consumption,
by various means, partly are in the tax field and partly in other
fields, and have succeeded in stimulating investment, and then grown
fast and we, who have done the opposite have grown more slowly,
then this at least suggests the possibility of a causal relationship. It
does not necessarily prove it.

At the same time, if you go back historically in the United States,
as I did in table III, you will find that personal consumption has
continued to increase, but profits have not increased in constant dol-
lars, and expenditures for plant and equipment have not increased.

If you follow it further-
Senator LoNe. Yes, but let us just take this point. Let us assume

that as your starting point--
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator LONo continuingg). We have the most modern machinery

in the world as our starting point, and those people have very back-
ward, inadequate, inefficient machines, and they had a war going on
over there, and they had a lot of it destroyed.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator LONo. Now, you compare the two and you say: "Well, the

record shows those people did the wise thing by concentrating on re-
building their factories.' If they are building them to the same stand-
ards that we have how can you say that would be the thing for us to
do when we already have the most modern machines in our factories?

/
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Mr. FREEMAN. The fact is, sir, however, that according to several
reports at the present time, on the average, the plant equipment in
some of the European countries, such as West Germany and France
is of more recent origin and more modern than our own.

I point out what is happening at the present time. You are per-
fectly correct, of course, in saying that much of the European ma-
chinery was either destroyed or was not renewed during wartime and,
therefore, they were in 1950 behind us.

If, however, you take the figures for 1961, which are the most recent
ones which I had available, you will find that even at the present time
they are investing a larger share of their national product in capital
formation, in business plant and equipment than we are.

So that while at the present time we ought to be investing more
heavily, we are not doing it, and the only reason r can see for the fact
that we are not doing it is that there is not enough profit in doing so.

Senator LoNG. But now, on the other hand, do you know of any par-
ticular commodity of any magnitude that we are not producing in full
supply, and with excess capacity ? Isn't it true that with regard to
practically everything that our people have any need of in this country,
our factories are not operating overtime, and a lot of them are operat-
ing far less than full time, and we have a substantial labor surplus?

Mr. FREEMAN. I was planning to talk about the unemployment pic-
ture in a few minutes but if you prefer it I could take it up now.

Senator LoNo. Well thepoint I have in mind is that unless we are
able to expand the sales of various commodities that are rolling off
our production lines today, if we just go in for more automation, with
bigger machinery and more efficient machinery I do not see how we
will do anything but just simply displace more labor.

Mr. FREEMAN. I will say this, sir-
Senator LONG. I am for more efficient machinery. I hope you un-

derstand that.
Mr. FREEMAN. That is right.
Senator LoNG. But, at the same time, if we cannot expand the sales,

on the other hand, if the public does not have money to spend to buy
these commodities, how can any one justify producing a whole pile of
products, I do not care whether they are steel or automobiles, for
which they have no sales

Mr. FREEMAN. The reason, of course-
Senator TLoN. The way you operate your business is to shut it down

when you cannot sell what is coming off the production line.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, and the reason we cannot sell enough is that

the prices are too high, because the costs are too high.
I spent quite a few years in the retail business in the controlling end

of the business. I was connected with R. H, Macy &' Co. for some
years quite a few years back, but I still remember my lessons from the
time.

Senator GORE. Would the Senator from Louisiana yield?
Senator LONG. The witness would want to answer what I asked.
Mr. FnEEMAN.. If we cannot sell enough of our products, then the

major reason is that our costs and prices'are too high: Furthermore,
it seems to me, that consumer purchasing power can best be increased
by providing more jobs, and thiswill be done if business invests more,
and builds new plants. Every job at' the present time requires an
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average investment of between $20,000 and $25,000, the capital require-
ments are very substantial, and these capital investments will not be
made unless the profit prospects appear sufficiently promising.

Now, as to the purchasing power, I would like to refer you to table
V where I show the distribution in shares of personal income going
back to 1929. As you know 1929 is the earliest year for which our
economio statistics are available.

You will see that the shares of labor income and transfer pay-
ments-transfer payments are mostly welfare and social security--
which are going to consumers, increased from 61 to 76 percent. Even
since 1950 and since 1956, in a period of unemployment, the share of
labor has increased; the most recent figure, I have there is for Septem-
ber of this year, seasonally adjusted. You will see that the share of
dividends and business and professional income has consistently de-
clined from 17 to 11.6 percent.

You will find that the share of all other personal income in the
country, has declined from 29 to 12.1 percent. In other words, the
change in the'income distribution in this country as between labor
and property and business has been dramatically in favor of labor.

I have in table VI the distribution of family personal income by
size. It'is coiputed in constant 1962 dollars, and you will see that
'the percentage of families with an income under $4,000 has consist-
ently declined; figures foi the year 1956 or 1957 which I would have
liked to use, were riot available in the statistics of the Department of
Commerce, they did ~ot compute it, otherwise I would have put it in
there, but you will see that even since 1959 the percentage of families
in the lowest bracket has declined, and in the highest bracket has
increased.

In other words, income in this country not only has been increasing,
it has increasingly been more widely diffused. It has been accumu-
lating in the medmm and lower brackets. In fact, there are very in-
teresting comparisons you could make between this country and most
other countries in the world as well as along historical lines.

Historically in this country and in all others, income was distributed
in the shape of a pyramid, with a great mass of low income people or
Spoor 'people at the bottom, narrowing to very few rich people at the
top. This is still the case in many other countries in the world.

In this country income is distributed in the shape of a diamond.
That means that there are a few rich people at the top, there is a nar-
row base of few poor people at the bottom, and there is the great mass
of people in the middle, with middle incomes. Even those whom we
call poor have a standard and an income which is envied by the workers
in most other countries.

Now, I think I will not go into--
Seniator 'LoNo. I am pleased to hear you say that for one reason.

I made a trip to the Soviet Union, and I was pleased to find, after I
made a study of it, that my best study indicated that a person living
on a welfare check in my State was living about as well as the average
worker in the Soviet Union which, to me, was a matter of some encour-
agement anyway.

Senator GoRE. Would the Senator yield
Senator, LOxo. Yes.
Senator GORE. I have for some time wanted to get into the record of

this hearing the relative productivity of American and European
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workers, and since this has-been a subject of discussion, I was wonder-
ing if the Senator would be so kind as to let me give some figures on
that.

Output of U.S. agricultural workers is 2 timess that in France and
Germany; American railroads hire 3.7 employees per mile, Germany
uses 16.2, the United Kingdom 29.2, and Russia 29.6.

In steel we have a narrowing of the productivity gap, but partially
because U.S. money has brought about a modernization of the Euro-
pean plant. But even here the U.S. steelworker produces 220 tons,
the German steelworker 174 the Japanese 99.

So I thought, with the Senator's permission I would like to point
out that, despite the use of our money in modernjis g the plants of
Western Europe and Japan, and the fierce competition they are giving
us, the productivity of the American worker is still the greatest of any
nation in the world.

Senator DoGoLAs. Mr. Chairman, may I ask the Senator from Ten-
nessee a question I

Do you have figures on per capita production in coal ?
Senator GORE. I do not have them with me.
Senator DoUGLAs. As I understand it, and I think, perhaps subject

to correction, the average output of coal per man-day in the United
States is approximately 13 tons. In England the production is only
a little over 1 ton a day. I think you will find that in Germany and
in France it is not much greater, and there are many causes for this,
but it is true that production costs, even with the high wage scales in
the United States are much lower than they are in Europe, and if
Germany had low tariffs or permitted coal to come in, we could sell
coal, transport it across the Atlantic, take it up the Rhine, and go at
least as far as Cologne, and undersell German coal.

I think what the Senator is doing is very valuable. We are always
self-critical of this country. It is a good thing we are, but at times
we sometimes downgrade what we have achieved.

Senator GORE. I thank the Senator from Louisiana.
Senator DovoAs. I thank the Senator from Louisiana, and I apol-

ogize to the witness.
Senator CARLBON. Mr. Chairman, I have an 11:80 appointment I

must keep.
I want to compliment Dr. Freeman for the excellent study he has

given to the committee, along with many other witnesses. I know of
few who have had a more complete paper.

I was hoping that you would get into the problem of unemploy-
ment in this country before I had to leave, because we are, I presume,
passing a tax reduction bill to increase the economy, increase the gross
national production and to decrease unemployment.

I was interested in reading one sentence in your statement:
The Industry could have employed, at regular hours, all of Its workers and

all of its unemployed-and still have had to get over 2 percent of its work done
on overtime pay.

Then you quote Labor Secretary Wirtz, and you quote him as saying
this:

I think we have got to start asking whether things are working right If 7
percent of our work Is being done on an overtime basis, when we have got 6 to
6 percent unemployment.
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The question I want to ask is do you believe a tax reduction would

change that situation
Mr. FREEMAN. No, sir I do not think so.
Senator CARLSON. Well, I am greatly concerned about this tax bill

as it affects unemployment, and I sincerely hope we can be of some
assistance in it.

I appreciated that statement. Thank you very much.
Mr. FREEMAN. Thank you sir.
Of course, Senator Douglas, you have pointed out very .coftectly

and I agree fully with you, that the productivity of the American
worker in most cases is higher than that of the European worker.

In coal we happen to be in the fortunate position of having far
wider coal seams than Great Britain which, of course, has an effect
on output.

But in the case of most ianufactdring industries, our wage rates
are relatively higher than our advance in' productivity.

The last time I visited Osaka, which is the Japanese Pittsburgh,
they showed me data that they can deliver certain types of Japanese
steel, wire steel, and some others more.cheaply in Pittsburgh than
Pittsburgh steel.

I could give .you a few other examples. The proof of the pudding
is that while we still export more than vwe import, we have lost coin-
petitiveness in many areas, and from ocean freighting down to auto-
mobiles. We used to be a net steel exporter for many decades, and
we are now a net steel importer. We have become deficient and less
competitive to some of the foreign countries in miany products.

Now, if I may I would like to talk about the unemployment picture
which is widely regarded arid, I believe justifiably so, as the most
serious aspect of our total economic picture. Everybody would like
to have his income increased. But if it does'not increase,faster, most
of us can get by.: But the people who are really hit haid are the un-
employed. That is a serious social and economic pioblem,-and we
have to be concerned about it.

The latest figure which I have for September showed that'the un-
employment was 4.8 percent of the civilian labor force, and if sea-
sonally adjusted, 5.6 present. .

But in the same.month, in September of this year, the number of
hours in mnianfacturing-and mahiufactiring is the only industry
for which the Department of Labor' cbm'iles those data.--the number
of hours paid for at a premium, that is, overtime pay, equalled 7.4
percent of all hours. .

A few years ago unemployment was relatively higher than the in-
cidence q overtime pay. We can assume that most industrial man-
agers do not pay 50 percent overtime premriiuii pay unless they have
to, because obviously all industries are in compeition, and they like
to keep tlieir costs down, as much as they possibly dan.

So the only reason I can imagine that they do keep such a large
force o'n overtime pay is that 'they ar6 unable to get at normal rates
enough workers who are competent to perform the job.

In other words, there are many workers whose time is worth at
least; 1.50 percent of the basic rate while, at the same time, there are
millions of workers available whose time apparently is not worth
the basic rate or else they would be hired./
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Senator RIBICOFF. How.would you go about correcting that struc-
tural unemployment? That is the problem, to follow along.with what
Senator Carlson asked you-

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RIBICOFF (continuing). How would you go about correct-

ing this problem of structural unemployment?
Mr. FREEMAN. I believe that our wage rate structure has become

unbalanced.
Many reports tell us that what has been happening is that because

of technological development, the demand has increased for higher
skills, while many of the lower skills have become superfluous and
can no longer be used, and that for this reason we have heavy unem-
ployment of low-skilled persons and little unemployment at the high-
skill levels. I have specifics on page 25 where I show the unemploy-
ment rates of the various occupational groups.

You would expect a skill which is scarce--ust like a merchandise
which is scarce-will relatively increase in price, and a skill which is
available in surplus will relatively decline in price.

But what has been happening in the long run in this country-and
I have a few data on that-is that the pay of the low skills has in-
creased relatively more than the pay of the high skills.

In other words, in the professional and technical fields, earnings
have increased relatively less than among the manual workers and
even within the manual groups wages have increased percentagewise
less, for the foremen and for the craftsmen than for the operative or
factory worker. The pay rate has increased less for the factory worker
than it has for the common laborer.

I just cite a few data on that. I did not want to get too deeply
into statistics. They can easily be supplied.

Now, there seems to be a paradox. If we have a shortage of pro-
fessional and technical workers, and a surplus of unskilled workers,
how is it possible that the wage trends move in an obviously illogical
direction - The only explanation I can possibly offer is that these
wage rates were not set by the market, not by supply and demand,
but by nonmarket forces, partly through collective bargaining, in
union contract with Government participation and pressure, and
partly by minimum wage laws.

It is socially understandable that we tend to increase minimum
wages, because we want to help poor people.

I read in this morning's paper that the AFL presently is proposing
a minimum wage of $2 an hour.

Now, as I mentioned a little bit earlier, I spent some years in the
retail business with R. H. Macy & Co., and sometimes there were
some goods we could not sell. We usually then found that the price
was too high and that we could sell the goos if we marked them
down. If somebody had suggested that we ought to raise the price of
an item we could not sell, it would have been very favorably received.

If we were to raise minimum wages or wage rates at the lower levels
of skill that would not mean that there would be more jobs for those
people.

SCompanies hire workers if they can economically use them. Why
do they use so many people at premium pay, and why, are about 5
percent of our labor force now holding two or more jobs while, at the
same time, 5 percent are unemployed?
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The only reason I can think of is this; There is a large number of
men and women whose work output is not worth he wages they
would have to be paid. Therefore, they are not being hired. If it
were economically justified to hire them they would be hired.

I think I have a citation here--from Senator Douglas' book which--
I presume--

Senator DouGLAs. I read that. I knew this was coming.
Senator ANDERSON. This is probably the wisest thing you have said

all morning. .
Mr. FREEMAN. What?
The CHAIRMAN. What page was that?
Mr. FRME AN. I cited a few examples here.
As you know, unemployment is now relatively small among men

of middle age; in fact, I think the 35 to 44 group has an unemployment
rate of 2.1 percent which equals about 1 in 48.

Among married men, heads of households, the most recent figure,
I believe, is 2.6 percent, which means about 1 m 38.

But among those who are not heads of households the rate is between
5 and 11 percent. That indicates that heads of households are under
greater pressure to earn wages than are other groups. They may
usually work, but can get by if there is another earner in the household.

There is a significant lesson we can learn from youth unemployment.
As you know, by far the highest rate. of unemployment prevails among
our young people. The most recent figure, of 16- to 19-year-olds is
about 15 percent unemployment, which is seven times the rate in
the medium ages.

A study which our Bureau of Labor Statistics conducted in 1962
showing comparison between us and Great Britain revealed an
amazing picture, and I am quoting here, that "in Great Britain the
unemployment rate for young people aged 15 to 19 has generally been
lower than for any other group, having seldom gone much over 1
percent in the postwar period."

Why does Great Britain have so little or practically no unemploy-
ment among young people? Less than 1 percent really is no
unemployment. Why do we have a 15 percent rate of unemployment
among the young people

In Great Britain, and I spent quite some time there, young people
get a different training in schools. I am afraid that takes us somewhat
far afield, but the occupational training in Great Britain is far better.

They do not have, with a few exceptions, so-called comprehensive
high schools, which try to educate in one class pupils of very widely
disparate ability, nor do they promote them each year by residence.

The other major reason, besides occupational training in Great
Britain compared to ours, is that in Great Britain when youngsters
leave school at age 15 or 16, they must go through several years of
apprenticeship, during which time they get paid only pocket money.

The contribute very little to the employer but will be hired for
pocket money because those who gradually acquire skill, will after
several years be worth a regular wage.

In this country, however, they would have to be hired at regular
wages, and many of them are not worth those wages.

In other words, by the skill they command after school, and in many
cases also by their attitude and by various other factors, they are not

/
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worth $2 or $1.50 or $2.50, whatever the rate may be, and they are not
hired for that reason.

What causes the heavy unemployment among the lowest skills is
not that the jobs do not exist any more. The jobs do not exist at the
wage rate which the young people would have to be paid according to
a legal minimum wage or under a union contract.

The reason that there is no unemployment among low skilled people
in Europe is wage rates which correspond to their productivity. Sen-
ator Long mentioned conditions in the Soviet Union, where there is
no unemployment. You probably saw women cleaning the subways
there. Our New York subways are dirty because we cannot pay the
wages which they would have to be paid under union contracts to clean
the subway cars. So we have dirty subway cars, and keep those
people on welfare.

In Moscow women clean the streets and the subways-maybe it
could be men, I would not describe a situation where mostly women
are doing it as particularly desirable-but they get paid, I believe,
between 35 and 50 rubles a month, if I remember right, which they
are worth. But we cannot pay that kind of money.

Here they would have to be paid under far higher contract wages.
So they are not being hired. If we--and again I have quotations in
here from several other reports-if we tried to inject more money into
the economy it would lead to higher wages for those who are employed
because there would be greater pressure in contract negotiations.

There would be more overtime, there would be more multiple job
holders.

As I mentioned, about 5 percent of all workers at the present time
hold two or more jobs. But it would not lead to the hiring of many
low-skilled workers who are not worth the wages they would have to
be paid. What it would lead to is wage inflation at the higher levels.
It would benefit those who manage to hang onto their jobs, but the
really poor would not be helped.

Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, since we seem not to be following a
set pattern, and this witness is so provocative, may I ask a question?

The CHARMAN. The Chair recognizes Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. Even though I recognize it is somewhat out of turn.
You said a moment ago that unemployment among young people

was 15 percent, is that correct?
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator GORE. Can you give the ages there?
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. I have that. In September 1963 the unemploy-

ment rate was 14.7 percent for boys, and 15.8 percent for girls 16 to
19 years old. The rate'has been ncreasing'while the rate for other
unemployment has been slightly decreasing.

Senator GOie. Senator Ribicoff asked you some moments back-
Mr. Fin AN Yes.
Senator GORE (continuing). What do you propose as a means of

solving this severe structural unemployment. It is more severe in the
younger group than any other group, you say, and it strikes me that
people in this age group are susceptible to training.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator GoRn. Now, another aspect of structural unemployment

concerns the people who are my age, in their fifties, who have lost
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jobs. The possibility of training people in their fifties in a new skill
is far more limited, it appears to me, than is the case with these boys
and girls under 20.

Mr. FRnMAN.. Yes.
Senator GoRE. What would you propose as a means of makihg these

young people employable
Mr. FREEPAN. May I first refer to the factor, Senator, you just

mentioned the age factor. The experience has been in some of the
training programs that the decisive factor was not necessarily the age
but the prior occupation. If that man previously worked in a skilled
occupation and had the intelligence or competence to do well in one
field, it was usually possible to retrain him for some other skill field
with not too much time lost. .

However, those with little if any skill in one field, and are of low
intelligence, who never rose any higher than common labor, often
cannot be retrained because they just do not have what it takes.

Of course, this is harder at a higher age than it is at a young age;
there is no question about it. There is only a limited amount we can
accomplish with a man 40 to 50 years old. We can try to help,'but I
believe the prospects are certainly not as good as if we would get them
at the age of 15 or at 16; there is no question about it.

Senator GORE. You might be interested to know, and I was certainly
surprised to find, that in one city in my own State, there are several
industrial concerns that have a fixed policy against employing, anew,
a person in his forties. One concern-I make no criticism of those
companies; they have the right to adopt their own employment policies
for their own welfare; I am not speaking critically of them. But one
concern, a sizable one, had a fixed board policy against employing a
man anew in its plant who was past 85.

Now, whether this was entirely because of the diminution of the
skills and the agility of hands which comes with age, or whether it
was because they would be nearer to retirement age, I do not know. I
do not know all the factors. But this seemed to me a very disturbing
condition to find-a disturbing social condition.

Mr. FREEMAN. I agree with you, Senator, 100 percent.
Senator GORE. DO you find this situation somewhat widespread in

industry ?
Mr. FREE AN. The practice of promoting only from the ranks and

hiring of young people only has been growing. It is not a new ex-
perience.

Now one of the reasons is this: when a large company, which has a
formalized employment policy, hires people, it always hopes that
among 100, for example, there will be 5 or 10 or 20 who will be out-
standing, who will advance to become craftsmen or foremen, and,
possibly rise to supervisory rank.

If you hire young persons, you might get a certain percentage who
will occupationally rise. If you hire a man of 40 or 45 who never ad-
vanced beyond the laboring stage, you know that that man is very
unlikely to develop beyond that level.

A company may hire men who can do a certain job, but any hope of
developing, out of that group people who have ideas, people who will
help that company in avancing its production process is, of course,
quite limited. This is part of the reason.
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SSenator GonE. May I point out one other thing which .my dis-
tinguished colleague, Senator Talmadge suggested here in an aside.
The health hazard, the possibility of sickness, heart attack or other
physical impairment, the incidence of which increases with age--

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator GORE. Makes the company liable to greater payments for

compensation.
Now, please understand again I am not being critical of business

for considering these factors. They have a right to fix employment
practices of their own.

But all these things add up to, it seems to me, this problem of struc-
tural unemployment which you say will not be solved by this tax bill.

Mr. FREEAAN. If you increase the flow of money to consumer
pockets, I do not think that will help a man 40 or 50 years old who
cannot be hired because his output is not worth $2.60 or $3, whatever he
would have to be paid, and we do not help him by raising the standard
wage rate because it makes it harder for him to find employment. We
are really condemning him to unemployment.

Now, the typical case, I believe, is in the coal field where a wage of
$24 a day seemed highly desirable, and I wish they could be paid more.

But what it means is that either a man is worth and gets paid $24
or he does not get hired at all. So, men go out on their own, as we
have learned recently, work under inadequate safety provisions in
little worked-over mines or do some strip mining for just a few dollars
a day. They can do it on their own, but they cannot be hired at $16
instead of $24, although some would love to work for $12 or $16, and
maybe he is not worth more. If the contract provides that you cannot
hire anybody for less than $24, that does not mean that everybody will
be hired. You simply create a hard core of unemployment of a grow-
ing number of people who have very little chance of getting any em-
ployment except for casual work.

Senator GORE. Are you about to say then, that the proposed bill
might make structural unemployment worse instead of better ?

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, I do. Not initially. Initially it will help em-
ployment, but in the long run it may not.

I use, in my testimony, one particular example which, however, does
not relate to the cut in taxes, but to increased Government spending,
particularly to public works spending.

As you know there is presently a bill under consideration in the
House Public Works Committee. I may mention that, back in 1955
and 1956, I was concerned with the coordination of public works plan-
ning in the White House, and I have since done some work in that
field,

At first, it may appear quite obvious that if we increase public
works spending by, shall we say, $1 billion, wd could hire about 100,000
additional construction workers.

Since unemployment in construction is heavier than in any other
industry, it has been so for about 5 or 6 years, it seems to be a wonder-
ful opportunity to employ 100,000 people in addition to those working
at the present time. That might be the initial effect.

But tho secondary effect would be less favorable.
Construction prices have been increasing ever since' our. statistics

were established in this field, back in 1915, tt approximately twice the
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rate of other prices, whether wholesale or retail. I have the specific
figures in my statement.

The effect of that has been this:
A modest house might have cost $2,500 in 1915. If we applied that

amount to some other goods at wholesale or retail today they may to-
day cost $6,500 to $7,500.

A house that cost $2,500 in 1915 would today cost between $14,000
and $15,000. So we have pushed many marginal people out of the
housing market, people who cannot affordto buy the house at $15,000.
If construction prices had risen only at the rate of other prices, they
would be able to afford a house at $8,000 or $10,000.

If another $1 billion of Government contracts in public works were
to be offered, it would strengthen the hand of construction unions in
collective barganng at contract renewal time. Construction wages
have been consistenly going up faster than manufacturing or other
wages. If an additional $1 billion in contracts were offered, the wage
rates, of course, would go up even faster than they have.

The net result of that would be that construction prices would go
up and we would drive many more marginal people out of the hous-
ing market. We would employ by spending $1 billion in additional
public works an additional 100,000 construction workers but might,
m the long run, eliminate more construction jobs by reducing the
number of people who can afford to buy their own home or rent
an apartment in a new building.

Senator GORE. Of course, there are many factors there. One is the
change in the quality, the inclusion of kitchen appliances, utilities,
bath facilities. This in itself is an interesting subject. But I do not
want to trespass too long. I want to come back to the question that
Senator Ribicoff raised with you.

You told us many things which are not going to be helped. I am
interested in this 15 percent unemployment in people under 20.

It seems to me that here is a place where something can'be done.
What would you suggest?

Mr. FREEMAN. The basic fault, in my opinion, is this: we are the
only country in the world which has tried for some years to educate
all of its youth in the same school, in many cases in the same class-
room, up to age 17 or 18. No other country has tried to do that, and
I do not think it will be attempted anywhere.

Other countries have a dual secondary school system. All children
go to the same elementary school-universal education was established
in many European countries long before it was established in the
United States-but at an age which ranges from 11 to 15, there is
a division between those who have the ability and aspiration to ac-
quire an academic or professional education and who can think in
abstract terms, those who will follow a manual occupation.

Senator GORE. I would like to yield to Senator Ribicoff.
Senator RBICOFFr. First, I want to ask permission of the chairman.

I do not want to trespass from this end of the table to my senior
colleagues on the committee, but I think since one of the rationales
of this tax cut bill is that it is going to do something about unem-
ployment, I think we have opened up a field that is very important
and should be pursued. So many Government policies and programs
seem to be centered on just this group of young people, whether they
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concern juvenile delinquency, education, unemployment, or all the
great range of social problems. I think this committee now has reached
a very important part of our inquiry, but I would not go further un-
less I had the chairman's permission.

The CHAImmAN. I agree with the Senator from Connecticut. Let
me say I think that the statement that is now being made is probably
the ablest statement we have had during these hearings.

Senator RIBIcoFF. Getting back to the problems of school cur-
riculums, is a lot of this due to traditions that have grown up, much
of them having to do with the basic status and snobbery that exists
in American society today, that there is something wrong with a
person if he wears a blue collar instead of a white collar?

Mr. FREEMAN. This class distinction is far greater in Europe than
it is in this country. Actually there is in this country a far greater
respect for the blue collar than there is in Europe.

In Europe, as you probably know, class distinctions are much
greater than here.

Senator RICOFF. I understand. But is this a school system that
grows up in community after community across this land where you
do not have adequate vocational education?

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RIBCOFr. So you have young men and young women who

go to junior high schools and high schools, completely indifferent to-
ward the courses that are being taught them, have no motivation, no
will or they may not have the ability; so, consequently, there are
school dropouts, and there is nothing in the school systems or school
curriculums to encourage these young men or women to go into a
trade or a vocation where they could be useful to themselves and
society.

So we get back basically to a problem of looking at the educational
system and not just the problems of juvenile delinquency or the prob-
lem of tax cuts or the problem of.labor policy.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RIBICOFF. Is a lot of this then to be traced to the cur-

riculum policies that we have in our various school systems throughout
the land?

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
I have traveled through quite a few countries, and the. American

high school is a mystery and a wonderment to people everywhere.
They can hardly believe, and they do not understand how we can
possibly keep all children in the same class, promote them more or
less automatically in most cases, year after year, up to age 17.

I once phrased it that the schools discovered the secret of perpetual
promotion. I do not want to be facetious about a serious problem,
sir. . I , .: ,

Senator RIBICOFF. This is very serious because-- . ..
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RIBCQvr (continuing). I do think there is a basic weak-

ness in many of the areas you are talking about----
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RIIcoFF (continuing). In certain areas where corrections

have to take place. People are being promoted although they do not
have the qualifications to pass: the school- administrators and the
school principals and schoolteachers are closing tlieir eyes to reality,
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and automatically passing pupils who do not have the qualifications.
They end up as dropouts, they end up on the unemployment rolls, anl
end up as juvenile delinquents because America is afraid to face up to
the realities of our educational system and the corrections that have
to be made. '

This has nothing to do with Federal aid to education.' It has noth-
ing to do with where more money is being spent, and nothing to do
with tax bills, but this is a question of whether America will look with
hard reality at the problems of its educational system in a modern
society.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes; I enthusiastically agree with everything you
just said. I believe that what will be necessary to keep those young-
sters in school is to offer them a program that really offers something
to them rather than having them sit there not being able to compete
with others in their class, not being able to participate.

The system discriminates against two groups: the gifted children
who lose out because the rest of the class is holding them back, and
the less intelligent, those with less drive, lose out because they lost
interest, and leave school as soon as they legally can. To keep them
just sitting there helps little. All we gain by it is that he gets a
diploma but he really:does not learn much that helps him get a lob.

So I think a great deal of the trouble is not related to money but to
the curriculum.

How that can be changed takes us far afield. I have written books
on education, as you probably know.

Senator RIBIcoFF. You are strongly opposed to all Federal aid to
education.

Mr. FREEMAN. I plead guilty, sir.
Senator.RIrcoFF. I understand.
Mr. FREEMAN. Not to all forms. I do not know whether you noticed,

but I have a fourth section in my statement today in which I1 very
strongly advocate, as I. have earlier before another committee, tax
credits in higher education, a subject in which I know you are very
much interested.

Senator RIBICOFF. Yes; and we intend to try to do something in this
bill, sir.

But getting back to the problem you and I were talking about with
Senator Gore in this conunittee, it has nothing to do with Federal
aid to education.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator RIBICOFF. Any locality or any State has its own standards

of curriculums. I personally think the Federal Government should
stay out of the curriculum.

Where do you think the bottlenecks or the difficulties come in chang-
ing curriculums in America to accomplish what you want to do con-
cerning this fantastic 15 or 16 percent of unemployment among the
16 to 19 kirs of age

Mr, FREEMAN. To find an answer, of course, is extremely difficult.
What started, as you know, the so-called progressive movementback

in the 1930's which insisted that it was undemocratic to promote some
!children and not to promote others or to develop, as New York City
did, separate vocational high schools and a high school of science, and
soon, arid that we should operate only comprehensive high schools,
which everybody attends up to age 17.
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The system was particularly promoted when hi 1947 the Office of
Education started its first commission on life adjustment education.

What seems to me quite interesting is that the same man who headed
the program on life adjustment education was a few years later, when
after sputnik the interest arose in solid subjects, placed in charge of the
project to strengthen the physical sciences and mathematics education.
I do not know whether that was an accident or deliberate.

SBut, on the whole, I am afraid that the influence of the professional
educators in elementary and secondary not in higher education-in
higher education they have generally been trying to raise standards-
but in elementary and secondary education the professionals have sug-
gested for many years that it is undemocratic to have children in dif-
ferent tracks.

Here in the District of Columbia the four-track system, I believe, is
working quite well. There are many other school systems which have
at least four parallel tracks. I thirik that is an excellent idea.

In other words, a high school may have one track for the highly
gifted and one for the medium and one for those of lower intelligence-
it may have two or three or four tracks. But in more than half the
schools of this country this is not being done. The children are di-
vided by alphabet or in some other way because to divide them by
intelligence has been regarded as difficult by the administrators and
it is difficult, with parents, I agree with that.
SParents, on the whole, have in the last few years tried to exert an
influence toward raising standards, particularly since sputnik.

At the same time, when it means dividing children into group A,
B and C, it cannot remain a secret for very long and some will be
called genius and others will be called dumb clucks. Then, of course,
mother or father will come running to the school and say, "Now, my
Johnny is intelligent, you shouldli't put him down there. He just
hasn't'bloomed fast enough. You should put hjm higher up."

That makes it difficult for the principal of the school, it makes it
difficult for the teacher, to say no.

I think the only way how this can be done is by objective tests.
In every European country I know-of course, I may be prejudiced
because I happen to have come up through a European educational
system, but I have seen several others-you are subjected to tests at a
certain age, and either you pass them or you do not. If you do not,
then you go to what is in England called a technical school or voca-
tional school, it has different names. If you pass a test you may go to
the academic type of secondary school.

This takes the onus off the principal who otherwise has a difficult
time, because he and the superintendent'imst maintain their popu-
larity. If they don't, the next time they have a school bond issue or a
tax issue on the ballot they may have difficulty getting it approved if
they have antagonized too many parents.

Senator RTBICOYF. In other words this tax bill in itself won't do
anything to give jobs to these youngsters, 15 percent of youngsters in
the 16 to 19 age bracket ?

SMr. FREEMAN. It will do very little.
Senator ANDERSON. Mr. Chairman, could I just ask to question

there? \
I understand you were a consultant to the Eisenhower administra-

tion and you were opposed to aid to education.
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SMr. FREEMAC. Yes. , .'- -
Senator ANDERSON. I understand you a little better' now.- -But

,what in the world has a curriculum got to do with this tax bill? Is
this a snowjob or a filibuster of some kind? We would:like to-get
,through with the bill some day. What has it got to do with the tax
bill . . ..

Mr. FREEMAN. Sir, the only reason I talked about curriculum is--
Senator RricoFF. I raised it ....
May I say to the distinguished Senator from New Mexico I raised

the question, so if there is a fault it is not the witness. The fault is
.mine. The reason the question was raised is this: this tax bill has
been put forward with the idea that one of its basic ends would be to
help solve the problems of unemployment.

The witness is correct in his figures that you have some 16 percent
unemployment among youths between the the ages of 16 and 19. I
think the witness' testimony, although I disagree with much of his
philosophy in education, and some I do agree with, is that there is
nothing in this tax bill that will help basically to solve the unemoloy-
ment problems of the group between 16 and 19 in the United States
of America.

SSo, therefore, it is not the witness' fault, Mr. Chairman; it is mine
because I asked the question.

Senator ANDERSON. We do not have a rule of germaneness, and I
guess you can go anywhere you want to go. It would be nice to hear
something about the tax bill.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator GoRE. Mr. Chairman, if this tax bill has nothing to do with

the solution of the problem of unemployment, then it has certainly
been erroneously presented to this committee.
SSenator ANDERSON. Does Ie make that contention f
Mr. FREEMAN. No, sir.
Senator ANDERSON. I did not think you did;
Mr. FREEMAN. It mr summary I make a statement-
Senator GORE. While he is looking for that, I would like to quote

from page 21 of the witness' prepared statement where the witness
quotes a distinguished American. He says:
- The Preident remarked at his news conference of October 11, 1962,that "we
could have a great boom and still have the kind of unemployment they describe."

Yet, Mr. Chairman, much of the rationale or attempted rationale, for
and in support of this bill is that somehow or other it is going to solve

'the' unemployment problem. The witness has just told us in his
;view it will not, and I think Senator Ribicoff has been pertinent in
asking questions along that line.
SThe COHAIRMAN. You may proceed.

Mr. FREEMAN. The serious aspect of this I have pointed out.
In the last 7 years the civilian labor force increased by 5.6 million.

SIn the next 7 years it will increase almost twice as much. In the
last 7 years only 37 percent of the increase in the labor force found
jobs in private employment; 41 percent were added, to the govern-
mental payrolls, and 22 percent, almost one-fourth, increased un-
employtnet.

ri' lf.the civilian labor force is going to increase 10 million in the
next 7 years, the question is how bjg unemployment will be by 1970.
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I believe that this is a very, very serious problem which will not be
solved by this bill.

I also refer, incidentally. to a statement that was presented to the
Senate Subconunittee on Employment and Manpower just 5 weeks
ago by Professor Killingworth of Michigan State University. He
comes up basically with the same answer with which I came up.
- He says here:

I think that it Is extremely unlikely that the proposed tax cut, desirable
though it is as part of a program, will prove to be sufficient to reduce unem-
ployment to the 4-percent level.

I believe that a tax cut is needed. It will have certainly initially
some favorable results, but it will, in the long run, if it remains the
way it is, not do much to reduce unemployment.

The second section of my statement deals with the question of tax
reform. I do not know whether I should proceed to that now or
whether there are some more questions on changes in the rate structure
and what we can do about unemployment.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it your opinion that this tax reduction will so
'stimulate business that it will not add to the deficits, that we will
correct the deficits we now have?

Mr. FREEMAN. I do not believe that this tax cut, the way it stands
now, is going to make the deficit disappear in either 1967, as Secre-
tary Dillon said, or, even in 1972, as Dr. Burns said, which is a long
time ahead. Revenues and expenditures seem to work like grey-
hounds chasing a mechanical hare. Somehow or other the hare al-
ways runs faster, and the greyhounds ivon't catch up.

STlie basic proposition of this bill seems to be, that in order to avoid
a huge deficit we ought to plan for a big deficit. Frankly, I do not
agree with that proposition for several reasons.

The CHAIRMAN. You indicated in one part of your statement that
the plan of the economist was to increase expenditures--

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, sir.
The CHAIR AN (continuing). And, at the same time, reduce taxes.
Mr. FREEMAN. Right.
The CHAIRMAN. And the combined deficit seems to me it would

be very much greater than it is now.
Mr.' FREEMAN. Yes I do not believe that if this tax bill stands

as it is that it will actually reduce the deficit, at least not to any
significant degree, for particularly a reason, which I outlined in the
Inter part of section III.

SWhile the President indicated in his letter to the chairman of the
Whys and Means Committee that tax reduction-and I am quoting
now from the President's letter-
lax reduction must also, therefore, be accompanied by the exercise of an even
tighter rein on Government expenditures.

.Now, the question is to what extent this intent will be implemented.
,The President said at an earlier news conference, and I am quoting
here: ' ,'"

I am concerned
after mentioning that nondefense expenditures ought to rise faster--
that we are not putting In enough, rather than too much, because the population
'of the country is growing 8 million people a year,-
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I point out here that in the preceding 10 years,'tht popji~ft~g.gktw
19 percent, but Federal Government nont ar nnecte eXenditures
jumped 245 percent. If an increase of;that sii W ithin :Oiye: " is1
held not to be;put.ting:i etioughthe quetioni,hiow mucob is enough
,: Moreover, the President, hal submitted to the 88th Congress mop_
than 100 proposals for new or expanded programs which wotld b44
vast amopnts: to the total spending. 1, have seen, no indication tbAt
he has suggested either to withhold or to defer some of these programS

Itseems to me that if it is impossible even to hold badk on pro-
grams which are not yet law that it is far. les; likely that, there: w*il
be restraint on programs which are already in operation, and which
have a natural growth tendency . .
S.I point out here that in his speech at Yale University on June 11
1963, the President declared that for the last 15 years the Federal
Government has grown less rapidly than the economy as a whole or
any other major section of our national life and very much less than
the noise about big government.,

I have here the official record in table XI, that between the fiscal
years 1948 and 1963, which are the most recent 15 years, the gross
national product increased: 129 percent, but Federal spending min
creased 220 percent; spending for domestic purposes only increased
525 percent. .

In other words, the general trend is very steeply upward innon-
defense spending. There is one thing that I personally, at least, feel
is even more potentially dangerous than if spending were to increase
at a rapid rate--

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Freeman, I want to congratulate you on
the tremendous work that you have done in this paper.. But I must
say that these last figures somewhat startled me because when I came
to the Senate 15 years ago, along with the Senator from New Mexico,
the military budget was then approximately $14 billion a year. Now
then the Korean attack came.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator DovLAs. To which we responded, and I assume you be-

lieved this was the correct thing for us to do.
The military budget is now $52 billion a year, or it has gone up to

almost four times its original figure.
Granted there is some waste in this budget, and I have tried my best

to isolate it, and Secretary lMcNamara is getting at this waste, I
grant you that there is some waste, still it was inevitable, and I think
desirable, in view of the Communist threat that we should defend
ourselves and the free world.

To this has been added the expenditures for atomic energy. Sen-
ator Anderson knows much more about that than I do, but assume
those expenditures have increased, too.

Senator GORE. And space. .
Senator DoUGors. And now we have space. I have been very dubi-

ous on some features of the space program but the public certainly
some years ago decided in favor of it. :I think I was the first person
in the Senate who said it was not worthwhile spending $40 billion to
get a man to the moon, and the response I got in my mail was instan-
taneous, and I believe Stanford is doing a lot of work on space and
atomic energy out there, too.

i3REVENUE 'ACT :0o'1908.
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.Mri.'F MaHY Y : Yes. iv.
SSenator;Dovou~s. And electronics.
-Mr. F ,REa A. That is right
SSenator DonuaoiLs.& fyou add all those, if you add space and atomic

energy together with defense, you probably get $62 or ,$63 billion,
which is at least four times probably what it was in 1948 when we
had, Smaller atomio energy appropriations and military appropria.

Well, the point that I make is please do not make these govern-
mental expenditures the whipping boy-that you do.

Mr. FREEMAN. This is exactly my plea, sir. I feel that the present
tendency is, as it was for some years immediately after the war, to
cut down on necessary security spending hi order to be able to advance
some domestic programs., This is the thing that scares me.
* Senator DouosLA. I agree with the Senator from New Mexico with

the comment he made, I understand while I was out of the room, that
you got. into the philosophy of the world in general. Perhaps I tres
pass doi' this, but let me say this that judged from purely mate-
rial standards of production of goods and services, I have always felt,
and increasingly with the years, that investment in human beings,
Properly direted dis just as productive, indeed frequently more pro-
ductive, than investment in machinery and material equipment, and
I think that can' be ioved,

Secondly, I would say this, that man is an end, not merely a means.
There is something more to life than the mere production of goods
and services. Human beings are ends in themselves, and if one be.
lieves that; government as one agency, just one of many agencies, is
designed to help promotethe good life or to give people the chance to
develop, then these expenditures, I think are justified.
* Granted that. individual programs should be scrutinized, and
granted that waste should be eliminated, I will still stand on two
points:

First, that investment in human beings is as, and possibly more,
productive than investment in capital goods.

And, second, that man is the end, after all, and not merely the
means.

fow, I probably have violated the very lust standard which the
Seinato fromi New Mexico, I understand, laid down.

M r. FREEMAN. Yes sir.
Senator ANDERSON. Could you supply us with a breakdown pf this

7.1 and 44.6 so we will know what it is?
Mr. FREEMAN, Yes. This is simply taken from the budget .
Senator A4DERsoN. I understand where this is taken from, but you

selected the ones you wanted to select. Would you give the break-
downs so that we can see which-ones you selected as purely domestic
expenditures.

.Mr. FREMAi* . Excuse me if the committee clerk has a copy of the
1964 budget handy I can do it right now.. Is a copy of the 1964
budget, the blue book, available Then this is very simple.

'What I point out in this chapter is that we have many examples of
spending pressures over the ages, but deficit spending has never, to
my knowlege, promoted lasting economic growth.

Senator ANDERSO. You can help me outby saying whether or not
the $44 billion includes atomic energy and space.
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:Mr. F R AN. NO., As you see in table the fi ypr;
connected includes national defense, tinpe-j 4 on j j i,, spceo
operations, veterans benefits, interest 9. ti national debf,'. ise e
statement; It is taken froinpage. 4Q,im the' 964 budget., 'f yquiiidd
national defense,' $53 ;billion,; international, .space,., yeterans,
interest, you get $72 billion as I Nve, it here, and the remainder of $44
billionhis.simply the difference between $2 billion and thetotalf
$116.billion. ,.. : . .

The CHAIMAN. I would like to see you go a little bit f rtwr iW
what you understand your position to be. You believe that this pan
contemplates not only reducing taxes but increasing expenditures

Mr. FREEMAN. I believe that the present tax bill in itself, .wionly
cut taxes. The tax bill in itself will not ine se expendities. '

But it seems to me that the way the trend has been ging, the
way I see the situation, I notice n change in the upward trend i
domestic expenditmu . ,-;.

Some of the cuts, fo. instance, which were made in the 1964 budget
such as, for, example, in the appropriation for grants for public as-
sistance, are purely paper cuts. I presume that Senator Ribicoff is
quite familiar with the factthat there will have to be supplementary
appropriations. I do not believe that public assistance requirements
are gomg to go dwn. . .

Under the 1962 amendment the 1962 Public Welfare Act, the re-
quirements of the programs will increase very sharply, and the present
cut will simply lead to. deficiency appropriations. So I believe that
the spending trend is up and will continueto go up unless some effective
restraint is imposed. .

The CHAIRMAN. As a matter of fact, expenditures have been going
up from $4 to $6 billion a year for some time.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, right.
The CHAIRMAN. And the question now is whether they will be sta-

tionary or whether they will be reduced and, thereby, avoid increasing
the deficits that have been predicted. ,v

You say that there will.be an initial deficit close to $10 billion.
You mean that is the first year after the tax reduction?

Mr. FREEMAN. By the initial I mean this: In his presentation the
Secretary of the Treasury made allowance for the amount by which
he hopes that a tax cut will spur the economy and thus will increase
revenues. By initial I mean the immediate effect of the cut would
be so much.

To what extent the tax cut will stimulate the economy and increase
revenues I do not know. I do not think it will be as much as the Secre,
tary of the Treasury estimated.

This is what I mean by an initial budget deficit close to $10 billion,
less possibly, a few billion by which the growth in the economy may
improve revenues.

The CHAIRMAN. We have already had deficits for 3 successive years.
When do you think the budget would be balanced, given reasonable
consideration to the stimulation of business by this tax cut which I
think has been greatly exaggerated? When do you think the budget
will again be balanced under the plan that certainly seems to be what
the administration and the economists connected with the administer
tion had in mind; namely, to increase expenditures and reduce taxes
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at ti simie time? think-one promiiient economist said he did. not
think it'would be balanced until i97. Do you agree with that or not?

Mr. FREEMAN. I would not put down any particular year. At this
time'I can see no eason fr predicting a 'balanced budget at any
~^ticular time unless effective steps are taken to restrain expendi-
titres 'You, Mr. Chairman, know that there are constant pressures
fitm miany"gioups on' every Member of Congress and on the admin-
istration., They plead "We need more money for these various
programs.'

In each case they are very perisasive, and I think to some extent
justified. If you say "No" to all of these people; why then, you
antagonize too many people. So I believe that unless some restraint
is.put into the law, it probably will be impossible to control the ex-
ienditire growth sufficiently.

The CarAnuAx. Let me ask you this: Do you know of any economist
connected with the administration who favors holding the expendi-
tures where they are now or reducing them Let me put it another
way: Do you know of any economist who: does not favor increased
expenditures instead of reduced expenditures?

Mr. FPEEMAN. Well, there are a few such economists, but they are
a small minority.

The CHAIRMAN. I am speaking of those connected with the present
administration.

Mr. FREEMAN. No, sir; not with this administration. I am afraid
if they do not think that expenditures should be increased then they
are no longer with the administration.

The CHAIRMn . Well, thank you very much.
I want to say this to you, sir, that you have given a lot of in-

formation while you have been oi the witness stand for nearly some-
thing over 2 hours.

Mr. FREEMAN. Thank you, sir.
The CHArmANw. I think it is a valuable contribution that you have

made. I do not mean that I agree with all of it, but you have docu-
mented, I think, what you have said here in a way that it could be
followed and studied, and you have contributed very substantially
to the consideration of this legislation.

Senator ANDERSON. Could-I ask one question In your list of $44
billion of expenditures for domestic purposes, did you include $25,799
million for health education, and welfare?

Mr. FREEMAN. Ye.
Senator ANDERNso. If an insurance company collects $1,250 million

in premiums and pays out $1 billion in losses, has it sustained a $1
billion loss that year?

Mr. FREEMAN. You are referring, of'course, to the so-called so-

Senator ANDERSON. Yes, indeed. It collects and pays out, and you
say that is an expense?

Mr. FREEMAN. It is.
Senator ANDERSON. I run a little insurance company, not of the

caliber you are talking about, but I always try to make sure my re!
ceipts are greater than my expenditures, and if they are, somehow or
other I regard it as a pretty good year.
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If the receipts for health, education, laniid elfarer equiAlefit' to
the expenditures, do ou regard'that as a 'donisti draitonrtheAx-
payers of the country? ,1 r a *

Mr. FREEMAN.' In the first -plae,.sir, the expenditures and the'iih
come do not quite match. . ' .

Senator ANDERSON,. That was not thequ6stion: : .
Mr. FREEMAN. You mean in a hypotheticalcase? -:  ' ':-

.'Sehator Ai DERON. Ye. . .'M
, Mr. FREEMAN. If the hypothetical case were" Senator, as you sdted

then -it would be so. 'But, in the first place, this is not an. insurdace
company because no insurance conipaiy can force anybody to ''ay
premiums.

In the second place--- -

Senator ANDERSON. We went through that in 1935. I am sorry
you missed it, because we did. -

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. We decided it.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. -- -

Senator ANDERSON. All right.. '.
Mr. FREEMAN. Butt if any insurance company undertook to gi-nt

the benefits and did the blanketing-in which the social insurance sys
tem has done, it would not have been permitted to do so by any in,

'surance supervisor in any State and, it would have been bankrupt
a long time ago.

Senator ANDERSON. You think then the'social security systein is
bankrupt?

Mr. FREEDMAN. No, I do not think so. Benefits will have to be paid
from current taxes. : .

All I did there is to point out by how much-and these are not my
figures-the spending grew according to the figures published in the
President's budget. Itake no stand --

Senator ANDERSON. You have listed here among expenditures for
domestic purposes--

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. $44.6 billion. My question to you is--- :
SMr. FREEDMAN. Yes. -
Senator ANDERSON. And you can answer it yes or no. Did y6u

include, in that, $25 billion worth of health, education, and welfare
Mr. FREEDMAN. YeS.. -
Senator ANDERSON. That is what I thought.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, because my total is the total spending figure

which appears in the consolidated'cash statement.
Incidentally, I may mention that many people regard this ptefer.

able and in fact, the President made a statement not very 'long ago
that he believes the consolidated cash statement from which these
figures are taken, to be-a better instrument than the administrtive
budget. . . .
. Senator ,ANDEiSOW . I think if properly understood and properly
explained that might be true. .

Mr. FREEMAN. So I included the item just. the way it was included
in the 1964 budget, published early this year. I could not possibly
leave it out; ' '. ::

Senator ANDERSON. I won't argue With you. - :- .
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The CIARMAN. Ay further questions : . ' .
Senator RIBIOOFF. One more point. If you believe we have to do

something with the curriculum to take care of the structural unem-
ployment among our youngsters, this 15, 16 percent--

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RIBIcorF. Could you foresee this being done effectively

without Federal assistance natibnwidel :"
Mr. FREEMAN. I think a great deal could be accomplished. If the

leadership from the Office of Education were exerted in that direction,
rather than in a different direction, it could have some influence.

Senator RmIcoeF. I mean Federal financial assistance.
Mr. FREEMAN. I can see a place for Federal financial assistance,

but I do not believe that to do it through direct grants is the best way
or even a good way as such, because you would have to stipulate that
a certain amount is available provided the school adheres to a federally
prescribed curriculum.

That would run into such heavy crossfire about the Federal control
of the curriculum that with all the other obstacles to Federal aid to
education, I do not think---

Senator RmIcoFF. The Federal Government today spends about $2.5
billion on education in one form or another. Would you please give
me an instance where in this $2.5 billion the Federal Government
spends for education, the Federal Government tells the State what to
do or how to spend this money I

Mr. FREEMAN. You asked, I believe, in your.question what extent,
how the Federal Government could improve the curriculum in the
desired direction and strengthen it.

Senator RmIcoFr. Not improve the curriculum. You and I are in
complete agreement on this.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RmICOFF. This bill will not solve the structural unemploy-

ment of the 16 percent of people between 16 and 10.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RmICOFF. You and I are in complete agreement, too, that

there has to be a basic change in the curriculum of the high schools
of America if we are going to help solve the problem of the unem-
ployed who are 16 to 19 years of age.

You and I are in complete agreement on both these factors. Let
us say we believe there should be a national policy to really do
something-

Mr. FiREEMAN. Yes.
Senator RmicoFr (continuing). For this 16 percent of our young

people.
Now, I ask ou this question: do you think this could be done on a

local level without Federal financial assistance to do this jobf
Mr. FREEMAN. It could be done.' Whether it will be done I do not

know.
Senator RmIooFr. Do you think without Federal encouragement,

financial Federal encouragement, that many of the States or commumn
ties would undertake to help solve this problem

Mr. FREEMAN. I do not believe that this program would cost more
than the present program, so that it is not a question of adding money
The present expenditures would be sufficient to provide an adequate
education. It is just a question of how they apply it.
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Senator RmicoFr. But you do believe, whether it is,a change in how
the expenditures :ould' be i'd~id 'tliat theiei ia* place fo' Fedeil
financial assistance in the field of 'vAdtihAl ftid' :( .e: Hr6

Mr. FREEIAN. 8Yes. At th'sami e t hie Uibareond uestio 's I
to what form it should take, becaiie if l~irovid:Fedeial firidioii
condition that the durriculim is changed t tlink'yoi d6 hi Federal
control. I t may it be as much .of an bsal but at stli r aie'tiime
you are fully aware of how 'imany difficulties it ri s intoif ou sciu
that we have a grant provided available if the school districts in thi
States do so and so. This is actial control.

I think that nonfiriancial leadership by the Presideit, by the'Oficee
of Education could be successful. I believe that o the extnt to which
it is desired that the schools or the colleges be aided financially by 'the
Federal Government they could be held by indirect rather thanby
direct means. There are several such bills in, as you kioW.

If I-may be permitted to,say so, I followed your) va idNs'stateietta
over the past 2 years and in' principle, I.thinkagain'nthusiastically
we are on the same side.

I differ technically because I believe that by permitting deductions of
expenses for for higher education, or also for lower education, you
would not give enough aid to persons in the low income brackets to
whom Senator Talmadge and Senator Gore referred, and we all re
concerned. I believe the emphasis in a program of this type should be
on helping students from low-iiome familes who have diffidlty goingl
to college, and that can be done by a tax credit better than by the
approach--:

Senator RmIcoFF. For your information many of the Senators who
have introduced bills of this sort, their admnipistirtive'assistants have
met with my administrative assistant to try to work out an agreement
of how to accomplish this for submission to this committee and, as an
amendment to this bill. :

My administrative assistant happens to be in this room and will be
pleased to talk with you; I think, m this, as I read your testimony, you
and I and most Senat9rsinterested in this-field are about on the same
track today. ' .

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes. There are two bills?
Sentor RmIBOFF. I am not going into that. I am talking about the

16 percent of young people who are not going to college.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes..
Senator RIICOFF. And the 16 percent who are out of work, and

these 16 percent who come to the Federal Government, whether it is
through relief juvenile delinquency, or manpower training or a Youth
Conservation Corps. It is costing the Federal Government substantial
sums of money to try to help these 16 percent of youngsters between 16
ind 19 who are out of work.

Let us say we want'to do something about the problem, do you think
you can solve the problem without Federal financial aid ?

Mr. FREEMAN. 1 could see some point in Federal assistance to certain
training procedures, some of which are in effect and maybe more could
be done. I also believe that one of the nhiijorTobitcles to employment
is the wages which the yong people would ha'e to be paid if hied.
As long as a regular wage has o' 6'paid to6 manity of thiet' just'will
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not be hired. So there, is typ-pronged a roach. On .s to rise
their competence, andte other one is t establish wage levels at which
they have chancee of beini hired, as is true everywhere throughout the

r0, for ioueysr fapPrenicesiP p. ,.
; ow^you a 'ware of te obstacles to apprenticeship which are of
a diverse nature, and I think some action is neeed, because in his first
ye6r ,or first:, years, a youngster;des not contribute enough to his
eiloyer so the employer may not hire him.

The other obstacle which the young people face is, this: due to the
increasing tendency of companies not to fire people if they need fewer
men, they keep the older people, under the seniority system, but engage
.n what s called,cold firing: they just do not hire young people.

,uIn order to protect the employees they now have, they refrain from
hiring young people. In other words, the young people suffer from the
seniority system.
,.i do not know whether something can be done about it, but where

something can be done, I think, is No. 1, training, and No. 2, a recog-
nition that as long as we insist on processing all of our young people
through the same kind of education, in the same class, up to the age
pf 1~sor 18 we must fail, and that probably a different type of training
should be provided, possibly with some Federal assistance.

This is one area in which though, on the whole, I do not favor it, I
would be willing to make some concession.

T.he CHAMIRAN, Senator Anderson.
Senator ANDER ON. I want to return to these figures again. .

, Mr. FREBMAN. Yes.
. Senator ANDERSON. If you go back to 1948 on social security, I do
not have in p~ind what the expenditures were, as you call them at that
time, the payout, They only go to 1954 where it was about $8 billion
because 1 remember it was somewhere in the neighborhood of $}
billion.'. . * .. .

; -Now, the figure is $25-$26 billion.
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. If you take out the $22 billion raise in.that, i

does not make your figures look quite so impressive, does it, on the
other sheet?

Mr. FREEMAN. It doe. not make them quite as impressive. Instead
of 500 percent maybe it will be only 300 percent.
.-Senator ANDFESON. lWell, I do not believe it would be quite that

.much.. . .
.M. .FREEMAN. cannot tell you offhand, but if you would like

:Senator ANDEnRON, Did you, in the preparation of these tables and
putting them in, take into consideration that we have what is known
fs the Post Office Department? . Does the PstOffice Department sell
stamps? Does it have revenues , .
:Mr. FREiEmA. Yes. ,
:Senator ANp-DisoN. Are those revenues i the receipts of payments

to the public in the table you used .,
.: Mr. FREEAN. In.the consolidated cash, I believe-- ,
i i Senator A.wE RoN. In the table you used?- .: : '\
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Mr. FREEMAN. I believe they are included in the-cash, yes.
Senator ANDERSi¢N. I believe they itr not.

. Mr., FREEMAN. Frankly I cannot say, for sure. They may not Ie.
Senator ANDERSON. Aid if you put the receipts ajid disbursemeits

of the Post Office in it would throw your figures off, too would it not?
SMr. FREEMAN. I believe, sir, I recall it now in tie (Jeniisuis Bu u

statistics of Federal expenditures iftis included. In this table, which
is taken, however, from the consolidated cash statement,.I believe only.
the net of the Post Office is in. :

Senator ANDERSON. That is right, exactly; and if you put'the other
figures in it would have thrown your table. off, so why- pt, them int

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. Now, you say in your table war connected,

national defense, international affair space operations yvterani b ee-
fits, interest on the national debt Nainaldefense is $3,438 ilJi
international affairs is $2,467 million; you say space operations and
Apace operations and technology, $2,400 million; you say veterans' ben.
efits and veterans'.benefits are $6,367 million; you say interest on the
national debt, $2,044 million. Wouldyou add those up sometime
and seeif they come to $72 billion?
' r. FREEMAN. I am site theydo.
SSenator ANDERSON. You are sur they dot .
SMr. FREEMAN. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON. Well; you just put down there the figures that

I read off and start with $53.5 billion.
'Mr, FREEMAN. Pardon me, these are 1963 figures. .
Senator ANDERSON. I am taking 1963 figures. I cannot read well,

but I can with a glass. I am taking the1963 figures which are $53,449
million.

Mr. FREEMAN. Yes.
SSenator ANDERSON. International affairs, which you just mentioned,

are $2,467 million; space, $2,400 million; veterans' benefits services,
$6,367 million* interest on the national debt, $7,496 million. You can
get all of it into $72 billion, is that right ?

Mlr. FREEMAN. The figure is $72,168 million. The $168 millim I
abbreviated to $0.2 billion. So the total is $79.2 billion. I hope I did
not make an error in addition.

Senator ANDERSON. You probably did not. Seventy-two billion
dollars. But you did not put Post Offce receipts or expenditures in
there?

Mr. FREEMAN. I did not put anything in there---
Senator ANDERSON. You did not put anything in on what was taken

in on the social security, but just what was paid out?
Mr. FREEMAN. Yes, because this is only the expenditure side.
Senator ANDERSON. I see. You think when a life insurance company

pays a death claim that is an expenditure, but the premium is not a
receipt?

SMr. FREEMAN. Sure, it is.
Senator ANDERSON. That is what I think. All right.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
The Chair wants to express his regrets to the other witnesses who

are here for the delay. .
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(The pirepred statement of Mr. reeman follows:)

STATiiNT oRo esa A. fEuiAN, BNXioB STAFr MEMBE RT'r HoovB IBNsTrr'mrto.
;ON WA, RZVOLt iOnt, AND PEAOE, STANFOID UNIVErBrIT, STANFORD, CArF.

I

In the course df the past 2 years a broad consensus seems to have been reached
that what this country's economy needs is lower taxes. Organizations of labor
And of business, wide sections of the public many Members of Congress and
eVen most economists appear to concur In this general proposition. Most of the
-disagreements which almost always arise when tax revision is proposed concern
the "how",of tax cuts more than the "whether." 'They tend to focus on the type
of the suggested tax relief and on the circumstances accompanying the action
rather'than on the acknowledged fact that the American economy is not 1kely
to develop its full growth potential as long as it is loaded down with its present
tax burden.

SDiagreements may be grouped under three major headings:
(1) How should tax relief be allocated by' Income classes? Should it be

c6nce6trated in the lower bracklets so as'to boostconsiumer spending? Or, should
it aim primarily to stimulate incentives and investment by more sharply lowering
hgh personal tax ratesip thitn~dium and upper ranges and by reducing the
corporationn tax rate? .

S(2) Should rate rMduction be linked with a structural reform broadening
the tax base? Should we narrow or eliminate some or many of the various
deductions, exemptions, exclusions, or credits and thus recoup part of the
revenue lost by rate cuts? Or is the most urgently needed tax reform a lower.
ing of rates which should not be jeopardized or delayed by tying it to other
changes of a highly controversial nature?

((8) Should a tax cut be accompanied.by corresponding action on the outgo
side of the:budget dr at least a restraint on future expenditure growth? Or
would a curb on public spending nullify the economic benefits of tax relief?

The President's proposals and the bill before your committee.appear to take a
clear stand on these questions:

, (1) The President proposed to reduce the aggregate tax liability of persons
in the lowest income bracket, by 40 percent, with the relief gradually declining
to 9 percent in the highest income bracket. He recommended to cut corporate
tax liability by 8 percent (lowering the rate from 52 to 48 percent) but to
advance payment dates and thus to defer cash relief for several years.

Revisions approved in the House of Representatives would not change these
results signifoeqntly. The aggregate tax liability of persons in the lowest per.
sonal income bracket wbuld be reduced 38 percent from the present level, and
of those in the highest bracket, 18:percent, with relief in the intermediate
brackets somewhere in between.

This means that H.R. 836 as passed by the House would make Income taxes
more steeply graduated and primarily augment consumer purchasing power.

(2) The President did not propose to eliminate or reduce any of the major
exclusions, deductions, or exeniptions. which now account for most. f the vast
difference-$228 billion in 1960-between personal income and taxable income.
Of the 16 structural changes with a revenue consequence in the personal Income
tax bill approved by the House, 8 would result In revenue gains and 8 in revenue
losses. The net revenue gain would add an estimated 1.2 percent to prospective
tax receipts; rate changes would reduce revenues by 20 percent. In other words,
structural changes would be relatively minor .and not broaden the tax base
significantly, if at all.

(3) Amendments proposed in the Ways and Means Committee and in the
House itself which would have conditioned the rate cuts upon restraints on
Increased spending failed by narrow margins. This H.R. 8363, as it now stands,
reduces taxes but does not require corresponding action on the expenditure side.

In my testimony I propose to discuss these three major issues and shall try
to evaluate whether the provisions of the bill, as approved by the House, are
likely to have the hope-for impact on the rate of economic growth and on
unemployment.

My conclusions may be summarized as follows:
(1) The tax cuts proposed in H.R. 8363, which are estimated eventually to

total $11 billion, will provide long-needed relief to many persons. They will

a Opinions expressed are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect the views of
the institution with which he is connected.
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also give our economy a shot iththe'arh'! but aie not likely to stimulte the rate
of econoinio growth as poWerfully'a ' 4 tax ttcut of that'inagitude'toiuld ilt
were designed primarily to promote, growth; rather than serve other e ds. 'I
question seriously whether the bill, as it now statids will have major ind
lasting Impact on tunemployment . .; : ; .... .. ;- :

(2) Mny Improvenients Cbould and should" be made in our: tax structure.
But th most urgently needed tal reformiisia sharp utin iratei which'ought
hot to be eticiumbered at this time With other tevilsions,, Some'of the structural
changes in H.R. 8363 mayhinder rather thananadvance econoilcpiogress. -
S(3) Cutting t txes at a time fd heavy budgetary deficits'withiout comnensurate

htioh to 'bring expenditures under' fitmelr control may ' temporarily. produce
soin favorable results. ' But it will, in the long iut,prove to'be self-defeating.
*(4) Some in ublifc purposes carl lbe" served better by cutting tAxed than by

entlarging expenditures. One example of thsaift higher education which could
be most effectively helped by the grant of tax credits for certain educational
expenses and contribution. ' ' ' :

This statement is divided Into four sectionA t ' '
f : , Hbw should Income taxes be cut?

' If. Should rate cuts be linked with tax reform?- :
Ill. Should i tax cut be accompanied by restraints on spending? page

40.
'V. Can tax credits help highereducation more effectively than grants

and loans?

I. HOW etourLD ifRooiE TiAXL B OUT? :'

The broad consensus that. income taxes are too high ip of recent prigin. .To
be sure, business groups and some economists have been contending ever since
the end of World War II: that excessive.tax rates are repressing. economic
growth. But numerous other economists and labor .unions have generally
denied it. About 10 years ago Roy Blough, former Treasury official and mem-
ber of the Council of Economic Advisers, wrote that "the pessimists who have
continued to forecast the destruction of industry by high taxation have been
faced instead by an expanding economy." The late Randolph E. Paul, former
General Counsel of the Treasury Department, told the Joint Economic Com-
mittee of Congress in 1955:

"Certainly, history fails to support arguments that high taxes have a ruinous
effect upon the economy. I do not like high taxes myself, but I am obliged
nevertheless, to admit that work and investment incentives have remarkably
survived the high taxes of the last 20 years, and that venture capital is not
lacking todiy after a long period of high taxation."

He cited approvingly a statement that "the higher our taxes go, the more
we have left for investment and consumption," and asserted that "the bark
of our individual income tax is much worse than its bite."

The AFL-CIO proclaimed as recently as September 1960 in its handbook
on Federal Taxes that "the period of high taxation that has prevailed for the
last 20 years has also been a period of very high income, savings and investment,
indicating that there has been little if any loss of incentive" (p. 6).

In his best seller "The Affluent Society" , John Kenneth Galbraith advanced
the proposition that the level of taxation should be substantially raise: "Thq
community is affluent in privately produced goods. It is poor in public services.
The obvious solution is to tax the former'to provide the latter--by making
private goods more expensive, public goods are made more abundant" (p. 315),
The Galbraith thesis was expanded in books, by Francis M. Bator, of, MIT,
Frederick G. Mosher, of the University of California, David Demarest Lloyd,
and others. Alvin H. Hansen, emeritus professor of political economy at Har-
vard, wrote in his book "Economic Issues of the 1960's only 8 years ago: "If
we are to meet at all adequately our growing public needs, we shall, I believe,
need higher taxes."

The demands neither for higher nor for lower taxes were able to rally broad

:Roy Blough, "'he Federal.Taxing Process," New York, Prentice-Hall, 1952, . 464.
* Randolph l. Paul, "Erosion of the Tax Base and Rate Structure," Federal Tax Polley

for Economic Growth and stability, papers submitted by panelists appearing before the
Subcommittee on Tax Policy, oinf Economlc Committee, 84th Cong., let es., 1955, pp.
207 if,

SBoston, Houbton Mlfflin Co.. 1958.
&New York, IfcOraw-1Hll, 1960.
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sPPzrt .Many economists. and probably :a majority at: the time, agreed with
tHarvtrd. EconomicesProfessor Arthur Smithies,.who told the Joint. Economic

Committee of Congress.in 1957, that "the problem in the tax area sl tax reform
rather than tas reduction' -. .

Tax reform rather than tax reduction was the, declared. objective of the
President's .tax message of April 20, 1961. In proposing certain structural
changes the President emphasized that the resulting revenue gains and losses
would offset eachother, that "'the tax system must be adequate to meet our
public needs/,l and that it was necessary "to maintain the revenue potential of
our fiscal system." In his news conference of March 1, 1961, the President re-
affirmed an earlier statement that he would suggest sources of revenue to finance
the new spending proposals be was sending to Congress. The President an-
nounced that he would submit a more comprehensive tax reform program to
the.next session of Congress and proclaimed his confidence in the existing tax
system: '!This message. recognizes the basic soundness of our tay structure."

Within slightly over a year, however, the tax structure fell from grace. In
his television address of August 13, 1962, the President charged that our, tax
structure "is a drag on economic recovery and economic growth, biting heavily
into the purchasing power of every taxpayer and every consumer." The rates,
the Ptesident said, 'are so high. as to weaken the very essence of the progress
of a free society-the incentive for additional return for additional effort." Four
monthsilater; .peaking to the Economic Club of New York,-the President stressed
"the accumulated evidence of the last 5 years that our present:tax system, de-
veloped as it was during World War II to restrain growth, exerts too heavy a
drag on growth in peacetime-that it siphons Qut of the private economy too
large a share of personal and business purchasing power-that it reduces the
flianeial incentives for personal effort, investment, and risk-taking."
"'\What happened between 1961 and 1962 to change from praise of the tax struc-
tuWr to outright condemnation? The hopes which had been held and the fo.w-
cams voiced for a faster rate of economic growth and declining unemployment
failed to materialize. Gross national product (GNP) which had been predicted
td reach $571 billion in 1962 fell short of that goal by $16 billion. Unemployment

whichh had been close to 4 million, or 5.5 percent of the civilian labor force. in
1950 and 1960, did not fall below those levels. A growing number of economists
came to suspect that taxes were partly or largely to blame for the unsatisfactory
performance of the economy. But much uncertainty remained: Is the damage
being done by the sheer magnitude of amounts extracted from the private econ-
omny or by the nature of the tax system, by the types and rates of taxes?

Does the size of the tax burden repress economfe growth,
Many observers hold it to be self-evident that taxes whose total amount equals

a large and increasing percentage of a country's national income or product re-
tard economic growth. The proposition is most plausible: the greater a share of
their income individuals and businesses must surrender to the tax collector, the
Iss have they left for consumption and investment, Also, taxes are costs of
production, and when recovered in prices, lower a country's competitive standing.

But empirical proof for a negative correlation between the size of the tax bur-
den and the rate of economic growth is hard to come by. Germany, France, Italy,
Japan, and several other countries bear taxes which in proportion to their na-
tional income are at least as high as ours or even higher. Yet, their economy
has been growing at a much faster rate. On the other hand, we see many
countries which levy relatively light taxes but seem unable to expand economi-
cally at more than modest rates. Nor do available historical studies give us
conclusive evidence of a positive relationship between low taxes and fast eco-
nomic growth.

Such comparisons, derived from inadequate statistics which lack uniform
concepts, are admittedly crude. But even more refined analysis, wherever it Is
possible, yields no convincing proof of the growth-retarding effect of a heavy
overall tax burden.

What the Government collects in taxes it usually spends and thus substitutes
for the spending which otherwise taxpayers would have done. Whether invest-
ment by Government is as productive as by individuals or business-or more or
less so-is highly controversial, with the answers more. firmly rooted in political
philosophy than in economics. It seems to me that at this stage of our economic

*"Federal Expenditure Policy for Economic Growth and Stability," hearings before the
Subcommittee on Fiscal Policy of the Joint Economic Committee, 85th Cong., 1st se .
1957, p. 354.
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knowledge the proposition that the overall level of taxation (otoer factors being
eve). has a negative impact on the rate of economic gr'oytl iP. a hptliest,
whlch' mny oftl e btieve tf& o rct be u tt which o far w0 have beeri unable to
pride. Tlost lively there Is a level beyond which tax"e become lnjur6us to th
economy~ But we do not know just what that level is.

Taxes in the Unitid States have shown a consistent tendency to grow, not onl
in amounts but also in proportion to the economy, as table shows:

TABLE I.-Governmental revenues (Fedral, State, local) in the United States,
selected ears, 1902-6.

SPercent of
Fiscal years Billions net national

product

102......................................................................... $1.7 9.0
1922.. ---- -.........---..-------...------... .......---- . 9.3 1.0
1932-..-.-.---.-.---.-..----.--...----.--.-----.-...---.- 10.8 17.8
192 ------.......-----............................ . .... .................... ..... 1002 1.8
192----------------------------------------------- 100.2 31.?
1962 ..---...-- ...----------.-..-.-.--......---.---- 167.9

SSources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Historical Summary of Governmental Finances In the United
States," 1959. U.S. Bureau of the Census, "Summary of Governmental Finances in 1962," 1963. "Survey
of Current Business," July 1963. and supplement, "National Income, 19M5." (National product for fiscal
years 1902 and 1922 Raymond W. Goldsmith Associates, "A StUdy of Saving in the United States," vol.
I1, Princeton University Press, 195.)

In the fiscal year 1962 the revenues of all governments in the United States--
Federal, State, local-equalled 34.1 percent of the net national product, 38 percent
of the national income, 39 percent of the personal income. This truly is a large
share but It is no larger than in several countries whose national product has
been showing much higher rates of growth than we have been able to achieve.

SNone of those countries uses a tax syAtem similar to ours. , This suggests the
question whether the tax structure, the type of the major taxes employed, could
have a more powerful impact on economic trends than the aggregate amounts
collected.

Does the type of taw structure affect the rate of economic grotothf
The American tax system is like no other in the world. All industrial countries

levy a graduated personal income tax but none leans on it as heavily as the
United States. The mainstay of public treasures in most countries is a general
consumption tax and this is particularly true in the rapidly growing'European
economies. Personal and corporate income taxes tend to be important but
secondary sources of revenue. This does not prove that heavy income taxation
necessarily results in slower economic advance and that growth could be' speeded
up by a shift to consumption taxes. But it does nothing to weaken the suspicion
that our economic ills are not e-tirely unrelated to reliance on extremely heavy
income taxes in the United States over the past 20 years.

In his 1963 tax message the President declared that "the largest single barrier
to full employment of our manpower and resources and to a higher rate of
economic growth is the unrealistically heavy drag of Federal income taxes on
private purchasing power, initiative, and incentive."

During World War II the United States was the only belligerent nation not
to impose a major consumption tax. Instead, it pushed its income tax rates to
near-confiscatory levels. This decision, which also meant that we would raise
a lesser share of the war costs through current taxation than our allies, was
not rooted in economic considerations but in the governing political and social
philosophy. That philosophy continued to dominate policy through the postwar
period and resulted in the rejection of all proposals to establish a more even
balance'between the major types of taxes which are now used in other countries
throughout the free world.

To be sure,' an unplanned gradual adjustment has been taking place. Between
1944 and 1962 receipts from income taxes in tl:e United States doubled, from
all other taxes almost quadrupled. The President's proposals would further
slow down the growth of income tax collections, while other taxes are likely to
continue increasing at. a rapid rate.

The significant difference between consumption and income taxes is not tho
base on which they are levied but the fact that the former are more nearly

24-532-63-pt. 3-- 2 /
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proportionate-in, some cases regressive--whle the graduated income tiX tI
progressive. The principle of progressive income taxation is now employed by
every industrial country and is presently not in question. But the schedules
which have been In effect in the United States over the past 20 years push
progression to an extreme which has had a deleterious effect on incentives,
investment, and economic growth. While the proposals of the President and
the provisions of H.R. 8363 would tend to deemphasize the relative role of
income taxes in our fiscal system, they would also make the personal income tax
more steeply progressive than it now Is, as table II shows.

TABL II.-Reduction in aggregate tax labffity by income brackets in the
President's proposals and in H.R. 8363

Adjusted gross income class President's H.R. 63
proposals

Pertcen Percent
0 to $,000.................. .............................-..... -39 -3.

3,X o5 0 . .... .... ...................... ...... .................... -28 -2.
5000 to $.0,000........... ......................... .................. ...... -- -21 -- 19.9

$ O,oco to $),000 -......--.... .--..... ..............- .... ....-...-....... -I -1 4
0 to 5000 ........................................................... -12 -15 1

$50,000 and over................................................ -9 -12.

Total....................................... ..................... -18 -18

I Excluding capital gains revisions.
Sources: "President's 1963 Tax Message," hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means, House

of Representatives, 88th Cong., 1st ess., 163, pt. I .28. "Revenue Act of 1963," report of the Committee
on Ways and Means, to accompany I.R. 8363, H. Rept. 749, 88th Cong., Ist ses., 1963, p. 17.

I do not propose to discuss the philosophical and political considerations under-
lying the design of the,pending revisions. But a review of t4eir econ*omc:im-
plications appears essential.

What causes economic lag?
It Is now widely recognized in economic theory that the effects of average

taxation make people work harder and the effects of marginal taxation make
people work less. This means that a shift away from graduated income taxation
may promote greater effort, but that making income taxes more progressive may
have the opposite effect

The proponents of steeper progression base their case on noneconomic grounds.
Robert J. Lampman, economics professor at the University of Wisconsin, told
the Joint Economic Committee in 1959:

"The principal argument for an egalitarian tax policy is that its favorable con-
sequences, in terms of social and political conditions, outweigh the unfavorable
consequences, in terms of an undesirable possible slowing of the rate of economic
progress."

Talking to the American Bankers Association in February 1963, Paul A. Sam-
uelson, economics professor at MIT, took a similar position and stated that, for
example, replacing graduated net income taxes by indirect taxes such as Federal
excises or value-added taxes "represented too stiff a price to pay for some extra
growth." *

The economic considerations underlying the tax revisions in I.R. 8363 deem
inadequate aggregate demand to be the major element responsible for unsatis-
factory economic expansion and high unemployment, and regard a lag in personal
consumption to be the primary weakness. Personal consumption now accounts
for almost two-thirds of ONP, Government purchase of goods and services equal
over one-fifth, and domestic Investment and net exports the remainder. Tax
cuts in the low brackets, it is held, will strengthen the purchasing power of fami-
lies which are most likely to spend their tax savings quickly. This in turn will
cause merchants to increase their orders and manufacturers to enlarge their

7 "Income Tax Revision," panel discussions before the Committee on Ways and Means,
HousR of Representatives. 86th Cong., let seas., 1959, p. 1198."

S"Proceedlngs of a Symposium on Economic Growth," sponsored by the American
Bankers Association, New York, 1063, p. 89.
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productive facilities. Thus more money In the pockets of low-ncome persons will
spur the economy to faster growth.

Some believe that Government expenditures should also be stepped 6p, aid a
group of economists suggested in a statement submitted to the Secretary of th9
Treasury last July that stimulating aggregate demand "can be done by reducing
revenues, by increasing Government expenditures, or by some combination of
the two."'

The President declared in his tax message that he did not, At this time, rejoin
mend to raise demand by increased Government expenditures and thought that
the proposed tax reduction would provide the needed stimulus.

The premise of the tax cut proposed in H.R. 8363, that the major economic lag
in recent years occurred in consumption expenditures, is not borne out by the
record. A review of developments since 1956--the year before the rise In un-
employment began that still plagues us-suggests that consumption as well as
Government spending expanded materially while business profits and investment
lagged. Between 1956 and 1963 (first half, seasonally adjusted) personal con.
sumption went up $100 billion, Government purchases $45 billion. Corpotrte net
profits increased less than $8 billion; business investment increased $2.4 billion
but,' if expressed in constant dollars, actually declined.

Over the same period labor income grew $90 billion, transfer payments $18
billion, and the total disposable income $107 billion. But business and profes-
sional income advanced only $5.5 billion.

The picture may be even clearer when expressed in relative terms in the follow-
ing table:

TABLE III.--Economfo trends between 1956-83 (1st half, seasonally adjusted)

IIn percent)

Increase (+) or decrase(-)

Number of unemployed ............................................... ...... +49
Unemployment rate......................................................... +38

In actual In constant
dollars dollars

Gross national product.................. ........... ................. +37 22
Personal consumption ................. ............................ +37
Iabor Income and transfer payments .. ........................... 40
Busnesa and professional income.................................... ........
Corporate profits ............................ ............... I......
Expehditlore foriiew plant and equipment............................. . + -5
Government purchases, defense................................. + +2
Government purcases, civilan.............................................

source: "Economic Indicators," October 1962, and 1962 supplement

Expressed in constant dollars, labor income Increased 25 percent over the past
7 years and personal consumption 21 percent. But business and professional
income grew only 3 percent, corporate profits declined 1 percent, and Investment
in new plant and equipment shrank 5 percent. Government purchases for de-
fens expanded 24 percent and for civilian purposes M percent-

If the economy is to be stimulated by Government, then it appears that such
action ought to focus on the sectors which have been stagnating, business profits
nnd productive investment, rather than on consumption which has continued to
expand.

Some observers in recent years have commented sarcastically on whlt they
called the trickle-down theory. What we are faced with In the demand to give
priority to a boost in consumer purchasing power, it seems to me, is a trickle-up
theory, and if the laws of physics have any validity then we may assume that a
liquid is much slower in trickling up than in trickling down.

Consumption tersus investment
The President's Economic Report, January 1963, discussing the disappoint-

ing trends in 1902, recognized that "it was, therefore, the failure of expenditures
other than consumption to rise as far as had been expected that held down the
rise. In incomes and in turn consumers' expenditure" and that "the error then

* Congressional Record, Sept. 80, 1963, p. 6618.
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w*-ai .the, area of. b.u4ues IAvestment, which fell about $8 billion short of the
level that had been expected for the year 1962" (p. 1). It is unfortuntite that
neither that report nor the 1963 tax message drew the obvious policy conclusions.

A comparison of trends In the United States and the countries of the European
Economic Community (EEC) throws light on the relationship between growth
in consumption and in investment. Between 1950 and 1961 (the latest year for
which these statistics are now available) GNP grew 40 percent in the United
States, 82 percent in the EEC countries (in constant prices). The EEO countries
had very little unemployment; some encountered labor shortages. The signifl.
cant shifts in economic shares are shown in table IV.

TAnBL IV.--Shift in shares of gross national product in the United States and
BEC countries, 1950-61

[In percent]

United European
States Economic

Community

Pivate consumption........................... .......................... -3.8 -&7
Publlo consumption.......... .......... .............................. 6.9 +1.4
Capital formation and stock changes................ .... ........ ........ 3. +3.P
Net exports..... ......... .... ....... ............ ......... ........ ... . +.4 +2.3

Total.................................................. .................. .. 0

SBoroe: OEOD, statistical bulletin, "General Statistkcs," November 1962.

The most significant changes were: capital information expanded In the
EEC countries but shrank in the United States. The share of private con-
sumption declined somewhat in the United States but fell very substantially
In the EEC countries. Government expanded slightly in the EEC countries.
very substantially in the United States. Exports slightly better than held
their own in the United States but expanded substantially In the EEC countries.

In 1961, private consumption and Government consumption accounted for a
greater share of GNP in the United States than in the EEC countries-a re-
verse of the relative position in 1950. Capital information equaled a greater
share of INP in the European countries, both in 1050 and in 1961. but the
difference between them and the United States widened. Investment in machin-
ery and equipment in the EEC countries accounted in 1961 for more than twice
as large a share of GNP as in the United States.

Simon Kuznets demonstrated In a mdjor hlstorical-analytlc.al study, "Capital
In the American Economy," " that in the long run capital formation has been
the prime determinant of growth in the American economy, and that invest-
ment has been in a sustained relative decline due to a general preference for
consumption and to the effects of taxation. The remarkable growth of the
Soviet economy may be attributed to the high rate of capital investment (by
the Government) and not to expansion of consumption which remains at a com-
paratively low level.

What stimulates investment?
Some observers hold that we could stimulate investment by making con-

sumption rise faster. But this avoids the real issue. If a nation wants its
economy to expand at a more rapid rate then it must put a greater share of
its resources into capital formation and less Into consumption. To favor con-
sumption is to start at the wrong end.

That industrial managers are reluctant to expand the plants while much
of their present capacity lies idle is an oversimplifitation. It Is undoubtedly
true that some of our industrial capacity has not been fully used in recent
years. McGraw-Hill reported last July an 87-percent utilization in manufac-
turing although companies prefer to operate at a ratio about 5 points higher.
But industrial capacity and Its relationship to output is an elusive concept
as several studies have shown. A great deal of machinery dates back many
years and is more or less obsolete. It is counted as active, kept in reserve.
and utilized when unusually heavy orders justify this. But in normal opera-
tion only more up-to-date equipment l s used. Also. only about one-third of
plant and equipment investment is Intended to add to capacity while'two-thirds
are for modernization and replacement. European and Japanese companies
have been changing to more advanced technological methods at a'more rapid

1o National Bureau of Economic research, Princeton University Press, 1961.
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rate than our indiistris afid niow hfiive, on the t'erag, plant which are of
more recent origin and, presumably, more up to date.

What stimulates investment is high profits and what detersit . o proft
Ju liH Just, published bok ."Capltal andRates f PRetur Jin UManu uring -
dustries," ', George J. Stigler, ecoh icp prfeo'',at the Unfversty of Cilcagot
shows that close correlitiqn eist, tbe t Xengri ri n r iates of. .etuti 4and
rates of capital investment in manufatuig The fad is qthftif soniejeears
now rates of return have been falling in te' United States The Fit'T National
City Bank of New York reported, return on ne assets B le6 ding' crporiktioisl
at a high of 13.3 percent in 1950, which Oecltie to 11.3 prcentl b 1956 ai'd
has been below 10 percent ever.since 1958. It stood at 9.1 pereet n 1.." '\

As a percentage of GNP, co porate profits before taxes declined from'14.3 per.
cent in 1950, to 10.7 percent in, 1950, and to 8.6 percent Iii1903 (first half, sea
sonally adjusted). Treasury Secretary Dillon recently expressed hope; tOat or-
porate profits would again rise.to at least 10 percent 61' NP Vlit this n'ay not
soon happen without major changes In .overqnient poli.

Relaxation of depreciation rules and investmA iredlts enacted it 1962 hate
been of help. But depreciation provisions still are more restrletive in the U,'ited
States than in many other industrial nations.

Moreover, a corporation tax rate of 52 percent s. a deterrent to expansion.
It means that $2.08 are required in gross earnings for eve'y $1'of needed net
return. This eliminates many potential hew projects from further consideration.
Corporate tax relief

The corporate. profits tax.wai scheduled in 1954 to drop from its (Korean)
wartime high of 52 to 47 percent. Personal income tax rates were per-
mitted to fall to their pre-Korean levels but corporate tax relief has been post-
poned every year since 1954.

In recent years a growing number of economists have come to recognize the ill
effects of our high corporation tax.rate. But the proposals of the President,.lm,
pleinented in H.R. 8363, would rduce the rate only to 50 percent and eventually
to 48 percent. By advancing payment .dtes they would defer a reduction in'ooir
porate tax payments until the late 1960's. Whatever slight benefit might:be deo
rived from lower corporate rates would be more than offset by the suggested
repeal of the 4-percent dividend credit.

The present proposals are a bitter disappointment to those who had hoped
that the promised tax reduction would be so designed as to be effective in stimu-
lating industrial growth.. :
Personal Income tat relief

While the proposed reductions In the rates of the individual Ibnime tak will
give effective and long-neeed relief to many persons, they are not likely to pro-
duce as powerful a stimulative effect on ecoiomlc growth as 'ishopld for aid
needed. The income tax structure has for the past 20 years been characterized
by an excessively steep degree of progression which has stifled initiative and
ventures and dried up investment funds. This will not be suffclently' mitigated
by the proposed new scale.

The income tax acts somewhat like a schedule of speeding fines which are in-
tended to discourage speeding; they rise by the number of miles by which the
driver exceeds the speed limit.. Speeding fines succeed in keeping most drivers
within the bounds of permitted maximum limits. Likewise, our exorbitant
graduated rates effectively restrain the natural dyiamiism of oui economy.

While tax relief is needed and should be granted across the board to all income
classes it ought to be most substantial in the medium and upper brackets, not
to help wealthy people but to help everybody by economic expansion. One exam-
gress) which would reduce the rate scale of personal income taxes to a t(nge
from 15 to 42 percent and the corporate rate from 52 to 42 percent over a 5-year
period. The bills have long been waiting for action in the House Ways and
Menns Committee.

It appears unwise at this time to free 1.5 million taxpayers from all tax-lia-
bility by establishing a minimum standard deduction. Particularly in a country
in which economic well-being Is at a high level and widely diffused, and which
is the only, industrial country.without a broad-based national consumption tax,

" National Burean oit conomnfR liesarch, Princ to Unltersity ess 1983.
SFirst National City Bank of New York, Monthly Economl Ltter, April of each year.

pie of such a plan is the Herlong-Baker bills (H.R. 348 and H.R. 265, 88th on-
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there is little justification for increasing the incidence of "representation with-
out taxation."

Inome distributing
There has been much misunderstanding of trends in our income distribution

and many wrong conclusions have been drawn. At hearings of the House Ways
and Means Committee earlier this year President George Meany of the AFL-CIO
stated that "the basic reason why the American economy has grown so slowly,
why our national output is so far behind our productive capacity * * * is a short-
age of customers with money to spend." He continued: "Income from prop-
erty--dividends, nterest, capital gains-has generally gone up at a rapid rate.
* * * But all this time * * the wage earners and salary earners have been
getting a smaller share of the pie,""

In reviewing this charge it is apparent from table V that the share of wage
and salary earners in the total personal income has substantially gone up for
over three decades (which is as far as these statistics go back); it continued to
increase even through the years of heavy unemployment since 1956. The share
of business and professional income and dividends as well as other income has
meanwhile just as steadily declined.

TABSL iV.-Dier but!fon .of shared .ipersoa i income (before oaes), selected
Sears 1929-S

[In percent]

Labor In- Dividends,
come and business, and All other
transfer professional personal

payments income income

.... .................................................. 61.1 17.0 21.9
10............................................... -- -........ 7.6 1&6 1 9
190.......... ... ................ ........................ 71.4 14.1 14.
1 ....................................... ................. 761 1&.0 11.9
193 (September, eaaons y adjusted)...................... 7 .8 11.6 12.1

Source: "Economic Indicators," October 1963, and 1962 upplement.

The incidence of low-income families has substantially declined and this trend
is still continuing, as table VI shows.

The upward push in income and the consistent narrowing of the low-income
segment of our population are among the most gratifying trends in American
society and will, hol*(ully, continue. .But a tat :structure which tends to
penalize effort, enterprise; and success is likely to slow up this wholesome
ddvelolhtebt. '

TABsL VI.--Dstribut(on of households by real income level (before taxes),
selected years 1929-68

(In percent]

1962 dollars (price adjusted)

Family personal ncome I
Under $4,000 to $8,000 and

10929............................... ...................... 70 22

UA000 $I,999 over

147..................................................... 44 40 is
199.................... ................................ ......... 8 3 27
1962 ........................................... .... 31

Source: "Surrey of Currnt Business," April 1063.

T'aes,,wagee, and unemployment
The most important benefit which many expect to result from pending tax

revisions is a significant reduction of unemployment.' The Chairman of the
Council of Economic Advisers was recently quoted as predicting tit "the pro-
posed -tax cut .will add. 2 or 8 million jobs to.,the -economy in the; next 2

' "President's 1968 Tax Message," hearings, op. dit, p. 1957.
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years," and has expressed the hope. that it will bring, te unemployment
rate down from its level of 5 to 6 percent, In recent yers, t 4 percept' or lss.

This assumes that our present unemployment is of a cyclical nature, that I
due,i tIa k qsof apa eit
under tweii isect .a'fdbTt- rowIg' it b a i of ecdno-
pilsts are coming to the conclusion that much of our arge Uinemployment is due
to a growing imbalance between 'the natue of available Job openings, certain
traits of the unemployed labor force, and the prevailing wage structure. I this
view is correct, unemployment will not yield to accelerated economic growth,
The President remarked at his news conference of October 11, 1962, that "we
could have a great boom and still have the hind of unemployment they describe."

Until not so long ago it was Widely taken for granted that lack of available
work was the cause of our high rate of unemployment., The' rate averaged
3.9 percent of the civilian labor force in 1946-48, 4.3 percent in 1985-57, 6 per-
cent between 1958 and 1962. It stood at 4.8 percent (seasonally adjusted: 5.6
percent) in September 1963. This means that 1 In 20 of the men and women
whom the Bureau of Labor Statistics counts as members of the civilian labor
force reported that he or she wanted a job and did not have one. It does not
mean that the total number of Jobs available in the economy-I.e., work to be
performed in terms of man-days--was 4.8 percent short of the number of persons
willing to fl .them . , , . , ,,, , . , , . ,

In the same month, last ptember,'7.4 a]rcent bf all h6ur in iiaufactring
(the only industry for which this information is available) were overtime hours,
pid for at' premium rates. The industry could have employed,' at regular hours,
all of its workers and all of its unemployed-and still have had to get over 2 per-
cent of its work done on overtime pay. Labor Secretary Wlrtz was quoted as
saying, "I think we have got to start asking whether things are working right
if 7 percent of our work Is being done oh an overtime basis, when We have got
5 to 6 percent unemployment." "

There may be several reasons why a company prefers to keep its workers
overtime and pay them a 50-percent premium. But since managers as a rule
try to keep costs down and do not without good cause pay rates which are
50 percent higher than necessary, we may assume that there were not enough
competent workers available for, hire. In other words, what was In short
supply was not work to be performed or job openings, but competentt workers
whose output was at least the equivalent of a regular hourly wage. Com-
panies apparently found that some of their workers were worth 150 percent
of the established wage rate, while some of those looking for jobs -v re not
even worth the regular rate.

As stated, this may be an oversimplification and, unfortunately, there
are no statistics available on the number of available job openings. By and
large, however, this probably described the situation correctly.

Many facts appear in emiploytentl . statitics, which ought. to give us cause
to ponder. Why are 5 percent of all workers.able to locate and hold several
jobs simultaneously while an equal number can't find even one? Why is the
unemployment rate as low as 2.6 percent among heads of households living with
their families but averages between 5.2 and 11 percent among the various
other classifications which consist of persons not responsible for the support
of a family? Why is the unemployment rate at 2.1 percent (equal to 1
In 48) among men 85 to 44 years old, 7.2 percent among men 20 to 24, 4.8
percent among women 35 to 44 and 9.6 percent among women 20 to 24 years
old? Do such discrepancies suggest merely a lack of job openings or a more
serious imbalance? Should an unemployment rate of 8.5 percent among white
men and 8.5 percent among nonwhite men be wholly attributed to discrimi-
nation in hiring or are other factors partly responsible?

Many of the men and women who report themselves to be unemployed in
the monthly labor force surveys are not hired either because they lack the
necessary qualifications or because they do not have a productive capacity
which is at least equal to the established wage rate. They form the "hard
core" of the unemployed.

This suggests that (a) many persons lack the training to fill available open-
ngs, and that (b) wage rates have risen to a level which exceeds the value
of the work output of a growing number of low-skilled or unskilled persons.
If so, the cause of' high unemployment is not inadequate demand and it
Is unlikely to be cured by tax relle; and a faster growth of GNP.

tl"ewC Te t. ot 21, 1968.
w treet Journal, Feb. 5, 19868.
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In a recent study, Lowell f. Gallaiway, Chief of the Analytical Studies Sec
tion of the Social Security Administraftion, ponelpded that:

"The pos4-957' experience In the United States represents a classic case
of 0ag-push inflation with its attendant unemployment effects. And, 6f course,
aleviatonof this unemployment through a deliberate stimulation of aggre-
ate detiand (such as the propoed taxreduction) nMrely alters the situation to

,one of "qualified" wage-push Inflation.""
SUnemployment is heaviest among persons with inadequate occupational

training after school aind little or no experience, and among the unskilled.
About 1 in 7 teenagers, 16 to 19 years old, in the lab6r force, is listed as jobless.
Unemployment is three times as frequent among teenagers as among adults. It
is nltefesting to note that "In Great Britain, the unemployment rate for young
people (aged 15 to 19) has generally been lower than for any other groip, having
seldom gone much over 1 percent in the postwar period * * ," according to a
report of our Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Even considering a difference in statistical methods, this contrasts sharply
'with an unemployment rate of 14.7 percent for boys, 15.8 percent for girls, 16
to 19 years old in 'the United States $n September 1963. Part of the explana-
tloni'may be found in a comparison of the British aid the American school
systes, curricuilutms, occupational training, and attitudes. But a major reason
probably is that in Great Britain young people must first serve an apprentice-
ship of several years at merely nominal wages (virtually pocket money) until
their work output justifies paying them a regular wage. Many of our teenagers
are not hired because they are not worth the wage rate which they would have
to be paid.

The unemployment rate among married men, with the wife present in'the
household, was only 2.3 percent (equal to 1 in 43) in September 1963 Which
is the lowest rate since early 1957. Since the incidence of "unemployment de-
cllnes conversely with the level of skill, we may assume that it was even lower
among skilled workers. Unemployment rates of both sexes and all ages were,
in September 1963:

_ _ Percent
Managers, officials, and proprietors-_ .................... 176
Professional and technical workers--......------. --..--..---- .... 1.8
Craftsmen and foremen ..-------.... --------------. ------ 2.8
Sales workers ------------------------------------------- 4.0
Clerical workers-.-- -- ----------- -------------------- 4.2
Operatives - -------------------------------- ----- - 6.2
Nonfarm laborers------------- ---------------------- 9.0

1 "Monthly Report on the Labor Force," Sejitember 1965.
In an anaysis of trends during the 1950's, Vased partly on unpublished statis-

tics, which was presented on September 20, 1963, to the Senate Subcommittee
on Employment and Manpower, Prof. Charles G. Klllingworth, of Michigan
State University found: "Clearly, unemployment at the bottom of the educa-
tional scale Was relatively unresponsive to general increases in the demand
for labor while there was very strong responsiveness at the top of the educa.
tional scale."

Mr. Killingworth's conclusion was: "the lagging growth rate is only a part
of the problem, and it may not be the most important part. I think that it is
extremely unlikely that the proposed tax cut, desirable though it is as part of
a program, will prove to be sufficient to reduce unemployment to the 4-percent
level."

One reason often advanced for the concentration of unemployment, and par-
ticularly of long-range unemployment, among persons of low skill and little
education is technological progress which has upg-aded occupational require-
ments and wiped out hundreds of thousands of common laboring and other
simple jobs. This, it seems to me, is not an adequate explanation.
SIn a free market the price of scarce goods will rise faster than the price of
goods which are in surplus. But studies of wage trends have shown that
occupational differentials have been narrowing and that the pay rates of
skilled workers have been climbing more slowly than those of unskilled

" Lowell 1. Galaway, "Labor Mobility, Resource Allocation, and Structural Unemploy-
ment," the American Econoponi Review September 1963.

" joseph S. Zelel "Comparison of Btish and U.S. Unemployment Rates," Monthly
labor Review, May 1962.
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workers., 1This was denlontratedin an analysis by Patl ., Keat of IBM, " Long-
tri' Chanege inOceunjational WAke Stretdie 1006. : 0 ." : . ,

The "Ecohointl Almanac" for 106 (p. 60) showed that the earnings o' mepP,
bers of skilled occupations as a percentage of earnings in unskilled occupations
dropped from 205 to 138 over a 50-year period. . , . : . : :

This suggests that the wages of less skilled and unskilled iworkera were/not
set in a free market, but by nonmarket factors--largely union pressure wit

mlovernment support--which boosted, contractual or legal minimum .wages to
a level that exceeded the productivity of many. A large number of unskilled
jobs were not wiped out by automation nor by too slow an economic growth
rate but by wage rates which left an employer only the choice between! hiring
a worker at a loss or not hiring him. With the steady rise in legal and con,
tractual minimum wages we may expect the unemployment; rate to ,continue
its long-range upward climb.' A tax ut and even rapid economic growth are
likely to be of only limited benefit to unskilled workers. . .. .

The outlook is truly grave in the light of recent trends. . During the past 7
years the civilian labor force increased by 5.6 million persons, of whom.,pp~y
37 percent located in private employment, more than twofifths were added to
Government payrolls, and almost one-fourth swelled the ranks of the jobless,
as table VII shows:

TABLE VII.-Increase in the lvllan labor or oe between 1956 and 196S
,(September, seasonally adjusted) .

Number Percent

crease in private employment ....................................... 2,000
Increase n goernmental employment..................................... 2, 4
Increase in unemployment .......................................... ...... 1, 23.8000 22

Increase in the civilian labor force................................. 6006,000 100

Sourmtie"Eeonomic Indicatore," October 1963, and 1962 supplement.

In the next 7 years the civilian labor force is estimated to expand by about
10 million, or twice as much as In the past 7 years. How will those millions of
new entrants find jobs while the present imbalance between productivity and
wage rates continues?

It has occasionally been suggested to cure unemployment (and accelerate
economic growth) by sharply boosting wage rates and particularly'minimum
wages. This is like telling a merchant that he ought to double the price of
goods which he has been unable to sell. Instead of not selling them at
$1 he will then not sell them at $2. Are workers who cannot find a job at
$1.50 likely to improve- their chances by having their wage rate lifted to
$2 or $2.50? This will push up prices and make more people "unemployable."
If raising wages were an effective method to stimulate rapid economic growth
and employment, why don't we double them? Why don't some of the under,
developed nations-where wages are truly low-lift themselves by their boot-
straps by boosting wage rates?

To raise wages, in .our present situation, to a substantially higher level
would augment the purchasing power of workers able to keep their jobs and
add to their effective consumer demand. But it would also make the com-
petitive standing and profit picture of our industries more difficult, tend to
channel orders and capital flow abroad, and further restrict the range of
jobseekers with a reasonable chance to be hired at prevailing wage rates.
It could turn out to be the most effective method of widening the ranks
of the involuntarily idle.

Sonie regard it as a mere coincidence that in the United States, where
workers enjoy by far the highest wages in the world, the incidence of
unemployment also is much higher than in other industrial countries. The
Council of Economic Advisers remarked in the "Economic Report of the Presi-
dent," January 1962, that "the post-Korean years were marked by the
cohlcidence of relatively large wage increases with declines in industry employ-
tnmnt." [Emphasis supplied.].

2 The Journal of Political Economy, December 1960.
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- Further analyAls could produce more cases of such "coincidence." It Is likely
that there is a causal relationship between wages that rise faster than produe-
tivity and an economy which is unable to.employ all workers who are available at
those'rate -

Senator Paul Douglas once explained this relationship:: . .
"As has been stated, the curve of. the diminishing increments attributable

to labor seems to be so elastic that':if wages are pushed up above marginal
productivity, there is a tendency for. the.employed workers to be laid off
at, arbi Mately1 three titnde.the rate at twhich,wage^ ;aya lppreed. , jtbor
iiide the'captalistic system,:therefore, tends-in the-long run to lose appreciably

in6or through diminished employment when it raises its wages above marginal
productivity than it gains from the higher rate per hour enjoyed by those
who are employed. The converse of this Is that when wages are thus above the
margin, a reduction in the wage rate will help labor as a whole and increase
the total amount paid out in wages by causing appreciably larger increases
In the numbers employed and hence a decrease in the volume of unemploy-
ment.**

An effective way to accelerate economic growth and combat unemployment
would be not to raise wages in keeping with (or more than) advances in produc-
tivity but to keep wages stable and let prices fall. This would improve our
international competitive standing and boost the purchasing power of persons
whose income does not rise at the same rate as wages established by collective
bargaining or minimum wages set by legislation.

American practice in the postwar period has favored continuous rounds of
wage boosts.. The 1962 "Economic Report" recorded the average annual in-
crease In output per man-hour in private nonagricultural industries during the
postwar period (1947-61) at 2.9 percent, the corresponding boosts in hourly
compensation at 5.1 percent; Much of the steeper increase in wage rates was,
of course, expressed in and consumed by the resulting price rises. But part of
it benefited some of the workers--those who were able to hold on to their
jobs.

Another part of the wage increases came out of profits. Under the pres-
sure of growing competition from home and abroad and under Government in-
fluence, companies were reluctant to raise prices and absorbed part of the
higher costs.' This explains the oft-mentioned fact that prices have been rising
at a slow rate, approximately 1.5 percent per annum, for the past 10 years.
In fact wholesale prices have remained perfectly stable for the past 5 years.
This found its expressi6n in a shrinkage of profits. Corporate net profits de-
clined as a percentage of sales from 5.8 percent in 1950 to 3.7 percent in 1966,
and have ranged from 2.8 to 3 percent in the past 3 years. As a percentage of
national income they averaged:

Percent of national income
1948-2--...--.--------....--- -----...--.-- 7.7
1953-67----- --- ------ _----------. 6. 8
1958-62.-- ----.......--- ---...----- - 5.4
19063 (first half) ---.. ------------ ------------------- 65.5

The profit squeeze made companies increasingly cost conscious. In an
attempt to economize they kept hiring at a minimum and became more selective
In regard to skills and qualifications of new workers. This is not likely to be
changed until the wage-price structure and lower corporate tax rates enable
companies again to earn adequate profits.

It may be well at this point to recall a pertinet statement by John Maynard
Keynes:

'"Unemployment, I must repeat, exists because employers have been deprived
of profit. The loss of profit may be due to all sorts of causes. But, short of
going over to communism there is no possible means of curing unemployment
except by restoring to employers a proper margin of profit" "
summary

The proposed cuts in personal income tax rates will be of material help.to
most taxpayers and spur the economy. They will ease some near-confiscatory
rates to lower, if still exorbitant, levels, and effectively reduce the liability of
persons in low-income brackets. But a tax cut which makes our tax structure

SPaul Douglas, "Controlling Depression," Chicago, Norton,' 1035 p. 221.
4 John Maynard Keynes, "Essays In Persuasion," New York, Harcourt, Brace & Co,

1932, p. 275.
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more pr1ogeasive by allocatig the' relatively greatest benefits at the lower end
of the 'sale 'and gives little relle from the corporate income tax,; ia not
likely' to provide ihahxium stinitilatio to economlo, growth- It may'i lea ,to
an increase in the number of jobs, but I doubt that tar reduction can make
a major impact on our piresent'type of unemployment which is caused by an
imbalance between the type of available job openings, certain traits of part of
the labor force, prevailing wage rates and profits- : f .' :i t, . .. ,

The rate of economic growth cold be more effectively stepped up byfgiving
greater relief ;tothe sectWb Whith have'lagged behinditherest.of, the~qeotpin
particularly behind ipivate- consumption and Government, spending, namely
business profits, and capital formhtiln,"and by increasing incentives for effort
and enterprise. Government should not hold a majority Interest in anybody's
income, and the top rate of the personal income tax should not exceed 50 per-
cent. The medium bracket rates would not be given sufficient relief under the
provisions of H.R. 8363. I believe that they ought to be lowered by at least
one-fourth from their present levels. The corporate tax rate should be grdu-
ally cut to about 40 percent, and depreciation allowances further liberalied

U. SHOULD BATE CUTS BE LINKED WITH TAX BREFOBM

In the lively tax debates of recent years the term "tax reform" has acquired
a specific and somewhat restricted meaning: a broadening of the ~ax 'base
through a reduction of exch;sions, exemptions, deductions or credits. The prin-
ciple of that type of tax reformm is almost noncontroversial: everybody agrees
that a broad tax base with low rates is preferable to a narrow base with high
rates. But there is probably no more controversial subject in the tax field, than
the question which of the'various provisions 'fireing certain*- tyes of-'1inme
from the tax ought to be narrowed or eliminated. As a result, very few of the
much-talked-about reforms have ever come close to enactment,

The most frequently heard assertion In this debate which reached its climax
in the second half of the 1950's was that Congress by intent or oversight
had permitted hundreds of loopholes to slip into our tax laws. Those escape
hatches, it was said, enable the rich to avoid much or most of their tax
liability while low-income persons, particularly wage earners who have their
income taxes withheld, are subject to the full Impact of the nominal rates
of the law. One tax expert told the House Ways and Means Committee, in
1959, that "our tax law is riddled by the benefits that are given to the wealthy,
and for the most part the benefits that are given to the average man are
negligible." " That charge has a strong emotional appeal, but is contrary to
the facts.

It Is true that the personal Income tax reaches less thin half of all income.
The percentage of personal income which appears as "taxable" on Federal
income tax returns equalled only 43 percent. in 1960, up from 37 percent in
1950, and 31 percent in 1945. Available statistics do not permit us to com-
;pare .personal income with taxableq income by income brackets. But
we can relate adjusted gross Income to taxable income. Such a comparison,
as shown in table VIII, reveals a. setply, progressive scale:. 26 percent of
the income of persons making less than $3,000 Is taxable; then the percentage
rises sharply, equals 58 percent in the $7,000 to $10,000 bracket, and reaches
80 percent between $25,000 and $100,000 income. At $100,000 and over it
equals 78 percent.

TABLE VIII.-Taxable income as a percentage of adjusted gross income, 1960

Income class, AOI '. Percent
All ------------ ----- --------- 54
Under $3,000--- ---... . ---------..---------------- 28
$3,000 to $5,000-----..--.--------------------.. 42
$5,000 to $7,000----- -------------------------------- 49
$7,000 to $10,000-------- .------ ---------------------. 58
$10,000 to $15,000- ----------------------- --------- - 67
$15,000 to $25,000 --- ------..----------------------- 74
$25,000 to $100,000--------------------------- 80
$100,000 and over---------------------- . ------- 178

Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, "Statistics of Income * * *
1960; Individual Income Tax Returns for 1960, 1962."

S"Tax Revision Compendium," papers submitted to the Committee on Ways and Means,
H.R. 1959, vol. 1, p. 538.
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,,A comparison, by, bratketos,;between; pereonal income acq rding ,to c cepts
of the Department of Commerce, and taxable .ncome according to.tax.returns,
would, if.t were statistically possible, undoubtedly reveal en even steeper pro:
gression than appears :in table VIII." ,The f(ct is that -most of the Income
in the higher brackets is subject ,tW the Federal Income .tax and much or
most of the income in the low brackets is no- t, .

Most of the $228 billion personal income not subject to Federal taxation-,
the difference' between "personal income and taxable income-accrued to the
benefit of persons in the: lower brackets, as is .evident from table IX,

TABLn IX.-Toable anS i ontaxaoble peraonai.ncome In 1960
-- ~ ------ -- -- .L ----

" ' ' lion Pir.ni '

i'r able income,... .......... ..... .......... ..... ..... .. .. ..... 4173 4
No taxable income. .. ......................... ...........................

All personal inome......... ...... .. .4.. ..... .. ......... ...... 401 1
Nontaxable Income .................. ............. ........................ 28 10

Soda welfare payments........... ............ ....................... .......
Exempt labor Income (employee welfare plan, etc.)........................ 1 -.........
Computed rent on owner occupied homes................................. 7 ..........
Other imputed (nonreccived) income ..................................... 11...
t come a I.................... ............ . ............. ....... 4.. ...........
Exempt military pay..-.--..-....--.. ..-.-..--.... .- ..-..... --.........
P rty tMoe n lo nonprofit. ornitia.ons ......-...-.......... ...... 2 ....
Other ............................ ........................................ 5 --- -------

Total.................. .......... .. ........... ............ ............. 70 ...........

Itenm which ar taxable, although not Inrome:
Capital gani.................................. ........... .... 6 ........
Contribution to social Insunnre ......---...... . ... ....-..--. 9 ............
Othlr................................. ....... ... ......... 3 .3........

Total.: ................................................................ -1s -
Trand total ....................................................... 5 -8

Personal po................................................... 98 4
Itemized deductins.... ... .. ............. ........................ 33 14
Standard deductions... ............ ... ....... ............ ....... .... 12 5
Nonreported Income.................. ........... ........................ 33 14

Source: Computed from: "The Tax Base for Individual Inomes," Survey of Current Business, May
1963, and IRS' Statislics ol Income, 1960."

Personal exemptions, social welfare payments, standard deductions and
imputed income account for close to three-fourths of the difference between
personal income and taxable income. Unreported income is estimated at $33
billion (of which more than $5 billion may be disclosed in the audit process)
and itemized deductions amounted to $33 billion. Itemized deductions have
figured prominently in the debate as a means of escape from income taxes for
wealthy persons. However, table X shows that deductions were relatively
larger in the low brackets.

2* Most of the items which are counted as personal income by the Department of Com-
merce, but not Included in adjusted gross income, acrue to low-income persons; e.g.,
social security, public assistance, unemployment compensation payments, income-in-kind,
Imputed income etc. Capital gains, on the other hand, are included at 50 percent nl
adsted gross income but not regarded as personal income and are wholly excluded by
the Department of Commerce; see table IX.
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TABLE 'X.--Itemtzed deductionfs claImed on 1960 personal ,tcwOme f ta returns
as a percentage of adjusted grost income (AOl) . , . ,1

Income class, AGI: Percenf
All ------------------------ ----.---. 18.7
Under $3,000 ---- -------- --- ------- 24.1.
$3,000 to $5,000 .------------- --- - --- ------- 21.7
$5,000 to $7,000-.--- ------ ------- -------- 204.
$7,000 to $10,000------------------------------- 18.9
$10,000 to $15,000--------------------------------------------- 17 4
$15,000 to $25,000 ---.........-------------- 15.9
$25,000 to $100,000 ----- ---------------------- 15.0
$100,000 and over----------------------------------.... 20.4

Source: U.S. Treasury Department, Internal Revenue Service, "Statistcs of Income,
1960; Individual Income Tax Returns for 1960." 1962.

It is, of course, true that much adjusted gross income in the top brackets
is not taxed at the nominal rates of the personal income tax. I It were, our
economy would have fallen into stagnation lohg ago. Capital gains ate the
major reason for the difference between nominal and actual tax rates at high
income levels and account for close to two-thirds of total realized income Ih
the top brackets. An attempt to tax capital gains at regular rates would
sharply restrict capital mobility, freeze Investments with unrealized gains, and
might result in less revenue.

Most of the demands to close the loopholes have Ignored the big nontaxable
items of personal income and focused attention on relatively small items. Had
the proposals been enacted they would have broadened the tax base by little
and not added significant sums to revenue. But those revisions would have
made the income tax more progressive. To redistribute income more dras-
tically, rather than to broaden the tax base, seems to have been the putpose.of
the "close the loopholes" drive.

The late Senator Robert S. Kerr wrote in an article in Look magazine,
March 13, 1962:

"One of our most persistent national myths is that U.S. tax laws include
provisions that favor small groups of people and permit them to escape paying
their fair share of taxes. The statement is frequently made--by some profes-
sors, editors, economists, authors, radio and TV commentators, and even a few
politicians-that if Congress would close loopholes, substantial reduction fn in-
come taxes could be made. After serving on the Finance Committee Of the
U.S. Senate for over 12 years, I have come to the conclusions that the word
'loophole' is loosely used to apply to some provision of the Internal Revenue
Code that some industry, group of persons or individual does not like, regardless
of its merits."

Little revenue would be added by eliminating the most frequently mentioned
loopholes. Several years ago, I concluded that "substantial reductions in tax
rates through the closing of loopholes is not a hope but a mirage." "

Simplification of our tax laws is, of course, highly desirable. But it is
unlikely to happen as long as taxes are as heavy as they now are. Theoreti-
cally, we could repeal all exclusions, exemptions, deductions, credits, and other
differentials and collect as much revenue from a comprehensive income tax
with a flat rate of 10 percent as we do now with rates ranging from 20 to 91
percent. But this is politically impossible.

That a tax statute as intricate as our Internal Revenue Code contains some
inequities Is virtually inevitable. As they are found and recognized as flaws
they should be corrected. This is why tax reform must be a continuous
process rather than a one-shot proposition.

The President recommended certain revisions in his 1961 tax message anhd
announced that he would place a comprehensive tax reform program before
the succeeding session of Congress.

Most of the changes which the President recommended in his 1963 tax
message were not of a major character except the plan to place a 5-percent floor
under itemized deductions. This would have sharply curtailed the use of de-
ductions and adversely affected donations to many worthy causes. When 103
and 104 witnesses testified against it, the House Ways and Means Committee
quickly killed the proposal.

" Roger A. Freeman, "Taxes for the Schools." Washington, the Institute for SocialScience Research, 1960, p. 6..
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The Prebident subsequently explained why he refrained from advocating
more extensive tax. reform at this time. He felt that the, cut in tax rates--
which he called the most important domestic economic legislation in 15 years-
should not be jeopardized or delayed by injecting highly controversial issues
which faced a doubtful reception by Congress. Several major organizations, of
labor and of management, also have sugegsted that pending desired structural
changes were of secondary importance (and some of questionable merit), and
should not be permitted to interfere with prompt.action on rate reductions.

A substantial majority of those who have participated in this debate
expressed their belief that the most urgently needed tax reform is a lowering
of our exorbitant income tax rates and that other desired changes should
wait their turn. I agree with this proposition. While there are many-.pro-
visions in the Internal Revenue Code which ought to be thoroughly scrutinized
and amended, I can see no reason why this should be tied in with rate reduc-
tion. A structural revision which cannot find approval on its own merits
without a "sweetener," may not necessarily be an improvement. I question
whether it Is good procedure to gain through simultaneous rate cuts the
consent of a majority for the placing of heavier taxes on a vote-weak minority.

H.R. 8363 contains several structural changes with relatively small revenue
consequences. Some of them, and I mention particularly the sick pay exclu-
sion, casualty. loss deduction, and moving expenses, are desirable.

Fopr changes In H.R. 8363 are movie, substantial. The elimination of gaso.
line, alcohol, tobacco, and certain other minor State and local .taxes as deduc-
tible items serves to broaden the tax base. It also makes it somewhat
harder for States and localities to finance their own highway construction
and other activities, and establishes a questionable precedent.

To reduce from 50 to 40 the percentage of capital gains on items held more
than 2 years which are includible in income is a desirable change. A reduc-
tion to 30 percent, as proposed by the President, would have been
even better.

Is it good public policy to free 1.5 million taxpayers from all tax liability
by the establishment of a minimum standard deduction? What effect will
that have on their interest in the fiscal operations of the Government and on
their attitude toward expansion of benefits in whose financing they do not
share?
. Tie purpse of permitting deductions from adjusted gross income Is to give

due consideration to relatively heavier burdens or to recognize donations to
worthy causes. A modest "standard" deduction is justified for administrative
convenience. But to expand that privilege, regardless of burdens actually
borne, opens a loophole and narrows the tax base for 'no legitimate reason.

To repeal the dividend credit would prove detrimental to economic growth.
The credit was established In 1951 to encourage equity investment and to
give at least a token recognition to the fact that not all of the corporate
profits tax is shifted to consumers, and that some part of it is borne by
stockholders and taxed twice. The credit ought to be raised to 10 percent. The
Treasury's argument in favor of repeal " can be reduced to the aim of making
the tax structure more steeply progressive.
Summary

The most urgently needed tax reform is a reduction of personal and cor-
porate Income tax rates. Other tax revisions should be acted upon In due course
and separately.

Some of the structural changes in H.R. 8363 are desirable improvements.
I believe, however, that the creation of a miniinum standard deduction aud
repeal of the dividend credit are detrimental and ought to be eliminated from
the bill.

III. SHOULD A TAX CUT BE ACCOMPANIED BY RESTRAINTS ON SPENDING .

The House debate on H.R. 8363 turned almost exclusively on whether Con-
gress was justified in cutting taxes at a time of rising expenditures and
big deficits. There was, to be sure, concern over some of the substantive
provisions of the bill, but lack of opportunity to amend it under the closed
rule focused most attention on the merits of an action which, at least initially,
would substantially increase the size of budgetary deficits and of the national
debt. This fairly reflected the uneasy feeling among broad sections of the

* "Preeldent's 1963 Tax Message," hearings, op. iet., pp. 246 ff.
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Ameridani public which wad well- summed up in .the .New. York Times of
September 22, 1963, by John D. Morris:::

"Despite the heaviest tax burden in history, the average voter today
seems to be less interested In getting some relief from it; than in balancing
the Federal budget." . - ' : . -

The results of several Gallup polls were confirmed by dozens of polls which
Members of Congress conducted in their. own constituencies: About.three-fourths
of the Aiderican , people are opposed to a tax cut which. would boost the
deficit and. the national debt. They may be less sophisticated than some of
our governmental economists but are -reluctant to believe that we can create
lasting -prosperity by spending beyond income and. providing the necessary
money by printing it. .

Do budgetary deficits create lasting prosperity?
A contracyclical policy of "leaning against the wind," and of balancing the

budget not annually but over the business cycle, has become widely accepted,
not only by economists but, as several polls have shown, also among the
general public. But what is proposed here is something much more ambitious--
to raise through planned sizable deficits the prevailing rate of economic
growth.

The American economy is not. now. l.na recession and has not been in one
for some time. It is on the whole prosperous and gives, no indication of an
imminent or impending downturn. GNP is continuing to expand at least at
its long-range historical rate.

Of course, everybody would be happy if national income grew more rapidly.
Would a planned budget deficit in the next 2 fiscal years produce a lasting
increase in the rate of economic progress and lead to rising Government reve-
nues and balanced budgets several years hence, as the President promised? Or
shall we be told 2 or 5 years hence that the rate of growth still is not high
enough, or the rate of unemployment not low enough, to permit our budget-
makers to keep expenditures within revenues?

The President warned the Business Committee for Tax Reduction last
September: "If this program isn't successful, then other means must be sug-
gested." He and his advisers have left no doubt but that they regard a tax
cut as an alternative to sharply Increased Government, spending. The private
economy is. to be given a chance to grow more rapidly with a reduced tax
burden, before enlarged spending is resorted to.

The President and his economic advisers maintain that a restraint on spend-
ing would nullify the beneficial effect of the tax cut. The latter would boost
aggregate demand but lower spending would reduce it The assumption behind
this belief is that the drag on the economy is not caused by our lopsided and
excessive tax structure but by the fact that budgetary deficits have not been big
enough. This was clearly indicated by John P. Lewis, a member of the Council
of Economic Advisers, who told his audience at Notre Dame University on
September 11, 1963, that taxes "had gotten too high relative to Government
expenditures."

A statement supporting the administration's proposals, signed by about 400
economists, suggested that the economy might be spurred to faster growth
"by reducing tax revenues, by increasing Government expenditures, or by some
combination of the two." "

The proposition that what this country needs is bigger deficits now, if it is to
have balanced budgets later on, suggests, as George J. Stigler of the University
of Chicago remarked, that "the way to avoid a huge deficit is to seek a large
one."

The theory that large budget deficits raise the rate of economic growth or
lift employment to sustained higher levels has never been proven. Federal
outlays in the fiscal years 1933-34 through 1938-39 were twice as large as in
the preceding 6 years with virtually all of the additional funds deficit financed.
But unemployment declined only from an average of 12.4 to 9.9 million, which
still left one of every six workers unemployed. The Federal deficits of the mid-
1930's were, in relation to the size of the economy, equivalent to a present
annual deficit of $20 to $25 billion. If a red balance of that magnitude for
several successive years does not bring back full employment and prosperity,
how big an annual deficit would we need, and for how long, to have the desired
Impact?

* Congresesonal Record, Sept. 30, 1963, p. A6118.
I
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Federal cash transactions in the dozen years 1946 through 1957 yielded an
aggregate surplus of $11 billion, and the unemployment rate averaged 4.2 per-
cent. In the succeeding 5 years, from 1958 through 1962, the Federal Gov-
ernment ran a net cash deficit of $24 billion, and unemployment averaged 6
percent. The President proposed in January 1963 an aggregate cash deficit
-of $18.6 billion for the fiscal years 1963 and 1964i but this is unlikely to reduce
unemployment to the level that prevailed prior to 1957."

Last February, George Terborgh, research director of the Machinery and
Allied Products Institute, presented to the Joint Economic Committee a quar.
terly analysis of Government deficits and economic growth rates in the post-
war period." It showed a slightly positive correlation between budget sur-
pluses and rising GNP (+0.89) when related to simultaneous economic data,
and virtual zero correlation (--0.04) with a 6-month lag between budget and
GNP figures.

There has been much comment on a study by Andrew H. Gantt according
to which the United States incurred fewer and smaller budget deficits in the
1950's than Great Britain, France, and Germany." Subsequent research by
Michael E. Levy generally confirmed Gantt's findings but did "not indicate
any systematic relationship between budget deficits and growth" in a com.
prison of the United States and six European countries. The study "does
not support current arguments which imply that larger deficits, or low-saving
budget structures, as such, are bound to result, almost automatically, in ac-
celerated economic growth over the years." " Another comparative analytical
study of the United States and several other countries by Beryl W. Sprlnkel
suggested that economic growth was more likely to be spurred by monetary
expansion than by larger deficits."

It is well known that some of the experts which the U.S. Government dis-
patched to West Germany after World War II advocated enlarged public
spending and deficit financing as means to achieve prosperity but that the
German Government disregarded their advice. In a recent illuminating book,
"Fiscal Policy for Growth Without Inflation: The German Experiment,"
Frederick G. Reuss demonstrated how the German Government's conservative
budget policy was followed by spectacular economic growth." The proof is
yet lacking whether a deficit policy improves a country's economy or whether
it only helps temporarily to cover up an underlying imbalance or deficiency.

Does public spending reduce unemployment? The example of public works
It may well be said that such historical comparisons and analyses are inter-

-esting enough but cannot disprove an obvious fact: government can, by spending
substantial sums which were not collected by taxation but created through the
central banking system, place large numbers of jobless workers on its payroll
or have them employed by .giving contracts to private industry. The most
frequently cited example.of putting idle men to work is public works expansion.

.An enlarged public works program was approved in 1962, and additional
authorizations are now under consideration in the House Public Works
Committee.

It has been estimated that $1' billion in new public funds could put 100,000
additional men to work on construction. u  Would this be a net addition to
employment or could the award of 1 billion in Government contracts have an
.adverse effect on prices, private demand, and other employment?

Construction prices have been rising much faster than other prices for as

P According to more recent estimates the deficit may actually be somewhat smaller; but
this is immaterial to the basie argument over the growth-creating effect of deficits.

9 "January 1963 Economic Report of the President," hearings before the Joint Ecb-
nomic Committee, 88th Cong., 1st sess., 1963 pt. 2 p, 773 ff.s "Central Governments: Cash Deficits and SurplUses," the Review of Economics and
Statistics, February 1963.

WO Michael E. Levy, "Fiscal Policy, Cycles, and Growth," National Industrial Conferente
Board. 1963, pp. 51, 56.

0 "Relative Economle Growth Rates and Fiscal Monetary Policies," the Journal of
Political Economy. April 1903.

" The Johns Hopkins Press. Reuss also showed what happened when the GermAn
Government abandoned the steeply progressive tax structure which the Allied Contiol

.Council had imposed In 1946, and sharply reduced.progression in the income tax while
Increasingly relying on consumption taxes: the economy boomed and Government revenues
increased. ;

* This does not consider the so-called secondary (offsite) employment, nor the fact that
much of the need would be for skilled workers and technicians rather than for semiskilled
'workers and laborers who constitute the bulk of the hard-core unemployment.
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far as our statistics go back (to 1915). Taking 1915 as 100, prices and
wages stood in mid-1963 as follows:

Wholesale prices ---------- ---- ,-----, ---. -
Consumer prices--- -------- --------------------------- 2
Construction prices. --------------------------- -----------
Building materials -------- - r-- -------- 48
Building trade union hourly wages---.--.-. ------------------- - 856

Sources: Construction Review, September 1968 and S8tatistical Supplement. U.S. De-
partment of Labor Union Wages and Hours Building Trades, 1962. BEnomic Indicators,
October 1963. U.S. Bureau of the Census, Historical Statise o6f fthe United States, 960,

Construction wages and prices continued to rise more rapidly than other
wages and prices right through the period of heavy, unemployment since
1957. The offering of huge Government construction awards would have an
impact on wage negotiations, lead to steeper boosts in contract renewals and
result in still higher construction prices.

A one-family house now costs 5.4 times as much as an equivalent house
would have cost 50 years ago, while other prices, wholesale or retail, multi-
plied only 2.6 or 3 times respectively. Obviously, many more houses could
be sold if construction prices had risen only in proportion to other prices and
if a modest residence would now cost $8,000 instead of $15,000. Large num-
bers of low-income earners have been driven out of the housing market and
remain in substandard dwellings.

In other words, a large public works program, while directly employing
additional workers, would tend to push prices up even faster and to eliminate
more marginal would-be buyers from the housing market. It would depress
private demand and, in the end, might lead to less aggregate employment in
construction.

Do budgetary dcflcfts lead to Inflation?
The widespread aversion to governmental deficit spending is related to one

common fear: that it would lead to inflation. Few can forget that the dollar
lost half its value between the mid-1930's and the early 1950's..

Opponents to spending restraint reply that prices have been rising very
slowly over the past 10 years in spite of sizable deficits. Consumer prices
increased an average of only 1.5 percent per annum and wholesale prices have
remained stable for the past 5 years. This does not suggest an automatic
or inevitable correlation between deficits and prices. Moreover, we are told,
there is no likelihood of inflation as long as we have sizable unemployment
and unused productive capacity.

But unemployment, though substantial, is not uniform across the board. It
Is concentrated at lower levels of skill. Added demand may not provide many
new jobs for laborers or miners but would strengthen the bargaining power
of employed workers and also lead to more overtime and more moonlighting.

The upward trend in wages continued through the period of heavy unem-
ployment. Prices rose only moderately because companies managed to cut
costs; i.e., did less hiring and narrowed profits, which in turn affected in-
vestment.

If deficit financing were an effective method to accelerate economic growth
and reduce unemployment, few countries would have a serious problem. All
their governments would need to do is to run the prining press and spend
more than they take in. In fact, several dozens of countries in Asia, Europe,
and Latin America, In various stages of economic development, have done ex-
actly that time and again over the past 1,000 years; almost always with catas-
trophic results.

Such comparisons, we are told, are irrelevant because we are not faced with
runaway inflation. A moderate and gradual expansion of public demand is not
likely to boost annual price rises by much more than the 1.5 percent per annum
which we have experienced for the past 10 years. This is a small price to pay
for accelerated growth.

But a continued upward trend in prices of 1.5 percent per annum is not
Quite as harmless as it may appear. It means an increase of 50 percent in 27
years.. It may cause mortgage money to cost 6 percent per annum instead
of 4.5 percent. So the interest cost of buying a home, a large share of the
total cost, will be one-third higher. It keeps the interest cost of Federal, State,
local, and corporate bonds high because lenders will try to protect themselves
against loss of principal value. It shrinks the purchasing power of millions of

24-582----pt. 8--29 /
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persons whose income does not rise with the Consumer Price Index or the next
contract renewal.

Last not least: the deficits we have experienced in recent years have not
brought rapid economic growth or full employment. Has this caused the ad.
vocates of deficit spending to reexamine their premise? Quite the contrary;
they now assert that deficits have not been big' enough and ought to be en.
larged. If larger deficits do not end high unemployment there will be clamor
for still bigger ones.

Deficit financing is like taking narcotics; it Is habit forming. To produce a
pleasant sensation, the doses must be steadily increased and the patient becomes
wholly dependent on them. If a $5 billion deficit won't bring full employment
and 5 percent annual growth In GNP, why not try $10 or $20 billion? The
President has already indicated that if the present program, which would mean
an initial deficit close'to $10 billion, is not successful, other means would have
to be found. Those other means, it is implied, are enlarged Federal ex-
penditures. i
The growth rate of Federal spending-too rapid or too slow?

In view of the public's uneasiness over tax cuts at a time of big deficits, the
President recently announced his intention to keep spending under control. In
a letter to the chairman of the House Ways and Means Committee he declared
that "our long-range goal remains a balanced budget in the balanced full
employment economy" and that "tax reduction must also, therefore, be accom-
panied by the exercise of an even tighter rein on Government expenditures.""
This was written in response to a request in the preamble of H.R. 8363
(sec. 1) :

"Congress by this action, recognizes the importance of taking all reasonable
means to restrain Government spending and urges the President to declare
his accord with this objective."

We may ask: How serious are such general declarations to be taken? What
recommendations have come forth to implement them? How do they harmonize
with the administration's general policy?

The record provides the answer. At his news conference on April 3, 1963, the
President declared that nondefense expenditures ought to rise faster, and
adde' *

"I haL concerned that we are not putting in enough, rather than too much,
because the population of the country is growing 3 million people a year."

Over the past 10 years the country's population has grown 19 percent, while
the Federal Government's non-war-connected expenditures jumped 245 percent."
If an increase of that size within 10 years is held to be 'not putting In enough,"
how much is enough?

The President has sent to the 88th Congress over a hundred new or enlarged
spending proposals which would add $3 billion in the fiscal year 1964 and more
that $17 billion in a 5-year period. He demanded that the proposals be
promptly enacted and did not indicate a willingness to withdraw or postpone
any of them. In fact, the House was advised that the "exercise of an even
tighter rein on Government expenditures" would not affect any of the Presi-
dent's recommendations for new programs."

* Congreaesonal Record, Sept 24, 1963, p. 16987.
" Computed as follows:

Federal cash expenditures 1954 and 1964 (payments to the public)

1964 (pro-
1954 (actual) posed by Increase

(bllons) Pre~r.inft) (percent)
(billions)

Totalexpenditures............................ ... $71.9 $122.5 +
War-connected (national defense, interaonatal flairs,

space ac tivities veterans benefit., Interest on the
national debt) .- ................................--.....- +

Domestic puposes............... ........... ........ 43.3 45.8 +24

Source: The Iludtet of the'U.8. Government, fiscal yar ending lune 30,1064,'p. 4 O.
" Congressional Record, Sept. 24, 103,' p. 16987.
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We may ask: How. are spending; gestraints, to, be implementted, f; they are
not to affect programs which have, not even been enacted, yet? Would not; a
moratorium on new programs be easier,to carry .out than a cutback on estab.-
iished operations? .If the administration intends to put the brakes on expend.
tures, why does it so strenuously object to formalizing restratats? Restraints
of the type suggested in the House amendment to recommit H,R. 863 could
be speedily amended or repealed should circumstances arise which.require and
justify such action.

In his speech at Yale University on June 11, 1968, the Presldent declared
that for the last 15 years the Federal Government has grown less rapidly than
the economy as a whole or any major section of our national life "and very
much less than the noise about big Government."

The official record, however, reveals that between tha fiscal years 1948 and
1963, GNP increased 129 percent, Federal spending 220 percent (table XI).
War-connected outlays expanded 146 percent, while spending for domestic.
purposes jumped 525 percent, which Is more than four times the growth rate
of the GNP.

An analysis of expenditure trends, as summarized in table XI, suggests the'
possibility of a danger far worse than runaway expenditures or inflation '
national security projects may be deferred or rejected in order to make re-
sources available for welfare and other civilian purposes. That would not af
all be a new experience. In a careful study of the postwar record of defense
budgeting, Samuel P. Huntington of the Institute of War and Peace Studies'at
Columbia University wrote that, "the tendency was: (1) To estimate the reve-
nues of the Government or total expenditures possible within the existing debt
limit; (2) to deduct from this figure the estimated cost of domestic programs
and foreign aid; (3) to allocate the remainder to the military.""

TADLE XI.-Fedcral expenditures and gross national product, fiscal years
1948 and 1963

Fiscal year-
_Increase

(percent)1948 1963
(billions) (billions)

Federal cash expenditures (payments to the public)................. $3 & $118 +220
War-connected (national defense, international affairs, space opera-

tions, veterans benefits, Interest on the national debt)............. 29.4 72.2 148
Domestic purposes ................................................... 7.1 44.6 25
Gross national product.................. .............. .. .. 246.6 . 129

Source: The Budget of the U.S. Government, 1962, p. 979; The Budget of the U.S. Government, 194,
p. 4.0; The Budget In Brief, 1964, p. 63.

There seems to be less reluctance than in prior years to recommend a higher
debt ceiling. But recent experience with the abandonment of weapons systems
projects, such as Skybolt, B-70 (later RS-70), Rover, and lately the nuclear
carrier, which were requested by the armed services and declared to be essential
by military experts but canceled by the administration, suggests that the
tendency described by Huntington appears to continue. Priority for Federal
funds is accorded to numerous new or expanded welfare and other domestic
programs which are advanced simultaneously with the cancellation of national
security projects."

Officials of the Department of Defense have recently indicated that defense
spending will level off or even decline in the next few years. But the President
stated in a speech delivered only last week that he desired his many new
domestic spending proposals to be enacted by Congress.

"Samuel P. Huntington, "The Common Defense: Strategic Progrims in national Poll-
tics" New York, Columbia University Press 1901, p. 221.' Worthet details in Warner I.'
Schilling, Paul Y. Hammond, Glenn H. Bnyder "trategy, Polities, and the Defense
Radrets, New York Columbla Univerelty Press, 62.

' See W. Glenn dampbell "Assuring the Primacy of National Security," and Roger A.
Freeman, "Nation Security and Competing Costs" In "National Seurity:' Political,
MIlitary, and Economic Strategies In the Decade Ahead." Center for Strategic Studles,
Georgetown Univerasty, Hoover Institution Publications, New York, Frederick A. Praeger,
1963, pp. 803 ff., 983 i.
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The counter argument, favoring spending for domestic purposes, usually
points at activities which are in the national interest and declared to be In
need of Federal financial assistance. The question is whether many of those
purposes could not be effectively promoted or aided by means other than
Federal appropriations.

For example, education, which is the subject of more than two dozen pro-
grams submitted by the President to the 88th Congress could be more appro-
priately helped by tax concessions-for school taxes, for tuitions and other
educational expenses, for gifts to educational Institutions-than by the enact.
ment of new expenditure programs. Many such proposals are pending.

Since revisions of the revenue laws are under the jurisdiction of your com-
mittee, and since several such amendments to H.R. 8363 have been introduced,
with several more to follow, I am outlining in the fourth and last part of this
statement, how higher education could be helped by tax credits.

SunmmarU
The need to cut the exorbitant income tax rates is urgent and now generally

recognized. But to cut taxes at a time of large budgetary deficits and rising
public spending without tangible steps to apply expenditure restraints may
prove self-defeating. It may produce an initial spurt in the economy and a
slight reduction in unemployment. But a material and sustained rise in
the rate of economic growth and in employment requires that the Government
budget be balanced over the business cycle. Experience has shown that mere
intent to control expenditures is not of itself strong enough to resist the ever-
present pressures. It should be accompanied by tangible evidence and enforce-
able statutory restrictions.

IV. CAN TAX CREDITS HELP HIGHER EDUCATION MORE EFFECTIVELY THAN
GRANTS AND LOANS?

The financial requirements of institutions of higher education (IHL) will
sharply increase in the next few years as the wave of postwar babies starts
to graduate from high schools in 1964 and enrolls in colleges and universities.
Attendance at IHL is expected to increase 50 percent or more during the balance
of the 1060's.

Educational needs and financial prospects
The foremost heed is for an enlarged faculty of high caliber. This calls

for substantial salary increases in order to attract a sufficient number of
qualified men and women and to motivate gifted young people to seek an academic
career. It also requires a substantial expansion in the physical plant.

Some observers believe that the present sources of income for instructional
purposes, mostly State and local government appropriations, student tuitions
and fees, gifts and endowment earnings, will not provide sufficient support
in the years ahead and that revenues ought to be supplemented by Federal
funds. Certainly the number of those who so believe has sharply increased
over the past decade. The issue is controversial but I shall not discuss it further
in this statement.

The fact is that no President of the United States ever has recommended
Federal grants for the general support of IHL, either for operations or for
capital improvements. President Kennedy has proposed construction loans and
a few small grants for specified purposes. But loans to build academic facilities
offer little help to most institutions and to many no help at all.

State constitutional and statutory restrictions prohibit public IHL from in-
curring general obligation debt without the approval of the legislature or the
voters. If such approval is given, States, cities, or institutions can usually sell
securities at lower interest rates than the Federa) Government because of the
exemption feature. Private IHL have shied away from debt financing except
for revenue producing facilities such as student housing or dining halls. Bonds
for academic construction would require principal and interest payments from
general revenues and thus restrict funds available for salaries and operations
in future years. No such bonds have been offered in the market for several
years.

The loans available to private schools under title III of the National Defense
Education Act have remained largely unused and 00 percent of the authoriza-
tion lapses each year for lack of applicants.
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Both Houses amended the President's recommendations in 1962 by Inserting
small construction grant programs. No agreement could be reached between
the two Houses and no bill was enacted.

In 1903 both Houses again passed small construction grant bills. Conflict
over the form of participation of private IHL divides the Senate and the
House versions. This could again end in a deadlock. But even if the dif-
ferences were compromised and subsequent litigation would not becloud the
future of the program, the extent of aid would be small.

IHL expended in 1962 over $8 billion and will by 1970, according td sonie
estimates, need almost twice as much or more. Construction grants of $180
million (Senate version) or $230 million (House version) would equal less than
2 percent of the total budget. Where will the other 98 percent come from if, as
many believe, the existing sources prove inadequate?; The difficulties which the
approval of even the small construction grants have encountered, and'the fact
that final enactment of even that program is not yet assured, suggest that
prospects for a substantial Increase, let alone extension to the area which most
urgently needs greater support; namely, salaries and opeartions, are dim indeed.

Tas relief to aid higher education
It Is for this, among other reasons, that numerous proposals have been intro-

duced to achieve by indirect means what apparently cannot be accomplished
directly. In each Congress, over the past 10 years a growing number of bills
were introduced providing for tax relief to those who now support higher educa-
tion. About 100 such bills were introduced in the 87th Congress, and more than
120 were pending in the 88th Congress as of May 1, with many added since then.
Close to one-fourth of all Members of the Senate have sponsored educational tax-
relief bills.

However, none of those proposals has ever been advanced or come close to
enactment. Upon analysis of the various proposals it seems to me that there is
a good and valid reason why no further action was taken on those bills. They
would not have achieved what they were expected to do and would have pro-
vided the least help where it is needed the most.

The purpose of indirect aid to higher education is:
(1) To augment the financial resources of Institutions;
(2) To aid talented young persons with aspirations for higher education

from families with limited means.
Most of the pending bills meet neither of these objectives. They either permit

the deduction from adjusted gross income of tuitions and fees (and possibly also
some other college expenses) or grant an increase in the number or amount of
personal deductions.

Students and families in low-income brackets would recover 20 percent (or
under the provisions of H.R. 8363, 14 to 17 percent) of their expenses and still
have to bear 80 percent of the cost Families in high-income brackets would
be reimbursed forup to 91 percent (under H.R. 8363 schedules, up to 70 percent)
of their outlays.

Boards of trustees of IHL would be reluctant to boost tuitions substantially If
students from low-income families would have to bear 80 percent or more of the
increase. Those plans would therefore not add substantially to the financial
resources of IHL nor help s'adents from medium- and low-income families
sufficiently.

Educational tax-relief plans which permit deduction of college expenses or
additional exemptions would channel most of the benefits to high-.ncome families,
because of the graduated structure of the personal income tax. Most criticism
of educational tax relief has been directed at this feature and Treasury Secre-
tary Dillon again emphasized it at the hearings of your committee on October 16.
This "concentration at the top" is probably responsible for the lack of action on
most of these proposals. Restrictions have been suggested such as an upper
income limit for eligibility at about $20,000 in 8. 2270 by Senator Goldwater,
and deduction from expenses of 5 percent of adjusted gross income, in an amend-
ment to H.R. 6143 Introduced on October 21, by Senator Keating. Such pro-
visions would prevent large benefits from going to families which do not need them,
but they would not increase aid to low-income students or help the institutions.

This shortcoming would be slightly, but not very materially, remedied by the
use of a tax credit of 80 percent of college expenses, as was proposed by the
American Council on Education and several other organizations in the years 1954
through 1956, and as incorporated in S. 800 by Senator McCarthy.

A 100-percent credit-that is, a ful offset of tuitions against tax liability-
would be effective in aiding students from low-income families and would en-
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courage institutions to raise fees because it could be done without adding to the
burden on the students.

Objections have been raised to this proposal because it would involve a heavy
revenue loss If the maximum dollar ceiling were set high, and would not be of
sufficient help If it were set low, e.g., $100, because of the wide range in the size
of tuitions among Institutions. Equity between private and public IHL, between
institutions with low and with high tuitions, also poses a difficult problem.

A aslidg fee oredit schedule
When I was asked by the Senate Committee on Labor and Public Welfare last

spring to testify on pending aid to education legislation, I studied this problem
and drafted a sliding tax credit schedule which would permit a 100-percent tax
offset for the first $100 in tuitions and fees, a 80-percent credit for the next $400
(between $100 and $60) and a 20-percent credit for the next $1,000 (between
$600 and $1,600).

My proposal: appears in the hearings of the Committee on Labor and Public
Welfare (pp. 1265 ff.) and was inserted in the Congressional Record on May
27, 1968. It is incorporated in S. 2269 by Senator Goldwater and in its com-
panion bill, H.R. 8981, by Representative Thomas B. Cuirts of Missouri.

For reasons of space I shall not repeat here all the details of the plan which I
submitted to the other committee.

"While this tax credit proposal would not solve all the financial problems re-
lated to higher education, it would represent a significant contribution well
within our national means. It would provide this assistance in a manner that
avoids any argument about Federal control of education and also the nagging
question of church-state relations. Moreover, it would provide this aid without
having to expand the Federal bureaucracy to administer the program.
;"S' support in the Congress has been growing for this general approach to the
problem of Federal aid to higher education. I know the appropriate commit-
tees in both Houses are giving these proposals careful scrutiny and consideration.
I hope that the administration will consider seriously requesting such legislation
from the Congress."

Senator Humphrey slightly modified the tentative schedule which I had drafted.

Eduoatonal tao credit schedules

FEEMAN SENATOR HUMPHBEY
Percent Percent

Up to $100---------------- 100 Up to $100--------------- 75
$100 to $500---.---------- 80 0 to $500--------. ----. 40
$500 to $,00--------.....--------- 20 $O to $1,000 -------- --. . 80

Maximum credit, $420. $1,000 to $1,500.--.----- ----. 20
Maximum credit, $486.

The tax saving, or revenue loss, under my schedule may be estimated at $700
million per annum or more. Institutions may be expected to recoup as much as
three-fourths of that amount through increased tuitions. They could apply the
added funds to salaries or earmark part for the service of bonds issued to finance
the construction of academic facilities.

The concept of a sliding tax credit schedule for higher educational expenses
was taken up in the Senate on June 6, 1963, by Senator Humphrey (Cong. Rec.,
pp. 9676 ff.):

"It is essential that an across-the-board tax credit program be initiated to as-
sist every person currently facing the considerable expenses associated with
higher education * * *.

"I have sponsored similar tax credit legislation for many years. However,
the bill I Introduce today is, in my opinion, a glgnificantly improved measure
over all earlier versions.

"Tax deductible, additional exemption and tax credit bills share a common
purpose: First, to assist persons financing a college education and, second, to
provide indirect assistance to the institutions of higher education."
Senator Humphrey then cited from my testimony of May 27 and continued:

"The sliding tax credit schedule provides a sensible and workable system
of Federal assistance that helps every student, in'derectly helps both public
and private institutions, and does so in a manner that in no way ; nterferes with
individual or institutional freedom of policies. This bill, providing for a declin-
ing tax credit for expenditures on tuition, fees; books, and supplies, mitigates
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the distortion found in the large majority of bills that rely on tax deductions,
additional exemptions, or nonvariable tax credit.

Congress could determine by how much it desires to aid IBEI and revise the
credit schedule accordingly as tinie goes on. i.

The point has been made that tax credits would be of no help to, students
from families with such low income that they pay no income tax. That point
has little validity, if any. While no statistics are presetitly available'on the
number or percentage of families of college students which pay no Federal
income taxes, it may be estimated that it is quite low and certainly not higher
than 10 percent of all students. Most.of those students are now recipients of
scholarships and thus pay no tuition, nor would they have to pay the increased
tuitions that would follow the enactment of such a plan.

It is also possible to make these tax credits! unconditional. In that case
the students or their "parents would compute their income tax, apply the credit,
and be entitled to receive a credit balance in cash.
Tax credits for donations to education

The National Government could also materially aid IHL by permitting tax
credits, rather than mere deductibility from the tax base of private donations,
as the American Association for the Advancement of Science proposed some years
ago. The present high marginal rates make such donations Inexpensive to
wealthy individuals, while persons in low-income brackets must bear 80 perent
(under H.R. 8363, 83 to 86 percent) of the cost of their gift. As a result, large
numbers of alumni with modest incomes do not contribute. By permitting tax
credits, at 100 percent with' a specified dollar maximum or according to a
graduated schedule such as I suggested for: tuitions and fees, persons in low-
andmedium-iniome brackets could be encouraged to donate more liberally to
higher education and hundreds of thousands of additional donors could be found.

Gifts to higher education amounted to more than $1 billion in 1961, according to
the'Council for FinanclA Aid to Higher Education.. By materially widening the
range of potential contributors, the granting'of tax credits could very substanti-
ally augment this important' source of support for IHL:. The same principle
could also be applied,to elementary and secondary;schools and tax credits per-
mitted for local school taxes, as proposed in 8. 2270, and for tuition payments
aid gifts.,

Bummarv
The legislative history of proposals for. Federal aid to higher education sug-

gests that a program of grants-in-aid of substantial size for the general support
of colleges and universities, Whether for perations or construction,' is not likely
to be adopted., A small construction program such as is now' pending in'con-
terence between the two Houses, even If enacted, would be relatively little help
compared with the huge amounts which the institutions will need in the years
ahead.

SHigher education could be effectively aided by the Federal Government through
the granting of tax credits for educational excuses which would help institu-
tions as well as students and their families. Such a plan avoids the bitter
controversies over aid to church-connected schools and over Federal control of
education. A sliding tax credit schedule would allocate aid where it is needed
the most and could best meet the diversity in the size of tuitions and fees and
between the requirements of public and private Institutions.

Donations to higher education could be effectively encouraged and the range
of donors expanded by the granting of tax credits.

Tax credits for local school taxes and school tuitions would be of material as-
sistance to elementary and secondary public and private schools.

Graduated tai credits for tuitions and fees in higher education, such as I
outlined, and tax credits for donations to higher education are proposed in
8. 226 by Senator Goldwater (and its companion bill H.R. 881 by Representative
Thomas B. Ourtis). I suggest that H.R. 8363 be amended to incorporate S. 2260.

SThe CHAInIMAN. We will recess until 2:30.
(Whereupon, at 12:40 p.m., the committee recessed to reconvene at

2:30 p.m. the same day.)
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AFTERNOON SESSION

The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
There will be other Senators on the way.
The first witness is Joseph R. Barnes, Illinois Manufacturers' As-

sociation.
Please come forward, Mr. Barnes, sir.

STATEMENT OF 70SEPH R. BARNES, DIRECTOR, TAX DEPARTMENT,
ILLINOIS MANUFACTURERS' ASSOCIATION

Mr. BARNES. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I may say that my testi-
mony is only four double-spaced pages.

Senator CARLSON. May I say as a member of the committee that we
appreciate it.

Mr. BARNEs. Thank you.
Mr. name is Joseph . Barnes. I am director of the tax department

of the Illinois Manufacturers' Association. The Illinois Manufac-
turers' Association, which has its main office in Chicago, Ill., embraces
in its membership 5,000 manufacturing firms, large, small, and
medium-sized, engaged in a wide variety of production. I wish to
present to this committee our views on several provisions of H.R.
8363, the bill now under consideration by the Senate Finance Com-
mittee.

We do not believe it is necessary to repeat our complete statement
made to the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representa-
tives. We will confine ourselves to a relatively few selective comments.

We recommend that the reductions in corporate and personal in-
come tax rates contemplated by H.R. 8363 be approved. All taxpay-
ers, corporate and individual, are overwhelmed with tax burdens and
particularly with Federal taxes. Therefore, any program which of-
fers tax relief, warrants your serious consideration. However, we are
convinced that the stimulus to our economy which this proposed tax
cut is intended to accomplish will not be a continuing and permanent
one unless it is accompanied by substantial reductions in governmen-
tal expenditures.

The IMA has on many occasions during recent years submitted rec-
ommendations to appropriate congressional committees and to indi-
vidual Members of Congress regarding specific areas where cuts could
be made in Federal spending without impairing national security or
necessary domestic activity. These, if the committee wishes, we would
submit.

In many discussions of the Federal budget, the threat to national
security is used as an attempted justification for the continuation of
massive spending. Many advocates of big spending emphasizes the
cost of national security with the apparent'purpose of diverting at-
tention from many opportunities for sizable reductions in nondefense
spending.

The facts are that in the last 10 years Federal spending for national
defense has increased by much less than Federal spending for domestic
purposes. Substantially all of these increases in domestic expendi-
tures were unnecessary and motivated by political considerations.
Moreover, defense ana space ,expenditures, and I believe Senator
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Douglas himself expressed the opinion that they in themselves have
reached levels which many authorities question. .

Our national debt is already over $306.7 billion; a per capita'debt
larger than that which any major nation has eve known. We cannot
continue present expenditures without a mounting national debt, con-
tinued budget deficits, and unremitting inflation-the sure road to iuin.
How much further must the value of the dollar decline froni. its
present 44 cents, as compared 'with the 100-cent value of the '1939
dollar, before our economy is destroyed? ' ' ,

Therefore, while we favor the proposed reduction in tax rates, we
respectfully urge that the reduction be accompanied by substantial
reductions in governmental expenditures. ' '

With relation to certain other provisions of H.R. 8363, woerespect-
fully submit the following suggesfibns: '

We believe that the provision providing for current taxpaymnts
should be rejected. Such a requirement could, in the case of many
manufacturing corporations, nullify the beneficial effects of rate re-
duction, investment credit, and revised depreciation, and defeat efforts
to spur the economy to greater growth.

We recommend rejection of the proposal to repeal the dividend
credit. This credit and ekclusions should be continued, and if possi-
ble, increased. At present they are only a token recognition of double
taxation of corporate income.

The proposed changes in the existing provisions relating to invest-
ment credits should be approved. We believe these changes will assist
in attaining the intended incentive effect, dnd will simplify the statu-
tory language and the recordkeeping requirements.

The proposed changes in'the stock option provisions should, we
submit, be rejected. The suggested changes would further dull the
incentives made available to qualified executives.. The Federal Gov-
ernment has said it cannot show black figures until 5 years from now.
Should mariagers of a competitive private business be asked to do
better.

The provisions limiting tax exclusion to employer paid premiums
on the first $30 000 of group term life insurance should be rejected.
The proposed changes would ilpset'tax teatment of 40 years' stand-
ing, which have been relied upon by both corporations and individuals
in the establishment of insurance programs. Moreover, it would im-
pose additional administrative expenses' pon employers which might
well Cancel the anticipated revenue gain. In addition, this is another
nax without receipt of casl income to cover its payment.

The proposal to eliminate the 2-percent surtax on consolidated re-
turns should be approved. The taxation of intercorporate' dividends
should be removed. The 85-percent deduction for dividends received
should he increased to 100 percent to eliminate double taxation of
corporate income.

The proposal regarding moving expenses should be adopted. How-
ever, the proposed provision should be amended to provide for the
deductions of temporary living expenses for a period of at least 90 days
in the case 6f a residential relocation. -. -,

The cafiital gain and losses proposals for an unlimited carryover
of capital losses should be approved and' be extended to corporations.
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It is infrequent that manufacturing corporations realize capital gains
against which such losses may be offset.

Thank you for granting us this opportunity to present our views.
.The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Barnes. I think the

Illinois Manufacturers' Association have appeared before the commit-
tee before. We are always glad to hear you.

Are there any questions
Senator WuaAMs. Mr. Barnes, I have noted your recommenda-

tions for changes in this bill, but just assuming that no changes are
made in the bill as it came over from the House, are you for the bill
or against it?

Mr. BARNES. We arefor the bill.
Senator WILLAMS. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. No questions.
The CHAInRMN. Thank you very much, sir.
The next witness is Mr. Carl A. Beck of the National Small Busi-

ness Association.

STATEMENT OF CARL A. BECK, REPRESENTING THE NATIONAL
SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY WILLIAM J.
DURKIN, COUNSEL

Mr. BEOx. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I am accompanied by Mr. William J. Durkin of the law firm of

Gosnell & Durkin. Mr. Durkin specializes in tax law, and is a tax
counsel for the National Small Busmess Association.

Mr. Chairman, my name is Carl A. Beck. I am president of the
Charles Beck Machine Corp. of King of Prussia, Pa. We are manu-
facturers of industrial machinery related to the packaging, paper, film
and textile converting industries. We are a small company with half
a hundred employees. I am also secretary-treasurer of Aereon Corp.,
a new company of a handful of individuals whose purposes are the
development and manufacture of lighter-than-air airships. In addi-
tion, I am a member of the board of directors of a so-called country
bank in Norristown, Pa. I mention these connections, because I be-
lieve that they provide different viewpoints from the aspect of small
business, to the subject of tax revision and reduction. I am also a vice
president and a trustee of the National Small Business Association
and I appear before you in that capacity today. In addition, I have
been active in the field of manager education, both as a student and
currently as vice president for education of the Society for Advance-
mentof Management.

I might add parenthetically here that I appear before you here at
this particular time with a certain amountof temerity after the very
excellent and interesting testimony this morning of Mr. Roger Free-
man, and I hope that some of my comments might in a small way be
as germane as many of his were.

In May of 1961 it was my privilege to appear before the.Committee
on Ways and Means to discuss some tax problems of small business in
general ard those relating to depreciation irf particular.. These were
principally concerned with the encouragement'of investment in pro-
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ductive plant and machinery, and the cash flow and equity capital
problems of small business generally.

The only cbncretee proposal then under consideration was the in-
vestment tax credit. This by itself was somewhat inadequate, and was
further weakened :when it was provided that the 7-percent -credit
should be deducted from the depreciation base.

At that time, I also stated that economic growth depends upon
investment in people, investment in innovation, investment in market-
ing, investment in inventory, as well as investment in the tools of pro.
duction. I also recommended at that time that there was a great need
for correcting the inequities in the depreciation schedule.

Since that time, considerable progress has been made in this direc-
tion. Major steps have been taken toward a comprehensive program
of depreciation schedule reform. Far from being critical, I can speak
with sincere appreciation of the difficult and effective work of the
Treasury Department in this direction. I think it is important that
we recognize this and express our approval and encouragement of the
administration and of Congress in the work of building a compre-
hensive system of depreciation reform. But, this work is far from
completed.

There are two measures which are needed to round out and com-
plete this work which has been so well begun. These are:

(1) The elimination of the reduction of the tax base, already in-
cluded in H.R. 8363; and

(2) The stabilization of the depreciation guidelines, covered by a
proposed amendment to H.R. 8363.

As to the first item, section 202 of H.R. 8863 provides for the repeal
of the requirement that the principal tax base of property on which
an investment tax credit is allowed should be reduced by the amount of
the credit. It also provides for the restoration to the depreciable
tax base of those tax credits which were previously allowed under the
Revenue Act of 1962. The tax credit is a partial answer to the prob-
lem of cash flow and depreciation for the small business, and this pro-
vision is required to make the investment tax credit function effec-
tively. This provision should be retained in H.R. 8363.

Since our U.S. economy, including the vast majority of our small
business, finds itself operating in and competing n a world ecology
rather than just within a domestic framework, I think it is significant
to note that this kind of tax credit is similar to the initial allowances
which form part of several European systems.

Regarding the second item, the new depreciation guidelines are now
in effect as a revenue procedure. This method of adjusting deprecia-
tion schedules through administrative action has both virtues and
defects.

From the viewpoint of practicality, the revenue procedures can be
adopted by the Treasury Department and the Internal Revenue Serv-
ice without hearings and without, any action or sanction outside the
Department itself. It can be amended as easily as it was first issued.
Administration is simplified because its interpretation rests with the
same officials who drew it up and promulgated it.
SIts weaknesses may be less apparent but are no less real. We would

not expect those individuals who have done such an excellent job in
the preparation,of Revenue Procedure 62-21 and its modifications, to

/
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be prone to rescind or modify these regulations in any arbitrary or
undesirable way. However, new men with other ideas, who might
see fancied defects in the revenue procedure, or who disagree with
its basic premises and who wish to start with a new approach, could
occupy the positions of the men who have prepared these revenue pro-
cedures. In such case, the taxpayer would have no redress, either
before the Internal Revenue Service or in the courts.

This kind of uncertainty makes it extremely difficult for a busi-
nessman, particularly a small businessman, to make adequate long.
range plans regarding capital investment. The small businessman
particularly, with his limitations on inadequate capital and close
budgeting of funds, finds such potential lack of stability a real hazard,
presenting him with real difficulty in any kind of expansion program.

Another basic weakness in the guideline depreciation concept, as
embodied in the revenue procedures, concerns the revenue ratio. This
is a mass of confused and elaborate calculations, involving many pages
of tables, .to determine, by a comparison of the asset and its deprecia-
tion reserve account, whether the asset lives are or are not too short.
This is particularly onerous to the small businessman with his limited
staff of experts in the field of accounting procedures and tax law,
and even if it will produce an equitable result, its complications and
uncertainties are such as to make it impractical for day-to-day tax
administration, even, I would presume, by presently employed revenue
agents.

Senator Hartke in his amendment to HLR. 8363 has proposed a
remedy which, as he puts it in a statement in the Congressional Record
of October 10, will do away with the necessity of-
attempting to administer a procedure which calls for a strange mixture of
Judgment, prophecy, and higher mathematics on the part of both taxpayer and
revenue agent.

This amendment makes the guideline lives a subject of statutory
right, preserves the guideline lives and methods for all property ac-
quired before the close of the transition period, and provides for the
application of guideline lives to property acquired after the transition
period, regardless of actual scrapping or dismantling. It is apparent
that this amendment merely makes definite and positive what the
guidelines are intended to accomplish. * It is hard to see how any im-
portant revenue effect can result, except the more universal use and
application of the guideline lives which have been published-which
is presumably an outcome desired by the administration.

To substantiate this conclusion, I have attached to my written
testimony appendix I, which has been prepared by tax consultants of
the National Small Business Association, who have analyzed this
amendment in detail. I would never consider myself to be well versed
either in the field of accounting or tax law,.yet I do feel I have more
insight and understanding of the concept involved here than the aver-
age small businessman. I assure you that it is manifestly unfair to
expect the small businessman, who does not have a staff of experts for
ready reference, to be expected to understand and apply the present
complicated procedure to a predictable cash flow resulting from de-
preciation calculations. On the other hand, the flexibility in the pro-
posed amendment and the opportunity to greatly simplify this pro-
cedure by this amendment, willenable most businessmen to understand
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and apply the depreciation schedule and asset accounts in a way which
will be meaningful to him, and encourage the use of Internal Revenue
Service guidelines by both largeand small businesses alike. -

In addition to the specific items I. have mentioned, I would like to
say a' few words about tax reduction in general. In my testimony
before the Ways and Means Committee in May 1961, I underlined
the necessity for tax reform, not the least important of which was
tax reduction.

It is well accepted today that a prime measure of the health of an
economy is its rate of capital formation, and it is an accepted truism
that capital formation can come from only one source, and that is
from profits-and of course I mean profits after taxes. I am against
the excessively high confiscatory rates of income tax for individuals
as a matter of principle, since it is contrary to the basic tenets of a
free enterprise society, and tends to dry up sources of capital for eco-
nomic growth.

Regarding the present corporate tax structure however, it must be
recognized that this hits hardest at the small businessman who does
not have equity financing sources available to him, and must of neces-
sity build his corporate growth through his own profit potential.
Since small- and medium-size businesses are necessary in the operation
of a private enterprise economy, the corporate tax reduction is neces-
sary for adequate stimulation of economic growth to enable the U.S.
ecology and private enterprise system to compete effectively and
sustain an adequate level of growth-whatever that level may be-in
both domestic and world markets.

I might add parenthetically that the present H.R. 8363 is in reality
reducing the corporate tax level to the level that it was a few years
ago, since to all intents and purposes corporate taxes have been in-
creasing steadily for the last several years.

What I mean is this: The social security taxes which are paid by
employee and employer jointly are in essence in the final analysis
borne by the employer, and if you are to assume-and of course the
ratio varies greatly, but if you were to assume-that the cost of labor
is approximately 25 percent of the cost of manufacturing total, then
you are talking about one-quarter of the sales as actually being taxed
by the social security taxes.

So really we are talking about a progressive, in the last few years a
progressive increase in corporate taxation, income taxation by an
additional 4 percent, shall we say. So that when we talk about a
4-percent reduction here, we are really restoring in practicality cor-
porate tax levels to the level that they were when social security taxes
were much lower than they are today. I think this shouldn't b
overlooked.

In the same breath I hasten to add, however, that I am a strong,
and inveterate supporter of both Senator Byrd and Senator John
Williams in their unceasing and multiple attempt at control and
curtailment of Federal expenditures. Although I am convinced that
a general corporate tax reduction is essential to the U.S. economic
growth, I also recognize that it is mandatory that there be an equiva-
lent curtailment and reduction of Federal expenses in order that we
are not subjected to the inflationary pressures and economic evils of
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large budget deficits through unbalanced Federal budgets. Yett it
appears that the groups and individuals who are urging tax reduction
together with reduction of Federal expenditures have perhaps had
some influence on the actual reduction o congressional appropriations.

I would presume that the Members of Congress have a much better
feeling of the pulse of the American citizens regarding this ground
swell for reduction of appropriations and expenditures than I did.
But it is appearing more and more than we are faced with a situation
of *hich came first--the chicken or the egg. If tax reduction, instead
of being only a result of budget surpluses, could also be an incentive
for reduction of Federal expenditures, Congress may well have a
strong and firm base on which it can build a meaningful program of
reduction, allocation and appropriation of funds, and tighter control
of Federal expenditures.

Although depreciation tax credits may stimulate the investment in
new machinery and equipment, only tax reduction can stimulate the
investment in people, in innovation whether it be product or manage-
ment research development, in marketing, or in inventory, which are
necessary concomitant investments required for the growth of an
economy.

That is the end of my prepared testimony. I would like to if I
might add one additional comment which I have not covered, and
that has to do with stock options, particularly as they apply to the
small business.

One thing which I think is frequently overlooked is the fact that
restricted stock option plans can in truth be a possible source of
equity capital for a small business, particularly a small, closely held
corporation.

It is such a business which is not listed, which is not even public, so
to speak because it is held by one or a very few stockholders, has a

ery difficult time unless it has a revolutionary new product or idea,
and is a new so-called growth company. It has a very difficult time
in obtaining equity capital.

This is, I think, a truism and is well recognized. One of the true
sources for equity capital is the encouragement of key employees in
the company to own a small portion of that company. This is more
than just an incentive as it is normally thought of in terms of large
corporations where stock is listed on the board.

Now, of course there are several problems here. First, what is the
market value of the stock? The present law, for example, refers to
proportion in terms of equity capital investment or net worth, in
other words.

You can't say that the value of a company is its net worth, at least
if you have ever been involved with the Treasury Department in
settling an estate in which a small business isa major part of the assets
of that estate, the fair market value of the stock of this corporatior.
is a very nebulous figure. The best that you can do is get an unbiased,
outside appraisal, and even this has very little security to work on.

Yet in spite of this, the present comments on the present law by the
Ways and Means Committee seem to make the assumption that by %nd
large stock tends to rise in value automatically, this is the inference.
When we talk about 100 percent of value for a stock option, we still
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do have a profit and loss system, at least in small businesses, and the
stock is just as apt to go down in certain cases, frequently in cases
beyond the control of the management of the small company.

Therefore to assume that it is fair and attractive to a key employee
in a small company to give him a stock option at 100 percent I think
is begging the question. There is ah entirely different situation here
between this and the stock options in large corporations, and I would
hope that some consideration would be given to this possibility of
looking at stock options for small closely held corporations as a source
of additional equity capital ass well s inceitiveto stch em loyees, d
permit companies to make it a little bit more attractive than just the
equivalent of buying Treasury stock or buying stock at market value
of the flat 100 percent. :

One other aspect of this that bothers me is that frequently in such
cases a company, because of the obvious difficulties.of having a large
number of stockholders in such a small company, for good and valid
reasons does not want to go into an employee stock purchase plan as
such without discrimination, but wants it instead for directors, to key
employees.

Frequently there is involved in here for the sake of the employee
the opportunity for the company either to have first refusal or
repurchase of the stock, or to be obligated to buy the stock back from
the employee, if it was acquired under an option, because there is no
ready market for the stock. These are things which complicate the
situation and make it unrealistic to assume that the stock should be
issued only in terms of 100 percent of value..

Also, and this is more than just the small business approach, I am
concerned that it refers to continuous employment from the time that
the stock option is granted until 3 months before the stock option is
exercised, and this means that if, due to economic conditions or any
reason, that the employee has been laid off and has another employment
for a short period of time or due to some catastrophe or some other
thing, that the employee is temporarily nonemployed by this com-
pany, immediately the stock option ceases.

I think this is manifestly unfair. These various things I do not feel
have been mentioned in previous comments or testimony, and are not
in the bill or the comments of the Ways and Means Committee about
the bill, and, therefore, I thought they should perhaps be brought up
at this time.

Thank you, Senator.
(The attachments to Mr. Beck's statement follow:)

APPENDIX I

AMENDMENT TO H.R. 8363, MAKING GUIDELINE LIVES PERMANENT AND MATTERS
or RIGHT

The attached amendment requires the Secretary of the Treasury or his dele-
gate to prescribe guideline lives for depreciation purposes by regulation. The
lives prescribed cannot be longer than those contained in Revenue Procedure
62-21 as modified prior to September 30, 1963. Thft lives prescribed in the
regulations may be shorter than those contained in the revenue procedure.

The amendment authorizes taxpayers to base their depreciation deductions
with respect to assets in a guideline class on the life prescribed by the regula-
tions for that class, whether or not the taxpayer meets a reserve ratio tet.
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Taxpayers may deduct depreciation based upon the guideline lives prescribed
regardless of their own practice In replacing the depreciable assets.

Use of the guideline lives will be optional with the taxpayer, and the option
may be exercised with respect to some or all'of the guideline classes. The
reserve ratio test will continue to be available to taxpayers who wish to use it,
including those who wish to establish eligibility for depreciation deductions
based on useful lives that are shorter than the guideline lives contained in the
regulations as well as those who wish to apply depreciation rates based upon
lives as long or longer than the guideline lives. For those using the reserve
ratio test, the depreciation bases will include assets still in use fully depreciated
on an item basis. Such taxpayers can justify their depreciation deductions by
reference to the reserve ratio tables under the rules that have been provided
in Revenue Procedure 62-21.

The amendmnt has the effect of continuing indefinitely, under statutory author-
ity, the 3-year moratorium on application of tests designed to limit depreciation
deductions on the basis of the taxpayer's own asset replacement practices.

Permitting taxpayers to use guideline lives indefinitely without reference to
a reserve ratio test makes it necessary to change the treatment now provided
under Revenue Procedure 62-21 for fully depreciated assets in multiple asset
accounts. Their inclusion in such accounts was not previously thought to
create a problem because, after the initial 3-year period, the reserve ratio test
would ordinarily curb excessive deductions caused by the inclusion of fully
depreciated assets in the depreciation base. In the case of taxpayers using
straight-line or sum-of-the-year-digits depreciation, however, inclusion of fully
depreciated assets would create a problem If deductions were to be based
indefinitely on application of depreciation rates based on guideline lives to a
base that included fully depreciated assets acquired after the expiration of the
3-year moratorium period. Consequently, the amendment provides for exclu-
sion of fully depreciated assets acquired in the taxable years subsequent to the
initial 3-year moratorium period provided by Revenue Procedure 62-21 from
the depreciation base, thus placing taxpayers on a lapse schedule depreciation
method for years subsequent to the 3-year initial period if they wish to continue
to use the guideline lives without being tested by the reserve ratio standard.

The attached table illustrates the operation of this provision. The illustration
assumes a position at the beginning of the first year after the close of the
moratorium period. The asset life is 10 years and depreciation is calculated on
the straight-line basis.

The beginning assets are those acquired before the close of the moratorium
period and guideline lives are applied until they are completely written off.
The beginning balance may include assets fully depreciated on an item basis
but these are not, as would be the case if guideline depreciation on its original
basis were in force, retained in the depreciation base for as long a time as they
are in use. They are removed from the depreciation base as soon as the guide-
line life has expired and they cannot be added to or increased.

Property acquired after the close of the moratorium period is written off
over the guideline life regardless of replacement or retention. For example, in
the iluustration the reserve balance at the close of the 12th year, $110,000, is
arrived at as follows:

Balance at close of 11th year ------------------------------ $100, 500
Depreciation, 12th year 10 percent of $105,000.------------------ 19, 500

Total-------------- --------------------------- 120, 000
Reduction of reserve and asset account by 1st year's additions-.---- - 10, 000

Reserve balance, end of 12th year --------------------- 110,000
Depreciation, 18th year------------ -----....... ------- 20, 000

Total-------------------------------------------- 130,000
Reduction of reserve and asset account by 2d year's additions .---- 20,000

Reserve balance end of 18th year.--.-- ---- --.. ... ---.. .110,000

The second table, covering the second 10 years of operation, shows the manner
in.which property which is deemed to be fully depreciated at the close of the
guideline life is removed from the depreciation base and the depreciation
reserve.
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Application of method described in amendment providing for permanent guideline depreciation

beginningg assets Asset additions Combined beginning assets plus asset
* additions

a Depreciable assets Depreciation Reserve Year Depreciable Deprecation Reserve Depreciable Depreciation Reserve
charge balance assets charge balance assets charge balance

$0100,000.................................. ... ...-........... $45.000 ...................................... ..... ........ s100o,00 .....- $15.000
$100,000. ....... . ......... -.......... .-.....-- 10,000 M.-000 1 ..----. ----..... .-......- .-..... 100.000 $10.000 55,000
$100.000 ........................................ 000 05.000 2 $10.000 $1,000 $1,000 110.000 11,000 6.000

'$100,000............................................ 10.000 75,000 3 30,000 3.000 4. 000 130.000 13,000 79,000
$100.000............................................ 10,000 85,000 4 60,000 6. 10.000 50.00 16.000 0
5100,000. ......- ............................... 10.000 95.000 5 80.000 8 000 18,000 1S. 1801000 1.1.'00

5,000 100,000 6 100,000 10. 000 28,000 10.000 15.000 188 000
S 110.000 11.000 39,00 170,000 11.100 1 99I.000

8 130.000 13.000 52.000 100,000 1:.000 1112,000
9 145.000 14. 00 66,500 105.000 14,500 1116,500

10 155,000 15.500 82,000 205,000 15.. 132.000
11 185,000 18,00o 100.00 235.000 1,.500 .O0.500
12 195,000 19,500 110.000 215,000 19.500 130,000
1 200,000 20.000 110.000 200,000 20.000 2 110,000
14 200,000 20,000 100.000 200,000 20.000 '100.000
15 205,000 20.500 100,500 206,000 20,0 0 0 100. 00
16 215,000 21,500 102.000 215,000 21.500 '102.000
17 220,000 22,000 114,000 220,000 22.000 2114.000
18 225,000 22,500 116.500 225,000 22.500 116.500
19 225.000 22.500 1000 22 12 00 22,000 22,500 2124,000
20 230,000 23,000 137,000 230,000 23.000 1 37,000

1 Blegnning assets ar* plmlnated from asset and reserve ancount as they -o out of use. I Assets acquired In ftrst 10 years are eliminated at end of 10-year life.
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- APPENDIX I-B

Second 10 years

RESERVE FOR DEPREOIATION

Balance be- Add Deduct ad- Balance end
Year ginning of depreciation ditions 10 of year

year for year years before

11............................................ 800 $18,00 $14 000 $100, 00
12........................... .................... . 100 00 19100000 10100, 00l
13...................................... 11000 20 000 20,000 110 000
14........................ ............... ... 11000 00 30000 100,000
16........................-.............. 100,000 2000 o 20,000oo 1
1 ............................................. 100, 00 21,600 20,000 102,000
17 ............................................ 10 000 22,0 000 114,000
18.........-.-.-........-...-.... 114,000 22,600 30,000 116,500
19 ............................................. 00 22,00 1 000 124,000
20....................................... ......... I2000 23,000 10,000 137,000

Total.. ........................................... 210,000 16000 ...........

DEPRECIABLE ASSETS

Balance Additions Deductions Balance, end
Year beginning for year for year of year

of year

11..................................... (165,000 $30,000 .............. 185,C
12....................................... 185000 20,000 10,000 193000
13,............................................ , 1000 25,000 20,000 200,000
14...................................................... 200.000 30000 30,000 200
s1............................................ 200000 2.,000 20,000 206000
1.................................................... 20000 000 00 215.000
17...... ....................................... ,000 1,000 10,000 220,000
18............................. .. 220,000 25,000 20,000 225000
19.............. ......................... 22,000 1.000 15,000 225,000
20.......... .... .......... ........ . 226,000 18,000 10,000 230,000

Total .... .......... ........................... 230000 150000 .............

Depreciable Reserve for
assets depreciation

Balance, beginning of lth year ..................................... $165,000 8,000
Additions ................................................................. 230,000 210,000

Total............................................... 000 292,000
Deductions ................................. ............ 165,000 165,000

Balance, end of year ............................................... 230,000 137,000

APPENDIX I-C

TEXT OF AMENDMENT TO H.R. 8363 MAKING GUIDELINE LIVES PERMANENT AND
MATTER or RIGHT

Effective with respect to taxable years ending on or after April 30, 1962,
section 167 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, relating to a deduction for
depreciation, is hereby amended by relettering subsection (1) as subsection (J)
and by inserting immediately after subsection (h) the following new subsection:

"(I) GUIDELINE LVE.-Notwithstanding subsection (a), regulations shall be
prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate that describe classes of tangible
property (including special purpose structures but not Including general pur-
pose buildings) used in trade or business or held for the production of Income
and that prescribe a useful life figure with respect to each such class. The
useful lives prescribed shall not be longer than those specified in revenue
procedure 62-21 and the modifications thereof announced before September
30, 1963. Such regulations under this subsection may be used, at the option
of the taxpayer, as the basis for computing depreciation deductions under
this section with respect to the assets in any such class without regard to the
practice of the taxpayer in replacing assets in such class. No depreciation
rate derived under such regulations shall be applied to a base that includes
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assets acquired in taxable years quding on or after Aprl 30, 190, hat vere
fully depreciated prior to the taxable,year. A&y,depreciation rate derived
under such regulations shall be Applied to all assets of a class acquired in
taxable years ending before April3 0, 1965, as a group, and such rate shall be
applied separately to each group of assets in such class that are acquired'in
a single taxable year that is a taxable: year ,ending on or after April 80,
1965. This subsection shall not apply to the computation of depreciation on
assets of a class for a taxable year in which 25 percent or more of the assets
of such class are leased from others, unless the taxpayer establishes to the
satisfaction of the Secretary or his delegate that the average life of assets
of such class with respect to which a depreciation deduction is computed is
not substantially different from the average life of assets of such class as are
leased from others."

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Beck
Are there any questions ?
Senator GORE. No questions.
The CHAIR. AN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Beck, just this: your statement here indicates

a need for some adjustments and changes in the proposed bill. Would
you support it with or without these changes ?

Mr. BECK. Yes, sir; I would
Senator CARLmON. That is all.
Mr. BECK. I think it is a step in the right direction.
Senator CARLSON. I think we all agree taxes are too high.
Mr. BECK. Well, it is a little bit more than that. I think that it is

beyond that point, sir.
Senator CARLSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Beck.
Mr. BECK. Thank you, sir.
(Mr. Beck later submitted the following for the record:)

NATIONAL SMALL BUSINESS ASSOCIATION,
Washington, D.C., November 7, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Committee on Finance,
Senate Offee Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAB SENATOR BYBD: We would like to place in the record one additional com-
ment on H.R. 8363 which was not included in our formal statement,

We are glad to note that the House bill recognizes that among many medium-
size companies it is a legitimate and common practice to employ the use of com-
monly owned, but separate corporations, which are properly entitled to the
benefit of the multiple-surtax exemption as separate taxpayers.

Nevertheless the House committee felt impelled to impose a 6 percentage
penalty for the privilege of doing business in this form, fully recognizing that in
some cases the use of multiple corporations might be a device aimed primarily
at tax avoidance, and that in a substantial number of cases the need for several
corporations might be based on perfectly sound and legitimate business reasons.
Under the circumstances we respectfully suggest that the 6 percentage penalty
might be excessive.

There is also a serious question as to whether or not duch controlled groups
of corporations ought to continue to be subject to the intercorporate dividends
received tax. Under existing law, corporations which are subject to the 2 per-
cent penalty for filing consolidated returns do not pay the intercorporate divi.
dends received tax. If corporations which, for sound business reasons, must
operate through several corporations under common control are to be penalized
for this privilege, it would seem that they should be relieved of the Inter-
corporate dividends received tax at the very least.

Sincerely,
JonH A. Goewst, General Counsel.

The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Maurice E. Peloubet, of Price
Waterhouse & Co.

Take a seat, sir, and proceed
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STATEMENT OF MAURICE E. PELOUBET, OF THE FIRM OF PRICE
WATERHOUSE & CO.

Mr. PELOuBrE. My name is Maurice E. Peloubet. I am a certified
public accountant and a partner in the firm of Price Waterhouse & Co.
I am appearing here as an individual interested in tax reform, which
I have been interested in for many years previous to joining this firm.

Before I start on the formal statement, I would like to take the op-
portunity of saying that I am in very hearty agreement with a number
of witnesses who have testified on Senator Hartke's bill or amendment
making the guidelines permanent, and providing for the elimination
of the difficult and troublesome reserve ratio.

Mr. Casey of the Association of American Railroads, Joel Barlow
of the chamber of commerce, Charles Stewart of the Machinery &
Allied Products Institute, Floyd Newton of the American Textile
Manufacturers, and just now Mr. Beck of the National Small Business
Association, constitute an impressive list supporting this proposal.
I would say, from my own personal knowledge and acquaintance, that
there is a widespread desire among businessmen to have these guide-
lines made permanent, and to get rid of the difficulties and troubles
which we know will happen when the reserve ratio is applied.

I would also like to add my voice to those who wish to see the repeal
of the provision for deducting the 7-percent investment credit from
the depreciation base. I think that is very important, and I sincerely
hope that this bill will still contain that provision when it is finally
passed.

There is another proposal which has not been formally made, but
which has been considered desirable by a good many business-
men. That is one which is designed to stimulate the use of new rather
than secondhand or obsolete equipment in a way somewhat different
from that envisaged by the investment tax credit.

This tax credit of 7 percent is intended to apply to the purchase of
new machinery and equipment regardless of what happens to the old
and presumably obsolete equipment it replaces. The proposal I am
discussing is intended to discourage the use of obsolete and inefficient
secondhand machinery and equipment by making it more profitable
to scrap the discarded machinery and equipment than to sell it
second hand by allowing an additional 7-percent tax credit if tlie
discarded machinery is scrapped rather than sold second hand.

In the printing and lithographic industry, for example, there is
rapid technlmological change and improvement, and a lively market
in secondhand equipment. This is an industry with no very large
units. Some are what might be called medium-sized. But the great
number are small, probably in the 200 employee category or less.

The use of large quantities of obsolescent, secondhand equipment
in an industry of this type is good for neither the public, labor, nor
the industry.

Marginal businesses on the verge of insolvency operating with
secondhand equipment may exist for some time, but they are not good
employers, the quality of their product is generally low, and they offer
unfair and damaging competition to the well-equipped and progres-
sive members of the industry. I believe that there will be an amend-
ment to the bill embodying this idea, this basis.

I believe it will be introduced later on, but I just wanted to get this

1410
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in the record now because I do think it is an important finishingtoich
to our present system of depreciation reform. ,

In my formal statement I am testifying on the subject of .value-
added taxes as they are.now in force or are proposed in Europe, and
on the subject of using a tax of this nature as a substitute for the
present tax on corporate income. ,

Several research bodies are studying this type of taxation at the
present time, such as the Brookings Institution the National Bureau
of Economic Research, the Committee on Federal Tax Policy, the
American Economic Foundation, and the ,Tax Institute of America.
This latter organization held a 2-day symposium on alternatives to
present Federal taxes on October 10 and 11 in this city, and it is as a
result of the interest aroused by this meeting that I am appearing be-
fore your committee. , 

My formal statement, which I will summarize, consists of, a paper
which I presented at that meeting and an additional statement cover-
ing the effect on foreign trade and the export position of substituting
a value-added tax for the present tax on corporate income.

Before any legislation providing for a value-added tax can be put
before the Congress there is a substantial amount of research and
statistical work to be done. A reasonable estimate of the total of costs
or value added and profits which would be subject to a value-added
tax rate must be arrived at. The question of a single rate as opposed to
a rate for the different types of industry shouldbe carefully investi-
gated.

My personal preference is for a single rate, but I do not pretend to
have a complete statistical basis for this. Forms of return and the
statistical use of information on the returns other than for tax pur-
poses should be carefully explored.

Various total figures for the economy, such as the gross national
product, could be compiled or checked by a compilation of informa-
tion on these returns. The effect of the value-added tax on the export
position should be carefully evaluated, and the various means arid
devices to bring the maximum benefit to American industry should be
investigated.

While there is a substantial volume of work to be done in this field
most of the basic statistical materials are available in some form and
I think it is quite possible to make all of these determinations with
reasonable accuracy.

Perhaps the best way to do this would be to appoint a small com-
mission consisting of, say, two or three each of economists, lawyers,
and accountants experienced in this field. Such a group could work
with the various Government statistical agencies and the other re-
search organizations which have been mentioned.

While time would of course be required for this work, it could prob-
ably be carried out successfully in not more than a year's time. The
two statements attached present a general view of this subject. The
tables and figures do not pretend to any final accuracy or complete-
ness, but they do, I believe, give a reliable indication of trends and
the general situation.

The value-added tax as a substitute for the corporation income tax
has many advantages. The corporation income tax is a misnomer. It
is essentially an excise tax. It is a tax for the privilege of doing busi-
ness in a corporate form. /
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A partnership is not taxed as such.i The individual members of the
partnership are taxed on their shares of income. However, if this
partnership incorporates, it must pay a corporation tax. The only
difference between the partnership and the corporation is the
incorporation.

I think that makes it clear that the corporation tax is for the privi-
lege of operating in the corporate form.

An excise tax based on corporate income has many weaknesses and
deficiencies. Corporate income, as any accountant knows, is extremely
difficult to determine. It fluctuates. It fluctuates between companies
and fluctuates from year to year.

There is another strange effect of the corporation income tax. It
acts as a subsidy for the inefficient, badly managed loss corporation,
because while all corporations presumably receive the same service
from the Government in proportion to their volume and their activi-
ties the loss corporation pays nothing for this.

No one would suggest that the loss corporation should not pay for
electric power or for gas for industrial purposes or for coal or for
anything else. The only thing that the loss corporation doesn't have
to pay for is Government service. Now this is a serious thing. About
15 percent of the volume of corporate business is represented by loss
corporations.

The effect of this is that the profit corporations-figures for 1961 are
the last I could get--but those figures indicate that the profit corpora-
tions are paying about $3 billion a year for the benefit of the loss
corporations.

At this meeting of the National Tax Institute, alternatives to the
corporation tax were studied and the one which seemed the most
practical, the one that seemed to be favored the most, was what is
known as a value-added tax. This type of tax has been in successful
operation in France for about 10 years.
The basic principle of the value-added tax is that a corporation pays

Federal tax in proportion to its activities or operations and that is
arrived at by taking the total sales of the corporation and subtracting
from that the purchases from the outside for materials and for what-
ever is purchased outside, equipment and so forth. That gives you a
figure which represents the activities of the corporation, and the tax
is based on that.

If we had corporation A that has 50 percent of outside purchases, 50
percent of operations and profit, corporation A pays on 50 percent.
Now corporation B buys that product for further manufacture, and
that represents, we will say, 60 percent of corporation B's costs and
profit. Corporation B pays on 40 percent, As I say, that tax has been
in use in France for about 10 years.

Western Germany, has just worked out avalue-added tax which is
supposed to go into effect m 1966. The European Economic Commu-
nity is considering this type of tax.

fwe had it in this country, I would say, as near as I can estimate,
that we would need a rate of something in the neighborhood of 6 per-
cent to get enough revenue to compensate for the present corporation
tax. This tax, as I say, has been operating in France for 10 years.
It has been discussed in this country for much longer than that.

While it was not given the name of value-added tax, Dr. Adams, one
of the early students of income tax in this country, described a type of
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value-added tax. Mr. Wadsw6rth Mount in the 1930's developed a
tax of this sort a method for it,.and he has written on that subject
several times. He has been in correspondence with foreign govern-
ments, particularly the German Government previous to their adop-
tion of the value-added tax, so that the value-added tax has a respect-
able background . .. . .. . . .

Now apart from thuevalue of the tax as a method of substituting a
rational method of getting revenue from corporations in place of our
present corporate income tax, which I don't thing is very rational, it
also has an important bearing on foreign trade. . .

The substitution of such a tax for the corporate income tax would put
American manufacturers on a parity, so far as taxation is concerned
with most of the European countries. Oine of the'charateristicS;
our tax system that was brought out this morning,by Mr. Freeman is
our heavy reliance on direct taxes and the corresponding heavy re-
liance of European countries on indirect'taxes. -

Under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, usually known
as GATT agreements, they permit the levy of charges on imports in
addition to customs duties equivalent to internal indirect taxes on
similar domestic products, and they also permit countries to exempt
exports from internal indirect taxes or to rebate such taxes if they
have already been paid.

The corporation income tax does not fall within the definition of
indirect taxes and the American manufacturer and'exporter is there-
fore placed at a heavy disadvantage in relation to his foreign com-
petitor for this reason.

If the corporation income tax were a true income tax, then no matter
how disadvantageous it might be, it might be proper to continue
with our present system. However the corporation income tax is an
excise tax for the privilege of doing business in the corporate form.

It is an excise tax which is levied on a fluctuating base, and it
operates most. inequitably between different taxpayers. The value-
added tax would be classed under the GATT agreements as an in-
direct or turnover tax in the same way as the French value-added tax
or the various foreign turnover and excise taxes are classified.

The Committee on Tax Policy has studied these questions. It. was
constituted-
in 1962 to undertake a study of the Federal tax system. Similar committees
published two reports on "A Tax Program for a Solvent America" In 1945 and 1947.
and issued additional studies in 1951 and 1954. These committees have In-
cluded In their membership economists, attorneys, accountants, and businessmen,
and have had as chairman Roswell Magill, attorney and former Under Secretary
of the Treasury.

The Committee has this to say about the value-added tax and
foreign trade in its report "Financing America's Future" issued in
September 1963:

A value-added tax would not penalize efficiency to the same extent as a net
income tax may be said to do. No need would arise for averaging or for carry-
overs to offset the effects of fluctuating income. The tax base would be broader
than profits. 'The lower the price at,which goods are sold, the lower would be
the'tai per nit of sale.

The complete exemption of exports would generally be possible. Other types
of output, e.g., books sold to public schools, could also be exempted.

At the White House Conference on Export Expansion, held Sep-
tember 17 and 18, 1963, held under the auspices of the Department of
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Commerce, the place of the value-added tax in the export picture was
discussed. The following quotations from "Working Paper for Com-
mittee 1" the Committee of this Conference that was to deal with
tax mattes, outline the situation:

The GATT permits countries to levy charges on Imports (in addition to
customs duties) equivalent to internal indirect taxes on comparable domestic
products. It also permits countries to exempt exports from internal indirect
taxes or to rebate such taxes if they have already been paid. Most of the major
trading countries, including the United States, take advantage of these rules to
impose compensatory import levies or grant tax exemptions or rebates in exports
The impact of these practices on trade varies from country to country, however,
because some countries rely much more heavily than others on the types of
taxes that are eligible for such treatment. The United States, for example,
obtains nearly three-fourths of its total tax revenues from taxes on income and
property; the Federal excise taxes that are imposed on imports and rebates on
exl orts only apply to a limited number of goods and account for a relatively
small part of the total tax take.

Prospective changes in tax systems inject an element of uncertainty into the
picture. The European Economic Community is now considering ways to har-
monize the tax systems of the member countries, with initial emphasis on in-
direct taxes. - The Community appears to be leaning in the direction of a value
added tax of the French type. This would require the five member states now
using a cascade-type turnover tax to change their systems. The impact of any
such changes on trade would, of course, depend on the rates of tax under the
new system and the rates at which border adjustments would be made.

I think that last is very significant becaiutl it distinguishes between
a value-added tax and a sales tax. A. sales tax similar to the Canadian
sales tax has several undesirable features, probably the worst of which
is what they call the cascading or cumulative effect, because everybody
is paying a sales tax on what everybody before has put in the product.
If you had 20 percent of your value added or operations and 80 percent
of outside purchases, you would pay under this law the same sales tax
as if you had 80 percent of value added and 20 percent of outside pur-
chases, which is obviously unfair. So that the sales tax has definite
disadvantages and weaknesses which I think are generally recognized.

One of the objectives of the new.depreciation guidelines announced
by the U.S. Internal Revenue Service in 1962 and the Investment tax
credit enacted in the same year, as well as the changes proposed in
the tax bill now before Congress, is to provide an environment con-
ducive to improved export performance. The depreciation guidelines,
the investment tax credit and the proposed rate reductions should per-
mit U.S. firms to produce more efficiently and, therefore, to compete
more effectively with foreign producers. This should result in lower
imports as well as greater exports as U.S. firms are provided both with
greater cash flow, with lower equipment costs, and with greater profits
after taxes.

Generally speaking, the manufacturing industries which account
for the majority of U.S. exports of manufactured goods are capital
intensive; .e., they use a relatively large amount of capital equip-
ment and a relatively small amount of labor per unit of output. The
resulting high productivity per worker in these industries allows these
industries to sell in foreign markets despite the higher hourly wages
common in the United States. Since the guidelines and the invest
ment tax credit favor those firms with large amounts of capital equip-
ment, and, therefore with large capital equipment expense, these two
changes in the tax regulations should serve to improve the perform-
ance of those industries on which we rely for most of our exports of
manufactured goods.
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The depreciation guidelines in 1962 resulted in increased depreci
ation for all corporations of $2.4 billion i the investment tax credit
amounted to $1 billion. For manufacturing corporations alone, the
corresponding figures were $1.7 billion and $0.5 biioi.' The attached
table indicates that the major exporting industries are among the
principal beneficiaries of the tax credit and the depreciation guidelines.

The tax bill now before Congress, combined with the depreciation
guidelines and thy investment tax credit, can therefore be considered
a key -feature of the program to solve our balance-of-payments
difficulties.

The substitution of a value-added tax for the present corporation
income tax would make comparisons of American and foreign costs of
production more reasonable and meaningful and would put the Ameri-
can manufacturer and exporter on a more nearly equal footing with
his foreign competitor.

Now the purpose of this testimony, which is given because members
of this committee have requested it, is to, you might say, put this on
the table, put it up for consideration. There are many people inter-
ested in this, particularly people that are concerned with exports, so
that while no immediate action can be taken and while there is a
certain amount of statistical spadework to be done before rates and
bases can be determined, it nevertheless seems to be a live issue, and
there is a great deal of business interest in it.

Thank you.
(The attachments to Mr. Peloubet's statement follow:)

EUROPEAN EXPERIENCE WITH VALUE-ADDED TAXATION, TAX INSTITUTE OP AMERICA,
OCTOBER 10, 1963, WASHINGTON, D.C.

(By Maurice E. Peloubet)

There are two practical reasons for Inquiring Into the tax systems of foreign
countries: to find out whether they can be taken as models for the revision or
reform of our own system of taxation and to determine their effect on our
nationals operating in foreign countries.

The first purpose requires an analysis of foreign systems and a comparison
with ours, an inquiry into principles and philosophy as well as detailed op-
eration. It is this aspect which will be discussed here. The second purpose,
important as it frequently is, is merely to find out what can be done and how to
do it without much reference to underlying principles.

Corporate taxation In this country has developed largely on the basis of the
legal fiction that a corporation is a person. The very usefulness of this fiction
maker it dangerous. Qualities, desires, and necessities which are essentially
and uniquely human are attributed to the artificial corporate person.

A corporation is reproached for being "soulless" on the assumption that it
should have a soul or praised for its concern for the welfare of its employees.
It, as an artificial person, no more deserves the blame or praise than does an
automobile which is involved in an accident.

One of the more curious results of treating a corporation as a person is to
assume that a corporation has "Income" in the sense that an individual enjoys
income.

A natural individual may spend, save, squander or give away his income as he
likes after his obligations are taken care of. A corporation is a mere custodian
or trustee. It must distribute its available surplus funds to its stockholders or
use them for the advancement of corporate purposes. No extraneous purpose,
no matter how worthy, can be served, and no individual, no matter how deserv-
ing, can be rewarded or assisted if it does not further a corporate purpose.

From this, it follows that a corporation has no income in the sense that an
individual has income. A corporate "Income tax" is; therefore, a misnomer and
an anomaly.

Federal and State income taxes on corporations, are excise taxes, taxes on the
privilege of doing business in the corporate form. A partnership pays no income
tax as such because it is assumed that the partners will enjoy the income as
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individuals. If the partners form a corporation and carry on exactly the same
activities and business, they are liable for a corporation income tax. As the
only difference is the use of the corporate form, the tax must be an excise tax
for that privilege.

Corporate income is difficult to determine and is subject to great and un.
pi dictable variations from year to year. The tax is, therefore, subject to wide
fluctuations in total amount and is,' as between corporations, frequently in.
equitable.

The greatest inequity, perhaps, is the effective subsidizing of inefficient and un-
profitable enterprises. The losing or inefficient corporation requires and receives
the same protection'and services as its profitable competitor, but, as the tax is
levied on an income, it does not pay for them. The life of the losing enterprise
is thus prolonged to the detriment of its competitors and the economy. Although
the unprofitable corporation does not pay its share of the costs of Government
for which its members vote, nevertheless it is not seriously suggested that it pay
a lesser rate or nothing at all for the electricity, for instance, it "votes for" by
using.

While it is a fact that corporations do not have income, in the sense that an
individual does, and that, therefore, sp~called corporation income should not be
taxed as such, it is, nevertheless, also true that, under present-day fiscal require-
iments, and because of convenience of collection,'some tax must be levied on
corporations, as nearly as may be, in proportion to the services and protection
required by all the people employing their time and money in the business.

It is in devising such a system that we may learn from the methods and
experience of foreign countries. Business taxes which seem to meet the require-
juents of an equitable and productive tax on corporate activities and operations
have been in successful operation in some European countries for over 10
years: :

High tax rates or high total tax collections have been unjustly blamed as
being the sole or the major deterrents to industrial and economic growth. Not
enough attention has been paid to the ef cts of the distribution of the tax
among taxpayers.

The following table was compiled from statistics appearing on page 303 of
"Statistics of Income, 1960-61" prepared by the U.S. Treasury Department and
the Internal Revenue Service.

Corporation return, year 1960-61

Thousands of Percent
dollars

Business receipts:
All corporations, with and without income ....................... $802,70,920 100.000
Corporations with net income........................................ 685,691,937 8& 414

Net income:
Total all corporations.................. ...................... 43, 05174 419
With income........................................................ 50,382345 627

Income tax ....... ................ ..................... . 21, 86,299 ..............
Rate to produce equivalent revenue on total business receipts (rate of

estimated net receipts 5.65 percent, see app. II)............................. ....... 2.724

Total rceipts............................................ 802,790,920 100.000
Receipts of corporation with Income................................... 51,937 85.414
Untaxed receipts...................................................... 117,09 983 14.686

Value-added tax to equal income tax, on total receipts: 802,790,920
X2.721 percent.......... ....... ............ ......... ...... 21,866,299 ................

Untaxed receipts: 117,09,963X2.724 percent ................................ 318918 ................
Receipts of aU corporations with Income: 685,691,937X2.724 percent...... 18,676,781........

This gives an approximate Idea of the turnover rates required to produce reve-
nues equivalent to those now collected from corporations. The table also shows
that 14.686 percent of the turnover of corporations now escapes a tax on which
the remaining 85.414 percent must pay, on behalf of the loss corporations, a tax
of $3,189,518,000 although all equally enjoy Government services and the advan-
tages of the corporate form.

Business receipts, as used in this table, were defined as: "the gross operating
receipts of the corporation reduced by the cost of returned goods and by rebates

I P. 19, "Statistics of Income, Corporation Income Tax ReturnS," U.S. Treasury Depart-
ment, 1960-61.
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and allowances. They were the 'sum 6f gross sales ,and' grbs receipts from
operations."

The French value-added tax, the most representative and longest established
tax of this type was described in detail by Martin Norr at the 16th Tax Con-
ference of the Canadian Tax Foundation, 1962. He describes this tax as:

"The value-added fax is a tax on sales. In France it is levied only on sales
at the manufacturing and wholesale levels; there are some exceptions that heed
not detain us. But although this is a tax on sales, it is so arranged that it does
not apply in any particular case to the total sales price received by the seller.
The tax applies only to the value added to the total sales price received by the
seller; that is, to the difference between the amount the firm takes' in In ales
proceeds, and the amount the firm spends to buy materials and services from
other firms. Value-added is merely the difference between a firm's receipts and
its expenditures in buying goods and services from other firms.

"Let's descend to the concrete. Suppose the factory selling price of a car
Is $1,006. Suppose the cost of the materials that wei)t into the car-fenders,
paint, glass, tires, parts, and so on-Is $400. Then thO value added is the differ-
ence between the receipts of $1,000 arid the expenditures of $400; when the car
is sold, the seller pays tax not on the selling price of $1,000, but on the value
added, the difference of $600. Value added is equal to the total amount of wages,
salaries, rent, interest, and similar outlays of the firm, increased by the amount
of profits earned. Instead of striking the wholesale price changed by the'seller,
the value-added tax In effect strikes only his gross profit--gross receipts less
cost of goods purchased.

"The essence of the tax is that it is not a cumulative or cascade sales tax like
the taxes used by the other Common Market countries. These countries gen-
erally apply the full rate of their taxes to the full sales price paid in every trans-
action. Not so France. Each taxpayer making a'taxable sale is liable to tax
not on the full sales price but only on that portion of the price which represents
the value added by him in the manufacturing and distribution process."

In France this tax is levied along with a 50-percent rate of corporate income
tax, further mitigated by depreciation allowances under which something in the
neighborhood of 50 percent of corporate income is charged to depreciation. It is
also true that, while the basic concept of the French tax is sound, it omits sub-
stantial segments of the economy not involved in manufacturing.

Under the French value-added tax, the depreciation problem hardly exists
because the rates are so liberal. If purchases of plant and equipment were in-
cluded in the costs for value added, there would obviously be no tax depreciation
problem as purchases for plant and equipment would, in effect, be applied as soon
as they were made. In France, value-added tax is allowed on Industrial build-
ings, plant, and equipment but not on administrative buildings or office furniture
and equipment

The experience of this country with a rigid rate structure in the corporate
income tax, generally inadequate depreciation allowances, uncertainties in the
methods of arriving at income and violent fluctuations in total income, does not
point to the successful operation of the value-added tax as a supplement to the
corporate income tax.

In my opinion, the corporation income tax should be recognized for what it is,
a capricious and inequitable excise tax levied on an un.:' able base. It should be
repealed and a broadly based, equitable, and productive tax such as the value-
added tax should be substituted for it.

I have observed, over many years of experience, that the first thing to do when
advocating a change or innovation in taxation or accounting practice is to make
every effort to prove that you are doing no such thing. Novelty and originality
are no recommendation.

So far as the value-added tax is concerned, a complete disclaimer of originality
or novelty can be made. In this country, this tax has been advocated by Wads-
worth W. Mount since the early thirties.' He has brought it to the attention of
Congressmen, State Governors and Federal and State officials as a complete tax
base applicable to every type of enterprise.

Many, If not most, of these Congressmen and officials agreed with Mr. Mount's
arguments and methods, but nothing in the way of legislation has resulted. In
principle, his proposal Is an extension of the French value-added tax. Whether
or not there is any agreement on the fairness and practicability of this tax,
familiarity with it at least should have been achieved.

' "A Reexamination of Taxation Fundamentals." Wadsworth W. Mount, assistant direc-
tor of research, Merchants' Assoftation'of New York, Financial Management Series No. 67,
American Management Association.
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A basic difference between Mr. Mount's method and the French value-added
tax is that under the Mount method the value added covers all materials and
services including the services of lawyers, accountants, engineers, and other con-
sultants, as well as real estate and local taxes. This provides a somewhat
broader base than the French tax and makes the case for the abolition of a cor-
porate income tax even stronger than it would be if a tax on the French model
were to be enacted.

Obviously, a return indicating value added somewhat on the line of the form
proposed by Mr. Mount in the attached appendix I would be quite simple to fill
out. An enterprise could hardly operate if it did not have current figures which
would answer this purpose.. Much of the time and effort which now goes into
the administration of the corporate income tax both in the Internal Revenue
Service and by individual taxpayer corporations could be diverted to more
productive purposes.

The value-added tax and its calculation would not and is not intended to act as
a model or to influence financial accounting and reporting in any way. The value-
added tax has not had this effect in the countries in which it is now in force and
there is no reason to believe that it would do so here.

Apart from simplicity of administration, the returns for the value-added tax
which could be and should be submitted promptly within a few days after the
close of a period would make the calculation of gross national product not only
easier but much more accurate than is now the case. With modern data process-
ing, many thousands of returns could be summarized in a few hours and the total
results would form an accurate index of the operation of the economy.

Probably as a result of the success of the French value-added tax and follow-
ing an extended correspondence between Mr. Mount and West German officials,
West Germany has decided to put the value-added tax into effect.

The Federal Republic of Germany will be the first Common Market country
besides France to substitute a value-added tax for the present system of multi-
stage turnover tax. Last July the German Oabinet accepted the draft bill pre-
pared by the various ministries, which includes the new tax. In the meantime,
the bill was submitted to the various parliamentary committees concerned and,
in addition, to trade, industrial, and professional organizations for review and
suggestions. Although there is not much doubt that the bill will be enacted sub-
ject to possible amendments, it is expected that the effective date will be Janu-
ary 1, 1966. Under the bill, the proposed regular turnover tax rate will be 10
percent, from which turnover taxes included in the purchase of goods or services
are deducted. The tax rate on professional fees and similar service compen-
satioh and that on the safes price of food and certain agricultural products will
be 5 percent.

The introduction of graduated rates is a particularly interesting feature of
the West German proposal. Graduation proportionate to the volume or size of
a taxpayer would be unacceptable from an economic or equitable point of view,
but graduation by industry might be necessary and desirable.

In the West German proposal, in industries where the value added is large
in relation to the total, as in agriculture and the service industries, the rate Is
lowered. This should be carefully explored in drawing up any detailed plan
or proposal for adoption in this country.

Going further back, Dr. T. S. Adams, oi e of the foremost of the early thinkers
and theorists on the income tax in this country. suggested, in 1921, the value-
added tax as an element, but not a complete substitute, for the income tax on
manufacturers. The value-added tax described by Dr. Adams was similar to
the French tax and did not include the service industries contemplated by Mr.
Mount's proposal or, to some extent, by the proposed West German value-added
tax.

It is possible, therefore, to go at least as far back as 1921 for the first men-
tion of the value-added tax. The adoption of this tax by the European Coal
and Steel Community in 1962 may also be cited as well as its adoption, as an
added tax element, by the State of Michigan.

The article by Martin Norr already cited and "Theory and Background of
the Value-Added Tax" by Carl S. Shoup* give a comprehensive and detailed
description of the value-added tax in foreign countries. The "Report of the
Fiscal and Financial Committee on Tax Harmonization in the Common Market"
(1962), under the chairmanship of Prof. Fritz Neumark of Frankfurt, Germany,
contains a description nnd discussion of value-added taxes. An English trans-
lation has been made by Commerce Clearing House.

SProceedings of the 48th National Tax Conference, 1955.
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* In this discussion, it has been my purpose to relate the European experience
with the value-added tax to American fiscal needs, and particularly to show
that it is a fair and workable alternative to the anomalous and inequitable tax
on so-called corporate income under which the economy is now laboring.

When, if ever, legislation providing for a value-added tax will be enacted is
difficult to forecast, but it is almost axiomatic that reforms of this sort are the
result of long and intensive research and public discussion which brings the
need for the legislation before the Congress and the Ooveinment departments
concerned. Unfortunately, they do not come about spontaneously or merely
because they are sound and constructive. It is to be hoped that this meeting
may be remembered as a large step in this direction and as an early cry in the
wilderness of corporate taxation.

APPENDIX I

A PROPOSED SUBSTITUTE FOR THE PRESENT U.S. FEDERAL PERSONAL AND CORPO-
RATION INCOME TAX LAWS, CONSISTING OF A FEDERAL BUSINESS TAX BASED
ON THE AMOUNT COLLECTED FBOM CUSTOMERS MINUS THE COr-T OF GOODS AND
SERVICES PURCHASED FROM OTHERS

BASIC PREMISES

1. Present Federal income tax laws are unpopular, induce corruption, defy
equitable efficient administration, are incapable of covering all the income that
should be taxed, retard the proper economic development of the Nation, and cost
far too much to administer.

2. The present tax base of profits and earnings is unstable and could easily
place the Treasury Department in a very embarrassing position.

3. What is needed is a fair, easily understood, easily administered law having
volume of production as its assured tax base.

4. The ideal vehicle for tax collection is the business unit whose books of
accounts automatically disclose the volume of business done and the outside costs
incurred, the difference representing the taxable income of the business.

A NEW BASE FOR FEDERAL TAXATION

(By Wadsworth W. Mount)

Every business and profession operated for profit, regardless of the product
or service sold, or whether it operates as a corporation, partnership, or sole
proprietorship, with one person or thousands engaging their time and money
Iherein, adds its respective share to the Nation's production on the following
basic formula:

X-Y=Z
X=Gross receipts from sales of goods and services.
Y=Payments for outside goods and services including State and local tax.
Z=Net addition of production.

Once the Federal Government has collected its Federal tax on Z, the matter
of how the balance of Z is distributed as wages, salaries, dividends, and interest,
or held as reserves, becomes entirely the internal business of the people inside
each reporting enterprise.

Since Z represents the basic source of all personnel incomes, by taking its per-
centage of this new tax base the Federal Government has taxed the total pro-
duction at the source.

The utter simplicity of applying, reporting, and administering this law may be
seen by observing the following tax form which would serve every enterprise.
large or small, corporate or noncorporate.

[Proposed Form-to replace all present forms now used.]

FEDERAL BUSINESS TAX

Quarterly Return Filed ---------------- 1 ---

1. Business Name and Address For Calendar Quarter
------------ - ending ------- --------- 19--.-

2. How Operated----- ---------- Average total personnel---........
(Corporation, Partnershib, etc.)

Kind of enterprise----------------------------------------
(Line of business, product, or service offered)

I .- - - - - 1-1 -1.. ..
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3. Credit, if any, carried over from Line 9 of last Quarterly Return--... $1, 000
4. Received for goods and services sold ------------------ $10,000
5. Cost of Outside Goods and services purchased----....----- $5, 000
6. Enter sum of Lines 3 and 5 here----------------------- $, 000
7. If Line 4 is greater than Line 6 enter difference here---..-. ----- $4,000
8. Multiply Line 7 by 15% (current rate) and enter tax being paid with

this return opposite this Quarter.
First Quarter Tax due April 15-------------------------- $600
Second Quarter Tax due July 15.6 ------------------ $
Third Quarter Tax due Oct 15. --------------------- $
Fourth Quarter Tax due Jan. 15.------... -----------. $

9. If Line 6 is greater than Line 4 the difference is a credit and is to be
entered here and carried over to Line 3 on next Quarterly Return-- $...

Official signature-- -----------..................
Title of person signing-------------------- --------

NoTE.-A really sound guide to all business and government could result from
currently tabulating the accurate and timely data on these reports; in compari-
son to what the government now puts out based on incomplete and out-of-date
information so often published too late to be useful.

(Copyright 1957 Wadsworth W. Mount)

DEFINITIONS

Calendar quarter.-Any 3-month period starting with January.
Line 3 "credit."-The amount by which the cost of outside goods and services

exceeds the amount received from the sale of goods and services.
Line 4 "goods and services."-This includes receipts from professional fees,

from the sale, rental, or use of capital assets, including patents. It does not
include dividends or interest on funds invested in other enterprises, or in
Government securities.

Line 5 "outside goods and services."-This includes Government services repre-
sented by State and local taxes and insurance services purchased on behalf of
employees.

Estimated value-added tas rate required to produce equivalent of personal
and corporation income ta

Total business receipts:
Corporations------------------------------------- $802, 790,920,000
Sole proprietorships------------------- --- 171,257, 205,000
Partnerships---------------------------- -- 72, 771,424,000

Total --------------------------------- 1,046,819,549,000
Gross national product - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -  519, 000,000,000

Bilflons
of

dollars Percent
Business receipts------ --------------------------- 1,047 100.00

Gross national product ---- -------------------- - 510 49.10
Estimated duplication --------------------------- 528 50.90

Corporation tax:
Gross receipts, corporations..-- -----.. . -------------.. $802, 790,920
49.10 percent thereof---------------------------- - $394,170,342
Corporation income tax-------------------------------- $21,866,289
Rate to be applied to $394,170,432,000 to produce revenue

equal to corporate tax (percent)------ ------......------ 5. 5
Corporation income tax ---------------------------- $21,866,289,000
Personal income tax '-------------------------- 46,144,000,000

Total income tax ------.........---------------- 68,010,289,000
Value-added tax rate to produce this revenue (percent)--. 13.10

1 U.S. Department of Commerce.
SEconomic Almanac, 1002. "The Conference Board."
NOTE.-All other figures from U.S. Treasury Department, Corporation and Business

Income Tax Returns. 1960-61.
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The CHAIRAN. Thank you very much.
Any questions, Senator Gore?
Senator GORE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson?
Senator CAmRLSN. Only this, Mr. Chairman. I think Mr. Peloubet

is entitled to credit for calling attention to a tax that we probably will
be looking at in future years, if we expect to continue our export trade.

Mr. PELOUBrT. I think that is an extremely important feature of it.
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Peloubet, Senator Dirksen was unable to be

here this afternoon. He has been detained on the floor. He asked me
to ask you eight questions.

The first question is, Do you think the tax reductions should be put
into effect even though there were no reductions in expenditures?

Mr. PELOBETr. I think that the tax reduction and the reduction in
expenditures are not necessarily related. Of course, an easy answer is
to say that they are all within the control of Congress, which they
are.

However, let us assume that we are in earnest about reducing ex-
penditures. I think the only way this can be done is with something
similar to the Hoover Commission. I was on one of the task forces
there. We knew at that time there was $5 billion that could be taken
out of Government expenses without diminishing any service. I pre-
sume that at the present time that figure may be 50 percent more
or 100 percent more. We need something like that if we are going to
reduce expenditures.

I think the two things should be considered, but I don't think one
should preclude the other. We do need a tax cut. We do need re-
duction in expenditures.

The CHAIRMAN. You say the tax on corporate income is an excise tax
rather than an income tax. Would you give briefly your reasons for
this statement.

Mr. PELOnBET. It can't be an income tax because a corporation
doesn't have any income in the sense that an individual does. A cor-
poration is merely a trustee. An individual can spend his income, give
it away, squander it, save it. But all a corporation can do it to use it
for corporate purposes or give it to the stockholders. It is not dispos-
able income, and it is not a suitable base for taxation.

The CHAIRMAN. Should the value added tax be substituted for the
corporate income tax or should it be additional and suplemental to it-

Mr. PELOUBET. It should be substituted. The idea of a supple-
mentary or additional tax has been proved by experience to be doubtful
because the State of Michigan tried that, and at the meeting of the
National Tax Institute on October 10, the tax commissioner of the
State of Michigan testified that it was not a good way to use the value
added tax. There should be a complete substitute.

The CHAIRMAN,. The next question is the value added tax in success-
ful operation anywhere in the world ?

Mr. PELOUBET. It is in successful operation in France, and I think in
the International Steel Community.

The CHAIRMAN. Is it a new development or an old idea?
Mr. PELOUBET. It. is an old idea. I think I covered that in my

statement.
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The CHAIRMAN. Why do you say that the corporation income tax
operates inequitable as between taxpayers

Mr. PELOUBET. 1 or two reasons. First, because the loss corpora.
tion escapes tax, and secondly because a corporation's taxable income
is not the best index of what it should pay for the services it receives
from the Government.

The CHAIRMAN. Would there be any difference or need there be any
difference in revenue if a value added tax were substituted for the cor-
poration income tax?

Mr. PELOUBET. No. If you determine your base, which I imagine
would be something like the corporation's proportion of the gross na-
tional product, once you get an idea of your base, all you have to do is
to set a rate and you can bring in the same income. I am not talking
at all about whether the amount of tax that is taken from a corporation
is too great or too small, just simply the method.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Peloubet.
Mr. PELOUBET. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The next witness is Mr. Stephen T. Dean of the

Florida Bar Association. Mr. Dean, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF STEPHEN T. DEAN, FLORIDA BAR ASSOCIATION

Mr. DEAN. Senator, coming at the end of the day, I will do my best
not to test your patience, and also to catch my plane.

The CHAIRMAN. I hope you will be safe on the latter.
Mr. DEAN. I am here representing the tax committee of the Florida

Bar Association, and I would like to first emphasize that in expres-
sing the views that we have set forth in the statement already provided,
we do not express the views of the Florida bar generally but the tax
committee only.

We have pursued the study of H.R. 8363 at the time it was being
born in the House Ways and Means Committee with some concern.
Having seen H.R. 8363 come into being, we have a few of our old con-
cerns and we have a few new ones.

In our statement which we have filed with you we have expressed an
opinion as to all of the provisions in the structural part of the code.
We express no opinion on tax reduction. We believe that is a matter
of policy, and we do not believe that a bar association should express
its views in that regard.

But briefing the written statement submitted, we are for, and in ac-
cord with, 15 of the provisions. We have serious reservations as to five
and we are not in accord with eight. It would seem to me appropriate,
therefore, to limit my discussion to the eight with which we are not
in agreement.

We did have a problem in determining what standards we should
use and whether or not we do agree with particular provision.

The standard which we use is this: that there is a substantial amount
of goodness and stability in continuing law, and there is goodness and
stability in simplified law as distinct from a complicated code.

We believe that wherever there is hardship, this hardship should
be remedied; wherever there is a loophole, this loophole should be
closed; but we believe in each case it should be substantial in order to
warrant a further complication of an already complicated code.
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With this in mind, while we are pqt in accord with ome of, W.pro-
visions, we wouJd lW to state tht tley might reslt m Pia)l ,d-
ship or create a small loophole, and we don't thlnk Uiht t li htis
worth the cande. '

The first provision I would like to refer to is ~pctionu i(a)., This
provision deals with the case where prop,e; has'i a sj d on an
installment basis with a small ch dow ppy ent .nda ia rge unt
to be paid o.er a period of years. J3uyer T kad sellerr g et' lier
and negotiate as to whether or iot .ose .efeire . pay'mnts 6 uld
carry interest.

The proposed section 215(a) sugea lsthat even though o interest
is negotiated, that by administrtive fiat ,tliere should -be z-prcent in-
terest, for example, aid that if thp interest actually stipuatend in
the agreement does not come within 1-percent tol rance of whatever
might be administratively determined by the commipsiier, then the
interest should automatically be carved out of the installmefit pay-
ment and taxed as ordinary income to the seller, and, I presume,
deducted by the buyer.

Now, to us, what is remarkable about this proposal is that the House
report states that negligible revenue will result from this provision.
If that is so, apparently the effort of 215 is to police a negotiated
agreement between a buyer and a seller, and those two men may have
had excellent reasons for including or rejecting an interest element.
Interest will differ depending upon the security of the debtoir. In-
terest will differ for many reasons, aid it does not seem to us that it is
appropriate for the Government to step in and say that we will ad-
ministratively declare that there is interest present where the parties
have not so bargained.

In addition, this could well throw many people off the installment
basis where they have elected the installment basis for the payment of
the tax.

The second provision with which we do not agree is section 220,
which in the case of buildings erected on real estate, and as to which
the tax owner has elected to take accelerated depreciation, this pro-
vision carves out just the accelerated portion, the portion in excess of
standard straight line depreciation and says that if this building is
ever sold, then so much as represents that accelerated depreciation
segment shall be taxed as ordinary income if the sale indeed did report
gain.

This provision further states, however, if you hold this building
for 20 months, then every month 1 percent of this ordinary income
will be reincarnated as capital gain, so that if you hold it for a long
period of time, then this accelerated depreciation will no longer, upon
sale, produce ordinary income.

We believe that this provision deals with so small a loophole as not
to warrant the rather complicated language which is essential for its
portrayal in the Internal Revenue Code. This accelerated deprecia-
tion in producing, if indeed it did, ordinary income versus capital
gain, only deals with a differential between a capital gain rate and
an ordinary income tax rate, and generally speaking we think here
once again someone in the Treasury Department has perhaps sold an
idea which is, from a legislative standpoint, impractical.

24-532--63-pt. -- 31
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Section 218 deals with the nondeductibility of interest on loans
incurred to purchase certain insurance and annuity contracts so that
if under circumstances you take your insurance policy which you
have had a number of years to a bank and borrow on it the interest
thereon will not be deductible.

We suggest that younger men should be in the position of being
able to take out larger policies on a borrowing basis which, at a later
year, they might very well not be able to take out, due to health
problems which might develop. The ability to take an insurance
policy for borrowing, even on a periodic and systematic basis, is a
proper economic tool for the younger man.

Section 204 deals with an attempt to tax the excess of health or
accident insurance over the medical expenses actually expended. We
know that there are a few people who will take out a single policy of
accident or health insurance with three or four companies, particu-
larly insurance agents seem to do this, and then if they get sick, they
have a double or a triple payoff. But they have paid the premiums
for this insurance. The premiums probably have not been deduct-
ible because they are within the 3 percent of adjusted gross income
limitation on medical expense deductions. Therefore we do not think
that this is any substantial loophole.

In fact, neither does the House of Representatives think that it is
a substantial loophole, because they state in their report that there
would be only a negligible increase in the revenue, and we can hardly
detect a large loophole where its closure would result only in negligible
increase in revenue.

Finally, section 205 deals with the $100 sick pay. exclusion. This
new provision states that one must be sick for 30 days before the sum
of $100 a week received from one's employer will be excludable.

The justification for inserting this 30-day waiting period as stated
in the House Ways and Means Committee is that within industry
there are some employees who take advantage of it and stay out to
get the $100, whereas a nonmalingerer may return to the job just as
soon as he gets on his feet, and therefore the 30-day waiting period
would prevent the malingerer from getting these benefits.

We suggest that perhaps the reason the Internal Revenue Code is as
complicated as it is, is because it has tried to do much too much policing
as distinct from revenue gathering, and we think that this provision
with respect to the 30-day waiting period for the sick pay exclusion
takes on the appearance of a policing provision, and that if this ex-
clusion is socially justified in the first place, as was evidenced by the fact
that it was indeed enacted, and as evidenced by the fact that the ex-
clusion should exist after 30 days, then we see no reason, it being socially
justified, why it should not be continued without amendment.

The next provision with which we are not in accord is section 122,
which places corporate tax payments on a pay-as-you-go basis by a
very complicated system which progressively prepays over a 7-year
period these corporate taxes.

It would appear to us that the most honest approach to this prob-
lem would be to forget the prepayment because the prepayment is
nothing less than a recapture of taxes which would be reduced by the
reduction provisions of the code, and that rather than do this, simply
defer the corporate tax rate reduction. You will arrive at exactly the
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same monetary result insofar as revenue is concerned, and I think a
little more forthrightly.

Finally, the provision with which we are not in accord is section 112
which is the so-called minimum standard deduction. If you go back
to the original recommendations of this so-called minimum standard
deduction in the February 6, 1968, letter of Secretary Dillon and if
you follow through the motivation for this minimum standard deduc-
tion as stated in the House report, you find this. It says that:

We would like to give the lower bracket taxpayers another $300 exemption to
raise them from $600 to $900. But if we do it to these people, then everybody will
get the same $300 additional exemption.

And the statement in the House Ways and Means Committee report
is, and I literally quote what they say, that, "This is wasting revenue."
Now we can't quite understand why giving an equality of deduction to
all taxpayers is wasting the revenue. Nevertheless, this is the official
statement on this particular problem.

As we understand the constitutional and legal tax structure which
is required to be followed by our Federal Government, it is this: that
discrimination between taxpayers is appropriate insofar as concerns
the progressive rates of taxation, and that the more income you have,
then on the higher segment of income, there can be a higher rate, be-
cause the 16th amendment permits this.

And taking it next to the level of the deductions and exemptions
that where you have a deduction or where you have an exemption,
that everybody who undergoes this particular expense or has this par-
ticular dependency situation should have this exemption or should
have this expense deduction.

Senator GORE. Off the record.
(Discussion off the record.)
Mr. DEAN. TO hide an additional personal exemption which is not

desired to be extended to one group of taxpayers, but to call it in-
stead a minimum standard deduction which the February 6, 1963,
statement of Mr. Dillon clearly implies, and to substitute this for
this $300 additional personal exemption, which he does not want to
extend because to do so would lose too much revenue, is not proper
legislation in our view.

We believe that if there is a deduction or if there is an exemption,
all persons in like circumstances should receive it.

Senator GGRE. You think that would in effect, be discriminatory
Mr. DEAN. I think there is a possibility of it being illegal. That

the discrimination between taxpayers that is permitted by the Con-
stitution is that which is integrated into the progressive rates of taxa-
tion, as permitted by the Constitution.

Senator GORE. Thank you.
Mr. DEAN. Finally, we have two concerns which I should mention.

The Treasury Department suggested that section 170(b)(1) which
gives an unlimited charitable deduction to certain taxpayers whose
contributions, plus taxes, equal 90 percent of their adjusted gross
income for the taxable year in 8 of the 10 preceding years, will no
longer be bound by the 30-percent charitable deduction limitation,
that thereafter they could take an unlimited deduction and, as was
pointed out in earlier testimony when Mr. Dillon appeared, there
are a great number of taxpayers who pay no taxes whatsoever.

1425
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* We have reviewed this section. We feel that this is an unwarranted
exemption, and we would express our accord with the Treasury De-
partment in suggesting the repeal of this section 170 (b) (1).
*'Finally, there is an item with which we are most deeply concerned.
Starting with the February 6, 1963, letter of Mr. Dillon, there was
enunciated ai new concept which, personally, I have never seen before,
and that is when one dies this is the equivalent of a sale, and that any
accrued gain on capital assets should be taxed.

We would like to state our position as adamantly being opposed to
that and adamantly opposed to any provision other than the tradi-
tional basis viewpoint which we have had in the tax law for 47 years;
that at death, when an estate tax becomes payable, if the estate does
reach taxable brackets, that there is then a tax on capital in the form
of the estate tax. That this is the equivalent of a capital gains tax
and, in addition-

Senator GORE. I did not hear your statement. This is what?
Mr. DEAN. And that this estate tax on capital as of the date of

death is justifiable reason for there coming into existence a new cost
basis equal to the fair market value of the asset at the date of death.
That to carry forward a decedent's cost basis into a later year in order
to have a second tax in the nature of the income tax on capital gains,
which is also a tax on capital, would be to impinge two capital levies
on the same asset.

Now, there are a number of administrative problems which would
be almost insuperable in our opinion, which would occur should this
carryover basis ever be accepted.

One of the reasons sometimes that assets are not sold is because we
do not know the basis. At least death does give a fair market value
determination which gives us a new starting point for basis.

I appreciate your forbearance with me, and I would like to answer
any questions which you may put to me.

(The prepared statement of Mr. Dean follows:)
THE FLORIDA BAR, TAX SECTION.

Re H.R. 8363. revenue bill of 196P.
Hon. HABRY FLOOD BBD,
Finance Committee of the Senate,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYBD: The tax section of the Florida Bar submits its views on
H.R. 8363 on the assumption that, to produce tax laws of maximum benefit to
both the Government and all of its citizens, any change in existing law should
be evaluated in the light of the following general objectives:

1. In areas where taxpayers have geared their business, estate, and earnings
plans to existing laws (often enacted to induce those very plans), a proper objee-
tive is the continuity of such laws. It is this continuity that provides necessary
stability for long-term planning. Unjustified tampering with the code (perhaps
reflecting the personal views of some dominant persons in the Treasury Depart-
ment who have initiated the proposed changes) is the cause of instability in our
tax laws and in the general planning programs of the taxpayers.

2. Simplification of the Internal Revenue Code is desirable; complexity is to
be avoided. The February 6, 1963, statement of the Secretary of the Treasury
states that "The President's program of tax reform is designed to * * * promote
tax simplification." It seems appropriate, therefore, to evaluate H.R. 8363 In
part on the complexities which it adds to the code.

3. Proposed changes in the tax laws which nullify existing business planning,
or which further complicate the code beyond the understanding of all but the
most expert, can be justified only if necessary-

(a) To correct a manifest inequity, or
(b) To close an obvious loophole.
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Objectives In evaluating H.R. 83638 It is apparent that thelexistence of a
manifest inequity or ah obvious loophole should be a prer q'uisite i fievaluating
H.R. 8363 because that bill adds extreme comple.iltesteo the codd indtit hriangem
the rules pertaining to existing plans, such as those for' tock options addgrfoup
insurance.

VALUA'TION OF EACH PEOPOSEb CI~AN0E

1. Tax rate reduction (section 111 amending code section 1; section 121 amend-
ing code section 11) : We db not cOmment on matters of policy, such as the pro-
posed rate reduction. However, we suggest that the Senate should not approve
undesirable changes in the substantive law simply because the Treasury Depart-
ment "guesstimates" that those changes will produce additional revenue to offset
some of the revenue lost by the tax cut

The administration has stated that it is necessary to cut taxes in order to create
additional taxpayer Aavings for new investment in our free economy, which in
turn will add to capital momentum as insurance against a' recession. Mani-
festly, it is net savings which will achieve this result. Capital momentum will
not be enhanced by reducing taxes at one point and adding taxes at another
point. Especially is this true if taxes are added to the investing taxpayer group
(reducing their savings available for new investment), and at the same time
taxes tre reduced for the consuming taxpayer group which has lesser savings
for new ivestment-yet this is the net effect or emphasis of H.R. 8863.

2. Minimum standard deduction (section 112 amending code section 141) : We
are not in accord.

The deduction floor of $300-plus depending upon one's status as single, married,
or head of household and upon the number of dependents, is in effect an addi-
tional amount of personal exemption allowed only to the lower income group.
It is not available to taxpayers who have otherwise reached the $1,000 maximum
standard deduction or who have elected itemized deductions.

This is a new approach originated by the Treasury Department which urged
that a deduction floor be used, rather than an increase in personal exemption,
because:

"* * * an increase in exemptions offers greater tax savings the higher the
income of the taxpayer, thus wasting much of the revenue that it would cost
if the objective wvere to be achieved through this route, i.e., the route of the
minimum standard deduction" (February 6, 1963, statement of Douglas Dillon).

We do not understand how equality-of-deduction treatment among taxpayers
is to be regarded as wasting much of the revenue. Nevertheless. in enacting
section 1 1 2 , the WAys and Means Committee appears to adopt that viewpoint.

Up to this time Congress has applied personal exemptions and graduated tax
rates across the board. The amount of one's income was not a matter of dis-
crimination except through the graduated rates of tax as permitted by the 16th
amendment to the Constitution. The proposed $300-plus deduction floor for the
first time carves out a segment of income which will not be taxed at all to some
taxpayers but will be taxed to all other taxpayers. This is far different than
the several categories of exemptions which are based, not on income, but on
dependency conditions.

We believe that the minimum standard deduction proposal injects a dangerous
precedent into the code. For this reason, we recommend that section 112 be
rejected, and that if lower bracket "hardship" relief is to be given, this be done
by an increase in the personal exemption or a decrease of the tas rate in the
lower brackets.

3. Pay-as-you-go basis for corporate taxes (sec. 122 amending cole sec. 0154):
We are not in accord.

This is a complex provision which, by progressively larger percentage prepay-
ments over the 7-year period 1964-70, eventually requires current payments of
corporate taxes on corporate income exceeding $100,000. During this 7-year
period, according to the House report (p. 29), "the acceleration in payments is
offset or more than offset by the tax reduction." In other words. the net effect
for these 7 years may not be one of generating additional cash capital at the
corporate level for investment.

Actually, tax payment acceleration over the 7-year period takes back a sub-
stantial port of the tate reduction for that period.

Moreover, many corporations have sot their tax years to permit use of the
"tax cash" during a part of the year when cash otherwise would be at a low
point, and these corporations would be forced to borrow. Accordingly, it is
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recommended that, rather than to accelerate the payment schedule, the code
would be simplified by leaving the present payment schedule undisturbed and,
instead, extending the proposed corporate tax rate reduction over a period
longer than the 2 years now proposed.

4. Repeal of the dividend credit and increase of the dividend exclusion (see.
201 amending code sees. 34 and 118) : We are, qualifiedly, in accord.

Our principal qualification is that taxation of the same Income at the corpo-
rate and shareholder-dividend levels is a form of double taxation and, as such,
is undesirable. Section 1371 et seq. which imposed a single tax at the share
holder level in the case of closely held corporations, recognizes this inequity.

Manifestly, the proposed change in the dividend credit of 4 percent is adverse
to those receiving large dividend income, and it favors those receiving little
dividend income. Curiously, the removal of the dividend credit of 4 percent to
all dividend recipients is said by the House to remove "the discrimination in
present law in favor of high-bracket sharesholders." (House report, p. 33.)
But, if discrimination is the key to change, it is the high-bracket tax rates which
make those high-bracket shareholders the prime target of discrimination, and
it is that discrimination which is increased by removal of the dividend credit.
SIt seems unfortunate that the need for any tax change is measured by who

it Is in favor of. Doubtless this philosophy has become an inherent ingredient
In tax legislation policy, and we do not comment further on this change since
it is one of policy, except that we note that it is a step toward simplification of
the code.

5. Repeal of basis reduction by 7-percent investment credit; inclusion of
elevators and escalators as qualified property; establishing value for credit in
case of leased property (sec. 202 amending code sees. 48 and 1245): We are in
accord.

We recommend adoption of this change as a step toward simplification. The
House report (page 34) concedes that the 1962 act, in minimizing the benefit of
the 7-percent credit by reducing the depreciable cost basis in like amount, re-
sulted in burdensome recordkeeping problems and severely complicated the
statutory language; and the House report further states that the elimination
of such recordkeeping and complicated statutory language is sufficient reason
for the change.

We would only wish that the House had been equally concerned to eliminate
"severely complicated * * statutory language" when it adopted some of the
other provisions discussed in this letter.

6. Limitation of tax-free group term insurance benefits to premiums on first
$30,000 coverage (sec. 203 adding new code sees. 79 and 218) : We are in partial

---.. __. accord.
This changes involves a policy decision to exclude from the income of an em-

ployee only those premiums on the first $30,000 of coverage, and to extend un-
limited tax-free coverage to employees who are retired due to age or disability.

We suggest that it is not desirable to provide a deduction (under the new see.
218) to younger employees who, by contribution, carry a part of the premium
burden of older employees under a uniform rate plan. The proposed deduction
is relatively insignificant in that it becomes effective only above the $30,000 in-
surance level. Moreover, it fairly can be assumed that any given group plan
is a permanent one, and that a particular employee who pays more than his
actuarial portion when young will pay less than his actuarial portion when he
reaches an older are. Assuming a continuity of employment, the burden eventu-
ally will be offset by a benefit.

Accordingly, it is submitted that, in view of additional complexities inherent
in section 218, and additional recordkeeping requirements, the foregoing de-
duction provision should not be enacted.

7. Income measured by excess of accident and Jealth insurance over medical
expenses incurred (sec. 204 adding new code sec. 80) : We are not in accord.

The fact is that in most cases this excess health insurance is purchased with
premiums which are not deducted for tax purposes because such premiums are
usually within the 3-percent nondeductible portion of general medical expenses.
We, therefore, conclude that nontaxation of excess insurance proceeds is so
minor a matter that it can hardly be termed an "obvious loophole." This seems
self-evident from the statement In the House report (p. 44) that the change
would "result in a negligible increase in revenues."

8. Sick pay exclusion of $100 per week not applicable to wage payments dur-
ing first 30 days (sec. 205 amending code sec. 105(d)): We are not in accord.
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This proposal merely injects a 80-day waiting period as opposed to present
law which requires no waiting in the case of accident and a 7-day waiting in th e
case of sickness.

The existing $100 per Week limitation, and the limited 80-day period involved
in the proposed amendment, are so small in scope that we are not here concerned
with an obvious loophole. Moreover, there is n substantial evidence that'the
exclusion should be eliminated (as indicated in the House report, page 44) be-
cause of abuse by a stay-at-home employee as opposed to his coworker who Is
on the job despite minor ailments.

We suggest that If the sick pay exclusion is socially justifiable at all, it is not
a function of the Internal Revenue Code to provide or withhold disciplinary in-
ducements as between willing and unwilling employees.

9. Exclusion of $20,000 gain from sale of residence by over-65 persons (see.
206 adding new code sec. 121) : We are not in accord.

We are favorably disposed not only to the aged, but also to the infirm, lame,
blind and all afflicted and disabled persons even though they have not attained
65 years. Many of the more unfortunate under-65 persons, as contrasted with
the more fortunate over-65 retired employees who are receiving social security,
pension, profit sharing and/or other deferred cash benefits, have a greater need
for "some or all of the funds obtained from the sale of the Old residence to'neet
his and his wife's living expenses" (Hduse report, p. 45).

The real questions are: How many exceptions and exemptions should there
be? At what point should the proposed favorable tax treatinent'be cut off?
Why limit the tax favors to one group when other groups have an equal or
greater need for those favors?

We note that this exclusion was not a part of the Treasury Department pro-
posals contained in the February 6, 1963, statement of the Secretary of the
Treasury. The Treasury Department had recommended that a simplified $300
tax credit be substituted for the existing over-65 exemption and the complicated
retirement income credit. However, the House did not agree and under H.R.
8363 the over-65 exemption and the credit for the aged are both retained, as are
special provisions relating to medical expenses, retirement pay, group insurance,
social security benefits, governmental pensions and perhaps some other items
all but lost in the labyrinth of exceptions which now permeate the code.

And now, to these numerous exceptions, H.R. 8363 suggests that there be
added still another. The House would make exception of the first $20,000 gain
on sale of a residence by an over-65 taxpayer-and this exception itself contains
at least seven special rules or exceptions. Thus, there is no exclusion unless
it was a principal residence for 5 out of the preceding 8 years; nor does it
apply to other than the first sale after 65, unless (this is an exception to an
exception to an exception) the taxpayer later revokes a prior election to exclude
gain from a prior sale; nor if husband and wife own the property jointly but
file separate returns; nor in the case of a nonqualifying surviving spouse unless
the deceased spouse held the property for the required presale period, etc., etc.
(See House report, pages 46-47.)

We do not believe that our over-65 citizens, many of whom can outrun, out-
work and outwit their younger breathern, should be wooed at the expense of
further complicating the code. The bald fact is that the code has become a mass
of exceptions, and it can be deciphered only by the specially trained expert.

We suggest that if there is no manifest inequity in taxing the gain on the sale
of a residence by an under-65 taxpayer who is afflicted and disabled then there
is no equity in taxing the same gain to over-65 taxpayers, most of whom
enjoy good health.

10. Deduction for State and local taxes limited to property, income, and gen-
eral sales taxes (sec. 207, amending code sec. 164 and adding new code sec. 275) :
We are in acocrd since auto, liquor, gasoline, admissions, and similar local taxes
are frequently estimated in excess of the taxpayer's actual expense, and proof
is difficult or impossible.

We are also in accord with the rejection by the House of the Treasury Depart-
ment's proposal to allow itemized deductions only to the extent that their
aggregate exceeds 5 percent of adjusted gross income. As stated in our April 2,
1963, letter of comments to Congressman Wilbur D. Mills:

'"The disallowance as deductions of the aggregate of real estate and other
taxes, interest, charitable contributions and medical expenses, up to 5 percent of
adjusted gross income, represents a radical departure from existing law which
cannot be justified on the grounds of simplification of the tax structure or the
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rethi iediti interest) to,be deferred for dediition until the retafnied interests
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bec cause tie, tax deduction (measured by. the vklue of the remainder interest)
"his been arong inducement for giving pictures arid art objects to museums
arid other cultural centers in the United States." Moreover, this discrimination
is enhanced where-as is often the case-the art object Is valued at a figure
much greater than cost; and the greater value figure is used as the base for
computing the deduction.

We recommend that further study be given to this matter, to the end that any
retained interest, including a retained life interest, be treated as cause for de-
ferral of the charitable deduction; and perhaps that no income tax deduction
be allowed at any time if the retained interest is released or transferred by
reason of death.

15. The unlimited deduction of charitable contributions: H.R. 8363 does not
adopt the Treasury Department suggestion of repealing section 170(b) (1) (c)
which provides an unlimited charitable deduction If contributions plus income
taxes have exceeded 90 percent of taxable income for the taxable year and 8
out of 10 of the preceding years.

There are a few persons who, by reason of the foregoing provision, have paid
no income taxes for many years; and some continue to enjoy the art objects
which are gifted with the reservation of life interests, as described in item 14
above. As stated by the Secretary of the Treasury in his statement of February
6,1963:

"Under this rule, for example, an individual play receive $1 million a year in
dividends, give charitable contributions equal perhaps to only a fraction of the
year's appreciation in the value of his property holdings, pay no tax, and have
both a large tax-free income available for consumption and wind up the year
with assets worth more than they had been worth the previous year."

We suggest that further study be given to this problem to determine whether
it would be appropriate to repeal section 170(b) (1) (c).

16. Repeal 1-percent limitation on medicines and drugs for persons over age
65 (section 210 amending code section 213(b ) : We are in accord.

17. Liberalizing the deduction for care of dependents where the supporting
taxpayer must be gainfully employed (section 211 amending code section 214):
We are in accord.

18. Liberalizing and extending the deduction for moving expenses to non-
reimbursed expenses and to expenses reimbursed by a new employer (section
212 adding new code section 217) : We are In accord.
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Subject to four exceptions, the proposed amendment disallpow any interest
deduction where, ater as well as before the Insurance policy is purchased, thecash surrender value is used periodically and systematically .fq borrowing pur-Ioses not related to a business or similar need fr finds "Two of the exceptions
(which permit the interest deduction) are dependent upon the insur 's "Intent"
or "purpose" and, for this reason, it is inevitable that there will be adverse
administration determinations and ultimately there will be substantial litigation.

We do not believe that this situation presents a sufficient "loophole" to justify
the trouble and complexities which will result from the statutory eofrt to close
so small a hole in the revenue dike. We respectfully submit that there are larger
holes in the revenue dike which should be closed first, and that where the escape
hole is as small as that with which section 213 is concerned, the legislature has
gone beyond the point of diminishing returns.

20. Qualification of, and participation in, employee stock option and purchase
plans restricted in order to correct abuse situations (sec. 214 amending code
see. 421 and adding new sees. 422, 423, 424, 425) : We are in accord.

The Treasury Department's original recommendation of complete repeal dis-
regarded the incentive benefits to be derived from these plans. We commend the
House decision to reject that recommendation, and we believe that the extensive
amendments by section 214 of H.R. 8363 should obviate existing abuses.

21. "Unstated" interest is imputed to deferred installment payments which
by contract carry no interest at all, or carry interest at a rate more than 1
percent below the interest market (sec. 215(a) adding new see. 483) : We are not
in accord.

This amendment amounts to nothing less than a "police provision" because the
House report (p. 74) concedes that it "is expected to result in a negligible
increase in revenues." We protest this amendment for several reasons:

(a) The amendment assumes that any sale contract which defers payment
beyond 1 year must carry an interest element. This assumption disregards the
hard fact that the existence or nonexistence of interest is usually a major
item for negotiation. The adverse interests of the parties (the buyer wants
interest for its deduction benefit; the seller rejects interest because of its
ordinary income effect) serve to assure an "interest bargain" which expresses
the true intent of the parties.

(b) In the case of a large sale with a small downpayment and extended
installment terms, the total price will be substantially more than it would be
had the sale been for cash. Under these circumstances, a part of the deferred
installments are extracted for the increased risk incurred by the seller; and,
economically, such installments cannot be regarded as "purchase loans" made
by the seller to the buyer. However, by judicial decisions and past administra-
tive rulings, the term "interest" means a charge for money borrowed. Accord-
ingly. It would be clearly wrong to impute interest to those deferred installments
which (1) are solely related to a negotiated credit risk and (2) are not negoti-
ated nor intended as a "purchase money" loan.

(c) The proposed "imputed" interest rate would be uniformly established
by administrative flat which necessarily would disregard the local money mar-
ket, variance in adequacy of security, differences in the credit and personal
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liability (if assumed) of the buyer, presence or absence of service charges
which are often a part of the sales contract, and many other factors which affect
the interest rates. In other words, the imputed Interest would itself be arbi-
trary, and for that reason would be unfair in many instances.

(d) All of the repercussions from such imputed interest cannot be assessed
at the present time. For example, assume the case where exactly 30 percent
of the selling price is paid in cash in the taxable year of sale; the seller
reports gain on the installment basis under section 453; later the Commissioner
contends that a portion of the selling price Is "unstated interest" under the
proposed new section 483. Is such interest a reduction of selling price-so
that the cash received in the year of sale is more than 30 percent of the selling
price, and the taxpayer is thus denied the deferred tax benefits of section 453?
This would result even though 3% percent interest had been charged on the
deferred installments, since that charge is more than 1 percent less than the 5
percent which the House report suggests might be a fair beginning rate.
(See proposed see. 483(c) and H. Rept, pp. 72-73).

Since the House report (p. 74) admits that the new provision would produce
a "negligible increase in revenues," the situation cannot be one which presents
an "obvious loophole." Nor can it be said that there is a "manifest Inequity"
to either the buyer or seller who negotiate the installment sale at arm's length.
Why, then, complicate the code with the proposed change which itself is com-
plicated with five "exceptions and limitations" in its subparagraph (f)?

We think it appropriate to repeat our statement made on page 1 of this letter:
"Unjustified tampering with the code (perhaps reflecting the personal views of

some dominant persons in the Treasury Department who have initiated the pro-
posed changes) is the cause of instability in our tax laws and in the general
planning programs of the taxpayers."

22. Service charges treated as interest on purchases of personal property under
section 163(b) extended to include similar charges on purchases of services (sec.
215(c) amending code sec. 163(b)) : We are in accord.

23. Scope of personal holding company provisions broadened and extended
(sec. 216 amending code sees. 541-543) : We are, qualifiedly, not in accord.

We do not object to the proposed rules which restrict the use of rents and
royalties as tax shelters, and which in other respects nullify the effectiveness of
an incorporated pocketbook. It is common knowledge that the rental income
source has been widely used to avoid qualification as a personal holding company
and, at the same time, to obtain the corporate limitation of tax on only 15
percent of dividend income. However, we are concerned that the rather com-
plete revision of these personal holding company rules may produce unanticipated
inequities and traps which Congress could have prevented by requiring further
study. Obviously, this is a change formulated by the Treasury Department and
consultation with taxpayer groups such as the Tax Committee of the American
Bar Association might be helpful.

We are particularly concerned with the amendment which would reduce the
gross income test from 80 to 60 percent of personal holding company passive
income. We suggest that 60 percent is an unrealistic minimum measure of
passive income because, depending on the circumstances of nonpersonal holding
company business income in a given year, many mote corporations will unin-
tentionally (and inequitably) be caught in the personal holding company trap.

Time has not permitted a more detailed study of section 216, but we note with
approval that corporations which would not have been personal holding com-
panies, except for the new rules, are permitted to liquidate without incurring tax
other than on capital gain measured by the underlying earned surplus. This is a
proper remedial provision.

24. Rewriting and limited liberalizing of foreign personal holding company
provisions with respect to (a) increase of cost basis ou death by adding to de-
cedent's cost basis the estate tax attributable to decedent's unrealized gain;
(b) permitting liquidation with limited tax consequences under section 333
(sec. 216 amending sees. 316(b)(2), 333, 55i(b), 553, 554, 562(b), and
1014(b) (5)) : We are in partial accord, with the reservation that time has not
permitted a total analysis of these extensive revisions applicable to foreign
personal holding companies.

We are not in accord with the proposed after death cost basis of foreign
personal holding company stock, which the new bill establishes as the decedent's
basis plus such part of the estate tax as is attributable to the unrealized gain
(apparently the excess of the date-of-death value over the decedent's cost basis).
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Apart from the undesirable complexity of such a rule, we are adverse to any
after-death cost basis except that which is equal to the value at death which
presumably will have been subject to estate tax. We see no reason why the
code should depart from the traditional view that an heir is a different taxpayer
than the decedent, and that the heir's acquisition price should be the value used
for computing the decedent's estate tax liability.

In short, the proposal In the case of foreign personal holding company stock,
to use a carryover of the decedent's cost basis as increased by a portion of his
estate tax, may represent only the head of the camel which is inside the cost
basis tent; and we are concerned that the whole camel may be let Into the tent, in
the sense first proposed (and later withdrawn) by the House whereby the after-
death cost basis of all assets would be subject to a similar determination.

25. Withdrawal of the operating unit rule for oil and gas percentage depletion,
and extending capital gain treatment to iron ore royalties (sec. 218 amending
code sees. 272, 681(c), and 1231(b) (2) : We are, qualifiedly, in accord.

Our first qualification concerns the rejection by the House of the Treasury
Department's February 6, 1963, suggestion that:

"Under present law the special tax benefits provided to income from foreign
mineral production sometimes permits companies operating abroad to realize
excess foreign tax credits which may be used to reduce the U.B. tax liability on
other foreign income. In addition, deductions for explorations and development
of foreign mineral properties may reduce taxable income from domestic sources.

"The President's tax message proposes changes that would prevent the appli-
cation of excess foreign tax credits against tax liabilities otherwise due oi other
foreign income and the reduction of taxable income from domestic sources re-
sulting from foreign exploration and development costs which lead to production.
The proposals would not affect the deductibilty of abandonment losses or non-
productive properties."

We are without knowledge of the economic or other reasons why this asserted
loophole has not been closed. Certainly it would be Improper, if true, that a
U.S. taxpayer should be able to reduce his U.S. taxes by excess foreign tax
credits. We would, therefore, recommend further study of this matter.

Our second qualification involves the full gamut of the percentage depletion
rates on many different mineral deposits. The covered minerals, and their rela-
tive status as to depletion rates, present a deduction panorama which has evolved
substantially by chance rather than by sound economic planning. Inasmuch as
the Treasury Department has been so concerned with closing even those loop-
holes which involve a negligible revenue gain (House report, p. 44), we recom-
mend that further study be given to the depletion deductions which, if revised,
might well result in very large revenue gains.

26. Taxation of capital gains (sec. 219 amending code sec. 1222, 1231, and re-
lated provisions dealing with capital gain). We are in accord.

However, we are concerned with the changing views expressed by the Treasury
Department and the House which indicate, perhaps, that the capital gains tax
reduction issue has become a pawn to be traded for agreements on rate reduction
and on the sociological issue of the after-death cost basis of property subjected
to estate tax. A chronological review is interesting:

"On February 6, 1963, the Treasury Department recommended that long-term
gains be recognized only to the extent of 30 percent (reduced from 50 percent) ;
and, based on the lowered ordinary income rates, the effective tax rate was to
range between 4.2 percent and 19.5 percent. At the same time the Treasury
Department recommended that death be treated as the equivalent of a sale to
produce a constructive taxable gain. The latter recommendation, to say the
least, raised a hurricane of comments, Including our own (pt. (, pp. 2843, 2844,
Hearings before the Ways and Means Committee on March 19-20, 1963) which
lists eight substantial objections.

"The tentative bill first published by the Ways and Means Committee adopted
a middle road. Conditioned on asset classification and a 2-year holding period,
capital gain would be recognized at 40 percent subject to an alternative tax
thereon of 21 percent. In lieu of taxation of the constructive capital gain sup-
posedly accrued at death, the committee substituted a carryover of the decedent's
basis, increased by the estate tax apportionable to the property item In question.

"The carryover-of-basis provision was deleted before H.R. 8863 was reported
out of committee, but the committee's version of the capital gain provision re-
mained intact. The reduction in capital gain is said to be required to unlock
capital investments for reinvestment in new and riskier investments needed by
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the economy (House report, p. 96). In his February 0, 1963, statement the
Secretary of the Treasury said:

"'Independent outside surveys, our own studies, and letters and comments
which are received daily from taxpayers throughout the country indicate clearly
that these substantial reductions will increase taxpayer's willingness to realize
capital gains and stimulate a larger turnover of capital assets'

S"Nevertheless, on October 15, 1963, Mr. Dillon disregarded the quoted motive
for capital gains tax deduction, and now he recommends against it because,
according to him, it will largely benefit our wealthier citizens."

These two attitudes, expressed by the same administration spokesman, are
hardly compatible. If a; capital gains tax reduction is good for the country's
economy (as stated by Mr. Dillon on February 6, 1963), the resulting benefit
to the whole country should not be withheld simply because It will largely
benefit our wealthier citizens (as stated by Mr. Dillon on October 15, 1963). We
regret the appearance, however inadvertent, that Federal tax poioy involves
a vendetta, against the high bracket taxpayers who already are paying out a
higher portion of their income as taxes.

It is possible that this adverse attitude against our wealthier citizens may
include an administration effort to reinstate the concept of constructive capital
gain being taxed by reason of the event of death, or, in the alternate, the carry-
over-of-basis concept which the House at first proposed but then abandoned.

In view of the foregoing we here state that we are unalterably opposed to
either of these concepts. We believe that the levying of an estate tax at
death is the economic equivalent of the capital gains tax which would have been
paid had the decedent sold the property item during his life; and, further,
that. just as fair market value in fact paid by a purchaser becomes his new
cost basis as of the date of sale, so fair market value in fact used as a basis for
estate tax should become the heir's new cost basis as of the date of death.

27. Gain from sale of real estate taxed as ordinary income measured by
excessf of accelerated over straight line depreciation (sec. 220 adding new code
sec. 250). We are not in accord.

If one makes a business of improving and selling property, all of the gain
is ordinary income. Therefore, the proposed new section 250 could affect only
property acquired or improved as an investment-which implies that the prop-
erty will be held for a long period.

Not only is this section concerned with property held for a long time, but
its Impact is on only a small segment of any gain, i.e., on only the accelerated
portion of the depreciation reserve. Moreover, under the proposed section 250.
that small segment of income is reincarnated as capital gain at the rate of 1
percent per month after 20 months of ownership.

SDespite an effort to equate the real estate situation against that of tangible
personal property (with respect to which the 1962 Revenue Act already re-
quires a recapture of the depreciation out of the gain from a subsequent sale),
see the House report, pages 101, 102, those two asset types are not the same
and should not be treated the same. All depreciable tangible personal property
is used in a business, and the depreciation deduction reduces business income.
But a great deal of improved real estate is held as an investment (and itself
is not used in a business), and the depreciation reserve ultimately must be
loked to as the source of replacement of the investment. The new section
250 recognizes this distinction in that all depreciation can be recaptured on
the sale of personal property, whereas It Is only the small segment of accelerated
depreciatio which is subject to recapture on the sale of improved real estate
under section 250.

Finally, section 250 is concerned with only the differential between the
capital gains anid ordinary income tax rates as applied to a narrow element of
income. This small loophole is closed with one of the most complicated provi-
sions imaginable, replete with seven exceptions and limitations (which, them-
selves, have their own exceptions), and necessitating special rules where the
fmprbvement is constructed by a lessee and where a substantial improvement
1':added at a later date.

We sincerely" (tsk the members of the Committee on Finance: have you tried
to read this section 250? Can you say that this new conpplicatibn of an already
complicated code lq justified by the result?
Op the contrary, we suggest that the proposed recapture provision will deter

th,e future sale of real estate, and for that reason may reduce the amount of
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construction of new improvements to real estate. In short, weighing its short-
comings against its limited benefits, it is our recommendation that this provision
be rejected.

28. Averaging income over a 5-year period Where current year's income exceeds
1331/ percent of average income over 4 prior years (sec. 221 substituting new code
sees. 1301-1305 for old sees. 1301-1307) : We are in accord.

Without any question, this section adds complications to the code. However,
the new sections 1301-1305 are fully justified because they replace prior sections
1301-1307 which themselves are not uncomplicated: and the new sections re-
move the occasional inequity of the bunching of income within a single taxable
period which is arbitrarily limited to 12 months.

29. Repeal of the consolidated return 2-percent penalty surtax (sec. 222
amending code sec. 1503(a)) : We are in accord.

30. Reduction of benefits of the surtax exemption in the case of 80 percent
common controlled corporations (sec. 223 adding new code sees. 1561-1563) : We
are in general accord.

We suggest that section 121, amending code section 11(d), should be changed
to insert the words "the lesser of" between "the surtax exemption for any tax-
able year is" and "$25,000 or the amount determined under section 1561 * * *."

We nominate section 223 for the title: "Most Complicated and Wordy Tax
Statute of the Year."

We acknowledge the ingenuity and perseverance required to draft many of
the complicated provisions of H.R. 8363. However, candidness requires that
we indicate our general opinion that H.R. 8363 is a cumbersome and compli-
cated appendage to an Internal Revenue Code that already challenges the in-
terpretative abilities of even the most expert tax practitioner. It is a simple
maxim that the light should be worth the candle; and, as indicated above, there
are instances where the light shed by H.R. 8363 is simply not worth the great
candlepower generated by its many pages of complex and interrelated statutory
language.

We are hopeful that you will give consideration to the views stated herein.
They represent the views of the tax section of the Florida bar rather than of
the Florida bar generally.

Respectfully,
SHERWIN P. SIMMONS,
Vice Chairman, Tax Section.
STEPHEN T. DEAN,

Chairman, Special Committee on Legislative Recommenda tions.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Dean.
The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning.
Senator GORE. Yours is a very able statement.
Senator CARLSON. Yes it was.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:)
WE, THE PEOPLE,

Chicago, Ill., November 7, 1968.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Senate Offce Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOB BYRD: Will you kindly insert We, the People in the printed
record of the hearings as supporting the statement made by Mr. Steve Stahl,
president, Investors' Union of America, Ire., Oklahoma City, Okla.

We sent this request to Mr. Stahl too late for his presentation for the record,
but he suggests that we write you directly to have it inserted. Thank you for
doing so.

With our best,
HARBY T. EVEBINOHAM, President.

(Whereupon, at 4 p.m., the committee adjourned to reconvene at
10 a.m., Thursday, November 7, 1963.)
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 7, 1963

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMTrrEE ON FINANCE,

Wa8hington, D.O.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:10 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman)
presiding.

Present: Senators Byrd (presiding), Long of Louisiana, Douglas,
Gore, Talmadge, Williams, Carlson, and Dirksen.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will com e to order.
The first witness is Mr. Raymond A. Hoffman, of the Illinois State

Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Hoffman, you take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND A. HOFFMAN, CHAIRMAN, FEDERAL
TAXATION COMMITTEE, ILLINOIS STATE CHAMBER OF COM-
MERCE; ACCOMPANIED BY NORMAN J. BEATTY, MANAGER, TAX
DEPARTMENT

Mr. HOFFMAN. My name is Raymond A. Hoffman. I am a partner
in Price Waterhouse & Co., a firm of certified public accountants, and
the current chairman of the Federal Taxation Committee of the Il-
linois State Chamber of Commerce. I am accompanied by Norman
-J. Boatty, manager of the chamber's tax department. Mr. Beatty is
on my left.

This statement is presented on behalf of the Illinois State Chamber
of, Commerce, a statewide organization with a membership of more
than 18,000 businessmen in 441 communities in every part of the State
of Illinois. The members are engaged in virtually every type of busi-
ness and range from the self-employed to those associated with some
of the Nation's largest corporations.

The recommendations set forth in this statement were prepared by
the State chamber's Federal taxation committee of 90 members and
follows the policies established by the State chamber's 70-member
board of directors. The viewpoints presented broadly represent those
of Illinois business with respect to the proposals for income tax re-
duction and structural changes being considered in connection with
the revenue bill of 1963.

The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce has long supported fiscal
responsibility, reductions in Federal spending, a balanced Federal
budget, and reform of the Federal tax structure. The most basic re-
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form that we have advocated has been a reduction in Federal income
tax rates to materially reduce their stifling effect on business. It is,
and has been, the position of the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce
that a reduction in corporate income tax rates and a reduction in the
degree of graduation in the rate schedule applicable to personal income
would most effectively stimulnite tlie frde economy of this country.

Meeting in connection with the 45th Annual Mleeting of the Illinois
State Chamber of Commerce last w-eek, the board of directors applied
its longstanding policies to H.R. 8363 in the following resolution,
which was unanimously adopted:

Whereas the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce regards present high rates of
income tax as producing many undesirable , equences; and

Whereas the present high rates of incont ,tx, both as applied to corporate
and individual income, impair incentives to,work, produce, and invest; and

Whereas the Illinois State Chatnber of Commerce has consistently urged reduc-
tion in taxes, but never at the expense of fiscal responsibility, and the position
has consistently been that there should be an unrelenting effort to reduce spend-
ing, and that any tax cuts should stimulate intensified efforts to this end; and

Whereas the revenue bill of 1963 (H.R. 8363 as passed, by the House of Rep-
resentatives and currently the subject of hearings before the Senate Finance
Committee) reflects an Imp6rtant step in refortr in Federal income tax rates:
Now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Illinois, State Chamber of Commerce supports the proposal
for tax reduction'of a magnitude reflected in the revenue bill of 1963; and be it
further

Resolved, That the Committee on Federal Taxation is hereby authorized to
make representations before the Senate Finance Committee In support of the
proposed reductions in Feder41 Income taxes, with the hope and expectation that
the reduction in Federal tax revenue resulting from the revision of tax rates will
be a stimulant to the administration and to Congress to cut spending, balance
the budget, and to effect further reform of the Federal tax structure.

This action was immediately reported to the members in attendance
at the annual meeting last week. In doing so it was emphasized that
our support of the reduction makes effective efforts to reduce Federal
spending even more important and that support for a tax reduction
is a matter of longstanding policy of the Illinois State Chamber of
Commerce, and is not prompted by fears of a business recession.

With fesliect to the proposed tax rte revisions, our specific recom-
mendations are-

1. Adopt the proposals to reverse the present corporate normal
tax and surtax rates and to reduce the corporate income tax from
52 to 48 percent.

2. Adopt the proposal to eliminate the 2-percent penalty tax
presently paid by corporations for the privilege of filing consoli-
dated returns.

3. Adopt the proposal to reduce the iange of individual income
Stax rates from 20 to 91 percent to 14 to 70 percent, bit'revise
the schedule so that the ascension in rates is more gradual.

4. Adopt the proposals i'elating to fhe ta ition of capital gains,
and add a provision allowing corporations a capital los carryover
of unlimited dui-ation similar to that pi'ovided for individuals.

According to the report of the Committee 6n Ways and Means, the
bill is expected to result in a revenue reduction of $2.2 billion in the
Government's fiscal year ending June 30, 1964, and an additional re-
duction in revenlie of $5.2 billion in'the fiscal year i165. The reduc-
tion int tax liabilities is estimated at $11.1 billion over a 2-year period-
$2.3 billion of corporate and $8.8 billion of individual tax liabilities.
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From the standpoint of the impact 6f the proposed tax rate revisions
on our economy, the reduction in the Government's revenue collections
is more important than the reduction in computed liabilities, Also,
the lower set of estimates relating to Government revenues 're 'the
only ones which will be reflected in future Federal budgets. There-
fore, the most significant estimate is that the bill could adversely affect
the budgeted receipts for the period July 1, 1964, to June 30, 1965,by
$7.4 billion, but-according to the report of the Ways and' Means
Committee-it is anticipated that income levels will be substantially
higher as a result of the economic stimulus of the tax cut and will
generate revenues significantly offsetting the budgetary impact. of the
rate reductions.
- Under the revenue bill of 1963, neither the proposed reduction in
the corporateincome tax rate to 48 percent nor the proposd;.14- to 70-
percent range of individual rates would become effective January 1,
1964. These proposals are considered as objectives. It is recognized
that adoption'of other recommendations would require further defer-
ment of these objectives in order that the magnitude'6f the tax reduc-
tion pending curtailment of expenditures will not exceed'that reflected
in the bill, as passed by the House; however, it is felt thatt other cor-
rections in thebill are even more important than the iinmediate realiza-
tion of the suggested rate levels and that this should be only the first
of a series of rate reductions which should be enacted as spending is
reduced and the budget balanced.

Our attention has been directed primarily to those proposals which
affect'business in general or are of broad application. We have not
attempted to submit detailed recommendations with respect to each
section of the revenue bill of 1963 or all facets of even the ones to
which attention is specifically directed; however, the absence of a
recommendation as to any particular proposal should not be inter-
preted as either an implied endorsement or condemnation.

I do not propose to read the entire prepared statement. It will be
appreciated if the statement can be reproduced in full in the record
of these hearings.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. HOFrMAN. Specific comments are submitted with respect to 11

topics in the currentbill.
The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce favors the proposal to

repeal the requiirement that the basis of property be reduced by the
amount of the investment credit. The Illinois State Chamber favors
the proposal for the averaging of income for individuals.

We favor adoption of the provisions relating to taxation of capital
gains and losses, with a further suggestion, as mentioned, that there
be unlimited loss carryover of capital losses allowed to corporations.

It is urged that the provision for the taxation of premiums paid
by employers on group term life insurance either not be adopted or
be modified.

We propose that or recommend that the provision dealing with
moving expenses be expanded.

We feel that the provisions relating to the employee stock option
purchase plans should probably be modified substantially.

Our recommendations as far as in opposition to some of 'the pro-
visions of the bill are reflected in our statement, and they relate to only
two items.

24-582-63-pt. 8--82
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The first is that the provisions for current tax payments by corpora.
tions should be eliminated or at the very least materially modified.

The acceleration of income tax payments by corporations when
fully effective will result in the payment of tax in advance of both the
time when earned as well as before the realization of earnings in the
form of cash receipts.

It is important to note that the table provided in the House com-
mittee report which purports to indicate--
the combined effect of the rate reduction wth the acceleration of corporate pay-
ments in all years results in a net reduction in tax payments, even for a corpora.
tion with a taxable income of $10 million. Corporations with smaller incomes
would fare still more favorably in this respect-

is based on corporate estimates of 75 percent of income. If a corpora-
tion with reasonably predictable income accurately estimated income
and based its estimates on 100 percent of income as it is required to do
under penalties of perjury, it would if it fell in some income ranges
pay materially more than is required under the present law.

Most business corporations, and particularly those with income tax
liabilities in excess of $100,000, report taxable income on the accrual
basis of accounting rather than on the basis of cash receipts and dis-
bursements. This means that expenditures for goods for resale do
not become deductible until the time of sale and the sale is included
in taxable income when the related billing is made to customers and the
collection may not be made from 30 to 60 days thereafter.

The proposed schedule calls for 50 percent of the tax to be paid by
June 15, whereas half of the taxable year will not have expired until
June 30. Similar installments on September 15 and December 15 must
take into account transactions for the balance of those quarters.

Further, there is a nondeductible penalty of 6 percent for substan-
tial underestimate. This penalty applies whether the underestimate is
willful or whether it results from errors made from computations
made in good faith or from events which transpire after the date on
which the estimate is made. For example, a company may have calcu-
lated income from foreign operations and a change in the rate of
foreign exchange between December 15 and the close of the year may
result in the realization of a substantially greater amount of taxable
income than contemplated. The penalty should be either made de-
ductible like interest or should be reduced. Consideration should be
given to providing for a credit where the payment of estimated tax
exceeds the minimum amount which would be due. Possibly such
overpayment should be limited to an amount which would extinguish a
penalty for underestimate which otherwise.might occur.

To avoid financial hardship, provision' should be made for prompt
refund of payments on account of estimated tax which subsequent
events prove to be substantially in excess of requirements.

One of the arguments for rate reductions is that it will make funds
available to business which will stimulate the general economy. The
scheduled acceleration of income tax payments by corporations will
offset the reductions in installments arising from rate reductions. As
a result, it will be over 5 years before corporate, management will have
any additional cash available for investment, assuming level earnings.
It seems questionable whether there will be any present incentive
derived from such a long-deferred benefit.
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Next, the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce recommends that
there be no change at the present time concerning the dividend credit
and the exclusion.

The inclusion in the 1954 code of the dividend credit and exclusion
proved to be one of the most controversial items in the code. The ex-
clusion and credit for dividends were justified on the grounds that
under the 1939 code the earnings of a corporation were taxed twice,
once as corporate income and again as individual income when paid
out as dividends to the shareholders. This result is due to the fact
that dividends, unlike wages or other deductible expenditures, do not
constitute deductions from a distributing corporation's taxable in-
come.

It was said in the Senate Finance Committee report in comrection
with the Revenue Act, the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, that this
double taxation results-
in a higher tax burden on distributed corporate earnings than on other forms of
income. In addition, it has contributed to the impairment of investment in-
centives. Capital which otherwise would be invested in stock Is driven into
channels which involve less risk in order to escape the penalty of double taxa-
tion. This restricts the ability of companies to raise equity capital and has
forced them to rely too heavily on borrowed money. The penalty on equity
financing has been especially harmful to small business which cannot easily
borrow funds and must rely on equity capital for growth and survival

The reasons for the enactment of the dividend exclusion and
dividend credit in 1954 are still valid and indeed are compelling today
if stagnation is to be avoided and the economy and investment are to
expand.

The Treasury's statement that the ratio of equity to debt financing
by corporations has not increased despite the presence of the 4-percent
credit can well be answered by the practical result of debt financing.
Such financing totally eliminates double taxation of debtor corpo-
ration income because interest is fully deductible from corporate tax-
able income. The cost of financing is thus reduced substantially.

The relatively slight reduction in corporate taxation in no way
reduces the desirability of avoiding double taxation of dividends.

There are three items included in our statement that are discussed,
starting on page 15, that are not part of the revenue bill that are so
closely related to it that we would like to direct your attention to these
points.

The first relates to the treatment of accretions in value of property
passing at death.

The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce believes that existing law
respecting the income taxation of capital assets passing at death does
not involve serious inequities, and it recommends that no change be
made in the law.

Although H.R. 8363 would not change existing law with respect to
the income taxation of property passing at death, there are reports
that the administration will recommend to this committee that cur-
rent law be amended in this regard.

The administration's original recommendation to the Committee
on Ways and Means called for capital gains taxation on the accretion
in value of capital assets passing at death. The Illinois State Cham-
ber of Commerce voiced its opposition to this proposal in appearing
before that committee, and would continue that opposition were the
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proposal 'to be renewed. This measure departs radically from the
basic concepts that underlie income taxation. In treating such trans-
fers as a sale or exchange, the proposal would unfairly tax income he-
fore its realization.
'Of particular concern is that, by increasing the overall tax burden,

the nmeisire would render even more difficultithe continued operation
of closely held companies upon the death of a principal shareholder.
Congress in recent times has been sufficiently interested in this prob-
lem to enact sections 303 and 6166 of the Internal Revenue Code:
the enactment of sich could not but seriously impair the effectiveness
of the relief extended by those sections.

The original proposal submitted to the Ways and Means Committee
was thus further objectionable on the grounds of its sheer complexity,
since surely a prime aim of any tax reform must be a simplifaction of
our tax laws. Similar considerations caused that committee to reject
the suggested alternative whereby an inheritor would take the deced-
ent's basis with respect to inherited property.

Also we recommend that there be eliminated from section 274 all
of the provisions not needed to effectively preclude the application
of the "Cohan rule" to travel and entertainment expenses.
SThe Illinois State Chamber of Cbmmerce reaffirms its recommen-

dation that section 274 of the Internal Revenue Code with regard to
deduction of travel and entertainment expense and gifts be modified.
Concern about this subject was previously expressed in testimony be-
fore the Senate Finance Committee when it was considering the Rev-
enue Act of 1962, before the Ways and Means Committee in the public
hearings on the President's tax reform proposals, and to the Commis-
sioner of Internal Revenue at the time of the hearings on his proposed
regulations.

The Revenue Act of 1962 added section 274 to the Internal Revenue
Code. The primary factor which resulted in enactment of this section
is the more frequent application in recent years of the judicial doctrine
known as the "Cohan rule." The application of this rule permitted the
partial allowance of deductions on the basis of unsubstantiated esti-
mates. Among the other factors which led to the enactment of section
974 was claimed to be the difficulty in establishing a practical admin-
istrative procedure to distinguish between an ordinary and neces-
sary business expense allowable as a deduction and a personal expense
which is not deductible.

Section 274 limits deductions for amounts which are admittedly or-
dinary and necessary business expenses, unless they meet statutory
tests which are not phrased in clear language. Phrases are used such
as "associated With" and "directly related to" the active conduct of the
taxpayer's trade or business. Further, with reference to an entertain-
ment facility, the 'tatute requires that the facility be "used primarily
for the furtherance of the taxpayer's trade or business," and there is
no specific standard for making the determination.

Although the Commissioner of Internal Revenue took many months
to formulAte his' egulitiorin and has supplemented his extensive regu-
lations with refenV e rulings, tlhre is still a great deal of uncertainty
as to the'manrier in which the ftatutoryprovision will ultimately be
applied. '

The delay in issuing regulations arid the necessity for supplement-
ing the regulations by revenue rulings are unrefutable indications of
difficulties involved in the application of the statutory language.
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The Illinois State ChambWr of Couierce endor tI priW 1 )es
underlying, the proposals in H.R, 614 through 6(tird i 20
however, the language of S. 2068 appears preferable and adoption of

that proposal as part of the revenue bill' 6f 1963 is strong$ recqTn-

Ne'd"for enactmnt of ampadatory lgisltion is preing. (on-
fusion and doubt have resulted from section 274, and the amendment
should be retroactive to apply to all expenss p a4 or inetqrrg'(qd ring

the current clendar y.eAr.
The last recommendation which I would like to comment upol this

morning relates to the use of the reserve ratio test with reference to

depreciation guidelines. ,
It is recommended that , new proviso l t,01 4.t9"t Wi 0. 9

the use of deprection gupdeli q a matter e riglt t vi t
ultimate limiting effect of the reserve ration test, as has been sug.

gested by Senator Hartke in S. 2231.
Many companies, particularly small ones, have hesitte~ to put the

new depreciation guidelines ito, effect because of uncrtinty as to
their status and because of the limiting effect of the reserve ratio test.

Inclusion of the suggested provision would open the door to greater

tiso of guidelines and would stimulate investment with no substantial

revenue loss. 
, 

.. ..

e sincerely appreciate the opportunity to be here this morning and

make this statement on behalf of the Illinois State Chamber of tom-

merce.
m(The prepared statement of Mr. Hoffman follows:)

STATEMENT OF RAYMOND A. HOFFMAN, FOR THE ILLINOIS ST4TE CHAMBER OF

CoMMERCE

My name Is Raymond A. Hoffman. I am a partner in price Wterhouse &

Cc,. a firm of ertifted public accountants, and the current chair an of the Federal

Txation Copmtttee of the Illinois State Chamber of Commerc, I am accom-

panied by Norman J. Beatty, manager of the chamber's t:x department.
This statement is presented on behalf of the Illinois State Chamber of Com-

merce, a.statewide organization with a membership of more thben 18,000 busi-

nessmen in 441 communities n every part of the State of Illlnpis. The members

are engaged In virtually every type of business an range from thp self-employed
to those associated with some of the Nation's largest corporatiops.

The recommendations set fortl in this statement were prepared by the State

chamber'S Federal taxation committee of 90 metbers and follows the policies

established by the State chamber's 70-memer board of directors. The view-

pointd presented broadly represent those of llinois business with respect to the
prpoSlsI for income tax reduction and structural changes being considered in

connection with the revenue bill of 1 q3.
Te Ilinois tate Chamber of Cmmerce hag long supported fiscal responsl-

bility, reductions in Federal spending, a balanced Federal budget, and reform

of the Federal tax structure. The most basic reform, th t ye ave advocated

has beep. ed tlon WF ederal income ta4 rates to materially reduce their

stmlg eecton unilnes3. It is, d ha ben, the position of Ihe. llnpls State

'^aiber of Cor~ p~e that a reducto in corporate income t4x rates and a

redueti p in'the degree of graduattoin the rate che4e appcbi t personal
income would most effectively stimu l the tre economy in tis N rou trty.

Meeting 1a connection with the 5th anqal meeting of the ,lOIs Stat
Chamber of Commerce last week, the board of director a'pp ~ld.ts opta, udng,
poles. to II.R. 8363 in the following respl.y on, wIch wa e mpa mously

Whereas the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce regards p.g;a t high rates

of income tax as producing m) y updeslable consequpnc.; a.p_
Whers th present rts o i cope tax, Iti as apl e t eorprate and

individual income, impair incepntves to work, produce, an, invest;
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Whereas the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce has consistently urged
reduction in taxes, but never at the expense of fiscal responsibility, and the
position has consistently been that there should be an unrelenting effort to
reduce spending, and that any tax cuts should stimulate intensified efforts
to this end; and

Whereas the revenue bill of 1963 (H.R. 8363 as passed by the House of Repre-
sentatives and currently the subject of hearings before the Senate Finance
Committee) reflects an important step in reform in Federal income tax rates:
now, therefore, be it

Resolved, That the Illinois State Chamber of Commerce supports the proposal
for tax reduction of a magnitude reflected in the revenue bill of 1963; and be it
further

Resolved, That the committee on Federal taxation is hereby authorized to
make representations before the Senate Finance Committee in support of the
proposed reductions in Federal income taxes, with the hope and expectation that
the reduction in Federal tax revenue resulting from the revision of tax rates
will be a stimulant to the administration and to Congress to cut spending, balance
the budget, and to effect further reform of the Federal tax structure.

This action was immediately reported to the members in attendance at the
annual meeting. In doing so it was emphasized that our support of the reduc-
tion makes effective efforts to reduce Federal spending even more important and
that support for a tax reduction is a matter of longstanding policy of the Illinois
State Chamber of Commerce, and is not prompted by fears of a business
recession.

With respect to the proposed tax rate revisions, our specific recommendations
are:

1. Adopt the proposals to reverse the present corporate normal tax and
surtax rates and to reduce the corporate income tax rate from 50 to 48
percent.

2. Adopt the proposal to eliminate the 2-percent penalty tax presently
paid by corporations for the privilege of filing consolidated returns.

3. Adopt the proposal to reduce the range of individual income tax rates
from 20 to 91 percent to 14 to 70 percent, but revise the schedule so that the
ascension in rates is more gradual.

4. Adopt the proposals relating to the taxation of capital gains, and add
a provision allowing corporations a capital loss carryover of unlimited dura-
tion similar to that provided for individuals.

According to the report of the Committee on Ways and Means, the bill is
expected to result in a revenue reduction of $2.2 billion in the Government's
fiscal year ending June 30, 1964, and an additional reduction In revenue of $5.2
billion in the fiscal year 1965. The reduction in tax liabilities Is estimated at
$11.1 billion over a 2-year period---2.3 billion of corporate and $8.8 billion of
individual tax liabilities. From the standpoint of the impact of the proposed
tax rate revisions on our economy, the reduction in the Government's revenue
collections is more important than the reduction in computed liabilities. Also,
the lower set of estimates relating to Government revenues are the only ones
which will be reflected in future Federal budgets. Therefore, the most signifi-
cant estimate is that the bill could adversely affect the budgeted receipts for
the period July 1, 1964, to June 30, 1965, by $7.4 billion, but-according to the
report of the Ways and Means Committee-it Is anticipated that income
levels will be substantially higher as a result of the economic stimulus of the
tax cut and will generate revenues significantly offsetting the budgetary impact
of the rate reductions.

Under the revenue bill of 1963, neither the proposed reduction in the corporate
income tax rate to 48 percent nor the proposed 14-percent to 70-percent range of
Individual rates would become effective January 1, 1964. These proposals are
considered as objectives. It is recognized that adoption of other recommenda-
tions would require further deferment of these objectives in order that the mag-
nitude of the tax reduction pending curtailment of expenditures will not
exceed that reflected in the bill, as passed by the House, however, it is felt that
other corrections in the bill are even more important than the immediate realU-
zation of the suggested rate levels and that this should be only the first of a
series of rate reductions which should be enacted as spending is reduced and
the budget balanced.

Our attention has been directed primarily to those proposals which affect busi-
ness in general or are of broad application. We have rot attempted to submit
detailed recommendations with respect to each section of the revenue bill of 1963
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or all facets of even the ones to which attention is specifically directed; how-
ever, the absence of a recommendation as to any particular proposal should not
be interpreted as either an implied endorsement or condemnation.

Specific recommendations are being submitted with respect to the following
topics:

Section 122. Current tax payments by corporations.
Section 201. Dividends received by individuals.
Section 202. Repeal of requirement that basis of section 38 property be

reduced by 7 percent.
Section 203. Group-term life insurance purchased for employees.
Section 212. Moving expenses.
Section 214. Employee stock option and purchase plan.
Section 219. Capital gains and losses.
Section 221. Averaging of income.

Capital gains at death.
Travel and entertainment expense.
Depreciation-reserve ratio.

SECTION 122.---UBBENT TAX PAYMENTS BY CORPORATIONS

Recommendation: Provisions for current tax payments by corporations
should be eliminated or at the very least materially modified.

Explanation: The acceleration of income tax payments by corporations when
fully effective will result in the payment of tax in advance of both the time when
earned as well as before the realization of earnings in the form of cash receipts.

It is important to note that the table provided in the House committee report
which purports to indicate "the combined effect of the rate reduction with
the acceleration of corporate payments in all years results in a net reduction
in tax payments, even for a corporation with a taxable income of $10 million.
Corporations with smaller incomes would fair still more favorable in this re-
spect," is based on corporate estimates of 75 percent of income. If a corporation
with reasonably predictable income accurately estimated income and based its
estimates on 100 percent of income as it is required to do under penalties of
perjury, it would if it fell in some income ranges pay materially more than is
required under the present law.

Accrual basis companies report earnings before collection.-Most business
corporations, and particularly those with income tax liabilities in excess of
$100,000, report taxable income on the accrual basis of accounting rather than
on the basis of cash receipts and disbursements. This means that expenditures
for goods for resale do not become deductible until the time of sale and the sale
is included in taxable income when the related billing Is made to customers and
the collection may not be made from 30 to 60 days thereafter.

Tax must be paid before earnings are generated.-The proposed schedule calls
for 50 percent of the tax to be paid by June 15, whereas half of the taxable year
will not have expired until June 80. Similar installments on September 15 and
December 15 must take into account transactions for the balance of those
quarters.

Penalties for errors in estimating are a one-way street.-There is a nondeducti-
ble penalty of 6 percent for substantial underestimate. This penalty applies
whether the underestimate is willful or whether it results from .errors made
from computations made in good faith or from events which transpire after the
date on which the estimate is made. For example, a company may have calcu-
lated income from foreign operations and a change in the rate of foreign ex-
change between December 15 and the close of the year may result in the realiza-
tion of a substantially greater amount of taxable income than contemplated.
The penalty will apply even though it can be demonstrated that the reason for
the underestimate lies wholly in circumstances which occurred after December
15. The penalty should be either made deductible like interest or should be
reduced. Consideration should be given to providing for a credit where the
payment of estimated tax exceeds the minimum amount which would be due.
Possibly such overpayment should be limited to an amount which would extin-
guish a penalty for underestimate which otherwise might occur.

Provision should be made for refunds of installments of estimated toa.-To
avoid financial hardship, provision should be made for prompt refund of pay-
ments on account of estimated tax which subsequent events prove to be substan-
tially in excess of requirements.

Acceleration of ta payments postpones the benefit of rate reducton.-One of
the arguments for rate reductions is that it will make funds available to busi-
ness which will stimulate the general economy. The scheduled acceleration of
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income tax payments by corporations will offset the reductions in installments
arising from rate reductions. As.4 result, it will be over 5 years before corporate
management will have, any additional cash available for, investment, a uming
level earnings. It seWs qquetiopable, whether there will be any present incen.
tive derived from such a long deferred benefit.

SECTION 201. DIVIDE E.N RECEIVED BY INQIVIDUALS

Recommendation: Do not modify at this. tiLn tbe prefi j dividend credit and
exclusion.

Explanation: The inclusion in the 1954 codA oqf th. dv end credit and, exclu-
sion proved to be one of th9S.og c1oterters , l.teP I t ' e exclusionn
and credit for dividends were Jdsti fie tlgr d,, t j . t g9 code
the earnings of a corporation were taxes tle once as cI ra qome and
gain as individual income when pai out as divid tb the sheholders.
This result is due to the fact tha dvler4, ~1le. w Iage or other deductible
expenditures, do not constitute dIdco frqi a distibuting corporation's
taxable income.

It was then said in Senate Report No. 1922, 83d Congress, 2d session, page 0,
that-

"This results in a higher tax burden on distributed corporate '~arnngs than on
other forms of income. In addition, it has contributed to the impairment of in-
vestment incentives. Capital which otherwise would be invested in stock is
driven into channels which involve less risk in order to escaIj the'penalty of
double taxation. This restricts the ability of companies to riise equity capital
and has forced them to rely too heavily on borrotved money. The penalty on
equity financing has been especially harmful to small business which cannot easily
borrow funds and must rely on eqility capital for.growth and survival."

The reasons for the enactment of the dividend exclusion and dividend credit
in 1954 are still valid and indeed are compelling today if stagnation is to be
avoided and the economy and investment are to expand.

It is obvious that the objections to the dividend: credit are based on two con-
siderations: (1) The desire to find additional revenue by way of further reformsn"
of the 1954 code and (2) the political aspect of refusing a higher percentage of
relief to taxpayers in the higher brackets. The first reason Is Inconsistent with
the purpose of the bill to create growth through investment and the second reason
is inequitable and invidious.

It is submitted that in fact granting a 4-percent dividend credit Ps.nuld have
been but a first small step toward elimination of doubletaxation of domestic cor-
porate income.

The Treasury's statement that the ratio of equity to debt financing by corpora-
tions has not increased despite the presence of the 4-percent credit can well be
answered by the practical result of debt financing. Such financing totally elimi-
nates double taxation of debtor corporation income because interest is fully
deductible from corporate taxable income. The cost of financing is thus reduced
substantially.

The relatively slight reduction in corporate taxation in no way reduces the
desirability of avoiding double taxation of dividends.

SECTION 202. REPEAL OF REQUIREMENT THAT BASIS OF SECTION 38 PROPERTY BE

REDUCED BY 7 PERCENT

Recommendation: Thil provision should be adopted.
Explanation: The tax reduction nherent In the investment credit was sub-

stantially ~ut by the inclusion in the Revepue Act of 1992 as it became law of pro-
visions requiring that the credit be applied gainpt the cost bas.in computing
allowable deprecation and gain or loss uppo disposition. Further, this require-
ment has greatly complicated the use of the investment crgit.

As part of the current tax reduction program the Illinols, State Cbapiter
of Commerce recommends that the Internal Revenue Code be amended retro-
actively so as to allow the investment credit without requiring apy reduction
of cost basis. This would eliminate unnecessarily complicatd accounting and
financial problems of taxpayers and aid the Internal Revenue Service by greatly
simplifying the administration of the law.

SECTION 203. GROUP TERM LIFE INSURANCE PUROJIXS I9rt IO.fQYEES

Recopmp ,dtion: Sptiop 23, of tlh bill wbhlP r euP ap ep ge t In;
clude In gross inconpe the cost of aUy gyoup, ermr life lnsurce CgypAg?
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excess of $30,000 proided tinder a policy carriedd by hid' employers sh6bd iot
be adopted.

Explanatiqn: The social desirability of grbip terfi lif6 insuarnc6 lias been
recgfil ed for more than 50 yeArs. 'BeiBe of Its 16W cost, adthinisfratitl
slmplcity aid Universal coverage, li-iesp tlve"of phdical coiaidlt6; It it "o'tie
of the more effective and efficient meari for jfr61idilu flraitctal piteioo ' to
thb fafilly of A dceasdd w*Ag darnir. Contibuting to its ulntorittited
growth ha bn th poitioton ot th Ifternal Revtridtu Service, first dtatdd in
19s0, that p peimumsd f o gtolip Ufe iisra ce "a it' hno ens
'ain denied' 6r ie lized br. cajable of b6i iellld bY thbe ~iploy in
dollars anti cniitf, but ohily In th'd fliri bof cdntitmitt tfha provision has
be made r ddhi ad 1' atnd udns e nftyb do n6t loititdte txdbW Iom6ie.

ThI Xin6is ta' Chimbe f Co'tfiit b611 vs4 that th o pobl~b~ i td ix
emlO&e on t6i .6'<t f' thb 4mpl6oer of gtdtIp tei'M ilfe irdtetidif in 6reess
of ',6 Wolid 9rioifli trdtad thi6 jroWth of thiWt sdIdlly dle~t.lM6e fairly
insurance coverage for the wage earned. The c&a 6f tllh t btetitbti dtild
be materially, affected by the additional administrative expenses entailed in
maintaining the iieesiary 6)oId fj6 tatiible 6t i t piptatios taitl tax with-
holding. It, s probable that these administrative expenses ill xced the annual
revenues of . inmllioi which the idmihitfration ha6 estimat d i$fii ilt from
the 4iactientot this prvision. futherlibre, th6 b roo wold effe tlyely
destroy e Aimplcity of group term life iisura n. 6re is alo t pbyiogl'lcal
factor which should deteri doptlon of this p 6vli6 ; i.e., tl. d idlty' In ex-
plaining to eimpioyees the differential tax ffeedt 6h ersonis of. idrilos age
groups--are the younger employees really carrying the burden for older' em-
ployees, qtc.?

It is understood that the primary reAsbn of th adiisitrattoid for recom-
mending taiation of group ifisurafice i'as to cirb abui~s Int plat~ favoring
higher paid executives. The Illinois State Chambr of Co' inrthdicd leves that
the amount of insurance coverage should not be th6 deteiminatife factor as
to whether an. abuse exists. Tfie criterioi hoiild. be Whethd thf operation of
the plai itself unfairly discriminates in favor of highly paid ediployees. If,
however, a pr9vIion requiring the taxation of employer-paid grou term life
insurance premiums is to be eriacted to prevent abuses, it should itialy only
to insurance coverage in excess of $30,000 or twice the employee's annual salary,
whichever is the greater.

SECTION 212. MOVING EXPENSES

Recommendations: 1. Expand the definition of "moving expenses" to include
all reasonable expenses incurred by an employee in excess of the ordinary living
expenses of his family prior to the time his household effects are established in
his new location.

2. Provide for a definition of "employee" for the purpose of the proposed
section 217 of the code to include a member of a partnership.

3. Provide either that where an employee was reimbursed for a loss incurred
In selling his home the reimbursement will be considered as an addition to the
sales price, or that the loss on the sale of a residence incident to a change of
location will not be recognized for tax purposes and the basis of the old residence
will be carried over to the new residence.

Explanation: An employee's moving expenses are obviously incurred in con-
nection with being able to earn Income, and it is properly proposed that expenses
be allowed to hew employees and employees receiving no reimbursement from
the employer. This proposal should continue to the revitalization of the economy
by removing one of the artificial barriers to the free mobility of talent.

The proposed definition of "ioving expenses" for the purposes of the section
which would be added to the Internal ltevenue Code by the bill does not, how-
ever, cover all of the additional out-of-pocket expenses required to be Incukred
by an employee in moving to. a new location. In addition to travel and living
costs i cirred In excess of what would 6thbrwise be the ordinary expenses of
the family are such items as expenses of altering and remodellhg car pts,
draperies, and custom-bullt furniture. To fully accomplish the objective of
section 217, the definition of "nioving expenses" should Include ll reasonable
expenses Inc'rrd by an employee in excess of the ordinary living expenses of his
family prior to the time his household effets aire established In his new location.
. The allop nce of a deduction f6r moving expen es should not be restricted
to an employee. Equity requires that the same allowances be made to a member
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of a partnership. This is particularly important i~ occupations such as public
accounting, stock brokerage, and Investmenit firms which traditionally have

been organized as partnershlpe, bhae offices in various parts of the country, and

trs 4er partners from time to t nie. 'he neessity for ratISg 'ompr.ble
allowances to members of partniersip t n6t Ulnited,, however, to any pa#rcular

field of professional ofrbuslieen endeavor,
As presently drafted, the revenuee bill of 1963 ta in n pprovion ~larlylgis

the, portion of an employee wlio is relmjurred or a loss inc rred In s -,his

home. Should it be determined thi~tn9 no 4utory, provi 0n Is to be .Lded

which would establish the irembursement a an addition to the sales price of
the residence, it is suggested t at consideration be given'.to providing (tbhrbgh
an amendment to section 103* or othewse), forfe- ,onr eo-gn ;on'bf l.. 'aid
carryover .of basis from the' old resi4ence to ,the new resl ,ence, If ()^ tax-

payer's principal residence Is sold at a fos, (2) the coditioi set, ih in

section 217(c) are met, and (8) the present section 1 034, iwoi be ap pIcable
haI th l ridpneA been sold at a ain,

OTarriNlA a1rAX = tK_ OPTION AN PUBOHAie yl,& ;

commendation not 'adopt this 'a thout Inhterlal n6l difeation.

plant : is a extremely tec cal ar avlig differential appllca-

tid, to the ex6T plans of arious business We , confident that a conld-

erable body material will be pres ed to you from-vilous 6ther groups and

at this t we wish to limit or co t to the enu ration of twowide-

spread 6ections.
Thesp plan a as toactivef et in that \tstahdiig options

ued prior h raft ng of .R. 83 affect options t be issued under

enew pro stion. We suggest at tin o ons plans e allowed to be

completed thoua ce of n 6 ions, and \
2. There are soun i n y circ st nces to pro ibit the exer-

cise of an option for ri of t e. ereq ement thaa Oa ptidn be

exercised within 6 y mkes this dilcut W thefore, suggest
that the y liml ardedi ht it tr om the te when the

option irst e e is t o th 'dat of dance of the

option.
SE 9,ON 9 EVISIl AL GAINF' PROVIBIONS

ecommendtion: op sectlo 9 o bUl, with an amend ent that cor-

po tions shalbe ttledo I caroyter of unll cited duration

i tothat ded forin
E lanatn: The creation 'c A capitagain," o the sale by in-

4div als of capital asset 4t fo more an 2 , would sult In a reduc-

tion capital gains 'n many ituati ns. le Illinois ate Chamber of

Comme p supports t provision a lcamplemento the reduction of

ordinary come tax rate$.
SA stat jective of this measure Is to effect an "nnl g" of capital invest-

ments, so tha ew and riskier investments needed by t economy will be under-

taken. In this nnection, the committee may wis consider the creation of

yet another class apital gain with respect t e sale of capital assets held

by individuals for mo n 3 years recent tetlusion factor as to

such gain might be reduce T with a max 'rate of 17 per-

cent. The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce believethli a provision o this

nature would more effectively stimulate the expansion oIrl capital, and in all

likelihood would increase revenue. .
The provision permitting unabsorbed capital losses incurred'y individuals to

be carried forward for an indefinite period, rather than the 5 years allowed by

existing law, is warranted by considerations of tax equity. It is obvious, how-

ever, that tax equity also requires allowance of a carryover period of unlimited

duration In the case of net capital losses sustained by corporations At the

present time, corporations are frequently unable t6 utilize capital losses for tax

purposes, despite the fact that they have borne the full economic burden of these

losses. Moreover, this situation will.unquestionably be aggravated by' reason

of, section 1248 of the Internal Revenhe Code of 1954 (enacted 4 192); which

requires that gain realized on the disposition of ddepreclable . onal property
be taxed as ordinary Income to the extent opost-19 depteatid dedudloins.

The certain effect is to reduce the capital gains Of corporations agalip't whlcn

capital losses may be applied. Section 220 of ,. 836$3 Vwuld' kdopt simIa
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recapture provisions with respect to depreciable realty, and should that section

be enacted, this problem would become even more acute.
For the foregoing reasons, the Illinois State Chambet of Commerce Utges that

corporations be permitted to carryover capital losses for an indefinite period.

- , .,, ,. EoTioK'r22. Avi.aAQ, +_oi.ooMN it'
-

Recommendatitn: that thls sec tonl d lbie dpt4. i, , :
Explanatip : .The provision for, .veragit ic o .p~oesonwhoi, i o me

fludnate~ wO^ ato y wut~snbytu^ 5or tyes uted o4 ro Id/pro!Y4 o
'n effe a 041Ieffect a Pal or lt2bhir wakme plqsn[O readp .vstc
would treat taxpayers hore nearly eual fo tax ptpseltt to b ow
their inCine is spread over aperid of year , i , p gpht. ?tpvoeo eaAa hfelp-

-ul and should be supported, , ,'-

TBEATMIENT Q AOCRBETONP IN VALUE OF i , I' I P';A. /

Recommendation: The Illinolt State Chambr'of .Comnekce beUieh thate-
Isting law respecting the incotne taxation of capital assets pass at death does

not involve serious inequities, and it recommends that no change be made in the

law. ' -

Explanation: Although H.R 8363 would not change existing aw., ~wth r. pect
to heincome taxation of property passing at death t.hee are p rtpat., tht
administration will recommend to this committee t*t current law,le amended
In this regard.

The administration's original recommendation to the Committee on, Ways aid

Megafs called for capital gains taxation oi theac:.ctio i v e, .of capital
assets passing at death. The Ilinois State Chamber of Commer~c yOped .Its 9ppo-
sition t6 this proposalin appeaing before that committee, and woM continue tat

opposition were the proposal to be renewed. This measure fa.et a rally from
the base concepts that underlie income taxation. In treating such transfers as

a sale or exchange, the proposal would unfairly tax income before its realization.

Of particular concern is that, by increasing the overall tax burden, the measure
would render even more difficult the continued operation of closely held com-
panies upon the death of a principal shareholder. Congress in recent times'has
been sufficiently interested in this problem to enact sections 303 and 6166 of the

Internal Revenue Code; the enactment of such could not but seriously nipair
the effectiveness of the relief extended by those sections. , .

The original proposal submitted to the Ways and Means Committee was thus
further objectionable on the grounds of its sheer complexity, since surely a prime
aim of any tax reform must be a simplification of our tax laws. Similar con-
siderations caused that committee to reject the suggested alternative whereby
an inheritor would take the debedent's basis with respect to inherited property.

TRAVEL AND ENTErITAINMXNT EXPENSES

Recommendation: Eliminate from section 274 all of the provisions not needed
to effectively preclude the application of the "Cohanirule" to travel and enter-
tainment expenses.

Explanation: The Illinois State Chamber of Commerce refifrms its recoid-
mendation that section 274 of the Internal Revenue Code with regard to deduc-
tions of travel and entertainment expenses and gifts be modified. Concern about
this subject wlps previously expressed in testimony before the flepate Finance
Committee when it was considering the Revenue Act of 1962, before the Ways
and Means Committee in the public hearings on the President's tax reform
proposals, and to the Commissioner of Internal Revenue at the time of the hear-
ngs on his proposed regulations.

The Revenue Act of 1962 added section 274 to theInteinal Revenue Code.. The
primary factor which resulted in enactment of this section is the moae frequent
application in recent years of the judicial doctrine known as the "GCoan rule."
The application of this rule permitted the partial allowance of deductions on
the basis of unsubstantiated estimates. Among the other factors whichh led to
the enactment of section 274 was claimed to b6 the diffidclty In' establishng a
practical admnistrativ6 procedure to distinguish betweW'ath ordinary and neces-
sary business expense allowable as a deduction and a personal expense which is
not deductible. . . .

Section 274 limits deductions fqramounts whhbi are amittedly ordinary and
necessary business expeiises; unl6e they ineet statutory tests which are not
phrased In clear language. Phrases are used Isuch as "aisacated with' an
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,"directly related to" the active conduct of the taxpayer's trade or business.
Further, with reference to an entertainment facility, the statute requires that
the facility be "used primarily fo' the furtherance of the taxpayer's trade or
business," and there is no specific standard for making the determination.

Although the Commissioner of Internal Revenue took many months to formu.
late his regulations and has supplemented his extensive regulations with revenue
rulings, there is still a great deal of uncertainty as to the manner in which the
statutory provision will ultinitei be' alied.

The' deay In' tiihiTg 1 tilatl6h aHa th'Uiedtcsity for Stipfemetftg the regu-
latimons1 y fretdf*ie' *tll dt; tifintfutAbld ididatiobA 6f difcdltt~6' ifit1old in
the aioplictilhb bf the stt f laigg.h

'lhe IllinoiS 8tMt'tA Cfitdbi of Chonere ndoris' the principle unidrly01ig
t1e pt6b bMol I' Bi.t. 6i thlitkoih 6its5 arid in S. 2088; however , the language of
S. 2068 appears preferable and adoption of that propb'.Al a kaft 6f th revenue
bill of 1963 Is strongly recommended.

Need for enkttl eht of aiiehdat6ry. lIgislatioi Is pressing. ~infusloni and
doubt have resulted from section 274, and the amendment should be retroactive
to apply to All expenses paid or incurred during the current calendar year.

DEPREOIATION-RE6EBVE RATIO

Ree tmi hihnatio: ~thd' a newt proaisito be added to the bill to make the use
of dpreliff6f gildeli's a Iattt of right arid to avoid the ultimate limiting
effect of the sditvd fatio test, k' his been suggested by Seiator fartke in S.
2231.

Efplatlatibl: Many cbiaile, particularly small 6ies, have hesitated to put
the new depIeciatlio guidelines irto effect because of uincerfainty as to their
status arid befadi Of the liniftibg effect of the reserve ratio test. Inclusion of
the siuggeatd bijfidoa wohild open thb door to greater use of guidelines and
w6uld stlimlatht ive0tmetit With no substantial reverie 16ss.

Senator DIRKSpEN. Mr. Hoffman. I am glad to see you, and I know
what an active Federal tax committee you have got in the Illinois
Chamber.

Mr. HOFFMAN. Thank you.
Senator GORE (presiding). Senator Byrd asked me to announce

that he had been called to an executive session,of the Armed Services
Committee, and he was sorry that he could not be here for the termina-
tion or the conclusion of your statement.

Mr. HOFFMAtN. Thank you, sir.
Senator GORE. Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMADGE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman. I want to

compliment the witness on his able presentation.
Senator GORE. Senator Dirksen.
Senator DIRKSEx. One question, perhaps. I was quite interested in

that penalty which goes along with accelerate payments.
Mr. HOFFMAN. Yes, sir.
Senator DIRKSEN. I wonder if you could not submit an extra memo-

randum citing a few examples of wher, the flow of income is so un-
predictable at given times that without any laches on the part of any
corporation or anybody else there might be a penalty attached that
really is not deserved.

Mr. HOFFrrAN. Very glad to do it.
Senator DInKSEN. I think it would be helpful,
Senator GORE. Thafik you very much.
Mr. HoirkAi . Thank you.
(The material referred to was not received by the committee at the

time pt. 8 of the hearings was printed. When received it will appear
in a subsequent part.) '

Senator Gonk. The next witness is Mr. Tyre ,Taylor, representing
the Southeri States Industrial Council.
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STATEMENT OF TYRE TAYLOR, GENERAL COUNSEL, SOUTHERN
STATES: INDUSTRIAL' COUNCIL '

Mr. TAYLOR. Mr. Chairman, and gent.egn 9f te A ittie, pay
name is Tyre Taylor, and my address is 1511 K ret, 'Wasngton,
D.C. I am here representing the Southern States In OFusrial Council,
the headquarters of which are il the Tallmn Buildig.n ashille,
Tenn.

The council was established in 1933. Its membership is comprised
of some 2,000 industrial and business concerns iii the 16. Southern
States from Maryland to Texas intluiv.e, Ti ip li ,cP.os
all lines of manufacturing and processing, transportation, comunu a-
tions and related industries and accounts for very substantial empIoy-
ment throughout the southern region. On behalf of our pfic~rsdiire-
tors, and members, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, I
wish to thank you for the opportunity to be heard. I sliall be brief.

At a meeting held in Hot Springs, Va., oi MiUay i2, 1963 the
board of directors of the council unanimously reairped the follow-
ing statements-among others-on Federal fiscl plicy:

The national debt now amounts to $302.5 billion-up,$.5 bllion fropl this time
last year. This does not Include Governmet-guaranteed loapjs and other con-
tingent liabilities, conservatively estimated by Senator Harry Byrd and others
to aggregate more than $1 trillion.

Taxes are far too high-in certain brackets closely approaching confiscatory
levels.

In the light of these facts, the council urges the, Congress to take the following
actions (among others)'

1. Reduce the Federal budget by reducing expenditures that are not essential
to the functioning of the Government as defned in .te Constitution with the ulti-
mate purpose of eliminating entirely nonessential spending.

2. Provide for an orderly, step-by-step reduction in individual and corporate
Income tax rates, together with a commensurate reduction in government
spending.

We oppose H.R. 8363 because, while it would reduce individual and
corporate income tax rates by slightly more than $11 billion, no firm
commitment has been made for a commensurate reduction n pending.
Discussing this on ,a motion to recommiitthe i bito .ays Iand
Means Committee,.Represntative Howard Smith of Virginia sad:

Somebody has said this motion to recommit is a phony.
There is some language in the bill itself on economy. It says:
"Congress by this action recognizes the Importance of taking all reasonablee

means to restrain Government spending and urges the Prestdebt to 'delare his
accord with this objective."

"Now," continued Judge Smith-
if there can be anything more phony than that, I do not know what it is. What
force and effect is there in that la1gggge? It 4qos not ,ean a thing except the
pious hope which many of us have expressed here In vaii for many years past
and everybody who is voting forI this:bill knows it does not mean anything and
that it is not going to accomplish.anything* .*. .

The Council shares Judge Smith's, mrisivjngs. For notwithstand-
ing some noises recently made by the admmistratipp abo~ithq4lg he
line on expenditures, we. recall President Kenned y's statement n is
tax message last January that it would be a 'grave i~sta require
that any tax reduction today be offset by a corresponding cut in ex-
penditures."
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-We als6 recallihis comment on the action of the House in cutting
some $580 million from the foreign aid authorization bill. He said it
was a-
shortsighted, tIreponsible, and dangerously partisan action * * * unprecedented,
unwarranted, and unwise. .

It also recalls his sour comment when the House voted down the bill
to increase the i'pprolriation to the Area Redevelopment Agency. He
said:

The tragic defeat of area redevelopment legislation could not have come at a
worse time * * *. 'Ths program must not be allowed to die-and it is my inten-
tion to give the Congress another opportunity to support it.

In'addition, it is only necessary to review the administration's pend-
ing programs--foreign aid, area redevelopment, Domestic Peace Corps,
urban mass transportation, accelerated public works, general aid to
education, apd so on--to blast forever any lingering idea that this
administration entertains the slightest intention or purpose of re-
trenching. It has neither the will nor the desire to reduce nonessential
spending, and in our opinion, any conclusion to the contrary is the
product of mere wishful thinking.

This conclusion is further borne out by the record of the past 3 years.
When the Kennedys took over the budget Was balanced for fiscal 1961.
This was soon converted to a deficit of $3.8 billion. For fiscal 1962, the
deficit was $6.4 billion. For fiscal 1963, the administration submitted
a balanced budget-which ended up with a deficit of $6.2 billion even
after deducting some $2 billion in nonrecurring revenue from the sales
of Government loans and other assets. For fiscal 1964, the adminis-
tration forecasts a deficit of $9.2 billion. The whole trend is toward
constantly increasing deficits. As of June 30, 1963, the Kennedy ad-
ministration had already added $19.8 billion to the public debt.

In the Wall Street Journal of November 1, under the heading of
"Washington Wire," the following appeared:

Budgetmakers slyly shape spending plans to avoid wrecking tax cut chances.
They figure the tax bill will still be pending 'when the budget goes to Congress

in January; conservatives will rebel unless spending boosts are limited. So
policymakers warn agencies that big new job-creating projects must be kept
out of the original budget. 'They promise to seek extra funds for some later on,
when the tax bill is out of the way.

But now something new has been added. This is the idea--or con-
cept--of the planned deficit. Heretofore, deficits were regarded as
more or less temporarily and accidental and something to be deplored
and not repeated. Now they are to be permanent, planned, and wel-
comed as something that is good for us arid good for the country. As
Dr. Arthur F. Burns, professor of economics and former Chairman of
the Council of Economic Advisers, put it: ,

If Congress sanctions long-range budget deficits, it will be adopting a novel
concept for our country. Tils concept marks a departure not only from thb old-
fashioned theory that the budget should be balanced every year, but also from
the modern theory that the Federal budget should be balanced over a business
cycle or over a few years.

What it will cost, nobody knows. Estimates of the increase in the
public debt.over the iext few years if the administration's program
is adopted range fron $60 to $150 billion.. Somewhere along th6 line,
tax reduction financed through borrowing which increases the money
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supply must inevitably produce additional inflation--and yet of such
fears Dr. Walter W. Heller, present Chairman of the Council, said
that it is-
quite obvious that the basic puritan ethic of the American people should be
such that they want to deny themselves tax reduction-because of their fears
of deficits, and the additions to the national debt;

What they are really talking about here, Mr. Chairman and gentle-
men of the committee, is a theory that flies in the face of all human
experience, all the laws 6f economics and all the dictates of common-
sense. It is like saying ybu can get rich by going further in debt
when you already owe more money than you can ever pay.

In his presentation to this committee, Secretary of the Treasury
Dillon said:

Therefore, paradoxical though it may seem, tax reduction today provides .the
best and quickest route to a balanced budget * * *. Thus, our real choice re-
garding budget deficits is whether we shall have a small and temporary increase
in our deficit as a byproduct of much needed tat revision designed to stimulate
the economy and lead to budgetary balance, or whether we shall continue to
live with the deficits of recent years and which, in the absence of tax reduction,
will stay with us no, matter how much we attempt to cut expenditures * * *

That not only seems paradoxical-it is paradoxical-and what the
Secretary proposes is nothing less than a reckless and unnecessary
gamble with the future of the country..

There. is no evidence that increasing deficits, whether planned or
unplanned, will produce either accelerated economic growth or full
employment. What if the program fails? Will the administration
then abandon its philosophy of planned deficits? Or will Congress
be called upon further to reduce taxes? And what effect would this
have on our already critical gold and balance-of-payments position
and the ever-declining purchasing power of the dollar ?

In this connection, we were very much interested in a colloquy
that took place between the chairman and the Secretary. The chair-
man introduced a table prepared by the staff of the Joint Committee
on Internal Revenue Taxation which showed the average reduction
for the individual taxpayer would be $110. Now-how, he wanted to
know, is $110 a year, or ,about $9 a month, or a little more than $2
a week per taxpayer going to spark any great improvement in the
economy ? To which the Secretary replied:

It is true, of course, that for an average single taxpayer, the average work-
ingman, the individual reduction which he will get is not large In dollars and
cents. However, In the aggregate, this adds up to a very substantial amount of
disposable income that will be spent.

In conclusion, may I reiterate that the council supports substantial
tax reduction. It goes along with all that has been said about the
regressive influence of the present paralyzing and, in certain brackets,
nearly confiscatory rate structure. It also goes along with the state-
ment of Representatives Herlong and Baker that--
the extra and Increasing burden of rate graduation placed on these productive
citizens (In the middle income brackets) smothers incentive, severely limits the
accumulation of new venture capital, discourages the venturesome use of such
new capital as it 's accumulated, and, in general, Inhibits the starting of new
businesses and the expauston of old ones.

However, we do iot Ablieve in tax reduction at the expense of a
further unbalanced budget. That w,ay we feel lies potential disaster.
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, We also recommend thltiH.R. 8363 be hlle in this cqmnitee until
after.tho president submits his budget in January anl Opigress las
had an opportunity to examine it.

.Than you.
S.eniator Gs. Senator Taladgd?
Senator TALMADGE. No questios.
Senator GORE. You represent members in how many of the Southern

States?
Mr. TAYLOR. Sixteen, from Maryland to Texas, inclusive.
Senator GoRE. I n9oice you ay y ou represent some 2,000 concerns.
Mr. TAYLOR. Concerns, yes.
Senator GORE. How was the position arrived at? Was there a

national meeting?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, there was a meeting of the board on May 20-22

this year, if 'Hot Spring, Va. The, board unanimously reaffirmed
tie pt aemnts I hav rea~l.

Senator oRE. I notice .with interest that you,qgree wii n4l qicur
in the judgment of Congressman Howard Smith that this sense of
Congress provision in section 1 of the bill is nothing more than a
pious hope. I wonder why he used, and'I wonde' why you' endorsed,
the word "pious"?

Mr. TAYL R. That is just a figure of speech, I think, Senator, to
characterize anything that is very hackneyed or has been many times
expressed. It was not used to mean anything in the sense of religion.

Senator GORE. I agree.
Do you think it wise for Congress to get into the habit of codifying

stump .speeches?
Mr. TAYLOR. I must say I just do not quite follow you.
Senator GORE. Well Congressman Smith described this section 1

as a pious hope, and I have referred to it as a stump speech. I doubt
the advisability of placing in law such a stump speech or such a
pious hope or such meaningless language. Why clutter up the stat-
utes of the United States with meaningless sense of Congress resolu-
tions?

Mr. TAYLOR. I quite agree with you.
Senator GORE. They have no force or effect in law, no binding effect

upon the Congress, either the present or the future Congresses, so
one must ask what purpose is served. Do you know of any good
purpose that is served b thi

Mr. TAYLOR. Judge Smith said that it would accomplish nothing,
and we concur in that.

Senator GORE. You say the action of your group was unanimous?
Mr. TAYLOR. Yes, sir.
Senator GORE. Did you have a chance to read the testimony of Mr.

Henry Ford and Stuart Saunders? /
Mr. TAY oR. Yes, sir; I read the newspaper accounts of what they

said.
Senator GORE. Well, the newspaper accounts were interesting, but

I think their actual testimony was far more interesting, and if you
have an opportunity to read it I think ypt would find it quite
revealing.

Mr. TAYLOR. I do not believe it has been published in the hearings
yet.

Senator GORE. I think that is correct.
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Senator Williams?
Senator WILLIAMS. No questions.
Senator GORE. Thank you very much.
Mr. TAYLOR. Thank you, Mr. Chairman and gentlemen.
Senator GORE. Mr. C. Lowell Harriss, professor of economics,

Columbia University.

STATEMENT OF 0. LOWELL HARRISS, PROFESSOR OF ECONOMICS,
COLUMBIA UNIVERSITY

Mr. HAmuss. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen, I am C. Lowell Harriss,
professor of economics, Columbia University, New York City. I am
also economic consultant for the Tax Foundation, a member of Joel
Dean Associates, Inc., management consultants, and have various
other connections. I appear in a personal capacity only and at my own
expense. The views expressed are my own and not necessarily those
of any group with which I am associated.

THE LONG VIEW

Tax changes on any. large scale, especially reductions, are rare.
Anything done now is likely to mold our future for years, even decades.
Today's changes, therefore, should be those with which we should like
to live permanently.

In looking beyond what may appear to be desirable for th6 next
few months or so, I see key provisions of H.R. 8363 which would no be
best for the long run. Moreover, adoption of these provisions would
probably forestall future changes of the type which would be in the
public interest, specifically: (1) The high personal income tax rates
would remain too high, (2) the lowest rates too low, while (3) a con-
tinuing rate of 48 percent on corporation earnings (over $25,000)
would urden unwisely the process of income production.

PERSONAL INCOME TAX RATE

Consideration of personal income tax rates changes may benefit from
a brief look at the issue of progression itself.

Most Americans, I believe, endorse the principle that income tax
should be progressive. If asked, "Why " if asked to provide logical
reasons for holding this view, most of us might find the task unex-
pectedly difficult, if challenged by someone familiar with the history
of the debates over the years.

Finely spun theories developed in the 19th and early 20th centuries
once seemed to provide theoretical foundation for progression. Today,
I think, the specialist in public finance attaches rather little weight to
theories which once seemed persuasive. Their weaknesses a bases for
public policy have been portrayed often enough for scholars, at least,
to avoid relating the worst of old erroi-s. Nevertheless, public atti-
tudes favoring progrescidn and public policies may rely heavily, albeit
implicitly, ofilong-discredited theories;

One argument for progression is that it is "fair," that it leads to a
more "just," more "equitable," sharing of the costs of Government.
Often the idea is expressed as piting taxes on ah "ability to pay" basis.;

24-32-63--t. 831-3
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Where do such statements get us? Not far because two enormous
difficulties remain:

(1) What definition of these terms-"justice," for example-will
the public accept for use in deciding upon how the costs of .Govern-
ment are to be shared ?

(2) To the extent that we agree on what "fairness" is, or what we
mean by "ability to pay," we must then see how the concept is related
to progression in taxation. The solution proposed will usually rely
upon another line of theorizing.

The key element is a belief that rate progression will enable the
public 'to bear the costs of Government with less "sacrifice" than if
taxes were proportional or regressive. The argument will rely heavily
upon a belief that the larger the income, the less urgent the needs served
by the last or marginal dollar.

The marginal dollar of an $8,000 income, it is argued, provides more
utility-the ability to satisfy a want-than the marginal dollar of a
$9,000 income, other things the same. If so, the total sacrifice that
taxes impose on the public as a whole will be, or can be less than a
larger percentage is taken from larger than from smaller incomes.

Instinctively, most of us probably support this line of argument.
It does seem sensible, especially if one uses extreme cases, $5,000 and
$50,000. Yet, on a purely theoretical basis, declining marginal utility
of income does not. necessarily lead to progressive taxation.

And one practical requirement of no small significance remains
to be satisfied, analysis and facts have not yet filled a gap revealed
long ago--the lack of a reliable measure of the decline in the utility of
income.

Such a measure is needed if progression is to be applied with reason-
able confidence of getting the results desired. One scale of progres-
sion might, on balance, result in less overall sacrifice than propor-
tionality or regressivity while another might-bring more sacrifice.

In short, there is undeniable emotional appeal-in the argument
that progession will assure less sacrifice in bearing tax burdens than
will proportionality. The logic, too, seems persuasive at first sight.
But the considered judgment will be that the theoretical support for
any practical application of progression on "sacrifice" arguments is,
to say the least, weak.

The case is unproved and unprovable. So is disproof. But one
conclusion seems to me beyond question: The higher the rates and the
steeper the progression, the weaker the defense and the greater the
possibility that the results are contrary to those presumed. A firm
defender of progression may condemnthe steepness of present rates
as excessive on the very grounds he uses to justify the principle.

Two other points must now be made:
(1) Progression is not needed to collect"more in taxes from persons

with high, than from those with low, incomes. Proportional and re-
gressive taxes can do that. A flat 20-percent tax, which takes $1,000
from the $5,000 income, will take $10,000 from the $50,000 income.

(2) Progression is needed, however, to make the burden of taxes on
the poor as low as we might like.

*Humanitarian considerations alone must be highly persuasive in
any discussion of taxing persons in greatest need.

Let me be clear. My position does not rest on debatable conclusions
about fairness or justice but upon mercy and compassion. Whatever
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we itay think aboit- tax discriminatiofs against th6oe With hi#hl in-
comes, the "soak the rich" support of progrissioni ia'ny of us \il I eil-
dorse the aspect of progression that affords tax relief fo those, at the
bottom of the income scale. ' :

First, let me emphasize one point: I favor relatively lIrge tax re-
lief for individuals and families at the very low end of the in6me
scale. But by what method? The familiar mrethods--ah increase in
the personal exemption or a reduction in rates--have serious dis-
advantages.

For each dollar of tax relief which will bring to pers6nsaht the
bottom of the income scale, the Government loses niiy dollarsfrom
taxpayers higher up. A change ineither the exemption or fist bracket
rate which is large enough to bring significant tax relief to the poor
would use up so much of the potential tax reduction how feasible that
other highly desirable changes would be impossible.

Therefore, and with misgivings, I recommend-
S a) Some form of a tax credit, or

b) An increase in the minimum standard reduction, or
() A vanishing exemption as the major device for aiding

those at the bottom of the income scale.
In addition, I tassune rate reduction for those remaining subject to

tax.
Nevertheless, reducing the starting rates to 14, 15, 16 percent, et

cetera, even with the narrowing of the brackets, seems to me risky for
the longer run. These are the rates which apply to the vast bulk of
taxable income, the rates with most significant revenue potential.
The Treasury may need more revenue than such a rate structure would
yield. At present, the average rate on all taxable income is somewhat
over 23 percent. The 20-percent rate on the first $2,000 ($4,000) yields
about 85 percent of the total.

If the tax rates which apply to the great bulk of taxable income are
much below the average rate required on all income, now over 23 per-
cent, there is more than a minor possibility that revenue will be in-
adequate.

The personal exemption can do so. An income tax with an exemp-
tion can accomplish this end. In fact, it can do so with a flat rate.
Society can get those humane benefits of progression which come froii
relieving the poor without imposing a progressive rate structure, yet
these tax rates will bring more revenue from high, than from low,
incomes.

Advocates of progression may frankly rest their case on the argu-
ment that reduction of economic inequality is desirable. There are
issues to be debated, but I am not aware of any serious public interest
today in the equality-inequality problem. Although little of the ani-
mus which marked the debates of the .1930's is now evident, a con-
siderable element of our present rate structure is the result of depres-
sion-inspired feelings against the prosperous. More of today's irat
progression than, most Americans will realize has, I think, grown
out of malice rather than of mercy, or any reasoned or reasonable
attempt to relate means to ends.

A rate schedule adopted in the past, for whatever combination of
reasons, is not, merely because of its existence, one whose pattern
should be retained. Yet the/administration and the House hava
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chosen to retain much of a pattern of progression developed under
highly abnormal conditions.

Lacking a rudder or compass, we may feel that the easiest course is
to hold to an existing pattern of progression. Progress, in the truer
sense, I am sure, requires a break with the past.

Of course, taxable income will rise over the years. Spending may
be held in check. If so, an average rate of less than 23 percent on all
taxable personal income may suffice. But an average rate of about
151/2 percent on the first $2,000 for a single person ($4,000 for a mar-
ried couple), as provided in H.R. 8363, may lead to deficits when
budget balance or surplus would be desirable. Then, however, political
considerations would make raising these rates later difficult.

Although H.R. 8363 would reduce the starting rates more than seems
to me desirable for revenue reasons, the bill would do too little to re-
duce the rates above, say, twice the lowest rate. I say "twice" because
I am not so high; this level, I think, is unduly high. The last percent-
age points of the upper bracket rates, as you know, yield little reve-
nue-if any at all; after allowance is made for (1) avoidance, (2)
evasion, and (8) the adverse effects on national income, I suspect, but
cannot prove, that the extreme rates yield "negative" revenues.

What is clear is that the net revenue cost of substantially greater
reductions would be small. The apparent "cost" of an additional 10-
percentage-point reduction in rates on brackets over $22,000 would be
about $330 million. This is approximately the revenue loss from a cut
of one-fourth of a percentage point under $2,000.

The benefits for the general public, for the economy as a whole, would
be real. Unfortunately, most of the benefits-just as is true of most
of the bad effects of high rates-could not always be identified. Rarely,
if ever, could they be measured. While there is no clear basis for
setting a top rate (nor for detailing the steps by which it is reached),
a ceiling of 50 percent seems to me on the high side. And the top
rate ought to apply at considerably above the $100,000 ($200,000) of
H.R. 8363.

The rate proposals of the Committee on Federal Tax Policy, with
which I worked, appear to me the best I have seen. 1

Why are high rates bad for the public as a whole, for people who
never pay them?

High rates distort economic decisions and direct some effort into
less than the best of activity. High rates reduce the supply of certain
kinds of productive capacity. High and progressive rates, in effect,
reduce the attractiveness of risky undertakings. High rates create and
enlarge injustices.

Tax rates of 20 to 30 percent will not ordinarily exert much influ-
ence on the willingness to work, on the kind of work undertaken,
or on personal investment. Where much higher rates apply, how-
ever, the tax will lead to significant changes in activities. Such influ-
ence may be obvious. It may be subtle and indirect.

Yet can there be any doubt that if the fruits of additional effort ar
to go in large part to government rather than,to one's family, men will
often prefer leisure-longer vacations, for example-to work, con-
servativeto venturesome investment, easier to more demanding careers,
staying put to trying something new or distant..

"'iComnmitee on Federal'Tax Polfey, "FTinaiicing America's Future: Taxes, Ecoomile
StablUty and Growth" (the Committee, 84 West 51st Street, New York, 1963), p. 5.
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Even a person whose marginal tax rate is not near the top will find
that tax considerations can make a big difference in the relative at-
tractiveness of different activities. Effort gets directed into those lines
with least unfavorable tax consequences. The economy loses when
energies are directed to activities other than those which would seem
best in free markets without regard to tax effects.

A decision which is inferior from the point of view of the inherent
economic factors may become best when taxes are taken into account.
To the extent that taxes enter into the choice of what to produce or
how, of how to finance a business or invest savings, of what to consume
or how much to work, the results are likely to be less good for the
economy than if taxes had no such influence. Taxes "distort." In
doing so, they lead to some loss for society-to misallocation, mis-
direction, misuse of economic potential.

When tax rates are high-and when the differences in the tax con-
sequences of different actions are large-purely tax considerations can
be decisive.

No one can measure the effects of taxation on the supply of human
effort and skill, nor on the uses to which they are directed. Human
beings will respond differently to taxes as well as to other conditions of
life. One thing does seem certain. Very high tax rates will not in-
crease incentives-except to channel efforts toward tax avoidance, into
directions of less than the greatest real productivity of which a person
is capable.

The highest tax rates fall on men and women whose efforts are most
productive. The heaviest rates fall with greatest weight on the fruits
of additional effort. The supply of such effort will be less than if
marginal rates of tax were lower.

Initiative must suffer. Adverse effects on incentive are inevitable.
Such policy is ill suited to a future which needs ever more skill.

While I said earlier that "justice" in taxation is difficult to define,
one aspect is reasonably clear. People in essentially similar circum-
stances should be taxed equally. When they are not, the results can
be highly unfair if tax rates are high. You have heard a lot about
"loopholes" and defects in the tax structure. All of us would like to
see reform, but in trying to get agreement, we may make things worse
Rate reduction is a sure way to reduce the ill effects of present defects.

Respect for Government, morale, and fiscal morality, suffer from
high and unequal tax rates. When inducements for cheating, for
breaking the tax law, are large, there is danger of some erosion of
public respect for law in general. The present tax system tends to
defeat the kind of conduct which has contributed so fruitfully to
making our economy progressive and which has constituted a priceless
intangible of our society.

The steeper the progression, the more (per dollar of revenue) will
saving be reduced, relative to consumption. And the less will be the
attractiveness of new investment projects. Some of the new saving
and investment "lost" would be exceptionally important for economic
growth because it would go into relatively small, successful, and grow-
ing businesses. For the personal income tax-is also a. tax on business.

Unincorporated businesses play a larger role in our economy and ii
its growth than is often recognized. High tax rates hinder the ex-
pansion'of such firms. "
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CORPORATE TAX RAT S.

Substantially more should be done than in H.R. 8363 to diseiigage",
ourselves from heavy axation of business. More important than any
reduction in rates possible immediately can be tihe establishmeintof a'
program for systematic, even though gradual, reduction.

It is through business that we produce most of our income. Busi-
nesses provide most of our jobs. They are the agencies we use to
employ human and material resources to get more of what we want.
The pairing off of "individuals" and "business" in tax discussion is
unfortunate. Every individual has a vast many faceted, personal
interest in "business in general (over and above any tie to particular
companies).

Taxes on business cannot help in the process of income creation.
They can hurt. We can live better-the country can produce more
and more efficiently, have better jobs, and more of them, expect more
in product and service inliovation-if business decisions are not in-.
fluenced by very high tax rates, if the returns on capital are not taxed
so heavily as would be those of corporations over $25,000.

Heavy taxation of corporations is the result of wartime and Korean
emergencies. Actions which were presumably temporary when orig-
inally made would, I fear, be with us indefinitely under H.R. 8363-
a 48 percent rate (minus the investment credit) and without any credit
at the stockholder level. Who would then press for moderation?
(The great majority of businessmen, enjoying a competitive advan-
tage, might even oppose reduction for large corporations.)

Corporations earning less, than $25,000 would get a reduction of
roughly one-fourth-from 30 percent to 22 percent. The result
would be a rate reasonably close to the rates on most unincorporated
businesses but below the rates on the more successful. A corporation
earning $25,000 can be a rather substantial enterprise. The owners
may enjoy incomes of considerable size, often much larger than the
incomes of stockholders of big corporations.

At present, the rate differential between large and small corpora-
tions is about 70 percent. After the change, it would be nearly 120
percent. Such a gap has little to justify it and much to condemn it.
Competitive relations would be disturbed. Big corporations are im-
portant as employers, as producers, as innovators, and as places for
investment by persons of all income groups. To discriminate so
sharply against such organizations-their customers, owners, em-
ployees-can hardly be wise.

For the long run we should plan fortax rates on large businesses
much below 48 percent-to reduc distortion in resource allocation,
to speed growth, to achieve more fairness. Unfortunately, trying to
move in this direction seems to have little political appeal. The
impersonality of big corporations is only one of the factors making
difficult the reduction of high rates.

The greatest obstacle is that each percentage point of the corporate
rate involves revenue of over $500 million (gross). No immediate
return to the pre-Korean rate of 38 percent is feasible. But could
we not make a more impressive start than 4 percentage points by pro-
viding for a series of small, annual reductions beyond 1965 ?

Over a period no longer than that since Korean fighting ending the
38 percent rate we should be able to get down to 30 percent. I com-
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mend to you the proposal of the Committee on Federal Tai Pblicy
for annual reductions of the normal and surtax by 1 percentage point
each until the total is 30 percent (20 percent normal 10 percent
surtax). . .. :: ;, . ' .'
SAs the economy grows, so will corporation earnings. Such groWth

will offer an offset to declining tax rates; . ,' i : . : .- ' i t
.The benefits, I am convinced, would spread broadly: throughout

the economy--to consumers, employees, and those Who supply capital
National income would grow. more rapidly than if a 48 percent rate
persisted.

Senator GORf. Thank you, Dr. Harriss.
Senator Talmadge.
Senator TALMADOB. Dr. Harriss, I take it from your testimony that

you think all individuals ought to pay the same rate regardless of
their income, is that correct? .

Mr. HAmRIuss. No, I do not mean to imply that. What I was trying
to say is that the arguments or the bases for progressive rates .are
less firmly based than is generall recognized; that the progression
we now have grew out of highly abnormal circumstances; that it is
not a desirable basis on which to build a permanent structure.

Senator TALMADGE. If you could write the Tax Code what progres-
sion rate would you have?

Mr. HARRISS. Well, I would, given present revenue needs, start
somewhere around 16 or 17 percent and rise to around 50 percent at,
perhaps, half a million.

I would like to say, however, that I do not think an immediate move
in this direction is called for. The change can very well be in stages
over 2, 3, or 4 years.

Senator TALMADGE. I judge from your testimony now that .you
think all corporations regardless of income ought to pay at one fixed
rate, is that correct?

Mr. HARRnss. No, not quite. I think there are arguments, valid
arguments, for lower rates on smaller corporations. The 20 and 30
percent which I proposed seems to me reasonable, but I do not believe
that differentials as large as exist Jaow, or as large as would exist
under the bill, are desirable.

Senator TALMADOE. If you could write the Tax Code with reference
to corporate income taxes, what progression would you have?,

Mir. HARRss. The rate on the smaller corporations, and the income
dividing line might be less than $25,000, should not be much above,
certainly twice as high as, the starting rate of the personal'income
tax. The reason is competition between incorporated and unincorpo.
rated businesses and the possibilities of tax avoidance.

Senator TALMADO. You would have it less than 20 percent then ?
Mr. HARISs. No, not necessarily. It should be somewhat over the

personal income tax starting rate but not twice as much.
Senator TALMADGB. And the largest corporation, what rate would

you fix? -
Mr. HARmuss. Well, 30 percent is perhaps reasonable for the near

future; I would rather see it lower, but revenue requirements make
the highest New Deal rate of 19 percent an unrealistic goal.

Senator TALMAE. The purpose of taxation of course, is to levy
the necessary money to run the Governmeit, How would you make
up the difference? ,
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Mr. HARRISS. The proposals I make would, in effect, utilize eco-
nomic growth to pay for tax rate reduction. There would probably
be some gap. One always hopes that expenditures will be held in
check. If expenditure growth is not reduced, then the alternatives are
either more intensive use of existing taxes or some kind of a move
toward a value added or broader based tax on consumption.

Senator TALMADOE. Would you, if you could then, reduce rates
even more than this bill before us and precipitate a greater deficit
than has been advocated by the administration on the hope that in-
creased business will ultimately make up the deficit?

Mr. HARRISS. I would propose that rate reductions be spread over a
longer period of time than in H.R. 8363. I certainly would not advo-
cate larger deficits than the administration proposes. But the-big
rate reduction, the big revenue loser, in the present bill is cutting the
rate to 14 percent. This seems to me very unwise.

Senator TATMADGE. Thank you, Mr. Harriss. No more questions,
Mr. Chairman.

Senator GORE. Senator Carlson?
Senator CARLSON. Dr. Harriss, I was interested in your discussion

in your paper here in regard to arriving at a tax base for personal
income taxpayers, that is in regard to exemptions. I note you say:

"I recommend," you say with misgivings, that you recommend three
things, and I was interested on how we would work them out. You
recommend (1) some form of a tax credit; (2) an increase in the
minimum standard reduction; and (3) a vanishing exemption as the
major device for aiding those at the bottom of the income scale the
taxpayer. What kind of a tax credit? How would you word it? This
is interesting. What do you have in mind ?

Mr. HARRISS. A tax credit would be an offset against tax. After a
person computes his tax, he would be allowed to deduct $25 or $50 or
some such amount from the tax, in effect, elifhinating the tax on the
very lowest income groups and substantially reducing it for those
somewhat above.

Senator CARLSON. Would this vary I Would you have certain tax
brackets of $25 and certain of $50 or is this an across-the-board
approach; what is your thought?

Mr. HARRIBs. I think it would be across the board, with adjust-
ments for size of family.

Senator CARLSON. And then a vanishing exemption as a major de-
vice for aiding those at the bottom.

Mr. HARRIss. The vanishing exemption is a possibility. It is alien
to our experience and, therefore, probably not a realistic possibility.
But the idea is that a person starts with an exemption, presumably
larger than the present. Then, let us say, for each dollar increase in
income or each $10 increase in income, the exemption would decline
by some amount so that beyond some level there would be no personal
exemption.

Senator CARLON. Those of us who work with taxes are alwaysloolk~
ing for new ideas and new devices or new. methods. I notice you
suggested these with some misgivings, and I think it might be welt
for us to look at them, at least.

Mr. HARnnss. Well, these are not new; none of these suggestions are
new, Senator. '

Senator CARLSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
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Senator GORE. By vanishing exemption, do you mean that yoi would
permit an exemption from taxation of a certain amount of income,
but that an amount would be diminished as you go up, advance up-
ward, in the income brackets?

Mr. HARRIsS. Yes, that is the idea; perhaps dollar for dollar, per-
haps 50 cents for each dollar increase in income.

Senator GORE. Now, is your purpose, in suggesting this, to aid those
in the low-income brackets or to deny the personal exemption to those
in the high-income brackets or both

Mr. HARRIss. I certainly do not want to appear to endorse hurting
persons higher in the income scale.

As you know, the great problem of enlarging the existing type of
personal exemption is that so much revenue would be lost, not from
the people it exempts from income tax, but because of reduction in
taxable income higher up in the scale. The vanishing exemption is
a device for enlarging the exemption lower down without increasing
the exemption for the people above. Presumably with rate adjust-
ments one could offset the effect of the decline in their exemption, if
that is'desirable.

This would not be my preference of the three alternatives. But I
think it is preferable to making such large rate reductions which, of
course, at the very lowest end of the income scale do not enlarge after-
tax income very much. The rate cut costs an awful lot in revenue,
but the lowest incomes after tax would not be increased a great deal.

Senator GORE. Had you considered the possible constitutional ques-
tion involved in the vanishing exemption?

Mr. IHARnRis. No, I have not..
Senator GORE. Well, is not the minimum deduction provided for

in the bill a device which has some of the effects of a vanishing
exemption?

Mr. HARRIss. Somewhat, yes. Since the House has approved it,
since the administration has supported it, I think it would be my first
preference, even though it is rather crude and may not give as much
benefit to the large family as may seem desirable; it discriminates
against the person who itemizes deductions as contrasted with a per-
son who does not.

Senator GORE. You suggest that one possible way of giving more
equitable treatment to taxpayers in the lower brackets would be a tax
credit. Would you think earned income would be an appropriate
basis for a tax credit

Mr. HARRISS. No, at least not to achieve this purpose. Many of the
people in the low-income brackets do not have much earned income,
although, of course--

.Senator GORE. What do you mean? Most of them have entirely
earned 'ncome.

SMr. JrARRISs. I was thinking of people who are retired. But, I
was f:Aing to say, people who are retired get the double exemption.
S, ator GoRE. What better credit can you suggest than a credit for

earned incoine?
Mr. HARRISS. A flat dollar amount of credit regardless of the source

of income would seem to me better for achieving this purpose, to
achieve this purpose---

Senator GORE. And you would substitute that for exemption
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Mr. HARRIss. I would add it to the type of exemption we have now
to achieve the purpose I was talking about.

Senator GORE. Well a flat dollar exemption per taxpayer, it would
seem to me, avoids the distinction between taxpayers as to family
and social responsibilities. The family with five children would, say,
receive the $50 tax credit the same as the bachelor.

.Mr. HARRISS. No, I would favor credit for the number of children.
.I believe that is ordinarily---

Senator GORE. I beg your pardon?
Mr. HARRIss. My thinking is in terms of credits for the number

of children, not a flat amount per taxpayer but that plus allowance for
dependents.
SSenator GORE. I notice in your statement that you'somewhat decry
high rates on the ground that they do not raise a great deal of revenue.
It seems to me that the policy of taxation should follow the princi-
ple that if we are truly to have taxation according to ability to pay
then, whether there is one man or a hundred men or a million men
in a high bracket, it is immaterial so far as the application of the
principle is concerned. This comes as strange thinking to me that
because it does not raise a great deal of revenue, therefore, we should
abandon the progressive character of our income tax rate structure.

Mr. LHRRISS. Senator, I was not advocating the abandonment of
progression. I was trying to say that the progression we have now
grew out of highly unusual, highly abnormal, conditions; that it has
led to high rates which in themselves have bad effects on the econ-
omy as a whole.

Now, if we had clear principles as to the proper scale of progres-
sion, or a scale of progression which would be effective in achiev-
ing desirable ends, then we would be on much sounder ground in de-
ciding what scale is in the public interest.

Senator GORE. Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUGLAS. May I apologize for not having been here earlier.

The Committee on Banking and Currency was holding a simultaneous
hearing to deal with an appointment to the Federal Reserve Board.
I have been occupied there, and I apologize to the witness for not hav-
ing been persent. I have only had time to read a portion of his
testimony.

You teach courses in public finance?
Mr. HARRISS. Yes.
Senator DouoLAs. And, therefore, on the Federal tax structure?
Mr. HARRISS. Yes.
Senator DUGoLAs. I do not know whether you read the Congres-

sional Record or the hearings before this committee.
Mr. HARRmuss. I have looked at them, yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. I got hold of an internal memorandum of the

Treasury Department which the Treasury admitted was correct, which
showed that in 1959 there were five people in the country with ad-
justed gross incomes in excess of $5 million for that year, and that did
not include income from interest on State and municipal bonds; did
not include writeoffs due to oil drilling and developmental costs; and
did not include half of capital gains, so that the income of these people
might well have been in excess of $10 million. But nevertheless these
five persons did not pay a single cent in income taxes.
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There were 15 with incomes over $1 illii a yvar who 'did not pay
a cent, and 20 with incomes over $500,000 .Who did iot pay a'dent.-

In your judgment, is this an ablise, .and should Congress and'the
country try to deal within

Mr. HARRISS. I think the Congress should certainly try to deal with
it. May I point out that if any group is not going to be aided by tax
rate reduction it is just these people.

Senator DouoLs. I did not hear you.
AMr. IlAnnIS. If any group is not going to be aided by reduction in

high tax rates it is these people. ..
Senator DOUGLAS. Do you think what some people call loopholes

and what I call truck holes, which have permitted this'to exist should
be plugged or at least partially stopped? :

Mr. IRRISS. Certainly.
Senator DOUGLAS. You do.
Mr. HAnRSS. Of course, they exist all up and down the line. I think

the biggest in dollar amounts, Senator, will be the exemption'of social
security benefits.

Senator DOUGLAS. Well, we are talking about this group first.
Well now, the Secretary of the Treasury has said that it is apprxi-

mately $12 billion a year which is transferred at death on which no
capital gains tax is paid and, as I understand it, in a later discussion
of this measure before the House Ways and Means Committee, the
Treasury offered to modify its original proposal so that the-chpital
gains tax would only be levied on transfer at death when these gains
were realized by sale, and that there would be deducted from the com-
putation of capital gains any inheritance taxes paid.

If those two conditions were met would you approve of applying the
capital gains tax to transfer of property at death which is presently
untaxed?
SMr. HARRISS. I have been on record for a long time as favQring some

taxation of these accrued gains. Many problems would arise, how-
ever, and I think we should go slowly.

Senator DoGLAs. The problem of original cost.
Mr. HARRIss. Oh, yes, the problem of determining original cost, the

sharing of liability among heirs and estates, trusteed property, and
so on.

Senator DoUGLAS. But in principle you agree with this?
Mr. HARRISS. In principle, I agree.
Senator DouoGAs. Good.
As you know, there is a provision for the oil and gas industry where-

by not only can drilling and developmental -osts be deductedalmost
entirely in the first year of earnings, which is the most rapid deprecia-
tion rate in existence, and the cost of dry holes inet, operating loss,
and so forth, but in addition to this there is an exemptio' from taxa-
tion of 271/2 percent of gross income up to oiie-half of net, income, and
the figures of the Treasury which they submitted to the House Ways
and Means Commiftee indicate that these amounts are approximately
$3 billion a year.

Now, doyou approve of that feature of our tax laws I
Mr. HARRISS. No.
Senator Dor:oULA. You do not?
Mtr. HARRIss. No.
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Senator DouoLAS. Do you think that we should try to recapture at
least some of this $3 billion?
SMr. HARRISS. I think we should reexamine the problem carefully and

try to move gradually toward a more rational taxation of the income
from natural resources,

At one time I thought I knew how to do it. I am much more humble
now as to my ability to recommend the procedures that would be
best, but I think-

Senator DouGLAS. You say gradualness. Should gradualness be
discernible?

Mr. HARRISS. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Some of us have been trying to do this for 12

years, with absolutely no effect. Do,you think we should make a start?
Mr. HARRss. I do not really know enough about the problem to be

confident whether the Treasury proposals are desirable and the most
desirable.

Senator DOGLAS. This is a subject of taxation about which you
should not be ignorant. This is one of the largest truck holes in our
tax system, and I think there is a moral obligation upon the professors
of taxation and authorities to be well informed on this matter.

Mr. HARRIss. Well, we know-
Senator DouGLAs. Is it not true that this rather unique tax benefit

granted to oil and gas leads to the investment of capital in the oil and
gas industry which would not be invested if the industry did not have
this tax favor?

Mr. HARRIss. Exactly.
Senator DOUGLAS. Therefore, does it not lead to a malapportion-

ment of what the economists call economic resources-
Mr. IHARM ss. It does.
Senator DOUGLAS (continuing). And factors of production ?
Mr. HARRI8. Yes.
Of course, Senator, a lot of the capital is already there now; precipi-

tate change would have somewhat the same kind of bad allocative
effects in reverse. But I agree with you.

Senator DOUGLAs. They have had a lot of favors in the past.
Are you using the vested interest argument that you should not

disturb people already established I
Mr. HARRISS. Well, a version of it, yes. Congress should act with

reasonableness or restraint.
Senator DouoLAs. I do not think there is any danger that this will

be done with excessive zeal. [Laughter.]
Mr. HARRIss. Senator, I .am inclined-to think that the best way

to deal with this problem is to reduce tax rates so that extra deduction
dces not make much difference.

.Senator GORE. It does not make much difference ?
* Senator DoUGLAs. You mean you would reduce everybody down

"to, the level of gas and oil companies? There is one gas and oil
company which had $65 million of profits in,5 years, and not only
paid no tax whatsoever but got a refund.

Now, would you reduce everybody down to the point where they
paid no taxes, so it would not make much difference whether this
company claimed any benefits or not I

Mr. HARRISS. No. If the general level of tax rates were more
moderate, there would not be anywhere nearly the inducement to in-
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vest capital il these lines. Rates of return and prices would adjust.
It takes time, but the return on capital would tend to equal out. It.
would not take a generaiti6n.

Senator GORE. -Would the Senator from Illinois yield ?
Senator DouorAs. Surely.
Senator GORE. Dr. Harriss may have given us something to which

we should give serious consideration. Having failed in our effoi-ts
to take this 271/2 percent of gross income up to one-half of net income
away from a special industry, do you not think it worth while to
consider letting other business groups have an exemption of 27%
percent of gross? Most businessmen operate on the basis of net.
This is an unusual thing, and the doctor has made a suggestion here
on which I wish to solicit your views.

Senator DouoLAs. Are you addressing your question to me
Senator GORE. I am.
Senator DouoLAs. I would like to ask Dr. Harris, would you say

271 percent of gross income up to one-half of net income should
be deducted from all corporations and all businesses?

Mr. HARRIss. This is not the way to go about reducing the burdens
on business. We have that on one line of activity and ought not
to extend it. I do think that we should reduce the taxes on business
gradually over time to get back-

Senator DOUGLAs. You see, the Senator from Tennessee, my good
friend, has implied I want to eliminate the 27% percent. I have no
ambitious purposes. I propose to retain it for firms having a gross
income of less than $1 million a year, reduce it to 21 percent for
firms with gross incomes of from $1 to $5 million; to 15 percent for
those with incomes of over $5 million. It is a very modest proposal,
but it would bring in about $500 million a year, and somewhat reduce
the advantages.

Senator GoRE. What I was suggesting was that you give cdhsidera-
tion to Dr. Harriss' suggestion. The 27% percent of gross which is
permitted as a deduction by the oil industry has no relationship what-
soever to depletion of a natural resource. This 271 percent continues.
whether the resource is depleted or is augmented. There is no rela-
tionship at all. It is merely a formula for tax reduction.

If one businessman is to be allowed to calculate on the basis of gross,
why should all others be calculated to pay upon net?

Mr. HARRISS. As a matter of fact, the 50 percent limitation on net
income would come into effect pretty quickly on most businesses, Sears,
Roebuck, A. & P., and so forth.

Senator GORE. Senator Douglas?
Senator DOUOLAS. I have been struck with the argument with respect

to professional athletes. They say that a baseball player can get
$10,000 or $20,000 a year, and then when he gets in his upper thirties,
he is retired, his natural skill and dexterity havy depleted, and therefore
that we should have a depletion allowance to provide fqi* the 'wasti ng
of physical abilities. What would you say to that, applied to athlete
singers, or entertainers whose talents wax for a day and then waiie

Mr. HARRISs. To the extent that this is a taix problem, aid it is iiot
primarily a tax problem, but to the extent, it is, it is problem of high
progressive rates. The proposals in the bill for averaging would do
something, and rate reduction--. ..
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Senator DOGLous. I thought you were sort of blunting the edge of
my comments about the depletion allowance, and I was going to say
if you sort of defended the depletion allowance why not defend the
depletion allowance on natural ability.

Senator GORE. E cept the depletion allowance for oil is not related
to depletion.

Senator DOUGLAS. I know. You recover many times over the orig-.
inal costs.

Senator GORE. When I buy a building and depreciate it, when my
total cost is recovered through depreciation, there is no further deple-
tion available to me.

Mr. HARRIss. Thatis right.
Senator DOUGLAs. That is depreciation.
Senator GORE. The depletion and depreciation are not the same thing

at all.
Senator DOUGLAS. Do you approve the depletion allowance on clam

shells and oyster shells which this body put through in 1951, as a wast-
ing natural resource?

Mr. HARRISS. No, Senator, not after the amount deducted exceeds
the owner's investment.

Senator DouoLAS. What .
Mr. HARRISS. No.
Senator DOUGLAS. Or sand and gravel
Mr. HARRISS. No, although if it is given in one case then if there

are materials that are competitive and the--
Senator DOUGLAs. Exactly so. You start with a loophole and it

becomes a truckhole, exactly so.
Senator GORE. Repetitively.
Senator DOUGLAS. That is right. It spreads out.
Now, do you see any tendency for income, what is real income, to be

disguised as a capital gain in our tax structure ?
Mr. HARRSS. Well, the term I use is convert; disguise has a some-.

what different connotation.
Senator DOUGLAS. And if this is done then the tax on capital gains

is only one-half what the tax would be on income subject to a maxi-
mum of 25 percent, isn't that true?

Mr. HARRISS. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. What do you think about this feature of the tax

bill extending capital gains to income from iron ore?
Mr. HARRISS. I would, in principle, be against extension. I do not

know enough about iron ore to express an opinion on it specifically.
Senator DOUGLAS. Do you think it should be removed from timber
Mr. HARRISS. The, Treasury's case on timber seemed to me quite

persuasive but I do not know enough abou the industry.
Senator DOUGLAS. I am not trying to be sarcastic, Mr. Harriss, and.

I know college professors are busy with many tasks. I was one once,
and am very proud of that position, but I think this is a subject that
professors of finance might properly devote themselves to to become
experts on.

Have you ever gone into the question df personal holding com-
panies?

Mr. HARiss. A little.. I lavenever hadone..
Senator DouGLAs. I know. .
Mr. HARRISS. I know just a little bit about them. '
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Senator DOUGLAS. You realize that'fou ain set up , personal holding
coinpay with a man owning 79 percent f the stk and on dividend
income be taxed at 7.8 percent? '

Mr. HAuRRss. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Don't you think something needs to'be done in

this field of personal holding companies?
Mr. HARRs. Yes. '
Senator DOUGLAS. Let the record show the witness nodded his head

at that point.
Mr. HARRss. I was not trying---
Senator DOUGLAS. The nods do not get into the record.
Mr. HAinuss. I am sorry.
Senator'GonE. Let the record show that he said "Yes and nodded

for emphasis. [Laughter.]
Mr. HARRIs. That is not quite fair either, Senator. [Laughter.]
Senato- DOUGLAs. Don't you think it is a proper subject for Con-

gress and professors of taxation and the general public to concern
themselves with matters of tax reform as well as with tax reduction

Mi-. HARRISS. Yes, Senator, but the best reform is rate reduction.
Senator DOUGvLA. Well, I know, it is much more attractive always

but if you do not get tax reform at the time you are reducing rates,
when will you?

You see, we had hoped that the prospect of cuts might sweeten and
reduce the opposition to reform. Now we find people very enthusi-
astie about taking cuts, but they reject reforms. The molasses does
not make the castor oil go down any better, and if you have to take
castor oil without molasses, then the chances for reform are even less;
isn't that true?

Mir. HARiuss. Yes. But the bill does have some provisions about
personal holding companies.

Senator DOUGLAs. Yes. There is a question as to whether they are
sufficiently adequate, and also a question as to whether they are retro-
active, a very real question on that point.

Well, Mr. Chairman, I do not think I should take up any further
time. I studied under the predecessor to Mr. Harriss at Columbia,
the great Professor Seligman who was the father of the progressive
income tax of this country, and I learned a great deal about the advan-
tages of progression from his books and his teachings. He was the
greatest authority in this country, and he gave me a predilection in
favor of progressive taxation which, I must confess, his successor has
thus far been unable to undo.

Mr. HARRISS. This is all a matter of degree. Professor Seligman,
I wager, would never have taught you the virtues of the present rate
scale.

Senator DooLAs. I read your paper hastily, but I thought it con-
sisted in large part of an attack on the theory of progression:.

Mr. HARRISS. Noi that was not my intention. Said the theory is
much weaker than is generally recognized, and that as a practical
guide to setting rate schedules, it is sadly inadequate.

Senatio DouLAS. Would you discard the theory of progression?
Mr. HARRIss. I'would not attempt to discard the practice of progres-

sion. As to thetheory, my reservations grow.
* . * * * - . / - * **7
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Senator DOUoLAS. Would you say our tax structure.should have
some progressive principle that increments of income be taxed at suc-
cessively lower rates?

Mr. HARRIss. Successively lower rates? The part of progression
that involves removing the tax on the lowest income groups is impor-
tant on humanitarian grounds. Above that, my answer would be,
"Yes." But how could I defend a case, how could I prove it?

Senator DOUGLAs. But you do not oppose some progression in the
tax structure?

Mr. HARRISS. No, that is certainly not my intention.
Senator DouoiAs. Of course, you are aware of the fact that though

the individual income, Federal individual income, tax and the Federal
corporation tax are progressive so far as income structure is con-
cerned, that the excise taxes, which amount to $12 billion of Federal
money, are probably regressive; isn't that true ?

Mr. HARRISS. Yes, at the tails of the distribution. I think at the
lowest and the highest incomes these taxes are regressive. Throughout
the income ranges that include the great masses of families, I would
suspect that the tax burden is dominated by proportionality more
than regressivity.

Senator DOUGLAs. Are you speaking of excise taxes or the tax struc-
ture as a whole

Mr. HARRss. Excise taxes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Are you saying that a man with $20,000 smokes

five times as much tobacco as a man with $4,000
Mr. HARRIss. No.
Senator DOUGLAS. But he drinks five times as much liquor?
Mr. HARRISS. No, but he may buy more fur coats or automobiles.
Senator DoutGLs. Of course, it is the tobacco and liquor which are

the big yielders.
Mr. HARRss. He may use the telephone more, a fairly big tax

yielder. But $20,000 is getting a little high. The masses of incomes
are below the $20,000 range.

Senator DOUGLA. WeTl now, you are also aware, are you not, that
about $18 billion is collected by the States and the localities in the
form of sales taxes, is that not true, and they are regressive, are they
not?

Mr. HARRIss. In about the same way-clearly regressive at the very
lowest end of the income scale and, of course, at the highest end, not
so much-

Senator DooGLAs. Wait a minute. Services are excluded from the
State and local taxes, investments are excluded.

Mr. HARRiss. For the most part.
Senator DOUGLAs. And any study of family budgets shows that the

income elasticity of services and investments very high as you go up
in the income scale, so that you get a smaller proportion of the income
of the well to do spent for services and savings, I should say, rather
than investment.

Mr. HARRss. Yes, sir.
Senator DouGLAs. And this in itself would mean a decrease in the

percentage paid in sales taxes ..
Mr. HARRISS. Oh, yes. This js just a matter--
Senator DOUGLAS. You are acquainted with the studies of Professor

Musgrave?
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Mr. IHmuRss. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAS. Those studies show that if you take the tax struc-

ture as a whole, what you say is true. Yes, I think that is true.
Now, if you exclude the upper part of the income scale, the tax

structure tends to be proportional.
If you take indirect taxes as well as income taxes, it becomes pro-

gressive only in the upper brackets. Therefore, any decrease in pro-
gression so far as the lower brackets are concerned tips the scale
toward the regressive factor, the middle bracket rather than toward
the proportional bracket.

Mr. HARRISS. I was not proposing-
Senator DOUGLAS. Of course, it throws the emphasis of Government

finance upon the indirect sales and excise tax.
Mr. HARRISS. This is not what I was trying to say. But, Senator,

there are two points that might well be made here. One is that the
estate and gift taxes now yield as much as one-third of the total of the
progressive portion of the personal income tax rate. That is, the por-
tion of the rates over 20 or 22 percent, the yield over that is only about
three times as great as the estate tax is.

Senator DOUGLAS. Which is 24 billion.
Mr. HARRIss. Yes.
The second point is all of these studies have to make very arbitrary

assumptions about the corporation income tax shifting, and I just do
not know what the facts are; the actual results.

Senator DOUGLAS. Have you read Professor Lampman from the
University of Wisconsin's book which was published by the National
Bureau of Economic Research

Mr. HARRISS. Yes.
Senator DOUGLAs. That seems to show that as of 5 or 6 yearsago

1 percent of the population owned 75 percent of the corporate stock.
Mr. HARRISS. I am not sure about the figures but--
Senator DOUGLAs. I think that is true.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator GORE. Senator Long, any questions
Senator LoNG. I just want to ask about one or two questions.
As much as I would like to ask the witness more questions, I would

like to see these hearings concluded at some time and I think if both
the Senator from Illinois and I tried to persuade every witness to our
views on the general theory of taxation, we would be here until some
time about March of next year before we ever close the hearings. By
the time we ever get through with the executive session it would be
the next administration recommending a tax cut, if anybody does
although I am very much interested in what my friend has to say, and
he brings out some very interesting points.

Let me ask you if you agree with this general theory which, inci-
dentally, is my theory of it, that near confiscatory tax rates on income
actually bring less revenue than a reasonable tax rate.

Mr. lARRISS. I think that is true, Senator.
Senator LONG. Now, the reason I say this is that the Treasury

studies on incomes show that people earning between $250,000 Ahd
$500,000 actually wiid up paying about twice the percentage of their
overall income in taxes that people making over $5 million do.

The reason is that,the people making over $1 million seem to go to
accountants and go to lawyers and seek ways of not giving all their

24-582-03--pt. 3---34
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money to Uncle Sam. You have people with churches and other
groups calling on them, and knowing that tax situation exists, they
say, You can find a better use than giving it to the Government, give
it to our church, to our foundation; give it to the Heart Fund or give
it to the Cancer Fund." The result is, by large contributions to pri-
vate foundations and matters of that sort, they dispose of a great por-
tion of that income in ways which Congress has in its wisdom seen fit
to permit them deductions.

In some ways they can even make money. If they are giving some-
thing which has appreciated in value since they acquired it, they make
money against other taxes which they would owe.

In addition to that, such people find it necessary to change their way
of doing business, to have large amounts of borrowed money and to
realize most of their gains as capital gains on which they pay a tax of
only half, and against which the interest expense is fully deductible.

;Those are two of the most obvious ways, but they do all kinds of
other things, such as setting up owner-manager corporations which, in
turn, have profit-sharing and pension plans, and the result is that
taxes are almost completely avoided by many high-income taxpayers.

I would like to ask the witness if he would not agree that under a
reasonable rate which allows a person to keep at least half of his in-
come, the taxpayers would be more likely to go ahead and pay on the
overall income he realizes rather than seeking tax avoidance gimmicks
and seeking advice that tends to lessen the tax take of the Government.

Mr. HARRISS. Yes. Whether 50 percent is the significant point or
40 percent, or 55, I do not know. But in principle I should think so.
My contacts do not include many such people 'but the principle seems
correct; but in saying that I do not mean to express a judgment on
the entire proposal.

Senator LoNo. Well, as you know, I am offering an amendment to
the committee in support of the principle that if a person would pay a
tax on practically all of his income, and waive the benefit of many of
the deductions that he can now claim, that person would have the
benefit of a 50-percent tax rate. Only a small percentage of people
would use it. I do not think I could find an accountant in America
who knows anything about taxes who would use it, or a lawyer who
knows anything about taxes would use it, but there are some people
who prefer to pay taxes that way rather than going to tax avoidance
schemes.

My thought is that in the long run if we do that sort of thing it
might bring the Government a lot more revenue than it now collects
by encouraging all these people to find tax avoidance measures.

Incidentally, I know at least one Senator who has on occasion voted
for things which would give people one'tax advantage or another be-
cause the rates appeared to be confiscatory Therefore, I am inclined
to think both on this end and on the practical end, both on the legis-
lative end and on the paying end, that we bring in less revenue with
near confiscatory rates than we would with a rate that the taxpayer
would regard as reasonable.

Mr. HARRISS. Yes. '
Senator LoNo. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Chairman?
Senator GoRE. I would like for a minute to comment that I find it

most interesting that the distinguished junior Senator from Louisiari:
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speaks so eloquently and. knowledgdably Of the legal ineans of. tax
avoidance. But instead of joining.in an effort to strike those means
from the law, he wants to give thelh a sufficiently low-rate of'taxation
so that they will.not be tempted to tax avoidance. I cannot Wndors6
that theory of government or responsibility of a member of the U.S.
Senate.-

Senator LNG. Well, since the Senator saw fit to direct that at.fe,
let me just say that there are a great number of:deductions to which
I can make reference which neither he nor I are going to do inythifig
about. For example, I invite him to see what he can do about chari-
table contributions. I predict he will not.do anything about then,
even though he has had some success, I might say, with regard to
some so-called loopholes, and I have helped him.

He is making a mistake in presuming that I am not going to narrow.
or deny or restrict the benefit of a lot of loopholes. I made mention
of the "magic carpet" device, and I supported the Senator in some
which he offered. i ..

Some I am not going to support. That depends upon your definition
of a loophole.

One Sepator once defined a loophole before this committee as a pro-
vision of tax law that benefits the other fellow. If it benefits you it
is very sound legislation. At least, that is how some people look at it.

Senator DOUGLAS. I am sure that no present member of this com-
mittee would vote that way.

Senator GORE. Dr. Harriss, we are not going to charge you anything
for this.

Senator CarlsonI
Senator CARLSON. Dr. Harriss, before you leave I noticed in your

statement, and I heard it, too that you have been working with the
Committee on Federal Tax Policy.

Mr. HARRISS. Yes.
Senator CARLSON. As I read your statement, you have made some

studies of rates. If those studies are available or any of this material
is available that would be helpful, I would appreciate it very much,
if there is no objection if you would make it a part of your remarks.

Mr. HARIMss. I would be delighted, sir.
(These rates appear on p. 809 of these hearings.)
Senator GORE. Thank you very much. I am sure you will go back

to Columbia and impact a greater democratic spirit to your students.
[Laughter.]

Mr. HARRISS. Thank you very much.
Senator GORE. I hope so.
The next witness is Mr. Rolf H. Berg, representing the National

Tool, Die, & Precision Machining Association.

STATEMENT OF ROLF H. BERG, PRESIDENT, NATIONAL TOOL, DIE
& PRECISION MACHINING ASSOCIATION

Mr. BERG. In order to conserve the time of the committee, I would
like to submit my entire written statement for the record and orally-
excerpt the key points..
SSenator GORE. Thank you. Your prepared statement will be placed

in the record following your oral remarks.
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Mr. BERO. My name is Rolf H. Berg, I appear on behalf of Atols
Tool & Mold Corp., Schiller Park Ill., of which I am vice president,
and on behalf of the National Tool, Die & Precision Machining
Association of which I was president until last Friday 3d. They
had an election at that time and somebody else succeeded me.

I summarize my main points.
Tax rate reform is essential to the economic expansion required for

a fully and productively employed economy.
Today's pent-up demand is for capital spending, not consumer

spending.
The deficit dilemma is not necessarily a deterrent to the economic

goal of accelerated growth within the political goal of fiscal integrity.
Fiscal responsibility must relate long-term to short-term aims; today
this requires balance between the requirements of sound taxing and
spending before it calls ior balance of tax revenues and expenditures.

Tax reduction falls short of tax reform.
Structural reforms should be judged on individual value and

potential for capital formation, not as an offset for aspects of rate
reform; retention of the present dividend credit and revision of the
capital gains treatment for individuals as proposed would strengthen
the economic creativeness of the legislative package.

The public police framework which has obtained in the middle-third
of this century is one of the aggressive central-government assumption
of responsibility for economic welfare, and reliance on heavy Federal
spending-primarily deficit spending-as the means of discharging
that responsibility. If, as that kind of public policy presumed, pro-
grams of heavy Federal spending were the key to generative, economic
expansion, the volume of Federal spending would certainly have ac-
celerated our rate of economic growth. But it hasn't.

The slow pace of both economic growth and Federal revenue is, I
am convinced, directly attributable to what the Ways and Means
Committee report on H.R. 8363 calls the high-tax straitjacket. The
drag of existing tax rates on economic efforts must be relieved if the
full potential of our free enterprise system is to be released.

Although a fundamental corrective of our fiscal situation has to
come from the refreshment of the revenue base, there is no reason the
1ine cannot be held on Federal spending. But it is obvious even to a lay-
man that some $20 billion cannot be cut from spending to insure tax
reduction within a balanced budget. However, if enactment of tax
rate reform has a good effect, as is expected; and if the spending vol-
ume is contracted-the result should be a rapidly dimishing deficit.

Improving Federal revenues presupposes expanding, profitable busi-
nesses, an increase in the number of people earning their livings, and
a better living being earned by them. This in turn depends on the
optimum formation and use of capital.

Senator GORn. You realize these same things were said in behalf of
the tax cut in 19541

Mr. BERo. I appreciate that.
Senator GORE. But you still loyally and faithfully proclaim the

nostrum.
Mr. BERO. Well. I feel that we did not go far enough last time.
Senator GonE. Oh, instead of $7 billion in 1954, how far do you

think the Congress should have gone, to $11 billion then ?
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Mr. BERG. The tax cuts, Senator, are a thing that should be weighed
in the effect they have on the balance of the total economy of the
country, and where you have high tax rates which tend to strangle
the incentive of a businessman in investment and creating new jobs.

Senator GORE. Do you think tax rates are strangling General Mo-
tors? They seem to have done quite well this year. Just how has
that strangled General Motors?

Mr. BERG. I am speaking mostly on behalf of the small businessman.
Senator GORE. Well, a small businessman does not pay taxes except

on the profits he earns. You, of course, realize that and unless he is
prosperous, unless he is operating well in the black, he certainly does
not have a tax liability.

Mr. BERG. He has to make money in order to pay taxes.
Senator GORE. Yes, of course.
Mr. BER. But it is the amount of money that he is able then to

retain for further expansion uses that determines how fast he is going
to progress in the future.

Senator GORn. Well, all of us would be better off if we did not pay
any tax at all.

Mr. BERO. I do not think we could go that far. There is a certain
amount of responsibility that each one has in his duties, and in sup-
porting the Government, and the good works that the Government
does.

Senator GORE. Do you think that amount of responsibility should
be equitably shared by people, according to their ability to pay?

Mr. BERG. To a large extent, I do. I think that the more each one
of us shares in Government expense, within limits of what we are able
to pay, the more conscious we become of the full responsibility that we
have toward seeing that Government is properly run, and that we be-
have as responsible citizens.

Senator GORE. Do you think Government is properly run when we
borrow $11 billion to give a tax cut and then borrow the money to
pay the interest on the money we borrowed ?

Mr. BERO. Had the economy of this country risen or grown, I think
commensurate with what its potential was in the last few years, I
believe that it would have not been necessary to borrow the money.

The suggestions that I am recommending are rooted in the fact that
there is expected new revenues being realized by the Government due
to the fact that the economic situation should be improved.

Senator GORE. I understand. But you did not answer my ques-
tion. Do you think the Government is being properly run when there
is already a debt of $306 billion on which the carrying charge is iiore
than $10 billion per year ? That then, on top of this, and on top of
the second biggest deficit in peacetime history, the Government then
borrows $11 billion to give a tax cut, and then has to borrow th6 money
to pay the interest not only on what it already owes, but on what it
borrows in order to give a tax cut? Do you think that is proper Gov-
ernment?

Mr. BERG. On the basis of a short-term concept, I would heartily
agree with you that it is not good practice.

However, everything that we propose should be weighed in the
balance of the ultimate effect it has, not just next year, but what is
beneficial for this country 2,8o 10 yearsfrom today., : '

I. ! .
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Senator GORE. All right. Let us'go back to 1954. Theia but in
taxes in the approximate proportion of the gross national product as
what is now proposed was made. It has been 10 years. Yet we seem
to have a bigger deficit rather thaii a smaller one.

Mr. BERG. -A lot of my testimony is based on the fact that these are
the results of the fact the people who are most capable of reinvesting
money to create added revenues for the Government are being held
back because of the deterrent effect of the present tax structure.

Senator GORE. I looked at your statement, but nowhere do you say
there is a shortage of investment capital. The facts are that there is
an: abundance of investment capital. Even the Secretary of the Treas-
ury has said that an excess of savings characterizes our times. So I
wonder just what you mean by the responsibility of citizens to con-
tribute to their Government if it is run properly.

Mr. BERG. Well, for instance, you just stated that there seems to be
an excess of savings, that capital-

Senator GORE. No, I did not say that. I said the Secretary of the
Treasury said that.

Mr. BERG. It may be true in certain fields. I do not knew enough
about it to really make a valid statement. But speaking on behalf of
a small businessman, myself, I fail to see where there is an overabun-
dance of capital.

As a specific example, yesterday. before I left to come to Washing-
ton, I had a conference with supervisors in our organization. We have
a 120-man shop. On my desk, by the time I return tomorrow, will be
a request for new machines and assets which will be required, in their
conviction, for us to continue operating profitably and competitively
with the growth of our industry.

I know, for sure, that I will have to turn down at least 50 percent of
these requests, simply because we do not have the capital, and we have
no means of getting it through borrowing. We, cannot float a stock
issue because we are not on the public market. So this is the type of a
situation, I think, that is faced by a great many small business people,
that they simply cannot do what they know for sure would lead to ex-
panded business opportunities, growth in the economy, creation of
more jobs, simply because of the stranglehold that this lack of capital
has on them.
SSenator GORE. What, it seems to me, the situation, which you de-

scribe, needs is credit rather than a tax cut. This is one means of
stimulating the national economy, the availability of credit at reason-
able rates.

Mr. BERG. You have to pay it out of earnings. You are talking
about a means whereby a small businessman can borrow money.

Senator GORE. Yes.
Mr. BERG. These are good steps forward, but I do not think that they

serve the full purpose of building up the total strength of the small
business organzatmon,

Senator GORE. You have presented a very interesting statement and
very interesting' testimony, particularly with respect to the needs and
desires of small business, and the committee appreciates your effort,
your time aridattention and willingness to come tb the committee and
give us the benefit of your views. .I -

Mr. BERG. Thank you, Senator. I appreciate the opportunity of
presen ting these views.

Senator GORE. Thank you.
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(The entire prepared statement of Mr. Berg follows:)

STATEMENT OB ROLF H. BEBO, PRESIDENT, 'NATIONAL T)OOt, DIE & PaEoiSrIOb
MIAOHININO AeSOOiATiON

It is a privilege to have this opportunity to appear before this committee, and
a pleasure to represent here both my own company and an association of com-
panies in the same industry. My name is Rolf H, Berg.- I appear in behalf of
Atols Tool & Mold Corp., Schiller Park, Ill., of which I am vice president, and
the National Tool, Die & Precision Machining Association of which I am presi-
dent. The association's member companies are all small, with employment
ranging from under 5 persons up to 200-with the average size company, em-
ploying 20 to 25 toolmakers. We: are small business, but essential business-
being what might be termed producers' producers.

I am here because of the extreme importance of the committee's decisions on
the tax bill now before you. Your judgments will have the utmost significance
to the producers, employers, consumers, savers, and investors-to the employed
and the unemployed-of the country; to all the individuals whose needs, re-
sources, and efforts make up the economy and determine its quality and tempo.

My comments will be confined to points I believe are directly related to the
key issue facing the Nation today. That issue is the need for realizing greater
economic potential through our free private enterprise system, and how this may
be achieved.

My major convictions are these:
Tax rate reform is essential to the economic,expansion required for a fully

and productively employed economy.
Today's pent-up demand is for capital spending, not consumer spending.
The deficit dilemma is not necessarily a deterrent to. the economic goal of

accelerated growth within the political goal of fiscal integrity. Fiscal responsi-
bility must relate long-term to short-term alms; today this requires balance
between the requirements of sound taxing and spending before It calls for
balance of tax revenues and expenditures.

Tax reduction falls short of tax reform.
Structural reforms should be judged on individual value and potential for

capital formation, not as an offset for aspects of rate reform; retention of the
present dividend credit and revision of the capital gains treatment for indi-
viduals as proposed would strengthen the economic creativeness of the legis-
lative package.

I do not intend to belabor these beliefs with lengthy discussion of documenta-
tion, but I do hope to enlist your favorable response at least with respect to
rate reductions which would release new, forwarding energy and resources into
the private sector of the economy and I would hope these might be made effec-
tive beginning January 1,1964.

Tax rate reform is essential
Like military security, the best economic security of the Nation is a generally

acknowledged "must" And, since optimism is our tradition as a people, we all
believe an increase in our economic forward motion can and will be achieved.
The differences of opinion lie in the questions of how, and in connection with
what governmental and fiscal framework. .

The public policy framework which has obtained In the middle third of this
century is one of aggressive Central Government assumption of responsibility
for economic welfare, and reliance on heavy Federal spending-primarily deficit
spending-as the means of discharging that responsibility. If, as that kind of
public policy presumed, programs of heavy Federal spending were the key to
generative, economic expansion, the volume of Federal spending would cer-
tainly have accelerated our rate of economic growth. But it hasn't. Accelerated
Federal expenditures have not led to accelerated economic growth. Growth
has been sluggish. And this In turn, has resulted in a slowdown of revenue,
making for larger-and chronie-deficits.

The slow pace of both economic growth.and Fedqral revenue is, 1,am con-
vinc, directly attributable to what the Ways and Means Committee report op
H.R. 8363 calls the "high-tax straitjacket." The drag of existing tax rates
on economic efforts must be relieved if the full potential of our free enterprise
system is to be released.
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Although a fundamental corrective of our fiscal situation has to come from
the refreshment of the revenue base, there is no reason the line cannot be held
on Federal spending. But it is obvious even to a layman that some $20 billion
cannot be cut from spending to insure tax reduction within a balanced budget.
However, if enactment of tax rate reform has a good effect, as is expected, and it
the spending volume is contracted-the result should be a rapidly diminishing
deficit.

Improving Federal revenues presupposes expanding, profitable businesses, an
increase in the number of people earning their livings, and a better living being
earned by them. This in turn depends on the optimum formation and use of
capital.

It is the economic significance of capital that relates employment and the state
of the economy to tax policy. Creating and improving jobs, and bettering the
earnings of people and businesses, require two things in the economic sense:
(1) Capital-money put to work to build factories, plants, machines, tools, dies,
etc., and (2) a prospect that the employment of capital and labor will be
profitable. Therefore, when we have substantial unemployment, and a flagging
economy, it means there is neither enough capital, nor prospect enough of profit
for economic activities to create the jobs and produce the earnings needed.

High rates of Federal income taxes comprise one of the most important
reasons for lack of capital because: the only source of capital is savings, the
put-aside returns of our people from their economic efforts and the economies
of their governments; and the only source of savings is the income individuals
have left from their earnings, and business has left from its profits, after taxes.

Reducing tax rates to permit greater capital spending is thus the premise for
new economic growth and the policy for Government to effect now-not more
spending programs designed to augment consumer purchasing power.

The need is for capital spending, not consumer spending
A policy of greater Government expenditures would support the doctrine that

increased consumer spending is the key to improved economic growth. It is
not increased consumer spending which is required now; however, it is more cap.
ital spending.

Some indication of the demand for capital goods may be suggested by these
facts. Funds applied to industrial research and development have more than
tripled in the past 10 years, but private domestic investment in producers' dur-
able equipment has advanced by only 29 percent. Furthermore, the spur of such
research to investment needs is increasing. In 1953, industrial research funds
of $3.6 billion represented only 16 percent of the $22.3 billion invested in pro-
ducers' durable equipment, but in 1962, research funds amounted to $11.6 billion
and was 40 percent of the $28.8 billion producers' investment

Over the decade Federal Government funds have, of course, become an en-
larging portion of funds spent for such research, as the Government raised its
outlays for defense ad space. Company industrial research funds alone were
only 10 percent of producers' investment in 1953 and did not even reach 17
percent in 1962. However, from the viewpoint of the capital required to apply
the results of research, the composite totals are the more pertinent. (An ap-
pended table gives the 10-year detail.)

Research and development lead to new products and better values in old
products. Actual achievements here depend on technological progress. Thus
the need is first for innovation in the tools, dies, and machines which will make
new and better products. This requires new capital and investment. Research,
development, and the creation of plant and equipment form a chain process
whtch puts people to work producing producers' goods before it puts people
to work producing new consumer goods. Consumer spending is not the lead
factor here, it is only a subsequent one. Thus/the kind of pent-up demand
which needs satisfying today is for capital goods.

There is no question but that the demand in our industry is for capital. The
problem in the tool, die, and precision machining area today is not one of exceed~
capacity and idle plant or weakened customer demand; it is one of improving
and modernizing productive facilities in order that we may accommodate our
full customer potential. We need more capital even to serve the customers,we
already have, to say nothing of developing more customers. Additional Hew
capital would to needed for new customers to be effectively served.

The United States has been devoting a shrinking portion of its gross national
expenditures (product) to new machinery and plant equipment. A declining
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portion of a greatly enlarging total will still produce large aggregates of ex-
penditures, but the point here is not that the aggregates have increased but that
the ratio between expenditures for producers' equipment and product has de-
creased. Here are indicative figures:

Ratio, new machinery and other plant equipment to ONP
Year: Percest

1939 ------------------- .-- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -1 4.6
1950---------- -------------------------------------- .61950".-- ..--,--..-----.--- - --.- 6,6
1960----------------------.----------------------------- 5.5
1961------------ --------- --------------- 4.9

For contrast the ratio in West Germany with its fine growth record rose from
9.7 percent in 1950 to 12.1 percent in 1960; and in the United Kingdom over the
decade, from 7 percent to 9.1 percent.

One of the natural results of a diminishing relationship of new machinery and
plant equipment to increasing total product is the growing obsolescence of exist-
ing machinery and plant. This is shown in the American Machinist for June 10,
1963:

Machinery, etc., 10 years or older
Year: Prcet

1963--------------------- -------------- 64
1958 ------------------- ----------------------- 60
1953------------------ -------------------------- 56
1949 ----------------------------------------- 43
1945 ----------------------------------------- 38

/lhe current contrast of other countries' ratios is also indicative:

Country: Percent
Soviet ------------ ------------------ -- - ----- 50
West Germany .-------------.....----------- 5------ 5
France--------...---------. .----------- --- --- .. 58
Great Britain ..----------------..----------------- 59

Our industry is composed of small business, and in small business the need
for capital potential to be released by tax rate reform is particularly significant.
Neither incorporated nor unincorporated small business (and the two are well
represented in our industry) have the availability or flexibility of sources of
financing usually open to large businesses. In general, equity and debt financ-
ing are more difficult for small businesses. To a much greater extent, for
capital purposes, small businesses must rely on retained corporate earnings and
the savings, after individual income taxes, of the owners of unincorporated
business. The problem of self-supplied capital Is intensified for unincorporated
concerns competing in business with incorporated concerns because of the dis-
parate tax rates. Where earnings are reinvested, a higher individual rate of
tax discriminates against the unincorporated business because it limits to a
greater extent the amount of after-tax income available for immediate reinvest-
ment.

The capital gap can be pointed up graphically by contrast of fact and what
might have been. This is shown in chart I.
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In 1961 dollars, business expenditures for new plant and equipment were
$32.1 billion In 1051 and an estimated $37.2 billion in 1962. The high was $39
billion in 1956 and the low was $31.1 billion 2 years later. But if a 4-percent an-
nual increase had been achieved with the release of potential through tax reform
over this period, the 1962 level could have been $49.4 billion. That $12 billion
difference has a lot of leverage in it for job creation, business expansion, and
economic growth.

The deficit dilemma
We are facing a $9 or $10 billion budget deficit on present tax and ex-

penditure bases, in the absence of spending curbs. The tax legislation before you
will involve another $9 or $10 billion deficit.

Adherence now to the restraints of a wholly traditional fiscal approach could
defeat release of the economic resources and energies which will later assure
reestablishment of strong traditional patterns. Cure or control of addiction some-
times requires gradual withdrawal of the drug. And we have been fiscally ad-
dicted to deficits.

If tax reform must await budget balance, I feel we will not have what we so
badly need in this decade. Secretary Dillion has indicated that the administra-
tion would increase spending as an antirecession measure if the tax cut does not
materialize. The character of that kind of deficit, experience has shown us, has,
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no special regenerative power for the economy, and it will not be self-correcting
in any degree.

It will simply leave us, in .duetime,exactly)where we are now-in need of a
basic, long-term, fiscal corrective fora 'slowed economy.

Every time we avoid taking this ultimately necessary step, we increase the
difficulties of doing it.. Two phrases describe the choice between deficit fot~ Ire
spending or for tax rate reform. Neither is a gentle expression, but beo -re
self-explanatory, and at least to me, extremely apt. They are "throwlg good
money after bad," and "cutting your losses." -.. ;;-

There is no doubt which theme a good business manager would put into.prac-
tice. And this is the policy I believe this committee should adopt.

Secretary Dillon's prophecy that the country will face r.dditional antirecession
spending deficits if tax rediution (s not enacted does put the Congress in some-
thing of a box. But if continued deficits are inevitable for a while, isn't it better
to enact tax rate reform which deals with the cause of the slow economic
pace, than face the prospect of renewed prespsres forspending?

This attitude does not at all condone spending as usual. The President's Con-
suner Advisory Council, adhering to the theme of consumer spending for pros-
perity, says that "much, if not all, of the stimulating effect of a tax cut might be
nullified if it were accompanied by, a reduction in'ppending." I disagree com-
pletely. As I have indicated, it is neither Government nor consumer spending
that will release the potential in the economy; it is capital spending by private
enterprise.

There is every reason to reduce Federal spending. Budget Director Gordon's
statement outlined to you not only the administration's continuing intent in this
regard, but the results of its efforts so far. The appropriation and substantive
committees of Congress have made evident their intent by cuts in the financing of
defense, foreign aid, science research-the big spending areas.

No doubt the combined will of Congress and the administration can do more
than has been already done. Forbearance is one avenue. For example, Mr.
Gordon's statement submitted to this committee showed a net drop of $1.7 billion
in the 1963 expenditures from the first estimate to the actual results. Without
the offset of about $700 million for a variety of items which were increased,
the reduction made would have cut the budget by about $2.5 billion. Similarly his
figures for the drop of $1 billion in the estimate for 1964 spending is a net of $1.1
billion of increases and $2.1 billion of decreases.

Of course, this is oversimplified. I recognize there are some Federal costs
which rise or fall due to circumstances outside the administration's immediate
-ontrol. Some of these would respond to legislative control, however. The point

nevertheless is that the administration, the Congress, and segments of the public
can forgo, in the broader interests of the Nation's economic welfare, the partic-
ular interests they have in one or.another, spending program such as Federal
aid to education, area redevelopment, public owrks, and others. I believe that,
combined, dedicated efforts can substantially reduce the expenditure level, ,

In Tibet they say, "If your horse will not carry, you up, ill, it is po horse,
while if a man will not walk downhill to rest his horse, hes no man..,

Let us be men, and walk downhill on Governmentspending for awhile, so the
inner resources of the enterprise system can be refreshd naid strengthened by
tax rate reform enacted in goodconscience. . , . :

Tax reduction falls sort of ratereform
The bill before you will mean out-of-pocket saving for people anid business,

but it is primarily a vehicle of tax'reductioi not of tax rte reform. It reduces
the rates, but the spread of percenitage points of tax between brackets is as Ir-
reguilar and arbitrary as in the present law. ,, ' ' '

Roughly the first half of the rate scale has 11 taxable iincoe brackets of
$2,000 each and 10 changes in rate. The simplest way to see the profile of the
changing rates is to graph the "risers," the percentage points of change from.
bracket to bracket. Chart II graphs three such profiles: of present lav "risers,"
of those proposed by H.R. 8363, and a uniform series of 2, percentage points
each. All graduated rates are necessarily arbitrary, but a dniforni set at least
has the appearance of logic. (Seechart II.)

--------
-' ! .~ -: ~ -- -
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In 5 of these 10 "risers," there is no reduction under the proposed law. Thesame degree of graduation is retained at $2,000 to $4,000, $10,000 to $12,000, andin the three brackets between $16,000 and $22,000. The points on the graph
coincide here. The several other brackets apparently were believed to merit some
reduction in the risers. Another curious contrast is the five-point riser in presentlaw at the $12,000 to $14,000 bracket; what specifically justiiled one-and only
one-five-point jump in the scale?

I mention these particulars simply to indicate inconsistency of graduation isstill the pattern in H.R. 8363 and has not been materially reduced in the im-
portant middle brackets where individual incentive to prosper is so vital anasset to our economy. Thus, the proposed rate scale has no better justification
from this point of view than the existing one.

For your consideration I have applied a uniform scale of 2-percentage-point
"risers" to the entire stair of present taxable income brackets. I have begun
with a 16-percent tax rate. (This exhibit is attached.) Its revenue results
compared to the present law are as follows:

Present law ------------------------------------------ $479Uniform "risers"- 37, 265Uniform "risers" -------------------------------------------- 87, 265
Economic potential released_.------------------------------ , 668

If the lowest and the highest brackets were each to belsplit into three with a
one-point "riser" each in these first new brackets (beginning at a 15-percent
rate) and a three-point "riser" in these last new brackets, the total revenue
change would be only $526 million. This would result from a drop of $533
million in the revenue from incomes in the zero to $2,000 bracket, and an In-
crease of $7 million from incomes In the new top three brackets. (The detail
is part of the appended exhibit.)
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The value of such a uniform rate, beyond its simplicity and lack of discrimitn-
tion among brackets, is the evening of graduation and the release of incentive
it would provide in the middle brackets. These brackets are the key to. mo-
tivation for earnings, savings, and Investment which are s6 inportAnt t a
vigorous, growing ftee enterprise economy. .

Revision of the graduated rates through the middle brackets is the most im-
portant corrective for the',House'bill. Regardless of the level at which you
begin the first rate, I urge that the minimum adjustment through the middle
brackets be the evening of graduation by no more than a 2-percentage-point rise
between brackets.

Structural reforms should be Judged for their own values
The 25 structural changes proposed by H.R. 8363 should be considered on

their individual values and not tied in any way into a give-and-take relationship
to corporate or personal tax rate decisions. Also, whenever a structural change
would have Inimical influence on the formation and use of more capital, this
fact should be weighed against it. I believe priority should be given those
aspects of tax legislation which would most directly, promptly, and substantially
bring new resources into economic action.

For this reason I should like to comment particularly on the dividend credit
and taxation of capital gains. These are integral parts of an income tax legisla-
tive package which would contribute, I believe, to the economy's need for
greater savings and investment. Income from dividends, and capital gains, are
both directly related to the equity financing of our enterprise system; and the
people benefiting from them are a prime source of the country's capital supply.

Investment in American enterprises Is a growing industry in itself. There
are reportedly 17 million or more investors in the Nation today-about U percent
of the population. Their savings and income from savings are part of our
creative capital structure. In Japan, incidentally, where the economic growth
rate has been so phenomenal, 22 percent of the population own securities. Many
of the small businesses of our country are held in narrow framework of owner-
ship or owner-managed. Return and investments in either dividends or capital
gains can play a serious role in the financing of growth and expansion in such
businesses.

For these reasons I woqid support the provisions for taxation of capital gains
as contained in H.R. 8363.

However, I would not support the changes proposed for dividend credit and
exclusion, but would prefer to see the existing provisions retained.

In regard to dividends, there is the problem of double taxation, first on
corporate earnings and then at individual rates, on payout. The refief provided
in 1954 in this regard has been meaningful: the amount of stock sold has been
substantially greater since 1954 than in the 8 years before; from 49 percent
in 1955-56 to 67 percent today; retained earnings were $11.8 billion in 1955
but only $8.1 billion in 1962.

H.R. 8363 would reduce by 4 percentage points the tax rate on those earnings
retained by corporations; but this is no reason to repeal the 4-percent credit
against the individual tax on earnings paid out as dividends. These are not
matters for trade. Repealing this relief would revive the punitive policy toward
equity funds for business which the Congress only a few years ago mitigated
by enacting the credit.

Conclusion
The core of my statement has clearly been on the need and significance of

replenished capital for economic growth. I do not mean to slight other matters
of tax policy, structure, or equity, but to me the release of more capital is the
overriding issue.

A free enterprise economy grows, lags, or bumps bottom as it is nourished,
deprived of, or starved in its supply of private capital. The energy, earnings,
product, and saving of our people have changed the United States from a land of
great promise into a land of great achievement, We became the first country
in history to have a majority of its people well provided for. Today the United
States is the leading capitalist country, and has the foremost industrial posi-
tion in the world. Our standard of living is the envy of other nations.

This happened because in our early years we developed a creative balance
between the public and private sectors, between the drains of government and the
deniands of the economy on the capacities of. our free enterprise system to
support them. In short we fund a political and economic formula that
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-worked., wonders; ;It,.can again if we let t. All-thftais requiredil Federal
.policy that imposes minimum restraint on the creative processes of private enter.
-prise., ~Pa rate.reform is essential to such policy. : .
i. In behalf ofZ the National-Tool, Die & Precision:Machining Association, and
the owners and employees of my own company, I think you sincerely for this
opportunity to present our views. '

A PPENDIk 1

Industrial research and development and investment in producers' durable
equipment

I[fnbillonsofdollars)] . '.'

:' . Funds for. industrial re- Private do.
T l search and development mestic invest.

Total performance, by source ment In
producers'
drable

Federal .equipment
Government Company 1

1953 ....................... .................... 3.6 1.4 2.2 22.3
1954 ...... ................................ 4.1 1.8 23 20.8
19,5.......................... .... .... 4. .2 2.3 23.1
1956............. ...................... 6 3.3 3.3 27.2
1947.......................................... 7.7 , 4.3 3.4 28.5
1958............ ........................... 8.4 4.8 3.6 23.1
195.............. ............ ........... 9.6 6.6 4.0 25.9
1o60.......................................... 10.6 .1 4.4 27.6
1961.............. ............... ......... 10.9 6.3 4.6 25.5
1062...................... ................. 11.6 6.7 4.8 28.

3 Company funds include all funds for Industrial research and development performed within eompan.es'
facilities, except funds provided by the Federal Government. They do not include company-financed
research and development contracted to colleges and universities, research institutions, or other nonprofit
organizations.

Source: Research and development: National Science Foundation, "Reviews of Data on Research and
Development," No. 40, September 1963. Producers' durable equipment: U.S. Department of Commerce,
"Survey of Current Business," July 1963.

APPENDIX 2

Two-point uniform versus present arbitrary gradutlon in personal income tax
rates and revenue results

Table Rto (percent) Revenue (millions)
Taxable

Taxable Income bracket income Tax saving
(thousands) (millions) i With Under (millions)

Present uniform Present uniform
risers, . risers

oto2 ................. ... .$1,348 20 16 25870 $20,696 6s,174
2to 4.............. .... 42 226 22 18 290 7,01 1,689
4to 6.................... 13216 6 20 3,436 2,613 793
6 to 8.................... ,941 30 22 2,082 1,527 655
8to 10 ....................... 3916 84 24 1,331 940 391
10 to12....................... 2,41 38 26 66 661 305
12 to 14 .................... 1866 43 28 802 522 280
14 to 16................... 1.436 47 30 675 431 244
16018.................. ......... 1,109 50 323 655 355 200
18 to20....................... 727 3 '34 8 247 138
20 to22..................... ,17 66 3 290 186 104
22to26....................7.. 761 69 38 449 289 160
26to 3...................... 740 62 40 459 26 163
32 to 38.................. 423 65 42 275 178 97
38 to 44................... 265 60 44 183 117 66
44 to 0 ...................... 195 72 46 140 90 50
50 to 60....................... 213 75 48 160 102 58
60 to 70................... 130 78 60 101 65 36
701080...................... 96 81 52 78 60 28
80 to 90...................... 68 84 64 67 37 20
90 to 100...... ............. 46 87 6 40 26 14
100 to 150.................... 136 89 121 942
150 to200.................... 58 90 0 52 17
00 and over ...... ........... 149 91 62 136 92 44

Tota................ 207,123 ........... ........ . 4, 37,26 10,68,726 • r
+

.
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Possible change in 2-point uniform scale: 8-way split of lowest and highest
bracket and effect on totals

Taxable Rate (percent) Revenue (millions)
Taxable

Taxable income bracket income Tax saving
thousandsd) (millions) With Under (millions)

Present uniform Present uniform
risers risers

Oto ........................ $76,690 ........... 15 $15,33 $11,604 $3,83
Stol.5.................... .. 29,289 ...... 16 5,858 4,86 1,172

1.5 to2 ..................... 369 .. .... 17 4,674 3,973 701

Total .................- 129,348 ............ ..... .... 25,870 20,163 6,707

0O0 to 300 ..-.......-......... 63 ............ 63 67 40 17
300 to 400.................... 25 ........... 66 23 16 7
400 and over .................. ............ 70 66 43 13

Total..........-..... . 149 .....-......-.......... 136 90 37
Effect of total.............. 207,123 --.......... - ..--. 47,933 36,739 11,194

Senator GORE. The committee will adjourn until 10 a.m. tomorrow.
Thank you.
(Whereupon, at 12:15 p.m., the committee was in recess, to recon-

vene at 10 a.m., Friday, November 8, 1963.)
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FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 8, 1903

U.S. SENATE,
CoMMnrrE ON FINANCE,

Washington, D.C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10:25 a.m., in room 2221,

New Senate Office Building, Senator Harry F. Byrd (chairman) pre-
siding.

Present: Senators Byrd, Douglas, Gore, Hartke, Williams, Carlson,
and Morton.

Also present: Elizabeth B. Springer, chief clerk.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
Senator GORE. Mr. Chairman, before we hear the witnesses, may I

put something in the record at this point?
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection the insertion will be made.
Senator Goan. I asked Mr. Stam to prepare a table relating to cor-

porate profits and cash flows to gross national product following the
outline of a table which I had previously pretrred. I would like to
insert at this point Mr. Stam's letter to me; and the table.

The CHAIRMAN. Without objection.
(The documents referred to follow:)

CONGRESS OF THE UNITED STATES;
JOINT COMMITTEE ON INTERNAL REVENUE TAXATION,

Washington.
Hon. ALBERT GORE,
U.S. Senate,
Wgshington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR GORE: Your assistant gave us a table on corporate profits, divi-
dends, etc., for the period 1952 though first half 1963, and asked that we verify
the figures and provide corresponding data for the period 1946-51.

We have prepared a table similar to yours but covering the longer period
1946 through first half 1963. The data for the earlier years was obtained from
the 1962 Supplement to Economic Indicators, and for the recent years from the
October issue of the Economic Indicators.

Sincerely yours,
CoLIN P. STAM, Chief of Stajy.

1487
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[Dollars in billions]

Corporate DIvl- Corporate Dlvi-
profits Divi- dends profits dends

after tax dends as a after tax as a
Gross Divi- Corporate plus as a percent plus percent

national dends profits capital percent o cor- CCAas of cor-
product I paid - after, consump- fef=O porato a percent porate

, tax . tOn tlonL profits of gross profits
allow- product after national after tax
dances tax product plus

CCA

1946.............. . $210.7 - . :S $1i4 i 9."' 8 43.3 8.8 31.2
1947 -----.... . ... 234.3 & 18.2 24.6 2.8 35.7 10.5 265
1948 ..........- .... 259.4 7.2 20.5 28.2 2.8 35.1 10.9 2.5
1949 ......-...-- .. 258.1 7.6 16&0 24.5 2.9 46.9 9.5 30.6
1950......;,.... 284.0 9.2 22.8 32.2 3.2 40.4 11.3 28.6

51 ........... 329.0 9.0 19.7 30.7 2.7 45.7 9.3 29.3
1 .~~.. .. 34.0 9.0 17.2 29.6 2.6 52.3 8.5 30.4

193 ---- ----- 365.4 9.2 18.1 32.2 2 .6 50.8 88 . 28.6
1954. 1.. ......... 363.1 0.8 18. .2.7 2.7 5 90 30.0

955. -. .397.5 1L2 23. 41.4 3.8 48,7 ,10.4 .. 27.0
5 (-.:- ... 419.2 12:1 23. 43:6 2.9 51.5 10.4 278

1957......... ... ... 442.8 12.6 213 41.1 2.8 566 10.0 ' 28.6
1958................ 444.6 12.4 18.8 41.4 2.8 66.0 9.3 .30.0
15:.L..J. ..... 482,7 13.7, 246 48.7 2.8 5 .9 :10.1 28.1
1960 .............. 602.6 1.5 22.0 47.6 2.9 65.9 9.5 30.5
1961................. 18.2 15.3 21.8 48.6 3.0 70.2 9.4 31.5
1962.................. 54.9 186 . 24.6 .6 4 3.0 67: 1. 0 300
1963 ................. 575.7 17.4 26.1 a. 0 3.0 66.7 10.1 30.0

The CHAIRMAN. The first witness is iMr. Villi i M1. Horme, Jn,
of the Manufacturing Chemists' Association.
.: Mr. Horne, please proceed.

STATEJr r 'OF WILLIAM M. HORINE, R., MEMBER, TAX POLICY
COMMITTEE,. MANUFACTURING CHEMISTS' ASSOCIATION, INC.;
ACCOMPANED BY RAPHAEL SHERFY, SPECIAL COUNSEL

Mr. HORNE. Mr. Clmirman a nId members of the committee, mly name
is William i. IHriie, Jr. f and .l am appearingitoday as a member of
the Tax Policy Committee of the Manufacturing Chemists' Associa-
tion.

On my left is Mr. Raphael Sherfy, special counsel for- tle MCA,
and formerly Associate Head of the Iegal Advisory Staff With the
Treasury Department.

On behalf of the association, I would like to thank you for this
'opport unity.to present the views of the MCA on H.R, 8363.

W Wxe have with our statement an appendix which, with your permis-
'sioi, I would like to incorporate in the record. ,,

The CIIAIRMAN. Without objection.
Mr. HORNE. The Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc., is a

national trade association which was established in 1872. It is the
oldest. chemical trade association in the United States. Its member-
ship includes some 200 companies representing more than 90 percent
of the productive capacity of the chemical industry in the United
States.

We have a few general comments on H.R. 8363, and then some par-
ticular recommendations on some of the technical aspects of the bill.

We believe that a substantial rate reduction in individual and corpo-
rate tax rates should stimulate our Nation's economic growth. The
rate reductions contained in H.R. 8363 represent significant prog-
ress toward this goal. At the same time, any substantial tax redui-
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tion, in our view,,hou l.,1,b-e coupled with;a pt rajiflorjfF to retdce
nonessent al Gor.OYW t ex e tus.:. no :, t,}r .;:;' ', '

We do not believed tat the lenefit-s of -tax rductiot"should :be
achieved ait the expnse of Seriously, inflated, and ,continuing 'budget
deficits. Uless.: the !tax reduction;program' has :a realistic chance
,pfstimulatig eco~opig9growti ga4d hr byincreasing.tax revenues,
the inflated budget defictswll undo ulltedly lead- to serious inflation,
This could eode, our real, eonomi growth snd, more than offetthe
benfits of tacx y f 4.,f * . * " ; . ? -

To achieve sustained economic growth and to reduce the:level'of
unemployment, we strongly believe that any ratereduction, suh' as
,provided for in te bill, should be coupled .with cpngressional and ex-
ecutivo expenditure restraint which will confine appropriations within
bounds of fiscal responsibility. The soundnessof our currency ind
our fiscal system, both domestically and internationally, can only be
maintained if Congress and the executive branch adopt a-rigorous
policy of self-discipline and frugality in Federal spending. . .

H.R. 8363 packages technical revisions with rate reduction. If this
bill is to achieve its olbjtives, its proposals for tax revision should be
limited to those which will stimulate economic growths -Tax revision
which is inconsistent with rate reduction is unsound, in our.view.' It
will only detract from the beneficial effect of rate reduction. -

We believe that tax revision, can also be unsound for two other rear
sons. It may be unsound if the underlying policy ij based onerroneous
assumptions. Also, it may be unsound if it introduces such complexi-
ties into the law that collection procedures tend to break down or op-
erate haphazardly with a resulting loss of confidence in:the fairness of
our self-assessment system.
* We recommend that all the tax revisions proposed rin H;R. 8365 be

-subjected by your committee to these tests: First,- will the' proposed
change stimulate economic growth by eliminating tax disincentives?
Second, are the underlying policy assumptions valid? -Third, do the
administrative complexities and compliance problems outweigh the
policy need for the proposed change? . ' t

We believe if the committee tests the various tax revisions proposed
in the bill in thelight of these tests, we will have a sounder bill. ' -

I should like now to turn to specific provisions in the Hoise bill which
are of particular interest to the chemical iAdustry,:.and to comnment-on
them in light of the tests. ,- "

The first provision we support in the bill is the elimination of the 2
:percent consolidated returns tax.

We believe that the elimination of this percent penalty tax will
remove a tax disincentive and ease the problems of tax compliance and
administration for a number of taxpayers. . : "

We have some more comments on this in our appendix.
The next provision of the House bill to which we-would like to refer

is the investment credit, the proposed amendment to the investment
credit made in the House bill. ' . ' :

We support section 202(a) of the bill which would repeal the re-
quirement that th6'basis of property qualifying for the 7-percent in-
vestment credit be reduced by the amount of the credit. '

Here again we have a provision which would remove an iartifiidl tax
barrier and which should have' some stimulative effect ori e6bonoic
growth. . . '
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The extremely detailed recordkeeping requirements resulting fromn
the basis adjustment in present law make tax compliance unduly exI
pensive. This basic adjustment greatly complicates the administra-
tion of the investment credit, to the detriment of both taxpayers and
the Internal Rafenie SetVice. -We believe this detailed recordkeepin
is not at all consonant with the approach the Treasury has taken it
respect of the new guideline rules on depreciation. The guideline ap-
proach emphasizes broad classifications of assets, thereby simplifying
recordkeepmg and eliminating many potential controversies in clas-
sifying assets.'

S\e believe that the repeal of the basis provision on investment
credit would similarly simplify recordkeeping requirements and ease
th6 compliance burden of both the Government and the taxpayer.

There isaifother reason why the provision of the present law cre-
ates difficulties for taxpayers, and that arises from the difficulties
which come about as the result of the fact that the States have not
adopted the investment credit, by and large. This causes the tax-
payers to keep two sets of records, two sets of property records, in
effect, for tax purposes, one for State tax purposes, and one for Fed-
eral tax purposes.

Actually, the investment credit, because of the basis reduction pro-
vided in parent law an res in in a tax penalty or detriment to tax-
pavers even though enacted by the Congress as an incentive provision.
This comes about because of the limitations of section 46(a) (2). A
new taxpayer, one starting a business. may lose depreciation which
cannot, be utilied as a deduction for a period as long as 6 years later.

For these reasons our association favors the enactment of section
202(a) of the House bill.

There is aFiother provision of the House bill dealing with deprecia-
tion to which we would like to allude at this time. This is section 220
which introduces complicated new provisions dealing with gain on dis-
position of depreciable real property.

The apparent reason for this provision is tile so-called tax shelter
available under present law to investors in buildings and similar de-
preciable real property. .

We think there is little reason to apply these rules in the case of in-
dustrial real property. By industrial real property, we mean factory
buildings, warehouses, and similar structures used by a manufactur-
ing concern in the operation of its business.

Industrial real property is not acquired for the purpose of generat-
ing "tax-sheltered" income. Its disposition is generally determined
for the reasons wholly apart from tax considerations.

.We would advocate a simplified, but tougher, tax treatment for gain
on the disposition of industrial real property. This would be to apply
the same recapture rules that' Congress enacted in 1962 when it added
section 1245 to the code.

We make this proposal only on the condition that.the Treasury De-
partment provide more realistic guideline lives for all industrial
building. : '

.The guidelie -lires for buildings which the Tr sury announced
in 1962 in its ntiw guideline procedure are fai less liberal than the

uidelinie lives for:maohine; and equipment. -In fact, in some cases
the building lives are actually longer than the lives under the out-
moded and obsolete Bulletin F.

1490
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.. Tresury .ogicial:,indiated at the mie the gUidline? Ivwes were
under consideration,. that the reason for exQliding buiilings~,from
more realistic, guideline ives: as because 'ngr.s ,w ;goingto ex-
clude real property from the recapture provisions of section- -i whi h
it was then considering. , .r ,' ~ : ::.:i '..- j
* The Treasury didi lA the guideline rules take a partial step tPwaA
meeting the problemawhen it permitted to: xlyes to 4dereo~l te.lSpejac
purpose structures .under, the same guid rn veaas the mahinry
nd.equipment house!i .W uchitructure, ti for unatlyaj n ly

restrictive test is applied to determine wheth F budinq~altesis
a speial-purpose structure; and ;furtherorre t e pTropbt is: reAlly
broader in'scope.. :: -.. ., , ;

The special-purpose structures are limited to those,budingsiwl.iio
actually house the machinery and equipment,.-and,,where tb6i.vtretre-
ment of such machinery and equipment would simultaneoualy require
the retirement of the building. We believe that all; idystral ral
property, not only. the special-purpose structures, but. also ware-
houses, all the related servicing building, and real esta te,. houl4 d be
depreciated on a realistic basis; If section 1244 is applied to thi type
of property, we see no reason for not applying W more. realistic
depreciation rule to that type of property. .

SIf our Nation is to rebuild its industrial plant :to improve .ov
competitive position in world markets, .ralistic depreciable live
should be accorded to industrial buildings as well:as to machinery and
equipment. ,The need to modernize. and rebuild factories, to install
more efficient power stations, and to add more functional warehouses
and other service structures is equally as'important to our competitive
position as the replacement of machinery and equipment. ,'

We strongly recommend that your committee add to section 220
of the House bill certain,new elective provisions dealing with these
problems of industrial real:property. We, have suggested-the form
such provisions might take in, the appendix to this statement.. -

If your committee will adopt provisions along these lines, it will
be enacting a real tax reform---one that should stimulate economic
growth and which. will simplify the law for thle t -majority of
taxpayers who are not concerned with real estate 'tx shelters."

In addition, we strongly suggest.that your committee favorably
consider S. 2231, a bill introduced by Senator ,Hartke, which would
remove the 'reserve ratio test front the guideline rules laid down by
the Treasury Department. Adoption 1ofthis bill.will encourage new
investment, eliminate complications in the depreciation area, and-will
go a long way toward removing depreciation controversies from the
tax system at little or no loss of current revenues. .

At this time I would also like to invite the committee's attention to
$. ~f, a bill introduced by Senator Ribicoff dealing with expensing

and amortization of facilities which are, used for abatement .of stream
pollution, air pollution, and water pollution,

Senator Ri icoff, in a statement made on the floor of-the Senate
on February 7 of. this year, outlined very well the reasons for the
enactment of this provision. ' . . :, , , .'-, :

The member companies of our association ho ave a on
to review this bill, and comment on it, have all commented favorably
on the principle of the bill. If this is a type of,bill which should be
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considered by the committee in the current session, we hope the com-
mittee ill give'consideration to this important question.
-I would like to turn now to the elimination of the' intercorporate
dividend tax.

In the recommendations to the Ways and Means-Corminittee by
the administration, the administration reconunended the elimination
of-the interoorporate'4ividends'taxk inthe case of an affiliated group ..
The adminibtratibn explained that this proposal wouldfacilitate a
jutm6nt to'tlh proposed limination bf the multiple suitax exemption
for the' afliated corporations.'
SWe believe'that in principle, the intercorporate dividend tax should

be.eliminated entirely. Basically there is no sound justification for
imposing a- tax at the corporate lvel on dividends flowing from one
corporation to another.

We think that elimination of the intercorporate dividend tax in
its entirety would be a genuine tax reform. We recognize that the
revenue considerations may preclude the consideration of this reform
ht this time.
' But, unfortunately, the House bill does not even adopt the partial

repeal 'of the intercorporate dividend tax that the administration
proposed. -And there are a unmber of instanceswhere an affiliated.
groufi'iuld not wish'to file a oosolSidated return even though it can
do so without'penalty tax. For example, differences in fiscal years
of corporations within the affiliated group or complications in the
filing of State income tax returns may make a consolidated return
undesirable.

SI would like to point, out that we are talking about the elimination
of the intercorporate dividend tax only within controlled or affiliated
groups,: and that this is only one of several benefits which can be
bbtained by filing consolidated returns. If you file a consolidated
return, of course, you can always consolidate 19ss situations, as well.
SWe. would recommend that your committee add an elective pro-

vision to section 223 of the House bill which would permit a con-
trolled group of corporations to pay dividends within the group free
of intercorporate dividend tax, provided the group received only a
single surtax exemption. This would give the group only one of the
benefitswhich it could achieve by filing consolidated returns.

Such.a provision 'would be consistent with the administration's
objective of removing the intercorporate dividend tax where multiple
surtax exemptions are eliminated.

.We also would -lik to bring to your committee's attention the
fact that in certain industries so-called joint venture arrangements
are now common where two separate and independent corporations
each own 50 percent of a third corporation which they jointly control
and manage. This subsidiary company of the two parent companies
is essentially either a manufacturing or extracting operation, and
serves as a manufacturing or extracting arm of the two parent com-

aiies. We believe the intercorporate dividend tax on dividmeds
from such a iointli owned, subsidisrv to its narents ahnuld be elimi-
nated provided the subsidiary waives entirely'its right to a surtax
exemption. . ' '
.'.''w ild liketo to ltn now to ihe removal of individual dividend

credit .and exclusion. " " /
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SThe.Manufacturing ChemiitW' AssotlktionhUs cdnistently opposed
any proposal that:the present,4tpercent credit and $50 exolfision ap
phcale to dividends b re-imved - It,-ae only after careful c6nsidert4
tion and:study of this problem by, Codgtres, the Treasury and oth
groups for many years preceding 1954 that this sniall btepiwas:thken
in 1954 toward the elimination of double taxation of corporate profits.
At that time it was anticipated that the credit would ultimatelyQ be
increased in the.ensuing years. < .. ": ' .

MCA is therefore opposed to section 201 of H.R. 8363 to thp extent
it repeals the4-percent credit. t-However, w6 are in favdr of, the in
creased dividend exclusion from $50 to $100 provided this increase is
not contingent upon a concurrent repealof the dividend credit.

- We urge your committee to reject the repeal of the dividend credit;
I would like to turn now to the question of group term life insurance,

which is a measure in 'the bill which we believe introduces a disin-
centive to economic growth. ,, The tax revenues are estimated .to be
only $5 million from this provision;

We oppose section 203 of the House bill which would..tax :an emr
ployee on group term life insurance premiums. We urge the commit-
tee to delete this section from the bill. This proposal would tax an
employee even in those instances in which the employer had contrib.
uted nothing to the cost of the group term insurance. ' Under thes4
circumstances, the employee.is said to be in receipt of taxable income
because he has benefited from :the group concept. The Treasury
would propose to tax the older employees and allow a deduction to
younger employeesin such cases.. This is the same theory of imputed
income which led to the theoretical proposal that homeowners should
be taxable upon the rental value of their homes;.
• The imputed incomni concept can only lead to a morass of admin-

istrative complexities and difficulties. From a revenue standpoint, it
is probably self-defeating., The administrative and compliance costs
to the employer and to the Government will undoubtedly more than
offset the relatively minor.increases in taxable income on the part of a
few employees .

Most group insurance plans today provide for a stated premium cost
per employee without regard to age. This is done for ease of adminis-
tration of the group insurance programs.- • .

,If this provision of the House bill becomes law, employers will have
to determine group insurance cost on-an individual employee basis,
both with respect to the employee's:age anid the amount of group i4-
surance for which he is covered under the plan. The employer will be
required to report for withholding tax purposes the premiums on the
portion of group protection in excess of the $0,000 exclusion.

These additional costs of administering group insurance programs
may lead some employers to abandon their programs. Since the
principal purpose of group insurance is to provide financial protec-
tion to families on the death of the income producer, it seems doubtful
that elimination of these programs is a socially desirable result .:,

We urge the committee to delete this provision from the House bill.
I would like to comment briefly on the interest on installment

sales. This is again a section of the House bill which has a eligible
revenue effect, but would again provide disincentives to economic
growth because it would introduce new complexities into our ta
system .
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, Section 215 of the H6use, bill would impute an element of interest
toinstallnent salds and other:deferred payment transactions whtre
the parties niay not have provided for interest. .Furthermore even
ift the parties have provided, for' agt interest payment, th isroviion
would&apply'if 'the interestiis d-emed inadequate in.comparison
with an interest mte prescribed by th6 Treasury,: '

SThis provision adds[substantial complications to the code And yet
is expected to have only negligible revenue signify iance. ,

The provistbn se wholly unnimecessry since it applies t. sita-
tions in which the parties have adverse interests. The interest fac-
tor-in these situations is by neeesity negotiated on an'arni's-length
basis. And yet the proposed tax treatment vould negate the adverse
positions of the parties and thereby, relegate bona fide business con-
siderations to' a subservient role. . :

The effect of this provision of the House bill is to say that patties
can ndver in good faith, negotiate a deferred payment which does
not provide for interest at a rate which the Secretary of the Treasury
prescribes as the toing interest rate. This does not accord with eco-
nomic realities. -There are frequently situations in which parties,
wholly apart from tax considerations, will determine that deferred
payments may be made without regard to interest or at relatively
low interest rates. For example, a creditor in the hope of retaining
the debtor as a customer may be willing to attempt to keep the debtor
solvent by extending favorable term either without interest or at low
interest rates. This type of consideration would be ignored under
the House bill. An interest factor would be imputed to the transac-
tion 6ven though the parties, acting at arm's length, and without tax
motives, had intended that no interest be paid.
* We again urge that this provision be stricken from the House

bill.
I would like to turn briefly to the capital gains and losses.
In the case of individuals, as you know, th6 House bill provides for

a reduction in the capital gains rate for capital assets old after a
2-year holding period. It would also extend the 5-year capital loss
carrty er for an indefinite period.

Secreta~ Dillon in his testimony before this committee has ob-
jected to the reduction in the capital'gains rate for individuals so
long as thetr is no provision for a carryover basis or taxation of
appreciation at time of death. The Secretary does not, however,
recommend deletion of the indefinite loss carryover for individuals.
SWe believe that the reasons which impelled the Ways and Means

Committee to adopt these provisions for individuals are equally appli-
cable in the case of cotpotations.

We agree with the Ways and Means Committee that there should
be an Indefinite carryover period since thee is no economic justifi-
cationl for Cutting it off at 5 years. We think, however, that an un-
limited arryoyer should apply equally to both individuals and corpo-
rations. f your committee adopts this provision of the House bill,
we hope that . change be mtde to make it applicableto corporations
as well as to individuals.

I I theciase of the reduction of the capital gains rate for iitdlviduals,
the Ways And lMean Committee suggested that the rate reduction
correspoided in part with the overall reduction in tax rates but that a
more important consideration was the committee's desire to "urilock"
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capital investments, Both of these reasoise equally, applicable in
the case of capital gains incurred by .crportions. ] your copm.
mittee a4opts the reductr ion nta x rates, for, .indvdals, we believe
tht! t, mn the ground pf equity and long-4erm benefits to the economy,
the capital gains rate reduction should Oaqs apply to corporations.;,

I next would like to refer to the moving expense,prqvision Muti'e
House bill, section ,212. .

This provision provides a new deduction for all employees or
moving expenses. Secretary Dillon has indicated that this provision
will pomote th inobility.f la~tor ad 'h4eby enIhance iiplymnlet.

The new provision would 'iob affect a transferred employee who,
under present law, is entitled to exclude reimbursements for moving
expenswhich he receiveA from. his eirnmPy :

We support this proposal in the bil. "We believe it slidiilu hel
remoye , distinction which exists under current law between new and
old employees. ,

In addition, we would like to urge your co mmitte to resolve certain
other problems which are becoming more acute in this area. .

The existing practice of, many corporate employers is to reimburse
the employee for incidental losses or expenses incurred in connection
with his move as well as the actual cost of transferring his household
effects. For example, under many established personnel policies the
employee is reimbursed for such items as penalties incurred in hbrek-
ing a lease, mortgage penalties, aiid similar losses or eperises which
the employee would not incur except for the move. The e~iployer
reimbiuses the employee' for these fo6es and expenses since' the ex-
penses are occasioned by the move which the employer has requested.
There is no economic benefit to the employee reslting from thii
reimbursement. HTe has an economic loss. I would say in most in-
stances the employee is never fully reimbursed for the entire economic
loss that he has on.a move. Even under the most liberal personnel
policies the employee frequently has an additional economic loqs
which is incurred by reason of the move.

I had occasion to participate in a panel in Cliicao recently in which
this question was discussed. We liad at that time on pnel several
distinguished representatives froin the Internal Reveniue Service, in-
cluding one'of the Assistant Commissioners and one of the assistant
heads of the Chief Counsel's office and, at the same time, we had a rep-
resentative from the regional commissioner's district in Chicago. This
representative had been transferred, and he told the audience at that
time that his move had actually cost him a considerable amount; that
the Government's policy of reimbursement did not fully compensate
for the lossthh'at he had on this move.

I think that we have here a problemnof administration that requires
a clear recognition on the part of the Government as to these losses
which are incurred oi the part of the Governnient employees as weA)
ig"private employees anid requires that provision should be made for
it. The Government has recognized this inthe cas6e f some ofits et-
ployees, such as transfers of -oieign Service e ployees.

In summary, we would recommend that your cbotmitte6 extend sc-
tfion 212 of the Hbuse bill to ppvide a speiffic exclusion ii the c~se
of iil eimibursed moving expenses which are incuiiredfor the beinfit
of the employer. .

We have a few conmnients oi restricted stock optiTons.

.RAySYNVB 4Cr 9F.-1408
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SStock options 'have been used for a numberof years as a Heanei of
attracting and retaining key executive-pesonnel. Stock'options have
become a useful persomiel mahagenient tool. -They are a basis for
rewarding exceptional performance atid for stimulating further efforts
by those executives who6' abilities will determine the success or failure
6f the corporation. - !

The Ways and Means Committee put this matterfsuccinctly in the
following language: '. <

SThis committee believes (hat this provides important Incentiv to expand
and improve the profit positions of the companies involved. 'his isi not only
good for the specific businesses involved, bit also for the economy as a whole.

" In your consideration of the stok option provisions of the House
bill, we urge you to take into account two ways in which the House bill
fill operate unfairly.

t 1ider the House bill, a qualified stock option must by its terms
provide that it is not exercisable while there is outstanding any qualil-
fled stock option or restricted stock option which was granted at an
earlier date.

The problem, in brief, here is that the House bill would apply to.
options granted prior to the effective date by making it impossible to
grant new options to existing employees unless the new options pro-
vided that the old options will have to be exercised before the new
options themselves could be exercised.

To take a simple case, suppose that the corporation has granted a
10-year option under an existing option plan in 1%61. The option price
at that time might have been $100. If the price of the stock has fallen
to $0 at the time this bill becomes effective, this proposed rule, in ef-
fect .ill bar thd employee from receiving a new.option even though
the employer would like to grant him such a new option. I say it 'will
effectively bar it because if.the new option is granted it will require
by its terms that the old option at $100 be exercised before the new
option at $50 is exercised, and this may not be possible under the mar-
ket conditions then prevailing.

The answer may be given that the old option can be terminated, but
this is not always a practicable solution. In many instances there will
be legal reasons which will prevent, or effectively preclude, the term-
ination of the old options.

There is another problem relating to stock options that comes up as
a result of the effective date provisions. This problem arises because
the House bill provides that June 11, 1963, is the effective date for
the stock options.

Of necessity, employers may have had t goo ahead arnd grant options
after that date under the provisions of existing law, They do not know
whether or not the new provisions will be enacted or in .what form..
The result can well be that, if the effective date of June 11 is retained
byyour committee, the options which have been granted since that time
in reliance upon present law will be invalidated.

We believe that any options which arise while the present law is in
effect should be'permitted to qualify under the existinglaw.

We would hope that your committee would mnakethe'effective.date
of these provisions the 4ate of enactment to accomplish tlis purpose. .

In conclusion, we support theirate reduction features of the bill iand
those other provisions which are consistent with the objetij~i s of rate
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reduction; that is, to stimulate economic growth., Weinvite tha com,
mittee', attention at this time to pur s teent whiclincludes other
de&irkbl tax re ihib3 the m. nair, T' t

(The appendix previously referred t o ows:

APPENDIX TO THE STATEMENT Or WIIAM M IOBNB, J .

DETAILED EXPLANATION AND ADDITIONAL BEOMWMNDATION8 FOR TAX REV8SI18

TABLE OF CONTENTS :' -- I ;

SDetailed Explanations : '- .: *
Section a . . . . '. : .

I. Elimination of 2 percent consolidated returns tax. . .-
II. Investment credit.

III. Real estate depreciation.
IV. Elimination of intercorporate dividend tax.
V. Moving expenses.. .

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL TAX REVISIONS

A. Taxation of foreign income:
1. Repeal of Internal Revenue Code section867. -.. :
2. Coordination of foreign tax credit with taxation of controlled foreign

corporations.
8. Foreign tax credits with respect to minimum distributions.
4. Application of foreign tax credit to additionaltaies; •
5. Allowance for foreign tax credit for taxes spared.
6. Carryover of foreign tax credit in reorganizations and liquidations.
7. Minimum distribution provisions should :include -foreign branches

of domestic subsidiaries regardless of Whether consolidated returns
are filed.

B. Full taxation of co-ops.
0. Acquisition of Industrial processes.
D. Amortiation of trademark and trade name expenditures.
E. Scholarships and fellowships.
F. Annual reporting of wages for social security purposes. .

DETAILED EXPLANATIONS ...

I. ELiMINATION OF THE 2-PEBCENT CONSOLIDATED RETUBNs TAx

Under. present: law an affiliated. group of corporations which meets the SQ-
percent stockownership test has the right to elect to file consolidated returns,
but, except for regulated public utility enterprises, must pay a 2-percent addi-
tional tax. The net result of this election, of course, Is that the entre affiliated
group is treated as one single enterprise and taxed as such:under the Internal
Revenue Code. As a general matter, once an affilated group has elected to file
consolidated returns, that group is required to continue to file on such basis
unless the Commissioner gives it the privilege of revocation, or. there Is a sig-
nificant change in the income tax. law, or a new. affiliated. corporation IF
acquired. "

In computing the consolidated taxable income of the group, profits and losses
from Intercompany transactions are eliminated, dividend payments from one
member of the affiliated group to another are excluded from tax-and one sur-
tax exemption is allowed. , ' . : .-

It has been alleged that the 2-percent tax is imposed because of the fact
that it Is in return for the basic advantages of the consolidated reporting;: name-
ly, exclusion of intercorporate dividends and the ability to offset lossesp, one
corporation against profits of another. This is not a sound basis for support-
Ing this 2-percent additional tax because It is Impossible to determine In indt-
vidnal situations whether the advantages of the consolidate filingequal this
tax. It seems obvious that any correlation between the advantagesof the. con-
solidated ffilingand thbe 2percent-tat would be surely by, happestance. The
imposition of such a:tax on such ali unsound and unscientific-basis lsiarbitrary
and should bd discontinued. . , . : . .- . .. .

SA single, corporation can- operate through multiple branch and divisions
with the sain economic effect as an affiliated group of cororoations.and still
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Obtain the advaitagei of consolidated returns;niamely, b0 income.tax on tri
(eri ,of, ptoglt; tfoT Q 9 diylvon .to. another and. the right tq offset losseAs f -~q

, actiyy against ? I profit .of another. The imposition of the 2-percent opnolU
datd return tax oB a similar econotie enterprise operating. through separate
corporation s accordingly equitable aiiduir. Wit'ltth noie liberalized
net operating loss carryover and carryback provisions of present law, the signifi-
cance of the intercoporatfe lo. offset is less itnportant The eacrflce of multi-
ple surtax qxmrption, although ,not necessarily relevant to the savings or ad.
vaitage' of t onsolidted retu& ' is a sufliblent compeiinatiobf,'or the pivilege
of filing consolidated return. - , .,

For the foregoing reasons the Manufacturing 'Chemists' Association, Inc.,
recommends the elimination of the 2-percent consolidated returns tax regard.
less as to whether the Congress limits to one the number of surtax exemptions
allowed an affiliated group..

II. INVESTMENT CREDIT :.

The provisions concerning the investment credit, as enacted in the Revenie
Act of 1962, involve a number of problems which require corrective legislattin.
Although the-repeal of the requirement that tie basis of property be reduced by
the amount of the credit goes a long way toward rmOoving much of the com-
plexity In this area, the requirement of applying the credit on a property-by-
property basis results in the necessity of. keeping much more detailed records
than heretofore required It. is quite burdensome, and in sope case almost Im-
practical, to keep such detailed records on an item basli, not only to determine
the proper credit but also for possible credit restoration. This additional burden
is only for Federal tax purposes since.most State income tax laws do not embody
the provisions of the investment credit.

In order to take further steps toward easing the administrative burdens for
taxpayers by making compliance requirements more sip ple, it Is recommended
that legislation be enacted which would accomplish the following:

(a) Require credit restoration only on allowable or complete, etirements; or
(b) Alternatively, if S. 2231 Is not enacted into law and the reserve ratio test

is retained for depreciation purposes, require credit restoration only by deprem
clable accounts or by guideline classes so that no credit restoration would be
required unless application of an appropriate reserve ratio test indicates that-the
useful life of the entire class or account is less than that upon which the credit
is based; if so, a complete restoration for the entire class or account would be
required.

III. REAL ESTATE DEPBEOIATiON

MCA recommends that provision be made in the law to authorize the Treasury
Department to'provide more realistic guideline lives for all industrial bulldings
provided the taxpayer elects to extend the recapture provisions of section 1245 to
any disposition 6f 'the property. In addition, MCA suggests that strucures which
house manufacuring or research activities should, by legislation, be given the
same depreciable rates under the guideline rules as the machinery or equipment
which they house, provided the taxpayer consents to the recapture provisions
of section 1245.

In order to accomplish the two foregoing objectives, it is suggested that sec-
tion 167 of the 1954 code be amended by adding the following new subsection:

"(1) Guideline rates for industrial real property-
'(1) fDelegafton of'aisthority.- 'h e Secretary of the Treasury, or his

delegate, Is hereby authorized to prescribe, by ruling or regulation, new,
shorter,. and more realistic guideline lives for:depreciation of all industrial
real property, except special purpose structure falling within paragraph (8).

' (2) Dneflftfoh of friduetral real ptoperty.---Industrial real property
means a building together with its structural components which is owned
and used by a corporation engaged in manufacturing, production, or extrac-
tlin. The strfictlral components include equipment which serves normal

S'heating, plumbing, air conditioning, flre prevention, electric wiring, lighting,
And othe~ equipment relating to the operatitnsand maintenance of the
bilding. ' , : '

"(8) Spectal purpose structUres.-In the case of industrial real'property
* which is a building in'iwhcth an integral part.of manufacturing or research

.activities are carried on and which building is designed and used almost
entirely for the purpose of carrying on such activities, suchbuilding shall
be treated as a special purpose structure for. the purpose of being classified
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i 'under revenue procedure 62-21 with the machinery or, equipment which it
S.houses, serves, or supports, and Its depreciable life shallibe determined by.

reference to the appropriate guidelines for the particular industries .
. .: '~ (4) Electlon.--Any :guideline lives prescribed by the / 8 retry, ,pur-

suant to paragraphs (1) and (3), shall be applicable to. all of the.industrial
real property of a taxpayer only, if such taxpayer makes Ian election

. pursuant to regulations prescribed by the Secretary or his delegate. If the
taxpayer makes an election under paragraph .(1), all of his industrial

, real property shall, for purposes of section 1245, be considered as 'section
1245 property.'" .

IV. ELIMINATION Or INTcIOBPOBRATE DIVIDEND TAx

Although lt, Is claimed that one of the mal-.reasons for imposition of
an intercorporate dividend tax is to combat and offset the tax savings from
multiple surtax exemptions, this Is not a valid,claim. The intercorporate
dividend tax applies to corporations which' hold small amounts of stock
in other corporations bearing no business or ecopomic. relationship to each
other. In such situations the additional surtax exemption permitted to the
paying corporation results In only insignificant tax savings. Whether or not
the intercorporate dividend tax Imposed on dividends coming from a par-
ticular corporation is greater or less than the savings of that corporation
from the surtax exemptions depends wholly on the dividend policy, pursued
by its management Where large amounts of dividends are distributed
by the corporations, the intercorporate dividend tax is greater; where the
dividend distributions are ;relatively small; the savings from surtax exemp-
tions may be greater.

The alternative filing consolidated returns, made available without penalty
by section 222 ofH.R. 8363, involves many other complications and objections
making it unsuitable in many instances. For example, if consolidated returns
are filed, it is necessary that the parent and subsidiaries have. Identical
fiscal years. In some cases subsidiaries now have different fiscal, years
from the parent's fiscal year and wish to continue this arrangement' This is
true, for example, where the subsidiary is engaged in international opera-
tions and the parent is engaged In domestic operations. A, 1-month difference
in fiscal year ending is more convenient because of the lag in obtaining infor-
mation from foreign countries. A decision to file consolidated returns also
involves other complex and inconvenient changes such as: (1) changes in
accounting methods where members use different accounting methods, (2)
elimination of Intercompany profits in inventories, and (8) complications in
filing of State income tax returns.

Also, affiliated groups containing regulated companies may not wish to
file consolidated returns so as to avoid controversies over allocation between
regulated and nonregulated companies of overhead and other joint services, de-
preciation, and the consolidated income tax liability in the determination of
cost of service under FPC and ICC rules, and in the determination of
excess earnings under certain consent decrees.

V. EMPLOYErioa MOVING EXPENSES

Our association is in favor of additional liberalization in the treatment of
moving expenses of employees.

In. the case of old employees, the present treatment of intransit moving
expenses appears to be substantially uniform. Where an employee is trans-
ferred for the benefit of the employer, reimbursement for actual moving
expenses are excluded from the gross income of the transferred employee. This
exclusion should. be continued and, in the interest of uniformity, should be
extended to new employees as well. The employee receives no economic
benefit from these reimbursed expenses and there is no basis for attributing
gross income to the employee as a result of such reimbursement. . - .

In the case of expenses incurred in connection with an employee's, move
other than actual moving expenses, the present administrative treatment: by
the Internal Revenue Service is inconsistent and divergent in its aplication,
lEen' though 'the transfer. is for. the employer's bep ft,. some reimbursement
of this kind are being administered on the.basis that they are taxable as add-
tional compensation to the transferred employee, without any .. ffset for t
expenses actually Incurred. It is/unreasonable to consider iuch' reimbirse-
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ments as income to the transferred employee since the entire amounts received
Are spent on items which result in no economic benefit to him and are incurred
for the benefit'f the employer.
-* Acordingly, we recommend that there be excluded from the gross income
6f employees in a transit status, whether new or old, reimbursed expenses
incurred for the benefit of the employer, such as-

(a) Actual transportation expenses of the employee, his family, .and
S:holusehold effects, including food and lodging en route.

S(b):Food and lodging while in temporary quarters at the new location,
for employee and his family.

(o) Other noiirecurring miscellaneous expenditures occasioned by the
move, whether they pertain to the old location or new location.

RECOMMENDATIONS FOR ADDITIONAL TAX REVISIONS

A. TAxATIO, OF FOREIGN INCOME

3. REPEALe OF IN LBNAL REVENUE CODE, BEOION 861

Under section 367 of the Internal Revenue Code, the Secretary of the Treasury
or hip delegate, in this case, the Commissioner of Internal Revenue, is given an
absolute and nonreviewable authority to prevent application of certain reorgani-
sation sections of the law to exchanges where a foreign corporation is Involved
by holding that the transaction is in pursuance of a plan having as one of its
principal purposes the avoidance of Federal income taxes. A similar authority
has been lodged in the Commissioner since 1932, but until only recently there has
been little cause for complaint with its exerlcse. However, within the past
several years an almost intolerable situation has arisen because of the delay,
uncertainty, and, in some cases, almost arbitrary refusal to rule, involved in the
administration of section 867.

Except for foreign personal holding companies, during the period from 1932
to 1963, the Federal income tax law has never applied to undistributed foreign
profits of foreign corporations controlled by American ownership. U.S. parent
corporations could establish foreign subsidiary corporations through which to
carry on business abroad, and not be subjected to U.S. tax until the profits were
distributed as dividends. It was within this framework of the law that section
867 and its predecessor were effective.
' However, in view of the 1962 amendments, there is no longer the same need
for section 367. The Congress has laid down rules for the current taxation of
U.S. shareholders of controlled foreign corporations. These provisions were
finally enacted only after very extensive hearings by: both the Senate Finance
Cbinilttee nnd the Honse Ways' and 3Means Committee. Furthermore, the
Treasury Department submitted for -congressional consideration far more ex-
tensive proposals for the current taxation of foreign profits of foreign subsidiaries
than Were ultimately adopted by the Congress in the Revenue Act of 1962. It
Is evident that to the extent that the new provisions of the Revenue Act of 1962
did not tax foreign profits of foreign subsidiaries it was the result of a deliberate
policy decision of the Congress.

For 1963 and future years,.U.S. shareholders will be subjected to tax on the
undistributed profits of controlled foreign corporations to the extent they are
derived from foreign personal holding company income, foreign base company
sales income, foreign base company services income, and any earnings and
profits invested in U.S. property. Except for the foregoing, earnings of foreign
subsidiaries are not subject to current taxation' This was the result of a de-
liberate policy' dcision of the Congress. In addition, sales and exchanges of
stock of, arid liquidations of, foreign corporations have been specifically examined
atd anyI gain realized In such transactions is treated as ordinary income to the
extent of earnings derived after 1962. .

In view of the complete. revaniping of the Federal tax ir6visions applicable
.to foreign profits earned by foreign subsidiary corporations, We believe that for
thi future there is hn further need for section 367 with respect.to formation
and organization of foreign subsidiary corporations. Furthermore, with respect
to other transactions' presently subject to Internal Ievenue Code, section 367,
the Manufacturing Chemists'. Association, Inc., recommends that the Commis-
sioner's determination of ,whether or not they involve tax av6idahti be subject
to court review. .i
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2. OOORDINATION OF FOREIGN AX WITH ACREPIT WrrHTAXATIO OF OONTgOU O ' '
FORBIQIN QORPORATION ..: ;:

.The Federal Income tax law since 1918 has pe~ltted a credit against U.1.
tax for foreign income taxes paid in order to remove, burdenome Internationl
double taxation of foreign profits deri~g d by U.S. taxpayers. In a nutshell,
the portion of the U.S. income tax attributable t6 foreign income may be, offset
by foreign income taxes imposed on the same income., In addition, ever since t9
early 1920's a foreign tax credit has been permitted, against the U.S. ta T
imposed on dividends received by a domestic corporation from a foreign :orpora-
tion for the amount of foreign income taxes paid by the foreign corporation in
.respect of the ratable portion of the earnings aqnprofits which ,were distributed.
The credit is allowed a domestic corporation under Internal Revenup Code sec-
.tion 902(a) only where the domestic corporation receiving .the dlivdend whs at
least 10 percept of the voting stock of the foreIgn corporation. ,. foreign tax
credit is also allowed under Internal Revenue Code section 902(b) for foreign
income taxes paid with respect to earnings ultimately received by the domestic
corporation from a foreign corporation, 50 percent. of whose vpting stock is
owned by the 10-percent-owned foreign corporation. Thus, the foreign taxes
paid by the 50-percent-owned subsidiary passes through its foreign parent or-
poration to the domestic corporation. In other words, foreign income taxes paid
by a 50-percent-owned foreign subsidiary of a 10-percent-owned' foreign sub-
sidiary follow the dividend on up to the domestic corporation.

We believe that the 50-percent test is too high and that it should be liberalized.
Under subpart F of part III of subchapter N of the 1954 code, added by the

1962 act, every U.S. shareholder who owns directly or indirectly 10 percefit
or movie of the combined voting power of all classes of stock of a controlled
foreign corporation is subjected to tax on his pro rata share of the undis-
tributed subpart F income or his pro rata share of the increase in investment
in U.S. property of such corporation. Accordingly, not only is a U.S. share-
holder subjected to tax under subpart F where there is a 10 percent or more
direct stock ownership of a controlled foreign corporation but also where there is
a 10 percent or more indirect stock ownership through one or more foreign
corporations. Thus, a domestic corporation'owning directly or indirectly stock
in a controlled foreign corporation is taxed on the income of such foreign corpo-
ration whether or'not the foreign corporation is one or more links removed in'
chain of ownership.

Despite the requirement that a domestic corporation be taxed currently on
certain undistributed profits of indirectly owned controlled foreign corporations
down the chain of ownership, there is no allowance for a foreign tax credit
for foreign income taxes paid on those profits*except in situations where a
credit would be allowed had those profits been distributed. In other words, the
foreign tax credit provisions under subpart F have been made to cover only
situations presently covered by IRC section 902 in the case of actual distri-
butions.

The Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc., recommends, therefore, that
the foreign tax credit should be completely coordinated with the application of
the U.S. tax on undistributed profits of controlled foreign corporations.

The principal objection to the liberalization of stock ownership requirements
In situations involving foreign income tax credits has been based upon adminis-
trative difficulties. When the stock ownetship percentages were reduced in
1951 from a majority ownership requirement for the first foreign subsidiary
nnd from a 100-percent ownership requirement for the second foreign sub-
sidiary, the main reason the percentages were not reduced lower was that the
administrative burden of checking the relevant facts necessary to prove the
proper credit was considered too difficult and burdensome for the Internal
Revenue Service'where the stock ownership tests were significantly. small.
However, in view of the recent extensive expansion of the information pro-
curable by the Internal Revenue Service there can be no further valid basis
for objection onhthis ground. The Internal Revenue Service receives or will
receive detailed'information relating to the activities and financial conditions of
foreign corporations. In IRC section 0046 an information return is required
from each U.S. person who owns 5 percent or more in value of stock of a foreign
corporation Moreoter, since'under subpart F of subchnpter N of the code a
1T.S. shareholder owning directly or indirectly 10 percent-or more of the stock
of controlled foreign corporations in a chain is taxed on the ratable portion of
their subpart F'income, there should be no objection from an administrative
viewpoint for providing a foreign tax credit *
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There can be no question as to the soundest of the foreign tax credit The
elimination of the foreign tat credit would result in many situations where the
income tax burden would be of a penal nature and would ultimately result in the
loss df U.S. private investment abroad. ' The foreign tax credit traditionally has
been a sound mechanism for the elimination of this burdehiome double taxation.
Theoretically, there is noi reason for arly limitatidnon the amount of stock which
should be owned by the domestic corporation or' one of its foreign subsidiary
corporations before credit is allowed for the' foreign lnome taxes paid With
respect to distributed earnings.

For the foregoing reasons, the Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc.,
strongly urges--

(a) The reduction of the 50-percent test in IRO section 902(b) to 10
percent; and

(b) The Allowance of a foreign tax credit for foreign Incombe taxes im-
posed on undistributed profits taxed to domestic corporations under sub~prt

8. FOREIGN TAX CREDrIT WIrrft REEOit O MINIMUM DISTBIBUTIONS

Under subpart F of part IIIof subchapter N, certain U.S. shareholders are
taxed currently on the undistributed foreign base company income of their con-
trolled foreign corporations. One of the reasons among others why the present
administration urged this new and unprecedented type Of taxation was that it
felt that U.S; corporations were establishing foreign subsidiaries so as to pile
up large foreign profits abroad without paying income taxes on those profits to
the United States or any foreign country, The Treasury Department repeatedly
pointed out that "pocketbook" and "nameplate" companies were being'established
in "tax haven" countries so as to completely escape income taxation.

During the consideration of these proposed tax measures by the Senate Finance
Committee, Senator Kerr sponsored a relief provision which ultimately was
adopted and which eliminates from the application of subpart F controlled for-
eign corporations which distribute a certain percentage of their earnings and
profits during the taxable year. This percentage which is required to be dis-
tributed is related to the effective foreign income tax rate applicable to the earn-
ings and profits of the particular controlled foreign corporations. The higher
the effective foreign rate the smaller is the required minimum distribution.
Under the schedule provided in IRC section 963(b), the interrelationship be-
tween the minimum distributions required and the effective foreign tax rate will
result in the sum of foreign and U.S. Income taxes equaling approximately 47
percent of the earnings.

This relief provision, at the election of the U.S. corporation, can be applied
to each controlled foreign corporation separately, to a chain of controlled foreign
corporations as a group, to all controlled foreign corporations of the U.S. corpora-
tion as a group, and to all controlled foreign corporations other than less-
developed country corporations as a group. Regardless of the election made by
the parent U.S. corporation as to the group or groups which it will combine for the
purposes of Internal Revenue Code, section 963, the general principle is that if
a minimum distribution is made with respect to the group Involved, none of the
controlled foreign corporations in the group will be subject to subpart F.

During the consideration of this Kerr proposal prior to the reporting out of
H.R. 10650 by the Senate Finance Committee, it was generally understood that
if distributions were made by any member or all members of an electing group of
controlled foreign corporations and such distributions met the required prcent-
age of the combined earnings and profits during the year, those controlled for-
eign corporations would not fall within the provisions of subpart F. It was also
generally believed that the distributions made by the foreign corporations would
qualify for foreign tax credit purposes under the general foreign tax credit
rules. However, both the Senate Finance Committee report and a statement
made by Senator Kerr on September 5, 1962, on the floor of the Senate indicate
that a portion of the foreign tax credit otherwise allowed with respect to the
distributions will be disallowed in part and will be "reallocated" in cases where
the total U.S. Income tax and foreign income tax paid on the earnings of the
controlled foreign corporations would be less than a 47-ercent effective' rate.

Senator Carlson proposed an amendment to H.R. 10650 to prevent this reduc-
tion of the foreign tax credit in such cases, but it was not adopted. Furthermore,
Senator Carlson also proposed a companion amendment which would have
allowed as deductions in determining earnings and profits all payments made
on, or all amounts set aside to pay off, bona fide business indebtedness. By per-
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mittiug these offsets against earnings nd- profits:,this last amendment would
have reduced the amount of the minimum distribution required to be distributed
under section 903, and would have given some relief to companies with out-
standing commitments. .

One of the reasons these two amendments were not adopted was that Senator
Kerr stated on the floor of the Senate that his illustrations would take care of
Senator Oarlson's objectives. However, a careful reading of Senator0 arlson's
amendments show that this is not!the case because his amendments would have
(1) prohibited any reallocation and reduction in-the amount of any,.oreign tax
credit, and (2) reduce the required distribution where there exists bona fde
business indebtedness , : - . :' - !
- e believe that the baste reason for Internal Revenue Code, section 963, is that

the Congress believed thatU.8. corporations should not be subjected to subpart
F where distributions .from the entire group. operating abroad are of such rela-
tive magnitudes that it is apparent that the purpose of the group is not to pile
up profits abroad tax free. Under this;approach a, minrium distribution test
is a sufficient basis for exemption from subpart F without combining it with
the elimination of'a part of the foreign tax credit. Furthermore, it is ni.-
festly unfair to tax earnings which cannot be distributed and which must be
retained to pay off busiess-incurred comnimtmehts. :

Accordingly, the Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Ine., recommends that
legislation be adopted to the effect-: . i

(1) That if the minimum distribution requirements are met, subpart F
will not apply and the foreign tax credit will never be reduced and ',

(2) That the earnings and profits of a controlled foreign corporation for
this purpose should be reduced by outstanding bona fide business indebted-
ness. ' .'

4. APPLICATION Or FORzION TAX CREDIT TO ADDITIONAL TAXES

The. foreign tax credit has been the basic mechanism adopted by the United
States for the elimination of double taxation. Until 1942 this credit was allowed
only for foreign income taxes. However, in 1942 legislation was enacted which
permitted credit for taxes paid "in lieu of'l foreign income taxes otherwise
generally imposed. The Senate Finance Committee in its report on the 1942
legislation indicated that it was extending the credit to taxes imposed "in lieu
of" income taxes by foreign countries because in many situations foreign
countries impose taxes on the simplest basis possible in order to avoid the
administrative difficulties in enforcing a complicated net income tax. The
Treasury Department issued regulations which have required as conditions to
the allowance of a tax credit based on a tax paid "in lieu of" an income tax
the following:

(1) That the foreign country in question have in force a general Income tax
law.

(2) That the taxpayer claiming the credit would, in the absence of a specific
provision applicable to the taxpayer, be subject to such general income tax, and

(3) That such general income tax is not imposed upon the taxpayer thus
subject to the substituted tax.

These conditions have been extensively criticized as being not within the
intent of the Congress at the time the provision was enacted as evidenced by
the Senate Finance Committee report. Senator George, during the period 1950
to 1954. repeatedly requested the Treasury Department to liberalize Its Inter-
pretation, but to no avail.

During the consideration of tax revision by the Treasury Department in
1953 and 1964, further consideration was given to the inclusion of additional
foreign taxes for foreign tax credit purposes. As the result of these studies,
the Treasury Department recommended in 1954 that the foreign tax credit be
expanded to include the principal business tax Imposed by a national govern.
ment. * In general, under this proposal any type of national business tax could
qualify for foreign tax credit purposes. If the foreign country involved also
imposed a national income tax, either one of the two could be taken as a foreign
tax credit by the taxpayer, but not both. . A principal tax was generally defined
as a nonincome tax attributable to the operation of a trade or business and
constituting the principal source of revenue paid by the taxpayer to the na-
tional government. However, social security, sales, turnover, property, or ex-
else tax generally imposed by the government would not qualify. Accordingly,
under the proposal In 1954 a taxpayer could choose to credit either the national

24-532-03-pt. 3--:1
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thcome tax of. a .foreign:country or a principal tax applicable to his trade: or
business. ' ; . . . ..
-. The objective of the proposal in 1954 to expand the types of creditable taxes
was a step in the right direction, but it did not go far enough. - Many countries
rely heavily on nonincome taxes because they serve better their policy objectives.
Some of these taxes are very heavy and burdensome on U.S. business abroad.
furthermore many foreign countries do not rely upon the income tax for their
revenue needs to the same extent as the United States does. The payment of
these nonincome taxes without a credit against the U.S. tax results in a very
burdensome double taxation. . .

For the foregoing reasons the Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc.,
iecmmends that the present foreign tax credit provisions be expanded to include,
In addition to income taxes, other taxes which are relied upon by foreign gov-
ernments, as major sources of revenue but which do not qualify under presentlaw.

a. ALLOWANCe' OF iORBEION LTAX CREDIT FOR TAXES SPARED

-i,The foreign tax credit allows a dollar-for-dollar offset of foreign income taxes
against the U.S, tax .mposed on foreign income. Accordingly, any-:reduction in
the foreign income tax inures to the benefit of the U.S, Treasury.
.; For many years U.S. taxpayers and foreign governments have seriously
criticized this aspect of the foreign tax credit because any tax reduction granted
by a foreign country for the purpose of encouraging U.S. private investment is
nullified.. In the winter of 1954-55, Secretary Humphrey :announced that the
Treasury would look with favor on a treaty arrangement whereby the tax con-
cession of a foreign government would not be nullified. - -: .

Quite a few underdeveloped countries badly in need of capital investment have
adopted tax provisions designed to encourage foreign private investment through
tax reduction. These provisions generally have no effect insofar as U.S. enter-
prises are concerned because no credit is given under U.S. law for the amount of
taxes spared. Thus, the U.S. tax policy has had the indirect effect of neutraliz-
ing the incentive measures of less developed 'countries.' In recognition' of this
adveyfe effect of our foreign tax credit upon' the economic objectives of a less
developed country, the Treasury Department in the past few years has negotiated
'ncome tax treaties which would have granted credit for foreign income taxes
walved. The flrt treaty which contained such a tax-sparing provision was
negotiated with Pakistan in 1957. In transmitting this treaty to the President
for his approval, the Secretary of State pointed out that a credit was being al-
lowed for taxes which were waived by Pakistan in order that the United States
would avoid nullifying its efforts to encourage industrial development through
its tax law. However, the Senate at the time it approved this treaty made a
reservation as to the tax-sparing provision because, in the meantime, the tax
concessions had become inoperative. Although the principle of tax sparing has
been included in treaties with India, Israel, and United Arab Republic, none
has been approved.
SWe believe that the principle of tax sparing is a sound one both from the

point of view of the U.S. Government and from the point of view of fulfilling,
and not nullifying, the purposes and objectives of the foreign countries adopting
such measures. Through a credit for taxes spared, additional private invest-
ment may be induced to go abroad into underdeveloped countries and contribute
to their economic advancement and development of their natural resources.
Accordingly, the Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc., recommends that
legislation be adopted to accomplish this objective.

6. (ARRYOVER Or FOREIGN TAX CREDIT IN REORGANIZATIONS AND LIQUIDATIONS

Under the Revenue Act of 1954, major tax benefits, privileges, elective rights,
and obligations of one corporation were permitted to be carried over to successor
corporations In certain reorganizations and liquidations which were tdx free.
SThis was accomplished by section 381 of the Internal Revenue Code which
provides that a corporation which acquires the assets of another corporation
in certain liquidations and reorganizations shall succeed to, and take into
account,, various tax attributes of the distributor or transferor corporation,
subject to certain conditions and, limitations. These tax attributes include
such items as loss carryovers, unamortized bond discount, installment sales
reporting, LIFO inventory method, and earnings and profits. Since'1954, section
381 has been amended to include unused pension trust deductions, pre-1954
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adjustments resulting from change in method of accounting, and certain items
relating to successor life insurance companies. . . . ' :

Noticeably missing as one of the tax attributes available for carryover is
the foreign tax credit carryover provided for in Internal Revenue Code section
904(d). The foreign tax credit is a dollar-for-dollar offset against the U.S.
tax and when it is available for carryover purposes is of much greater value
than the net operating loss which is merely a deduction. The loss 'of a foreign
tax credit carryover can be very serious because of this teasoni.

The Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc., believes that in order to
eliminate any possible doubt as to the carryover of the foreign tax:credit in
reorganizations and liquidations, Internal Revenue Code section 381(c) should
be expanded to include, as a carryover item to an acquiring corporation, the
foreign tax credit carryover of the prior corporation.

T. MINIMUM DISTRIBUTION PROVISIONS SHOULD INCLUDE FOREIGN BRAqOHES OF
DOMESTIC SUBSIDIARIES REGARDLESS OF WHETHER CONSOLIDATED RETURNS BE.
FILED 

:

Under subpart *F of part III of subchapter N certain U.S. shareholders' are
taxed, currently on the undistributed foreign base company income of their
controlled foreign corporations. One of the reasons among others why the
present administration urged this new and unprecedented type of taxation was
that it felt that U.S. corporations were establishing foreign subsidiaries so
as to pile up large foreign profits abroad without paying income taxes on those
profits to the United States or any foreign country. The Treasury Depart-
ment repeatedly pointed out that "pocketbook" and "nameplate" companies were
being established in "tax haven" countries so as to completely escape income
taxation.

During the consideration of these proposed tax measures by the Senate Finance
Committee, Senator Kerr sponsored a relief provision which ultimately: was
adopted and which eliminates from the application of subpart F controlled foreign
corporations which distribute a certain percentage of their earningsand profits
during the taxable year.. This percentage which is required to be distributed is
related tothe effective'foreign income" tax rate applicable to the earnings and
profits of the particular controlled foreign corporations. The higher the effective
foreign rate the smaller required minimum distribution. Under the schedule
provided in Internal Revenue Code section 963(b), the interrelationship between
the minimum distributions required and the effective foreign tax rate will result
in the sum of foreign and U.S. income taxes equaling approximately 47 percent
of the earnings.

This relief provision, at the election of the U.S. corporation, can be applied to
each controlled foreign corporation separately, to a chain of controlled foreign
corporations as a group, to all controlled foreign corporations of the U.S. cor-
poration as a group, and to all controlled foreign corporation other than less
developed country corporations as a group. In addition, Internal Revenue Code
section 963(c) (4) (B) permits the domestic parent, in effect, to elect to include
as controlled foreign corporations its own foreign branches; and, if consolidated
returns are filed, the foreign branches of any of its affiliated domestic subsidiary
corporations can under Internal Revenue Code section 963(e) (3) also be treated
as foreign corporations. For purposes of the minimum distribution requirements,
the earnings of a branch will be treated as having been fully distributed to the
U.S..shareholder.

As passed by the Senate, the election to include foreign branches ascontrolled
foreign corporations applied also to foreign branches of the parent corporation's
domestic subsidiary corporations if they were eligible to file consolidated returns,
although consolidated returns were not filed. The affiliated group could have
elected to be treated as single taxpayer for purposes of applying Internal Revenue
Code section 063. However, in the joint conference between the House and the
Senate the present requirement was added that the affiliated group must actually
make a consolidated return for the year of the election. Accordingly under
present law an affiliated group of corporations which chooses not to file a con-
solidated return sl treated less favorably than one which does.

There is no sound basis for this change requiring the filing of a consolidated
return. The U.S. tax burden is not necessarily less on the group If consolidated
returns are not filed. And there appears to be no compelling administrative
reason for this requirement.
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The Manufacturing Chemists' Association, Inc., recommends that the privilege
of treating foreign branches of affiliated corporations as controlled foreign cor-
porations be allowed regardless of whether consolidated returns are filed.

.. B. FULL TAXATION or Co-OPs

.The Manufacturing hbemists' Association, Inc., is convinced that in order
to perpetuate the free enterprise system commercial endeavors which compete
pnust be subject to the same governmental and tax burdens.

The failure of existing tax concepts to keep up with developments in industry
and commerce as they bear on the activity of cooperatives and the resulting gaps
in our income tax system is a matter of great concern. It results in an Inequl-
table and unfair situation where certain cooperative corporations, whose earn-
ings go largely untaxed, compete for sales and customers with increasing effec-
tiveneqs and in an ever-increasing number of fields against other corporations
which pay a 62-percent tax on their earnings.

The provisions of the Revenue Act of 1062 recently enacted to deal with the
co-op problem fall far short of the ultimate goal of adequately and fairly dealing
with it. The prpose of that legislation was directed toward taxing co-op income
either to the co-op or its patrons. While we believe that these 1962 provisions
constitute a step in the right direction, they are small steps toward the goal and
merely eliminate the loophole which had been existing in the law as a result of
judicial interpretation of the 1051 legislation.

Where cooperatives move into an industrial or commercial area in direct com-
petition with taxpaying entities, the tax-free status of the cooperative is an im-
posing and unfair advantage. This is particularly true because the 52-piercent
tax rate is such a substantial charge on doing business.

The objective of our tax laws should be to strive for equality and uniformity
in their application. The fact that a co-op's structure differs from that of a
business corporation does not mean that the cooperative should have an unfair
advantage. It merely means that a different set of rules should be applied to
achieve an equitable allocation of the tax burden.

It is, therefore, the recommendation of the Manufacturing Chemists' Associa-
tion, Inc., that natural and logical extension of present Internal Revenue Code
provisions, taxing investment income to co-ops, would be to include income from
the use of capital in manufacturing, processing, or mining activities. Such earn-
ings should be designated as from "unrelated business activity" and should be
taxed to the co-op, just as unrelated income from rentals, interest, etc., are now
taxable to it even though distributed to patrons.

Precedent for such an approach lies in the 1950 amendment to the Internal
Revenue Code which taxes currently and at corporate rates the earnings of
charitable or nonprofit organizations received from unrelated business activities.
It is in just such "unrelated business" areas where the cooperatives effort ceases
to be mere cooperative purchasing and selling and becomes a competing business
endeavor with reinvestment of earnings and with capital expansion. It is also
in the manufacturing, processing, and mining areas that the competitive ad-
vantages of tax-free operation at the cooperative level is most marked.

The enactment of this recommendation would be equitable to all concerned.
Cooperatives could continue to enjoy their tax-free status to the extent they de-
rive their income directly from transactions with their patrons or from activities
immediately incidental thereto. On the other hand, if a cooperative were to
engage in manufacturing, processing, or mining activities in direct competition
with taxpaying organizations, the co-op also would be placed on a taxpaying
basis. Thus, the cooperative would not enjoy an unfair advantage over its com-
petitors and the tax burden would be more equitably borne.

C. ACQUISITION or INDUSTRIAL PROCESSE8

Liberalization is needed in regard to the tax treatment of acquisitions of in-
dustrial processes. The indefiniteness of the present law has caused some reve-
nue agents to Interpret the law in a manner detrimental to the taxpayer and
in a manner which is uneconomical and inefficient from the viewpoint of the
Nation's economic well-being.

A taxpayer presently may deduct his own research and experimental expenses
currently. He may also deduct "expenditures paid or Incurred for research or
exper mentation carried on In his behalf by another person or organization. * * *"
(Reg. 1.174-2(a)(2)). However, he may not dedluct as research expense the
cost of acquiring another's process (Reg. 1.174-2(a) (1)). In the latter case,:
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where the process ti not covered.by a patent, some revenue agents have category
Ized the acquisition as an Intangible asset, the life of which;is indeterminable;
and have proposed to disallow either a.deduction for the cost or any amortization
thereof. .
SSuch interpretation and application is Inequitable, inefficient, Iaid contrary

to the administration's policy to modernize the country's industrial jlantL ,ior
example, the President in his "SpecialMessage on Tax Reductiot and'Reformi/t
dated January 24,, 1963, recommends that Current deductions be allowed for
expenditures for machinery and equipment used directly intresearch iand de.
velopment activities. .These costs presently have to be capitalized and written
off over the useful life of the machinery and equipment. . .

Very often there is only a small difference in degree separating:research:catN
ried on in the taxpayer's behalf and the acquisition of a process;. Often ,what
some may consider a "process" Is merely an adjunct of a large research project
in which the taxpayer is engaged. Most important is the fact that the acquisition
of Industrialiproperty, regardleSs.of whether itconsists of research carriedfon
In behalf of the taxpayer, or a process, or aity combination thereof,,is a highly
efficient and economical way of doing business from' a national welfare view
point. Rather than continue researching a problem on his Own, a taxpayer will
often find it advantageous to purchase another's knowledge or process and then
proceed to incorporate that knowledge or process into his own research project.
However, if the interpretation and application proposed by some revenue agents
becomes a recognized and approved policy of the IR' (i.e., permitting no writeoff
whatsoever), taxpayers may actually be persuaded to engage in their own re-
search and not avail themselves of, another's knowledge./ This discourages the
poollig of knowledge and is. therefore, inefficient and detrimental to the Nation
at a time when all personnel engaged in research should be utilized tb the maxi-
mum advantage, On the other hand, by permitting these costs to be deducted;
an artificial barrier to interchange of Industrial knowledge will'be' removed
resulting In a reduction of time-cphsuming duplication of effort, .

1. Where the acquisition of anotlir's industrial processes can be shown to be
an adjunct to the taxpayer's owi research program, iuch acquisition costs
should be considered research and experimental expenditures deductible cur-
rently under Internal Revenue Code, section 174.

2. Where the acquisition of industrial processes is unrelated to the taxpayer's
research program, the taxpayer should be permitted to amortize the.cost over
some reasonable period in view of the' fact that in an age when rajpi changes
are being made, it ts unreasonable to. treat suc, acquisitions s having indefinite
value. . A reasonable life might be one similar to that used for the plaht where
the process is to be used, or the guideline life applicable to the taxpayer's asets
or some other reasonable measurement such as a 5-year period now applicable
under section 174(b) for expenditures of the taxpayer not treated as current
deductions.

Di. AMORTIZATION OF TRADEMARK AND TRADE NA I EXPENDITURES

Section 177 of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code gives taxpayers an election to
amortize over a period of not less than 60 months any trademark or trade name
expenditure paid or incurred during a taxable year after December 31, 1955.
However. in defining trademark and trade name expenditures, an expenditure
which constitutes the consideration paid for a trademark, trade name or business
does not qualify for the writeoff. Thus a taxpayer may deduct, over a 5-year
or longer period, expenditures in acquiring and developing his own trademark or
trade name but may not amortize the cost of acquiring another's trademark or
trade name.

If the trademark or trade name had been developed by the taxpayer himself,
such taxpayer would be allowed also to deduct currently the advertising and
sales promotion expenses which make the mark and name valuable. The pur-
chase of another mark or name' represents in reality a purchase of another's
advertising expenditures which if expended by the buyer to develop his own
mark or name would be fully deductible. :

A mark or name has value In proportion to the continued advertising employed
In keeping the image of the mark or name before the public. The value of the
mark or name is also Influenced by the technological obsolescene of:the under
lying products as new and improved products are' introdd ed ' Consequently,
the value6f an acquired mark or name frequently suffers from a gradual loss
in value, but not a 100-percent loss. However, no deduction is allowed whatever
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for loss of value or obsolescence until there is a completed transaction; i.e., a
formal sale, abandonment, or other disposition of the mark or name. Serious
questions have also arisen as to the act and, timing of. abandonments of marks
or, nanes.
SThe acquisition of a mark or name, whether developed internally or acquired

from another, is often an efficient and economical method of developing a tax-
payer's trade position. Rather than spend years of advertising effort (the cost
of which is fully deductible) to develop his own mark or name, the taxpayer
may find that the assimilation of another mark or name into his marketing struck
ture will enable him to accelerate his growth in a particular field with the result
that more overall business may be generated. However, the inability to amortize
the purchased mark or name even in the face of a subsequent decline in value
presents a serious deterrent to the would-be purchaser. Provision for amortiza-
tion of purchased marks and names thus provides added marketing flexibility to
taxpayers, leading to industrial growth.

STo place taxpayers with purchased marks and names on a par with taxpayers
who have developed their own marks and names, to avoid the In'equity resulting
from the'inability to deduct partial losses in value of purchased marks and
names, and to provide marketing flexibility to taxpayers leading to continued
business growth, the. Manufacturing, Chemists'.4Association, ,Ine.,; recommends
thatamortlationover a period of 60 months or more of all trademarks and
trade name expenditures be permitted, whether or not such expenditures repre-
sent payment for existing trademarks or trade names.

E. SOHOLARSHIP8 AND FELLOWSHrIP

Section 117 of the 1954 Internal Revenue Code provides tax-free scholarship
and fellowship grants. The statute recognizes that there may be an employer-
employee relationship between the grantor of the scholarship or fellowship and
the recipient, provided that only, in the case of individuals who are candidates
for degrees, tax-free treatment of the grant shall not apply to that portion of
any amount received which represents payment for teaching, research, or other
services in the nature of part-time employment,

MCA believes that it was the intent of Congress to provide a gross income
exclusion, f .the-conditions of section 117 are fulfilled, whether or not the
recipient of the grant was an employee of the, grantor. Some instances have
come to the attention of MCA which indicate that the law is being administered
to deny this exclusion in all cases where there is a relationship of employer-
employee. Thi iss so even though all other conditions of the law are met.

An example of such an instance involves the case of a company which is a
member of.this association. It has a tuition aid program, the .bject of which
is to assist those of itsemployees who have sufficient interest in furthering, their
education, to take courses of study on their obwnidcouit and at their own ex-
pense-by granting-such employees one-half the tuition cost. It is required under
the plan that any employee who wishes to take advantage of it make,aplica-
tion for the assistance at least one week before the beginning of the course
which the applicant desires to take. The range of choice open to the prospective
students is quite broad but the company does not permit grants for courses
which commonly might be thought of as frivilots, for example, ballroom danc-
ing. Upon satisfactory completion of the course, payment of the grant is made
in the amount of one-half the cost of tuition. The grants are entirely voluntary
and are open to all employees, new or old. The employees must take tdeir course
on their own time, outside of regular working hours, and they are not committed
to render any special or additional services to the company or to remain with
the company.
'Section 117(b) (1) provides, in the case of an individual who is a candidate
for a degree at an educational institution, the exclusion shall not apply to that
portion of any amount received which represents payment for teaching, research,
or other services in the nature of part-time employment required as a condi-
tion to receiving the scholarship or fellowship grant Section 1.117-4(c) states
with respect to that limitation that amounts paid, or. allowed to, an Individual
to enable him to pursue studies or research are considered to be amounts re-
ceived as a scholarship or fellowship grant If the primary purpose of the studies
or research is to further the education or training of the recipient in his, In-
dividual capacity and the amount provided by the;grantor for such ,purposes
does not. represent compensation or payment for serviceep - This, section 'of the
Treasury regulations also states that neither the fact that the recipient is,
required to furnish reports of his progress to the grantor nor that the fact that
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the results of his studies or research may be of'some incidental benefit to the
grantor shall, of necessity, be, considered to estroy the essential c#ractr of
such amount as a fellowship or scholarship grant.

In every case. th.':question, natutaly .ar ises as. to.whethlir / ft" p~i m (is
coin iebfii for'stvl~edertiddred of to b k ntleed ' But It Is cliea fodi both
the law and the regulations that the mere existence of the employer-employee
relationship does not, without more, preclude scholarship treatment. MOA be-
lieves that in respect to tuition aid programs, which are given by an employer to
employees regardless of past service, regardless of whether the redpient will
remain in the conipany,and regardless of the subjects which can be pursued,
the law should be clarified so as to make certain that these grants are not con-
sidered additional' compensation but that; they fall within section 117 of the
code. This action on the part of the Congress will contribute greatly towaid
preventing internal revenue agents questioning every such fellowship or scholar-
ship grant where there is an employer-employee relationship., In addition, a
deterrent which might prevent'other employers adopting such plans will have
been removed, and the intent of section 117 will be restored. These types of
programs can contribute vitally toward the national objective of broader edu-
tion for our citizens. .

F. ANNUAL REPORTINO or WAoEs eBBrS SEonCURTR B 1 98

Under ptrsent law and Treasury regulations, every employer is required to
make a return under the Federal Insurance Contribution Act bn'form 941 fdi
each calendar quarter. The wages subject to social security are required to be
reported in the return for the return period involved. Information with respect
to each employee to whom the employer paid wages subject to such taxes must
include his account number, name, total amount of wages paid during the
calendar quarter, and such other information as 'may be called foron' the fori.

In 1956 the Hoover Commission recommended (a report to the Congress by
the Commission on Organization of the Executive Branch of the, overnment,
January 1955; Paper Work Management, pt. II) that employer quarterly report-
ing of OASI wage records be eliminated. It proposed that the Federal With-
holding Tax Form W-2 be revised in such a manner that it could be utilized both
by the Internal Revenue Service and by the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare for OASI tax and wage purposes. The Commission estimated that
about 200 million wage entry tabulations would be eliminated at a saving in
administrative costs running into the millions of dollars.

Subsequent to the Hoover Commission recommendation, implementing legis-
lation was at various times introduced in the Congress but was never enacted into
law. .

We believe that annual reporting w uld be a great economic benefit both to the
Government and to the employers wo'6.fptst kee p these records. Accordingly,
the Manufacturing. OCemists'. AssociHtin, fiie, recommends' that Iegislation be
adopted to permit the computatiof of social security benefits upon an' annual
basis in order that the Treasury may by regulation permit employers to file an
annual report rather than quarterly reports.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Any questions, Senator Gore?
Senator GORE. I have no questions, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson.
Senator CARLON. Mr. Home, I appreciate very much the excellent

statement you made in regard to some suggested changes in this tax
bill that we are considering. I have two or three questions that I think
we might discuss briefly.

One of them deals with group term life insurance premiums. You
said that your association is opposed to the provisions of the House
bill which would tax an employee on group term life insurance pre-
miums. ' '

Now,' Secretary Dillon has'told. us that the executives may receive
free from any tax on the premiums from life insurance coverage of
amounts of nearly $1 million. /
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Do you disagree with the, S6cretary's statement that the term irf,
surnce coverage provides high incoine executives with substantial
tax-free compensation

Mr. H6dN. Yes, Senator; I think we do take exception to.tat, fnd
for these reasons. :- , . . : . . ..
'I the first place, the House bill would tax the enlployee in those

cases in which th6 employer paid no part of the p'eipulm, so you
could hve a case in which the employer makes no contribution to the
group insurance program. However, the employe, because of his
age and because of his salary, is deemed to have taxable compensation:
This is the theory of imPuted income. We do not see how there is any
elemenl.of compensationin this case.

Then, going, on down to those casese in which the employer may
pay all or part of the premium cost, we again think that there are
considerations which your committee may want to take into account.
There is no permanent benefit, as you know, under this insurance,
and I think this.is probably the reason why the premiums were ex-
cluded in the first instance under a rule which the Treasury has
adopted going way back to the early tweities.,,

The executive who has such a high insurance coverage has to die
in order to acheive the benefits of the group insurance. Once he
retires from the employment of the company, under most of the plans,
he has no continuing protection, no asset, no valuable asset.

Furthermore, the insurance proceeds, if the employee should die
while in the employ of the company, would be taxable in the em-
ployee's estate. . .

. inally, I think it is.a little misleading to refer to these high
dollar amounts because the measurement of taxable compensation,
if there is any, is measured by the premium cost and has no relation-
ship to the high dollar amounts. In other words, the element of
compensation if there is any, is the premium which the employer
pays on behalf of the employee. So I think if there is to be any
element of compensation it seems to us that the premium should be
based-the premium cost, which is an element of compensation should
be based-upon the average premium cost to the employer that he is
paying for all employees and not to tax discriminatorily the older
employees and allow the deduction of the younger employees.

What you are trying to tax if you do that, it seems'to us, is the
group concept.

Senator CARLSON. Mr. Home, we have had previous witnesses
testify on this, on the group term life insurance provision of the bill,
and we have heard some suggestions from these witnesses that we
should consider alternatives to the House bill, either a provision
which would eliminate the amount of the group term insurance to
some multiple of salary, say, two or three'times the salary or vwe
should consider a single average premium cost method which, I under-
stand, has been adopted by the Canadians.

Do you want to comment on some of these alternatives?
Mr. HORNE. Well our recommendations, Senator, of course, are tlat

you delete the provision in its entirety. We think, as we said in our
statement, it is a tax disincentive,' and there is very little revenue
involved.

1510
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But if your committee thinks,thatt some measure is necessary we
hopoyo will nq er,th aIte kto, .. .j ,,-. .

The alternative tat yo eu onTttufi uri e

that is present in a number of:plans.today..T. InotI r. wOrs,.. mo
major corporate -employers,who 4Y. rc grp, 4rtj, .popyif
that the coverage will bi based on a multon iple of t employee air
so if there is no discrimination each employee gets the covera bas

iuon two, three times his salary, ' hf'lvt thrtitmitplt h may e. All
employees are getting the same benefit if you want to lok. at itor
that.basis.. We suggest -iat tf ilat d.woud e a possible_ aLtrnatLver
provided you would have a nondiscriminatory plan extending to all
emp'lbvees, and based uon smesalry mulipl,'.' ' "*"' .

think yo res i lso enato : ,t
We have looked into this method. t has been o some interest. I
hate here th~oemputation under the Canadian method. It is firly
simple way of calculating the,insurance coverage. I can submit this:
for the record if you would like.

Seiiator '.CAT~i N. If thee'f is no objetiori, Mr. Chairman, ItV'us
niake it cai t p of the rep. .. ;

,The CHAaiMAN.r Without objection.
(The document referred to follows:) ..

S - DEPARTMENT OF NATIONAL REVENUE-TAXATION DIVISION

Is.FORMATION WITH RESPECT T0 THE TiXAi L B POrTIOON 6F GOoip LE INSURANCE:
. PREMIUMS

Section 6(1)(db) of the Income Tax Act-provides that where an officer or
employee is insured for a total amount in excess of $25,000 under one or more
group life insurance policies, a portion of the premiums paid by his employer
or former employer in respect of such group life insurance policies will be in-
eluded in the income of the officer or employee.

The employer will report the taxable portion of such premiums as a "taxable.
benefit" on form T4---Supplementary. Statement of Remuneration Pald."

The portion of the premiums that is to be reported on form T4 supplementary
and included in the income of the officer or employee is that portion of the
premium paid by the employer that is in respect of the employee's coverage in
excess of $25,000. The method of calculating that portion is stated in section

6(1) (db) of the Income Tax Act, and examples are set out below.

BASIS OF EXAMPLES

In each of the following examples the assumed group life insurance policy has:
particulars as follows:

Mean total amount of life insuitnce in effect under the policy in the
policy year ending it the taxation yeari.---- -------------- $1,060,00'

Total premium for policy year-----..-------------------------- 8, 000
Less experience rating refund ------------------------ 1,000

Net premium cost for police, ear----------------- ------- 7, 000
Average cost per $1,000 of insurance:

$1,000 -----$7,000 x1 ,0ooo,ooo
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EXAMPLE I

I n 9n uncqmpllcated case where the e iployee's coverage under the assumed
policy was $100,000 thiroghout his taxatibn year 'and the employee paid $300 of
th6 premium, the calculation would be as follows: * i

Anithia premium' oni employee's coverage &f $100,000 at $7 per $1,000- .. $700
Le~Is remiua paid by employee-.. .- .. .. ...--- 300

Balaice--Preiu 'ald.by:e-pibyr.-L ..f.-------- -- 400

Employee's coverage. ....--------- ------.. ....---- - 100, 000
Exemhption.==,...,... .." L --- 25, 000Exemption------------------------------------------------25,000

Excess over exemption ---- --- ,--...---.....---- 76,000
Portion of premium paid by employer that is to be reported as a tax-

able benefit on form T4 supplementary:,
$« 75.000 o

$400 X $100,00------------------

SEXAMPLE II

If the-case. in example I was complicated by the fact that the. employee's
coverage under the policy did not commence until the 1st of February of his
taxation year, the annual premium would be prorated in accordance with the
number of days.that he was covered and, assuming that .during.that. period the
employee pid $275 of the premium, .the caCuluatlii wofid be:as follows:

Annual premium on employee's coverage of $100,000 at $7 per $1,000-. $7 00.00

Premium applicable to period covered in taxation year:
331$700 X -- = -------------------------------- 640.55

Less premium paid by employee----....... ---------------- ---- 275.00

SBalance-Premium paid by employer .-----------------.... 365.55
Employee's coverage---------------- .-- ...........---- 100,000.00
Exemption ----------------------- ---- ------. 25,000.00
Excess over exemption ----------- ------- ----- ---------- 75, 000.00
Portion of premium paid by employer that is to be reported as a tax.

able benefit on form T4 supplementary:
$75,000

$35.55 X 100,000 274. 1$100000 -------------------------------- 241

EXAMPLE II

To illustrate a more complicated situation where the amount of the employee's
coverage under the same group policy varied throughout his taxation year, as-
sume the following:

The employee was covered during the taxation year as follows: For 90 days at
$20,000, for 180 days at $50,000, for 95 days at $75,000-
and during the taxation year the employee paid premiums of the following
amounts In respect of his insurance: For a period of $20,000 coverage, $20; for
period of $50,000 coverage, $100; for period of $75,000 coverage, $75. .

No calculation is required in respect of the period during which his cov-
erage was less than $25,000 and a separate calcilation must be made for each of
the other two periods. The amount to be reported on form T4 supplementary is
the sum of those two calculations which are as follows:
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Annual premium on employee's coverage of $50,000 at $7 per $1,000-. $350.00

Premium applicable to period covered for this amount:
180

$350.00X- =....-----......................... 172.60
365

Less :,Preniialad by.enipt6 - ----- --.. - - 100.00

Balance-Premium paid by employer- ---- ---------------- 72 60

Employee's coverage ...-- -- -.----------.......... 000.00
Exemption---------------------------------- --- --.. 2 000.00

Excess over exemption.-------.. -------------------. 2, 000. 00
Portion of premium paid by employer that is to be included In income'

per this calculation:
$25,ooo

$72.60X- -=------------------------- 36.30
$50,000

B

Annual premium on.employee's coverage of $75,000 at $7 per $i,000-. $50:00
Premlumsapplh~tble todperfodcovered for this amount:

95
$525.00X-=- ....... .--------------------...-----.-- 136. 64

365
Less: Premium paid by employee---------------------------- 75.00

Balance-Premium paid by employer--..--.-------------. ----- 61.64
Employee's coverage------ ----------- -- --------------- 75, 000.00
Exemption---- .--------.. -----..------------- 25, 000. 00

Excess over exemption------------------------------ 50,000.00
Portion of premium paid by employer that is to be included in income

per this calculation:
$50,000

$61.64X-- =-- ...................................... 41.09
$75,000

The portion of premium paid by employer that is to be reported as a
taxable benefit on form T4 supplementary is the sum of:

Calculation under A----.......------- -------.---.- ....... $36.30
Calculation under B---.--------------..----------------- 41.09

Total------------------------ ---------------- 77. 39

NoTr.-The foregoing examples are based on the assumption that the employee is covered
only under ore group life insurance policy. Where an officer or employee Is covered under
more than one group life insurance policy a separate computation must be made in respect
of each policy, with the $25,000 "exemption" being apportioned among the policies.
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(1) (2) (3)

Policy No. Pocy No. o.ol o. Policy No.
Item 0-000, 0-0000 , 0-000000, ,0OOOO,

... period period period ' eriod
Jan. , 190, Mar.1,19 n., 190, July , 1,
to Dec. 31,to 31, to June, to Dec. 31,

1960 1900 1960 1960

'. Amount of group Hfe Insurance in force......... $75,06. 7r600.00 0 000 4,0000.00
2. Net annual average premium per $1,000........... $7.00 $7.00 $7.00 , $7.0

. Ai al~prem lo orntamo nt of Insurane in item . : . .
(, r ti inm e (Item 3itmm2s....t..... .............. $525.00 $ 52.0 $S35 . , I.

4. N~~me of dsys durig taxation year amount in
Item I in frce ......................... . 365 306 181 184

.Number of days In taxation year .................. 365 .365 365. X5
6. Percent of texatio ye ar mount f in . . ;...

item intr6 e(ftenl4 d 'idedby itetiS) in ' :
prcent.. 100 83.84 46 -0.41

year It I In lore (item 3 times Item 6)............. $525.00 $440.18 $173, .$1l.15
& Employee's contribution for amount of insurance in j • l

Item I during taxation )year ...-................ $450.00 $375.00 $160.00 10.00
9. Employer's share of cost ofamount in item 1 during

taxation year (items 7 and 8) .................. 75.00 $65.18 23.57 21.1S
10. Amount of exemption (25,000, or prorats portion If

more than I poliey).......... ........... ... $25,000.00 $25,000.00 $25,000.00 $25,000.00
11. ExceR M of amount of nsurace initem lover exempt

amount (item 1 minus Item 11) ................... $50,000.00 $50,000.00 $25,000.00 $15,000.00
12. Percentage excess Is of amount of Insurance In item 1

(item 11 divided by item i) ............. percent.. 66.67 66.67 . 50 37.5
13. (a) Amount includable In employee's Income

(item 12 times Item 9)..................... . $50.00 $43.44 $Il.79 $7.93
14. Amount to be included as Income on employee's

form T-4 supplemental (Item 13(a)) ............. $50.00 $43.44 ........... .72

SExample: 1. Employee Insured for$75,000 throughout 1960. 2. Employee Insured for $75.000commencidn
MBr. 1, 1960, for balance of year. 3. Employee Insured for $50000 from Jan. 1, 1960, to June 30, 1960 and his
insurance was reduced to 40,000 commencing July 1, 1960, for the balance of the year. The nei atr.ual
average premium and employee contribution figures are assumed and are used for Illustrative purposes
only.

REVENUE 'ACT r0'1968

Examples
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Computation of taxable premfum--Employee' DroUp life inSurance n ecess
of $85,000

ameof emapkyge...................... Payll or location CertlfIcateumber TaaVtion ypr

Orouppolicy or policies................... Premium per $1,000 of Insuirauce
Polcy No. ....... A vere premium ....................
Policy No. ....... Ave premium ...................

Policy Policy Policy
Item No ...... No. No......

(see examples on reverse side) period ...... period ...... period ......
to ...... ' to...... to ..

1. Amousi of group life insurance In force............... ................................... ..
2. Net annual average premium per $1,000.........................................................
3. Annual premium for amount of insurance in Item I (item

I times item 2) .......................................... .............. .......... ..............
4. Number of days during taxation year amount In item 1 In

force... ............. ........... ........ ....................
5. Number of days in taxation year................. ............................
6 Percentage of taxation year amount of Insurance in Item 1

In force (tem 4 divided by tem )....... ............. .............. ........... ............
7. Premium for amount in item 1 for part of taxation year it

is In force (item 3 times Item 6)................. .. ............. . ............. ..............
& Employee's contribution for amount of Insurance In item I

during taxation year......................................................
9. Employer's share of cost of amount in item 1 during tax-

tion year (Item 7 minus Item 8) ......... .............. ............................
10. Amount of exemption ($25,000, or pro rata portion If more

than 1 policy)..................................... .... ............................
11. Excess of amount of Insurance in item 1 over exempt

amount (ltem I minus item 11) ................................ ...........
12. Percentage excess Is of amount of insurance in item I (item

I! divided b y tem .)). .......... ............ ... ..........................................
13. (a) Amount includable In employee's Income (Item 12

times item 9) .......... ...... ........... ............................
(6) Item 13(S) carried over from other computation, if

any, for current taxation year .............................................
14. Total amount to be Included as Income on employee's

form T-4 supplemental (item 13(a) plus item 13(6), If
any).................................................. .......... ................ ............

The term "group life Insurnnce" includes insurance on the lives of retired em-
ployees as well as active employees. It includes group paid-up life insurance.
It does not apply to group accidental death and dismemberment benefits or to
other fqrms of accidental death benefits.

Where the insurance of any employee Is provided under more than one policy,
computation of the premium subject to tax must be made separately with respect
to each policy. The $25,000 "exemption" must be prorated between the policies
on the basis of the amount of insurance. (See item 10.) This proration must be
made as to all policies, regardless of whether the employee contributions consti-
tute the entire premium. If the amount of insurance changes during the taxa-
tion year, separate computations must be made with respect to each'amount for
the period the amount is in force. Provision for separate computations Is made
on this form and each should be identified at the head of the column by policy
i umber and period covered.

The "premium per $1,000 of insurance" in the heading is the net annual aver-
age premium per $1,000 calculated by the insurance carrier for use in item 2.
Calculated by ..........------------- . checked by --------

Date----------------
Mr. HoRxE. And, at the same time, there is a statement which was

made in the House of Commons of the Canadian Parliament by Secre-
tary Fleming, the Minister of Finance, at the time the Canadians took
up this proposal,

He pointed out that under the Canadian method they would tax the
Aoiployee on the insurance paid by, the.employer, not on the basis of
this group proposal ol the House bill but on the coverage paid by the
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employer in exce s of $25,000. They would base the system of taxa-
tion upon the average premium cost to the employer. This provides a
relatively simple method of determini n g taxability, aid the employee
himself can make this determination based upon thi figures the em-
ployer gives him as to how much the premiums cost.

When Minister Fleming introduced this bill in thli House of Com-
mons le commented on the fact. that this type of provision would not
penalize older employees and jeopardize their rights, but would act
equitably on the basis of group insurance coverage.

If you like, I can introduce this statement by Mr. Fleming in the
House of Commons which explains why Canada adopted the provi-
sions thit. they did in this fashion.

Senator CARrsON. It will be made a part of the record.
(The document referred to follows:)

Mr. F.LEMINo (Eglinton). No, Mr. Chairman, I am speaking about group pol-
tcies. These are commonly known, I believe, as jumbo policies, and they exist
in many cases where there is no general provision assuring equality of treatment
or even proportionate treatment on;the part.of employees of the company con-
cerned. Therefore it seemed to us that there should be some limitation placed
upon the exemption now enjoyed. That is why we brought forward the proposal
that premiums paid on these policies should be exempt in the case of any person
up to $25,000 of life insurance, but as to the excess of the insurance over $25,000,
whatever premium is paid on behalf of the Individual should be regarded as In-
come received by him and he should be taxable upon It. Otherwise, it would be
relatively simple for a senior executive to take a substantial portion of his
renmneration not In the form of salary hut in the form of an extraordinarily
large Insurance policy upon which premiums would be paid on his behalf. That
is the background out of which this proposal has come to the committee.

This clause deals-and deals in a straightforward way, I think-with the per-
son who has been enjoying the benefit of a policy of more than $25,000, or who
will in future be enjoying the benefit of such a policy under one of ,the group
insurance plans. HIow are you going to tax- such a person in. respect, of the
premium on the excess over $25,000? That Is the situation with which this
clause deals. One could go about it in two ways, broadly speaking. One could
say: We will regard as income In the hands of such a man the premiun which
he would pay at his age on that particular policy according to its amount and
its provisions. But that might not be fair, because the man might be advanced
In age: he might. indeed. have reached a point where Insurance premiums are
very heavy. IIe might even have passed the point where he can obtain insurance
on an Individual policy. What we have done, therefore, is, in effect, to work out
an average so that what such a man will have to pay is the average premium on
the whole group under the group plan. That is the essence briefly, of this clause.
It is well understood. I can assure the honorable gentleman, by the Insurance
companies. They understand what this means, and the way in which the plan
works out.

Senator D)oor.s (nresi;dng). Any other llestions?
Senator C.ARLSOx. May I conclude, Mr. Chairman ?
Senator Doror..ts. Yes.
Senator C.\n.soN. Those of us who have studied this section dealing

with term life insurance realize that it is gofig to bring about a great
difficulty, and it could he a very expensive operation for corporations.
I helievf you stated that the revenue would be only $5 million?

Mr. HIORNE. That is the estimate, I believe, that the Treasury made.
Senator Ca.tsox. It occurs to me that it might cost more tlian that

before we get through with it, particularly for those who are involved
in it, and I think will cause some problems.

You madle some interesting comments on moving expenses of em-
ployees. That, too, now is getting to be a problem in view of what
seem to be shifts of our industrial economy.

. ,, a
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I believe yoi, said. that employers may reimburse , . ,transgI
employes, or, expenses over. and yond tho cost inpup ire.mn in
their hoisehold effets:,, . .-

Tell us' what *othel: facts -of expenses might -be involve ..ithl
movin ., , . . . .

Mr. HORNE:. W6ll in' the l se'of mQost, Jage; employee t.d y,"ey
recogitize that the employee is never going to be made wj hol, Satlr,'t
.if they reimburse the transferred employee for only hiscost pf 0~his;
hold effects. and. his in-transit; moving -expee, so e .tsu 1poJc
is to pick up some incidental expenses, but to put some limitationop
them. The reimbursement is made on some reasonable basis, and
frequently the provision is that they will reimburse miscellaneous
expenses but not in excess of 1 month's salary,., : . . . ,

SThe type of expenses involved are such things as losses on braking
a lease; temporary living expenses that he has while he and his family
are in the new location looking; for a new place t live. :There are
limitations ohi. hoW,'lbig this typ .of :eimburqsment will occur. , ,

I understand that Congress in 1960 enacted provisions for the
Foreign Service employees, and provided that they will be reim-
bursed similarly on temporary living expenses for a limited period
while they are in a new location looking for new quarters and this, as
I understand it, is not treated as taxable income in the case of Foreign
Service employees.

Senator CARLSON. I was just going to say, Mr. Home, I am on the
Civil Service Committee, and have been for years and, of course, at
various times Government agencies move entire operations from one
city to the other, and it makes a very difficult problem .for the
employees.

One of the complaints we have had is that people own their homes
and they have to sell them and buy a new home, and as far as I can
determine there is no provision or no effort made to take care of the
loss they- actually had to take in changing homes, other real estate
.problems.

Mr. lHOnN. This is another very important problem. Many com-
panies meet it today by providing an appraisal at the time the em-
'ployee is transferred. After they have determined from that ap-
praisal the value of the house, they will enter into various reimburse-
ment arrangements for the loss that the employee has sustained by
reason of having to sell his house at a loss.

Now, at one time the court decisions indicated that this type of re-
imbursement was not considered taxable compensation.

There has been a recent Tax Court decision which tends to overrule
the earlier case, or has overruled the earlier case. So the question is
very much up in the air at the present time, and it wild be helpful
if your committee could clarify this question.

Senator CARLSO. One more question, Mr. Chairman. Do you rec-
ommend that an affiliated group of companies have an election to pay
dividends within the group free of any intercorporate dividend tax
if the group received only one surtax exemption?

Now, I am interested in your reasons as to why such an election is
necessary when the affiliated group could file consolidated returns
and achieve the same result.

Mr. IHRNE. Well, it could,sir. But in many instances there are
other reasons for not filing a consolidated return. For example, an
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affiliated group may have different fiscal years. Under the consoli-
dated return provisions all of the members of the group would have to
adopt the same fiscal year. In some cases, where a domestically in.
corporated subsidiary may be operating abroad, it would be difficult
for the company to change its fiscal year.

Another reason is that many companies would not want to file
on a consolidated return basis for State income tax purposes. If they
do file a consolidated return for Federal tax purposes, under the laws
and practice of many States they would have to file on the same basis
for State tax purposes. I think these are only some of the principal
reasons.

Another reason is that you have a problem when you file a con-
solidated return of dealing with minority stockholders. If there are
substantial minority stockholders, say 10 or 15 percent in a subsidiary,
any tax benefit from the consolidated return filing will have to be
allocated in an equitable manner among the group, and this problem
of allocation sometimes causes difficulties in satisfying minority stock-
holders.

So, for these reasons, many companies would prefer not to file con-
solidated returns. Obviously this is not the only benefit that you get
from filing consolidated returns, that is, the elimination of the inter-
corporate dividend tax. You get other benefits such as your ability
to offset your loss corporations against your profit companies. But
we do think it is equitable to eliminate the intercorporate dividend
tax for a group eligible for consolidated returns, if it waives the mul-
tiple surtax exempttion, and claims only one surtax exemption for the
entire group.

Senator CAmrSON. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN (presiding). Senator Douglas?
Senator DoroLAs. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Morton?
Senator MoRroN. Mr. Home, you say that this (late that the House

-put in on stock options of June 11, 1963, might offer some problems,
and Ican see how it could.

Mr. HoRNE. Yes.
Senator MoRToN. This could be remedied by whatever we do in

stock options-I do not say we will accept the House version-but
whatever we do we can make the date the time of enactment of the
bill.

Mr. HORNE. I think that would cover the problem arising because
employers are going ahead with stock option plans under the present
law because they do not know what the ultimate provisions would be,
-sir.

Senator MoRroN. Most other dates in this bill are, of course, Janu-
ary 1, 1964. If, by chance, we should pass this bill, let us say, Febru-
ary 10, 1964, it is still conceivable that there would be some stock
options under present law going on during the first 40 days of the
next year so, therefore, for this particular purpose it seems more
equitable 'to make the effective date the date of enactment of the
:bill.

Mr. Honws. Yes, sir.
Senator MoRTrN. Thank you.
The CmrAtr.x. Thank you very much, Mr. Horne.
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Our next witness is Mr. William Kuhfuss of the Illiiois AgricUi.
tural Association.

Senator DOUGLAS. Mr. Chairman, may I say Mr. .Kuhfussis a li-
tinguished citizen of Illinois, a highly honorable man lith reputation.
We do not always agree on farm policy, but he is very able and a very
fine citizen.

The CHAIRm AN. You may proceed, Mr. Kuhfuss.

STATEMENT OF WILLIAM J. KUHFUSS, PRESIDENT, ILLINOI .
AGRICULTURAL ASSOCIATION

Mr. KnrFuss. Thank you.
I am William J. Kuhfuss, a farmer, and the elected president of

the Illinois Agricultural Association, Bloomington, Ill., which is
the statewide Farm Bureau organization in Illinois, and is composed
of 195,281 voluntary members. We appreciate the opportunity to
present our views on the very important subject of Federal tax
policy.

Mr. Charles B. Shuman, president of the American Farm Bureau
Federation, appeared before this committee on October 24 and pre-
sented a statement concerning the Federal tax policy, outlining Farm
Bureau's policy position as adopted by delegates at the 1962 Ameri-
can Farm Bureau Federation annual meeting. The Illinois dele-
gates at this meeting wholeheartedly supported this position. We
are. in agreement with the statement presented by Mr. Shuman.

To summarize Mr. Shuman's statement, I would like to have the
privilege of reading a very short paragraph in order to bring back
to your minds this particular statement.

In summary, Farm Bureau believes that Federal taxes are excessive and
should be reduced. However, tax reduction should be based on reduced Fed-
eral expenditures, not on deficit financing. We firmly believe that the task of
first priority for Congress is effective control of the Federal expenditures
through a substantial reduction of new obligational authority. Since this task
has not yet been accomplished, Farm Bureau opposes the enactment of H.R. 8363.

Rather than repeat a number of the points made by Mr. Shuman
in his testimony, I would like to direct my remarks to the importance
of Federal taxation and spending policy to Illinois farmers and to
relate some of the concerns of Illinois farmers regarding this subject.

In Illinois, we have just completed our annual intensive effort to
give every Farm Bureau member an opportunity to participate in
developing the policy position for his organization. Even though
our annual meeting, where the official position of the Illinois Agri-
cultural Association is adopted by more than 500 voting delegates,
will not be held until the 18th through 21st of this month, I can report
to you that one of the subjects receiving the greatest attention in our
policy development program was the whole area of Federal taxation
and spending. Recommendations on this subject were stated in many

(lifievent words, but can be categorized into several major general
statements:

(1) Our membs ers were nearly unanimous in recommending that
taxes should not be cut until the budget is balanced or spending is
materially reduced. If a meaningful reduction is made in spending,
they would support a reduction in Federal tax rates.

(2) Our members were insistent that the Federal Government
operate on a pay-as-you-go basis and that the Federal budget be
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balanced. At this point it should be noted that representatives of
the American Farm Bureau Federation have recently made specific
recommendations to congressional committees on budget reduction in
many areas of Federal Government activity, including agriculture.

(3) Illinois Farm Bureau members suggested that expenditures
be cut, specifically mentioning foreign aid, the space program, and
the Federal payroll, including the USDA.

These expressions of Farm Bureau members indicate a vital con-
cern on the part of Illinois farmers with the taxation and spending
policies of our Federal Government. Farmers in their own business
know full well the consequences of constantly living beyond their
means. They are concerned about the solvency of their Government
when it continues, year after year, to live beyond its means.

The fiscal record of the Federal Government justifies their concern.
In only 6 of the past 30 years has the Federal Government lived
within its means. The public debt at the end of the 1933 fiscal year
was $22.5 billion. In 30 years this debt has increased to $303.5 billion.
The budget for the current fiscal year projects a deficit of $11.2 bil-
lion, even before a tax cut. This current deficit is equal to about
one-half of our total national public debt of just 30 years ago. In
fact, the fiscal 1964 interest charges alone of more than $10 billion
on our current national public debt are equal to nearly one-half of
the total national public debt at the end of 1933. Farmers often ask:
What nation has followed this course and long endured without
ruinous financial consequences? We know of none.

Farmers are well aware of our present taxload, not only at the
national level, but also at the State and local levels. They would
welcome a reduction in this load, if they could be assured thatit would
not result in either an even greater tax burden in years to come or
further inflation. But until such assurances can be made, we will
stand firm on our position of opposing a tax cut until such a cut can
be made without increasing our current budget deficits.

To illustrate here a littlebit, I would like to point to the 1963 budget
deficit of $6.2 billion which was budgeted with a $400 million surplus.

In 1962 we had a deficit of $6.4 billion and we had a budgeted sur-
plus that year of $1.5 billion.

I think this points out the justification for farmers' concern, and
they need more than just a promise and an intent for their
justification.

I would like to discuss the farmers' tax burden and the problem
of inflation in more detail. In the past 10 years, Illinois farm prop-
erty taxes have increased from less than $87 million to nearly $160
million, an increase of 64 percent. Last year, these property taxes
represented more than 9 percent of farmers total production expenses
and were equivalent to more than 20 percent of their realized net
income. In addition to these heavy property taxes, farmers pay
State and local sales taxes, Federal income taxes, excise taxes and
the other taxes paid by any other citizen. In view of this overall tax
burden, I am sure Illinois farmers would welcome a tax reduction,
but they know a tax reduction at this time, which would increase
current deficits, must result in either increased taxes later or paying
off the deficits and debts with cheaper dollars through inflation.
Neither of the alternatives is acceptable in the long rui. We are
opposed to both.
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Inflation has already put the Illinois farmer in a painful price-cost
squeeze. Since 1949-51, total expenditures for production items by
Illinois farmers have increased from an average of $1,234 to $1,704
million, or by 38 percent. During this same period, cash receipts
from farm marketings in Illinois have increased by only 20 percent,
or from $1,826 to $2,198 million. True, part of the increase in produc-
tion expenses reflects an increase in the amount of feed fertilizer,
petroleum, and similar production items purchased. However, a
good part of the increase is attributable to an increase in the cost per
units of the purchased items. The index of prices paid by farmers
for production items, interest, taxes, and wage rates increased from
263 in 1949-51 to 306 in 1962, or by some 16 percent. Increases have
been particularly large for interest, taxes, and wages. During this
same period, the index of prices received by farmers decreased from
270 to 243, or a decrease of 10 percent.

Further inflation, which we believe would be generated by larger
budget deficits and an increase in the national debt, would put Illi-
nois farmers and farmers throughout the United States at an even
greater economic disadvantage. Increased costs would seriously re-
duce net farm income and would impair the farmer's ability to com-
pete in world markets. Our farmers need to expand existing markets
and to develop new markets both at home and abroad. Efforts to
this end will be largely unsuccessful, if increasing costs force prod-
ucts to be priced out of these markets. The same is true for anj
other industry.

We respectfully urge you to avoid any action that will increase the
tax burden in the future or trigger a new round of inflation. Any tax
cut at this time must be earned by a meaningful reduction in spending.

Thank you for the opportunity to express our views to this
committee.

The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Kuhfuss, I want to congratulate you,'sir, on a
very able and sound statement. I am impressed especially by this:

I am sure Illinois farmers would welcome a tax reduction, but they know a
tax reduction at this time, which would increase current deficits, must result
in increased taxes later or paying off the deficits and debts with cheaper dollars
through inflation. Neither of the alternatives is acceptable in the long run.
We are opposed to both.

That is a very accurate and a very fine statement of the situation that
now confronts us. I want to commend you and the Farm Bureau.

I am very happy to say I have been a member of the Farm Bureau
for many, many years, and they have done great work to preserve the
sound principles of our democracy. I want to congratulate you, sir.

Mr. Kunjrss. Thank you sir.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Douglas.
Senator DOUGLAS. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Carlson.
Senator CAIULSON. I just want to commend Mr. Kuhfuss for the

statement he has made. I am somewhat familiar with the way you
arrive at these recommendations through your policy committees with
which I happen to be familiar in our own State of Kansas.

I wonder if folks realize that a group of representative citizens,
at least in Kansas, from every county gather around the table and have
discussions of these problems and express their views, and that is the
way the State gets its information in Kansas, and, I assume, in
Illinois.
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SMr. Kiunurss. That is right. We are never completely satisfied
with our policy development system nor with the participation we
have. We would like to have every member take part, and they do
not all take part. But when we have from 20,000 to 25,000 in our
State sit down around the table and decide what the issue is, we think
the system is pretty good.

This is what happened: The way we make our decisions is the dele-
gates, from each of these counties decide what the position of this
organization should be; this is carried to the State Farm Bureau on
national issues, and then it is hammered out at the American Farm
Bureau in the same manner.

Senator CARLSON. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAIRMfAN. Senator Gore.
Senator GORE. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Senator Morton.
Senator MORTON. No questions.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much indeed, sir.
The next witness is Garner M. Lester of the National Tax Equality

Association.
Mr. Lester, take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF GARNER M. LESTER, CHAIRMAN, BOARD OF DIREC-
TORS, NATIONAL TAX EQUALITY ASSOCIATION

Mr. LESTER. My name is Garner M. Lester, I live at Jackson, Miss.,
and I am engaged in several small business operations. I appear here
today as chairman of the board of directors of the National Tax Equal-
ity Association. This association, organized in 1943, numbers nearly
8,000 members who are faced with tax-favored competition of one
kind or another. They represent practically every aspect of whole-
sale and retail distribution, country assembly, the manufacture of
farm supplies, and the processing of farm produce. NTEA also has
members in such seemingly unrelated businesses as funeral parlors,
housing, insurance, banking and many consumer services.

As your committee is well aware, it was in 1961 that the present
administration began a massive reform of our Federal tax structure.
As President Kennedy stated in his tax message of that year, this
reform was aimed-and I quote-
at providing a broader and more uniform tax base, together with an appro-
priate rate structure.

He went on to state that-and I quote:
* * * special provisions have developed into an increasing source of prefer-

ential treatment to various groups. Whenever one taxpayer is permitted to pay
less, someone else must he asked to p;ay more. The uniform distribution of the
tax Iurden is thereby disturbed and higher rntes are made necessary by the
narrowing tax base.

Gentlemen. our membership endorses that statement unqualifiedly.
In it the President expresses tlhe basic concept which led to org nizn-
tion of the National Tax Equality Association 20 years ago. This snme
philosophy has been expresed in our testimony before vour committee
for years. We, of course, pointed out time after time that such unfair
treatment under our tax laws creates an intolerable competitive citna-
tion. Taxpayinl small husinessmen have. heen forced to liquidate or
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sell out to the cooperatives. Others have seen their profits dwindle as
the tax-favored cooperatives expand.

Heeding the President's request, the 87th Congress included, in the
Revenue Act of 1962, basic legislation to tax somewhat more effectively
the income of cooperatives. The new law also narrowed the tax ad-
vantage of savings and loan associations, mutual savings banks, and
mutual fire and casualty insurance companies. Although this legisla-
tion did not go far enough to solve the problem, we are deeply ap-
preciative for it as a first step toward the goal the President set forth.
We also appreciate last year's depreciation reform and investment
credit.

These 1962 improvements in our tax laws undoubtedly contributed
to the present well-being of our economy. Nevertheless, we still agree
with the President when he stated in his 1963 tax message that in spite
of these improvements-and I quote:

* * * our tax system still siphons out of the private economy too large a share
of personal and business purchasing power and reduces the incentive for risk,
investment, and effort-thereby aborting our recoveries and stfling our national
growth rate.

TAX REDUCTION

The President was referring, of course, to the need for reductions
in individual and corporate tax rates. These tax reductions are in-
corporated in the bill, H.R. 8363, now before your committee.

Our members are strongly in favor of the reduction in tax rates on
corporation income. They share the President's feeling that such
reduction would stimulate business investment and increase the Na-
tion's rate of economic growth. It will also narrow the inequitable
gap between business corporations that are fully taxed and those that
are only partially taxed. We feel certain of this attitude on the part
of our membership because of their expressions during the regional
meetings held throughout the country and their discussions with our
Washington staff.

Our people are also in favor of a substantial reduction in the
individual income tax rates. However, we consider the elimination of
the inequities in the present tax law as being far more important for
reasons that we shall explain later.

There is an important qualification to our members' approval of both
these tax reduction proposals. It is abundantly clear that a majority
of our members do not believe that the Government's revenue can be
safely reduced without a planned program to control expenditures
which will in the near future produce a balanced budget. While our
members regard an immediate tax cut as necessary to stimulate our
economy, they agree it must not be of such magnitude as to threaten
inflation nor, on the other hand, should it be so small as to be in-
effective.

The National Tax Equality Association generally approves of the
new rates that would apply to corporation income. In the bill now
before you, these are: 22 percent on the first $25,000, to be effective for
calendar year 1964; and 48 percent on income above that amount to be
reached in two annual steps.

Frankly, most of our association's members are small businessmen
who would benefit from the decrease in the normal bracket rate. We
recognize that this 22-percent'rate of taxation would enable many
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small companies with great growth potential to retain more of their
earnings and thereby expand more rapidly. This is good for the
economy. Even more important, such a reduction would narrow the
tax advantage that cooperative competitors now enjoy over the
smallest of the small businessmen. However, we are not unmindful
that rate reduction in the interests of expanding the economy is highly
desirable for all corporations, regardless of size.

The proposal to place corporations with tax liabilities in excess of
$100,000 on a pay-as-you-gobasis over a 7-year period is strongly op-
posed by our members, even by those whom it does not affect directly.
This provision does not even appear consistent with the President's
announced goal of making more investment capital available through
tax reduction.

Such corporations operating on a cash basis would not realize the
full effects of the corporate tax reduction until 1971. As a matter of
fact, they would experience very little advantage until 1968. The
Ways and Meas Committee report (H. Rept. 749 88th Cong., 1st sess.,
1963, p. 31) shows that these corporations would pay approximately
99.1 percent of their present taxes annually through 1968.

Such corporations operating on an accrual basis, of course, would
lose the use of cash equal to their tax funds annually for the period
of the speedup. To the extent this reduces the cash flow, it affects
indirectly every investor and every businessman. For these reasons
we urge that your committee give careful consideration to eliminating
the speedup in corporate tax payments.

When it comes to increasing investment capital, the Ways and
Means Committee admits that the corporate tax acceleration in the
current bill largely nullifies the advantages from the reduction in the
corporate tax rate. In its report, the committee states and I quote:
* * * since In each year the acceleration in payments is offset or more than
offset by the tax reduction, the speedup of corporate payments will not decrease
internal funds available at the corporate level for Investment.

In effect, the committee is pointing out that the internal funds avail-
able for investment at the corporate level will not be materially in-
creased. The tax speedup would, therefore, do nothing to achieve the
President's overall objective.
. The dividend credit and dividend exclusion provisions in the pres-
ent tax lw were adopted in 1954 to encourage capital investment by
individuals. As many of you will remember, these provisions were
enacted 1beause it was felt that the double taxation of distributed
corporate income was a deterrent to investment in corporations. At
the time, it was stated frequently that while this was only a step in the
direction of the removal of double taxation, it did represent a desire
to eliminate such an inequity.

This year. in eliminating the 4-percent dividend credit, the House
now seems to discourage investment by individuals. The Ways and
Means Committee defended this section of its tax bill against the dou-
ble tn-ation ar-gunment (HT. Rent. 749, 88th Cong., 1st sess.. 1963. p.
32). Tie committee wrote and I quote:
* * * the reduction in corporate rate by 4 percentage points iro ded by this
bill probably does as much to remove any double taxation involved wi ;i re pect
to corporate distributions ns would the continuance of the present 4-percen
dividend credit.
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From the standpoint of encouraging investment, we cannot believe
that the corporate rate reduction offsets the elimination of the 4-per-
cent dividend credit. Both have thesame announced purpose of in-
creasing investment income. They do not, however, encourage invest-
ment capital from the same sources.

The corporate rate reduction encourages the corporations them-
selves to invest the increased funds that would be available from
decreased taxation.

The 4-percent dividend credit encourages individuals to furnish
capital for corporate investment.

The first encouragement to investment comes from the increased
earning power of the corporation while the latter comes from the
savings of the individual.

It seems to our members that the 4-percent dividend credit should
not be eliminated in the tax bill now before you if we are to achieve the
President's objectives. Actually, we would favor taking steps to
increase the dividend credit to the end that double taxation be
eliminated.

Our members must compete with cooperatives whose income is sub-
ject to only a single tax at the individual level. Therefore, the elimi-
nation of the 4-percent dividend credit, to the extent that it increases
double taxation, widens the competitive advantage that cooperatives
enjoy.

Our chief criticism of the legislation before you concerns what it
overlooks. As you will recall, President Kennedy, in his tax message
of 1963, proposed:

Broadening of the base of the individual and corporate income taxes, to remove
unwarranted special privileges, correct defects in the tax law, and provide more
equal treatment of taxpayers thereby permitting a larger reduction in tax rates
than would otherwise be possible and making possible my proposals to alleviate
hardships and inequities.

The full taxation of cooperatives certainly falls within the scope of
this statement. The President proposes to subject all business estab-
lishments which compete in the marketplace to the payment of full
Federal income tax.

Mir. Chairman, full Federal taxation of cooperatives at the cor-
porate level will bring the Treasury more than $150 million a year
in additional revenue. While this amount may seem small, it looks
pretty significant when you compare it with the net recovery of $600
million the House put in H.R. 8863 after months of deliberation.

When you add to this $150 million the $250 million which will result
from full taxation of the savings and loan associations and mutual
savings banks you have $400 million in revenue. Your committee
heard Arthur Roth of the autonomous Bankers Committee for Tax
Equality testify last week as to the merits of equal taxation for all
financial institutions.

To us, $400 million is a lot of money, especially when our country is
faced with a long series of unbalanced budget and a balance-of-pay-
ments problem.

We all realize that legislation affecting the taxation of cooperative
income was included in the Revenue Act of 1962. Unfortunately,
from the viewpoint of those who must compete with cooperatives, that
legislation attempted only to restate the law that Congress thought it
had passed in 1951. It did not face up to the issue of taxing coopera-
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tive income at the soirce-the corporate level where the competitive
impact on business is felt. When your committee and your staff exam-
ine the complexities of the legislation approved last year, then it can-
not help but realize the opportunity for simplification that exists in
this area. It is safe to say that the terminology, the conditions of
taxation, consent requirements, disqualification, treatment of redemp-
tion payments, eto., are confusing not only to the smaller cooperatives
and the farmer patrons, but also to legal and tax experts.

Not only is the law confusing, but it works a downright hardship
on all farmers not in the lowest tax brackets. The farmer patrons
find themselves forced to report their entire share of the cooperative's
income in their individual income tax exen though they may never
receive more than 20 percent of that amount in cash.

To the extent that double taxation of income from regular cor-
porations is continued, we believe the income generated by coopera-
tives should be subject to the same provisions. To the extent that
relief from such double taxation is provided, it should also apply to
cooperative corporations and their patron owners. We refer to:

1. The 85-percent intercorporate dividend credit to grant relief to
corporate dividend recipients;

2. The proposed $100 dividend exclusion for the relief of individual
recipients of corporate dividends (this amounts to $200 in the case of
joint returns);

3. The 4-percent dividend credit; and
4. The proposed normal rate of 22 percent on the first $25,000 of

taxable income to replace the present normal rate of 30 percent.
The new proposals now before you in H.R. 8363 would increase

the dividend exclusion and cut the normal rate on corporations to
22 percent. This development suggests a simple method of taxing
cooperative income which would be more equitable both to taxpaying
businessmen competing with cooperatives and to the patron-owners of
cooperatives themselves.

This proposal will also remove a number of objections of coopera-
tive managers to the cumbersome provisions of the 1962 Revenue Act.
In a news release dated October 25, 1963, the National Council of
Farmer Cooperatives disclosed three principal difficulties resulting
from the 1962 tax provisions. Listed in order of significance they
are:

(1) additional compliance cost which are bound to be reflected in reduced
amounts available to distribute to meribers add otidr patrons;

(2) the deterrent influence on capital investment by farmers in their co-
operatives; and

(8) creation of obstacles to retaining present .members and obtaining new
members.

Mr. Chairman, you will remember that under the new law coopera-
tive corporations must pay out 20 percent -of their income in cash
patronage dividends if they are to escape taxation at the corporate
level. May I point out to you that this 20 percent represents a very
small difference from the 22-percent normal corporate tax rate pro-
posed in H.R. 8363.

From a standpoint of capital retention, it would make very little
difference for the great majority of cooperatives whether they paid
a corporate tax of 22 percent or paid a cash patronage dividend of
20 percent.
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The Natioi's 9,860 local cooperatives (those that deal directly with

the farmer) enjoyed average annual net incomes of $29,528 in 1064,
the latest year for which figures are available. This figure comes

from a special report of the Farmers Cooperative Service pf the U.S.

Department of Agriculture issued in 1957; 438 regional cooperatives

reported an average annual net income of $279,861.. These regional

cooperatives, for the most part, represent wholesaling manufa c Atuing,

and processing cooperatives, and are owned by other '~cooeratives

rather than by farmerpatrons. .
Under the present aw, a local cooperative must include te entire

dividend payment from the regional cooperative im its income. The

local cooperative, in turn, distributes this dividend payment to its

farmer owners. f c.opperatives wer subjep to tlo aw which

applies to regular coporpations, tho local cooperatives woWid, of course,
be able to take advantage of the 85,percent dividend credit.

At the present time patronage aividend ai by o motives are

neither eligible for the 4-per~eit livid prealt ~i or iy vodead
exclusion. This is because no corporate income tax is collect on the

income from which such dividends are paid.
We suggest, Mr. Chairman, it would be more advant eous to the

recipient of patronage dividends ft uc inCpme were hM 4 4 t
the corporate level and excluded from t m inome g t farmel or
other recipient to the extent allowed for dividends of regular corpora-
tions.

Jr. Chairman, it is not geerally realized tht p eP t of oN-
operative patrpnage dividend payments are or mqiunt of .If ith,

$100. This was reported to your committee in 1962 by Mr. Homer L.

Brinkley, executive vice president of the National Council of Farmer

Cooertives. At t ime M r. Brinley was u 1g ttl t t e
withholding taxes on dividends and interest should not only apy to

patronage dividends (see 'Hearings on Revenue Act of 1902, sart 5,

Senate Finance Committee," ages 1700-1706).
Tender the House bill now before you the exclusion of $200 in divi-

dends is permitted on a joint return. iThis would not p y t4 re

of the taxes of the 92 percent mentioned above but of a large poron
of the remaining patronage dividend payments in excess of 100.

Under the present ta law a cooperative reotiirel t o dstribute

20 percent of its patronage divid e in cash, For eramle, a o
operative would distribute in cash o on a patronage diidend of

$100, or $40 on a patronage dividend of $200. This requirement is a

wise provision. It was inserted in the tax bill last year by pur com-

mittee to provide the farmer with cash to pay the tax on his patronage
dividend. This 20 percent is sufficient to pay the tax for those in the

lowest tax brackets. It does not provide enough cash to pay the tax

on the patronage dividend of the man who is ifi a higher tax bracket.

Under our proposal, cooperative income would be txed on the same

basis as the income of any other corporation, mosly at the new 22

percent rate. The farmer would be allowed the same dividend ex-

clusion of $200 on a joint return as the stockholder in a regular corp-
ration. To the extent that patronage dividends do not exceed $00,
cooperative income would be on a single tax basis.

Under our proposal, Mr. Chairman, the $200 exclusion on a joint
return would give a farmer in the 20-percent tax b ticket the equiva-
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lent of $40 in cash and a farmer in a 50-percent tax bracket the equiva-
lent of $100 in cash.

The adoption of our proposal would simplify greatly the farmers'
reporting problems and eliminate the necessity for the farmer in the
higher bracket to reach in his pocket to pay taxes on paper dividends
with no cash value.

Mr. Chairman, at this point I would like to quote from a statement
sent us by Mr. H. B. Tilton who is here beside me today to answer any
questions which may arise. This is Mr. Tilton's statement.

My name is H. B. Tilton. For the past 30 years, I have owned two farms,
of 640 acres each, In Trail County, N. Dak. In general, I favor the proposed tax
bill now before the Senate Finance Committee if certain serious inequities are
corrected.

I think I should say that until very recently I was a member and patron of
the Farmers Union Elevator Co. at Buston, N. Dak. I resigned from this orga-
nization when I received a notice on January 2, last, that they had passed a
resolution which would hold me responsible for paying Federal income taxes on
patronage dividends over and above the amount I receive in cash. I refused
to place myself in the position of owing taxes based on pieces of paper which,
in my opinion, will not have a cash value when received and which may never
have a cash value.

I am sure the Senate Finance Committee, and for that matter, the whole
Congress, tried very hard to work out sound legislation when the tax bill of
1962 was passed. Most of the farmers with whom I have talked, however, still
do not realize that they are now placed in a position where they are going to
have to pay Federal income taxes on sheets of paper (stock certificates, scrip,
etc.) which may or may not be redeemed.

If my co-op pays me a patronage dividend of $100, they are required, under
the 1962 law, to send me $20 in cash and some kind of paper representing the
additional $80. I realize that your idea was that if I were in the lowest tax
bracket, I could use the $20 to pay my Federal Income taxes on the whole
amount which the co-op paid me as a patronage dividend.

First, I am not, and many other farmers are not, in the lowest tax bracket,
so the 20 percent is not enough cash to pay our Income taxes on these patronage
dividends.

Second, I see no reason why the farmer members of cooperatives should be
singled out and required to pay Federal income taxes on paper which will not
have a cash value when received and which, in many cases, may never have
a cash value.

If the cooperative pays me $20 in cash and $80 in scrip, I believe I should be
required to pay my income tax on the $20 I received in cash, but I believe I
should not owe anything on the $80 in scrip until such time as it has a cash
value. That is, if I am in the 20-percent bracket, I should pay $4, which is
20 percent of $20. I should not be required to pay 20 percent of the $80 scrip.

I can think of no other class of taxpayers in the country who are penalized
to this extent, and I believe, Mr. Chairman, once the farmer members of the
cooperatives have become aware of this injustice, they will have no alterna-
tive but to resign from the co-op, as I have, or urge that the Congress remedy
the injustice.

.I suggest that the cooperatives be taxed the same as regular corporations. niid
that the farmers be taxed on the actual cash received as dividends. This should
add substantially to the $600 million which the pending bill would produce by
certain of its changes of present law.

Even if the cash payment required under the present law be increased, the
injustice and inequity would continue if the farmer were required to pay income
tax on the portion of the dividends represented by scrip.

A shareholder in a regular industrial corporation is not so penalized. For
example, if I own stock in a regular industrial corporation that earns $5 a
share and it pays a cash dividend of $2 a share, I pay income taxes on the $2.
I do not pay income taxes on the $3 retained by the corporation.

Farmers are not seeking charity. They merely want justice and the removal
of inequities. A farmer who resigns from a co-op may be without a market
as in some areas a particular co-op may be a monopoly, and he may not have
any convenient place to market his grain.
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That closes Mr. Tilton's statement.
Mr. Chairman, the question as to whether cooperatives do or do not

earn income has been debated before your committee and the House
Committee on Ways and Means for many years.

Together, the staffs of the Treasury and the Joint Committee on
Internal Revenue Taxation settle this issue in part 8 of their April
1951 study when they said and I quote:

That a cooperative itself earns income seems difficult to dispute. It has
assets and employees, it buys, sells, and performs services. The Supreme Court
has recognized that profits derived from activities of this type are the profits
of the organization owning the assets, employing the workers, and carrying out
the commercial activities, even though another person has a legally enforcible
claim to these profits.

Quoting further, the conclusion of the Treasury and joint committee
staffs is:

The fact that cooperatives are corporations and that Congress has the con-
stitutional power to tax them as corporations may appear so obvious that dis-
cussion of the position is unnecessary.

In summary, the National Tax Equality Association endorses the
proposed reductions in corporate and individual income taxes as a
step toward lower tax rates. Our members believe the proposed
revenue reductions should be accompanied by more realistic attempts
to bring the budget in balance through meaningful tax reform and
expenditure reduction.

We call the committee's attention to the fact that the speedup in
corporate payments and the elimination of the 4-percent dividend
credit largely nullify the benefits to be obtained through tax reduction.
The President's hope to produce increased investment to sustain high
levels of business activity and employment will be seriously impaired.

Further, we wish to point out that the tax bill before you falls
short of creating the equity in taxation the President requested. It
leaves many cooperative business enterprises free of income tax at the
corporate level.

We pointed out that the proposed 22-percent normal tax rate on
corporations with profits of $25,000 a year or less is very close to the
20-percent cash payout now required of the cooperatives. The $100
dividend exclusion ($200 for joint returns) if applied to patronage
dividends, would remove the majority of such payments from taxa-
tion on the part of the farmer.

On this basis we propose that cooperatives should be fully taxed
at the corporate level and the proposed $100 dividend exclusion applied
to patronage dividends. This would simplify greatly the tax laws for
millions of farmer-recipients of patronage dividends. It would result
in tax equality between the cooperatives and competing corporations.
To this objective our association has devoted close attention for many
years.

In closing, gentlemen, I want to compliment you as members of this
important committee of the U.S. Senate for the thorough consideration
that you are giving to the President's tax reduction and reform pro-
posals. Through your efforts and deliberations there may emerge a
new concept of taxation, and perhaps n whole new tax system which
would remove for all time the impediments standing between our
people and a larger, stronger,, and more rapidly growing American
economy. Thank you very much, gentlemen.
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The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Lester. Any questions? Thank
you very much, sir.

The next witness is Mr. Roland Bixler of the Manufacturers Asso-
ciation of New Haven County, and J-B-T Instruments, Inc.

Take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF ROLAND M. BIXLER, REPRESENTING MANUFAC.
TURERS ASSOCIATION OF NEW HAVEN COUNTY

Mr. BIXLFn. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I have
entitled these remarks "Tax Justice and Economic Growth."

My name is Roland M. Bixler, and I am a founder iad president of
J-B-T Instruments, Inc., of New Haven, Conn. I appear here today
in behalf of the Manufacturers Association of New Haven County
and my own company. Like my company, most of the 75 members of
the association are small or moderate in size. We certainly appreci-
ate the opportunity to be heard.

As to specific suggestions, they are these for the amendment of
H.R. 8363:

(1) Revise the personal tax rate scale to achieve a much more mod-
erate graduation, especially through the middle brackets.

(2) Reduce the top corporate rate by a minimum of 5 percentage
points rather than the 4 in the proposed or pending legislation.

(3) Retain the 4-percent dividend credit.
(4) Eliminate the provision for taxation of the value of group

term life insurance above $30,000.
(5) Repeal the 15-percent intercorporate dividend tax for all affili-

ated members of a parent corporation which do not take advantage
of the multiple surtax exemption.

I am well aware that other witnesses have provided and will provide
detailed information backing up these and other recommendations for
amendment, and I therefore will confine the rest of my statement to
some of the philosophic and economic considerations which we in New
Haven County believe should underlie tax action at this time.

COMPfTITION BiWWEVEN TAX MOVEMENTS

H.R. 8863 in a sense brings to a head the competition between two
movements which got underway in the mid-1950's.

One movement dealt with thle injustice of steeply graduated rates
of personal tax, and the restraint which excessive rates of both in-
dividual and corporate tax place on our free economy's potential for
growth and employment.

The other movement from the mid-1950's dealt with the claimed
injustice of many features of the tax lawsometimes called tax loop-
holes, tax shelters, and so forth.

The objective of the first movement was to achieve reform of the
graduated rates and overall reduction in both income and corporate
tax rates, to achieve conformity with elemental rules of justice, and
to release the incentives and capital necessary for sustainable, high-
level prosperity, and employment.

The objective of the competing movement is somewhat more diffl-
cult for me to pin down. Proponents of closing so-called loopholes
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have seemed generally content to keep alive the notion that the tax
law is essentially structured to protect successful and rich people, and
business, from paying a fair share of taxes.

I am prejudiced, of course. As a businessman, I experience the bur-
den which the corporate rates impose on my company's income, and
which the personal rates impose on my personal income. I look, as
any taxpayer would, to find legal shelters which will enable my com-
pany, and myself, to reduce our total taxes, but I don't find anything
which offers much comfort. It perhaps is natural that I would view
the deductions and credits under the present tax law, which are avail-
able to me, as sound and reasonable; further, that I would emphasize
the inadequacy of these provisions, for example, the 4-percent divi-
dend credit, in providing evenhanded justice for me under the law.

It has been said that a tax loophole is somebody else's tax deduction.
However, I have never been impressed with the claim that the people,
generally, who own and run businesses, or the businesses themselves,
are the beneficiaries of unwarranted provisions in the tax law. To
the contrary, on total balance, and with special regard to the inade-
quate dividend credit, it is my belief that the injustice of the tax rates
is more compounded b omissions in the tax law than softened by its
provisions.

THE PROTECTION OF INCOME FROM TAX

I do not need to inform this committee that the great bulk of income
protected from tax enjoys this status because of personal and depend-
ency exemptions, and deductions available to and generally used by
taxpayers in all income levels. However, it has been illuminating to
me to have put in tabular form, from U.S. Department of Commerce
data available this year, the major items accounting for the difference
between total personal income and the total taxable income of
individuals.

(The table referred to follows:)

Personal income versus taxable income (1960)

Billions of Percent of
dollars total

Total personal Income...... ..... ............................................ 401 1000

.,ot carried forward to taxable income:
(1) Transfer payments (social security benefits, unemployment In-

sor , ,e .)........................................... 29 7.2
(2) Incomenkind............................................. 22 6.6

(3) Other labor incomes (employer contributions to welfare tunds,
worlnken's compensation, etc.) ................................ _10 2.6

(4) Reported income of nontaxable Individuals...................... 18 4.5
Personal exemptions of taxable individuals....................... S1 20.2
Standard deductions of taxable Individuals...................... 12 0

SItemized deductions of taxable Individuals:
) Adjusted goes inome, $0 to S0XL .................... 31 7.7

b) Adjusted gross Income $S,000 and over.................. 2 .6
(8) Other micellameous Items, uet............................... 24 6.0

Total................ ......... .................................. 29 67.1
Taxable income............. ........ ........................... 172 42.9

Subtotals:
), (2)and (3)................. .......................... 61 1&.2

(4) and ()......................................................... 0 24.7
( and (7a)................................. ................. 43 10.7

Source of data: Survey of Current Business,/ay 1963, U.S. Department of Commerce.
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Mr. BIXLER. The totals show that 57.1 percent of personal income is
not carried forward to taxable income. However, 24.7 percent results
from income of nontaxable individuals plus personal exemptions of
taxable individuals; in other words, that is the totals of items (4) and
(5) in the table, looking at the last column which gives the percent-
ages; 10.7 percent, a little over one-tenth, from the standard deduction
and itemized deductions of taxable individuals up to the $50,000 ad.
justed gross income level (parenthetically, less than 1 percent of the
total results from itemized deductions about $50,000) ; and 15.2 per-
cent is not taxed because it comes from social security and other non-
taxable transfer payments, income in kind, and other labor income.
Of course, some part of the nontaxable items, such as $800 million of
interest on State and local bonds, and employer contributions to bene-
fit plans in behalf of top executives, are attributable to people with
more than $50,000 in adjusted gross income. However, we can't avoid
the statistical fact that personal income not carried forward to taxable
income is overwhelmingly attributable to provisions of the tax law
which are used across the board, with the great bulk providing sub-
stantial protection from payment of tax only for people in modest
income circumstances.

Looking back, it may be worth noting that the most thorough
study of structural reforms ever undertaken seemed to have become
a prisoner, so to speak, of the data shown in the table. This was
the 5 weeks of study hearings conducted by the Ways and Means
Committee in the fall of 1959. In advance of the hearings, there was
a great deal of attention given in the press to the notion that the
structure of the tax law favors the higher incomes. Participation in
the hearings was by invitation, and approximately 58 of the 170 panel-
ists were academic people. In advance, the hearings had been billed
as providing the substance for conclusions which would subsequently
be incorporated in proposed legislation. Nevertheless, there was no
report, no conclusions, and no recommendations of the committee
from the hearings.

THE AWAKENING ON TAX RATE INJUSTICE

In contrast to the failure of the record to document the claim that
the tax law is unjustly structured, I believe there has been quite an
awakening recently as regards the injustice of the rate structure.

Regardless of how stated, the substance of the philosophic case for
graduation has been that it protects the poor and burdens only the
rich. This case fails under simple analysis.

First, the people whose incomes are on the very low side are either
completely or largely spared from paying tax by the system of per-
sonal exemptions. The higher the exemptions, the higher must be
the basic rate of tax to which all taxable income is subject. The point
is that the protection afforded by exemptions is not signficant3y
affected by graduation in rates above the basic rate.

Second, income taxation is not applied to wealth, but to income.
Hence, the great burden of graduation falls upon people who are
dependent upon income, not accumulated wealth, for their well-being
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and advancement. The aggregate income of wealthy people is a small
part of the Nation's total income. Sharp graduation effectively keeps
people from becoming wealthy out of income, but this is quite different
from redistributing established wealth.

The mores of our society are that a man or woman can stand as high
as he or che will during life, that a person or a business from small
beginnings has unlimited opportunity for growth; that people who put
in the effort or the time, or subject themselves to the discipline of
saving, are community and national assets.

If an employer suggested that a salesman who produces more of a
given kind of business would have to take a lower rate of commission,
or that another employee who works overtime would have to take a
rate of pay lower than for normal time, such an employer would be
considered unfit to manage.

Why is it that the things we believe and the rules we live by, out-
side of the tax field, are in effect repudiated by our laws on taxation?
Why do we pile extra rate upon extra rate of tax upon the most useful
and productive members of our society ?

THIS IS NOT JUSTICE

A few years ago a French' economist, whose name I do not :call,
made the following observation: "All economic progress is nothing,
basically, except an incessant struggle between the call of the future
and the defense of the past."

Today, we are in a struggle to free our economy from a tax policy
bedded in illusions of the past, so that our economy may respond to
the call of the future for better growth and more jobs. I submit that
it is not justice:

(1) To promote the idea that the tax law is essentially structured
to protect the successful and the rich, and business, from paying a fair
share of taxes.

(2) To take the position that people generally subjected to the dis-
crimnatory, noneconomic graduated rates cannot have substantial
relief until any or all alleged loopholes are eliminated or modified.

(3) To slide over the need of the unemployed, the inadequately em-
ployed, and new workers who will benefit the most from a freer play
of incentives and more capital, and pose tax reduction as a contest
between taxpayers who need more income for personal living and
those who do not.

(4) To accuse our private enterprise system of inability to grow
adequately and provide needed jobs, while continuing to encumber
the private enterprise system with outmoded tax concepts.

IS THIS JUSTICE?

Before framing our specific recommendations on H.R. 8363, which
I gave at the outset, we in our association asked ourselves the question:
Is it justice-

To intensify the steep graduation through the middle brackets?
Ten years after the Korean war, to relieve corporations of only 4 of

the 5 percentage points of tax which were originally scheduled to ter-
minate way back on January 1, 1954
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Is it justice to recognize the fact of double taxation of dividend in-
come and then strike from the law the modest credit which applies
evenly to all dividend income?

To tax the value of group term life insurance above $30,000, regard-
less of its relation to the employee's salary, and exempt the value below
that level, even though it may be several times an employee's salary?

To continue to impose the 15-percent intercorporate dividend tax
for all affiliated members of a parent corporation which does not file
a consolidated return, though the members do not take advantage of
the multiple surtax exemption?

TIE RELATION OF CAPITAL TO ECONOMIC PROGRESS?

It always seems strange to a businessman that there would be two
sides for discussion regarding the importance of capital formation to
economic progress and the spread of human well-being. Whatever
the nature of a political society-closed, as in Soviet Russia; semi-
closed, as in other nations; or relatively open, a§ in Afnerica--the basic
source of progress is capital. This seems to be recognized by every
developing nation in the world, and our Government when we supply
capital to developing nations. Over any period of time, the nation
which accumulates the most capital will enjoy the greatest progress
and its citizens will have the highest average standard of living.
These points seem so commonplace as to not require stating. Yet the
injustice of past tax concepts results in a U.S. tax system heavily
oriented against such basic truths.

I am hot a person who subscribes to the belief that, regardless of the
adverse impact on our national welfare, politics requires that the feet
of the successful be held to the tax flame, so to speak. Pragmatically,
it does not seem to me that the record indicates that tax increases or
decreases are a factor which significantly affects voting of the average
citizen. However, even if my observation here is questionable, we
know that men in public life will take risks regarding their political
careers if they are convinced that this is necessary to serve the national
interest. I do not believe that the successful man in public life is much
different from the successful man in business. Risks are an inherent
part of our way of life.

Moreover, the environment for fundamental reorientation of our
tax structure to permit g4iater growth has been greatly improved by
the present administration . outspoken recognition of the importance
of capital, profit, and incentives. The unfortunate thil 1i that this
recognition is hot effectively translated into H.1. 83 as bent over
from the House,

Pondering oi these thoughts aid facts, I have asked myself the
question: What is it that inhibits a, breakthrough to a tax policy more
compatible with optimum growth? Perhaps the answer lies in the
persistent belief that, despite present tax rates, there is no present
or impending shortage of capital for growth. I can tell you, mem-
bers of the committee, from firsthand knowledge, that the heads of
many small and growing businesses would find this view difficult to
comprehend. However, the belief that there is capital abundance
seems to stem from two factors: First, the fact that so many businesses
have improved their liquidity over recent years; and, second, that an
established business can go to the bank and borrow more money if the
management so decides.
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THE SIGNIFICANCE OF LIQUIDITY

The first point seems to create the impression that liquidity means
a storing of capital for future use. This may be so for a particular
company but it is not so for the economy as a whole. Wherever the
liquidity of one business is represented by an interest-bearing asset,
the savings represented are being used by whoever pays the interest.
When one business draws down on such an asset, funds from some other
source must move in as replacement. The shuffling around of existing
assets of this kind does not, therefore, release any net new funds for
investment. The economic fact is that past savings are always invested
in one form or another. Future capital formation, therefore, always
is dependent upon future accumulations of capital. There is no such
thing as an existing stock of financial resources which can be called
upon to shoulder the. growth job of the future.

THE LIMITS OF CREDIT EXPANSION

The second point-availability of additional credit to an established
business-also can be an illusion as regards the potential for future
growth. An individual business can substantially expand its credit
use just so long as all business does not attempt to do it at a partic-
ular time. If every business, which today believes that its credit is
unlimited, should undertake to operate on this basis, the business
community as a whole would quickly find that there are very tight
limits indeed on credit expansion; that is, without inflation. 1 y and
large, our banking mechanism is one of transferring capital from
savers to users. There is, of course, some elasticity beyond this point
because under stable prices it is necessary for the volume of credit and
money to expand as the volume of total business expands. This elas-
ticity is not a substitute for business or personal savings.

As a matter of fact, the greater the volume of business and personal
savings, the greater the expansion of credit which can take place
without causing inflation. In a favorable business climate, the prob-
lem always is finding enough new capital to match the opportunities
for investment and expansion.

OAPrTAL 'O 0ROW ON

When we look back only a few years, we can see how important it is
to reform or reduce the rates which impede capital formation as the
condition precedent to stronger growth. Capital pending last moved
strongly upward from 1985 through mid-1957. Because cumulative
wage increases were in excess of overall productive increases, infla-
tionary pressures were great In this setting a subcommittee of the
Joint Economic Committee, reporting in June 1957, made the acute
observation:

''he basei problem is a~ ihadeqftie level ot savings out of current Income.
Ath Bvetiea J tag Volume of eAl things il needed to meet the ecoomy'sa e-
quirements for replacement of plant and equipment Under inflated price* and
for growth based upon full exploitation of i apid technological advances.

To slow down the inflation, at that time, the Federal Reserve Board
put tight reins on the expansion of money and credit. However, tax
rates were not reduced to permit greater after-tax savings. The in-

24-582--63-pt. 8--8
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evitable result was a slowdown in capital formation and of economic
growth, and the beginning of the problem of chronic unemployment,
all of which continue to the present time.

At this stage in history, the realities of two conditions: (1) interna-
tional competition and (2) the discipline of the balance of payments
prevent a return to inflation as a means for financing greater growth-
even if there were no moral or other domestic reasons for avoiding
such a course. We have no alternative but to rely on after-tax busi-
ness earnings and personal savings.

Revision of the tax law in the direction of justice is the one means
by which the Federal Government can better assure to the private
economy the capital which it will need to grow on over the years
ahead.

CONCLUSION

The economy is still burdened with substantially higher rates of
both corporate and personal taxes than existed before the Korean war.
H.R. 8363 provides what may well be the last opportunity in this
decade to reduce and reform the rates which hold our economy back
from a better long-term performance. I submit to you that tax justice
and more growth and more jobs go hand in hand. Thank you.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Bixler.
Any questions? Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. H. L. Thompson, Jr., of the National

Wholesale Hardware Association.
Take a seat, sir, and proceed.

STATEMENT OF HENRY L. THOMPSON, JR., PRESIDENT, NATIONAL
WHOLESALE HARDWARE ASSOCIATION; ACCOMPANIED BY GENE
SMITH, PRESIDENT, THE OKLAHOMA HARDWARE CO.; AND
BRUCE WALL, SECRETARY, NATIONAL WHOLESALE HARDWARE
ASSOCIATION

Mr. THOMPSOn. Mr. Chairman and committee members, my name
is Henry L. Thompson, Jr. I reside in Perrysburg, Ohio, but con-
duct my business in Toledo, Ohio, where I am president of the Bost-
wick-Braun Co., a wholesale hardware firm with sales of over $20
million. I am representing the National Wholesale Hardware Asso-
ciation as president of this association. With me today, on my right
are Mr. Gene Smith, president of the Oklahoma Hardware Co., of
Oklahoma City, Okla., who is also chairman of our association's com-
mittee on equal taxation. Also, on my left, Mr. Bruce Wall, the secre-
tary of our association, who is from Philadelphia. These men will
be available at the end of my testimony if there are any questions that
you might wish to ask them.

Within the wholesale hardware industry there are more than 600
hardware wholesalers and it is estimated that the combined sales
volume of this group amounts to over $2 billion. The business of our
members is conducted in every State of the Union. For the year 1962
the average net profit, as reported by our members, amounted to 1.18
percent on sales and this figure showed an improvement over 1961
when the sane figure was 0.71 percent. Expressed as a percentage of
net profits to the net worth the averages show a return in 1962 of just
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under 4 percent, 3.95 percent, compared to 3.32 in 1961. When you
can consider that Government bonds will yield a return of between
3 to 4 percent you can readily see that our industry is not one which
would readily attract investment capital.

Under the proposed bill, which you are considering, you are pro-
viding for certain tax reductions for both corporations and indi-
viduals. From the figures that I have already mentioned you can
readily see that we, in our association, strongly favor any tax reduc-
tion that you may pass. However we do feel very strongly that to
enact a tax reduction without developing savings in Government ex-
penditures or obtaining new sources of tax revenue, does not really
give the people of the country a true tax reduction. If by a tax re-
duction we are merely increasing the debt which we will all have to pay
for in increased taxes in the future, we, in my opinion, are accom-
plishing nothing.

There are many areas where it seems to us that new tax sources could
be developed by taxing those who are not carrying their share of the
load at the present time. Within our own industry we have multi-
million-dollar merchandising cooperatives who are paying substan-
tially no taxes at all at the corporate level. We understand that full
taxation of all types of cooperatives, including dealer-owned coopera-
tive wholesalers who are our competition, could possibly produce
revenue in excess of $200 million which certainly could help greatly in
partially offsetting any tax reduction. Equal taxation with out com-
petitors would greatly enhance our opportunities to earn a fair return
on our investment, and also increase the revenue potential of the
Treasmuy.

Under the bill which you are currently considering, we understand
that the step-up of payments of tax will be adjusted so that by the
year 1970-25 percent of the current year's tax will be paid each
quarter. As we see it, this in effect would produce additional revenue
so that in spite of the tax cut it might appear that the budget was
balanced because of the stepped-up payments. This, we feel, is an
unwise move and is only putting off the day when corrective action
must be taken to balance the budget.

From the point of view of our industry the speeding up of tax pay-
ments would eliminate any advantage of a tax reduction. May I refer
you to the graph of my own company's accounts receivable, which you
see right here. The vertical scale is in millions of dollars; the hori-
zontal scale represents the months of the year. This is our accounts
receivable by months.

You will observe that we reach high peaks-in both April and again
in October. In fact, from the low point to the high point is a difference
of more than $1 million.

It has been a custom in our industry to help the small hardware
dealers of the country finance their inventories of seasonal merchan-
dise. In the spring of the year such items as power mowers, fertilizer,
lawn, and garden equipment, are sold to the dealers with dating terms
permitting them to discount their bills in May of that year. Again
in the fall dealers purchase sporting goods such as guns and ammuni-
tion on which we extend dating terms permitting them to discount
their bills in November. Also, toys are purchased in June and July
and not paid for till January. In other words, our industry does an
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important job of financing the small dealer, and at these peak periods
it is quite common for most of us to borrow sizable sums to aid in this
financing.

A tax reduction might make more funds available for this purpose,
but then if taxpayments are stepped up to a current basis, we would
in no way receive any benefit, and would have to continue our heavy
borrowings.

When you consider that we have to borrow money at around 6 per-
cent and have a return of below 4 percent, you can see what a tremen-
dous burden this stepping up of payments will be in our case.

We are indeed distressed to see in the bill you are considering a
proposal to eliminate the 4-percent dividend credit allowance. It is
our understanding that this was initially enacted into law to help
offset the unfairness of double taxation. If anything, we feel that this
4 percent credit should be increased.

If all corporations paid full tax at the corporate level and all re-
cipients of dividends paid full tax at the personal level, we could
understand your considering a change. However, such is not the
case. Large merchandising cooperatives today are paying practically
no tax at the corporate level, and Mr. Lester, who testified before
me, amplified this to a much greater extent. The act, which you
passed in 1962 does make it mandatory for all recipients of patronage
dividends to pay full tax at the personal level, however permits com-
plete tax freedom at the corporate level.

We feel very strongly that until this unfair advantage has been
fully adjusted that the 4-percent dividend credit allowance should
remain effective, or better yet, should be increased.

In summary then, first, we strongly favor corporate rate reductions
provided the budget can be balanced at the same time by making up
tax losses in closing loopholes.

Second, we are strongly opposed to the stepping up of tax payments
to put it on a current year basis as this would eliminate any benefits
from a tax reduction and prevent any improvement in the profitability
of our industry.

Third, we are violently opposed to any reduction in the 4-percent
dividend credit and would prefer an increase until we, as full tax-
paying companies, are on equal basis with our competitive merchandis-
mg cooperatives.

Gentlemen, I thank you for the time you have granted me to pre-
sent this case to you. Should you have any questions, we will be
most happy to do our best to answer them.

(The graph previously referred to follows:)
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The CHAnRAw. Thank you very much, Mr. Thompson. Any
questions?

Senator Goat. As a part owner of a very small hardware store, I
Id your statement very interesting. I wonder if this credit you

extend to your customers is without Interest, generally speakig.
Mr. THOMPsoN. Yes, sir, Senator; it is without interest' This mer-

chandise is put on a dating term. For example, we will ship the power
mowers in January and February, and we give them what is known
as April 1 dating. I am not sure whether they use the same termi-
nology in your part of the country, but the April 1 dating means
they can discount their bill in May, on May 10. The same thing is
true for toys which they buy in July and pay for in Januiary. There
is no interest charge whatsoever on this financing. This enables the
dealer to have thie merchandise in stock prior to the season so that he,
in turn, will not miss sales. He will have it available for his
conununity

Senator GORE. One of your very able members, OrgiU Bros. in
Memphis-

Mr. THoMPsoN. Yes, sir.
Senator GoRs (continuing). Asked me to be sure and hear your

testimony. Will you report to them that I listened attentively I
Mr. THOMPSON. Senator Gore, I will be glad to report to Joe Orgill;

yes sir.
Senator GORE. Well, I find your statement quite interesting and well

prepared. Thank you.
Mr. TOM soN. Thank you very much.
The CIIAIRMAN. Senator Morton.
Senator MORoTN. You tell the president of the Belknap Hardware

that I was here, too. ILaughter.)

1539
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Mr. TnoMPsoN. I will be delighted to do that; yes, sir, Senator.
Senator M[orro. What percentage of your competition, or do you

have any estimate, is from merchandising cooperatives? Do you have
any estimate on that

Mr. TiomPsoN. Senator Morton, it is pretty difficult to know for
sure. Naturally they are not members of our association so they do
not report to our association. We can only make some very broad
estimates. It varies in different areas.

The Middle West, out of Chicago, Minneapolis, and in that area
that seems to be one of the cooperative's strong points-and in that
area-this is where I am competing-I would say that 50 percent of
the business is going through these large dealer-owned wholesale co-
operatives. It is just a broad guess, sir. I have no figures to back
it up.

Senator MoRroN. That is all, Mr. Chairman. Thank you.
The CHARMAN. Thank you, Mr. Thompson. You are a very inter-

est ing witness.
Mr. THoMPsoN. Thank you.
The CHAIRMAN. The committee will adjourn until 10 o'clock next

Tuesday morning.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the

record:)
STATEMENT BY SECRETARY or LABOR W. WILLABD WIRT

It is a great tribute to the American citizen that although he carries-and
complains about-one of the heaviest income tax burdens in history, and one
which exceeds that of most persons abroad, he shows reluctance In laying down
even a portion of his load before he Is thoroughly convinced that a tax reduction
no longer embodies a threat to the economy or to our national goals.

It is my sincere opinion that we now have in the United States a conjunction
of circumstances which assures us that the proposed tax cut program marks
the course not of weakness, but of wisdom, indeed of necessity.

There have been substantial gains in the economy in the past 2% years-since
the first quarter of 1961. Our rate of expansion, adjustOd for price changes.
has been well over 5 percent a year during this period. In the past. such a
prolonged expansion would have meant that we were nearing a practical peak
in our ability to produce-that bottlenecks of, capacity and manpower could be
expected to appear in the near future, that unit costs would be rising with a
resultant squeeze on profits, and that higher interest rates would be needed
to suppress incipient inflation,

Today the situation is quite different. Despite the long and vigorous ex-
pansion, we are still considerably short of capacity utilization of either our
productive facilities or our manpower. From the manpower standpoint, the
improvement in the amount of time lost due to unemployment and short hours
was much less in the past recovery than in the two preceding ones.

Thus, if the business cycle were to turn downward in 1964, it would not be
because of the strains and bottlenecks and overextensions such as preceded
other downturns. It would be, instead, because of a failure to generate enough
consumer demand and enough investment initiative. Such failure would be
the direct result of a tax structure which was designed to hold down demand
when the economy was under great strain. It is still holding down demand,
but that it is no longer needed. There is every reason to believe that It we take
measures to increase purchasing power and stimulate investment we can ex-
pand production at an even faster rate than has occurred over the past few
years, and at the same time increase our economic stability.

As Secretary of Labor, I confine my remarks to two crucial factors in the
manpower area. First, in the past few years there has been a relatively strong
rate of increase in output per man-hour in the entire private economy. In the
5-year period, 1952-67, the annual rate of gain in productivity among wage and
salaried workers was 2.8 percent While this was well below the rate earlier
in the immediate postwar period, it greatly exceeded the average growth rate
of 2 percent between 1909 and 1947. Between 1957 and 1959, productivity
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rose 3 percent a year, but then slowed to 1.9 percent In the recession of 1960.
From that point on, however, gains have been rapid. The annual increase from
1960 through 1963 will approach 8% percent, according to preliminary esti-
mates, and we see no reason to anticipate a significant slackening next year..

Productivity gains have been as large or larger than this in earlier periods-
generally years of sharp recovery in the economy. But for such large produc-
tivity gains :o be sustained over so long a period has been unusual. Technology
may be giving us a new dimension of growth. Production can grow faster than
ever before. Unless we have a sharply stepped-up demand, however, such
gains in production as do occur may not be large enough to forestall a decline
in Job opportunities.

The other factor I call to your attention is the reservoir of labor In the
United States. The modern economy places a premium on literate, trained,
and flexible workers; unfortunately many of our unemployed are lacking suf-
ficient skill and education to be readily absorbed by industry today. We in the
Department of Labor would be the last to underestimate this problem and the
first to call for programs to improve the education and adaptability of the less
readily employable elements of our labor force. We consider large-scale and
broadly conceived educational and training programs to be absolutely essen-
tial in the years ahead, especially as the economy approaches the new levels
of manpower demand to be expected from the tax cut

However, as a means of reducing present unemployment, we consider a tax
cut even more important than these manpower programs. There will be, for
some time to come, a good apply of high-caliber workers. Among the 4 mil-
lion unemployed today there are many workers who are in no way inferior to
those presently holding jobs. Reports on the labor market situation the country
over indicate no major areas of general labor shortage in this country and only
15 where the unemployment rate is relatively low; that is, less than about 3
percent. Employers do not have to search for employees except in unusual
cases; well-trained competent help is generally available. In addition, highly
experienced men and women in the older age brackets have retired because of
lack of work opportunities, and would be glad to avail themselves of suitable
jobs.

Considerable notice bas been given to the fact that the postwar baby crop has
now been reared and educated and has arrived at the age of gainful employment.
This summer the number of young jobseckers rose significantly and this was a
factor contributing to high unemployment rates. This indux of new workers
will be accelerating in the years ahead. These new workers will have, on the
average, a higher educational attainment than the experienced labor force.

Between 1955 and 1960, about 800,000 people were added to the labor force
annually. During the first half of this decade the annual increase should aver-
age nearly 1.2 million-although our ability to employ so many new workers
depends on the degree of prosperity we can maintain. In the latter half of the
decade we will be adding people to the work force at an even higher rate-more
than 1.3 million per annum, assuming we maintain high employment.

It is difficult, even for those of us who work almost daily with the figures, to
conceive of the upward thrust to the production of goods and services that the
combination of these two factors-rapid productivity increases and stepped-up
labor force growth-makes possible and urgently necessary. They present us
with both a sharp challenge and a vast opportunity for economic betterment.
We cannot hope to rise to the opportunity if we fall to remove, as fully as pos-
sible, the heavy drag of our present tax burden on initiative and consumption.

Personal income taxes (by Federal, State, and local governments) alone have
increased from 9 percent of the gross national product in 1965 to 10.4 percent in
1962, when they amounted to nearly $60 billion. (This does not take into account
increases in property taxes, sales taxes, and other levies which bite into the con-
sumer's income.) The proposed tax reduction does not represent a drastic shift
in the proportion of consumer Income going to governments-it merely restores a
relation which existed earlier.

We have to expand output, at a faster pace than is typical of peacetime yearsif we are to provide jobs for the newcomers to the labor force and keep our
present labor force fully employed. The chairman of the CEA has called forincreases in ON P of $4'to ;50 billion a year, or 6 percent to 8 percent for the
next few years. The Presidept stated the same objective in manpower termswhen he said we needed 10,000 new jobs a day for 2% years to attain satisfactory
employment levels.

We still need all that we can possibly produce. Our major remedy for meshingour two basic economic needs-our need to increase production and our need to
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increase consumption-is remarkably simple. It requires no new economics-
only the understanding that our tax structure must be revised downward now for
the same reasoning which impelled us to raise it in 1912-the attainment of levels
of private demand consistent with our ability to produce.

Much of the hesitation about a tax cut rises from fear of inflation, but this fear
derives from an inadequate appreciation of the growth potential of our economy.
As long as productivity keeps rising strongly, as long as the supply of workers
keeps expanding numerically and improving in quality, and so long as American
business retains its initiative and its competitiveness, there is no need to fear
inflation.

Fortunately, a much better balance has been achie-.:d in the last few years
between productivity and wage gains than prevailed throughout much of the
ffties. Employee compensation per unit of output in the private nonfarm econ-
omy rose only very slightly between 1960 and 1962, in sharp contrast to the 5
preceding years, when It rose by 14 percent.

In my opinion, the wage and price restraint exerlised by labor and manage-
ment is a persuasive reason for passing on the benefits of productivity gains in a
tax cut.

A tax cut in January would be excellently timed because the economy still has
upward drive and consumers and business are optimistic. In a recession, or
even a period of leveling in business activity, the favorable impact of an incrpse
in Income might be less. At lower levels of capacity, business vould still hesitate
to expand. Bat coming at a time of high bsinese momentum, a tax cut will
supply the impetus that over a period bf time will bring us much nearer our
goal of full employment.

NATIONAL OLD IALd INSUlrAOE GO.,
Little Rock, Ark., November 7, 196S.

Hon. JOHN L. IcCi uLrAN,
Senate Ofioce Buding,
Wash4ngton, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR McCLELLAN: As you know, the President's tax bill, H.R. 8363,
is now pending further action by the Senate Committee on Finance. Certain
provisions in the bill as passed by the House of Representatives relate to the
eligibility of transactions for capital gains treatment.

The purpose of this letter is to request your support of S. 2154 introduced by
Senator Long on September 18, 1963, which is a capital gains amendment to
H.R. 8368, the effect of which is to accord equity to Imall mutual insurance
companies and life insurance companies, so that they will be taxed on gains
realized -_om the sale of bonds purchased at less than par value in the same
manner as all other taxpayers are taxed. As Senator Long explained in his
statement appearing in the September 18, 1963, issue of the Congressional Record,
and I would hope that if you have not already read his brief statement, you will
review it on pages 16451-162 of the Congressional Record, life Insurance com-
panies and small mutual fire and casualty companies are the only taxpayers
denied capital gains treatment on market profits realized from bonds purchased
at less than par value. This results because these particular taxpayers are
required to accrue annually a pro rata part of the difference between the par
value of the bond and the lower price at which it was purchased. All other
taxpayers report bond discount as capital gains when the bond is sold, called,
or matured.

S. 2154 will, by eliminating the required accrual of market discount for all
bonds, correct a matter which was overlooked when the Life Insurance Company
Income Tax Act of 1699 was enacted.

It will be helpful if you will refer this letter to'Senator Byrd, chairman of
the Finance Committee, and have it included in the hearings on H.R. 8863.

Most sincerely,
R. D. LoweY.

OREGON HIGHWAY Xeas CON#FEWpB,
eism, Oreg., November 1, 10JS.

Subject: H.R. 8863.
Hon. MavU INB B. N;mUoBGBB,

U.S. Senator, Senate Offie Building, Washington, D.O.
DEa SENATOR NEUBEBOEB: At its membership meeting held in Portland, Octo-

ber 22, 1963, the enclosed resolution was unanimously adopted by Oregon High-
way Users Conference.
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Paragraph 1 outlines the structure of the conference membership. Para-
graph 4 explains the concern the conference has If H.R. 8363 is enacted.

The subject is presented for your consideration trusting you will aid in
deleting that section of the proposed act which would disallow as deductions
from Federal income tax returns, payments of State gas taxes, license fees, and
related State taxes.

Copies are also being sent to Senator Morse.
Sincerely,

GEOROE W. DEwEY, Chairman.

RESOLUTION OF THE OREGON HlIOHWAY USERS CONFERENCE, SALEuM, OREG.

SUBJECT: 11.1. 8363

Whereas the Oregon Highway Users Conference is a nonprofit organization
whose membership is composed of trade associations, commercial haulers, private
passenger car owners, suppliers of transportation equipment, rural mail delivery
people, and other highway users; and

Whereas owners of equipment used in the above operations pay taxes such as
those imposed on the purchase price, on replacement parts, on rubber recap
material and related material; and

Whereas a proposal now is before Congress to impose an additional and in-
equitable tax burden upon these users by eliminating the present deduction of
State gasoline and other motor vehicle taxes from income taxes; and

Whereas the Oregon Highway Users Conference fears that if State gas taxes,
license fees, and other State taxes are disallowed as deductions for income tax
purposes, such action may be the opening wedge in removal of State income and
property taxes as deductions: Now, therefore, be it

Rcsolved, That the Oregon Highway Users Conference vigorously opposes the
injustice of this proposal and urges Congress to reject this unfair aLt unjustified
special application of taxes to the user of motor vehicle equipment.

PORTLAND, OREO., October 22, 1963.

PACIFIC SCIENTIFIC CO.,
Ban Francisco, Calif., November 11, 1963.

Subject: H.R.8363---Revenue Act of 1963-Employee group-term life insurance
(sec. 203).

U.S. SENATE,
Senate Finance Committee,
1Yashington, D.O.
Attention Senator Harry F. Byrd, chairman.

MNR. CHAIRMAN AND GENTLEMEN: In the process of private industry's en-
deavor to provide greater financial security for their employees, industry has
used the employee group-term life insurance as one of the prime instruments. It
is of great concern to Us to see the present limiting proposal which would have
a disrupting effect on long-established plans.

The effect of the proposal on the older worker seems contrary to public policy.
Group lnsulrance provides him with a lightening of the insurance premium costs
which for the worker past the middle 40's increase very rapidly.

Customarily the Treasuty Departihent's concern Is that insurance coverage
be related to level of earnings and length of service which provide a consistent
yardstick and that, therefore, the application in this manner is noldiscriminatory.
Many older employees are including this as part of their long-rauge financial
plannhig' but may fifid that payftig the additional cost is beyond their financial
resources.

there can be a very minimal Ifncrease in tax receipts from this program,
especially compared with the upset to the employee groups in terms of Potential
financial hardship. This gtoup which is older and probably higher on the salary
bracket is already subject to progressively heavier taxation. If the real concern
is with the "jumbo" insurance Coverage a maximum dollar limitation could be
set but certainly not down at tde $30,0 level which has an almost punitive
effect on the older employees in industry.

Another aspect is the effort in terms of administration and the expense of
calculating costs and taxable income on each individual covered. If this addi-
tional income would also be subject to tax withholding, the administrative proh-
lems would be increased even nore./ Some consideration should be given to this
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cumulative cost increase to all industry even though this is not a direct cost
to the Federal Government.

We respectfully ask your consideration of our comments and that they be
made part of the committee's record.

Very truly yours,
PAcIno SCIENTIFIC Co.
SHIPHEBD ROBINSON, Treasurer.

SCREEN ACTORS GUILD,
Hollywcood, Calif., November 11, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Wash ington D.O.

DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This statement is submitted by the Screen Actors Guild,
Inc., in support of section 221 of the revenue bill of 1963 which repeals sections
1301-1307 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, relating to the averaging of in-
come in six specific situations, and subtaltutes therefor new sections 1301-1305,
relating to a general income averaging provision.

The Screerl Actors Guild is a branch of the Assoelated Actors and Artistes of
America and is recognized as the exclusive bargaining agent In the United States,
its territories, and possessions, for actors and actresses iin the motion picture in-
dustry. The guild has collective bargaining agreements . h over 1,000 producers
of theatrical, television, industrial and educational motion picture producers, and
with producers of filmed television commercials.

Guild membership consists of more than 15,000 motion picture actors and
actresses, ranging from top stars to the smallest bit players who receive minimum
union scale pay for each day of work and only for such days as they actually
work. Contrary to popular belief, the majority of the guild's membership is in
the average to low-income groups, 85 percent of its members last year earning
less than $7,500, and 65 percent of its members earning less than $3,000, from
their services as motion picture actors and actresses.

It is this average to low-income group, forming the majority of guild member-
ship, which will realize the most benefits from the enactment of the general in-
come averaging provision of section 221 of the revenue bill of 1963. It is not at
all uncommon for such persons to experience marked fluctuations in their income,
dramatice examples being those persons who once in their careers score a major,
but unfortunately, short-lived success, finding themselves with peak earnings
bunched in 1 or 2 taxable years.

Under current law, a taxpayer whose earnings fluctuate from one taxable year
to the next, or who experiences a bunching of income, bears a greater tax burden
than a taxpayer who during the same period receives a more or less level
income of the same total amount. The income-averaging provisions of current
law, due to their rather restricted scope, of operation, ordinarily afford no degree
of relief from this additional tax burden. And in this period of high taxation
of income from personal services generally, in comparison to other classes of
income, such as for example, gains from investment, taxpayers receiving fluctu-
ating or bunched personal service income find themselves with substantially
less after-tax income than their fellows, merely as a result of the fortuitous cir-
cumstance of income fluctuation and the character of the income received.

Enactment of the general averaging provision section 221 of the revenue bill
of 1963 will provide a measure of long overdue taxyelief to the majority of those
taxpayers who experience marked fluctuations in, or a marked bunching of, in-
come. The provision in its current form will materially lessen the disparity of
tax treatment between such taxpayers and those who, during the same period,
receive a more or less level income of the same total. In light of the real need
for an- averaging provision of general applicability and recognizing the many
administrative advantages of the averaging provision of section 221, the Screen
Actors Guild supports enactment of the provision by this Congress. Its enact-
ment will represent an Important step in the creation of an income tax structure
which is both sound and fair to taxpayers generally,

Equally important, the general averaging provision.of section 221 in actual
operation should prove on the whole to a relatively simple provisions for both
taxpayers and revenue agents alike. The provision does not require the re-
opening of prior taxable periods or amendments to returns previously filed by a
taxpayer, and so, avoids many of the' administrative complexities normally
associated with income averaging. The mathematical computations required
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to be performed by the average taxpayer are relatively simple and the average
taxpayer should have little trouble in understanding and applying the provision
to his specific circumstances. Complexlties do arise, however, where taxpayers
receive capital gains income or cease to, or first elect to, file Joint returns during
the 5-year period involved in the averaging computation. But even the more
complex computations involved in these situations should be within the under-
standing of the taxpayers involved.

We have applied the general averaging provision of section 221 to a number
of actual cases involving members of the Screen Actors Guild. The following
schedule reflects, in summary form, the effect of the provision. In order to
provide a direct comparison with the examples which accompany section 221, we
placed the highest income in the "computation year" and applied the proposed
rates for 1965. It will be seen that although the tax reduction may appear to be
relatively small in amount and percentage when compared to the tax otherwise
due for the computation year, the effect of the provision is to place a taxpayer
receiving fluctuating or bunched income materially closer to the position of a
taxpayer who during the same period reecived a more or less level income of
the same total amount.

Case Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 Cae 5

1. Taxable income: It
1961................................. . $16,335.98 $10,402.31 $,213.17 $11,028,82 $1,445.93
1962................................ 7.51.41 15,587.71 11,475.41 9,242.91 . 6,000.02
1963........-.................. .... 30.058.34 4,031.85 15,309.18 7.415.9 12,496.12
1964................................. 39,551.99 6,290.42 11,287.71 6.797.68 14.395.16
1965................................ 60,991.66 23.928.89 22,145.65 17.045.76 16,261.80

2. Tax liability for computation year (1965)
without the benefits of averaging...... 29,424.66 7,994.44 7,102.77 4,709.21 4.439.95

3. Tax liability for computation year with
averaging......................... 28081.64 7,194.70 6,882.49 4,512.25 4.275.43

4. Tax saving.............................. 1,343.02 799.74 220.28 256.96 164.52
5. Percentage reduction In tax for compu-

tation year ....................... 4.56 10.00 3.10 5.38 3.70
6. Total tax payable for period 1961-65

without the benefits of averaging.... 63,005.44 16,381.97 18.397.22 11.835.84 12,598.64
7. Total tax payable for period 1961-65 by a

taxpayer receiving a level Income of
the same total amount............... 58,130.80 14,236.68 17,545.10 11,119.85 11,129.10

8. Tax saving (item 4 above) as a percent-
age of the difference between (6) and
(7)................................... 27.5 37.27 25.85 35.88 11.19

It should be noted, however, that even with the averaging provision of section
221, a substantial disparity in treatment will continue to exist between taxpayers
receiving fluctuating or bunched income and those receiving a more or less level
Income of the same total amount.

This continued disparity In treatment arises from the base-income concept of
section 221. Section 221 would provide that only .that portion of the'income
which exceeds base income (183% percent of averageable income), and.not all
Income in excess of average income for the prior 4 years, is tb be included in the
averaging computations. This serves to reduce the degree of relief afforded
by the averaging provision below"that which would be available if average,
rather than base, Income were u6-O0 as the starting point of the computation,
One of the functions of the base-ir. ome concept, however, is apparently to avoid
the creation of disparity In treatment between taxpayers whose fluctuations In
income qualify them, for averaging relief and those whose fluctuations are not
sufficiently great to qualify them. If base income were not used as the starting
p6int for the comptatit6n of averaging relief, the tax burden sustained by the
taxpayer not qualifying for averaging could be greater than that sustained by
the taxpayer qualifying for averaging.

As a result, some base-income concept, even though it reduces the relief pro-
vided by section 221, appears to be an administrative necessity.

The averaging provision of section 221, however, may be criticized in that it
offers no relief to taxpayers experiencing marked decline in their taxable income.
In Its statement before the House Ways and Means Committee, the guild called
attention to the fact that the President's proposal, now incorporated in section
221, offers no relief to taxpayers, such as professional athletes, who rather
quickly attain levels of fairly high income which are maintained for fairly short
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periods, and then fall off sharply. With such persons in mind; the guild sug-
gested, and.again suggests, that consideration be given to enlarging the general
averaging provision of section 221 to offer a degree of relief to persons experi-
encing marked declines in income. A .provision, consistent in principle with
that of section 221, which permits averaging of income to reflect a marked decline
in income, appears to be possible of formulation, and, as with section 221, appears
administratively feasible.
SMore important, such an enlarged averaging provision would also reduce the

disparity in treatment between taxpayers receiving fluctuating or bunched in-
come and those receiving a more or less level income of the same total amount
which will continue to exist under section 221 in its present form; With ref-
erenceto.,the illustrative eases above, such an enlarged averaging provision
would have offered further relief, in most, if not all such cases, and as a result,
would be a more meaningful averaging provision for taxpayers generally.

In summary, the Screen Actors Guild, on behalf of its membership, supports
enactment of the general averaging provision of section 221 of the Revenue Act
cf 1963. And while it feels that an enlargement of the scope of the averaging
provision in the manner outlined above is advisable, the averaging provision in
its present form offers long overdue relief to taxpayers receiving fluctuating or
bunched income. It significantly reduces the existing disparity of treatment
between such taxpayers and those receiving more or less level income and
thereby lessens the tax importance which now flows from the merely fortuitous
event of the timing of income receipt, and for this reason, should be enacted
into our tax law.

The Screen Actors Guild takes this opportunity to express its appreciation
for the consideration to be extended by your committee to this matter.

Respectfully,
SCREEN AoTORs GUILD, INO.,
JOHN L. DALES,

National Ezecutive Secretary.

ERSKINE & TULLEY,
San Francisco, October 1, 1968.

Hon. HAMsY F. BYoD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAB SENATOR BYBD: The revenue ta. bill of 1963 as ordered reported by the
House Ways and Means Committee on September 10, 1963, contains a grossly un-
fair and unreasonable provision for retroactive application of the amendments
proposed by section 214 of the bill. This section would amend the provisions of
the Internal Revenue Code dealing with employee stock options. With certain
qualifications, the amendments would apply to options issued or modified after
June 11, 1963.

The unfairness of designating June 12, 1963, as the operative date of the
amendments is illustrated by the effect it would have upon a client of my office.
(I have no doubt that many other attorneye are facing similar situations.)

In California a permit of the corporations commissioner is required to Issue
stock options, In this particular case we applied for such a permit In April of
1963. The application included the option plan, which had been prepared to
qualify the options as restricted stock options for income tax purposes on the
basis of present tax law. The permit was not issued until after June 11, 1963.
By that time we were aware that certain retroactiveamendments of the restric-
tive stock option provisions of the Internal Revenue Code were being considered
but information as to the specific form these amendments would take was not
available. For this reason it was impossible, as a practical matter, to revise
the plan to conform with what the amendments might be. We advised our
client of this dilemma and suggested that issue of the options be postponed until
Congress had acted on the proposed amendments or at least until they were
drafted and reported by the Ways and Means Committee. However, the prac-
ticalities of the situation made this inadvisable. The plan to issue the options
had become known to the employees, and there was a possibllty that the market
price of the company's stock would increase. Under those circumstances, an
undesirable employee relationship problem may well have developed if isue of the
options had been postponed. Therefore, the options were issued in conformity
with the law as it then existed.

,We did feel, and we so advised oui client, that it Was unlikely that the retro-
active provisions of the possible amendments would be unduly prejudicial or
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unfair. In previous amendments of the Internal Revenue Code unreasofiable
retroactivity has been scrupulously avoided by Congress. W>e'believed that'this
policy would continue to be observed. However, if section 214tof the bill is en-
acted with June 12, 1963, as the effective date of the ametidments, unreasonable
retroactivity will be the result. Therefore, I respectfully urge that you''ex'erse
your influence and vote so that the effective 'date of al'of the amendments
recommended by section 214, which are to have retroactive effect, be advanced to
at least the date when the proposed amendments were first made know to the
public and the legal profession in specific form. This date 4vas.abou September
12, 1963.

Respectfully yours,
MORSE ERSKINE.

U.S. SENATE,
Washington, D.CO, Novemn er 6, 1963.

Mrs. ELIZABETH B. SPRINGER,
Chief Clerk, Senate Finance Committee,
New Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR M18. SPRINGER: Enclosed is copy of.a letter and attachment which I
recently received from a constituent I would appreciate your making the
statement a part of the record of the Finance Committee hearings on the
tax bill if such a statement has not already been submitted for the record.

With every good wish, I am,
Sincerely,

RUSSELL LONG.

TBAAIuOBILE,
NEW ORLEANS BRANCH,

New Orleans, La., October 17, 1963.
lion. RUSSELL B. JONG,
U.S Senate, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR LONO: The present 2-percent penalty tax on consolidated re-
turns is an unjust and unwise tax. It penalizes the very type of tax return
that should be encouraged. I am, therefore, pleased that section 222 of the
revenue bill of 1963 would repeal this tax. All industry will welcome this action.

It is perhaps unfortunate that from time to time the proposal to repeal the 2-
Iercent penalty tax has been linked with the proposal to reduce the number of
surtax exemptions given to an affiliated group. The two measures should
be considered independently. I mention this point only because it may be
that some opposition will develop with respect to section 223 of the bill which
would reduce the surtax exemptions of certain controlled corporations. If so,
it would be unfortunate if opposition to section 223 affected section 222, for the
elimination of the 2-percent penalty tax should stand on its own feet.

I enclose a statement which has been submitted for the record which elab-
orates our views on this subject.

I appreciate that many items in this tax bill are controversial, but I would like
you to be aware of my views on this particular section, and'I would certainly
appreciate your help in seeing that this much-needed reform is adopted.

Very truly yours,
TRAILMOBILE,
GEOBOE DENNIS, Branch Manager.

STATEMENT OF PULLMAN, INC., I. SUPPORT OF SECTION 222 OP H.R. 8363 REPEALING
THE 2-PERCENT TAX ON CONSOLIDATED RETURNS

Section 222 of the revenue bill of 1963 would repeal the present 2-percent
penalty tax levied on the consolidated net income of affiliated corporations filing
consolidated returns. We heartily endorse the repeal of this inequitable and
unwise tax.

An affiliated group of corporations may, in general, report their taxable income
either by one consolidated return or by separate returns for each corporation.
The consolidated return combines the Income and deductions, of the several
members to arrive at a consolidated net income figure for the economic unit.

The inequity of assessing a 2-peteent penalty on consolidated returns has been
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recognized by all who are familiar with this aspect of the law. Both President
Eisenhower and President Kennedy have recommended to Congress that this
penalty be repealed. Many organizations have advocated its repeal. The most
recent example was the action of the section of taxation of the American Bar.
Association in August of this year.

A start was made by the 1954 Code which removed the penalty with respect to
returns of regulated public utilities. The second step was taken by the passage
by the House of Representatives of H.R. 8363. Favorable action by the Senate
on this proposal would complete the removal of this unjust tax.

I. THE USE OF CONSOLIDATED BETUBNS SHOULD BE ENCOURAGED BATHER
THAN PENALIZED

A consolidated tao return more properly reflects the taxable income.-Business-
men, accountants, and others have long recognized that a consolidated financial
statement is the best way to reflect the income of an affiliated group of companies.
This is illustrated by the fact that, almost without exception, financial reports
to stockholders are on a consolidated basis.

An affiliated group is an economic unit and should be tawed as such.-This
principle is already recognized in the tax law. For example, an affiliated group
of corporations is treated as a single entity for the purpose of the $25,000 and
$50,000 limitations of the investment credit. An affiliated group is also treated
as a single taxpayer in computing the additional first year depreciation allowance
on the $10,000 limitation.

Consolidated returns reduce the administrative task of the Revenue Service.-
The auditing of one return from a central Internal Revenue Service office in-
volves far less work than auditing many returns which may be scattered in
various Internal Revenue Service offices. Furthermore, a consolidated return
minimizes the need to audit intercompany transactions , such as intercompany
sales, loans, service fees, and dividends. These transactions are frequently com-
plex and require much audit time and effort

The 2-percent penalty tao is economically unwise.-Despite the proposed re-
duction in corporate rates, the tax burden will continue to make it difficult for
corporations to provide the capital for the replacement and expansion of ma-
chinery and equipment which is so necessary for a healthy economy and full
employment To add to this burden by an additional levy on consolidated re-
turns is economic folly, particularly in view of the small revenue loss estimated
to be only $50 million a year.

The 2-percent penalty is inequitable.-Only those companies which for legal
or economic reasons must operate through subsidiary corporations are subject
to the tax. Other companies which can and do operate through branches and
divisions rather than through subsidiaries pay no such penalty. The exclusion
in 1954 of regulated public utilities from the operation of the 2-percent penalty
was predicated on the fact that such businesses are usually required to operate
through subsidiary companies. However, there are many other business enter-
prises besides regulated utilities which cannot readily function as a single cor-
poration. The tax treatment of such businesses should be equated with that
of the public utilities by the elimination of the 2-percent penalty.

The historical reason for the S-percent penalty no longer eists.-A penalty on
consolidated returns was first imposed for the year 1932. Prior to 1932, operating
losses could be carried forward 2 years. Starting with 1932 this provision was
eliminated. It was realized at that time that the effect of eliminating loss carry
forwards could be avoided by an affiliated group filing a consolidated return.
In such a return, the loss of one company could be offset by the profits of another
company. The penalty tax was thereupon conceived and enacted to offset this
advantage of the consolidated return. All remnants of this reasoning hive now
disappeared. The present law permits operating losses to be carried back 3
years and forward 5 years. This is a far more liberal arrangement than that
which was repealed in 1932.

II. THE REPEAL OF THE 2-PERCENT PENALTY SHOULD NOT BE DEPENDENT UNPON OTHER
PRoVISIONs OF H.B. 8303

Section 222 repealing the 2-percent penalty tax is complete In and of itself and
should in no way be dependent upon or coupled with the proposed reduction of
surtax exemption contained in section 223. An afliated group of corporations
which files a consolidated return is automatically limited to one surtax exemp-
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tion and in no way is concerned with the problems which the proposed reduction
of surtax exemption seeks to correct.

The proposed change in normal tax rates for corporations will increase the
value of the surtax exemption from the current $5,500 to $7,000 in 1964 and to
$6,500 for 1965 and subsequent years. To prevent this increased benefit from
being proliferated, section 223 reduces the benefit to certain groups of multiple
corporations whether or not they can file consolidated returns. Thus, the pro-
posed reduction of the surtax exemption is the product of change in the tax-
rate structure and should not be related to the 2-percent penalty imposed upon
consolidated returns.

III. RECOMMENDATION

For the reasons set forth above, we respectfully urge that the Finance Com-
mittee of the U.S. Senate take favorable action to repeal the 2-percent additional
surtax now imposed upon affiliated corporations filing consolidated returns.

PULLMAN INC.,
D. IT. LAREE, Assistant Vice President, Ta:es.

THE WELOH GRAPE JUICE Co., INC.,
Weatfield, N.Y., November 8,1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

MY DEAR SENATOB BYRD: We wish to indicate our strong opposition to the
proposals of the new tax bill (H.R. 8363), providing for taxing employees on
the "cost" of group term life insurance over $30,000, which is currently under
consideration by the Senate Finance Committee.

We can understand the purpose of the proponents of this revision since there
may be instances where the device of life insurance protection has been used to
favor certain individuals but I believe you will find this to be true primarily
of small, closely held organizations. We cannot understand, however, why the
longstanding insurance programs of the majority of companies, around which
employees have built their own plans, must be affected and modified just to
correct the possible abuse of a few. Why should tax legislation, which is in-
tended primarily to raise revenues, have as its obvious effect the limitation of
group life protection for employees?

With the increase in average earnings and the usual application of a multiple
of earnings to life insurance coverages, it is perfectly natural for many em-
ployees to receive the $80,000 of protection but this is strictly proportionate to
their earnings. This appears to be an opening in the door to tax other fringe
benefits of this nature because if it is logical to tax life insurance, why not
medical insurance. Medical plans today provide tax-free benefits which also
serve to reduce the direct outlay of taxable moneys. We could be opening a
pandora's box with respect to an area of demands that were originally forced
upon many companies in lieu of wage demands by unions, wage stabilization
policies; and governmental pressures and encouragement.

Our plan of group life insurance is noncontributory, with benefits based on
income and years of service. This aspect of our employee benefits program is
tied closely to our hospital and surgical insurance program, and is underwritten
by the same carrier. Premiums for these coverages are experience rated and
thus to arrive at a group-life cost determination for the relatively few individ-
uals who exceed the $30,000 limit in our organization would be extremely dif-
ficult. The net effect of disrupting the advantageous balance of these related
programs will, in our opinion, create costly administrative procedures and serve
to undermine morale.

It should also be noted that the normal practice of most firms is to determine
an average group life premium rate for all covered employees regardless of age.
The proposed bill would require an increasing rate as the employee grows older-
a situation which does not appear to be equitable (since the identical coverage
may be involved) and one which undoubtedly will lead to more work for the
corporation.

To complicate a longstanding benefit which has been fairly and equitably es-
tablished, in order to correct the abuses of a minority of firms, does not appear
to be justified as part of a tax bll~ The relatively little tax income resulting
from this proposal hardly seems to justify its passage, particularly in light of its
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negative overall effects. Enclosed are two additional copies of this letter so
that these comments may be entered as part of the committee's record.

Sincerely yours,
HI. HASow, Personnel Manager.

NIAGARA MOHAWK POWEB, CORP.,
.Syracuse, N.Y., November 8, 1963.

Hon. HARRY F. BYBD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.C.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: We would like to call your attention to certain prob-
lems which would arise if section 203 of H.R. 8363, now being considered by
your committee, is retained in the bill.

We believe that taxing group life insurance as income to employees is a
radical departure.from the well-established precedents that have influenced
the adoption and extent of group life insurance plans and, if enacted, could
logically lead into taxing other employee benefits.

Also, this tax could have the effect of restricting amounts of group life in-
surance which, under the McCarren Act, should be a function exercised by
the various States. In addition, the proposed tax is the only one which, where
applicable, would increase with an employee's age although his actual income
might not have increased.

Finally, we have made a study of the effect of this tax in our own case
and are taking the liberty of attaching a memorandum giving the results of
this analysis.

Briefly this study indicates that some 47 of our employees would currently
be affected and that the total amount of withholding would approximate $3,061
a year. We believe the administrative cost of makirig the withholding and keep-
ing track of the changes will be materially in excess of this amount for the
reasons outlined in the memorandum.

Since the estimate of the entire amount of tax expected to be raised by this
provision is only $5 million and it Is probable that it would cost employers
more than this amount to collect it, this does not appear to us to be an appro-
priate item in a revenue bill.

May we respectfully request that your committee give consideration to elimi-
nating this feature of the bill?

Very truly yours,
R. D. OONSTAinLE, Vice President.

COMMENTS ON THE PROPOSAL OF THE HOUSE WAYS AND MEANS COMMITTEE TO TAX
THE VALUE OF AMOUNTS OF GROUP LIFE INSURANCE IN EXCESS OF $30.000

,As presently incorporated in the provisions of the tax bill being developed by
the House Ways and Means Committee, it is proposed that, subject to certain
conditions, the value of amounts of Group Life Insurance in excess of $30,000
will be considered as taxable income to the insured employee.

To arrive at this valuation, the committee has established a table of average
values per thousand in 5-year age groupings. Using this table, the value of
the excess amount may be calculated and from this value may be deducted any
contributions made by the employee to the cost of the insurance, including con-
tributions applicable to the first $30,000. Retired persons would be exempt from
this tax.

The life Insurance industry is opposed to this proposal even though the present
version has been softened materially :from the basis originally suggested by
the administration. There are numerous arguments Advanced in opposition, in-
cluding the fact that it will be a tremendous nuisance to employers with liberal
group life insurance programs and that the amount of tax which will be developed
will not be commensurate with the cost to employers in arriving at the tax figures.

To check this, an analysis has been made of the people who would presently
be affected under the Niagara Mohawk Power Corp. plan. The present number
totals 47 and the total amount of withholding would be approximately $3,061 a
year. Considering that the total Federal tax withheld in 1962 was $9,470,000,
this small additional tax seems futile on the face of it.

In order to make this withholding and keep it accurate, we would have to
perform the following functions:
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'(1) Determine who Is presently affected and establish the amount of
taxable income in each case, together with the additional amount to be
withheld.

(2) Each employee affected would have to be advised of the amount of
taxable income. *

<(3) Whenever an employee's earnings entitle him to an increase in his
group life Insurance that will bring it above $30,000, his case would have
to be analyzed to determine if there were any taxable income involved.

(4) Whenever the insurance of an employee already having more than
$30,000 group life insurance was increased, his taxable income, if any,
would have to be recalculated and, where necessary, adjustments made in
the withholding and renotifleation given to the employee.

(5) The age of each employee with more than $30,000 life insurance would
have to be flagged since, when he passed into the next 5-year-age bracket, a
recalculation would have to be made to determine whether or not any
taxable, or Increased taxable, Income had developed. The same changes
in withholding and notification to the employee as mentioned above would
have to be accomplished.

It is difficult to make any exact estimate of the cost of these procedures but
it would appear on the surface that these costs would exceed the taxes collected.
Considering that the House Ways and Means Committee estimate of the addi-
tional tax to be developed by this change in the law is only $5 million, the value
to the Government in increased revenue is insignificant and far exceeded by the
nuisance cost to employers.

NATIONAL AssoclAvION OF SMALL BUSINESS INVESTMENT COS.,
SWashington, D.O., November 7, 1968.

Re H.R. 8363.
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR MR. CIHAIRMAN : I write on behalf of our association and to urge early and
favorable action by your committee on H.R. 8363.

Our association represents approximately two-thirds of.all companies licensed
to operate under the Small Business Investment Act of 1958, and our member
companies account for approximately 75 percent of the funds committed to the
SBIO program to date.

The more than 675 SBIC's In operation have capital and surplus,of nearly
$590 million of which approximately -$425 million has been invested in about
8,500 small firms. We believe that the experience gained by our member com-
panies In dealing with these small firms qualifies us to comment on the effect of
H.R. 8363 on small business.

First and foremost, it is clear that the proposal to reduce both corporate and
individual income tax rates will be most beneficial to small business. The pro-
posal to reverse the normal and surtax rates on corporations effective this year
will be extremely helpful to small corporations since it will mean a reduction of
about 27 percent in the tax liabilities of companies having taxable incomes .of
$25,000 or less. The vast majority of SBTC investments are in small corporations
whose income.is such that they are not now subject to the corporate surtax.
Permitting these corporations to retain a larger portion of their earnings and
profits will materially assist them in generating internal funds to finance their
growth and producing a better return on the funds invested in them by SBIC's.

By the same token, the proposed reduction in personal income tax will like-
wise materially assist unincorporated small business concerns by permitting
them ti, plow back a larger portion of their earnings and profits into the business.

The proposal to permit only one surtax exemption to an affiliated group of
corporations under common control would, of course, mean increased taxes for
such corporations and thus would counteract to a certain extent the proposed
reduction in corporate Income tax rates. Among small corporations in which
SBIO's invest however, this proposal would not have a materially adverse effect
for the.reason that our corporate borrowers are generally not affiliated with
other corporations within the meaning of H.R. 8363. Numerically at least, the
small corporations receiving funds from SBI(Os are predominantly independent
corporations not subject to the 80-percent common control test contemplated
by H.R. 8363.

24-532-03-pt. 3---39
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Speaking from the SBIO standpoint however, I would hope that your committee
would clarify this particular proposal to make certain that small corporations
being assisted by SBIC's are not regarded as multiple corporations under com-
mon control simply lby virtue of the fact that a particular group of small corpo-
rations may all be receiving financing from one SBIO. I urge this clarification
from an abundance of caution, our industry having been disappointed on a
number of occasions by interpretations of existing tax law by the Internal
Revenue Service to the serious detriment of our industry.

The proposal to reduce from 80 to 60 percent the gross income test for deter-
mining whether a company is a personal holding company should have no effect
on small concerns receiving SBIO financing for the reason that our industry is
engaged in financing operating businesses as distinguished from mere holding
companies. Indeed, the regulations and policies of the Small Business Adminis-
tration governing our industry specifically prohibit the use of SBIO funds to
finance holding companies.

On the other hand, viewed from the standpoint of the operations of an SBIO,
this proposal will aggravate a most serious problem now confronting the SBIO
industry. The great majority of SBIC's are small, closely held corporations
where more than 50 percent of the stock is owned directly or indirectly by five
or fewer individuals. All of the income which SBIC's are authorized to receive
qualifies as personal holding company income except for fees which they may
receive for managerial and counseling services.

Where such an SBIO earns such fees to the extent that they constitute more
than 20 percent of their gross income, then under present law they are not subject
to the extremely harsh personal holding company surtax. But under the pres-
ent proposal, reducing the percentage test from 80 to 60 percent, the same type
of SBIO would have to show more than 40 percent of its income coming from
such fees for managerial and counseling services.

S. 297, the SBIO tax bill now pending before your committee, would specifically
exempt SBIO's from the imposition of the personal holding company surtax.
In light of the congressional purpose underlying the Small Business Investment
Act of 1958, we respectfully request your committee to include in H.R. 8363 a
similar exemption for SBIO's from the imposition of the personal holding com-
pany surtax.

The proposal to eliminate accelerated depreciation of real estate and to recap-
ture excessive depreciation by taxing it as ordinary income could adversely
affect many small business concerns now enjoying the benefits of SBIO financ-
ing. Recent statistics published by the Small Business Administration indicate
that SBIO's have made more investments in real estate ventures than in any
other single element of the economy. It is clear to me, that this particular
proposal will undoubtedly result in SBIO's looking with less favor on applica-
tions for funds submitted by small business concerns engaged in real estate
operations. This raises serious policy questions which I trust will receive the
careful consideration of your committee in its consideration of this particular
proposal.

It is our view that the proposal to curtail the tax benefits now available for
employee stock options qualifying under section 421 of the Internal Revenue
Code could have a materially adverse effect on the small business concerns
which our industry serves. We believe that restricted stock options, as now
authorized under the code, provide a very real and meaningful incentive for
the principals of small corporations to assist in the growth and strengthening
of the companies employing them. The small corporations which we serve, like
the SBIO's themselves, are seldom able to offer salaries or. other cash compen-
sation sufficient to attract and hold the talent necessary to manage a successful
business. The restricted stock option as authorized by present law does accom-
plish this purpose and at virtually no cost to the .mploying corporation. We
would, therefore, oppose those provisions of H.R. 8363 proposing to curtail the
benefits now extended to restricted stock options, and we urge your committee
to reject this particular proposal to amend the present law.

I have referred previously to S. 297, the SBIO tax bill now pending before your
committee. As the name of our program indicates, SBIO's are in business for
the purpose of assisting small business. It is our position that anything which
will facilitate our operations as SBIO's will be of direct benefit t6 the small
business concerns which we serve. We, therefore, respectfully suggest that
your committee consider and act favorably on S. 297 as a logical and necessary
complement to H.R. 8363. c n i./ :.' ." . I.
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In light of the many benefits for small business Implicit In H.1. 8383, our
membership is most anxious that your committee act promptly and favorably
on the bill to 'nsure its enactment into law this year. Accordingly, and in
order to avoid extending your hearings further than necessary, I am niot re-
questing an opportunity to appear in person, but I do respectfully request that
the foregoing comments be incorporated In the printed record of your hearings.

Sincerely yours,
JAME W. HOWARD, Pretfdent.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK IN DALLAS,
Dalla*, Tce., November 7, 1963.

Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
chairman , Senate Finance Committee,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: We understand that tax bill, H.I. 8363, passed by the
House and now before your committee for hearings, contains a provision for
taxing employees on the "cost" of group term life insurance over $30,000.

In the case of our bank, we have a group term life Insurance plan providing
for maximum coverage of $40,000, the cost of which Is partially borne by the
bank In that the Insurance is made available to employees at a favorable rate
actually lower than the amount charged by the Insurance carrier. Only for
people 60 years or older would there be a tax liability and the amounts Involved
are too small to be consequential. In the case of other businesses, the tax
would be less or greater, of course, depending on amount of the cost borne
by the employer. The figuring we have done leads us to believe that relatively
little tax Income would result and that there would be a great deal of confusion
in getting the members of group life Insurance plans to understand and report
correctly the small amounts of taxable income which the newbill seeks to trap.

Additional applicable logic Is that unless their' is soine gross Inequity to be
corrected, or some substantial important revenue involved, it would seem ques-
tionable wisdom to t'srupt the tax basis on group term life insurance plans,
'iost of which have been In effect for a long period of years. Many of us
actively engaged in business feel that employee benefit programs should enjoy
favorable tax treatment, and should not be subjected to changes of the character
involved in the new bill.

Thank you for the privilege of registering our opinion.
Very truly yours,

F. 0. CATER,'Jr.,
8onior Vice President.

EMPIRE STATE CHAMBER OF COMIIERCE, INO.,
Albany, N.Y., November 5, 1963.

lion. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Committee on Finance,
Senate Office Building,.Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR BYRD: This letter gives a full statement of the views of the
Empire State Chamber of Commerce on the pending Federal tax revision bill.
These views were arrived at after careful study by our committee on taxation.
Our committee recommendations, In turn, have been reviewed by our board of
directors which formally authorized us to transmit them to you as an expression
of the chamber's views.

Broadly speaking, the chamber supports the bill now before your committee,
since we believe that a reduction !n Federal taxes is long overdue. We believe
further that tax redution should be accompanied by a substantial reduction in
Federal spending. In achieving such cuts, we commend your attention to the
specific proposals that have been submitted to the two Appropriation Commit-
tees by the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. However, we do not
believe that reduction in taxes should be tied to, and made contingent upon,
an expenditure cut as was proposed but rejected In the House.

While we support the bill in general, we find in it some objectionable features
which we definitely oppose. These are:

(1) The proposed speedup in corporation taxpayments which in effect
will largely offset the decrease in taxpayments for tome years to come.
This is, in effect; a tax increase which will hai'e a seriously harmful effect
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upon the cash position of many companies. Some companies may have to
borrow to pay their income taxes. The bill makes no provision for cor-
porations with fluctuating incomes, many of which earn the bulk of their
profits during the final quarter of the fiscal year. We strongly object to
this proposal. , .

(2) The 6-percent penalty tax on corporations using multiple surtax
exemptions: This is unfair to many companies who by force of drcum-
stances or law are called upon to operate with corporate subsidiaries in
each individual State where they do business.

(3) The minimum standard deduction of $300 for the personal income
tax. This is an obvious part of the bill's plan to give a disproportionately
large reduction to the low-income group. It impairs the "ability-to-pay"
theory on which the income tax is based and will eliminate about 1,700,000
people from the income tax rolls. This group, and its spokesmen, are
among the most vociferous advocates of heavy Federal Government spend-
ing. Certainly if they want Government to spend they ought to be willing
to pay part of the cost.

(4) Allowing tax-free reimbursement of moving expenses for new em-
ployees is a desirable change but is insufficient The committee believes
reimbursement of such expenses should not be confined to costs of moving
of household goods, but should cover any expenses incidental to moving for
which the employee is reimbursed by his employer.

(5) Proposed $30,000 ceiling on group life insurance is opposed as wrong in
principle. The committee feels that if the company has an insurance plan
with gradations in insurance related to, and consistent with, various salary
levels, such as premium payments by a company should not be taxable to
the employee.

(6) Stock options: The retroactive application of the proposed change
back to June 11, 1963, is opposed as unfair. Application of any such change
should be prospective only.

(7) Dividend credit: The committee recommends opposition to the reduc-
tion and eventual elimination of the 4-percent credit on dividends. This
credit was adopted as a first step toward eliminating double taxation of
corporate income, and to eliminate it is a retrogression. Instead it really
should be increased.

(8) Change in depreciation allowance on sales of real estate in the pro-
posals for treatment of so-called real estate "tax shelters." This in effect
would restore the straight line depreciation method when real property is
sold. This will lay the groundwork for future adoption of a straight line
basis when figuring capital gains on sale of machinery and equipment. This
philosophy, if allowed to get into the law, may eventually do away with the
benefits of the faster writeoffs now allowed under recent changes in depreci-
ation rules.

This letter supplements, in effect, the testimony of Mr. John L. Connolly,
chairman of the Committee on Federal Finance of the Council of State Cham-
bers of Commerce, in which testimony we concur, generally speaking, with the
exception of one item which Mr. Connolly referred to. We submit this fuller
statement of our views in the hope that it may be helpful to your committee mem-
bers and staff in your consideration of this bill. We ask that it be included in the
record of the hearings now being conducted by your committee.

Sincerely yours,
JOHN J. ROBERBS,

. Executive Vice Preaident.

STATEMENT OF DANA LArTHAM, OF LATHAM & WATKINS, Los ANOEfS8, CALIF., IN
OPPOSITION TO CHANGING INTERNAL REVENUE C6DE, SECTION 1014 (BASIS OF
PROPERTY ACQUIRED FROM A DECEDENT)

General agreement exists that income taxes should be reduced. Numerous
debates, however, are taking place over how the reduction should be distributed
and as to what reforms should be adopted. One proposal not presently in the
House bill deserves the most serious consideration of all the controversial Issues.
I will in any.event limit my views to this one tople-namely, the proposal to
carry over the decedent's basis for capital assets;

Notwithstanding any reduction yet proposed, taxes are going to be so high for
the foreseeable future that they will have a major part in the shaping of Indl-
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vidual and business economic decisions. However presented, the carryover basis
idea or the proposed tax on capital appreciation at death must be considered
openly for what they both are-namely, substantial, indirect increases in the
estate tax. Any increase in the tax on capital at death without a complete over-
haul of that statute will only accentuate its present undesirable impact on the
economy. :Such an increase without appropriate reform cannot be Justified on
any theory.

The thought that a carryover basis is somehow a more acceptable vehicle for
increasing the estate tax than the originally suggested tax on appreciation at
death can be met head on and scotched. Small estates, which are present in
large numbers, pay little or no death tax and thus have few problems. The
really large estates are usually made up of assets which can be liquidated readily.
Although onerous, the taxes can be paid. Also, even though the rates on large
estates are higher than in most other Western nations, enough usually remains
td sustain the surviving family adequately.

The real victims of the proposed death tax increase are decedents in the middle
brackets with individually owned or closely held family businesses. I justly
feel that these enterprises form the backbone of, and the showcase for, our demo-
cratic, capitalistic society. At death, the estates of these people require funds
varying from 25 to 40 percent of the total value of the estate to pay:estate and
inheritance taxes. After high income tax rates, future earnings can't pay the
tax directly and net after taxes usually isn't sufficient to pay off loans if the tax
money is borrowed.

The only asset available for sale to pay the tax is this business interest
Family and closely held businesses generally can't be sold piecemeal. Thus, at
or near death, a substantial sale realizing all of the unrealized appreciation is
required. The higher tax resulting from the new levy on the appreciation in-
creases the cash needed. The vital man in the middle of our economy thus really
winds up in the nildle of the tax muddle. He is the "goat."

Taxpayers facing such problems have not, will not, and cannot stand idle par-
ticularly in the face of a tax increase such as the Treasury proposal under dis-
cussion involves. Because of fears as to the outcome of valuation disputes over
interests in businesses which have no readily ascertainable market value, and
because rates are so high now that owners are unwilling to risk distress sales
after death, small- and middle-sized entrepreneurs are combining by mergers and
other means with larger entities. Usually these steps can be completed free of
tax. When this course is not possible, a lifetime sale involves less tax and none
of the ruinous uncertainties which arise at death. Thus the small entrepreneur
which the present administration states it wishes to foster and protect may well
be forced from our business scene.

The Government nevertheless justifies its proposal on the specious theory that
"capital appreciation" has "escaped tax" if the basis is increased at death. This
is in blatant disregard of the levy of a death tax on'the full value, including
all appreciation. Claimed justification on the theory that a seller of property
before death who is thus liable for both the appreciation tax and the death tax
should be taxed the same as the person whose estate sells after death is similarly
fallacious. A voluntary realizing transaction places a taxpayer in possession
of the capital gain and presumably the means for paying any tax. While such
gains are and have for many years been taxed, partly to protect the revenues,
they have been taxed at lower rates. As gains are realized they must be taxed
whether death is near at hand or far distant.

Death usually is not voluntary and rarely is a tax-saving devices A heavy
death tax under present law is due on the appreciation, if any, and on all other
elements comprising the much disputed and highly theoretical concept of market
value. Death usually does not create cash from which the tax can be paid.
While sales in the middle-sized estates are likely, they would not necessarily
occur because of the death, but for compulsory tax liquidations. The argument
then that these two extremely different cases should be taxed alike falls of its
own weight. Under the carryover basis plan it Is cheaper to realize a gain before
death because the capital gains tax paid not being a part of the estate is not taxed
for death tax purposes. Why, in such a case, a decedent should pdy niore tax
defies explanation.

Many Government policies are designed to promote the growth and welfare
of smaller business enterprises and to encourage the free movement of invest-
ment capital into business risk investments 'The placing to the largest possible
extent of control over spending and investment decisions in private rather than

* 1 /
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gobrnmental hands is a goal ardently sought by all who believe iu our eco-
nomic systeir . .

Atiy change which adds a tax to the death tax immediately or at some later
titiie encourages Investments in bonds, insurance, and other forms of fixed value
'property. True, insurance companies, banks, and similar organizations may
as1jply risk capital to business, but this system is certainly less desirable than
the situation presently existing under which risk investments are still made by
'Individual businessmen.

STransfer taxes have some basis in revenue needs but the overriding purpose is
to limit the accumulation of family fortunes. If, in this conflict of sense and
nonsense, we feel bn attraction for the carryover basis approach, one has but

'to read proposed amendment No. 225 to H.R. 8363 to see how.17 pages of com-
'plications plus unreasonably harsh civil, and perhaps criminal penalties could
plague millions of Innocent, decent, law-abiding citizens. The complications and
unfairness in burdens placed on taxpayers are appalling. The

'iitliaren osophy would seem only an opening wedge for a plan which,
in '!t , would confiscate all inherit tues above some nominal figure. In the
lo ran,.even the "have nots" might d e not to accept such a ceiling upon

Seconiome prospects their descendants.
fr'itnce the estate tax ls capital levy, we dt't need any semantic mechanics

to justify the t by c lllng t ppreclation " ome." Whatever we call it is
lmimaterI Th fact t at a tax as been levied n the appreciation is not sub-
ject tral chall nge. he only estion which ca remain Is--"Is the tax high
eno ?h?" It wo Id be p isu pous for ne not hav g the burden of decision to
an r the last t i't rates w icq go to 77 recent are certainly getting
fairly near . hi I gh enough.
* The effort o toasurto imse a tax on app nation at death was un-

successfl .in1 HIou . Un aued, the next adv nced the carryover basis
a rqach. o o ultftely pre ailed and this proposal was also

anfdo(7bd. en w rel sa would indicate tha if the Secretary cannot
nrb th ns t carryorveroasis provis ns, then Treasury would
reduce t e capital alt te to 25 percent. Ea of these proposals in-

r cases the x, the a y or relatively, which 'would be paid from the
*N tion's r pital. The oflfaof any one in tpe present context would

m ly p eovlde e I r the tul realization at a future time for the
\ y's original
\ Ideologies are atiwaI-tax I centives t promote usumption spending versus
S tax Incentiveg toprom te savy gs. Satvigs foste investments in ways which
S will make/robs and inc ase th prodii action of gods at the same time that con-
suming ptwer is increa by d employm et. Such consuming power is
clearly prefer ible- t creat by free mo y. Free money is "easy come-

Ny go," not wisely or carefully spent, and drives up prices. If production
oodg can go up as effective purchasing and increases, then price inflation

Is probable and everyone benefits.
We esgufflcent tax dipede now to the accumulation of, and produc-

tive inv es Lpf, risk ca e, certa would not add a disguised In-
ctease In estate n rdens.

' . ... U.S. SENATE,,
COMMITTEE OF APPROPRIATIONS,

November 6., 196.
lIo. ;HARRy; F. BYaD,

.Chqirman, Finanoe Commntee,
ealcawe Offlce Buidi ng, Washington, D.O.
DEAR MR. OHAIBMAN: Yesterday, I introduced aobill to clarify the cdmponeints

'of, and to assist in the management of, the national debt and the tax structure.
r appeared before your committee when the debt limit was under discussion last
summer to suggest that the committee might wish to add language similar to this
bill to the debt limit legislation at that time. Unfortunately, the situation was
such that this was not practical, but I still think that the principle involved is
worth pursuing.
* When I appeared before your conunittee, I suggested that the language of the
bill I Introduced In the last two Congresses be used as the basis foo the amend-
bient. I That bill'asked foa combined report of.the statutory debt, contingent
debt, real-estate leases aid other long-tertn commitments, and uncominltted ap.
propriations on the principle that these categories include most Federal coth-

mitments in one way or another.
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The Treasury Departient feels that this legislation is not necessary, because
statutory debt is well reported on adaily biais,, and real estate operations and
uncommitted appropriations are reported: to the. Senate Approprlatlons;:Com;-
mittee. The leaves, the contingent liabilities of the Government; as the re-
maining item. The questlbn 6n these revolves around the strength of the court ,
mitinent and the chances of its being called upon by the holder. Many of the.
are reported upon but not all. Some of them are,vague and'others very specific.
I would include among those presently reported rather vaguely theinsuangnce
liabilities for pensions, veterans niedical programs, and even the social security
obligations of the Government Though these are not in all cases completely
statutory obligations of the Government, they certainly are obligations which our
veterans or social security card holders expect the Federal Government to honor,
and as such, I think they should be part of our financial planning; Unless we
have a reasonably accurate ilea of how' much money is involved, the planning
Is hindered. To my mind, our veterans obligations, for Instance, should be stated
regularly on an actuarial basis, including not only the veterans life insurance,
but also the pension and medical insurance programs. The same should be true
of other pension programs of the Government.

There is no question in my mind over the ability of the United States to pay
these obligations. There may be some' question as' to the method of financing
them and the value of the dollar when the obligation is paid if ive do not ilan
for them now. For this reason I hope that your committee will be able to con-
sider this bill, perhaps using it as an amendment either to the debt limit bill or
to the tax legislation now uthder consideration.

Sincerely yours,
' L.VFmTr SALTONSTALL, U.S. Senator.

P.S.--I enclose a copy of a letter I have received from the Comptroller General
which gives a brief description of some of these programs. I have the sup-
porting material In my office. It is quite extraordinary how broad the coverage
has become and how large the possible commitments are.

(8. 2281, 88th Cong., let sess.1

A BILL To clarify the components of, and -to asblat in the management of, the national
debt and the tax structure

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States
of America in Congress assembled, That the reports required by law to be pre-
pared by the Secretary of the Treasury for the information of the pretsdent, the
Congress, and the public with respect to the financial operations of the Govern-
ment shall include a separate semiannual report setting forth-

the aggregate and Individual amounts of the contingent liabilities of the
Government including without limitation: trust fund liabilities, Government-
spobsored corporations' liabilities, indirect liabilities not included as a part
of the direct debt, and liabilities of insurance and annuity programs, in-
cluding their acturial status on both a balance sheet and projected source
and application of funds basis; each agency's statement to show the col-
lateral pledged or other assets available (or to be realized) as security there-
for (Government securities to be separately noted), and an analysis of their
signiflcaEce in terms of past experience and probable risk.

The-report shall set forth the financial data in a concise form, with such ex-
planatory material as the Secretary may determine to be necessary or desirable,
and shall, include total am6onts for each category according, to the agency
involved.

COMPTROLMER GENERAL OF THEI UNITED STATES,
WaMMnpton,' July 31, 196S.

B-1i1876.
ID0, LEVERETT SALTONSTALL,
V.. SBenate.

DEAR SENATOR SALTONRTALL: Herewith are certain daia ass embled pursuant to
your letter of June 17, 1963, requesting information on various programs admin-
istered by the Federal Government which may be classified as "insurance" pro-
grams (five copies of apps. A thorughbp and one copy of app. D). The material
supplied herewith gives recognition to the conversations between a representative
of our staff and Mr. William Saltonstall, your administrative assistantt
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It is our understanding that you are seeking information regarding all forms
of Federal insurance programs and those programs that might be construed to
have insurance characteristics when compared with similar activities that are
conducted by the private sector of our economy. Accordingly, many of the
programs reported upon herein are not generally known as insurance pro-
grams of the Government but do have certain income maintenance or financial
protection characteristics that permit their classification as insurance programs.
These programs have characteristics which (1) assure income maintenance to
individuals who are disabled or have reached retirement age, through systems
such as social security, military retired pay, and other retirement and disability
plans; the public assistance programs of the Department of Health, Education,
and Welfare; and the compensation, pension, and life insurance programs of
the Veterans' Administration; or (2) assure the collectibility of loans or bank
deposits, such as Federal Housing Administration insured home loans, the loan
guarantee program of the Veterans' Administration, and Federal Deposit In-
surance Corporation bank account insurance; or (3) provide a service for which
the Government appears to be indefinitely committed, such as the hospitals and
outpatient clinics of the Public Health Service and the Veterans' Administra-
tion, the medicare program for dependents of military personnel, and the group
health plans for Federal civilian personnel.

We are submitting information for 89 programs administered by 9 departments
and 11 independent agencies. The data submitted include certain details re-
garding each of the programs which we identified as being within the framework
of the broad concept of insurance programs. Among these details, where the
information was readily available, are the number of persons benefiting from the
program through Federal payments and the number of persons covered by the
program where its nature provides a measure of insurance protection to the
individual although payments may not have been made at this point in time
or may never be made. For example, there are approximately 110 million persons
covered by the social security program by reason of having earned some wages
that were taxable under the program; however, during any given year a majority
of these persons do not receive benefit payments but, if eligible under the Social
Security Act, they are insured against the possibility of death or disability and
are assured a retirement income in later years. The disability insurance bene-
fits would provide income to the wage earners and their families during a period
of disability, and the death insurance benefits would provide income to surviving
widows, children, and dependent parents.

We have included in the appendix detail a citation,to the United States Code
or the United States Statutes which set forth the authority to operate each of
the programs. This citation will facilitate reference to full details regarding
existing law and the legislative history for each program, if needed. We have
indicated the date each program began operations and the termination date, if
any, provided in law or the probable date of termination If such is determinable;
otherwise, we have indicated that the program appears to be perpetual in char-
acter. Most of the programs do not have a termination date.

We have indicated the probable obligations for each program for the 5 fiscal
years 1964-68. We have shown this type of information for the respective pro-
grams since generally it is not possible'to state the total liabilities of these pro-
grams. A program that is perpetual ia nature, or for which a liability arises
only in the event of a future action or development that cannot be predicted too
well at this point in time, cannot be stated to have a specifle dollar amount of
liability.

If an attempt were to be made to state the liability, then . given time period
would have to be elected arbitrarily, and certain assumptions would have to be
made regarding the occurrence of events in the future. Therefore, an estimated
5-year total obligation as shown in the appendixes discloses the order of magni-
tude, and a trend which we believe will serve your purposes when considering
these programs in relation to the outstanding Federal public debt. Likewise,
wherever possible, we have shown the probable number of persons benefiting
from a program in fiscal year 1968, a year that is 5 years removed from today.

Following is a summary of the estimated obligations, for a 7-year period, under
all of the 89 programs reported:

Fiscal year 1962 ----- -------------- --------------- $27, 204,270, 000
Fiscal year 1963 ------ 2-----------------. --.--------- 2, 227, 347, 000
Fiscal years 1964 to 1968, inclusive --..........------------ 107, 948, 801,000

7-year total ------------ ---------------- 224, 80, 484,7-year total--- ---- ---- ---- ------,,,,,,, 224,880, 484,000O
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Although the commitment and obligation of the Federal Govenment for.thpee
several programs are; substantial and from current indications will continueto
grow over the years, it Is well to recognize that the character of these programs is
such that generally.the benefit to be received .by the Government or the benefit
to be received by various segment! of the American public (veterans,:retirees,
the disabled, the ill, etc.) from the operation of such programs will be payable
in future years only as events occur to make a person eligible for a benefit. For
example, the cost of operating tho veterans' and public health hospital programs
has not yet been incurred for the forthcoming 5-year period; however, in all
probability these programs will continue during the 5-year period and the bene-
ficiaries who incur an illness, disability, or accident will receve the benefits at
various times during such 5-year period.

In contrast, the public debt of the Federal Government represents borrowings
made primarily from the public (and from many Government-operated trust
funds) to meet obligations for goods and services already received by the Federal
Government. Accordingly, if, there is to be consideration of the obligations
under long-range programs already authorized by the Congress:in relation to the
public debt, it is necessary to recognize the distinction betwepenp(1) many 9f
these insuarnce programs, which involve goods. and services ,to be received
hereafter by the Government or which involve benefits to be provided in the
future, under certain circumstances, to certain segments of pur population and
(2) other programs under which goods and 'services have been received but for
which the Government owes through the public debt.

The various types of insurance programs for vhlIch the Federal Oovernment
is committed, the diversity of bases for providing the benefits already authorized
by the Congress for these programs, and the uncertainty of future events In many
programs make it difficult to tabulate insurance, commitments, or guarantees in
some meaningful fashion, and make it impossible to present a grand'total figure
representing the outstanding commitment or obligation of the Government since
there is no clear common denominator that can be applied to all such programs
Accordingly we are transmitting to you selected data regarding insurance and
guarantees in force, without summarization, for each of the programs as show
in appendix B and appendix D. Column 16 of appendix B identifies insurance
in force, commitments, guarantees, etc., where applicable to a given program.

Particular attention is invited to the revenue aspects of some of those pro-
grams which show that substantial obligations are being Incurred. For example,
veterans' life insurance, housing insurance programs, and others will receive
substantial income to offset the obligations incurred; also, some programs,
notably social security and railroad retirement programs, receive income in the
form of special taxes imposed on wages and salaries received. The amount of
revenues from all sources for these 89 programs is shown in appendix C and is
summarized as follows:

Fiscal year 1961 --------------- --------------- - $17, 128,037,000
Fiscal year 1962........------------------------- -- 17,535,180,000

The material transmitted herewith was compiled by us from a number of
sources without any audit or verification. While we have endeavored to use
reliable information in making this compilation, the material may contain some
inaccuracies or discrepancies, or mgy. be somewhat at variance with other pub-
lished material. Some of the data were estimated by us. However, we believe
that the data are adequate for general purposes and for identifying and disclos-
ing the order of magnitude of the several insurance-type programs. When using
the data, full consideration must be given to qualifying and explanatory foot-
notes as shown in the appendixes.

We will be glad to discuss this material with you and your staff and to
informally provide explanatory information regarding any of the programs.

Sincerely yours,
JOSEPH CAMPBELL,

Comptroller General of the United States.

THE KNOXvILLE Asso rATION or Lnr UNDEBwrrITBs,
KnoxvlUe, Tens., November 6, 1963.

Hon. HAnBY BYRD,
U.S. Senator,
Senate Office Building, Washington, D.O.

DEAR CONoRExssAN BYBD: The board of directors of the Knoxville Association
of Life Underwriters, an association of 800 members, has voted unanimously to

24-582--- -pt. 8--40
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express their oppoeitUoh to certain ectious of the 1963 tax bill which diserirhinate
against life insurance as property, and especially section 218 relating to the dedue.
tion of interest on Imoneys' brrowed to pay certain life insurance ptrmiums.
-'Mady people in our Indutstky will aeree tbAt thee are somb abuses Connected
with "minimunmdeposit" insurance and Certain "split dollar" practices. But out
associatloi feels that the proper approach to whatever problem that exists is the
direct approach of hanging industry practice, policy and philosophy, not the
indirect approach 6f a discriminatory tax. Thust, the answer to the problem
Would seem to lie within the industry whose long record of good citizenship seems
to be well established.

Respectfully youts,
. JAox K. WzsBROOK,

O.L.U. President.

TOWNmEND Co.,
Beaver Falls, Pa,, November 6, 1968..

Subject: Otoup term life seetion of H.R. 8363.
BIon. HAaBY P. fBYBO,
Chairman Benate Fihndtc Oammfttec,
Senate O ce Building, WVshington, ).O.

.DEA SENATOBR BY1D: It is my understanding that your committee has started
hearings on the above bill and.that a provision would be -icluded taxing em-
ployees on the cost of group term life insurance over $80,000.

I am sure tliat you and your colleagues have found already that the matter of
group )ife insurance is very complicated. For example, who knows what the
ost actually is, since it depends entirely upon experience ratings.

It is my film opinion that there is nothing to be gained as far as tax income
is concerned by writing anything as outlined above into a tax bill since, from a
practical standpoint, you cannot 4ike away from employees something they
already have.

Most companies would have to substitute some other fringe benftt, and I am
sure'there are many other loopholes In our tax structure whichwould provide
greater income to the Federal Government.

Very truly yours,
F. 11. DioKENso , President.

HousTox, Tex,, Novmber 5, 19863
Hon. hABBY F. BYRD,
Chitrtnman,; committee on Finance,
V,8. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAB SENAToa BYRD: These comments relate to the definition of component
members of a controlled group of. corporations as contained in section 1563(b)
as proposed by section 223(a) of HR. 8363.Sections 1561 and 1562 as proposed
would require either the allocation of a single .surtax exception among the
component members of a controlled group of corporations or the payment of
an additional tax of 6 percent of taxable Income not in excess of'$25,000. Sec-
tion 1563(a) (2) defines a "brother sister" controlled group of corporations as two
or more corporations 80 percent or more 6f whose stock is owned by one person.
Tht definition, as proposed, could include in the controlled group a corporation
whose stockholders have elected to be taxed under the provisions Of subchapter S.
If a subichpter S corporation is included in the controlled group and the literal
language of section 1561 and 1562 Is followed, anfunintended result Would occur.
Under section 1561(a) (1), a portion of the surtax exemption would be allocated
to the subchapter S corporattol which would'd6rive d11 benefit therefrom. The
taxpayer corporations could elect to Apportion tile surtax exemption under
section 1561(a) (2) and avoid the inequitable allocation of section 1561(a) (1),
but it does not appear reasonable that a special election under one provision
must be made to prevent the utlintended result of another provision.

Presumably the exemption of subchapter S corporations from taxes imposed
by this chapter contained in section 1872(b) would prevent any possible adverse
effect created by section 1562 If aa subhapter. 8 coioratlon is included in a
controlled group of Corporations. .

To prevent the unintended allocation of a portion of the surtaf' exemption
to a subchapter 9 corporation under section 1561, and to clarify the' effect of
section 1562, it i. suggested that section 1863(b) (2) b, amended to add'saub
chapter 8 corporations to the list of ecluded members contained teren.: -

SRespectfully yours,: .
. WAYNE K.,GOSTTCHE.
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Seiiator HRT , BD, , .
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
U.. Senate, Washington, D,O.
SDEAR SENATOR BYRD: I would like to take this opportunity to give you my

thoughts and comments on the new tax bill (II.R. 8363) as regards the provision
which proposes to tax employees on the cost of group term life insurance over
$30,000. ..

For over 40 years, group term life insurance on a favorable tax basis has
been a factor in the establishment and maintenance of employee benefit programs.
It is very possible that changing the role how might have a disrupting effect
upon many long-established group benefit plans. Actually, the bill appears to
be more of an attempt to limit group term life Insurance than. to produce revenue
since relatively little tax income will result if the bill is passed.

Actually, from an employer's standpoint, the computation and withholding
of additional taxable income could become a very complex and costly procedure
The continuing rising cost of doing business makes it hard enough to maintain
a profitable operation without throwing in additional clerical work.

I am personally opposed to the new tax bill, at least the provision relating
to group term insurance, and want to take this opportunity to express my com-
ments and request that these comments be made a part of the committee's
record.

Thank you for any consideration you may be able to give us.
Sincerely,

EDWARD R. BAILEY,
Vice President, Personnel.

GREDE FOUNDRDIE, INC.,
Milwaukee, November 4, 1963,

Hon. HARRY F, BTRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offtce Building,
Washington, D.O.

DEAR SENATOR: Tax bill H.R. 8363 now before the Senate Finance Committee
contains a new provision taxing employees on the cost of group term life insur-
ance over $30,000. I strongly object to this provision for the following reasons:

For over 40 years group term life insurance on a favorable tax basis has
been a factor in the establishment and maintenance of employee"benefit pro-
grams. To change the rule now would have a disrupting effect upon many
long-established plans.

The bill appears more an attempt to limit group term life insurance than
to produce revenue, since relatively little tax income will result.

Computing and withholding each employee's additional taxable income
would be a complex and costly procedure for employers because: two methods
of determining cost are permitted; employee contributions and experience
rating refunds must be taken into account; and package plans of health and
welfare benefits must be split up for cost purposes.

Insurance costs under the bill rise sharply with age notwithstanding the
fact that the common practice is to determine an average group life premium
rate for all covered employees regardless of age.

I respectfully request that the above comments be made part of the committee's
record.

Sincerely,
L. T. NEWMAw, Secretary and Treasurer.

THE NATIONAL SCREW & MAmNUFATURINO Co.,
Oleveland, Ohio, November 4, 1968.

Senator HARRBY F. BrD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Office Building,
Washington,D.C. .

DEAR SENATOsB TBD: The group term ife Insurance provisions of the new tax
bill H.R. 8363, in my opinion, sbould be eliminated from this bill. Group life
insurance on a favorable tax basis has for many years been the cornerstone
of employee benefit programs. Favorable: experience with group life insurance
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un4oubtedloWas key faidtor b expanding group employee benefits Into many
other areas, such kal hdpltalliwtton, surgical insurance, accident and slckneAs
indemnity, accidental death insurance, and pensions-to name 'tst the obviois
ones. . " '

Restrictions on group life Insurance In this bill would-result In very, very little
tat,. ncome, but would seriously limit life nsuitance programs now in effect.
Increased taxation on group life Insurance premiums might result in a net loss
of Federal tax income it taxable death benefits from group life insurance were
reduced because of increased taxation of the premiums.

Not only would the computing of withholding tax due under this program be
very complex and costly, but the method of taxation proposed on the basis of the
current age cost for each employee is absolutely conttrary to the historical finane-
idg of group life Insurance on the basis of average group life premium rates for
all employees In the group. This bill would, therefore, In effect destroy in part
the group nature of group life insurance.

I respectfully urge your committee to reject this proposal in H.R. 8363, and that
these comments be made a part of the committee's records.

Yours very truly,
R. H. LKUKART.

MARYLAND NURSEs ASSOoIATION, INO.,
Baltimore, Md., November 4, 1963.

Senator HARlY F. BYRD,
U.S. Senate, Washington, D.O.

DEAR SwNArTOR BYaB: The Maryland Nurses Association, a constituent of the
American Nurses' Association, requests your favorable consideration of H.R.
8363 with Senator Maurine Neuberger's amendments which provide for more
liberal tax deductions for child care.

The growth of our country's economy and the increase in the size of the labor
field have forced women to participate in gainful employment outside the home,
thus taking many mothers away from their families and homes.

Mothers employed outside the home must provide for their children when
left during the working hours. Protective and healthy care of the child should
be assured to the mothers and to the child left with others.

More liberal tax deductions are needed for parents who by necessity must
incur additional expenses to provide adequate care of children while they are
employed.

The Maryland Nurses Association urges your support 6f the child care deduc-
tions bill with Senator Neuberger's amendments.

Sincerely yours,
AuT.c M. SUNDBKO, R.N.,

President.

STATEMENT OF LINCOLN NATIONAL LnFE INsUBANOB CO. ON SECTION 222 or H.R.
8363

Introduction

The Lincoln National Life Insurance Co. is an Indiana corporation which was
organized In 1905 and which Is presently license lto do business, and is doing
business, as a life insurance company in all States of the United States other
than-the State of New York. For several years prior to 1960, it contemplated
entering the State of New York. However, It did not wish to subject its entire
operations to the regulatory power of the State of4ew York. Accordingly, in
1960, the Indiana corporation organized the Lincoln National Life Insurance Co.
of New York as a New York corporation which said New. York corporation
obtained a license to do business In New Yorkk, and Is doing business, as a life
insurance company 'only in the State of New York. The Indiana corporation
Is the owner of all the outstanding shares of stock of the New York ciorration,
and has owned all of such shares throughout the ent ij fe of the NewX York
corporation. Both corporations are life insurance comlhiiea '.qtbect to the
tax imposed by section 802 of the Internal Revenue Code of 19.54 as'amuended,

SitAt .. , r M. ,'o '

In each year pt its existence, the New York corporation has sustained a lose
from operations. If the New York corporation were to be liquidated at the
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lose of the teableyear 19, and lta Aotvltiem continued thereafter by'the
Indiana corporation, the .naout fot the New York corporation's net operating
loss carryovers could be utilized by the Indiana corporation to offset taxable
Income subequently derived froin any source: (See sec. 381 of the Internal Reve-
nue Code of 1954, as amended.) If the New York corporation were not liq-
uldated, but both corporations were to elect to file a consolidated return for the
taxable year 1964, existing statutes and regulations would limit the amount of
such pet operating lose carryovers which could be so utilized to the amount of
taxable income realized by the New York corporation in such year and the next
succeeding 4 years. (See see. 1502 of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954, as
amended; and regulation sec. 1.1502-31.)

Section 222 of H.R. 8363 would repeal the present additional tax of 2 percent
which Is imposed upon the consolidated income of affiliated :brporatioris which
elect to file consolidated returns. Section 2283 of H.R. 8303 would require a
controlled group of corporations either to prorate the $25,000 surtax exemption
or to pay an additional tax of 6 percent upon the first $25.000 of taxable income
of each member corporation. These two sections indicate an intention to enour-
age the filing of consolidated returns by all qualified corporations. (See pt. IV
Report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representatives to ac-
company H.R. 8363, Sept. 13, 1963.)

Further, it was stated in the report of the Ways and Means Committee:
"Your committee's bill removes the special 2 percent penalty tax on the privilege
of filing a consolidated return, in part because the return of commonly con-
trolled corporations as a single economic unit for tax purposes is in accord
with the reality of the situation. Moreover, there appears to be no reason
why, where a group of commonly controlled corporations are willing to have
their operations consolidated for tax purposes, the mere presence of more than
one corporate organization in the group should result in any penalty tax.
No such penalty, for example, is exacted in the case of other corporate or-
ganizations operating through divisions rather than separate corporations."
(See Pt. IV, Report of the Committee on Ways and Means, House of Representa-
tives, to accompany H.R. 8363, Sept. 13, 1963.)

Since it is iint: ded that commonly controlled corporations should pot be
penalized for electing to be taxed as a single entity, but should be accorded
the same treatment as a single corporation operating through divisions, provi-
sion should be made to ensure that commonly controlled corporations which
do elect to have their operations consolidated for tax purposes will be accorded
the same treatment as though they had consolidated in fact. However, no provi-
sion has been made to permit such electing corporations to utilize net operating
loss carryovers in the same manner as if they had consolidated in fact. In
order to achieve this result, provision should be made to permit the electing
corporations to utilize any net operating loss carryovers in the same manner as
if they had consolidated in fact.

However no reason is perceived justifying similar treatment for a net
operating loss incurred by an affiliated company prior to affiliation, Accordingly,
it is suggested that the recommended amendment to section 222 of H.R. 8363
be limited In its application: (1) to corporations which were members of an
"affiliated group" on December 31, 1962; and (2) to the portion of the "net
operating loss carryovers" attributable to "net operating losses" sustained dur.
ing the period of affiliation. So limited, the recommended amendment wpp
not encourage the purchase of "loss carryover companies."

BEOOMMENDATION

It is suggested that section 222 of .H.R. 8363 be amended by striking out
paragraph (1) of subsection (b) thereof and substituting the following:

"(1) Section 1503 is amended-
"(A) by amending subsection (b) to read a follows:

"'(b) ;Nr OprstluYo Loss cOMyVyape QFor-MMBE OoPi AuI'gB.In the case
of an affiliated group of corporations which was an affiliated group (within the
definition contained in section 1504(a)) on December 31, 1062, and- which files
a consolidated return for .taxable year beginning after December 81, 1963,
there shall be allowed as a deduction in determining thb consolidated taxable
Incotm for such' taxable year, tihe aggregate of the pet operating toss carry-
overs of the member companies to the extent that such net operating loss carry-
overs are attributable to net operating losses sustained by the member corn-
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pansies during the period 6f affliation, and'limited only by the amount of the
consolidated taxable income computed without regard to the deduction herein
granted.' I .

."(B) by striking out subsection (c) and by relettering subsection (d)
Sas subsection (c)."

Submitted by THE LINCOLN NATIONAL LIFE INSURANCE Co.,
HENBY F. ROOD, EBecutive Vice President.

OANONSBUB, PA., October 28,1968.
Senator HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Benate Committee on Finance,
Washington, D.O.

DEaB SENATOR BYBD: This is to express my opposition to a tax cut because
I believe it would weaken our paper dollar at a time when it needs defending.
It is requested that this leter be included in the records of the hearings on H.R.
8363.

Our dollar is vulnerable to gold losses, as is well known, but our silver
coinage could also disappear if even a small fraction of the public should lose
faith in the paper currency and seek safety in silver:

Billion
dollars

Demand deposits.--------------------- --- ------- 116
Federal Reserve notes ....--------- ------------------------... 32
Silver certificates ------ ----------. ---- ------ 2

Total---- ------------------------- ----- ---- 150

Silver dollars in the Treasury-..--------- - ------------ 0.1
Subsidiary coins in circulation------- ------...... ------ -- - 1.8

Total --------- - ------------------- 1.9

The next table shows that silver dollars are now disappearing from the
Treasury, following the same trend as the "free" silver during 1901:

Millions remaining in the
Treasury I

End of month ,End ofonth Ounces of free Silver dollars
silver during during 1963

1961

January ............ ................................................... 121.1 90. 4
February. ........ .... .......... ..... ..................... .............. 11 9 8.4
March............................................................. 105.2 83.
A .ril............... .... ......... M., 79.2

79.7 6&.8JUe........ ..........--..-.... 7.-...--. 8 6
Julne...................................................................... .74 658Julygust............ ........................................................ 64.4 7A gust .... ..... --.... .... - .. . . . ... ... --- -. 64.9 C 3
September............................... ... ................................ 67.9 4.8
October......................... ............ .................. 43.7..........
November ..... ............. ......... ...... ... ............ 26. .........---
December ............................-- ....... ..... ......... .. 2& ..........

I From the daily statements of the Treasury for the last day of eah month.

Likewise, the recent study of future coinage demand I Indicates a higher loss
rate of the coinage already in circulation than is reflected In the circulation
statement of U.S. money:

* "Production Facilities for the United States Mint," by Arthur D. Little, Inc., contract
No. EB-88. This report is summarized in the hearings by the Senate Committ6e on Bank
Ina and Currency on 8.74. The particular details referred to here are n A. D. Little's
Working Memorandums Nos. 6 and 22,
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Calculated Qalcvlated
fraction ol vaI ot cons Calculated
cots in in circlas- rate of

circulation tion on . annual los :
that are lost an.1,1963

annually

Dimes .......... ....................... .......... ...... . , 8 . 14
Qiarters...... ............................................ ... .022 4 11

alveota.... ....................... ... ........ .... . .028 17 8

To tal................................................... .............. 1,117 83
Same total, from circulation statement............ ............. 1,7 ......

This calculated rate of loss is a significant part of the $104 million in silver
coins minted during 1902, and the $630 million calculated discrepancy in coins
in circulation may explain the present coin shortage.

The mint report shows why U.S. coins are vulnerable to hoarding:
Dollars per

ounce of eilvW
in the ooinage

England ----- -------------- --------------- --
Germany-------.------------------------- 5.
France ------------------- -------- ------------ 8.10
Switzerland .-------.------------------ 2.87
Italy ------- --------------------- ----------- 2. 7
Canada---------------------- --------------------. 1.55
U.S. subsidiary coins.--. ------------------------------ 1.88
U.S. silver dollars...---------.------------------ 1.29

SZero silver content.

Our coinage is undervalued relative to gold since, at the pre-1933 parity of
one-sixteenth of the gold price, silver would cost $2.18 per ounce. Hence, the
Treasury is selling silver bullion domestically to hold the price at $1.293, while
part of our gold losses are going to private individuals abroad, who also absorb
most of the new gold supply:

[In billions of dollars]

U.S. Treas- Worldwide New gold Gold added
Year ury gold private gold coming to to free world

stock year- holdings market monetary
end stock Y

1955................... ....................... 21.8 11.4 1.0 0.7
19w6............................. ............... 22 11.9 1.1 .
1957.................. ........... ... 239 12.4 1.8 .7
1958......................... .............. 0. 13.8 1.8 .7
1959.......................... .............. . 1.6 1 2 1.4 .7
1900............................................ 17.8 1&.8 1.4 .3
1961......................... .......... ...... 9 14.7 1.5 .6
1962.......................... ..... ........ 1.1 1& 1.6 .6

I Estimates from Plek's Currency Yearbook. Some similar figures wer published by Time magsuan
in the issue ofAug. 3 1962.

SAnnual reports oflnternational Mlonetary Fund and Bank for International settlement.

i conclude that we cannot afford the luxury of a tax cut; but instead we must
cut the cost of government and defend our currency. Our paper dollar may be
jeopardized if only a small fraction of the people lose faith in it.

Respectfully,
TWIrIAM B. RETAIoKx.

Los ANGEEoS, OAur., November 1, 1968.
Hon. HAYr F. Byan,
Chairman, Benate Finance Committee, Uo . Senate,
Washington, D.O, ,
'r m: As you know, the 1963 tat -bill now pending before yoti-ecommittee is

a proposal which would disallow interest as a deduction Tfol any amont paid



or, accrued on Indebtedness Iiciurred or continued to purchase or carry a
*life iajira endowment or iinnuity onat'¢ict, pursuant to a plan of purchase
which contemplates systempatic direct or indirect borrowing of part or all of the
ncre ses n cash 'value of such contract (either from the insurer or otherwise).

There are certain exceptions: It would not apply (1) if the policies were
bought before August 8, 1963; (2) If such indebtedness were incurred in connec-
tion with a tiade or business; or (8) it at least four out of the first seven premi-
ums had lben palid l.l thou borrowing..

Senator, may I ask your consideration of these points:
(1) This proposal would discriminate against life insurance as a form

of property. Interest paid on any other form of a loan is deductible in
Scalculating,income taxes and to remove this privilege from life insurance

Is bound to work a great hardship on a large number of perfectly honest in.
sured.i

(2) I am seriously concerned that if such a provision becomes law, It will
lead to the harassment of taxpayers by revenue agents in the field. This
would be the inevitable result if the words "direct or indirect" were construed
to mean that if the taxpayer owed any money or borrowed money at the time
be took out a new policy, he could be said to be "borrowing" money to
pay his premiums, even though the loan was really a mortgage on his house.
Such a rule would authorize agents to inquire into a taxpayer's personal
affairs in far greater detail than ever before permissible.

(3) There appears to be no really good reason for this provision in the
tax law. Cash values are the most universally held asset. They are usu-
ally considered the safest and best form of savings that any man can have.
1, Even though only 8 percent of the national Income goes to life insurance
premiums, over 80 percent of all estate values come from life insurance.
In short, life insurance serves a fundamental social purpose.

Why should our tax laws be changed to downgrade the value of this wonder-
ful safeguard for all of our people? I respectfully ask that you do whatever
you can to have this provision removed from the tax bill.

Very truly yours,
GEORQB B. BYBNEs.

Loxo BFAOH, OAl.r., October 27, 1963.
Hon. COaro HOSMER,
House Office Building, Washngton, D.O.

DEAB REPBEzENTATIVE HOSMEB: I wish to propose an amendment to the ad-
ministration's tax reform bill for your consideration,

Graduate education is largely financed by the student himself either by ob-
taining a fellowship or by working part time. The IRS considers a fellowship
as nontaxable income, but if you work part time for the university as a teaching
or research assistant, the income Is txable. If such income, generally be-
tween $2,000 and $3,500, were nontaxable it would encourage graduate educa-
tion and also help to stimulate the economy. ,

Yours truly,
CoN~saA HOUSvtY.

Tnz INDnsTRIAL HOME FOR THIl BLEND,
Brooklyn,N,.Y., Oc1ober 17, T193.

Re 8. 2227 by Mr. Ifartkie,
ion. BHARn P. BYaD,
toirman, (Cotmmfttee on Finance,
U.S. Senate,' Washington, D.O.

D EARB RNATOA BaD: May I request that thb letter be made a part of the
rec rd conc rned With the discussions of H.I. 8363 and the. Seunte bill 227
concerned with the creation of ab additional exepdon for ta taL aer with a.
blind dependent.

I know that yop and members of your committee have been fully aware of
and' familiar with the Very serious problems of all kinds arising out of the
handicap of blindness. The generosity and good will of the Congress of the
United State, in itd consideration of blind citizens is well know and has been
magnificent over the years. With the present concern for the taxpayer as re-
flected in the new text legislation now before you, we believe that one of the
very thoughtful and simple ways to assist the taxpayer is to take into at sunt
some ,of the unwuual 4eman4s which may be:made upon him when be is the ale
sappor oa a.everqly disabled person. . , .I" " a
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Blindness as one of the most severe of all handicaps has always demanded the
expenditure of more money for simple things than most of us In the Lommun-
ity are required to consider. When we realize that large numbers of blind
rersons-the very young and the very old-are dependent either on their fam-
ilies or on public assistance, we can appreciate the need of giving special thought
to the tax problems of. the taxpayer who must support blind dependents. Aid
to the blind, as a program federally sponsored and jointly financed by the Fed-
eral Government and the States, has already taken this differential of expense
into account in its budgeting for Individual blind persons.
- May we respectfully urge that you and your Finance Committee give the"
same consideration to the taxpayer who must bear the expense of maintaining:
a blind dependent. While a single additional exemption will by no means take-
care of all of the additional expenses implicit In blindness, it will to some degree-
relieve a little of the burden; in doing this It may help, too, to create a better
climate of acceptance of responsibility for such expense by the taxpayer. What
are some of these unusual expenses? Depending on the degree of dependence,
they cover a very wide variety of major and incidental expenditures ranging
from the more frequent purchase of shoes because of the scuffing Implicit In
moving about without sight to the employment of a constant companion for an
older person or for transportation of a blind child to a nursery and other facili-
ties for service and training. It certainly includes more continued medical
attention than most of us are confronted with, including the getting to and
from doctors, hospitals, and clinics, with a guide or companion. It certainly
includes special care and service for newly blind persons in a family during the
period of adjustment to the loss of sight and often, if this period of adjustment is
difficult, for very long periods of time after the loss of sight. The normal
participation in household affairs, such as shopping, writing letters, doing
other simple things which the very young and the very old in most households
can do, are denied to the taxpayer with a blind dependent. I believe that these
few references are sufficient and you, yourself, and the members of yqur com-
mittee could add to these indefinitely.

One final word, however, I think is Important. Because of the magnificent
program of rehabilitation, again sponsored by and inaugurated by the Congress
of the United States as well as substantially financed by it, the number of such
blind dependents has reduced substantially over the past 20 years, so that we
are speaking of a relatively small number, of persons. Public assistance, too,
has absorbed a substantial part of the burden, still further reducing the number
of those who are dependent upon taxpayers.

The American Association of Workers for the Blind has over the years pro-
posed and supported any legislative program that will Improve the environment
and circumstances Within which blind persons must live. We believe that S.
2227 is a very thoughtful and beneficial proposal, and we respectfully urge your
usual generous and thoughtful consideration of this bill as an amendment to the
1963 tax proposals now before you.

Faithfully yours,
GEORoE E. KANE,

Chairman, Legislative Committee, American Associafon of Workers for the
Blind.

(Whereupon, at 12:25 p.m., the committee adjourned, to reconvene at
10 a.m., Tuesday, November 12,1963.)


